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Agricultural Machinery Manufacturers Association Bangladesh

Address: Flat# G-E, Rainbow Valley, Plot: 1292/93 Fasertek, West Vatara, Dhaka-1212, Bangladesh

Tel: +8801705412880

Email: ammab2005@gmail.com
Alim Industries Limited  
Address: BSCIC1/E, Gutatlkor, Kodomtoll, SylhE3100, Bangladesh  
Tel: +8801711-921477  
Email: ahsan@allm.com.bd  
Website: www.allm.com.bd  
Products: alim power tiller, rice/wheat thresher, seeder, chopper, potato harvester, foot pump and other’s agro machinery

The Metal (Pvt.) Ltd  
Address: PBL Tower (8th Floor), 17 North C/A, Gulshan-2, Dhaka-1212, Bangladesh  
Tel: +8801755585119  
Email: info@metalbd.btlz  
Website: www.themetalbd.com  
Products: trailer, water tank, usg applicator, bed planter

Mahbub Engineering Workshop  
Address: BSCIC I/E, Jamalpur-2000  
Tel: +880174605179  
Email: mahbubkhan31@gmail.com  
Products: battery operated reaper, diesel engine operated reaper, malle sheller, winnower

Uttoron Engineering  
Address: Kalltola sadar, Dlnalpur, Bangladesh  
Tel: +8801744-333666  
Email: mdrafedulslam@gmail.com  
Products: nuts thresher, dryer, maize sheller

Kamal Machine Tools  
Tel: +8801711-027205  
Email: kmt_bogra@yahoo.com  
Products: water pump, agro machinery spare parts address, sllmpur, bogura

RKMetal  
Address: Sree Sree Gour Gopal Begraho, Estate, Bplanl Bltan No: 4 (South), No 1: Habeli Gopalpur, Farldpur  
Tel: +8801710-928977  
Email: rkmetal77@gmail.com  
Products: power thresher, maize sheller, power tiller operated seeder, jute fiber extraction machine, chopper machine

Janata Engineering  
Address: Shalak Supermarket, Sarolganj Bazar, Chuadanga Sadar, Chuadanga, Bangladesh  
Tel: +8801711-960861  
Email: Janataengineering766@gmail.com  
Website: www.Janataengineering.com  
Products: power tiller mounted reaper, seeder, maize sheller, combine harvester

Hoque Corporation  
Address: House#12, Road#03, Block#F, Sector#01, Aftabnagor, Badda, Dhaka-1212, Bangladesh  
Tel: +88-01772984331  
Email: hoquecorporatlor@gmail.com  
Products: versatile multicrop planter (vmp), usg applicator, weeder and its spare parts

Naboti Foundry Works Bangladesh  
Address: Dattapara, BSCIC Shlpta Nagarl, Dhorall, Natore Sadar, Natore, Bangladesh  
Tel: +8801713-201531  
Email: nnsonar@nabotl.com  
Website: www.nabotl.com  
Products: foot pump spray machine, hand sprayer, reaper header

Agro Machinery Industry Ltd  
Address: Hosue#31, Road No# 14, D.I.T Project Merul Badda, Dhaka-1212  
Tel: +8801816-461569  
Email: sksaadl2005@gmail.com  
Products: chopper machine, thresher, seeder machine, pufging pellet making machine

Paragon Pumps Limited  
Address: BSCIC I/E, Plot No-A10, Naogaon  
Tel: +880171-1000239  
Email: paragon294@gmail.com  
Products: submersible pumps and accessories
China Agricultural Machinery Distribution Association

Address: 26 South Yuetan Street, Xicheng District, Beijing, China

Tel: +86-10-68511359

Email: camda_int@126.com
AGCO China Investment Co., Ltd.
Address: Room 810, First Floor Pacific Century Place, No.2 North Gongti Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing, 100000
Email: wenrong.fang@agcocorp.com
Website: http://www.agcocorp.cn/
Products: massey furguson high-powered tractor, massey furguson tractor, massey furguson tying machine
Description: Services, advertising production, advertising agency, advertising, graphic design and production, design of enterprise picture book, graphic design and production, online promotion, agricultural machinery accessories batteries lubricants wholesale and retail, network sales

Anhui Jinqinglong Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Jingyi North Road, Economic Development Zone, Tongcheng, Anqing City, Anhui Province, 231400
Email: anhuijql@163.com
Products: exhaust gate, piston pin, valve seat
Description: Anhui Jinqinglong Machinery Co., Ltd. is located in Tongcheng city economic development zone and was founded in 2005. The company, with registered capital of CNY 10 million, is a professional producer of domestic engine valve, piston pin, valve seat and other products.

Anhui Quanchai Engine Co., Ltd.
Address: 788 Wujingzi Road, Xianghe Town, Quanjiao County, Chuzhou City, Anhui Province, 239500
Email: 785265639@qq.com
Website: http://www.quanchai.com.cn
Products: diesel engine
Description: Anhui Quanchai Engine Co., Ltd. is the vanguard enterprise on the research and development as well as manufacture of small and medium power diesel engine. It has established close cooperation with numerous well-known research institutions in China and aboard. Anhui Quanchai has its own state-certified technical center, postdoctoral scientific research workstation of Anhui province. Quanchai has several subsidiaries, including Tianli engine company, Tianhe machinery enterprise, and so forth. Anhui Quanchai’s products include vehicle, agricultural equipment, engineering machinery, and diesel engine, etc, with horsepower ranging between 10-280kw. Quanchai is entitled “National Hightech Enterprise”, and is among 100 China machinery industry enterprises, vanguard enterprises of China internal combustion engine industry and the top 100 enterprises in Anhui province.

Anping Hongda Vehicle and Tractor Parts Factory
Address: 102 Hongqi Street, Anping County, Hengshui City, Hebei Province, 53600
Email: 393259840@qq.com
Products: gear, steering ball head, toothed sprocket

Anqing Tiantianqing Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Kwunton Village, Hengbu Town, Zongyang County, Tongling City, Anhui Province, 246725
Email: 811098372@qq.com
Website: http://www.ttqny.cn/
Products: paddy direct seeder

Anhui Chunfeng Agriculture and Forestry Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: Sanshan District, Wuhu City, Anhui Province, 241000
Website: www.ahcfnj.com
Products: field management machine, four-wheel drive tiller

Baoding Personage Agricultural Machinery Trading Co., Ltd.
Address: Longkou Town, Gaoyang County, Baoding City, Hebei Province, 71000
Email: 1748754306@.qq.com
Products: gear pump, zkb60 variable-speed shaft, zkb60 a tooth
Description: Agricultural machinery accessories

Baoding XuanJing ChuangHong Co., Ltd.
Address: 2nd Floor, No.9, Building 8, Pangkou Market, Pangkou Town, Gaoyang County, Baoding City, Hebei Province, 71500
Email: 30782350@qq.com
Products: rocker arm assembly, fuel injector, cylinder liner
Description: Baoding XuanJing ChuangHong Co., Ltd. was founded in 1985. It set up successively XuanJing ChuangHong agricultural spare parts sales center, XuanJing ChuangHong mini cultivator sales center, XuanJing ChuangHong agricultural spare parts manufacturing center, and XuanJing ChuangHong Import and Export Trading Company. XuanJing ChuangHong has a wide business scope and the products have been sold in China and abroad, including single cylinder diesel engine, single cylinder diesel engine parts, tyre, full-type mini cultivator and spare parts, mini cultivator, crankshaft, camshaft, piston and so on. XuanJing ChuangHong uses 3D printers to produce mould and have 3 sets of CNC processing center and a heat treatment center.
ChuangHong has a professional overseas sales team to develop our international market.

**Baoding Yicunjin Trading Co., Ltd.**
Address: No. 12, Building 15, Central District, Pangkou Market, Gaoyang County, Baoding City, Hebei Province, 71500
Email: 109276@qq.com
Products: blade guard, hydraulic filter, air filter

**Beihai Xinhong Hengda Mechanical Equipment Co., Ltd.**
Address: Haicheng District, Beihai City, Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, 536000
Email: 140676@qq.com
Website: http://xhyfsb.en.alibaba.com
Products: refined refining system, drying machine, cooking machine
Description: Beihai Xinhong Hengda Mechanical Equipment Co., Ltd. is a company with more than 20 years of experience in the rendering industry, and is a professional manufacturer of processing equipment for fish meal and fish oil, meat and bone meal, poultry byproduct meal, etc. Beihai Xinhong Hengda has developed and provided a series of various specifications and processing capacity for equipment to meet different needs of customers. Besides, Beihai Xinhong Hengda has over the years committed to improving the quality of its equipment, whose products have long ranked top in the industry in terms of quality and performance.

**Beijing Leixina Environmental Protection Technology Development Co., Ltd.**
Address: 220, Unit 2, Building 2, Yiquanhui, 35 Shangdi East Road, Haidian District, Beijing, 100085
Email: 1595497324@qq.com
Website: www.leixina.com
Products: belgian aams detection instrument, lechler imported sprinkler head from Germany, diaphragm pump
Description: Beijing Leixina Environmental Protection Technology Development Co., Ltd. was founded in 2001 in Beijing. It mainly manufactures plant protection machinery parts and testing equipment. The company is dedicated to providing advanced products, equipment and complete solutions for its broad masses of users. Now, with a number of internationally renowned manufacturers’ agent agreements, the company is responsible for the promotion of their products in China as well as sales and technical support and other services. Beijing Leixina Environmental Protection Technology Development Co., Ltd., as the sole agent of Germany Lechler agricultural sprinkler in China, is committed to the solution and implementation of agricultural nozzle and its accessories; as Italy AR’s sole agent of agricultural pump in China, it is entirely responsible for the sales and after-sales support in China; as a Belgian AAMS sole agent in China, the company is responsible for the promotion, sales and technical support of its detect plant protection machinery in China. After years of development, the company has gained good reputation in the field of agricultural machinery, pesticides, plant protection, and environmental protection.

**Bazhou Huachi Machinery Equipment Co., Ltd.**
Address: Shicheng No.2 Village, Bazhou City, Langfang City, Hebei Province, 65700
Products: no till sowing machine, no tillage monomer

**Cangzhou Dexin Machinery Co., Ltd.**
Address: Qianlizhai Village, Yaoguantun Township, Cang County, Cangzhou City, Hebei Province, 61000
Email: czdx988@126.com
Products: straw kneading machine, feed mill
Description: Cangzhou Dexin Machinery Co., Ltd. formerly known as Cangzhou Dexin Civilian Machinery Plant was founded in 2000. It has become a specialized producer in the areas of small-sized farming machines and food machineries. In the past 10 years, the company has won the titles of “Chinese Brand Credit Enterprise”, “AAA 100 Credit Enterprises in Hebei Province”, “National Grain and Oil System Certificate” and “National Quality Survey Certificate”. The main products of Cangzhou Dexin include pulping machine with slag separation, pulping machine without slag separation, large, medium and small-sized straw cutting machine and rubbing machine etc. It is sold all over the country and exported to more than ten countries. There are more than 3000 distribution outlets in China.

**Cangzhou Hongteng Auto Parts Co., Ltd.**
Address: Dazhu Village, Hejian City, Cangzhou City, Hebei Province, 62453
Email: 657886696@qq.com
Products: battery line, tape, wire

**Cangzhou Tianba Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.**
Address: Zhangcao Industrial Zone, Migezhuang Town, Hejian City, Cangzhou City, Hebei Province, 62453
Email: 2451521400@qq.com
Website: www.cztbnj.cn
Products: self-propelled corn harvester
Description: Cangzhou Tianba Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd. has been engaged in the research and development
and manufacture of corn harvester since 2002. After years of efforts, the company has developed a number of core technology patents on corn harvester. The knapsack and self-propelled corn harvester produced by the company has been recognized and praised by the majority of users in the domestic corn planting industry. Since 2008, the products of the company have been listed in the national agricultural machinery product subsidy catalogue. In 2011, it passed tsop0012001 quality management system certification. Now the company has three production and assembly plants, covering an area of 34,000 square meters, with a construction area of 12,000 square meters and an office building of 1,500 square meters. In order to adapt to the market, the company has built more than 170 sales units covering the whole country by more than 10 provinces and regions. Our company has set “sales, service, spare parts supply, user training and information feedback” five integrated sales and service network system in order to meet different demand for different types of corn harvester.

Cangzhou Changhong Refining Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Qianlizhai Village, Yaoguantun Township, Cang County, Cangzhou City, Hebei Province, 61022
Website: http://www.czmjj.com/index.asp
Products: silk kneading and crushing machinery, corn peeling machine, crushing machine

Case New Holland China Management Co., Ltd.

Address: 2 Magi Road, Waigaoqiao Free Trade Zone, Pudong New Area, Shanghai, 200131
Email: wei.lee@cnhin.com
Website: www.caseih.com/www.newholland.com
Products: New Holland baling machine, New Holland tractor, case shaft cylinder combine harvester

Description: CNH Industrial’s Harbin manufacturing complex laid its foundation in April 2013. The first Axial-Flow combine rolled off the assembly line in May 2014 and the opening ceremony was held on July 29th, 2014. Harbin manufacturing complex is the biggest agricultural equipment manufacturing facility in Northeast China and the complex extends over a total area of 400,000 square meters of which 116,000 covered Harbin plant that represents an investment of over 100 million US dollars. There are about 420 employees working on the site. The manufacturing complex features the latest technology in fabrication and two state-of-the-art painting facilities. Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) are utilized for the assembly and testing of the finished products to guarantee that they match the highest quality standards. Within the complex, there is a Customer Center with a spacious showroom and an office building. In addition, the Research Development Center with dedicated outdoor test track was opened in September 2013 and houses the engineering team tasked with designing components and adaptation for the domestic market. These facilities are complemented by the nearby spare parts depot and Training Centre. Harbin is the capital city of Northeast China’s Heilongjiang province which produces 10% of all the grains in China.

Changchai Co., Ltd.

Address: 123 Wild Road, Zhonglou District, Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 213000
Email: 937337544@qq.com
Website: www.changchai.com.cn
Products: multi-cylinder diesel engine

Description: Changchai Co., Ltd. is not only a nearly century-old national industrial enterprise, but also one of the earliest internal combustion engine manufacturers in China. It is the first listed company in the national agricultural machinery industry. Its annual output can reach 1.2 million diesel engines. Till now, Changchai accumulative production has already amounted to nearly 28,000,000 units. In terms of the domestic market, it ranks top 1 in the industry. Its products have been exported to 78 countries and regions. Changchai mainly produces small and medium power diesel engine and the power output ranges from 1.7kW to 80kW. There are more than 1000 varieties. The products can be widely used as power unit for vehicle transport, agriculture engineering machinery, ship propulsion, etc. “Changchai” trademark is identified as the earliest well-known trademarks in China. The single cylinder diesel engines won the title of “China Famous Brand Product”. Changchai passed the ISO9000 Certification, the ISO14001 Environmental Management System Certification and the ISO/TS16949 Quality Management System Certification for Automotive. In March 2013, Changchai won the certificate for the exemption from export inspection. “Changchai” brand was continuously selected by “500 most valuable brands in China” and top ten “the most influential brand of internal combustion engines in China”. The brand value is CNY 3, 276 billion in 2012. Changchai has introduced the advanced casting, processing and the internal combustion engine testing equipment from the USA, Germany, Switzerland, Japan and Austria. Thus, it has advanced internal combustion engine manufacture equipment and technology. It owns the state-level enterprise technical center and postdoctoral research workstation. Now, the enterprise’s technical center has more than 500 technical staff specialized in various techniques. So far, the corporation has obtained 74 national patents and about 500 new projects. Many types of multicylinder diesel engines got the U. S EPATier4 and ECHIA, which are the passports of entering the European and American market. The corporation has built a national sales service network with 11 sales service units, 31 sales service centers, over 400 after sales networks and 600 special maintenance stations.

ChangMai Power Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: 105 Hebei Street, Xixiaishurpu, Xinbei District, Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 213000
Email: czchangmai@163.com
Website: www.czcmdl.com
Changsha SonnePower Electronic Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: Minmetals Lugu Science and Technology Industrial Park, Yuelu District, Changsha City, Hunan Province, 410205

Email: liting@csshuobo.com
Website: www.csshuobo.com

Products: controller, touch screen, distribution type io

Description: Changsha SonnePower Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. was established in 2007. It is dedicated to the solution of engineering vehicle controller in harsh environment and the overall solution of electronic control system. The company mainly provides a series of electronic products such as mobile controller, display, intelligent distributed IO, programmable music alarm and so on, which can be widely used in environmental sanitation machinery, fire trucks, agricultural machinery, concrete machinery, excavators, ships and many other engineering equipment industries. Engineering vehicle controllers for harsh environments bring more convenient and reliable user experience than PLC for many special machinery and equipment. Up to now, SonnePower Electronics has accumulated rich experience in the optimization and upgrade of the electric control system of sanitation vehicles. After years of exploration and efforts, it has become a long-term cooperative partner with Zoomlion Heavy Industry, SANY Heavy Industry, Yutong Heavy Industry, Yantai Hyde, Qingdao Zhongji, Chenglitenfeng, Shenzhen Dongfeng and other sanitation industries. With the development of product application, many products such as controllers have been widely used in engineering machinery, fire engines, agricultural machinery, high-altitude vehicles and other fields. The quality of products of Changsha SonnePower has been highly recognized.

Changzhou Changrui Tianli Power Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: 201 Pubei Street, Xixiaxiu Town, Xinbei District, Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 213012

Email: dfam@dfamgc.com
Website: www.dfamgc.com

Products: tractors

Description: Changzhou Changrui Tianli Power Machinery Co., Ltd. is located in Xinbei district of Changzhou city, which is close to Changzhou Civil Aviation Airport, and the Beijing Hangzhou Grand Canal. The company is specialized in the development and manufacturing of power machinery joint stock. It has strong technical force, production and testing equipment. It pursues continuous improvement of the production process and the product system, in order to ensure the performance and quality of its products.

Changzhou Dongfeng Agricultural Machinery Group Corp., Ltd.

Address: 328, Xinye Road, Xinzha Street, Zhonglou District, Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 213012

Email: dfam@dfamgc.com
Website: www.dfamgc.com

Products: tractors

Description: Changzhou Dongfeng Agricultural Machinery Group Corp. Ltd. (DFAM) was established as a state-owned enterprise in 1952 and reformed as a private enterprise in 2003. After being reformed into a private enterprise for 10 more years, DFAM has adopted the flexible management mechanism of hammering at, exploiting and developing the market, deepening the business operation management and enhancing the working efficiency to meet the challenge of raidly changing market and competition. DFAM now puts the wheeled tractor as the main product and the farm implements for completion as the auxiliary products at the prominent position to meet the international standard, so as to be competitive in the international markets. DFAM has cooperation with many universities and research institutes, which has brought great progress in modernization of its manufacturing and imroving its innovation capacity. DFAM has now become a large-scaled corporation for developing and manufacturing farm machinery with product series of large/medium sized four-wheel tractors, walking tractors/power tillers, rice transplanters, wheat/rape seeds combine harvesters, corn combine harvesters, cultivating tillage and plant protection equipment as well as the transmission system for vehicles. At present, the annual production and sales of the large/medium sized tractors has reached sixty thousand sets, ranking the 3rd in the national tractor industry with a market share of...
15%. DFAM is also among the leading enterprises for its export business turnover of the 25-60 HP medium-sized wheeled tractors.

Changzhou ETK Power Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 60 Jiaying Ping Road, Xinbei District, Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 213100
Email: 29517593@qq.com
Website: http://www.etkpower.com
Products: diesel engine
Description: Changzhou ETK Power Machinery Co., Ltd.’s main products include diesel engine, diesel generator set and water pump. With 14 years of experience in mechanical manufacture and production, it has an annual output of more than 20 kinds of mechanical products. The company’s products have been exported to more than 20 countries around the world, including the Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam, Dubai, Chile, Colombia, etc.

Changzhou Fengqing Mechanical and Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address: 588, North Jinling Road, Xinbei District, Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 213022
Email: cztt619@163.com
Website: http://czfqjd.1688.com
Products: diesel engine
Description: Changzhou Fengqing Mechanical and Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd. is engaged in the business of mechanical and electrical products for 20 years including agricultural machinery import and export. The main products of the company is single cylinder diesel engines. The company has carried out a range of service in both domestic and international markets.

Changzhou Guoteng Machinery Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Luoyang New Insulation Material Factory, Wujin District, Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 213104
Email: andy.hang@mateng.com
Website: www.gotenggroup.com
Products: branch mill, paddy field grader, paddy field stubble slurping machine
Description: Goteng is one of the leading manufacturers in the production of agricultural equipment, such as mowers, shredders, backhoes, rotary, tillers, snow blower sweeper, etc. for compact utility tractors. Founded in 2018, it has built strong cooperation with worldwide customers by quick expansion/development. With its flexibility and attention to the customer’s requests, the company has developed a wide range of products for gardening, soil tilling, forestry and road maintenance, with the possibility of adapting them to the needs of potential users.

Changzhou Jade Electronics Company Limited
Address: 5th Floor, Building C, Tianan Digital City, 588 Changwu South Road, Wujin District, Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 213161
Email: 397370515@qq.com
Products: intelligent spray control system, seeding and fertilization monitoring system, seed metering device tester

Changzhou Jiehe Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: North Gate, 7 Qingyun Industrial Park, Niutang Town, Wujin District, Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 213163
Email: 374125794@qq.com
Website: www.jiehechina.com
Products: multifunctional ditching machine for agricultural and forestry machinery
Description: Changzhou Jiehe Machinery Co., Ltd. was established in 2000. In the past 20 years, the company developed a variety of products, which got the national invention patents. Jiehe multi-functional agriculture and forestry machine loader allows many attachments the customers may have, while one loader can be used for various functions/purposes. Jiehe mini-skid steer loader can be attached with different attachments, such as bucket, excavator, auger, trencher, hydraulic breaker, pallet forks, tiller, four-in-one-bucket wood chipper, root grapple and so on, to satify the distinct demands of customers.

Changzhou Laochang Diesel Engine Co., Ltd.
Address: 1902, Unit A, Building 29, Lemmon City, Wujin District, Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 213100
Email: 13196763763@126.com
Products: diesel engine
Description: Changzhou Laochang Diesel Engine Co., Ltd. is in Changzhou, Jiangsu province, which is an important production base of agricultural machinery manufacturing industry in China. The company mainly produces and operates the old diesel engine series, the old tractor series, rotary tiller and its supporting power. The company's old diesel engine series and old tractor series are the only series in Changzhou that have obtained the approval of the Trademark Bureau of the State Administration of Industry and Commerce to use the old trademark.

Changfa Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address: Changfa Industrial Park, Lijia Town, Wujin District, Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 213176
Email: 547834947@qq.com
Website: http://www.changfanz.com/
Products: wheeled tractor; grain-combining, high speed rice transplanter
Description: Changfa Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd. is located in Changzhou, Jiangsu Province engaging agricultural machinery research and development, production, and sales. The company consists of nine divisions with a total area of more than 2000 mu. It currently has more than 4000 employees including more than 500 technical personnel. At present, the company have a total of 203 valid patents, of which 23 are invention patents. Relying on the abundant technical force and advanced process design, the company has produced a variety of agricultural machinery products including diesel engine, transplanter, tractors, crawler-type harvester, wheeled harvester, dryers, generators, etc. The company has set up a complete sales service network system in large and mediumsized cities across the country with more than 600 primary distribution agencies and more than 2000 secondary distribution agencies.

**Changzhou Puhe General Machinery Factory**

Address: 228, Puhe South Street, Xixiashu Town, Xinbei District, Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 213181
Email: 811370518@qq.com
Products: valve rocker arm assembly, starting motor bracket, cylinder head cover  
Description: Changzhou Puhe is a machinery plant with independent design capacity. The factory mainly engages in the production and sales of cylinder cover series, flywheel nut series, rocker arm assembly series, stent cover series, pulley series, tools, and balance block series.

**Changzhou SuChai Power Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: Ninghe Village, Zhenglu Town, Wujin District, Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 213000
Email: SCDL2000VIP@163.com
Website: shop1432572924841.1688.com
Products: centennial diesel engine

**Changzhou Wujin Shuanghu Grain and Oil Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: Zuxishou, Xiaoyejia, Chenxiang Village Committee, Benniu Town, Xinbei District, Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 213131
Email: 2798717406@qq.com
Website: www.shlyjx.cn
Products: rice mill, complete set of rice machine
Description: Changzhou Wujin Shuanghu Machinery Co., Ltd. is in the city of Changzhou, Jiangsu Province. It is a specialized manufacturer for rice milling machinery, feed processing equipment and some other agricultural machinery. It was established in 1970 and rebuilt from the original state-owned Wujin Grain and Oil Machinery Factory. The company has technology exchange and cooperation with several institutes and universities to develop new products. The company’s sales network has been set up all around China while ensuring high quality, prompt delivery and satisfactory after sale services. The products have been sold in the oversea market including Southeast Asia, South America, Africa, etc.

**Changzhou Xinlikang Precision Casting Co., Ltd.**

Address: Industrial Zone, Qianhuang Town, Wujin District, Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 213172
Email: 85386894@qq.com
Products: guide wheel, guide wheel support, thrust wheel
Description: Changzhou Xinlikang Precision Casting Co., Ltd.is founded in 1999 in Changzhou city, Jiangsu Province. The company engages in harvester parts production, processing, sales and maintenance services.

**Changzhou Yangmar Import and Export Co., Ltd.**

Address:1902, Building 29, Lemmon City, Wujin District, Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 213000
Email: 781782511@qq.com
Website: www.yangmar.com
Products: diesel engine
Description: Changzhou Yangmar Import and Export Co., Ltd. is a company specializing in the production and processing of diesel engines, tractors and other products, with a complete and scientific quality management system.

**Changzhou Zirunangke Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: 75 Chemical Road, Zhonglou District, Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 213100
Email: zhang_22145@163.com
Products: adjustable speed skating plate, speed adjustment bracket, speed control lever
Description: The company mainly produces single cylinder diesel engine governor assembly including speed regulating lever, speed regulating slide plate, speed regulating bracket, oil indicator, etc.

**Chikusui Agriculture Machines Changzhou Co., Ltd.**

Address: 9 lanxiang Road, Wujin Economic Development Zone, Wujin District, Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 213149
Email: yu_he@canycom.co.jp
Website: www.canycom.cn
Products: hand mower, ride mower
In order to contribute in solving China's "three rural issues", Chikusui Canycom Inc. set up Chikusui Agriculture Machines Changzhou Co. Ltd. in China. The company was founded on March 19th, 2010, and officially opened for business in December 15th, 2010. The products mainly include: self-propelled crawler type spraying machine, self-propelled wheeled sprayer, walk-behind rubber track carriers, ride-on brush cutters, etc. The products are sold to many countries and regions all over the world. By combining Chinese market demand with Japan's efficient facility agricultural machinery technology, the company aims at solving the problem of rural labor shortage and rising labor costs and making farm field operation easy and convenient.

**China Hubei Shuangxing Intelligent Equipment Co., Ltd.**

Address: 23 Dongfeng Avenue, Maojian District, Shiyan City, Hubei Province, 442000

Email: wyyboy@163.com

Products: self-propelled crawler grain combine, paddy planter

Description: Hubei Shuangxing Intelligent Equipment Co., Ltd. was founded in 1980 and was transformed into a private joint-stock enterprise in 1998. The company has more than 180 employees, 38 technical personnel with college degree or above and 5 senior engineers. It has won the title of "high-tech enterprises", "innovative pilot enterprises" and provincial "industrial design centers". The company has standard industrial areas of 40,000 square meters and total assets of CNY 237 million in Wuhan and Shiyan. The R&D investment ratio is 6%. The company has four proprietary companies, namely, Hubei Shuangxing Purification Co., Ltd. focusing on development and manufacture of construction machinery and agricultural machinery, Ruialaibo Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd. on development and manufacture of agricultural machinery, Kefir Filter Co., Ltd. on commercial vehicle air filter manufacture, and Botai Coating Co., Ltd. on plastic spraying and painting.

**China Agricultural Machinery Distribution Association**

Address: 26 Yuetan South Street, Xicheng District, Beijing, 100825

Website: www.camda.cn

Products: agricultural technology books, tea pruning machine

**China FST Co., Ltd.**

Address: 999 Huancheng North Road, Jinqing Town, Luqiao District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 318058

Products: stretcher type motorized sprayer, knapsack power sprayer

**Chongqing Meiqi Industry Co., Ltd.**

Address: 2 Baosheng East Road, Huixing Street, Yubei District, Chongqing, 401120

Email: 930118425@qq.com

Website: https://www.mei-qi.com/

Products: mini-tiller

Description: Meiqi Group is a professional manufacturer engaging in but not limited to the production of small agricultural machinery and motorcycle components. Established in January 1993, our company started from a workshop and now is a medium backbone enterprise. Meiqi factory covers an area of more than 30 acres with buildings occupying around 6,000 square meters. Our company has a variety of processing equipment including automatic stamping machines, CNC lathe machines, heat treatment facilities, quenching tempering furnaces, automatic welding units, automatic grinder units, etc. Our company has over CNY 50 million fixed assets, nearly 800 employees, and established two branches: Jiaoyang Machinery Ltd. and Meiqi Agricultural Machinery Sales Ltd. Our annual production capacity reaches over 8,000,000 sets of gear shift arm, 1,000,000 sets of machines connecting rods, 1,200,000 sets of fuel tanks, 50,000 sets of tiller machines and 80,000 sets of tiller machine spare parts. Meiqi has strong product development capability and a group of experienced engineers bringing our customers quality products. Our tilling machine sales network has covered more than 10 provinces in China. At the same time, our tillers have been sold to over 10 different countries. After more than 10 years in the market, Meiqi products have become a major supplier of the motorcycle manufacturer in. In the course of ten years’ development, Meiqi has been awarded the “top ten private enterprise”, “backbone enterprise”, “trustworthy enterprise”, “best supplier”, etc.
Chongqing Zhanxiong Machine Manufacture Co., Ltd.
Address: 33 Jinsha Road, Nanjin Street Sub-district office, Hechuan, Chongqing, 401500
Email: 184510528@qq.com
Website: www.cqzxpower.com
Products: gasoline engine generator, gasoline engine, gasoline engine power
Description: Chongqing Zhanxiong Machine Manufacture Co., Ltd. locates in Hechuan District of Chongqing. The company is specialized in producing gasoline engine series, generator series, water pump series, agricultural power tiller series and so on. It has integrated business in research and development, production, sales and foreign trade. The company covers an area of 60 acres with standard industrial workshop of 30000 square meters and is equipped with 5 advanced large scale production lines. The company has 300 employees including 41 intermediate and senior engineers and is equipped with 5 advanced large scale production lines with an annual production capacity of 800,000 unit sets. Our products sell well in China and more than 50 countries and regions such as America, Europe, Africa, Middle East and Southeast Asia. The company owns a number of product patents, and has passed the quality system ISO9001: 2008.

Chongqing Cairui Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 92 Aluminum City Avenue, Xipeng Town, Jiulongpo District, Municipal District, Chongqing, 401329
Email: 2045896136@qq.com
Products: mini-tiller
Description: Chongqing Cairui Machinery Co., Ltd. is located in Jiulongpo District, Chongqing. It is a professional manufacturer of agricultural machinery products including multi-function miniature farming machine and so on. The company accord with the technical requirements of JB/ T10266-2013 for micro tillage machine.

Chongqing Comboss Power Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address: Chongqing Comboss Power Equipment Co., Ltd, Jiangjin District, Chongqing, 402283
Email: 694946976@qq.com
Products: mini-tiller, gasoline engine generator, gasoline water pump
Description: Chongqing Comboss Power Equipment Co., Ltd. was founded in 2018. Comboss is an international enterprise specializing in the R&D, manufacture, sales and services of off-road small engine and power equipment products. Our current main products include: engine, generator, water pump and power tiller. From the beginning of its establishment, Comboss has positioned to manufacture medium and high -end products. It has a modern standard factory area of about 10,000 m², an office building area of about 1000 m², 3 modern standard production lines for engine, generator, water pump and power tiller products and a laboratory for product durability-testing. The company currently has 100 employees, and the annual comprehensive design capacity can reach 400,000 units. Comboss has adopted the ERP management system, obtained the ISO9001 international quality management system certification. Our main products have passed CE and Euro V certificate and obtained patents of invention, utility model and appearance.

Chongqing CQQJ Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address: No. 1, Xinyi Village, Yudong Town, Banan District, Chongqing, 401320
Email: 34953606@qq.com
Website: http://www.cqqj.com.cn
Products: row transformer box assembly
Description: Chongqing CQQJ Equipment Co., Ltd. is a subordinate company of China Building Materials Group Co., Ltd. The company has become a key backbone enterprise for beer, beverage, condiment and other filtering and packaging machinery; pharmaceutical, chemical and biological machinery; and agricultural machinery in China.

Chongqing Hongmei Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Ba Qiao Town, Huzhu Village, Dadukou district, Chongqing, 400084
Email: 80356159@qq.com
Website: www.goodmachines.cn
Products: mini-tiller, gasoline engine power
Description: Established in 1990, Chongqing Hongmei Technology Co., Ltd. is a highended agricultural machinery company which specializes in R&D, manufacture and marketing of general-purpose power machines and stepped into the field of agricultural machinery since 2004. Chongqing Hongmei Technology Co., Ltd. mainly specializes in manufacturing agricultural machinery such as gasoline engines, water pumps, gasoline generators, power tillers, harvesters, etc. The company has passed ISO9001: 2000 international quality certification, gained national “3C” certificate, “Chongqinqg Famous Product”, “Authentication and Marketing Permission for Agricultural Machinery” for 13 models of its products. The company recently obtained the title of “New Key Product of Chongqing City”, “Chongqinqg Famous Brand”, “Experimental Company of Chongqing Intellectual Property”. The company’s products have been listed in the government allowanced products in over 20 provinces all over China. The products have been exported to over 20 countries. According to the customs data of 2012, Chongqing Hongmei ranked No. 5 among over 200 power tiller factories in Chongqing. The company is cooperating with several overseas distributors.
Chongqing Kuojiang International Trade Co., Ltd.

Address: Runmotorcity Warehouse 2-4, Shuangfu New Area, Jiangjin District, Chongqing, 400000
Email: 593029953@qq.com

Products: transport cart, agricultural machinery, tiller parts

Description: Chongqing Kuojiang International Trade Co., Ltd. is a subsidiary of Chongqing Nongtong Machinery Co., Ltd. Nongtong was founded in 2008 and Kuojiang was founded in 2016. The company is located in the place of origin of micro tillage machineries – Chongqing, China. Kuojiang is a company that is engaged in researching, developing, manufacturing and selling various kinds of diesel engine, diesel generator, diesel water pump, gasoline engine, gasoline generator, gasoline water pump and micro tillage machine, cultivator, harvester, etc. Our company mainly runs a wholesale business of miniature farm machinery and all machine parts. In the past years, Kuojiang’s products have been exported to Central Asia, Southeast Asia, Middle East, Africa, South America and Europe.

Chongqing Rato Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: 99 Jiujiang Avenue, Shuangfu New Area, Jiangjin District, Chongqing, 402247
Email: wenjing_xing@rato.cc

Products: variable-frequency gasoline generator, gasoline engine, water pump

Description: Chongqing Rato Technology Co., Ltd. was founded in March 2007. Rato is located in Shuangfu Industrial Park, Jiangjin, Chongqing, covering an area of 430,000m², with total investment of CNY 1.3 billion. Rato builds the advanced R&D center competent of design, engineering, testing and technical management. “Lean manufacturing” is applied in all processes including machining, metal parts pressing and welding, plastic injection, coating and painting, and assembly. The production capacity is 3 million units of engines and its application products as well as 80,000 units of equipment annually. The yearly turnover is estimated to be CNY 4 billion.

Chongqing Shineray Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: 8 Xinyuan Road, Hangu Town, Jiulongpo District, Chongqing, 400000
Email: 252639295@qq.com
Website: www.shineraypower.com.cn

Products: mini-tiller, field manage machine, small harvester

Description: Chongqing Shineray Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd. was founded in 2005, is one of the subsidiaries of East Shineray Holdings Ltd., specializing in developing, manufacturing and marketing products including gasoline and diesel engine assemblies, generators, water pumps, garden and agricultural cultivating machineries. The company covers an area of 5.5 hectares and possesses a 50,000 square-meter modern plant. There are two advanced engine assembly lines, two final assembly lines, two agricultural machinery assembly lines and related testing groups. The annual productivity is 1,700,000 sets. There are nearly 500 staffs, among which over 100 are technicians. In the past few years, Shineray brand has extended all over China and our products have been sold to over 60 countries and regions.

Chongqing Shuaichang Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: 4 Yipin Street, Leyao Village, Banan, Chongqing, 400000
Email: cq_shc@163.com
Website: www.shuaichang.com

Products: clutch assembly of micro cultivator

Description: The business of the company includes manufacture, processing and sales of general machinery, auto parts excluding engines, motorcycle parts excluding engines, electric vehicles and parts, and lubricants. The company also engages import and export of these products.

Chongqing Wang Geng Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: Aijiawan Community, Silong Village, Huilongba Town, Shapingba District, Chongqing 400000
Email: 786929170@qq.com

Products: mini-tiller

Description: Chongqing Wang Geng Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd. is located in the core business district of Shapingba -- Chongqing Industrial Park, near the largest freight transport hub -- Chongqing logistics park. The company covers an area of more than 50 acres, with 6000 square meters of factory buildings and office buildings, an overall investment of CNY 5 million. The company is a professional developer and producer of micro tillage machine and farm management machinery. The company has become the pioneer of micro tillage machine and numerical control machine manufacture. The company’s products have the features novel design, beautiful appearance, multiple functions, small volume, light weight, easy operation, suitable for hilly areas, for field management, tea orchards, vegetable greenhouses, rotary tillage weeding, planting, etc.

Chongqing Wugu Universal Equipment Co., Ltd.

Address: 8 Longfei Road, Dongcheng Sub-district Office, Tongliang County, Chongqing, 402560
Email: andytao@senci.cn
Products: mini-tiller, field management machine
Description: Chongqing Wugu Universal Equipment Co., Ltd. was established in 2009. The registered capital of the company is CNY 5 million. The main businesses includes agricultural machinery equipment and accessories, general machinery equipment and accessories, construction machinery, electrical equipment, electronic products, etc. The main products are micro tillage machine, ridging machine, combined series products, etc. Beginning in 2014, the products are exported to Europe, the United States, Southeast Asia and Africa and other regions.

Chongqing Shuoma Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: 1-3, Building 27, Herun International Auto and Motorcycle City, 1 Coral Road, Shuangfu Town, Jiangjin District, Chongqing, 402247
Website: http://152824przb.atobo.com/
Products: clutch, muffler, water pump

Chongqing Zongshen General Power Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Zongshen Industrial Park, Chongqing Characteristic Industrial Park, Banan District, Chongqing, 400054
Website: http://www.zsengine.com/
Products: rice transplanter, engine, brush cutter

Chuzhou Hetian Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Yangqiao Industrial Zone/Park, Quanjiao County, Chuzhou City, Anhui Province, 239500
Email: hanxinyu81@163.com
Products: rice hole projector, rice husking machine
Description: Chuzhou Hetian Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd. is a comprehensive agricultural machine manufacturer who is mainly engaged in agricultural facility machines and stockbreeding machines, such as pickup and bundling machines. The technology of pickup and bundling machine comes from all-round cooperation with Korean famous brand Myungsung Korea and Laifumai Korea and the complete set of technology of vegetable transplanter has also been imported from overseas.

Cixi Jianming DaDa Vehicle Electric Appliance Co., Ltd.
Address: 1 Chaotang East Road, Ertang New Village, Zonghan Street, Cixi City, Ningbo City, Zhejiang Province, 315300
Email: JMJ-888@163.com
Website: www.JMDADA.com
Products: hydraulic high pressure ball valve quick connection, plane hydraulic quick joint, hydraulic quick joint
Description: Cixi Jianming DaDa Vehicle Electric Appliance Co., Ltd. was founded in 1994. It is a well-known professional company to develop and produce electrical equipment for the car. Now it has five branches and large production departments to produce all kinds of starter engines, water tank thermore gulator, air-heater, etc.

Cixi Jiesen Hydraulic Components Factory
Address: 510 Kandun West Road, Cixi City, Ningbo City, Zhejiang Province, 315303
Email: 526011163@qq.com
Website: www.js-hydraulic.com
Products: quick coupling
Description: Jiesen Hydraulic Components Factory is located in the scenic southern coast of Hangzhou Bay, Kandun town of Cixi city, where is the Golden Economic Triangle, with Ningbo in the southeast, Hangzhou in the west and Shanghai in the north. The company’s products include hydraulic quick connection, hydraulic joint, pneumatic quick connection, pneumatic joint, oxygen inhaler, gas source joint, etc.

ComNav Technology Ltd.
Address: Building 2, 618 Chengliu Middle Road, Jiading District, Shanghai Municipality, 201801
Email: duanyalong@comnav.cn
Website: www.sinognss.com
Products: ag302 bd-2. 5gd Beidou/GNSS agricultural automatic navigation and driving system, ag302 bd-2. 5gy Beidou/GNSS agricultural automatic navigation and driving system, ag600 hydraulic tractor autopilot system

Dandong City Wulongbei Yaoyu Agroforestry Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Maojuan Street before, Wulongbei Town, Zhenan District, Dandong City, Liaoning Province, 118005
Email: ddyynj@126.com
Website: www.ddyynj.com
Products: wind-fed power hay cutter
Description: Dandong City Wulongbei Yaoyu Agroforestry Machinery Co., Ltd. is a producer of agriculture and forestry ensilage kneading machines. The machine has good rubbing effect, high efficiency, wide applicable scope, safe and reliable, long durability, and could process green straw with moisture content of more than 50%.
Danyang Changsheng Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Huang Town, Danyang City, Zhenjiang City, Jiangsu Province, 212300
Email: csdb18@163.com
Website: http://www.dycsjx.com
Products: air compressor, fuel oil filter, oil filter
Description: Danyang Changsheng Machinery Co., Ltd., locates Huang town, Danyang city, Jiangsu Province. The company covers a building area of 16,000 square meters, with a variety of more than 100 units processing and testing equipment. The company’s annual output is 150,000 sets of car air compressor. The company has sound organization, runs effective quality assurance system, service and quality control of the whole process from raw materials purchased to spare parts into the factory. The products’ key performance indicators have reached or even surpassed the ministerial standard in China. The company passed the ISO9001: 2000 quality system certification in 2002 and the ISO/TS16949 quality system certification in 2011. The company has strong technical force and product development capabilities in designing, manufacturing a variety of machines, fuel, air filter assembly, automotive air compressors and nonstandard production equipment and testing equipment.

Danyang Huaben Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: Anle Industrial Park, Jiepai Town, Danyang City, Zhenjiang City, Jiangsu Province, 212323
Email: 283066931@qq.com
Website: http://www.dyhbjx.com/
Products: diesel fuel tank, tractor tank, air cylinder
Description: Danyang Huaben Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd. locates in Jiepai Town (a place famous for its manufactured lamps) of Danyang City, with convenient water, land and air transportation, benefiting from the economic prosperity of the Yangtze River Delta. Danyang Huaben Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd. is a producer of R175, R180, R185, S195, S1100, S1110, 1125, S1130 and r178, R186 water cooling, air cooling diesel sump, automobile fuel tanks and gas storage cylinders. It is a largescale enterprise with large stamping, hydraulic, roll welding, oxygen welding, welding and other mechanical equipment. The company has strong technical strength, excellent production process, advanced management. The products are sold in Zhejiang, Shandong, Guangxi and other provinces.

Danyang Jiamei Seating Co., Ltd
Address: 60 metres west to Hehuachi Bus Station, Danyang City, Zhenjiang City, Jiangsu Province, 212311
Email: 840616317@qq.com
Products: harvester seat, cane machine seat, agricultural machinery seat
Description: Danyang Jiamei Seating Co., Ltd. was established in 2001, is a professional factory producing seats and seat parts. It’s close to Changzhou and Nanjing Airport, where transportation is convenient. The products include seats for agricultural machines, construction machines, go-karts, mobility scooters, cars and other vehicles; and stamping parts. The factory covers an area of 12,000 square meters and possesses large molding machines, shearing machines, full-automatic power coating line, foam line, seat parts assembly line and other equipment. Besides the production process from blanking, welding, phosphating, spray, foaming to sewing, the company could finish all the assembly steps and can satisfy the various customized demands. In China, the company’s main customers include Jiangsu World Group, Shandong Shifeng Group, Shanxi Victory, Zhejiang Kandi and so on. The company manufactures more than 120,000 seats every year.

Danyang Tianda Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: 19 Qiliang Road (Hi-tech Pioneer Park), Economic Development Zone, Danyang City, Zhenjiang City, Jiangsu Province, 212300
Email: 466683281@qq.com
Products: outboard engine
Description: Danyang Tianda Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. abbreviated as TIANDA locates in the most famous machinery city -- Danyang, China. As a professional exporter of agricultural machinery, the company have abundant marketing experience of agricultural machinery in China. The company can offer almost all kinds of agricultural machinery which have been exported to more than 20 countries.

Danyang Zhulin Lamps and Lanterns Co., Ltd.
Address: Dengcheng Street, Jiepai Town, Danyang City, Zhenjiang City, Jiangsu Province, 212323
Email: zhulindj@126.com
Products: xugong headlight, forklift lamps, engineering vehicle lamps and agricultural vehicle lamps

DEYIBO
Address: Linjin Road, South of 112 National Road, Economic Development Zone, Bazhou, Langfang City, Hebei province,65700
Email: 2785758533@qq.com
Products: vegetable planter, garlic seeder, air suction precision seeder
Description: DEYIBO machinery was founded in 1998. It is a factory specialized in producing all kinds of seeders. They are widely use for different kinds of crops and vegetables.
Dezhou Longfeng Agricultural Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: Economic and Technological Development Zone, Decheng District, Dezhou City, Shandong Province, 253000
Email: 382501080@qq.com
Products: flip four-furrow plough, grate tilting plough

Dingzhou Lianzhong Martial Arts Equipment Factory
Address: Lianzhong Village, Qingfengdian Town, Dingzhou City, Baoding City, Hebei Province, 73000
Email: hanweisen1@163.com
Products: dryland blades, wetland blades, coulter
Description: The factory produces and sells various kinds of rotary blades, wetland blades, stubble blades, straw returning machine blades. The company can also customize the products according to customers’ needs.

Dingzhou Xinxing Coulter Factory
Address: Lianzhong Village, Qingfengdian Town, Dingzhou City, Baoding City, Hebei Province, 73000
Email: 841272406@qq.com
Products: dryland blades, wetland blades, coulter

Dong'e Longquan Water Pump Factory
Address: Fanji, Yaozhai Town, Dong’e County, Liaocheng City, Shandong Province, 252200
Email: 83889871@qq.com
Products: sprinkler irrigation pump, self-priming pump, mixed-flow pump
Description: Dong’e Longquan Water Pump Factory was founded in 1990s, which is located in Liaocheng City of Shandong Province. The factory covers an area of more than 30000 square meters.

Dongxing Friction Materials Plant
Address: Han Village, Xian County, Cangzhou City, Hebei Province, 062255
Email: dxmcc@1163.com
Products: clutch, annular gear, clutch disc for tractor

Dunhua Fangzheng Agricultural Machinery Equipment Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: Hebei Street, Dashitou Town, Dunhua City, Yanbian Korean Autonomous Prefecture, Jilin Province, 133702
Email: dhfznj@163.com
Website: http://dhfznj.nongji360.com
Products: self-propelled corn combine harvester, half-track self-propelled corn combine harvester
Description: Founded in 2010, with a registered capital of CNY 10 million, the company locates in the Development Zone of Dunhua city, Jilin Province, covering an area of more than 40,000 square meters. It is the main manufacturer and technical founder of domestic hilly and mountainous corn harvesting machinery. The registered trademark “Yishou” is rated as a well-known trademark not only in Yanbian but also in Jilin Province. The factory mainly engages in the production of corn harvesting machinery, planting machinery, tillage and soil preparation machinery. The main product 4YZH2 self-propelled corn combine harvester has several national patents, which can complete corn picking, peeling, ear lifting and transporting header, straw returning and other work at one time, and is especially suitable for mechanized harvesting of corn in hilly and mountainous fields. The product has obtained the certificate of promotion and appraisal from the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs of China and has entered the catalogue of state subsidies. The products are mainly sold in the northern provinces of China, and some products have been exported to Thailand, Myanmar and other countries.

Eagle Power Machinery Jingshan Co., Ltd.
Address: Agricultural Machinery and Equipment Manufacturing Industrial Park of Economic Development Zone, Jingshan City, Jingmen City, Hubei Province, 431800
Email: 912294454@qq.com
Website: http://www.eaglepower.net
Products: diesel generating set, diesel electric welding generating set, diesel water pump
Description: The company specializes in the production of air-cooled, water-cooled diesel generator sets, water pumps and so on.

Eurozappa Agriculture Machinery Parts (Zhangjiaggang) Co., Ltd.
Address: Guotai Xintiandi Square 603B, 19 Renmin East Road, Zhangjiagang City, Suzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 215600
Email: yf_tea@163.com
Products: grid point, besson plow tip, deep loosening shovel
Description: Eurozappa Italy, the parent company of Eurozappa Agriculture Machinery Parts (Zhangjiaggang) Co., Ltd. has been a famous manufacturer of agricultural machinery parts for decades.

Feiyu Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Postal Savings Bank of China (Xincheng Branch), Shahe City, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 54102
Feiyu Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.

Description: Feiyu Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd. locates in Shahe City, which is known as the “Glass City” in China. The company was established in 2005, focusing on R&D and manufacture of high-end small-scale agricultural machinery. After years of development, it has become one of the city’s large-scale industrial enterprises, and has great influence and popularity in the industry. Now, the company possesses more than 100 professional technicians as well as 315 tons of hydraulic presses, one 200-ton hydraulic press, one 125-ton press, three 80-ton presses, 35 small punches, and seven shearing machines. There are 24 welding machines and 4 large and small lathes. At the same time, it has automatic paint spraying line and a full set of advanced testing equipment. It produces 1200 corn threshers daily.

Feixian Huayuan Agricultural Equipment Industry and Trade Co., Ltd.

Address: Westside of Feicheng, National Highway 327, Fei County, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 273400

Products: micro tiller, garden management machinery, potato harvesting machine

First Tractor Co., Ltd.

Address: 154 Jianshe Road, Jianxi Area, Luoyang City, Henan Province, 471004

Email: YTOduankai@163.com

Website: www.first-tractor.com.cn/

Products: dongfanghong wheeled tractor, self-propelled grain harvester, dongfanghong power drive rake

Description: First Tractor Co., Ltd., formerly known as the First Tractor Works of China, was founded in 1955, and was one of the 156 key construction projects in the First Five-Year Plan of China and the only large agricultural machinery enterprise in China by then. It was approved as the “Level AEnterprise of the State” by the Enterprise Administration Committee of the State Council in 1990. In 1997, YTO Group Corporation established the First Tractor Co., Ltd. after legitimately restructuring the business segments, assets, liabilities and personnel related to tractor business. First Tractor Co., Ltd. was the only agricultural machinery stock listed company both in the A-share stock market in China mainland and H-share stock market in Hong Kong. The holding company of the First Tractor Co., Ltd. is YTO Group Corporation, whose parent company is China National Machinery Industry Corporation SINOMACH. The company has been awarded as the advanced enterprise for quality management in China, and has passed Quality Management System ISO9001, Environmental Management System ISO14001, Occupational Health and Safety Management System OHSAS18001, etc., and obtained Henan Provincial Governor Quality Award in 2012. The company’s total asset reached CNY 10.73 billion by the end of 2012, with staff of 12,200 people, of which over 3,200 are administrative and professional engineers.

FJ Dynamics

Address: 1 Dongfengjingguan Road, XiangZhou District, Xiangyang City, Hubei Province, 212400

Email: lebron.chen@fjdynamics.com

Website: https://www.fjdynamics.com/en/home

Products: FJ1804 driver tractor, FJ intelligent rice transplanter, FJ 3D agricultural machinery automatic driving system

Description: FJDynamics is a global robotics company focusing on AI, advanced manufacturing and big data. The company aims at providing a full range of autonomous and digital solutions for the industrial automation and the intelligence of agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, fishery and construction. FJDynamics is committed to promoting the upgrade of traditional industries to digitalization and intelligence in order to ultimately achieve efficiency improvement and cost reduction.

Fujian Jinjiang Kehua Auto Parts Co., Ltd.

Address: Anhai Baitou Industrial Zone, Shishi City, Quanzhou City, Fujian Province, 362200

Email: www.fjkh@fjkh.cn

Website: www.fjkh.cn

Products: transmission, ca6-75 front box assembly, transfer box assembly

Description: The company was founded in the mid-80s, producing mainly car accessories such as gearbox, and power takeoff. The company has abundant technical force and testing facilities to ensure the quality of our products.

Fujin Lixing Plant Protection Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: Industrial Park, Fujin City, Jiamusi, Heilongjiang Province, 156100

Website: www.lxpyj.com

Products: self-propelled boom sprayer

Fujian Huagai Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: Huagai Building, Nan’an, Quanzhou City, Fujian Province, 362000

Website: www.china-huagai.com

Products: drive shaft bolt, rear axle screw, drive shaft screw

Gaobeidian Jinghua Rubber Products Co., Ltd.

Address: 212 Beida Street, Gaobeidian City, Baoding City,
Gaobeidian Jinghua Rubber Products Co., Ltd. conducts independent research and development of mold, rubber mixing, vulcanized manufacturing production mode. The company could provide variety of rubber according to the customers’ demand. Moreover, the company provides vulcanized manufacturing process solution for advanced production lines ensuring the accuracy and appearance of products. Our laboratory is capable of detecting polysulfide in rubber, testing aging resistance, and undertaking tensile, wear and strength performance tests, and supporting the improvement of the factory’s qualified product rate.

Gaomi Kaifeng Agricultural Machinery Assembly Factory
Address: 2781 Chang’an Avenue, Gaomi City, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261500
Email: 403275952@qq.com
Products: field management machine, micro tillage machine
Description: Gaomi Kaifeng Agricultural Machinery Assembly Factory focuses on the research and development, and production of small farm machinery. The company’s main products include micro farming machines, agricultural tires and other machinery.

Gaoyang Baoxiang Agricultural Machinery Accessories Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: North Lianjiazhuang Village, Pangkou Town, Gaoyang County, Baoding City, Hebei Province, 71503
Email: 81640223@qq.com
Products: exhaust pipe bending machine, empty filter, muffler
Description: Gaoyang Baoxiang Agricultural Machinery Accessories Manufacturing Co., Ltd. was established in 1988. It is a professional manufacturer of large, medium and small tractor muffler, air filter and filter. The company uses high quality materials and advanced production equipment to produce qualified products. Bao Xiang has a high-quality professional team with techniques, which integrates development, design, production and sales.

Gaoyang Zhaojun Agricultural Machinery Accessories Sales Department
Address: No.132, South Tianchi, Gaoyang County, Baoding City, Hebei Province, 71500
Email: 724619601@qq.com
Products: bearing

Gaoyang Jifa Agricultural Machinery Accessories Sales Department
Address: Enfa Community, North Side of Pangkou Town, Gaoyang County, Baoding City, Hebei Province, 71504
Email: 2671365666@qq.com
Products: spring tooth, bearing, baling machine
Description: The company is specialized in the production of baler and mower accessories.

Gaoyang Xuanmu Vehicle Lights Factory
Address: East Side of Hezhuang, Pangkou Town, Gaoyang County, Baoding City, Hebei Province, 71500
Email: 530386301@qq.com
Products: dazzling lighting, huatai starter

GD Han'S Yueming Laser Group Co., Ltd.
Address: 28 East Gongye Road, Songshan Lake High-tech Industrial Development Zone, Dalang Town, Dongguan City, Guangdong Province, 523808
Email: Li.zs@ymlaser.com
Website: http://www.ymlaser.com
Products: fully automatic laser tube cutter, high power fiber laser cutting machine, hand-held laser welding machine
Description: GD Han’s Yueming Laser Group Co., Ltd., a subsidiary of Shenzhen Han’s Laser Technology Co., Ltd., (stock code of which is 002008,) is professionally dedicated to industrial laser equipment R&D, manufacture, sales and service with the integration of laser, fine mechanics, CNC and modern management. With steady development for dozens of years, Han’s Yueming owns modern factories with a total floor area of over 100,000 square meters, possesses over 100 units precision machinery processing equipment and has more than 1000 well-trained staff in Guangdong, Shanghai and Jiangsu. Our annual production capacity is more than 10,000 units.
Golden Century Jiangsu Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: Zhengyi Village, Xiannv Town, Jiangdu District, Yangzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 225200
Email: 2108868306@qq.com
Website: http://www.jsj-wheel.cn/
Products: wheeled tractor

Description: Golden Century Jiangsu Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. is a Hong Kong wholly-owned company with a capital of US $62.35 million. It is located in the eastern suburbs of the ancient city of Yangzhou, with beautiful environment, convenient transportation, and close to the Ning-Tong expressway. The company specializes in the production of tractor ring-, large-, medium- and extra-large tractor ring, automobile wheel hub, half shaft processing and a variety of precision machinery and automation equipment. The company has designed and developed all kinds of large, oversized steel ring for users. The company passed ISO9002 international quality system certification in December, 1999. It is a member of the tractor branch of China Agricultural Machinery Industry Association, and its “jiangwei” steel ring has a high reputation in the industry. The company has been rated as “excellent supplier” for many years. Our products sell well all over the country, and some of our products are exported to America, Middle East, Australia, Malaysia and other countries. In order to meet the increasing demand for production capacity and the company’s future development needs, our company invested in a new subsidiary in Luoyang in 2011 -- Dongfanghong Luoyang Wheel Manufacturing Co., Ltd. -- and put it into operation in 2013, with a capital of CNY 38 million. Its key service target is China's first tractor and surrounding tractor manufacturers. The machinery accessories are sold well in the market and enjoy a high reputation among the consumers. The company has established a long-term and stable cooperative relationship with many retailers and agents.

Guangchang Xian Xing Lian Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: Xinglian Machinery, Guangchang County, Fuzhou City, Jiangxi Province, 344900
Email: 2787834869@qq.com
Website: www.qjlzj.com
Products: lotus seed core machine, lotus seed peeling and peeling machine

Description: Guangchang Xian Xing Lian Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd., was founded in 2014, and is located in in Guangchang Industrial Park in Fuzhou city of Jiangxi Province. Our main products currently include lotus seed sheller, lotus seeds, lotus seed shell peeling machine, peeling machine, lotus seed dryers, lotus seed color separator, etc. The existing plant covers an area of 24,000 square meters, has nearly 170 employees, more than 40 invention patents and utility model patents, and won the ISO9001 quality management system certification as well as Jiangxi province high tech enterprise certificate. The equipment is sold to 16 provinces in China and exported to Vietnam, Cambodia and other Southeast Asian countries.

Guangxi Lichuang Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: Oudong Township, Xincheng County, Laibin City, Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, 546213
Email: 592230522@qq.com
Products: field management machine, micro tillage machine, rotary micro tiller

Guangxi Lichuang Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: Oudong Township, Xincheng County, Laibin City, Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, 546213
Email: 592230522@qq.com
Products: field management machine, micro tillage machine, rotary micro tiller

Guangxian Haokun Bearing Co., Ltd.

Address: Xu Village, Gan Tun Township, Guan County, Liaocheng City, Shandong Province, 252000
Email: totti1018@qq.com
Products: outer spherical bearing, tapered bearing

Description: Guanxian Haokun Bearing Factory is producing all kinds of pillow block bearings for machines.

Guangxian Guangyang Bearing Co., Ltd.

Address: Chuan Chuang Road, Guan County, Liaocheng City, Shandong Province, 252000
Products: maintenance-free bearings
Guangzhou Shiguang Electronic Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: Room 312, Building C, Qiangsheng Building, Jiangxia, Baiyun District, Guangzhou City, Guangdong Province

Email: fzyi@sino-sg.com

Website: https://gzsgcp.en.alibaba.com/

Products: headlamps, warning lights

Description: Guangzhou Shiguang Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. was established in 2010. It is a professional manufacturer of LED mobile lighting products, with a total area of 3,000 square meters, advanced production equipment, rich professional knowledge and management experience. The company is committed to the research, development and innovation of LED engineering machinery lighting and mobile special operation lighting products. It has many years of experience in the field and has an elite R&D team. The company independently develops highpower LED work lights, LED warning lights, LED strip lights, LED charging work lights and LED inspection lights and other LED lighting products. It has a wide range of products: forklifts, excavators, ATVs, construction machinery, special work vehicles, agricultural machinery, modified offroad vehicles, vehicle maintenance, ship building and other products. Those products have won CE, RoHs, IP68 certification and earthquake test reports, and have successfully entered markets in North America, South America, Europe, Australia, Asia, the Middle East, and Southeast Asia, and gained good reputation in the international market.

Guangzhou Xingchao Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Room 204, CDZ Creative Space, Baiyun District, Guangzhou City, Guangdong Province, 510440

Website: www.pnkparts.com

Products: piston

Henan Haike Hose Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: Henan Haike Hose Technology Co., Ltd., Yucheng County, Shangqiu City, Henan Province, 4763000

Email: 943741897@qq.com

Products: polymer braided hose, heike brand polymer braided hose

Description: Henan Haike Hose Technology Co., Ltd. is a high-tech company specializing in the production of polymer circular braided hose. The products have national independent intellectual property rights and many invention patents. The registered trademark is “Haike hose”. The company produces 1-inch to 15-inch polymer braided water hoses. The inner and outer film covering the water hose is resistant to high pressure, wear-resistant and explosion-proof, and we also have special waterproof and antibacterial hoses.

Haimooo Electronic Controls Co., Ltd.

Address: Jindiwei New Science and Innovation Park, Minhang District, Shanghai, 200000

Email: liulei@haimooo.com

Website: http://haimooo.com/

Description: Haimooo Electronic Controls Co., Ltd. was established in 2016, formerly called XIMU (established in 2011). The company is dedicated to development and manufacture of industrial joystick and related products, consisting of more than 40 employees, among which more than 25 are technicians. The company occupies 1,200 square meters with office building and production site. Haimooo has a fully integrated supply chain of R&D, testing and manufacture, and has passed the ISO9001-2015 quality system certification. Haimooo is recognized as a High-tech enterprise in Shanghai in 2019.

Handan Chengao Machinery Parts Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: Wangzhuang Village, Zhangxi Castle Town, Yongnian County, Handan City, Hebei Province, 57150

Email: 398996886@qq.com

Products: pulley, defaecing machine pulley, shaft device

Description: Handan Chengao Machinery Parts Manufacturing Co., Ltd. is a modern machinery manufacturing enterprise that integrates the design and production of pulleys, couplings, taper bushings and other transmission parts. The company is located in Shaoguan Industrial Zone, Yongnian county, Hebei province, and is close to the 107 National Road and Beijing-Shenzhen Expressway with unique geographical location and convenient transportation. We manage the professional production of pulley SPZ pulley, SPA pulley, SPB pulley, SPC pulley, SPD pulley and the national standard belt pulley.

Handan City Yongnian District Jianbang Fastener Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: Jianbang Fasteners, Yongnian District, Handan City, Hebei Province, 57150

Website: https://jianbangjgj.1688.com/

Products: gear lever, handle, reverse handle

Hangzhou Haiyu Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Xinhe Village, Linpu Town, Xiaoshan District, Hangzhou City, Zhejiang Province, 311251

Email: haiyu338@126.com

Products: water pump, high pressure sprinkler pump

Description: Haiyu company was founded in 1988, and renamed as Hangzhou Haiyu Machinery Co., Ltd. in 2003. The company mainly produces NS and SU series pumps, high-pressure irrigation pump, drip irrigation pumps,
etc., and possesses aluminum casting workshop and iron casting workshop. The products have been exported to Southeast Asia, the Middle East and other regions. In 2005, the company’s casting workshop is transformed into a new production line, using shock compression molding machine off box shape and coated sand molding process, which not only saves tooling, greatly increases the pump output, but also improves casting quality and appearance of the finish. In 2013, the company acquired Hangzhou Houlihan Lokey Casting Co., Ltd, establishing a professional casting production foundation. At present, the company has employees of more than 180 people, among which 60 people are professional. The company has a total factory area of about 30,000 square meters.

Hangzhou Donghua Chain Group Co., Ltd.
Address: 1 Changda Road, Yuhang Economic Development Zone, Yuhang District, Hangzhou City, Zhejiang Province, 311102
Email: 86825796@qq.com
Website: http://www.dhchain.com
Products: zgs38 series chain, rice conveyor chain, European agricultural machinery chain
Description: Originally named as Hangzhou Donghua Chain General Company, Hangzhou Donghua Chain Group Co., Ltd. was founded in November, 1991. With its five wholly owned subsidiaries, the company is a professional manufacturer of chains, sprockets, tooth gears and various power transmission products.

It is one of the top 500 domestic private enterprises in China. The group has three brands -- Donghua, Ziqiang, and Dunpai -- with Donghua being recognized as China’s well-known brand in 2008, Ziqiang’s chain product awarded as “famous product of Zhejiang province” and “famous brand of Zhejiang province”. The group focuses on producing all variety of standard roller chains and special chains, such as conveyor chain, stainless steel chain, agricultural chain. The group has not only sold its products in china, but has also sold more than 65 products overseas, including Europe, America, Southeast Asia. Moreover, it has also set up storage and logistics like Europe. With Donghua brand registered in more than 70 countries and regions like America, Europe, Japan and so on, it has partners among world top enterprises, including Johndeere, New Holland, Class, Honda, Kubota, Yanmar, etc. Donghua Grouphas a province-level technical center, Donghua Academician Working and Experiment Station. With the strong technical ability, 400 more technicians have developed all variety of special high precision and high strength products, among which 33 items are independent patent technology with 4 patents approved. The group has taken part in the making and revising of ISO/TC100 international chain standard several years in success and hosted the 16th ISO/TC100 International Annual Meeting in 2004. It has established stable cooperation with many well-known universities and institutes in China. What’s more, it cooperated with National Chain Drive Institute to found China’s first car chain institute. Donghua has set up a complete set of quality management system which is equipped with advanced inspection and test equipment. Donghua has been successfully certified by ISO9002 Quality Management System, ISO9001 Quality Management System, API certificate, ISO/TS16949: 2002 and ISO10012 measurement management system. In 2008, it was awarded with the title of “National Export Commodity Inspectionfree Enterprise”. In 2000, Donghua took the lead in gaining ISO14001 environment management certificate and thereafter passed the inspection of clean production and recycling economy, winning the title of “Zhejiang Green Enterprise”.

Hangzhou Dongjiang Friction Materials Co., Ltd.
Address: Xinwan Industrial Park, Xiaoshan District, Hangzhou City, Zhejiang Province, 311201
Email: hlddjmc@163.com
Website: www.hzdjfm.com
Products: friction plate
Description: Hangzhou Dongjiang Friction Materials Co., Ltd. specializes in manufacturing and designing paper base free asbestos friction disc, P/M copperiron base friction disc, carbon base C-C friction disc, steel mating plate and anti-friction material products, etc. The company has three production lines which contain hundred sets of advanced equipment with annual production capacity of 6 million friction discs. Our products are widely used in clutch and brake system of construction machinery, marine, tractor, farming machinery, mining machinery, logistic equipment, punching machine, elevator, automobile, train, and special vehicle. The company is a OEM supplier for many domestic companies in China and also has started to export products aboard since 2004. The company gathered a group of experienced technical personnel engaged in developing and studying friction material with advanced testing instrument which ensure the strong R&D capacity and stable product quality. The company has been qualified for ISO9001: 2008 Certificate.

Hangzhou Dongyi Chain Co., Ltd.
Address: Xinlin Zhou Village, Yaqian Town, Xiaoshan District, Hangzhou City, Zhejiang Province, 311200
Email: 891634200@qq.com
Website: dongyilcd.1688.com
Products: drive chain, steel farm machinery chain
Description: Hangzhou Dongyi Chain Co., Ltd. has a domestically advanced production line with an annual output of 8,000 tons of chain transmission products and is located in the beautiful city of Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province. The company has more than 30 professional and technical personnel, producing various standard roller chains, garage chain, agricultural machinery chains and various nonstandard chains. The company has passed ISO9001 quality system certification and has its own brands Dongling and Xindongling.
Hangzhou JDA Frictional Material Co., Ltd.
Address: Shengguang Village, Yiqiao Town, Xiaoshan District, Hangzhou City, Zhejiang Province, 311256
Email: jdafriction@163.com
Website: www.chinafriction.com
Products: friction plate
Description: The company produces bronze plate, clutch, steel plate, and so on. The products are widely used in mechanic transmission, gearbox and braking system. The company has established long-term cooperative relationships with many large enterprises since establishment.

Hangzhou Kadiva Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 11 Zhaofeng Road, Xiaoshan Economic and Technological Development Zone, Xiaoshan District, Hangzhou City, Zhejiang Province, 311232
Email: kadiva_lxm@163.com
Products: round baling gear box, rotary tiller/beater gear box, disc mower gear box
Description: Hangzhou Kadiva Machinery Co., Ltd. is an enterprise specializing in the development and production of gearboxes. The company has strong technical force, independent research and development ability, technology integration ability and efficient operation mechanism. Its main products are large and medium harvesting machinery gearboxes, industrial application gearboxes and various agricultural machinery gearboxes. At the same time, the company also independently develops gearboxes according to market demands. The company has a number of patents in the manufacturing process, a large number of CNC manufacturing and testing equipment, with Japanese and German manufacturing centers, German-made coordinate measuring machines. The company relies on advanced technology as well as strict management to build a global market-oriented, independent brand with competitive advantages.

Hangzhou Xingfeng Industry Co., Ltd.
Address: 28 Xiasha 18th Street, Hangzhou Economic and Technological Development Zone, Jianggan District, Hangzhou City, Zhejiang Province
Email: hzxfsy@vip.163.com
Website: http://zc-rubber.com/
Products: rubber tire, rubber track
Description: Founded in year 1958, Hangzhou Zhongce Rubber Co., Ltd. (ZC-Rubber) is the largest and fastest growing tire manufacturer in China with over 20,000 employees. The annual sales revenue of ZC-Rubber in year 2011 is over USD 4.5 billion and its annual production in year 2011 is over 10,000 PCs. The company has established long-term cooperative relationships with many large enterprises since establishment.

Hangzhou Qifei Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Room C901-903, Building 2, 452 No. 6 Avenue, Baiyang Street, Economic and Technological Development Zone, Jianggan District, Hangzhou City, Zhejiang Province, 310018
Website: http://www.qifeizn.com/
Products: plant protection man machine
Description: Hangzhou Qifei intelligent technology Co., Ltd. was established in 2015, is committed to the development and promotion of agricultural science and technology, is a high-end equipment supplier for the solution of plant protection drone, flight control system, RTK high precision navigation system, intelligent spray system, agriculture IoT and green prevention and control systems. In 2018, Zhejiang Qifei Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. was established. It is located in China Geographic Information Town, Zhejiang Geographic Information Industry Park, and is the permanent site of the United Nations Geographic Information Management Forum. As the operation center and production base of Qifei Intelligent, Zhejiang Qifei has more than 150 employees. AGR will vest drones a higher scientific and technological mission, replace machines, and promote the development of smart agriculture.
to inspect every single tire by the X-ray, balancing and uniformity inspection machines, and engineer. ZC-Rubber is one of the ISO9000: 2008 companies.

Hangzhou Zixiang Chain Co., Ltd.
Address: 7 Xueshi South Road, Fuchunjiang Industrial Park, Tonglu County, Hangzhou City, Zhejiang Province, 311504
Email: 1139576188@qq.com
Website: http://www.hzzxlt.com/
Products: agricultural machinery conveyor chain, precision roller chain
Description: Hangzhou Zixiang Chain Co., Ltd. was established in 2003, the main products of which are AB series precision roller chain, and a variety of agricultural machinery, industrial, hardware machinery dedicated chain.

Harbin Baixin Agriculture Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Foster Building, Nangang District, Harbin City, Heilongjiang Province, 150000
Email: rtksmbgAGEP@58.com
Products: seeder of seeder, seeder blade, seeder monitor
Description: Founded in 1998, Baixin provides high-quality agricultural machinery spare parts and components in China and worldwide. The company has business contacts with more than 4,000 manufacturers, retailers, and wholesalers. Located in Harbin, the heart of China’s large agricultural farms, Baixin has more than 10,000 square meters of warehouses. The company’s sales network covers Northeast China, Inner Mongolia, Hebei, Henan, Shandong and other provinces. The company has good cooperation with many international famous brands and has established close cooperation with Heilongjiang University and Northeast Agricultural University.

Harbin Ha Pai Agricultural Machinery Processing Factory
Address: Xinhua Town, Acheng District, Harbin City, Heilongjiang Province, 150000
Email: 2995482394@qq.com
Website: http://hapai.china.b2b.cn/
Products: rotary blade, field returning knife, stubble cutter blade, monopoly rotary blade, stubble cutter, blade for returning straw to field

Harbin Middleland Technology Co., Ltd.
Cell: 0451-57662488/13936134288
Address: Room 206, Office Building C9, 19 East Chemical Road, Daowai District, Harbin City, Heilongjiang Province, 150050
Email: 1261630223@qq.com
Website: http://www.tiegenluntai.com/about.jsp
Products: agricultural tire, paddy tire, cultivation tire
Description: Harbin Middleland Technology Co., Ltd., formerly known as France Middleland Rubber and Plastic Technology Co., Ltd., was founded on September 5th, 1997. After more than ten years of development and growth, the company currently has an independent scientific research team and first-class production equipment as well as a number of independent intellectual property rights and patented products. According to different climatic characteristics, the company manages the R&D and production of a variety of durable, practical, safe and reliable patented products. It has a thousand-rubber plantation in Thailand, and is about to build a factory in Europe. Tiegen patented tire tube products of the company enjoy a good reputation throughout the country, being a “Tiegen Brand”, “CCTV Listed Brand” and “China’s Famous Trademark”.

Harbin Nongwang Agricultural Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: Dongguan Town, Shuangcheng District, Haerbin City, Heilongjiang Province, 150139
Email: 920011671@qq.com
Products: rake, boom sprayer

Hebei Guoxin Machinery Accessories Co., Ltd.
Address: Nansha Menqiao Village, Yanling Industrial Park, Renqiu City, Cangzhou City, Hebei Province, 062550
Email: 200818558@qq.com
Website: www.guoxinjixie.com
Products: sprocket, gear, roller
Description: Hebei Guoxin Machinery Accessories Co., Ltd. is located near Baiyangdian lake, which has the reputation of the “pearl of north China. The company integrates research, development and production, possesses CNC lathe, CNC milling machine, CNC drilling machine, automatic welding and other advanced production equipment, and it has more than 20 kinds of production series products. The company produces gears, sprocket, bevel gear, spline shaft, spline sleeve, gear shaft, transmission and various mechanical accessories, among which the quality and technology of round baling machine accessories roller series has been praised by customers in China and abroad. The company has advanced processing center and testing equipment to ensure the stability of product quality. The company has established a management team with leadership and executive ability, making corporate management more scientific, advanced and standardized.
Hebei Benniu Steel Ring Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: Industrial Park, Dalu Village, Ningjin County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 055551
Email: benniugangquan558@126.com
Website: www.hbbngq.com
Products: agricultural steel ring, ring assembly
Description: The company was founded in 1995, specializes in the production of medium and large tractor and harvester equipped with wheel rims.

Hebei Chaoping Agricultural Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: Weixi Bridge, Chengan County, Handan City, Hebei Province, 056700
Email: lianxiangxiang@hbcpnj.com,
Website: www.hbcpnj.com
Products: satellite grader, laser grader

Hebei Dingguagua Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: Economic-Technological Development Area, Wuqiang County, Hengshui City, Hebei Province, 053300
Email: 13393183066@163.com
Website: https://www.nongjitong.com/company/33039_5.html
Products: green fodder harvester
Description: Hebei Dingguagua Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd., founded in 2009, specializes in the green fodder harvester and farmland homework from seedling planting machinery research and development design, production to sales of high-tech and modernized agricultural machinery. The enterprise is engaged in research and development and has strong production capacity. The company covers an area of 50,000 square meters, has 260 staff, including 25 engineering and technology research and development personnel, 20 high-level management personnel, 12 after sales service personnel, and more than 70 sets of processing production equipment.

Hebei Huichao Machinery Accessories Co., Ltd.
Address: Intersection of Kangyuan Street and Xingze Road in Economic Development Zone, Julu County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 55250
Email: hbhuichao@126.com
Products: drive belt
Description: The company’s main products are rubber parts for self-propelled rice, wheat, corn harvesters, rubber roller of corn husker, sealing parts, nylon parts, small crawler, rubber miscellaneous parts, star wheel lifter harrow board of various sealing framework, oil seal rubber nylon products, no tillage seeder limited wheel, pressing wheel, spacer ring, fertilizer pipe and other mechanical accessories.

Hebei Haoshiduo Rubber Plastic Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Hebei Julu Economic Development Zone, Julu County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 55250
Email: will@hbhuk.com
Website: https://hebeihaoshiduo.1688.com
Products: walking wheel, rubber damping products, combination oil seal

Hebei Heiyi Rubber Co., Ltd.
Address: Industrial park, Julu County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 055250
Email: 718995505@qq.com
Website: www.heiyixiangjiao.com
Products: toothed belt of agricultural machinery, triangular zone, rubber products

Hebei Jingshi Rubber Plastic Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Riyuexingcheng, Jing County, Hengshui City, Hebei Province, 053500
Email: jingzhi305@163.com
Products: metal hose, various pipe fittings, pair of silk
Description: Hebei Jingshi Rubber and Plastic Technology Co., Ltd. is mainly engaged in the production and sales of high- and low-pressure hose. The company’s clients are in the fields of coal mine, steel plant, automobile factory and others. The company’s annual production capacity of high-pressure hose is 3 million standard meters. At present, there are two production workshops with pressure kneading machine, rubber filtering extruder, open rubber mixing machine xk-400a, open rubber mixing machine, calender, pin cold feed extruder, four disk wire winding machine, double disc steel wire braiding machine, rubber extruder, steel wire stranding machine, horizontal steel wire braiding machine, double disc steel wire winding machine, and water cloth wrapping machine. The production personnel is responsible for the daily maintenance of the machinery. Over the past few years, on account of the company’s excellent processing and production equipment, strict testing means and reasonable management methods, the company provides quality products which in the long term are well received by the majority of users.
Hebei Julu County Yingjian Agricultural Machinery Parts Factory

Address: Changying Village, Julu County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 055250
Email: 313174219@qq.com
Products: scraper, stamping parts

Hebei Keyuan Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: 6 North Ring Road, Dalucun Town, Ningjin County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 055550
Email: 5728625@qq.com
Products: hydraulic oil cooler, solenoid valve
Description: Founded in 1998, Hebei Keyuan Technology Co, Ltd is located in Hebei Dalucun village, one of the top ten agricultural machinery trading markets in China. The main products are automobile farm machinery, farm vehicle, construction machinery, harvester, hydraulic cylinder, copper radiator core and assembly. With scientific production process, advanced production technology, sophisticated processing equipment, and standard quality management, the products have won the praise of the majority of users. Since its establishment, the company has been greatly improved in product quality and market share through the unremitting efforts of experts and all employees, and has gradually enhanced its technical strength and economic strength. It is the first company to pass SO 9001: 2008 international quality management system certification in the industry. In 2005, with government approval, the company increased the construction area by 13,000 square meters. Now its fixed assets are over CNY 12.6 million and it has 89 employees. The company has the numerical control machine tool, the numerical control radiator tube-making machine, the hydraulic press machine, the benefit mill, the universal mill, the puncher and other equipment. The advanced processing equipment and the leading technical means have provided powerful safeguard for product quality.

Hebei Lianda Plastic Co., Ltd.

Address: Qianyangdian Village, Hejian City, Cangzhou City, Hebei Province, 062450
Email: 13932707743@163.com
Products: drug dispensing tube, connector for dispensing tube, quick connector for dispensing tube
Description: Hebei Lianda Plastic Co., Ltd. is located in Hejian city, Hebei Province. The company specializes in the production of high-pressure nylon tube, and has been committed to a variety of new nylon tube research and development for many years. The nylon tube produced by Hebei Lianda Plastic Co., Ltd is anti-high pressure and durable.

Hebei Longsheng Screw Co., Ltd.

Address: Limin Township, Hejian City, Cangzhou City, Hebei Province, 062456
Email: 402289425@qq.com
Website: http://www.lslsigs.cn
Products: power output shaft head, electric diesel fuel pump, rotary tiller square beam clip

Hebei Nengyi Heavy Machinery Fittings Co., Ltd.

Address: East of Fuyuan Street Middle Section, July Economic Development Zone, July County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 055250
Email: 621811748@qq.com
Products: oil filter, fuel filter, air filter
Description: The company specializes in the production of filter manipulation, flexible shaft, cable, speed sensor, copper sleeve, powder metallurgy, nylon, rubber parts, and professional products applicable to the harvesters, tractors, engineering machinery, automobile and other vehicles. The products sell well in China and are exported to Japan, Iran, India and other countries.

Hebei Nonghaha Agricultural Machinery Co. Ltd.

Address: North Ring East Road, Shenze County, Shijiazhuang City, Hebei Province, 052560
Email: 309354009@qq.com
Website: www.nonghaha.com
Products: reel folding horizontal dripping sprinkler, green fodder harvester, wheat fertilizer planter

Hebei Shengshun Hydraulic Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Zhaoping Qiubei Village, Dalucun Town, Ningjin County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 055550
Email: 1249720188@qq.com
Products: hydraulic cylinder, outrigger cylinder, oil cylinder of paddy field grader
Description: Hebei Shengshun Hydraulic Machinery Co., Ltd. is a large enterprise specializing in the production of all kinds of hydraulic machines. The company’s main products are harvesting machinery series, plough tillage machine series, series of the press, TGL, HG, SG, DG series, HSG series cylinder, cylinder of vehicle, engineering and mining machinery, ship oil cylinder, and various nonstandard cylinders which can be customized according to the customers’ needs. Over the years, through cooperating with the scientific research institutions of science and technology in the power industry, investment in technological transformation, technical exchanges, the introduction of talent, the company have improved to advanced processing production of hydraulic cylinder.
Hebei Shoutuo Auto Parts Co., Ltd.

Address: Agricultural Bank of China (Wofotang sub-branch), Hejian City, Cangzhou City, Hebei Province, 062453

Email: 345618630@qq.com

Products: oil filter, diesel filter

Description: Hebei Shoutuo Auto Parts Co., Ltd. specializes in the production of agricultural machinery engine oil filter, fuel filter, air drying cylinder, windshield wiper, sealant and other auto parts, mainly serving domestic and foreign agricultural machinery plants. The Jinshi brand filter produced by the company won the honorary title of “China Famous Brand” in 2012. Shoutuo company is a comprehensive auto parts service enterprise integrating scientific research and development, production and processing, auto parts trade, sales and service, with annual production capacity of CNY 7 million. All products are made of imported high-quality steel.

Hebei Shuangtian Mechanical Manufacture Co., Ltd.

Address: 2 South Shuangtianzhong Road, Shuangtian Industrial Base, Dingzhou City, Baoding City, Hebei Province, 073008

Email: kyxiaoshou@163.com

Products: comprehensive subsoiling and soil preparation combined machine, double shaft stubble rotary cultivator

Description: Hebei Shuangtian Mechanical Manufacture Co. Ltd. was established in April 2009 at the Shuangtian Industrial Base of Dingzhou by the former Dingzhou Kaiyuan Mechanical Manufacture Co. Ltd. through an investment of CNY 35 million. The company is located at Dingzhou that is known as the “ancient city of Zhongshan”. Beijing-Guangzhou High-Speed Railway, National Highway 107, Beijing-Hong Kong-Macau Expressway and Shuozhou–Huanghua Railway go through the city. Dingzhou is 200 km away from Beijing, and 80 km away from Shijiazhuang, the capital city of Hebei Province. The company covers an average of more than 133,000 m². The fixed asset of the company is more than CNY 25 million, and the annual value of production is more than CNY 271 million. The company has integrated office, enterprise management office, technical department, production department, purchasing department, quality control department, sales department, etc., and has 8 senior engineers, 48 engineers and more than 600 staff. It is an executive director member of China Agricultural Machinery Distribution Association (CAMDA), member of China Agricultural Mechanization Association (CAMA), vice chairman of China Rotary Tiller Industry Association, vice chairman member of Hebei Agricultural Machinery Production and Distribution Enterprises Association, etc.

Hebei Shuoxin Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: South (west side of Shengshi Hotel) Chenjiazhuang Village, Gaoyang County, Baoding City, Hebei Province, 071504

Email: 409728328@qq.com

Website: www.shuoxinjixie.com

Products: sprayer, lawn mower, rake

Description: Hebei Shuoxin Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd. is located in Chengdong Pang Port Industrial Area of Gaoyang county, Baoding city, 2 km apart from the Daguang Highspeed exit, 3 kilometers north of Baocang Highspeed exit, where the transportation is convenient. The company mainly produces distributor, spraying machine, animal husbandry and other advanced agricultural machinery products. The company’s products are mainly used in wheat, cotton, corn, orchards, vegetable crops such as nutrition and the prevention and cure of diseases and pests. Given full play to their advantages, the products can help reduce labor and improve work efficiency for the customers. The company, after many years of development, has achieved the integration of production, management and service. Now it has modern production equipment, strong technical force, as well as strong research, development and production capacity.

Hebei Taihong Agricultural Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: Nanpangkou Village, Gaoyang County, Baoding City, Hebei Province, 071504

Email: 175636499@qq.com

Products: rocker arm assembly, crankshaft, cylinder liner

Description: Hebei Taihong Agricultural Machinery Manufacturing Co. Ltd., established in 1996, is a professional factory integrates the research, development, production and sale of diesel engine spare parts. Main products include rocker arm assembly, starting handle, bolt and so on. Tianhong spare parts are welcomed by the customers both in China and abroad. In 2004, the company established its exporting department, which specially exports diesel spare parts and diesel engine models including R175, R180, EM185, S195, S1100, ZS1105, S1110, S1115, ZH1105, ZH1110, ZH1115, ZH1125, ZH1130, CF1125, CF1130, JD300, L28, L32, GN12, DF12, 295, 2105, 2110, 395, 495, 4100, 4105, and 6315. The company also exports other agricultural machines such as disk mill, meat mincer, oil expeller, rice mill and spare parts ballbearing, v belt, etc.

Hebei Bainong Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Chengzhuang Primary School, Nangong City, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 55750

Products: air feed sprayer

Henan Yonghua Conveying Equipment Co., Ltd.

Address: No. 1 Weibin Industrial Park, Xinxiang City, Henan Province, 453000
Hejian Huacun Auto Parts Co., Ltd.
Address: Cangzhou City, Hebei Province, 62461
Products: clutch

Hebei Yunshan Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: Xinji City, Shijiazhuang City, Hebei Province, 52360
Products: electric vegetable planter, manure spreader

Hebei Xuke Hydraulic Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Dalu Village, Ningjin County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 55550
Products: hydraulic motor, hydraulic steering gear, hydraulic valve

Hebei Zhuotian Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: National Highway 308, Waiting Section (West of Overrun Station), Zhao County, Shijiazhuang City, Hebei Province, 51550
Products: straw crushing and returning machine, straw shredding and recycling machine

Hebei Xingjiang Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Room B3107, Jinding Throne, East Wusi Road, Gaoyang County, Baoding City, Hebei Province, 071000
Email: 323868@qq.com
Website: www.hbxjjx.com
Products: cylinder liner, piston, shock absorber
Description: Hebei Xingjiang Machinery Co., Ltd., established in 1995, is a production and trading company integrating the production and sales of diesel engine parts, auto parts, and agricultural machinery parts.

Hebei Xingjian Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: East side of Tengfei Road and North side of Yinhai Road, Wei County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 054700
Email: 985285709@qq.com
Products: pulley
Description: Hebei Xingjian City Wei County Fansen Machinery Equipment Co., Ltd. is located at Qingyin Highway, and there are National Highway 106 and 308 passing by. The transportation is very convenient. The company mainly produces spinning pulley, fertilizer machine, harvester unloading drum, corn husk, oil sunflower thresher, the hand of the fertilizer car, the modified grain thresher, corn seeding machine and other farm tools. The company specializes in producing and processing all kinds of agricultural machinery and tools, and has a complete and scientific quality management system, 20 R&D staff, 30 technicians, 50 ordinary employees, all kinds of large tonnage pressing machines, and two laser cutting machines.

Hebei Xundieren International Trade Co., Ltd.
Address: Tian Village, Shimengqiao Town, Renqiu City, Cangzhou City, Hebei Province, 062550
Email: 306518187@qq.com
Website: renqiyunda.en.alibaba.com
Products: cutter guard,klass retainer
Description: The company mainly produces harvesters, Russian tractors, lawn mowers and other machinery parts.

Hebei Yangke Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Xingfu West Street, Zhaopingqiu Zhong Village, Dalucun Town, Ningjin County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 055550
Email: 740977603@qq.com
Products: overturned plow, branch crusher, 435 turning plow
Description: Hebei Yangke Machinery Co., Ltd. specializes in the production of plow, harrow, hay cutter, drill, and fertilizing machine, rotary planting, rotary machine, straw returning machine.

Hebei Yiruolansi Agricultural Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: North of Jiucheng Village, Pangkou Town, Gaoyang County, Baoding City, Hebei Province, 071500
Email: 549209649@qq.com
Products: tf80-100 suspension assembly, tractor pull down quick hook, automatic horizontal suspension
Description: Hebei Yiruolansi Agricultural Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd., which focuses on tractor suspension and has factory area of 20 mu, staff of 52 people, is one of the largest suspension production processing enterprises, owning 67% market share in Pangkou town market.

Hebei Yitaike Bearing Co., Ltd.
Address: Yunhe Industrial Zone, Linxi County, Xingtai City, Hebei province, 054901
Email: ceo@etkbearing.com
Website: www.etkbearing.com
Products: insert the spherical bearing, disc harrow bearings
Description: Hebei Yitaike Bearing Co., Ltd. (ETK® Bearing) was established in 1999, and has focused on bearing units and agricultural bearing manufacture for more than 20 years. ETK Bearing covers an area of more than 70,000 square meters, with building area of more than 40,000 square meters, and owns more than 200 of housing casting, housing painting, turning, grinding, assembly and other automatic production lines. The company has an annual output of more than 8 million sets and output value of more than USD 20 million. All the products of ETK Bearing reach the ZV2 quality standards.

Hebei Yuanzheng Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: East of the Fourth Village, Dalu Village, Ningjin County, Xingtai City, Hebei province, 055550
Email: donganjixie@163.com
Website: www.yuanzhengjixie.com
Products: green fodder harvester, production and sales of green forage harvester

Hedong District Aochen Plant Protection Machinery Factory

Address: Tangtou Sub-district Office, Hedong District, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276000
Email: 1161696077@qq.com
Products: gasoline sprayer
Description: The company specializes in the production of garden machinery, plant protection machinery and irrigation machinery products.

Hefei Changyuan Hydraulic Co., Ltd.

Address: Yaohai Industrial Park, North Dangtu Road, Yaohai District, Hefei City, Anhui Province, 230011
Email: hfcyxssy@163.com
Website: www.hchc.cn
Products: gear pumps, multi-way valve, cylinder
Description: Hefei Changyuan Hydraulic Co. Ltd. (HCHC), is one of the key and high-tech enterprises which specializes in R&D, production and sales of all kinds of hydraulic components. After years of development, it has achieved an annual output capacity of 800,000 pcs of hydraulic components, and its business scale ranks high comparing to the other domestic counterparts. The company is one of the standing members of China Hydraulics Pneumatics Seals Association (CHPSA). The leading products of the company include three main lines of hydraulic gear pumps motors, hydraulic valves and hydraulic cylinders, covering the power components, control components and execute components of the hydraulic system. With a complete product system which includes more than 200 kinds and 4000 specifications, the products are widely used in the field of modern agricultural machinery, construction machinery and special vehicles.

HCHC possesses strong technical force, advanced production equipment, provincial R&D center and a qualified high-tech team which includes more than 300 technicians including 14 senior engineers. With increasing investment in research and development, the company has obtained a series of core techniques and achievements which take the lead in the domestic market, and won 36 national patents, including 3 invention patents. Since 2005, 23 products have been certified as “Anhui province new product & new technology”, and the main technical indicators has ranked top domestically. Moreover, the company has chaired or participated in formulation and revision of 5 industry standards such as JB/T 7939-2010. The company strictly executes the ISO9001 quality management system. Due to its strong technical strength and excellent product quality, the company has won Anhui province “specialized, refined, unique, new” small nd medium enterprise (SME), top 50 of the Anhui province machinery industry, Hefei innovative enterprise and fastest developed SME. The company has also been awarded the honorary title of most influential brand and excellent supplier by China Construction Machinery Association CCMA-Parts Institution, excellent supplier by CCMA-Industrial Truck Institution, technology innovation advanced unit by China Hydraulics Pneumatics & Seals Association, and the national customer satisfaction enterprise by China Association for Quality. HCHC remains customer-oriented, provides not only excellent products but also systemic solutions for customers, and participates in R&D of host products together with all kinds of manufacturers. Relying on reliable quality and favorable reputation, HCHC has currently established long-term and stable cooperative relations with a great deal of well-known manufacturers which specialize in modern agricultural machinery, engineering machinery and special vehicles such as LOVOL Heavy Industries, Anhui Heli, Hangcha Group, XCMG, ZOOMLION, XGMA, Liugong, SHANTUI, Changchun Shenjun Special Truck, SunHunk HI Group, etc. HCHC is located in the beautiful lakeside City, Hefei, and has evident transportation and logistics advantages.

Hefei Yang Sheng Hydraulic Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: 17 Zhenjingang Avenue, High-tech Zone, Gangji Town, Changfeng County, Hefei City, Anhui Province, 231283
Email: baozhenju1974@163.com
Website: www.hfysyy.cn
Products: gear pump, gear motor, professional rand, production and sale of hydraulic gear pumps, gear motors and other hydraulic components and hydraulic systems

Heilongjiang Huida Technology Development Co., Ltd.

Address: Yitong Building 601-603, 611-618, Nangang District, Harbin City, Heilongjiang Province, 150001
Email: gu.mingming@huidatech.cn  
Website: www.huidatech.cn

Products: huida beidou positioning intelligent terminal, huida operation detection equipment, huida navigation agricultural machinery automatic driving system

Description: Heida Technologies is committed to bringing new solutions to the world's agriculture by applying BeiDou positioning, remote sensing, IoT, big data, mobile internet technology. With the goal of "leader of field agricultural solutions", Huida technology builds a smart agricultural ecological chain for global customers, and helps agriculture enter the intelligent, accurate and efficient 4.0 era. Huida technology is in a leading position in the field of agricultural machinery operation monitoring, agricultural machinery unmanned driving, agricultural machinery information intelligent management and other fields.

Hejian Fushuo Wire Factory

Address: Dazhu Village, Wofotang Township, Hejian City, Cangzhou City, Hebei Province, 62453  
Email: 727569680@qq.com

Products: generating set battery cable, tractor battery line, automotive wire, battery wire, iow voltage wire, full line beam

Hengshui Jietong Rubber Products Co., Ltd.

Address: Zhang Gehou Rubber and Plastic Base, Jing County, Hengshui City, Hebei Province, 053500  
Email: hbjietong@163.com

Products: high-pressure pipeline, rubber parts, crimping machine

Hesse Machinery (Xiangyang) Co., Ltd.

Address: Qianchang Industrial Park, the middle section of Mingcheng Road, Xiangzhou District, Xiangyang City, Hubei Province, 441001  
Email: 755580645@qq.com

Website: www.hessen.tech

Products: double disc hydraulic manual control field fertilizer spreader, double-disc hydraulic manual control fertilizer spreader, stainless steel double disc fertilizer spreader

Description: Hesse Machinery (Xiangyang) Co. Ltd. is a subsidiary of Fukeside Investment Holdings, Germany, which is committed to introducing advanced technology, conducting professional development and manufacture with professional R&D team, advanced equipment, and strict management. The products are featured with high precision, high automation, and easiness to operate. The fertilizer machine is accurate, uniform, highly efficient, safe and environmentally friendly.

Henan Xingyang Haitong Textile Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Xingyang Square, Xingyang City, Henan Province, 450100  
Email: 277147510@qq.com

Website: www.htfj.cn

Products: mobile wood chipper, branch shredder

Description: Henan Xingyang Haitong Textile Machinery Co., Ltd. is a professional manufacturer of textile machinery with more than 30 years of mechanical processing history. It mainly produces and sells opening and cleaning equipment, cotton grabbing machine, mixing opening machine, coiler and blowing carding unit. The improvement of high-speed railway bridge pipe drawing machine, agricultural machinery hay cutter, TMR silage mixer, wood grinder and other mechanical equipment are well received by users.

HSG Laser

Address: 8 Zhujiang Avenue, Bijiang Industrial Park, IBeijiao Town, Shunde District, Foshan City, Guangdong Province, 528000  
Email: siyulin@hsglaser.cn

Website: www.hsglaser.com

Products: plate and tube integrated laser cutting machine, professional cutting machine, gh series high power laser cutting machine

Description: HSG Laser is a national high-tech enterprise who is dedicated to providing laser intelligent equipment solutions to customers all over the world. The company focuses on the field of laser intelligent equipment manufacture with the concept of efficient, intelligent, environmental and compatible product development. As an important enterprise of laser intelligent equipment, HSG Laser has been providing key technology and customized integration solutions for industry 4.0 and future factories, helping enterprises to carry out intelligent manufacture, and enabling intelligent manufacture to change our work within touch.

HuaiYang HongYuan Transmission Parts Co., Ltd.

Address: Industrial Zone, South Ring Road, Huaiyang County, Zhoukou City, Henan Province, 466700  
Email: hyycz@163.com

Website: www.hyc1997.com

Products: bearing unit, insert ball bearing, plummer block housings, bearing housings with cover, and bearing housing

Description: HuaiYang HongYuan Transmission Parts Co., Ltd. was established in 1997. It’s one of a leading bearing manufacturer in China. The company is a professional
ISO9001 certified manufacturer of different kinds of bearing units, pillow blocks and hand wheel with various materials including cast iron, cast steel, nodular cast iron and stainless steel. The registered trademark is HYC. All work pieces are processed by digit control machine and the surface of housing adopts the static spray moulding.

Hunan Jinsong Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Science and Technology Industrial Park of Economic Development Zone, Shuangfeng County, Loudi City, Hunan Province, 417700

Email: jsricemill@163.com

Products: crushing mill, vibrating screen type combined rice mill, butterfly type ten-speed adjustable rice mill

Description: Human Jinsong Machinery Co., Ltd., as a leading enterprise of agricultural machinery industry in Hunan province. It takes part in formulating regional standards of mills and is one of the key enterprises passing the quality credit rating AA of Hunan Province. It is also one of the provincial industrial brand cultivation demonstration enterprises, provincial ecommerce application enterprises, and won the awards of “high tech enterprises in Hunan province”, “Hunan famous brand”, “Hunan famous trademark”, the sixth and eighth “Hunan agriculture gold award”. The company has a registered capital of CNY 20.08 million, covers an area of more than 40,000 square meters. It has 163 employees. The main products include combination meter machine, filming for the steam machine, and more than 20 agricultural machinery products, such as tea dryer and more than 80 kinds of models. Products are mainly sold in China, Indonesia, Thailand and other countries. Since its establishment in 2005, the company’s technology center has conducted joint research and development with Hunan Agricultural University and other colleges and universities. It has applied 38 national patents, among which 31 has been authorized with 2 invention patents. The company has implemented 2 national supported projects, and 3 provincial supported projects.

Website: http://www.nongyoujixie.com/

Products: batch type circulating grain dryer, rice combine harvester, tracked self-propelled rotary tiller

Description: Hunan Nongyou Machinery Group Co., Ltd. was established in 1995, with an area of 300 mu, standard workshops of 80,000 m2, and total assets of nearly CNY 300 million. Currently, the company has more than 500 employees. The group includes 5 professional subsidiaries including Hunan Nongguang Agricultural Equipment Co. Ltd, and Hunan Nonyoushengtai Agricultural Technology Co.Ltd. The group mainly produces agricultural mechanical products, such as the harvester, rice transplanter, tillage machine, combined rice polisher, and drier, etc. Jointly Hunan Agriculture University, and Modern Agriculture Equipment Zhuzhou Combine-harvester Co., Ltd, the group set up the Hunan Modern Agriculture Equipment Engineering and Technological Research Center. It also set up the National-level Agricultural Machinery Technology Innovation Strategy Alliance. The group is an executive member of Hunan Agriculture Machinery and Engineering Society and it is also the demonstrative enterprise of the commercialization of research finding in Hunan province, the key reserve listed enterprise in Hunan province, the executive member of China Association of Agricultural Mechanization, the executive member of CAAMM, the executive member of CAMDA, a national high-tech enterprise, the advanced unit with high quality services in national agriculture machinery industry, and the advanced group obtaining national agriculture science and technology service Golden Bridge Awards. The group has obtained more than 100 national patents, including 12 invention patents. The group led or participated in formulating 2 province-level local standards, 5 industrial standards and 2 national standards. 7 technological achievements have been identified as domestic leading level, and 1 technological achievement has obtained the second award of scientific and technological progress in Loudi City, the R&D and industrial application of mechanical operation and equipment for mechanization of rice production in the south and “the Second Award for Progress of the Science and Technology in Hunan province”. The group has passed the certification of ISO9001: 2008 quality management system, and has obtained several honors, such as: “The Award for Product Quality in Hunan province”, “The Famous Brand in Hunan province”, and “The Famous Trademark in Hunan province”, etc. In December 2012, the group’s trademark of “Good Fortune” was identified as the “China Famous Brand”. 14 products have been listed in the catalog of agriculture machinery products supported and promoted by the state and province, such as Hunan, Yunan, Guizhou, etc., and the products have been sold to more than 20 provinces and cities in China, as well as many countries and regions, such as Vietnam, Thailand, Burma, Malaysia, and Laos, etc. Currently, the group is adjusting its development strategies -- changing from manufacture to R&D as the priority; adjusting structure of the products -- changing from the small processing machinery to the rice operation machinery with high technology content.

Website: www.nongyoujixie.com
Hunan Zhuoer Bearing Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Loudi Dafenghe Electric Vehicle Co., Ltd., Luxing District, Loudi City, Hunan Province, 417000
Email: zezwzq@foxmail.com
Website: www.zezwzq.com
Products: connecting rod, crankshaft
Description: Hunan Zhuoer Bearing Tech Co., Ltd., formerly known as August First Bearing Factory, has more than 40 years history of manufacturing slide bearings, engine bearing, bushing, thrust washer. The company has advanced engine bearing production lines and test equipments, owns professional technological staff and administration. The products are widely applied in vehicles, trains, planes, agricultural equipments, engineering equipments, and have been exported to 50 countries and regions around the world.

HuZhou Shengli Hydraulic Ltd.
Address: 376 Jifanggang Road, Wuxing District, Huzhou City, Zhejiang Province, 313000
Email: hzslyy0572@163.com
Website: www.slyy.com.cn/
Products: hydraulic cylinder, hydraulic valve
Description: The company was founded in 1993, and is located in Huzhou Economic and Technological Development Zone in Huzhou City. It is one of the national supported key high tech enterprises and enlisted as the Top 100 minor enterprises with the highest investment value in Zhejiang Province. The company covers an area of 18,000 square meters with 210 employees and 250 various devices such as machining centers, NC machine tools, three-coordinate measuring machine, etc. After 20 years’ hard work, the company has engaged in applying its professional manufacturing ability of hydraulic components and power stations in the fields of agriculture, metal forming, leather processing, environmental protection, etc.

Hydac Technology (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Address: 28 Zhongping Road, Minhang Economic and Technological Development Zone, Minhang District, Shanghai City, 200245
Email: james.li@hydac.com.cn
Website: www.hydac.com.cn
Products: cartridge valve, filter equipment, and accumulator

Inner Mongolia Baizhongteng Rope Net Co., Ltd.
Address: Nanhaizi Village, Shaerqin Town, Donghe District, Baotou City, Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, 14040
Email: www.849188183@qq.com
Website: www.bthfslc.com
Products: bale rope
Description: Inner Mongolia Baizhongteng Rope Net Co., Ltd. was founded in 2002. After 18 years of development, its products are sold well in China and also exported to other countries and regions such as Australia, South America, and Southeast Asia. At present, the company produces three series and twelve specifications, and has introduced advanced rope production line equipment from Germany, which lays a solid foundation for the company to enhance its competitiveness. Its products are suitable for all kinds of square balers and wheat rice balers. The advantages of the products include: good stability, stronger tension, small elasticity, uniform thickness, no joint in the whole roll, no damage to the knotter, easy to trip, high bale rate, etc. At present, the company has 86 employees, 6 most advanced production lines, with an annual output of 20,000 tons. The company has more than 100 distributors across China, and cooperates with more than 20 enterprises in China and other countries.

Jiamusi XinJinYuan Environmentally-friendly Rotomolding Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Jiaxi Community, Jiamusi City, Heilongjiang Province, 154002
Email: 1240333175@qq.com
Website: www.jmsslzp.com/
Products: plastic fertilizer box, rotomolding plant protection medicine jar, and agricultural vehicle roof
Description: The company is mainly engaged in producing agricultural machinery accessories.

Jiangsu Chengtai Vehicle Co., Ltd.
Address: No. 16, South of National Highway 228, Zhewang Lingang Industrial Zone, Zhewang Town, Ganyu District, Lianyungang City, Jiangsu Province, 222113
Email: chengtaityre@163.com
Website: www.chengtaivehicle.com
Products: lawn mower tire, micro tiller tire, and lawn mower tires
Description: Jiangsu Chengtai Vehicle Co., Ltd. is a professional manufacturer of tubeless lawn garden tire, motorcycle tire and tube, golfcar tire, snow tire and ATV tire. Merged in 2018 from Qingdao Chengtai Handtruck Co., Ltd. and Qingdao Morewin Rubberware Co., Ltd., the new Chengtai covers an area of more than 60,000 m2 and has 500 employees and production capacity of 20,000 pieces of tires per day. The new company combines the advanced manufacturing technology and first-class manufacturing facilities of the former two companies. The company is able to satisfy both big and small orders with specific requirements.
Jiangsu Fujie Industrial Co., Ltd.

Address: Gaozuo West Station Technology Pioneer Park, Jianhu County, Yancheng City, Jiangsu Province, 224752
Email: 775230216@qq.com
Website: www.jsfujie.com

Products: deep plow, cultivator plow, deep loose shovel

Description: Jiangsu Fujie Blade Industrial Co., Ltd, established in 1999, is a mid-scale enterprise in the multi-project business and mainly engages in the production of cutters of rotary cultivator. The factory has won the quality credit prize and scale-enterprise prize continuously for several years. Fujie has 2 districts, with a total area of 38 acres including a building area of 12,000 square meters. The factory has 150 employees and the production capacity of each year can reach 8,000,000 pieces. The total sales can reach CNY 48,000,000, which is applied in developing and researching the special products of the bit tool series. As a result, as a professional rotary colter factory, the blade it produces has the most complete variety in China. The products are related to many fields such as rotary tiller blade series: TS bent cutters of rotary cultivator, fieldmanaging blade, soil stabilizer blade, mud blade, vertical blade, GN tiller blade, national standard blade, and flail blades rings hangers; plough blade series: scraping cutter, shovel loose soil, plough tip, disc blade; woodworking blade: woodpulverizing blade, woodplanning blade; spring series and other blades: grasscutting blade series, harvester blade, tobacco blade, drill hole cutter, knife and plow assembly, papercut knife of flat. Fujie persists in strengthening management, to improve system efficiency. It is a manufacturing and trading company with a wide range of agricultural machinery products, and provides guaranteed transactions. It has a wide range of agricultural machinery products, and provides a variety of transaction methods, with short delivery cycle. It is a manufacturing and trading company with

Jiangsu Guorui Hydraulic Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: 666 Shuanghu West Road, Jianhu County, Yancheng City, Jiangsu Province, 22470
Email: john@grhpower.com
Website: www.grhpower.com

Products: cycloid motor, hydraulic control valve, gear pump

Description: GRH specializes in providing hydraulic components and solutions to hydraulic systems. With persistent spirit in making improvements and enthusiasm over the past 30 years, GRH has been an emerging power in fluid power industry since it was established in 1986. Research and innovation on new products drive GRH to make progress, together with standards of TS16949 and ISO14000 as the guiding principles. GRH designs and produces hydraulic gear pumps, gear motors, mono block valves, sectional stack valves, proportional valves and flow dividers. These components are mainly used on industrial machines, material handling, construction machines, as well as machines at agricultural and industrial fields. Apart from the products in GRH’s catalogue, GRH has close cooperation with customers by offering them solutions to hydraulic systems. The customers can count on GRH’s extensive system designing and application experiences when they design their hydraulic systems. GRH has designed and developed a series of load-sensed proportional stackable valves to help customers to improve valve’s operating performances as well as to improve system efficiency.

Jiangsu Guonong Pump Co., Ltd.

Address: Tangzhuang Industrial Park, Jintan City, Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 213223
Email: 393415311@qq.com
Website: www.guonong.com.cn

Products: self-priming pump

Description: Jiangsu Guonong Pump Co., Ltd. is located in Shanghai-Nanjing economic hinterland, enjoying convenient transportation. The factory mainly specializes in producing self-priming pump, centrifugal pump, sand inhaling pump, spray irrigation unit, plasticcoated hose and it is a member of China Water Conservancy Business Enterprise Association Irrigation Drain Equipments Branch. Enjoying the superior geographic location, rigorous technological method and complete facilities, it produces 80,000 water pumps annually. The company has established scientific standards of quality assurance system with colleges and has been honored as “Changzhou Famous Brand Product”, “Jiangsu Superior Quality Product”. The products have been listed to Agricultural New Products Promotion Units by The Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs. The company has passed ISO9001 quality system certification and ISO14001 environment management system certification. The pumps that the company produces can be fitted with 224 horsepower diesel engine or 1.518-kilowatt electric motor, and the plastic-coated hoses, with an annual output of 3 million meters, can match with different water pump pipes. The products can meet the demands of different regions, different corps and different customers. The company is willing to provide high quality products, competitive price and satisfying service to customers. It honestly welcomes the cooperation from customers both at home and abroad.

Jiangsu Harriston Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: National Pioneer Park, Yancheng Development Zone, Tinghu District, Yancheng City Jiangsu Province, 224001
Email: 51980788@qq.com
Website: www.harriston.cn

Products: rotary machine

Description: The company is the gold supplier of Ali website, with guaranteed transactions. It has a wide range of agricultural machinery products, and provides a variety of transaction methods, with short delivery cycle. It is a manufacturing and trading company with
strong and all-round strength. It is located in Yancheng, Jiangsu province, with a superb geographical position. It mainly sells Kubota and other high-quality agricultural machinery products such as combine harvester, tractor, rice transplanter, seeder, rotary tiller, flail mower, front and loader, backhoe, wood chipper, rear blade, disc harrow, seeder, spreader, baler, disk mower, as well as wrapping machine. The agricultural machinery products sold by the company have passed ISO9001: 2000 international quality management system certification. The company always adheres to the enterprise spirit of “unity, determination, truth-seeking and innovation”, strictly controls the quality, and strives to make every product a fine product. The products are exported to Russia, Brazil, Argentina, Australia, Iran, Singapore, New Zealand and many other countries. The company not only provides convenient onestop service for customers, but also pays attention to scientific and technological innovation, management innovation and staff ability improvement.

Jiangsu Huayuan Water-saving Co., Ltd.

Address: 7 Yinshan Road, Tongshan District, Xuzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 221000
Email: 562750470@qq.com
Products: reel sprinkler, enterprise introduction
Description: The company mainly produces large spray irrigation machines, JP series coil blowers, CP type pipe sprinklers, micro spray, drip irrigation series, submersible pump series, GF series generating sets and other products widely used in dry agricultural water-saving irrigation industry, urban precipitation, water supply and drainage, fountain, as well as large, medium and small pumping stations and other fields. It is a well-known intelligent irrigation service provider and NEEQ-listed enterprise — stock code 836024. The headquarter is located in a beautiful environment and it also has four subsidiaries and three modern production bases. Major honors include “National Hitech Enterprises”, “Standard Drafting Unit Of Reel Type Sprinkler Irrigation Industry Standard”, “National 13th Five Year Plan Project Undertaking Unit”, etc. The company has won certificates including “Famous Trademark Of Jiangsu Province”, “Famous Brand Products Of Jiangsu Province”, “Jiangsu Consumer Reassuring Consumer Unit”, etc. and was China’s favorite agricultural machinery brand in 2015, and Chinese customers’ top ten preferred brands of field management machinery in 2016. It is in the catalogue of new products and technologies at provincial level. The national intellectual property authority has authorized the company with more than 70 patents and 7 major categories of high and new technology products.

Jiangsu Linhai Group

Address: 199 Yingchun West Road, Hailing District, Taizhou City, Jiangsu Province, 225300
Email: maxun@linhaigroup.com
Website: www.linhai.cn
Products: rice transplanter, high-speed rice transplanter

Jiangsu Qinlong Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: 1 Chaoyang Road, Sheyang County, Yancheng City, Jiangsu Province, 224300
Email: 930257925@qq.com
Products: walk-behind rice transplanter, riding high-speed rice transplanter, walk-behind rice transplanter
Description: Founded in 2003, the company has originated from the efforts of a large number of experienced, skilled, well-trained, responsible and independent product research and development engineers and staff. It also passed the ISO9001 international quality system standard so that “Xinyang” brand transplanter products are guaranteed from design to material, processing, manufacture, installation, commission and testing. Our after-sales service and many other links are guaranteed by comprehensive quality management.

Jiangsu Quanning Vehicle Parts Co., Ltd.

Address: Danyang City, Zhenjiang City, Jiangsu Province, 212323
Email: 244031897@qq.com
Website: www.dyxyq.cn
Products: tractor-LED combination headlight, mirror, LED headlights
Description: Jiangsu Quanning Vehicle Parts Co., Ltd. integrates design, development, and manufacture, and specializes in the production of auto parts. As one of the modern enterprises, the factory is located in the beautiful town of Jiepai. The company has introduced the international advanced production equipment vehicle 100T, 300T, 630g, 125g; large hydraulic machine injection molding machine 63T, 35T, 16T; stamping equipment advanced spray, vacuum coating production line, and lamp assembly line. The company has strong technical force, absorbs foreign advanced technology, and specializes in the production of loader lamp series, roller lamp series, auto lamp series, truck, fan, mirror and interior mirror series products, as well as all kinds of lamps, lighting, lamp, and electrical products. Products are sold throughout the country, mainly to Linyi city of Shandong province. The company has supported Shandong Changlin Foundries Group Roller Factory, Shandong Mengling Engineering Co., Ltd. and other host manufacturers. The company gives full benefits to the people and the world, has always led the product technology in industry, and passed ISO9001 quality system certification. It has sufficient capacity to provide scientific, professional, and innovative products together with excellent service.

Jiangsu Sida Power Mechanical Group Co., Ltd.

Address: 66 Zhongxing East Road, Luoshu Huishan District, Wuxi City, Jiangsu Province, 214187
Email: 37786611@qq.com
Website: www.jssida.com
Jiangsu Sihong Fuel Injection Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address: 26 Sizhou West Street, Sihong County, Suqian City, Jiangsu Province, 223900
Email: hongyi.wang@js-hb.com
Website: www.js-hb.com
Products: diesel engine, forklift
Description: The company specializes in the production of diesel engine fuel injection system in the nozzle, plunger, delivery valve, valve parts, oil pump and fuel injector. Products such as motorcycle single-cylinder, multi-cylinder diesel engine can match with the automotive, marine, engineering machinery, and agricultural machinery; nozzle and valve components such as carter common-rail systems can match with the equipment of Bosch, Denso, Delphi, Siemens.

Jiangsu Tianshui Irrigation Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address: Hanrun Road, Pei County, Xuzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 221600
Email: 1057793895@qq.com
Products: reel sprinkler, water pump, electric sprinkler
Description: Jiangsu Tianshui Irrigation Equipment Co., Ltd. is a professional manufacturing enterprise engaged in water-saving irrigation equipment, sprinkler, water pump and a backbone enterprise in the irrigation industry in Jiangsu province. The company brings together a number of highly qualified professionals, design and manufacture techniques of automatic winch-type sprinkler JP series, light volume disc sprinkler, pointer type sprinkler, water pumps and other products, as well as the perfect after-sales service. Its sales network is all over China and southeast Asian countries, and products are well received by users. The company covers a total area of 150,000 square meters, with a building area of 100,000 square meters. It has 186 staff, 28 engineering and technical personnel, 16 management personnel, more than 200 sets of main production equipment, and the advanced submersible pump laboratory.

Jiangsu Top Power Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Yandu District, Yancheng City, Jiangsu Province, 224001
Email: jstoppower@163.com
Website: www.cntoppower.com
Products: diesel oilgenerating set, diesel engines
Description: Jiangsu Top Power, located in Jiangsu province of China, is a company of the Artex Group, which is involved in the research and manufacture of small diesel engine products in China. Its selection of products includes diesel engines 4 HP, diesel generators 2kw-10kw, water pumps of 1.5/2/3/4 inches and diesel power engineering machinery. As a subsidiary, Jiangsu Top Power always keeps going on enhancing its product value and creating long-term partnership with its worldwide strategic partners. The wide range of general engines, portable and home backup generators, emergency lighting, water pumps and engineering machinery fit for a diverse range of applications. They are put to use in scenarios ranging from domestic, government, corporate, co-generation to telecommunications. The company has long standing relationships with some of the largest players in the market including its customers and suppliers. The company’s wide product range and industry expertise enable it to tailor solutions to meet specific needs of customers.

Jiangsu Wangda Sprinkler Co., Ltd.
Address: 55 West Street, Tangzhuang Market Town, Jintan District, Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 213223
Email: 1017244318@qq.com
Website: www.wangdapump.com
Products: water pump unit, winch irrigation machine
Description: Jiangsu Wangda Sprinkler Co., Ltd. is located in the industrial garden of Tangzhuang, Jintan, China. The company is the vice management member of Association of Irrigation Drainage Enterprises, China (AIC). It is the research and development unit engaged in the National “863” Plan. It has the authority to export its own products. The company is one of the Agricultural Hi-Tech Enterprises in Changzhou and a famous brand in Changzhou as well, with water pumps winning the title of inspection-free products in China. The company has earned the ISO9001 international quality management system certification and the ISO14001 international environmental management system certification.

Jiangsu Wanli Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 168 Jianghai West Road, Haian County, Nantong City, Jiangsu Province, 22660
Email: wlcjh.happy@163.com
Website: www.suzhong.com.cn
Products: crankshaft
Description: Jiangsu Wanli Machinery Co., Ltd. was established in 1949. Currently, the company covers an area of 350,000 square meters, and its total assets are up to CNY 456 million. With many production lines for single-cylinder crankshafts, multi-cylinder crankshafts, and 135 series of parts, the company has been developed into a largest production base for ductile-iron crankshafts in east China. The annual output of various crankshafts is up to 3 million pieces. In 2014, the brand has been awarded as “Suzhong” brand for crankshaft products and China Famous Trademark. The company shall always provide first-class products and superior services to customers both at home and abroad.
Jiangsu World Agriculture Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Picheng West Gully, Danbei Town, Danyang City, Zhenjiang City, Jiangsu Province, 212311
Email: 595122031@qq.com
Website: www.worldnyjx.com

Products: wheeled tractor, rice transplanter, combine harvester

Description: Jiangsu World Agriculture Machinery Co., Ltd., one of the 12 subsidiary companies belonging to Jiangsu World Group, is a large-scale professional agriculture manufacturer with an integration of R&D, manufacture, marketing, and after-sale service. Established in 1996, it has now employed over 3000 staffs nationwide. The company’s main product lines cover whole-feeding rubber track combine harvester for rice and wheat, whole-feeding tyre combine harvester for wheat and rice, whole-feeding rubber track/tyre combine harvester for rapeseed, whole-feeding wheeled combine harvester for corn, head-feeding combine harvester, 40-150hp four wheel tractor series and so on. The company has been dedicated to becoming an international first-class agriculture machinery company in the past decade. With high-quality products and customer-oriented service, the company’s products command a good market both at home and in 67 countries and regions overseas. So far, more than 300,000 of its machines have been sold and used globally.

Jiangsu Yueda Intelligent Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd.

Address: 9 Nenjiang Road, Yancheng Economic and Technological Development Zone, Yancheng City; Jiangsu Province, 224007
Email: panjg@yantuo.cn
Website: www.jmtractor.com

Products: wheel tractor

Description: Jiangsu Yueda Intelligent Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd. is the holding company of Jiangsu Yueda Investment Co., Ltd., the stock code of which is 600805. The Yueda Intelligent Agricultural Equipment is a core company of Jiangsu Yueda Group Co., Ltd. The registered capital was CNY 514 million. The company has assets of CNY 827 million, 1000 employees, and overs an area of 333,333 square meters. It has nearly a hundred kinds of products, sold in more than 30 provinces in China, and exported to about ninety countries and regions in North America, Europe, South America, Africa, Southeast Asia and the Middle East. The predecessor of the company is Yancheng Tractor Factory. It started to produce the tractor in 1969 and has become one of the famous producers of tractor in China. The company has undertaken foreign aid projects of the government for many times. The Yueda Intelligent Agricultural Equipment has strong ability to develop and design products and possesses perfect quality management system. The production equipment is excellent and there are production lines for pretreatment, electrophoresis, assembly and flexible manufacture. The company reasonably allocates various resources, makes process through continuous improvement, and is strict in quality control during the production process. Through many years of efforts, huanghaijinma tractors by Yueda Intelligent Agricultural Equipment has achieved many national and provincial honors, including “the most reliable products” for five consecutive years by User Committee of China Quality Association. The products have been identified as “the most satisfactory products” in China as well. The company is an AAA credit rating company in China’s national agricultural machinery industry. The tractors passed all related quality supervision and inspection. The Yueda Intelligent Agricultural Equipment was included in Top 500 China Machinery Companies through the identification of China Association Of Machinery Industry Enterprise Management. In the same year, the huanghaijinma tractor has been rated as “farmers’ favorite tractor”. The product obtained the “China Famous Brand” and “National inspection-exempted products” titles in 2006 and awarded as the “Famous Trademark” in Jiangsu province in 2007. The huanghaijinma brand won the “China’s Agricultural Machinery of Customer Satisfaction” brand in year 2010. In December, it won the famous trademark in Jiangsu province and was elected as the “national brand in development” by Department of Commerce of Jiangsu Province. Yueda Intelligent Agricultural Equipment is an important part of Yueda Intelligent Manufacturing Group. Also, it’s the new economic growth point of Yueda Group and Yancheng’s local industry development. The company fully implements its guideline of using intelligent manufacture to serve for China’s food production mechanization.

Jiangsu Jopoo Electronic Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: Shihu Town Industrial Concentration Zone, Lianshui County, Huai’an City, Jiangsu Province, 223400
Website: https://kodakjlj.1688.com/

Products: combination instrument, sensor, electronic throttle

Jiangsu Jiayite Hydraulic Parts Co., Ltd.

Address: Jiangsu Jiayite Hydraulic Parts Co., Ltd. Xuyi County, Weian City, Jiangsu Province, 211700
Website: www. jytyyj.com

Products: solenoid directional valve, electromagnetic relief valve, electro-hydraulic directional valve

Jianhu County Haisheng Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: Dongqiao Village, Qingfeng Town, Jianhu County, Jiangsu Province, 224700

Products: corn machine gear, silage machine accessories, rotary tiller gear
Jining Anxinda Machinery Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address: Yongji Mansion, Rencheng District, Jining City, Shandong Province, 272000
Products: harvester accessories, rollers, driving wheel

Jiangxi Jinlilong Rubber Track Co., Ltd.
Address: Technology Industrial Park, Shanggao County, Yichun City, Jiangxi Province, 336400
Email: delicatewen@163.com
Website: www.jllrubbertrack.com
Products: harvester track
Description: Jinli Long Rubber Track Co., Ltd. was established in 1994. Jiangxi Jinli Long Rubber Track Co., Ltd., established in 2003, is a department of Sino-foreign joint ventures. The corporation now has fixed assets of CNY 380 million, and annual output value of CNY 800 million, of which exports accounted for 35 million yuan in 2004. The company has more than 700 employees, 20 engineering and technical personnel with diverse expertise, including 8 experts with senior professional titles.

Jiangxi Red Star Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Hongxing Economic Development Zone, Fuzhou City, Jiangxi Province, 331801
Website: www.jx-hongxing.com
Products: grain drying machine, claw grinder series, conveyor series

Jiangyin Zens Power Machinery Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Qiaohuang Road, Xiake Town, Jiangyin City, Jiangsu Province, 214400
Email: xijian@zens-power.cc
Website: www.zens-power.com
Products: diesel engine, water pump, air-cooled diesel engine
Description: The company focuses its attention on generator system and drives R&D, production and sales as one of the best companies. Since the establishment of the corporation, it has adhered to science and technology as the lighthouse, and relied on technological innovation to grow and develop its strengths in the market competition in industry. Zens can provide customers with superior solutions, advanced technology and products, and its persistent innovation pursuit, superior quality and reliability is one of a kind.

Jianhu Fidel Agrucultural Machinery Fittings Factory
Address: 66 Nanjing Road, Economic Development Zone, Jianhu County, Yancheng City, Jiangsu Province, 224700
Email: j.l.wang28@hotmail.com
Website: www.fidel.com.cn
Products: 14, 5*57 reclamation knife, joint assembly, IT245 225 rotary tiller
Description: Jiangsu Fidel Group is registered in 1974, a national enterprise which was developed from its parent enterprise Jianhu Fidel Agricultural Machinery Fittings Factory, consists of 5 branch factories, and 3 exportation bases in China. It is entitled as the Vice Director Unit of Chinese Agricultural Machinery and Rotary Tillage Machinery Society and the Director Unit of National Rotary Line Organization. The quality series products are rotary blades, stubbing blades, swing blades, mower blades, toplink, topshaft, gears, spline shafts, and combine parts, etc.

Jianhu Jiuda Aluminum Products Co., Ltd.
Address: Zichen Apartment Building No. 1, 114 Jianhu County, Yancheng City, Jiangsu Province, 224700
Email: 261304309@qq.com
Products: paddy field weeder, harvester aluminum ladder
Description: Jiangsu Yancheng Jiuda Aluminum Products Co., Ltd. specializes in the production of elephant brand high-strength non-slip aluminum ladder, which is widely used in combine harvesters, tractors, transplanters, excavators and other machinery. High-strength anti-skid aluminum ladder has been used in developed countries and regions such as Europe, North America, Japan and South Korea for decades, and is widely used in agricultural machinery, engineering machinery and other vehicles. The utility model has the advantages of safety guarantee, portability, firmness, corrosion resistance, etc., greatly reducing the labor intensity and labor cost. In order to meet the market demand, after several years of exploration, production and sales, the company has fully absorbed the aluminum alloy springboard technology and become mature in production, application and after-sales service. In order to improve the product quality, the company selects raw materials from national large-scale aluminum factory to ensure that the tensile strength, compressive strength, shear strength and other mechanical properties of the aluminum ladder meet the national standards. Its purchases aluminum alloy welding equipment and cutting equipment imported from Europe to ensure that the welding indexes such as penetration and width of aluminum ladder are qualified. Before delivery of the products, the company conducts simulated mechanical test on each aluminum ladder to ensure that they are qualified. In recent years, the company has produced 10,000 sets of aluminum ladders without any quality problems. The elephant brand aluminum ladder produced by Jiuda Aluminum Products has good raw material, better resistance and longer service life. Under the same service conditions, it is more than twice the service life of imitated products in the market. The company strives to become the leader of the aluminum ladder industry. It
has a good reputation as well as perfect sales network and logistics platform to maximize the benefits of customers.

**Jianyang Chengxi Precision Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: Yucheng Township, Tongmeng Village, Jianyang City, Ziyang City, Sichuan Province, 641419

Email: 406678338@qq.com

Website: www.cxjgjx.com

Products: self-priming crusher, shredder

Description: Jianyang Chengxi Precision Machinery Co., Ltd., as a professional manufacturer of agricultural machinery with a history of over 50 years, mainly produces “Jinggong” powder crushers series, household rice mill and powder crusher combined series, single rice mills, flour mills, corn or grain threshers, winnower, juice grinders, motors, solar water heaters and other products. These products have fine functions, excellent performance, reliable quality and wide application, and sell well in China, Southeast Asia, Mongolia, Russia, Africa, South America, Europe and other countries and regions. The company has solid technical strength and 12 national patents. It is a National Industrial Product Production License Enterprise and ISO9001-2008 Quality Management System Certified Enterprise, and was certified to International Standard and CQC. Our products have obtained the titles of “Sichuan Brand Product” and “The Most Satisfactory Excellent Product” from Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs. Moreover, the company has obtained awards like provincial and municipal “Contract-honoring Promise-keeping Enterprise” and “Provincial Excellent Machinery Company” for many times. It is a leading enterprise of Jianyang Agricultural Machinery Industry Association and a member unit of Chengdu Casting Industry Association. Jinggong will create a glorious future with more refined management and excellent products and service.

**Jiaozuo Yupuma Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: 4208 Jianshe Road, Macun District, Jiaozuo City, Henan Province, 454100

Email: 809448204@qq.com

Website: www.YBMNJ.com

Products: corn kernel and sorghum harvester header

Description: Jiaozuo Yupuma Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd. is located in the Eastern Industrial Park of Jiaozuo city, Henan province. Covering an area of 250 mu, it is a professional agricultural machinery production enterprise. The main products are 4 rows and 12 rows corn and sorghum harvester header. The company has advanced product technology, high configuration reliability, and high working efficiency. The products can match with domestic mainstream models. The company in the leading level in the domestic industry, and its products are loved by the majority of users. The company improves the distribution network and after-sales service system to provide customers with high-quality products and services.

**Jiashan Bearing Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.**

Address: Beimen Bridge, Jiashan County, Jiaxing City, Zhejiang Province, 314100

Email: 448450116@qq.com

Products: solid lubrication bearing, bimetal self-lubricating bearing, oil bearing

Description: Jiashan Bearing Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd., an oilfree self-lubricating bearing manufacturing enterprise, specializes in the development and sales of various self-lubricating bearings. For years, it has relied on advanced technology and equipment as well as adoption of advanced processes. The company produces oilfree bearings, bearing bushes, bushes, copper bushes, etc. of various modes and specifications with high standards. Products of the company are sold in most provinces and cities in China and are exported to 13 countries and regions overseas, winning good reputation and applause of customers. Under strict factory management, the company implements industrial standard in production, and passed the certification of ISO9001: 2000 Quality Management System. The company lays stress on people-oriented humanized service so that each customer can feel at ease and satisfied. It is willing to make efforts for creating benign reciprocal cooperative relation and its ultimate goal is to make common development with customers.

**Jiashan Tiandi Composite Bearing Factory**

Address: Kaichi Kindergarten, Jiashan County, Jiaxing City, Zhejiang Province, 314102

Email: klidar2005@163.com

Website: www.td-bearing.com

Products: composite bearing, self-lubricating bearing, bimetal bearing

**Jiaxing Tisen Sliding Bearing Co., Ltd.**

Address: Room 101, Ground Floor, 55 Fengli Road, Dayun Town, Jiashan County, Jiaxing City, Zhejiang Province, 314113

Email: 294581739@qq.com

Website: www.jxtisens.com

Products: sliding bearing, oil self-lubricating bearing, bimetal bushing

Description: The main products are sliding bearing, oil-free bearing, composite bearing, bronze bushing, bimetal bushing, connecting-rod engine bushing, gear pump bushings, which are applied to the chassis of motor, automotive transmission, pump cylinder, engine gearbox, seat hinges, agricultural machinery and other...
transportation facilities. Some bushings match with vehicles/machines of Jiefang Automobile, Saic Motor, Gac Group, Foton Lovol, Chery, World Group, Yucheng and other companies.

**Jinan Huqing Agricultural Machinery Technology Co., Ltd.**

Address: Yuhuangmiao Town, Government Station, Shanghe County, Jinan City, Shandong Province, 251604

Email: chongjun8866@163.com

Products: 2m self-propelled rotary tillage planter, garlic peeling machine, garlic sorting machine

Description: Jinan Huqing Agricultural Machinery Technology Co., Ltd. is located in the north of the Yellow River, adjacent to Jinan International Airport, east to 248 Provincial Road, south to National Highway 220 and Jiqing Expressway. The company was established in 2010 with a registered capital of CNY 5.5 million. It covers an area of 28,000 square meters with 10,000 square meters of workshops and 1,200 square meters of warehouses. There are more than 50 employees, including 4 senior engineers, 15 engineering technicians, and a group of professional team members with rich experience in installation, debugging and after-sales service. The company can provide a variety of drying equipment for garlic processing industry customers. After years of experience and continuous exploration, the company has the leading edge on research and development technology, powerful resource network, advanced management concept, and perfect after-sales service, on which it based to provide the overall solution tailored to customers’ needs. With the integration of mechanical equipment manufacture, research and development, processing, metal casting, the craft of the company is advanced in the production of lathe, punching machine, drilling machine, milling machine, grinding machine, electric welding, two shielded welding and argon arc welding and other equipment. The company relies on sophisticated technology, excellent professional talents and strict quality management system and import modern management methods and concepts, which have laid a solid foundation for the development of the company. It mainly produces garlic machinery, vegetable machinery, machine tool parts, and conducts machine processing research and production, steel structure production and installation. The company’s products include belt conveyor, punching machine, drilling machine, milling machine, grinding machine, electric welding, two shielded welding and argon arc welding and other equipment. The company focuses on R&D, manufacture, sales of filters. It produces all kinds of paper filters, twist filters, PU pastern filters and so on. Its products are parallel with or surpass the national standard. All products will undergo strict inspection before they are sent out of the workshop to ensure product quality.

**Jinan Xinde Laser equipment Co., Ltd.**

Address: East Hua Dexin Industrial Park, South End of Airport Road, Jinan City, Shandong Province, 250000

Email: 491435063@qq.com

Website: www.xd-laser.com

Products: cylinder liner, laser marking machine, pneumatic marking machine

Description: The company specializes in the production and sales of laser marking machine, pneumatic marking machine, laser cutting machine, laser welding machine and other automated equipment.

**Jining Dadi Industrial Trading Co., Ltd.**

Address: 3 West Station Road, Rencheng District, Jining City, Shandong Province, 272000

Email: qpy713@163.com

Website: www.dalu2007.com

Products: oil filter, fuel filter, air filter

Description: The company is located Jining City of Shandong Province with convenient transportation connections. The company focuses on R&D, manufacture, and sales of filters. It produces all kinds of paper filters, twist filters, PU pastern filters and so on. Its products are widely used on diesel oil generators, air pressure machines, mechanism, forklift and many homebred or imported shuttle bus, and cranes. In the recent years, it has applied advanced production line and testing equipment. From raw material to the product, from manufacture process to finished product testing, the company uses online control system to ensure the quality of all the produced filters with the brand of Dalu. The company has set up sales network in China and overseas.

**Jinjiang Hangwan Auto Parts Co., Ltd.**

Address: Neikeng Town Industrial Zone (Qianhong, Pancuo, Zhainei Village), Jinjiang City, Quanzhou City,
Jinlanma Rubber Products manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: 6 Changyang Road, Agricultural Machinery Park, Jiadong High-tech Zone, Dongfeng District, Jiamusi City, Heilongjiang Province, 150000

Email: jmsjl@126.com

Products: double-tooth type gear belt, skinning roller star wheel, high intensity lodging finger

Description: Jinlanma Rubber Products Co., Ltd. belongs to Heilongjiang Agricultural Machinery Key Supporting Enterprise, and locates in the high-tech agricultural machinery park of Jiamusi City, covering an area of 70 acres. The main products include rubber and plastic parts of agricultural machinery, farm machinery V belt, all kinds of high strength conveyor belt, automotive rubber parts, agricultural machinery matching stamping welding machine and accessories, such as corn peeling machine, elevator and other small and medium sized agricultural machinery parts. The company cooperates with “John Deere”, “Chery Heavy Industry”, “AGCO”, “Case New Holland”, “Dongfeng Motor”, and other large agricultural machinery manufacturing enterprises. The company has strong technical force, advanced production technology and reliable quality assurance system, excellent production equipment, and complete detection means. The company’s production technology is in the lead in domestic industry, and it has eight new technology products with national patent. The company has passed ISO9001 and G223 quality management system certificates.

JMCG Concord Transmission Technic Co., Ltd.

Address: 1 Xinwei Avenue, Xiaolan Economic Development Zone, Nanchang County, Nanchang City, Jiangxi Province, 330200

Email: hual@jctt.cn

Website: www.jctt.cn

Products: drive axle assembly of harvesting machine, transmission gearbox of agricultural machine, gearbox of animal husbandry machine

Description: JMCG Concord Transmission Technic Co., Ltd. was founded in September, 2006 and locates in Nanchang City covering an area of 86,710 m². The registered capital of the company is CNY 20,000,000 with total assets of RMB 200,000,000. JCTT is a professional manufacturer of drive axle assembly used in harvesting machine, transmission gearboxes used in harvest machine, agricultural implements, and gearboxes used in automobile, industrial stockbreeding machinery. The company owns strong technical force and possesses independent research and development capacity. It takes the lead in releasing multiple agricultural transmission products and has obtained 36 items of proprietary intellectual property rights. JCTT is approved as new and high-tech enterprise and is awarded as the leading enterprise in components and parts industry. The annual production capacity of JCTT is 20,000 sets of gearboxes for different kinds of harvest machine, 12,000 sets of gearboxes for engineering and construction machine, 200,000 pieces of gearboxes for various harvesting and agricultural machine, and 180,000 pieces of gears. Meanwhile, JCTT has already established ISO/TS16949: 2009 and ISO9001: 2008 Quality System and passed OHSAS18001 2007 Occupation Health Safety Management System. With stable and reliable quality, the products possess leading competitiveness domestically and are popularly exported to European and American countries, etc.

Julu Yifeng Seal Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: Julu County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 55250

Products: oil seal, o-ring, oil seal

Description: Julu Yifeng Sealing Technology Co., Ltd. was founded in 1992, and locates Xingtai City of Hebei province. The company covers an area of more than 1,000 square meters, with 10 flat vulcanizing machines and 3 glue injection machines. As a mould making, manufacturing and processing enterprise, it has a collection of silicone rubber products, construction machinery rubber products, industrial rubber products, injection molding products, and polyurethane products. The company has nearly one thousand kinds of products. Julu Yifeng Sealing Technology Co., Ltd. mainly produces and sells loader seals, mine equipment seals, oil seals, O-rings, rubber iron-clad parts, rubber shock absorbers, rubber cushions, rubber plates, rubber sleeves, rubber rings, silicone seals, silicone hoses, silicone miscellaneous parts, various rubber miscellaneous parts and various plastic products. In recent years, the company has successfully developed new products for a large number of domestic customers. The company has established a complete set of quality management system, successfully passed ISO9001 system certification, and set up various rubber physical and chemical performance testing instruments to meet the different needs of customers. It has realized the integration with the international advanced management methods through upgrading the enterprise’s management system. The company will further strengthen the enterprise’s capabilities and enhance its market competitiveness to enter into a high-speed and healthy development track.

Junan Xintai Abrasive Tools Co., Ltd.

Address: Xingwei Hope Primary School, Junan County,
Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276612
Email: xtmlmj@163.com
Products: corn grits making machine, grinding wheel for rice mill, vertical rice mill, rice mill, peeling machine, mill and other food processing machinery.

Juxian Vanward Machinery Manufacturing Plant
Address: Sangyuan Town, Ju County, Rizhao, Shandong Province, 276500
Email: 1007864316@qq.com
Products: tiller, orchard mini tiller
Description: Juxian Vanward Machinery Factory, was founded in 2008, and focuses on R&D and manufacture of micro tillage machine accessories and micro farming machine accessories. The main products are fertilizer, plastic film machine, deep plowing knife, hopper and others. After 10 years of development and innovation of science and technology, the company has advanced production equipment and testing equipment, has accumulated rich experience in manufacturing technology and application, and has become the micro farming machine parts quality benchmarking enterprise with 20 product patents.

Kaifeng Shenwei Rubber Co., Ltd.
Address: Liuzhuang Village, Zhangshi Town, Weishi County, Kaifeng City, Henan Province, 475500
Email: 943641287@qq.com
Products: joint light V-belt, triangle belt, agricultural machinery variable speed V-belt
Description: The enterprise spirit is being pragmatic, working hard, taking up responsibility and sticking to integrity; maintaining a win-win situation; creating a good working environment; adopting the new mode of management; survival based on perfect technology, thoughtful service, and excellent quality. The company always adheres to the notion of “customers first” by providing best services to customers.

Laisai Laser Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: 106 Hsinchu 2nd Road, Xinbei District, Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 213031
Email: 392475859@qq.com
Website: www.laisai.com
Products: satellite automatic navigation driving system, digital laser level, ldh11 leveling system
Description: Laisai Laser Technolog Co., Ltd. specializes in the development, manufacture and sales of related products in the industry of laser intelligent measuring and control, engineering machine and laser intelligent equipment. It is the drafter of the standards in the construction laser measuring and engineering industry as well as the solution provider in the laser intelligent measuring field. With 26 years’ development, Laisai has been the manufacturer of laser emitting, laser receiving, laser distance measuring, distance sensing and control, levelness and angle sensing and control, machine valve servo control, electromagnetism valve servo control and other core intelligent products. Laisai has 10 series of products such as laser level, laser meter, laser intelligent land leveling system, micro laser intelligent paver, etc. The products are widely used in horizontal reference layout and automatic engineering construction, clearance measurement, space positioning and obstacle avoidance, precise agriculture intelligent measurement and intelligent positioning. Laisai has passed ISO9001: 2015 quality management system certification, ISO14001: 2015 environment management system certification, CE and other international standard certificates, and has over 100 patents. The newly-built 46,000 square meters laser intelligent measurement production and research base has intelligent plants, R&D centers, laser measurement laboratories, professional routine laboratories and other industry-leading specialized equipment. Laisai Laser is committed to the research and development as well as manufacture of intelligent laser intelligent measurement applications.

Laiyang Wode Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 112 Longmen Road, Laiyang District, Yantai City, Shandong Province, 265200
Email: 188335099@qq.com
Website: www.laiwodongli.cn
Products: diesel engine

Laizhou Huihua Laser Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address: Heping Village, Shahe Town, Laizhou City, Yantai City, Shandong Province, 261423
Cell: 13181607837/ 0535-2822010/ 0535-2315268
Email: lzl_lx@163.com
Website: www.huihuajiguang.com
Products: electric nameplate marking machine, laser marking machine
Description: Laizhou Huihua Laser Equipment Co., Ltd. is a high-tech enterprise engaged in the development, production and sales of laser equipment. The company has professional machinery manufacturing personnel, photoelectric professional and technical personnel. The main products include optical fiber laser marking machine, CO2 laser marking, pneumatic marking machine, manual marking machine and so on. The types of machines include desktop, portable, rotary and hand-held, etc. The products are mainly used in digital products, electronic components, electrical appliances, auto parts, precision instruments, hardware molds, instruments and meters, sanitary appliance, organic glass, gold and silver jewelry, wood, paper, leather, commodity, craft gifts, etc. Laser marking
machine is not only applicable to enterprise product marking, but is also the preferred high-tech equipment for advertising companies, graphic design stores, decoration stores and Taobao shop owners. It functions quickly and quietly, occupies a small space, and has simple and convenient operating process. The company specializes in producing laser marking machines, door to door service, technical guidance, and after-sales service.

Laizhou Wei Tai Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: Qianchen Village, Shahe Town, Laizhou City, Yantai City, Shandong Province, 261427
Email: 449285830@qq.com
Website: www.weitaimachine.com
Products: tracked self-propelled rotary tiller, pastoral management machine, four-wheel drive micro-tiller, remote-control crawler, self-propelled rotary tiller

Laizhou Jufeng Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Dongdai Village, Tushan Town, Laizhou City, Yantai City, Shandong Province, 261400
Website: www.sdzkjf.com
Products: self-loading concrete mixer truck, self-loading concrete mixer truck with bidirectional driving, self-loading concrete mixer truck with 4-wheel steering

Langfang Greenplains Irrigation Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: 1 Fuming Road, Bafang Industrial Park, Dacheng County, Langfang City, Hebei Province, 65900
Email: 2262660466@qq.com
Website: www.greenplains.cn
Products: small valve, dripper
Description: Langfang Greenplains Irrigation Technology Co., Ltd. was established in 2009 with a registered capital of CNY 3 million. It mainly produces agricultural water-saving irrigation and garden irrigation equipment. It is a modern manufacturing enterprise integrating design, research and development, production, and sales. The company now covers an area of 10,000 square meters, with the production department including injection workshop, extrusion workshop, mold workshop, and the quality inspection department. The main products include drip head, drip arrow, drip irrigation belt and PE tube accessories, irrigation small valves, micro-sprinkler heads and atomization sprinklers, movable irrigation systems, roller sprinklers, mesh and disc filters, automatic reverse washing filtration system, Wencui fertilizer dispenser, water saddle, PVC ball valves, PVC pipes, PVC coated water belts and accessories, PP quick irrigation valves and so on. With the unique design and high product quality, Yushen water-saving products are exported to dozens of countries and regions such as Europe, Africa, Southeast Asia, the Middle East, South America, and Asia, and are highly praised by domestic and foreign customers.

Leshan Chuanggong Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: 46 Xingmin Lane, Yancheng Town, Jingyan County, Leshan City, Sichuan Province, 613100
Email: 1215457497@qq.com
Website: www.schuanggong.com
Products: rice milling and crushing combine machine, crushing mill
Description: Leshan Chuanggong Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd. was founded in 2002, which integrates research and development, production, sales and after-sales service. “Chuanggong” trademark has successively won the 10th and 11th “Sichuan Province Famous Brand” and “Well-Known Trademark in Leshan”. “Chuanggong” provides products of high quality and considerate service, which gives the customers a completely new experience. The company focuses on product development, innovation and quality improvement, constantly improves the products’ internal and external structural design, and eventually enhances the products’ performance to a higher level.

Leshan Dongchuan Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 88 Jiaotong Street, Yangliu Town, Wutongqiao District, Leshan City, Sichuan Province, 614000
Email: 676047660@qq.com
Website: www.63dc.com
Products: grass cutter, feed grinder, crushing mill
Description: Leshan Dongchuan Machinery Co., Ltd. is located in Wutongqiao, Leshan city, Sichuan province, near Leshan Giant Buddha, adjacent to the world famous Mount Emei, and only 120 km from Chengdu by expressway, where the land and water transportation is very convenient. The company was founded in 1991. The main products are tiller, crusher, corn peeling machine, motor, water pump and rice mill machine. Dongchuan has established and improved its overall quality as well as production and management system, and attached great importance to the development of intellectual property rights, having obtained 16 patents and passed ISO9001 certification and CE certification.

Leshan Shangxin Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: Building 2, No. 31, Yanxi Alley, Yancheng Town, Jingyan County, Leshan city, Sichuan Province, 613100
Email: 634492734@qq.com
Products: automatic multi-functional crusher, claw crusher, corn crusher
Description: Leshan Shangxin Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd. is located in Yancheng town, Jingyan county,
Leshan city. It is a market-oriented, technology-based, and diversified production enterprise integrating R&D, production and sales of small agricultural machinery. So far, it has a history of more than 20 years. It mainly produces rice mill, and feed grinder series products. The products have fine workmanship, excellent performance, reliable quality, and extensive application. Its products are sold throughout the globe. Moreover, the company has strong technical strength and quality products, seeks development through innovation, and has more than ten existing technology patents. The products are good-looking with novel structure, dust pollution free, and require low power and energy consumption. It is applied in real life in rural households and commercial processing.

Leshan Wutongqiao District Dongcheng Machinery Factory
Address: Wutongqiao District, Leshan City, Sichuan Province

Leshan Alice Industrial Park Co., Ltd.
Email: 404657795@qq.com
Products: electric pulverizer, electric refiner
Lexing Agricultural Equipment (Qingdao) Co., Ltd.
Address: South side of Zhengyang Road, Xiaohuang Street, Chengyang District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266109
Website: www.lstractor.com.cn
Products: lexing tractor

Lemken Agricultural Machinery (Qingdao) Co., Ltd.
Address: 766 Huadong Road, High-tech Zone, Chengyang District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266109
Website: www.lemken.cn
Products: hydraulic flip plow, power driven harrow

LH Lift Ningbo Oy
Address: Gulin Songyan Wang Bohong Industrial Park E-2, Haishu District, Ningbo City, Zhejiang Province, 315176
Email: sunhuiying@cn.lhlift.com
Website: www.lhlift.com
Products: front suspension, hydraulic suspension, traction device
Description: LH Lift Ningbo Oy is fully owned by LH Lift Oy in Finland, which was established in 1975. LH Lift concentrates on producing tractor attachments including 3-point linkages, pick up hitches and front linkages. LH Lift can provide design, manufacture and sales service as well as a whole set of solutions for customers.

Liangshan Gaosheng Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: South of Gongming Road, Liangshan Economic Development Zone (Lige Village Section), Liangshan County, Jining City, Shandong Province, 272600
Email: 409780453@qq.com
Products: cutter assembly, tool bar assembly, blade

Liangshan Huamei Casting Co., Ltd.
Address: Houji Village, Liangshan Town, Liangshan County, Jining City, Shandong Province, 272600
Email: lshmzz@126.com
Products: blade, corn inserts, blade guard

Liangshan Jinchen Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: 500 meters south of Ganyutou Village, Xiaoaanshan Town (220 National Road East), Liangshan County, Jining City, Shandong Province, 272600
Email: lsjcnj@163.com
Products: harvester cutter assembly, blade guard, blade
Description: The company mainly produces various models of the harvester cutter, blade, supporting edge, straw pulverizer, and wood cutter assembly.

Liangshan Jinfeng Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Shuiibo Building, Materials Market No. 43, Liangshan County, Jining City, Shandong Province, 272600
Email: 340706728@qq.com
Products: blade
Description: The company specializes in producing all kinds of harvester blades, corn harvester blades, return field machine blades, hay cutter blades, green storage machine blades, kneading blade, wheat and rice/corn harvester special grinder, corn/grain cutting table, cutter bar assembly, cutter assembly, blade protectors and so on.

Liangshan Tongda Precision Casting Co., Ltd.
Address: Qianwang Village, Quanpu Industrial Park, Liangshan County, Jining City, Shandong Province, 272600
Email: 258135969@qq.com
Website: www.lstndnj.com
Products: crawler transporter
Description: Liangshan Tongda Precision Casting Co., Ltd. is located in China’s famous industrial base of trailer, Liangshan. The company covers an area of 25,000 square
meters with staff of more than 200 people, including 64 professional and technical personnel as well as 8 senior engineers. The company specializes in agricultural machinery castings, engineering machinery castings, automobile and truck castings, mining machinery castings, electric car castings, with as many as 2000 varieties.

**Liangshan Modern Agricultural Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.**

Address: 6 Gongming Road, Liangshan Development Zone, Jining City, Shandong Province, 272600

Products: blade harvester, cutter guard, harvester cutter

**Liaocheng Development Zone Jinlong Import and Export Co., Ltd.**

Address: 8 Huashuo Road, Zhangzhuang Industrial Park, High-tech Zone, Dongchangfu District, Liaocheng City, Shandong Province, 252000

Products: fuel injection pump, fuel injector

**Liaocheng Runjie Machinery Parts Co., Ltd.**

Address: Qizhuang, Dongchangfu District, Liaocheng City, Shandong Province, 252000

Products: copper pad, stamping

**Lianyungang Leon Precision Machinery Technology Co., Ltd.**

Address: North of Tonghua Road, Taolin Town, Donghai County, Lianyungang City, Jiangsu Province, 222334

Email: jxhts@163.com

Products: plow blade, reclaiming knife, power harrow

Description: Lianyungang Leon Precision Machinery Technology Co., Ltd. is a professional enterprise engaged in producing and selling rotary tiller blade, plough sharp, plough shovel, plough power harrow, forging accessories, and other farm machinery accessories. Its products are of good quality and best price, and they sell well in the country, with some entering the international market, favored by domestic and foreign users. The company possesses strong technological strength and advanced production lines. The heat treatment equipment and test equipment are of first-class standard in China and the company has successively been awarded with such honorable titles including “enterprise with good credit in contract honoring”, “enterprise with trustworthy quality”, “Excellent Private Enterprise”, and “Famous Trademark of Lianyungang City”. The company is located in Donghai county, at the east bridgehead of the new Asian-European Continental Bridge, which enables convenient transportation. It is north to National Highway 310, west to Beijing-Shanghai Expressway, and south to Lianyungang Huoerguosi Highway. The Longhai Railway runs through the county and it’s only half an hour’s drive to the airport. The excellent geographical location also lays a solid foundation for the development of the enterprise.

**Liaocheng Agricultural Machinery Factory**

Address: North Railway Factory, Houjie Road, Dazhang Village, Shazhen Town, Dongchangfu District, Liaocheng City, Shandong Province, 252032

Email: 1031552610@qq.com

Products: grinder, crusher

**Liaocheng Dongchangfu District Shengma Machinery Parts Factory**

Address: Zhangluji Village, Zhangluji Town, Dongchangfu District, Liaocheng City, Shandong Province

Cell: 635252029

Email: 3065491253@qq.com

Products: clutch pressure plate, clutch disc

**Liaocheng Jinfuxiang Electromechanical Co., Ltd.**

Address: West of Beishou Road, Liuyuan Road, Dongchangfu District, Liaocheng City, Shandong Province, 252000

Email: 909605178@qq.com

Products: alternator, starter, charger

**Liaocheng Mountain Rings With Power Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: 1 Liaohuan Road, Dongcheng Industrial Park, Development Zone, Dongchangfu District, Liaocheng City, Shandong Province, 252000

Email: 1392680523@qq.com

Website: www.lhppdl.com

Products: cooling water pump, groupware for agriculture

Description: Liaocheng Mountain Ring With Power Machinery Co., Ltd., located in the beautiful Liaocheng, specializes in the production of internal combustion engine fittings and integrates development, production and sales in one. It has strong technical strength, exquisite processing technology and advanced detection methods. The company mainly produces various models of diesel engine groupware, cooling water pump and other diesel machine parts. The company launched two brands and more than 100 models of diesel engine and groupware and has preferably the best host accessories matching assembly. The company’s agricultural vehicles including multi-cylinder diesel engine, cooling water pump, water seal, and key parts such as bearings have passed the ISO/TS16949: 2002 international quality system certification. The company has independent pump performance testing laboratory. With exquisite processing, strict testing, product quality and durability, the company has become
Shandong Laidong, Weifang branch and other well-known enterprises’ choice of supplier. In 2014 and 2015, the company was awarded as the “excellent supplier” by Shandong Huayuan Laidong. The products sell well in more than 20 provinces all over the country, and are exported to Pakistan, Vietnam and other countries. In 2011, the company registered for a fully-owned subsidiary which mainly engages in the production of Weifang 49541004105 diesel engine fittings, and diesel engine assembly. The company has staff of more than 80 people, including 11 technical staff and groupware design personnel. The annual production capacity is 50 million units of cylinders, and 15 million units of cooling water pumps. The company has become one of the largest manufacturing enterprises of groupware and cooling water pump and passed the IATF16949: 2016 quality management system certification.

Lingbi Jiurui Agriculture Development Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Economic Development Zone, Lingbi County, Suzhou City, Anhui Province, 234200
Email: 228596881@qq.com
Products: organic fertilizer, swing-arm fertilizer spreader, manure spreader, fertilizer truck

Lingbi Taishun Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Chantang Street, Chantang Township, Lingbi County, Suzhou City, Anhui Province, 234228
Email: 767785558@qq.com
Products: straw baler, corn harvester, grain drill
Description: Lingbi Taishun Machinery Co., Ltd., founded in 1995, with the new vibration tools plant, is located in the county of Lingbi. The company has been focused on agricultural machinery research and development and production. The main products include straw baling machine, all kinds of grain drill, cultivator, wheat, corn harvester, grain processing equipment and livestock machinery. The company has CNC laser cutting machine, CNC lathe, bending machine, shearing machine, press, punch press, as well as more than 50 units of car milling planer and grinding equipment. It has fixed assets of CNY 11 million. The company passed ISO9001 2008 international quality system certification. Moreover, in 2012, Anhui Province Quality Supervision and Evaluation center rated the company as “Anhui province famous brand enterprise with independent innovation”, and as the demonstration of “quality first and good faith” in Anhui province.

Linhai Xingnong Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Xuanzhu Village, Dongcheng Town, Linhai City, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 317000
Products: engineering rubber track, agricultural gearbox

Linyi Huake Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Zhouguanzhuang Industrial Park, Qingyun Town, Linshu County, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276000
Website: http://sdlyhk.com
Products: farming machinery fish detection equipment, gasoline engine power, pastoral management machine

Linyi Sennet Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Hedong District, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276000
Products: lawn mower blade

Linqing Huasheng Cylinder Liner Factory
Address: Huasheng Cylinder Liner Factory, Linqing City, Liaocheng City, Shandong Province, 252652
Products: cylinder liner, cylinder head and water pump

Linqing Baiyang Hydraulic Power Machinery Factory
Address: Songlin Industrial Zone, Linqing City, Liaocheng City, Shandong Province, 252652
Email: xyyyy888@163.com
Products: cylinder liner, gear pump

Linqing Harmony Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: Yaozhuang Village, Linqing City, Liaocheng City, Shandong Province, 252652
Email: 763135466@qq.com
Products: cylinder head

Linqing Jietewei Bearing Co., Ltd.
Address: Houwangdi Village, Linqing City, Liaocheng City, Shandong Province, 252664
Website: www.jtvbearing.com
Products: deep-groove ball bearings, tapered roller bearings
Description: Linqing Jietewei Bearing Co., Ltd., founded in 2005, covering an area of 20,000 square meters, with more than 80 professional and technical personnel, is a professional producer of bearings and rollers for private enterprises. The company is located at the junction of Shandong and Hebei, east of Beijing-Kowloon Railway and Nantong Jehan Highway, where transportation is very convenient. The main products of the company include taper roller bearing, automobile bearing, loader bearing, cylindrical roller bearing, deep groove ball bearing, automobile axle bearing, loader bearing, torque converter
bearing, transmission bearing, and agricultural machinery bearing. The company has strong technical force, advanced equipment and technology, has established a set of quality management system suitable for the development of the company, and passed the IATF16949: 2016 International Quality Management System Certification. The “JVZ” bearing, produced by the company according to the international standard, has a broad market prospect, mainly used in textile, paper, food, household appliances, chemical, petroleum, electricity, cement, mining, steel and automobile and other industries. With excellent product quality, accurate and timely delivery, and good prestige, the company has won the high praise of many professional manufacturers. The products are sold in more than 10 countries and regions including Asia, Europe, and America, winning users’ high praise as well.

**Linqing Jingha Bearing Co., Ltd.**

Address: South of Village, Niuzhangzhai Town, Yandian Town, Linqing City, Liaocheng City, Shandong Province, 252665

Email: 1095449372@qq.com

Products: bearing

Description: The main products of the factory include high precision deep-groove ball bearings, spherical outer surface bearing units with inserts and housings, taper roller bearings, free maintenance bearings for binding machines and zero tilling machines. By producing high-quality special bearings with competitive price, the company can provide first class service to customers at any time. The products are widely used in agricultural machinery, the printing industry, textile industry machines, rubber manufacturing machinery, the electric power industry, paper machinery, steel manufacturing machinery and so on.

**Linqing Taiyong Bearing Co., Ltd.**

Address: South of Wusozhuang Village, Panzhuang Town, Linqing City, Liaocheng City, Shandong Province, 252664

Email: 514275661@qq.com

Website: www.tybearing.net

Products: spherical agricultural machinery bearing, non-standard agricultural machinery bearing, deep-groove ball bearing

**Linqing Xichai Pump Co., Ltd.**

Address: Songlin Industrial Park, Linqing City, Liaocheng City, Shandong Province, 252652

Email: yaoxichai@126.com

Products: internal combustion engine

**Linxing County Shenyong Bearing Sales Co., Ltd.**

Address: Linxi County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 54900

Email: 807098271@qq.com

Products: taper roller bearings

**Linyi Bestor Garden Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: Ankang Street, Jiu District Street, Hedong District, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276000

Email: 969260736@qq.com

Website: www.CHNbestor.com

Products: sprayer, snow blower, wind fire extinguisher

Description: Linyi Bestor Garden Machinery Co., Ltd, was founded in 2007. The company has an experienced product development team and leading technology talents in product research and development. The company concentrates on professional R&D and production of the mid- to high-end garden equipment and fire extinguishing blower.

**Linyi City Lanshan District Linhua Hose Co., Ltd.**

Address: Linxi 11th Road, Jiaoda Industrial Park, Nansha Buzhuang Village, Lanshan District, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276000

Email: 3179859126@qq.com

Products: high-pressure durable anti-freezing pumping, agricultural plastic-coated hose

Description: Linyi City Hube Industry Company Limited, founded in 1998, is located in the China “business city” of Linyi, with convenient transportation for logistics leading to all directions. The company specializes in the production of Tengfei licensed agricultural hose, sprinkler, series of hose products with available specifications from an inch to eight inches, and from 10 meters to 100 meters.

**Linyi Dazhuang Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: Luozhuang District, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276000

Email: ben@cndazhuang.com

Website: http://www.cndazhuang.com

Products: brush cutter, smoke machine, lawn mower

Description: Linyi Dazhuang Machinery Co., Ltd. is a manufacturer which specializes in gasoline engine and lithium-battery powered garden machines including brush cutters, mist dusters, blowers, water pumps, and hedge trimmers. The annual production capacity is 600,000 sets, and the products have passed ISO9001 certification and gained CE certifications.
Linyi Hongtong Pipeline Industry Co., Ltd.
Address: Jinluo Industrial Park, Lanshan District, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276036
Email: 352430284@qq.com
Products: hose, micro spray belt, drip tape
Description: Located in Linyi, Shandong province, the famous logistics capital, the company mainly sells agricultural water-saving irrigation products and garden irrigation tools. At present, the company’s products mainly include sprinkler irrigation system, drip irrigation system, high-strength composite water belt, accessories, etc. Products are widely used in agricultural water-saving irrigation, garden landscape, greenhouses, cooling and dust removal. The company has strong technical force, high-end R&D talents, professionally advanced production equipment and production process, professional engineers and technicians as the backbone of the enterprise, and a strong after-sales service team. Its investment in modern advanced equipment, assembly line operation, complete product specifications, design and production are all considered according to customer requirements. It has great competitiveness and influence in the field of agricultural water belts in terms of talents, resources, network, scale, experience, etc. The water belt products developed by the company are at the leading level in the domestic agricultural water belt industry. The company has established a complete scientific system for product design, research and development and product quality control. At present, the products have been exported to more than 20 countries and regions, and have been recognized and praised by many customers. The company adheres to the philosophy of honesty, high quality, high efficiency and innovation, constantly explores the demands in potential markets, and relies on professional technology and continuous innovation to provide high-quality products for the vast number of users.

Linyi Jinchi Agricultural and Forestry Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 4th Floors in Row M, Huasen Industrial Park, Lanshan District, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276001
Email: 710641549@qq.com
Products: blower sprayer, lawn mower
Description: Linyi Jinchi Agricultural and Forestry Machinery Co., Ltd. integrates research and development, production and sales of agriculture and forestry machinery as one of the professional companies. Its main products include small power engine, irrigation spraying machine, cutter agriculture and forestry machinery.

Linyi Kehao Garden Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Shengzhuang Sub-district Office, Wangjia Sangang Village, Luo Zhuang District, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276000
Email: 593907698@qq.com
Products: brush cutter, blower, hedge trimmer, gasoline engine, garden machinery, plant protection machinery, agricultural machinery, hardware machinery

Linyi Taixin Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Yuzhuangzi Industrial Park, Hedong District, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276000
Email: 331006443@qq.com
Website: http://lytaixin.1688.com
Products: plant seeder, fertilizer applicator, pesticide sprayer

Linyi Shuowei Plastic Industry Co., Ltd.
Address: North Village, Tsinghuayuan Community, Luqing Street, Lanshan District, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276000
Products: electric sprayer, hand sprayer

Linyi Zhenhe Magic Garden Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Luozhuang District, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276000
Email: bianlin168@vip.qq.com
Products: brush breaker, blower, cutter, hedge-trimming machine, trimmer, saw, planting machine, drill, garden machinery and accessories

Linyi Zhongyibo Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Xiang Mansion Industrial Park, Junan County, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276600
Email: 1509475678@163.com
Website: http://shop06450595.nongji360.com
Products: paddy planter, gasoline engine vegetable seeder
Description: Linyi Zhongyibo Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd. is located in Junan county, with Rizhao and Qingdao port in the east and Linyi, the city of commerce and logistics in the west. At present, it mainly produces vegetable seeders and rice seeders.

Longyan Wanteng Axle Co., Ltd.
Address: Longzhou Industrial Park, Sanro District, Longyan City, Fujian Province, 362200
Email: 21392451@qq.com
Website: www.fjwtcq.com
Products: wth130 rear drive bridge, wth1080 rear drive bridge
Description: The company was founded in 1989. In March 2005, it settled in Longzhou Industrial Park in Longyan
city, Fujian province, covering an area of 40,000 square meters, with a total investment of CNY 150 million. It is now a distinctive professional manufacturer in Fujian province, with a large production scale, good quality, and fast service. It has complete varieties of front steering axles for cars, buses, and engineering vehicles, and manages the assembly of rear drive axles and front steering drive axles.

Luoyang Qiancheng Industry and Trade Co., Ltd.
Address: 3 North Niepan Road, Luolong District, Luoyang City, Henan Province, 471003
Email: qiancheng-09@163.com
Website: www.LYqiancheng.com
Products: agricultural machinery seats, construction machinery seats, truck seats
Description: Luoyang Qiancheng Industry and Trade Co., Ltd. is located in the north of the historical and cultural capital of Luoyang. There is the Luolong Avenue in the east, and the Mudan Avenue in the west, where the transportation is convenient. The company specializes in the production of automobiles, tractors, harvesters and engineering machinery seat series and so on. The company possesses strong technical force, strong development strength, refined detection methods, with advanced production monitoring technology. It is a one-stop production and service provider, with annual production capacity of more than 1.2 million sets of seats. The company has passed the national 3C certification, and GB/T19001-2008 quality management system authentication. The company’s products mainly supply companies including Luoyang Yituo, Luoyang Zhongshou Mechanical Equipment Co., Ltd., Luoyang Fugesen Machinery Equipment Co., Ltd., Henan Haofeng Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Tianjin Yongmeng Machinery Co., Ltd., etc., and other dozens of manufacturers within or outside the province. It also produces other vehicle accessories.

Luoyang Dragon-Horse Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Xizhuang Industrial Zone, Yiyang County, Luoyang City, Henan Province, 471600
Email: 2500662411@qq.com
Website: www.lyzghs.cn
Products: rural management machine, power tiller
Description: Luoyang DH Machinery Co., Ltd. was established on August 19th, 2008. The company is professional in research and development, manufacture and sales of micro-tiller. The company is located in Luoyang city; to the north of the company is Luo River, and to the east is the World Cultural Heritage Longmen Grotto. The plant area is 27,000 square meters, with particularly favourable natural surroundings and working environment. Dragon Horse staff have developed nearly 30 national patents of the Little White Dragon series farming products. The machines are small and smart, with the multi-functional machine serving for different fields, such as mulberry field, orchard, tea plantation, tobacco field, nursery garden, greenhouse, paddy field, mountain and hill areas. In recent years, with uninterrupted upgrade on products and unique after-sales service, “Little White Dragon” brand value has reached industry leading level. Apart from wide domestic sales, its products are also exported to Vietnam, India, Sri Lanka and other overseas markets.

Luoyang Guanjie Push-pull Cable Controller Co., Ltd.
Address: Jianxi District, Luoyang City, Henan Province, 471003
Email: lygjrz@139.com
Website: www.ruanzhou.cn
Products: hydraulic multi-valve, electric control lever
Description: Established in 2003, Luoyang Guanjie Push-Pull Cable Controller Co., Ltd. is a manufacturer and trader specializes in the research, development and production of push-pull control cable and push-pull control lever. All of its products comply with international quality standards and are greatly appreciated in a variety of markets throughout the world. It has grown gradually with the great efforts and support from the entire team and global customers.

Luoyang Harvest Fenmeide Agricultural Machinery Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address: Jinping Town Industrial Cluster Area, Xizhuang Industrial Park, Jinye San Road, Yiyang County, Luoyang City, Henan Province, 471600
Email: 320665450@qq.com
Website: www.lyfsfmd.cn
Products: wheel-type tractor
Description: Luoyang Harvest Fenmeide Agricultural Machinery Equipment Co., Ltd. is a private joint-stock enterprise, established in 2018, and is located in the Equipment Manufacturing Industrial Park, Yiyang County Industrial Cluster District, Luoyang City. The company’s cumulative investment amounted to CNY 230 million; it has 98 employees, and the plant covers an area of 58,000 square meters. The company has advanced domestic production equipment and operating environment. It is a high-tech enterprise integrating product development, design, production and sales. The company currently has 24 patents and the leading products have independent intellectual property rights. The products have won the appraisal of the Henan provincial appraisal station and the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs, and have entered the national agricultural subsidy catalog. The company currently has 217 agents, and its products are sold in 23 domestic provinces and autonomous regions, and are exported to Myanmar, Australia, New Zealand, Southeast Asia and other countries and regions. The success of the enterprise stems from the establishment of a talent team. It is their dedication, diligence, and hard
work that has contributed to the company’s development. Luoyang Harvest Fenmeide Agricultural Machinery Equipment Co., Ltd. sticks to the business philosophy of “integrating innovation and sharing harvest” and strives to improve the competitiveness of the enterprise with the vision of “inclusive and win-win cooperation”.

**Luoyang Mingdi Transmission Shaft Co., Ltd.**

Address: New and High-tech Zones, Luoyang City, Henan Province, 471003
Email: market@mingdicdz.com
Website: http://www.mingdicdz.com

Products: agricultural machinery drive shaft, car drive shaft, engineering machinery drive shaft

Description: Luoyang Mingdi Transmission Shaft Co., Ltd. is based on the brand development strategy of specialization, scale, and industrialization. The company takes “creating high-quality products and perfect services for the customers” management thought as the guide. It adheres to the direction of “creating high reputation varied style, high quality, excellent price and perfect after sale service”. Besides, the service concept is “quick delivery as appointed”. The company aims to realize the mission of “efficient energy, and safer output”. It focuses on the transmission assembly parts manufacturing industry, whose main products include non-constant speed automobile transmission shafts.

**Luoyang Reastar Transmission Co., Ltd.**

Address: 2 South Industrial Road, Logon Science Park, Luolong District, Luoyang City, Henan Province, 471023
Email: baopengyan@reastar.com
Website: www.reastar.com

Products: transfer case, transfer gear, special transmission, power head, hydraulic swivel head, hydraulic actuator

Description: Luoyang Reastar Transmission Co., Ltd. was founded in 2008, is located in Luolong Science and Technology Park, Luoyang City, with a total investment of CNY 100 million. It is a high-tech enterprise focusing on the design, R&D, production, sales and service of hydraulic and transmission products such as transfer case, transfer gear, special transmission, power head, hydraulic swivel head, hydraulic actuator, etc. The products include military equipment, oil drilling, construction machinery, ship-manufacturing, and high-end agricultural machinery with core technologies and proprietary brands. At its inception, Reastar set up the factory model from a high starting point, drew lessons from American innovative ideas, Japanese lean production model and combined them with Chinese traditional people-oriented concept to establish the enterprise culture, R&D concept and management mode with Reastar’s characteristics. After years of technical research, Reastar finally made breakthrough in the field of transmission, and has truly realized independent research and development. Up to now, the company has achieved the R&D and sales of more than 50 products of 6 series. Among them, NT automatic gearbox is the world’s first tailor-made special gearbox for mud pump. Products like HR series hydraulic rotary table, high pressure rotary seat, DC series hydraulic actuator and other special hydraulic products are the core parts of the domestic major equipment field, and are the first of their kinds in China, filling the gap in the field of hydraulic transmission. The company has obtained 8 invention patents, 24 utility model patents, 4 software copyrights, and another 11 patents are in the application process. The company has reached a good cooperative relationship with more than 100 small and medium-sized enterprises such as Sany Heavy Industry, SJ Petroleum Machinery Co. Ltd., CNPC Dagang Oilfield, Epiroc Nanjing, etc. At the same time, the products are exported to more than 10 countries and regions including Europe, North America, the Middle East, Southeast Asia, and Latin America. The company firmly believes that with the continuous growth of Reastar, it can provide its customers with the best quality products, the most considerate service and the most cutting-edge and reliable technical solutions.

**Luoyang Shengyuan Clutch Co., Ltd.**

Address: Advanced Manufacturing Agglomeration, Jianxi District, Luoyang City, Henan Province, 471003
Email: 413504542@qq.com

Products: 12 inch clutch, 14 inch clutch, 11-inch clutch

Description: Our factory have specialized in the production of clutch assembly and clutch piece for 20 years, mainly for Dongfang Hongquan series, Futian Revo series, John Deere, Shanghai New Netherlands, Kubota, Kessner Netherlands, Chugsen, Dongfeng, Changfa, Qingjiang, Taishan, Shuhe, Ward and other major market models. We hope to have the opportunity to cooperate with you!

**Luoyang SiDa Agricultural Machines Co., Ltd.**

Address: Xikou, Yellow River Avenue, Mengjin County, Luoyang City, Henan Province, 471100
Email: sdnjyxb@163.com
Website: www.lysdnj.com

Products: silage lawn mower

Description: Luoyang SiDa Agricultural Machines Co., Ltd. focuses on the research, development, manufacture and sales of farming machines. They’ve recruited a wealth of specialist talents, together with advanced manufacturing techniques and adequate checking instrument. Several national patents have been awarded to the machines that they designed. The company has the right to deal with import and export businesses, and provides seven types, over forty kinds of farming machines including fodder grinder, ensiling chaff cutter, wheatrice sheller, stalk crumbler, mower, cotton stalk cutter, and stalk pickercutter. Their corporation has been recognized as “Henan Quality Star Enterprise”, “Henan Featured Grand”. Since 2001, SiDa ensiling chaff cutters have several times taken the lead in industry in the spotcheck organized by General Administration of Quality
Supervision and the Inspection and Quarantine of PRC. In 2005, they were awarded “Henan Good Quality Product with which farmers are satisfied”; in 2006, SiDa chaff cutter was awarded “Henan Good Quality Product”. SiDa cotton stalk cutter has become the first choice in the bioenergy industry. Their vision is “everything for the customers”, and their aim at “producing best goods in industry and achieving first-class advancement of the era”.

**Luoyang Zhongbei Gear Co., Ltd.**

Address: Dongfanghong Huijingcheng, Jianxi District, Luoyang City, Henan Province, 471000

Website: [http://www.zbcl.net.cn/](http://www.zbcl.net.cn/)

Products: long fork shaft assembly, gear ring support, drive shaft

**Luoyang Qingli Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: Ma Tun Central Industrial and Commercial Institute, Mengjin County, Luoyang City, Henan Province, 471000

Products: tractor cab

**Luoyang Xinle Machinery Technology Co., Ltd.**

Address: South side of Bai Ma Si Temple, National Highway 310, Luolong District, Luoyang City, Henan Province, 471013

Email: lyxinle@126.com

Website: [www.lyxinle.cn](http://www.lyxinle.cn)

Products: no-tillage fertilizing planter for all returning fields

Description: Luoyang Xinle Machinery Technology Co., Ltd., founded in 1999, Luoyang Xinle Machinery Technology Co., Ltd. is located 1km to the west of Buddhist holy land “ancestral chamber White Horse Temple”. Depending on the natural advantage of Luoyang heavy industrial base, the company has established a strong talent team, which has been engaged in R&D and promotion around conservation tillage machine for 20 years, obtained more than 30 national invention patents, utility model patents, and appearance design patents, and realized the product development from unitary type to compound type. Now, the company has developed into a comprehensive enterprise integrated with technical research and development, design, production, sales, and foreign trade. Its product sales network and perfect after-sales service systems have been available more than 10 provinces in the country, and that far to the countries of Cambodia. The achievements obtained by Luoyang Xinle Company in years of development cannot be separated from the support and affirmation from the Party committees and government departments at all levels. The company has obtained more than 30 honors and qualifications successively, including “First Prize of National Harvest Awards for Agriculture, Animal Husbandry and Fishery”, “First Prize for Optimal Combination and Application of Agricultural Machinery and Agronomy” issued by Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs, “AAA Quality Integrity Brand Enterprise of Henan Province”, “Double-excellent Demonstration Unit in Business Integrity of Henan Province”, “Leading Enterprise in Scientific and Technological Innovation for Prospering the Enterprise with Quality”, “Excellent Enterprise in Scientific and Technological Innovation for Prospering the Enterprise with Quality”, “Leading Integrity Unit Serving the Agriculture, Rural Areas, and Rural Residents of Henan Province”, “Famous Trademark of Henan Province”, “Small and Medium-sized Technology-based Enterprise of Henan Province”, “Trustworthy Unit in Product Quality in 3·15 of Henan Province “, “Contract First, Credit First Enterprise of Luoyang City”, “Influence of Henan Wheat in China”, “most influential famous enterprise brand”, “product of agricultural materials and agricultural machinery, matched to high-yield wheat in the first hero ranking of Huanghai wheat planting region 2016-2017”, “Recommended Brand in the Second China Central Region Modern Agricultural Science and Technology Exhibition in 2014”. The chairman Xu Shuling has obtained many honors in succession, including “Leading Entrepreneur in Scientific and Technological Innovation for Prospering the Enterprise with Quality”, “Outstanding Entrepreneur in Scientific and Technological Innovation for Prospering the Enterprise with Quality”, “Top 10 Heroines Most Influential in the Industry of Henan Province “, and “Innovator Serving the Agriculture, Rural Areas, and Rural Residents of Henan Province”. In the future development strategy, Luoyang Xinle will stay true to the mission, keep firmly in mind our mission goal, and continue to follow the development idea of “all for the peasants”, upholding the “newer, higher, and more applicable” research development tenet, and taking market demand as orientation, adaptability to user as foundation, and high-tech talents as support.

**Linqing Shunxing Machinery Factory**

Address: Wang Fangzi, Linqing City, Liaocheng City, Shandong Province, 252657

Products: connecting rod assembly, connecting plate, brake adjusting arm

Langfang Ruima Leaf Spring Co., Ltd.

Address: Shigeda Industrial Zone, Dacheng County, Langfang City, Hebei Province, 65904

Website: [www.lfruima.com](http://www.lfruima.com)

Products: rotary blade, micro tiller, deep plough knife

**Ma’anshan Ruisheng Trade and Industry Co., Ltd.**

Address: Jinjiazhuang Industrial Park, Jinjiazhuang District, Ma’anshan City, Anhui Province, 243000

Email: ZHLi123789@126.com

Products: triangular belt for imported crawler machines, triangular belt for domestic crawler machines, special
triangle belt for corn harvester

Description: Ma’anshan Ruisheng Industry Trade Co., Ltd., formerly known as Ma’anshan Liannong Belt Factory (established in 1996), was established in December 2003, with a registered capital of 25 million yuan, covering an area of 70 acres, CNY 138 million of fixed assets. It is an industry leading enterprise that integrates research and development, production and sales of specialized rubber products, whose products are professional rubber products related to quality agricultural belt, chloroprene rubber industry belt, and highquality rubber parts. At present, LIANGNONG brand is the the most valuable brand in the domestic harvester industry. Its production and sales rank top in the agriculture rubber belt industry. There are 4 transit warehouses and sales department in Harbin, Zhengzhou, Linyi, Changsha, with sales network covering all the country. The company has many senior personnel and advanced detection means in the belt research. With continuous technological innovation and technological upgrading, harvester belts are developed directly for various domestic harvester factories. The leading product neoprene rubber belt has reached the international advanced level. The new type of practical and economical belt with high quality has won the majority of users. Recently, the domestic and foreign advanced production technology to develop a maintenance-free super belt with no elongation reaches Chinese belts’ quality peak. Faced with the change of the domestic industrial structure and upgrade of equipment, Ruisheng has developed high quality belt for agricultural machinery, chloroprene rubber belt and high quantity rubber parts. The belt comprehensively matches with Chinese mainstream wheat, rice and corn harvester manufacturers, like Foton Lovol, Zoomlion, CLAAS, Star AG, Liulin Technology, World Group, AGCO, HakingHandan, etc.

Maschio Gaspardo

Address: Hongdao Economic Zone, Export Processing Zone, Chengyang District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266113
Email: dqin@maschio.cn
Website: www.maschionet.com
Products: no-tillage precision planter, hydraulic flip plow, round baler

Description: Maschio Gaspardo is an international group, leader in the production of agricultural equipment for tillage, seeding/planting, crop protection, landscaping and hay making. The Group produces a wide range of rotary tillers, power harrows, mulchers, precision planters, cereal seed drills, combination cultivator, drills, flail mowers, ploughs, minimum tillage tools, sprayers and balers. The company has 8 production plants, 5 in Italy and 3 in Romania, India and China. Moreover, Maschio Gaspardo has 12 sales branches worldwide. The Group currently employs approximately 2,000 people, held together by the following core values: Strong orientation to productivity and commitment, proactive approach to development and innovation, service and quality check, and strong customer care. The Group’s economic growth is based on continuous R&D, performed by a large team of high skilled engineers, but also through the synergies created with the top leaders of the agricultural sector at an international level. The positive trend has also given a start to productive investments, among which there is the installation of photovoltaic systems over the roofs of the Italian plants. They are a solid company that conceives new solutions, implements and gives life to new technologies, introduces and spreads its knowledge for the development of agriculture.

Meishan Sansan Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: San Su Town People’s Government, Dongpo District, Meishan City, Sichuan Province, 620010
Email: korosolo@163.com
Website: www.scssjx.com
Products: gasoline pumps

Description: Meishan Sansan Machine Co. Limited, a professional pump manufacture in China, has a trusted band with twenties years of history called Sansan Pump. This company, founded in 1995, located in Sansu township, Dongpo district in Meishan, Sichuan---the hometown of Three Sus. Alongside the 106 provincial road, approaching to the Chengdu-Leshan Highway and Chengdu-Kunming Railway, still with a distance of 60 kilometers to the capital city Chengdu and 50 kilometers to the Shuangliu International Airport, it earns the company too much transportation convenience. The company, covering a area of 11,000 square meters, has a total investment for more than 10 million yuan, and obtains the advantages of mature technology, perfect management mechanism, excellent R&D staff, and 118 high-skilled and professional workmen. The company aims at producing not only various standards within 1 to 6 inches, such as water centrifugal pumps, automatic centrifugal pumps for crude oil engines and gasoline engines, self-priming pumps, screw pumps, slush pumps (with cutting equipment), WB automatic centrifugal pumps, high pressure fire pumps, but also motor pulleys and crude oil engine combination wheels. Moreover, the company produces foreign casting and machining in small patch. The company consistently sticks to making progress by technological innovations, developing their enterprise through scientific management.

Michelin (China) Investment Co., Ltd.

Address: Building 7, 518 North Fuquan Road, Changning District, Shanghai, 200335
Website: https://www.michelin.com/en/
Products: agricultural tires

Nanchang Qinglin Seat Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: 222 Yuhu Road, Xiaolan Economic Development Zone, Nanchang County, Nanchang City, Jiangxi Province, 330200
Email: andy@ncyyzy.cn
Website: www.qseats.com

Products: yy60-3 cold foaming technology integrated molding farm machinery/garden seat, ys15 machinery shock absorber seats, yy12 of small farm machinery seats

Description: Nanchang Qinglin Seat Manufacturing Co., Ltd. is a professional seat manufacturer with years of experience. Their main products are agricultural seats, construction seats, garden seats and other auto parts. Nanchang Qinglin was founded in 2001 with an area of 26,000 square meters. The company has two manufacturing bases: Nanchang, Jiangxi; Yangzhou, Jiangsu. The company has the capacity of producing 400,000 pieces of seats per year.

Nanjing Bailing Automobile Electric Appliance Co., Ltd.

Address: 11 Tam Si Road, Shangfeng District, Tangshan Industrial Concentration Area, Jiangning District, Nanjing City, Jiangsu Province, 211134
Email: 2880301220@qq.com
Website: www.bailing.cc

Products: warm water tank, electromotive air conditioner, external cold and warm assembly

Description: Nanjing Bailing Automotive Electrical Machinery Co., Ltd. was founded in 2008, located in Nanjing, the capital of outstanding people and land. It is a professional manufacturer of automotive air conditioning systems and aluminium brazed heat exchanger series products. The company has air conditioning comprehensive performance laboratory, independent technology research and development ability and innovation ability, and has established a sound quality management system and efficient management model. The company has passed IATF16949-2016 international quality management system certification. The company’s main products are automotive air conditioning system, new energy battery management device, hydraulic system cooling device, parallel flow chiller, pipe belt chiller, parallel flow evaporator, pipe belt evaporator, cascade evaporator, pure aluminium warm air tank and other products, and those products can be customized according to customer requirements, to provide customers with high-quality purchasing experience. At present, the company has 118 employees, 28 of which are professional technicians, and the plant occupies an area of more than 8000 square meters. The leading products of the company include singlecylinder oil pump and multicylinder oil pump series products with annual integrated output of more than 1 million sets. The products are preferred by many internal combustion engine factories domestically and internationally for reliable quality and advanced technology. They are sold well in China, and are also exported to Indonesia, Singapore, Bangladesh and other countries and are highly praised by the customers.

Nanjing Shunfeng Bearing Co., Ltd.

Address: People’s Government of Qinhuai District, Nanjing City, Jiangsu Province, 210001
Email: 178588581@qq.com

Products: plane bearing, maintenance-free bearing, axle bearing

Nanyang Mingrui Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Fangcheng New Energy Industry Cluster, Fangcheng County, Nanyang City, Henan Province, 473200
Website: www.nymrjx.com

Products: agricultural machinery drive shaft

Nantong Zhuoyue Accurate Fittings Co., Ltd.

Address: Haian Industrial Park 70-4-2, Ha’ian County, Nantong City, Jiangsu Province, 226600
Email: yuancheng@ntjooy.com
Website: www.ntjooy.com

Products: pickup assembly, spring tooth

Description: Nantong Zhuoyue Accurate Fittings Co., Ltd, established in 2002, is a modern trading company, we have our own factory specializing in the research,
design, manufacture, sale and service of spring fittings. The company has fixed assets of 50 million yuan and covers an area of about 15,000 square meters. At present, there are 38 employees, including 8 technical personnel, 12 management personnel and marketing personnel. There are more than 80 sets of production test equipment, including computerized coiling machine, wire forming system, hot coiled spring line, 8 computerized model machine, automatic quenching annealing line, automatic grounding machine and shot peening machine. With the most advanced spring production equipments, we can manufacture different kinds of springs with diameters from 0.1 mm to 80.0 mm. The daily output is about 40 million pieces. The products include compression springs, extension springs, torsion springs, belleville springs, spiral springs, wave springs, disc springs, wire form springs, punching components, stainless steel springs and so on. The spring hardware products are widely used in transportation accessories, agricultural equipments, elevator accessories, sports fitness equipments and other industries. Agricultural machinery parts springs are one of the main products, such as the baling machine spring tooth, hay rake machine spring tooth, rubber spring tooth, harvesting machinery springs, spring tooth hard machinery, etc. In 2007, the company passed the ISO9001:2000.

**Ningbo Licheng Agricultural Spray Technology Co., Ltd.**

Address: 200 Jinsheng No.2 Road, Yuyao City, Ningbo City, Zhejiang Province, 315400

Email: Lichengmuju@163.com

Website: https://lcnypw.en.alibaba.com/

Description: Ningbo Licheng Agricultural Spray Technology Co., Ltd., formerly known as Yuyao Licheng Mold Factory, has engaged in plastic mold design and manufacture for over 20 years, with a variety of gold processing equipment and injection molding machines, professional design and manufacture of precision plastic mold. Since 2010, the company has developed and produced many kinds of spray system components for spraying machine. Now the company has dozens of varieties such as sprayer nozzle, filter, pipe filter, quantitative spraying control system and other spray machine accessories, and has applied for more than ten items of appearance, structure and invention patents.

**Ningbo Combine Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: Room 1428, 598 Jiangnan Road, Yinzhou District, Ningbo City, Zhejiang Province, 315040

Email: buyer1@combineparts.cn

Website: www.combineparts.cn

Products: flail knife, cutter head, agricultural machinery cutter

**Ningbo Hedi Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: No.128 Chenshan West Road, Xiaogang Street, Beilun District, Ningbo City, Zhejiang Province, 315801

Email: purchase11@hedicorp.com

Website: www.hedicorp.com

Products: plow tip, plough, pivot plow

Description: Hedi Machinery specialized in researching, designing and manufacturing different types of wear parts for construction, mining, agriculture, forestry, recycling and tunneling industries more than 16 years, founded in 2004 with production area of 18,500 sqm and employees more than 150 persons to work. The annual exporting turnover over fifteen million us dollars which widely sold to USA, Canada, UK, Spain, Germany, Australia etc.

The main products is agricultural tillage tools such as reversible plough for Lemken, Kverneland, Kuhn etc, subsoiler and carbide tillage tools. Wooden recycling Mulcher teeth, Stump Grinder, hammer mill tips, shredder Construction bucket teeth, cutting edge, buckets, chocky bar, grouser bar Tunneling carbide cutting tools, drilling bits, auger teeth, holders.

The introduction of foreign advanced robot hardfacing tungsten carbide grits and brazing technology to achieve the wear parts surface hardness 650-700BHN, enhances the wear life to save the energy consumption of equipment and reduces labor costs.
products include the cross-atomization sprinklers, drip arrow series, inverted micro sprinklers, ground-insert micro sprinklers, impact sprinklers, pop-up sprinklers, drip irrigation equipments, filters, current regulators, high and low pressure drip-preventing, pressure compensation drippers, fast connectors, quick coupling valves, swing joints, hole punches, ball valves and so on.

Ningbo USJ Transmission Co., Ltd.
Address: No. 128 Yunli Road, Yunlong Town, Yinzhou District, Ningbo City, Zhejiang Province, 315000
Email: 13906625473@163.com
Website: www.usj.com.cn
Products: ball coupling assembly for internal thread, internal tie rod assembly, tie rod assy
Description: Ningbo USJ Transmission Co., Ltd. was established on June 1st, 1990. The company dedicates to designing, developing and producing ball joints, tie rods, tie rod ends, knuckle bearing, stabilized link, connecting rod, control arm, steering knuckle, sub-frame, back shaft, etc. Applications including vehicle maneuvering, steering and suspension, chassis system for cars, trucks, farm machineries, ATV, industrial equipments, etc. Products are used in universal joints, pull/push, connection, and transmissions.

Ningbo Zhongyi Hydraulic Motor Co., Ltd.
Address: 88 Zhongyi Road, Zhenhai District, Ningbo City, Zhejiang Province, 315200
Email: zxxgoot@163.com
Website: www.zihyd.com
Products: inside curve roller motor, steering gear, gerotor motor
Description: Ningbo Zhongyi Hydraulic Motor Co., Ltd., founded in 1971, is one of the largest enterprises in China, specializing in the production of hydraulic production with an area of 46,000m2. The company has 300 employees, with an annual production quantity is 300,000 pcs. The new factory Wuhu Zhongyi Hydraulic Technology was opened in 2011 with 80,000 square meters, mainly manufactured in hydraulic steering control units with an annual capacity of 200,000 pcs. With first-class processing and testing equipment and strict quality control, each Zhongyi product has a full quality guarantee.

Ningbo Hongge Hydraulic Co., Ltd.
Address: 9 Yuanfeng Road, Xikou Industrial Zone, Fenghua District, Ningbo City, Zhejiang Province
Website: www.nbhoge.com
Products: high pressure ball valve

Ningjin Jinhe Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: West Luo Village, Ningjin County, Dezhou City, Shandong Province, 253400
Email: 1016252348@qq.com
Products: hay cutter, feed granulator, multifunctional grinder
Description: Jinhe Machinery is located in Ningjin, Shandong province, with advantageous geographical location and convenient transportation. It is a company with feed machinery, grass cutting machinery and equipment, and silk rolling machinery and equipment as its main products. The company has professional knowledge and dedicated sales personnel, and has also built up a team of hardworking elites. The production includes a series of granulator equipment, granulator series, feed granulator, hay cutter series, large-scale silage hay cutter, large-scale silage kneading machine, small-sized grass cutter, corn straw chopper, seed granulator, straw crusher, feed grinder, corn straw crusher, small household grinder, multi-functional grinder, jade rice thrasher, universal grinder and other mechanical equipment. Ningjin Jinhe Machinery Co., Ltd. has set up the Machinery Research Institute, which takes scientific research, technology introduction, technical improvement and the combination of production, learning and research as the main goals, aiming at the technical frontier of the industry, and constantly improving the overall scientific and technological innovation ability of the enterprise.

Ningjin Lugong Hydraulic Machinery Factory
Address: Village Industrial Park, Ningjin County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 055551
Email: 13931964503@163.com
Website: www.hblugong.com
Products: hydraulic ram
Description: The factory is a professional producer of hydraulic cylinders for large enterprises, mainly produces industrial, agricultural, construction and mining machinery.

Ningjin Mao Yuan Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Dacao Town, Ningjin County, Dezhou City, Shandong Province, 253400
Email: 195542389@qq.com
Products: electric fertilizer spreader, rear barrel fertilizer spreader, hand push manure spreader, fertilizer spreader, applicator, seed dressing machine, wheat cleaning machine, weeding machine

Ningjin Pengxu Machinery Parts Factory
Address: South of Ningxin Road, Sizhilan Zhendianhuying Village, Ningjin County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 055550
Email: wuweisong1992@163.com
Products: deep loosing machine accessories, cultivator assembly, planter accessories

Description: The factory has Xingqiao trademark, more than ten utility model patents and appearance patents, with supply capacity for main engine accessories of major manufacturers, independent intellectual property rights, stable quality of patented product accessories, high product versatility, as well as flexible and convenient replacement.

Ningjin Yunfeng Tractor Fittings Factory

Address: No.2 Dali Village, Dalucun Township, Ningjin County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 055551
Email: 641543161@qq.com

Products: plough share, hydraulically reversed plough share, dongfanghong series limit lever

Description: The main business covers production and operation of large- and medium-sized tractors, agricultural machinery and equipment assembly components.

Ningjin County Yangfan Machinery Parts Factory

Address: Luzhen Homestead, Ningjin County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 55550

Products: spline shaft of returning machine, corn harvester spline shaft, rotary machine

Ningjin Xiangfeng Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Economic Development Zone, Ningjin County, Dezhou City, Shandong Province, 253400

Products: field cultivator, garlic planter

Power HF Co., Ltd.

Address: 7879, High-tech Zone, Yingqian Street, Kuiwen District, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261041
Email: lvlei@powerhf.com
Website: www.powerhf.com

Products: agricultural diesel engine

Description: Power HF Co., Ltd. was founded in 1920. The company was initially known as Weifang Huafeng Machinery Co., Ltd, which was one of the earliest engine manufacturers in China, and was accorded the prestigious title of “No.1 Factory at the North of Yangtze River”. With nearly a century’s development, Power HF has built up rich corporate heritage, and developed strong R&D and manufacturing capabilities. The company has modern engine generator set assembly line and advanced flexible machining line. The annual production capacity of engine and spares exceeds 120,000 units and 200,000 sets respectively. Power HF has three core business areas: diesel engines, generator sets and engine spare parts. These products are widely used in various sectors such as agricultural equipment, construction machinery, telecommunications, stationary power, power generation, and marine vessels. The company’s principal markets are China and India and its sales and service network extends to more than 40 countries and regions all over the globe. In recent years, Power HF has been keeping pace with the global trend of “environmental protection, resource conservation and less emission” by focusing on the reduction of fuel consumption and emissions. Meanwhile, the company is also committed to the research and development of new energy and alternative energy engines, as well as hybrid generator sets. Currently, some of these new-generation products have been introduced into the market and are well received by customers.

Puyang Shuangfeng Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: Situated to the west of 200 meters north to the intersection of National Road 106 and Mengde Avenue, Qingfeng County, Puyang City, Henan Province, 457300
Email: 343789263@qq.com

Products: plow standard

Qing Dao Woosung Hitech Co., Ltd.

Address: Houguzhen Community, Chengyang District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266109
Email: wrf@kamicochina.com
Website: www.kamicochina.com

Products: root harvester, manure spreader, rotary cultivator

Qingdao ADR Axles Co., Ltd.

Address: South Side of Changchun Road, Lingang Economic Development Zone, Huangdao Region, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266400
Email: annie.lin@adrsystem.cn, lawrence.liang@adrsystem.cn
Website: www.adraxles.com

Products: semi-axis, axle, mechanical suspension

Description: Qingdao ADR Axles Manufacturing Co., Ltd. is a branch of ADR Italy, of which the headquarter is in Italy. From 1954 until now, a new and modern Research Center has been operating to develop cutting-edge products, innovative manufacturing methods and to research on new materials and the latest technologies. In the 90s’, ADR decided to open the market in France, UK and Poland and became an important and famous brand not only in Italy but also in Europe. ADR opened two factories in another two continents: the Qingdao ADR in China and the ADR Eixos in Brazil. ADR offers a wide range of products: agricultural, industrial axles, stub axes and steering axle, suspension mechanical, like tandem- and tridem- bogie, pneumatic and hydraulic. The company obtained the ISO 9001:2008 certification and the ISO/TS 16949 in October 2012.
Qingdao Baoyue Special Vehicle Co., Ltd.
Address: Hongcheng · Jiatianxia City Square, Huangdao District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266400
Email: 15965563286@163.com
Products: pu tyre, cart, microtiller tire, professional produce wheelbarrow, hand trolley, tool cart, and many special vehicle wheels, tiller wheels

Qingdao Beihai Wheel Co., Ltd.
Address: Mingcun Town, Pingdu City, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266723
Email: beihaichelun@126.com
Website: http://www.beihaiwheel.com/nav/2.html
Products: wheels, rims, tyre
Description: Qingdao Beihai Wheel Co., Ltd, is a leader in high-end wheel drive system industry. The company provides scientific drive concepts for global customers with leading technology and innovative products. The company is a specialized enterprise integrating design, development, production and sales of automobile wheels as one. The company passed IATF16949, ISO9001, ISO14001, OHSAS1800 certification, conducts full implementation of IATF16949, ISO9001 quality management system, and has established excellent quality system as well as implemented standardized operation to guarantee the high-quality production with the professional after-sales team, and door-to-door service in busy seasons. The company provides presales guidance to the customers and shares information and resources with partners to make products better adapt to the market and to enhance the competitiveness. The products and after-service are widely recognized by the partners. Honorary titles gained including “excellent supplier”, “strategic supplier”, “excellent developing suppliers”, “Excellent Supplier Cooperation Award”, “leading enterprises of agricultural machinery parts and components in China” from the partners.

Qingdao Chaoyang Tires Co., Ltd.
Address: Middle Dazhushan Road, Huangdao District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266400
Email: qingdaoguanghe@163.com
Products: micro plowing machine herringbone tyre, dispenser rubber solid tire, agricultural tricycle tires

Qingdao Dashun Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Dianbu Industrial Park, Laixi City, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266600
Email: 915724555@qq.com
Website: www.dashunjingfeng.com
Products: air suction vegetable planter, seedling seeder
Description: Qingdao Dashun Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd. mainly focuses on the R&D and production of carrot seeding machine and ditching banking machine.

Qingdao Dong Hengda Rubber Products Co., Ltd.
Address: Huangdao District, Qingdao City, Shandong province, 266431
Email: dhd8668@163.com
Website: http://www.dhdtire.com/
Products: tractor pneumatic tire, microtiller tire
Description: Qingdao Dong Hengda Rubber Products Co., Ltd., established in 1999, with 7000 square meters, is located at Tieshan Industrial Park, Qingdao China. The company specializes in a variety of small tractor tires, rubber wheels, atv tires and various of solid wheels.

Qingdao Feierte Industrial Co., Ltd.
Address: Pingdu Tonghe Office, North West End of Fuchen Avenue, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266706
Email: 13793250999@163.com
Website: www.qdfei.cn
Products: potato planter, potato lifter, potato seedling killer

Qingdao Fengyan Pump Co., Ltd.
Address: Jixi Yandi Village, Jinkou Town, Jimo City, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266214
Email: admin@fengyanpump.com
Website: www.fengyanpump.com
Products: self-priming pump, centrifugal pump, 3-inch single-stage centrifugal gasoline pump unit
Description: Qingdao Fengyan Pump Co., Ltd. is located in “East Fang Rui”, Jimo city, Qingdao. The factory has several decades of production experience, strong technical force, well-equipped, high degree of specialization, advanced manufacturing technology, and perfect detection methods. The product quality is stable and reliable, and the products sell well in more than 20 provinces and cities around the country, enjoying a high reputation. Qingdao Fengyan Pump Co., Ltd. Is the only company in Qingdao producing self-priming centrifugal pump. The enterprise has been evaluated as a “contract keeping and keeping promise” enterprise for successive years. The main products are zb series selfpriming pump, IQ series singlestage centrifugal pump, fybc series gear spray pump, fybc series water absorption, spray dual selfpriming pump, sozb diesel engine, 170 gasoline spray irrigation unit, and 190 f gasoline spray irrigation unit.
Qingdao First Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Longshan Office, Houbeige Village, Jimo City, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266000
Email: 290156507@qq.com
Products: pulverizer
Description: Qingdao First Machinery Co., Ltd. is located in Jimo City, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, with convenient transportation. The company mainly produces and sells claw-type universal disk mill, feed pellet machine and paddle wheel aerator.

Qingdao Gofee Motor Co., Ltd.
Address: Jiaxing Road, Shibei District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266200
Email: 409056663@qq.com
Website: http://www.gofeemotor.com
Products: die casting aluminium fan blade blower, poultry house nylon fan blade blower, high negative pressure fan
Description: Qingdao Gofee Motor Co., Ltd. was founded in 2008. At the beginning of its establishment, it was committed to research and development, production, sales, and environmental control equipment for livestock and poultry houses, providing high-tech, cost-effective environmental control products and environmental control solutions for domestic and foreign breeding industry users. In order to provide customers with better services, the company begins to initiate the pig farm EPC project and provides customers with a complete set of pig farm equipment and solutions.

Qingdao Hishing Smart Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address: No.17 Longquan He Road, Haixing Intelligent Industrial Park, Automobile Industry New City, Jimo City, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266217
Email: yangtao@hishing.com
Website: www.hishing.com
Products: intelligent pneumatic feeding system, intelligent rotary drum microfilter, intelligent aquaculture tail water treatment microfilter
Description: Qingdao Hishing Smart Equipment Co., Ltd. is located in Hishing Smart Industrial Park, Jimo City, Qingdao. Founded in 2007, it covers 13,667 m2, with mechanical workshop, automation workshop, office building, dormitories and canteens. The 160 personnel include more than 20 mechanical design, electrical automation and software engineers. Hishing is a high-tech enterprise specializing in the R&D, manufacture, sales, and installation service for the industrial eco-recirculating water aquaculture system, sea cages farming system equipment, aquaculture wastewater treatment system, IPA pond circulating water aquaculture equipment, intelligent aquaculture management system and “internet of things”. Hishing has good technical cooperation with top research institutes in China, such as IOCAS, YSFRI, ECSFRI, CAFS, Dalian Hohai University, Ningbo University, Shandong University, Ocean University of China, Qingdao University of Science and Technology, etc. Hishing can obtain the guidance of experts and professors in time, and grasp the latest scientific and technological development in the aquaculture industry at the earliest time. Hishing is one of the first company in China to engage in the research, development, application and transformation of industrial-eco RAS, with rapidly transforming scientific research results into productivity to provide customers with high-quality, high-tech, high reliability and high performance-price ratio RAS. Hishing has passed the certification of ISO9001: 2015 quality management system, ISO14001: 2015 environmental management system, OHSAS18001: 2007 occupational health and safety management system, and GB/T23001-2017 integrated management system certification. The company implements strict and perfect quality management, which strictly controls the quality from parts entering the factory, to process inspection and factory inspection. With the special quality-improvement team, the company implements quality traceability, analysis, rectification, and the establishment of product quality minefield files and other management measures to continuously improve the product quality. The products have been widely and unanimously praised by a large number of famous Chinese aquaculture enterprises, scientific research institutes and colleges. Hishing is the executive director unit of China Fisheries Association, vice director unit of special aquatic engineering branch of China Agricultural Engineering Society, and director unit of salmon branch of China Aquatic Products Circulation and Processing Association. The company has won titles including high-tech enterprises, Qingdao small and medium-sized enterprises special new products, top 20 Qingdao High-tech Growth in 2019, enterprise credit rating AAA credit enterprises, Gold Award of the Second China International Modern Fisheries and Fishery Science and Technology Expo, Gold Award of The First China International Intelligent Fishery Expo and The Third China International Modern Fisheries and Fishery Science and Technology Expo, and the most influential brand. It has also won many awards which include the most trusted brand of Chinese shrimp breeders in 2019, the most popular equipment supplier, the 2019 intelligent fishery quality product award, the fishery intelligent contribution award, the best product quality award of China international marine ranching conference, and the aquatic industrialization contribution award of industrial aquaculture and equipment industry technology innovation strategic alliance.

Qingdao Hongzhu Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Jiaolai Town Industrial Park, Jiaozhou City, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266315
Email: hznyjx1992@163.com
Website: www.hznyjx.com
Products: potato planter, potato topper, potato harvester
Description: Qingdao Hongzhu Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd. is the largest potato machinery manufacturer in
China, and is located in the famous potato production and export base, Qingdao city, Shandong province. Hongzhu has been producing agricultural machinery for twenty years, relying on local advantages of large areas of potato plantation, absorbing international advanced technology adapting to the local conditions, and gaining support from industry-related institutes. Hongzhu has been always at the leading level in potato machinery industry in China.

Qingdao Huasheng Rubber Co., Ltd.
Address: Tanggezhuang Village, Mingcun Town, Pingdu City, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266400
Email: 39869790@qq.com
Website: http://hsluntai.en.b2b168.com
Products: forestry tires, agricultural machinery tires
Description: Qingdao Huasheng Rubber Co., Ltd. is a private enterprise specializing in bias tire production and sales. The company was founded in 2003, which is located in Qingdao Chinese Rubber Industrial Base, with convenient transportation, and is also a good place for business. The company covers an area of 40,000 square meters, and has 170 staff.

Qingdao Jirunxiang Machinery Part Ltd.
Address: 8 South Guangzhou Road, Economic Development Zone, Pingdu City, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266700
Email: 1323068352@qq.com
Website: www.qdjrx.cn
Products: turning over hydraulic grid plough
Description: Qingdao Jirunxiang Mechanics Co., Ltd. is located in the beautiful coastal city of Qingdao, specializing in the production of all kinds of farm machinery accessories. The main products are various kinds of parts for domestic and foreign brand big ploughs, kinds of points, mouldboard, plough legs, harrow disc of various sizes and other accessories. After nearly 20 years of development, the company has established a complete and scientific production management and quality management system. Our integrity, strength and product quality are recognized by the industry.

Qingdao Juyuan Rubber Product Co., Ltd.
Address: 2506, Jiaonan Street Office, Huangdao District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266400
Email: edward@qdjuyuan.cn
Website: www.qdjuyuan.cn
Products: solid tyre, solid non-inflatable farm tyre
Description: Qingdao Juyuan Rubber Products Co., Ltd. is a professional manufacturer of non-pneumatic tires. The main products are PU foam wheel, half core tire, rubber powder wheel and other non pneumatic solid tire, and PU foam wheel combination. The company is located in Jiaonan, Qingdao. It is adjacent to Qingdao Economic and Technological Development Zone, Xuejiadao tourist resort and Langyatai tourist attraction. It is adjacent to National Highway 204. It is 40 kilometers away from Qingdao Liuting Airport, 20 kilometers away from Qingdao port, Jiaohuang and Jiqing railways, Qinghuang Expressway and Jiqing Expressway. It is a sea, land and air three-dimensional intersection, where transportation is very convenient. The company attaches great importance to the supervision of product quality; “making high-quality tires and creating a quality rubber and plastic brand” is our quality policy. Based on continuous improvement of product performance, it has passed ISO9001 quality certification and ROHS environmental protection certification. The company has an advanced production equipment assembly line and professional technical personnel, which can not only ensure the timely delivery of large quantities of orders, but is also able to produce for small batches of customers. The company’s products are exported to dozens of countries and regions, favored by customers at home and abroad.

Qingdao Kangliyongfeng Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Taishan No.3 Road, Jimo City, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266200
Email: 344958118@qq.com
Products: grinder, feed grinder, universal pulverizer
Description: FFC gear-claw series disk mills produced by our company are multi-purpose disk mills, which includes chaff cutter and chopping fodder disk mill with the models of FFC-700, FFC-600, FFC-500, FFC-45A, FFC-37, FFC-360, FFC-320, FFC-26, FFC-22, FFC-19, FFC-16, FFC-15, 9FQ-40-20, 9FQ-50-40 9FQ50-60 DA, etc. The series disk mills are highly similar in structure except for the difference in specification, so as to meet different users’ requirements. The products with three materials including stainless steel, cast steel and cast iron are developed. Each model has automatic feeder, suction ventilator, unloader and stirring device, which greatly reduces the operator’s labour intensity. This is the perfect machine for milling corn, soybean, sorghum, dried sweet potato, bean cake, other coarse cereals and fodder. The raw material can be fully milled without residue at one time.

Qingdao Little Gold Biotechnology Co., Ltd.
Address: 336 Yinhe Road, Xiazhuang Street, Chengyang District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266107
Email: qdjsy@vip.qq.com
Website: www.yidianjin.net
Products: rice mill, color separator
Description: Qingdao Little Gold Biotechnology Limited Company is a company with rich internet experience, with scientific knowledge on how to make free rice grow healthier, and is committed to multifunction dust-free rice processing equipment development and sales. The company is now the leading company of the South Korean bright rice mechanism “Shuihua Industrial Society” in
China, mainly responsible for LEEHWA gold brand marketing in China and sales network construction. The company stick to the “a bit of gold to let live/fresh rice into the company” vision, and is committed to providing efficient and stable non-dust fresh rice processing equipment. Our products now cover rice shops, business, market, mobile processing, scientific research and other fields.

**Qingdao Main-Link Cleaning Equipment Co., Ltd.**

Address: Room 402, Unit 1, Building 6, 168 Shenzhen Road, Laoshan District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266200

Email: info@main-link.com.cn

Website: http://www.main-link.com.cn

Products: polyester fertilizer tank truck, hose fertilizer, solid liquid separator

Description: Qingdao Main-Link Cleaning Equipment Co., Ltd. is a professional equipment manufacturer, dedicated to research, production, sales and service. According to the breeding and food factory’s environment, and based on advanced cleaning technology, we developed many kinds of cleaning equipment, including Centralized High Pressure Washer System, Equipment for Truck Wash and Disinfection, Foam Disinfective Equipment, Cold-hot Water High Pressure Washer, etc. Main-Link is also a ISO certificated and OHSAS18001 certificated company, and the governing unit of ICAC. Since 2008, the company has cooperated with SUTTNER, the leader in cleaning industry in German, and shared the technology and production experience. The core parts used are from famous brands like Interpump, ABB and Siemens, according to national standards. Depending on the advantages of safe and reliable quality, reasonable design, complete varieties, intelligence and high effectiveness. Qingdao Main-Link Cleaning has established business relationship with many famous companies in China, including Guangdong Wen's Foodstuffs Group, New Hope Group, Zhengbang Group, Twins Group, CP Group, Bright Food Group, Muyuan Group, West Hope Group, Jiahe Agricultural Stockbreeding and Yangxiang Stock. After years of development, we have grown to be a key leading enterprise in cleaning field.

**Qingdao Monroc Mechnical Co., Ltd.**

Address: Room 403, Block A, Digital Technology Center, 63 Haier Road, Laoshan District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266700

Email: sales@sonasia.monroc.com

Website: www.monroc.com

Products: steering axle, axle, pagoda half shaft

Description: It is a French company established in 2006, located in Pingdu, Qingdao. It mainly produces axles.

**Qingdao Paguld Lubrication Technology Co., Ltd.**

Address: Lanbei Innovation Park, Wisdom Factory, Chengyang District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266228

Email: huiguangwang2010@sina.com

Website: http://www.paguld.com

Products: pangu lubrication pump, pangu lubrication system, pangu lubrication pump

Description: Qingdao Paguld Lubrication Technology Co., Ltd., founded in 2007, is a manufacturer integrating R&D, manufacture and sales. Paguld systems are widely used in wind power equipment, commercial vehicle, engineering machinery, large-scale machinery in mining, ports and other fields. Paguld Lubrication has passed quality management system certification of ISO9001: 2015 and IATF 16949.

**Qingdao Qihang Tyre Co., Ltd.**

Address: Qingdao Qihang Tire Co., Ltd, Pingdu City, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266700

Email: wlqhtgre@126.com

Website: www.qihangtyre.com.cn

Products: meridional agricultural tyre, agricultural tires, buoyancy tires

**Qingdao Ruida Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: Tayuan Village, Huaxiu District, Jimo City, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266200

Email: 477751824@qq.com

Website: www.qdruida.com

Products: toothed claw crusher, stainless steel mill, ensilage machine

Description: Qingdao Ruida Machinery Co., Ltd. is located in the scenic coastal, historical and cultural city Jimo, which enjoys a beautiful natural environment, convenient transportation, at the west of Qingdao, near Qingdao Yinchuan Highway, east of National Highway 308, south of Liuting International Airport, and has a very broad prospect for development. Qingdao Ruida Machinery Co., Ltd., the predecessor of which is the Jimo City Ruite Machinery Factory, was founded in the 1990s. The company has 20 years of production and sales experience, and its products are sold to Shandong, Shanxi, Henan, Anhui, Jiangsu and throughout the country and are exported to Africa, Southeast Asia, South Asia and other countries and regions, deeply welcomed by domestic and foreign customers. The company mainly produces tooth jaw crusher, hammer crusher, industrial material mill, superfine pulverizer, and grass cutting machine. At the same time, the company also undertakes the manufacture of stainless steel, forged steel and other special material crusher. The company implements the strict modernized
management, has professional technical R&D personnel, advanced equipment, strong technical force, as well as a perfect quality guarantee system and service system.

Qingdao Taihao Tyre Co., Ltd.
Address: Mingcun Qianlou Rubber Industrial Park, Pingdu City, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266723
Email: sales@taihao tyre.com
Website: www.taihaotyre.com
Products: large paddy tyres
Description: Qingdao Taihao Tyre Co., Ltd. is one of the best manufacturers specializing in making bias tyres. The main products are agricultural tyre, skid steer tyre, industrial tractors tyre, forklift tyre, OTR tyre, trailer tyre, sand tyre, implement tyre, bias light truck tyre, etc. All products are certified by ISO9001, CCC, and DOT. Taihao Tyre’s team of professionals has many years of experience in the commercial tyre business. The expertise includes technical support for our customers, designing product lines, and improving tyre quality.

Qingdao Tianzhuang Hongsheng Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Tianzhuang Town Resident Industrial Park, Pingdu City, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266721
Email: 953676579@qq.com
Products: precision casting, cast steel, fork, gearbox, precision casting of shaped fittings
Description: Qingdao Tianzhuang Hongsheng Machinery Co., Ltd. is located in Pingdu city. Established in 2005, it mainly focuses on cast steel manufacturing and machinery processing with cars, agricultural vehicles and a variety of vehicle accessories. The company passed the ISO9001 quality system certification. It has strong technical force, sophisticated technology and equipment.

Qingdao Tianhai Rubber Plastic Products Co., Ltd.
Address: Yuquan Road, Tieshan Industrial Park, Jiaonan City, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266423
Email: tianhaitire@163.com
Website: www.qingdaotianhai.com
Products: limit depth wheel, suppression of wheel
Description: Tianhai Company was founded in 2000, a leading producer of specialty tires and wheels for agriculture, and lawn/garden equipment. Tianhai offers good-performance tires and wheels to original equipment and aftersales customer services. The products are made on ISO-registered manufacturing site. Tianhai has worked with Qingdao University of Science and Technology Polymer Science and Engineering School on product innovation and development for customer satisfaction. Tianhai employs 80 associates located in Tieshan Industrial Zone, Qingdao.

Qingdao Vintiss International Co., Ltd.
Address: 159 Junfeng Road, Licang District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266000
Email: 996948298@qq.com
Products: large tractor seats with luxury, small plant protection machine seat, forklift seat
Description: The company has been professional in producing (all kinds of) driver seats for construction machinery and agricultural machinery. Vintiss has a production capacity of more than 100,000 seats annually and has built good long-term cooperative relationship with many major engine factories.

Qingdao Wangyu Rubber Co., Ltd.
Address: Pingdu City, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266700
Email: 339784408@qq.com
Website: http://www.cccme.cn/shop/cccme10264/index.aspx
Products: agricultural combine tyre, agricultural tractor tyre, lumberjack tire
Description: Qingdao Wangyu Rubber Co., Ltd. was established in 1996, located in Pingdu, Qingdao, Shandong province. The manufactory covers an area of 100,000 square meters with fixed assets of CNY 120 million and a total number of 500 employees. The company boasts 10 series, over 300 kinds of tyres, including OTR tyres, agricultural tyres, industrial tyres, solid tyres, TBB tyres, LTB tyres, sand tyres, ATV/UTV tyres, inner tubes and flaps with brands TOP TRUST, ALL WIN, and SUNNINESS. The annual output has exceeded 500,000 sets with export volume over 200HC per month. The products, certified by ISO9001: 2008, CCC, DOT, have been exported to Southeast Asia, America, the Middle East, Africa, as well as more than 20 provinces and regions in China.

Qingdao Weilong Valve Co., Ltd.
Address: Qingdao Jimo District People’s Government, Shandong Province, 266299
Email: 858836994@qq.com
Website: www.welovalve.com
Products: qingdao agricultural machinery iron parts casting, custom-made agricultural machinery parts made of iron, agricultural machinery parts
Description: Qingdao Weilong Valve Co., Ltd., established in 1995 and listed in 2017, has two German foundry lines, specializing in the production of agricultural machinery iron casting accessories.
Qingdao Woli Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Qingdao Woli Machinery Co., Ltd, Pingdu City, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266721
Email: 2655686668@qq.com
Products: large construction machinery, mining machinery, automobile, agricultural vehicle, large tractor, tricycle, walking tractor gearbox fork; precision cast carbon steel, stainless steel, alloy steel and other accessories

Qingdao Woruitian Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address: Shangma Street, Li Xianzhuang Community Industrial Park, Chengyang District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266112
Email: 1186292988@qq.com
Website: www.qdwbj.com
Products: alloy rotary blade, rotary knife, alloy plow tip

Qingdao Xindongchen Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Wangjia Village, Tianzhuang Town, Pingdu City, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266700
Website: pingdu01419.11467.com
Products: peanut picker, peanut planter, peanut harvester

Qingdao Zhengyang Chain-drive Factory
Address: Zhongli Fuzhuang Village, Pingdu City, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266738
Email: pocea@126.com
Website: www.pocea.cn
Products: gs38 chain, 12a chain, chain
Description: Qingdao Zhengyang Chain-drive Co., Ltd. was founded in 1997, and it has been renowned for innovation, design and manufacturing skill and is always the brand you can trust for transmission performance. Zhengyang produces industrial chain, motorcycle chain, and agricultural chain for such applications like power transmission, lifting, conveying and processings. POCEA’s quality is ensured by the use of selected raw materials and excellent heat treatment and coating procedures. POCEA’s manufacturing plant covers 20,000 square meters with about 200 employees. The company has been certified according to DIN EN ISO 9001 for more than 10 years. Nowadays, the sales have reached 50 countries, one has enough reasons to depend on POCEA to provide chain products and solutions to transmission problems with unrivaled technical support.

Qingdao Zhonghengda Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Jiaobei Industrial Park, Jiaozhou City, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266300
Email: qdzhdjx@163.com
Website: www.qdzhdjx.com
Products: aerobic fermenter for organic waste, full mixed ration preparation machine
Description: Qingdao Zhonghengda Machinery Co., Ltd., founded in 2016, is a livestock equipment production enterprise integrating research and development, production, sales and service. Covering an area of 20,000 square meters, the company has passed the ISO9001 quality management system certification, and has won “Qingdao special new products”, “Qingdao excellent private enterprise”, “Qingdao safe production enterprise” and other honors. The products of the company sell well in Asia and Europe and have won the trust of the majority of customers with its high quality and the excellent service accompanied. Hengda products have been sold throughout the country, and are exported to Southeast Asia, Europe and the United States and other countries. China Hengda brand livestock equipment’s market influence is extended to more and more domestic and foreign enterprises. The main products include full mixed diet feed preparation machine fixed type, traction type, full series 5-48m, silage reclaiming machine of cattle farm 4m, 8m, 12m feeding height 5m, 6m, spraying truck 5m, 6m, 10m, 12m, 18m, 30m, livestock manure fermentation treatment system and other farm equipment. The company is located in Qingdao city, Shandong province, on the coast of the Yellow River and Jiaozhou Bay, adjacent to Qingdao Newport, Qingdao Airport, Qingting Expressway, Tongsan Expressway, where the geographical location is superb.

Qingdao Aifengyuan Agricultural Technology
Address: Lacey Municipal Hospital, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266600
Email: 410851446@qq.com
Products: seed knitting machine, air suction precision seeder, seed pelletizer

Qingdao Dingfeng Casting Co., Ltd.
Address: 69 Yuxing Road, Tianzhuang Town, Pingdu City, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266721
Website: www.qddfzz.com
Products: steel casting

Qingdao Zhonghai Environmental Engineering Co., Ltd.
Address: Qingdao Research and Development Center, Lanzhou Institute of Chemical Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Laoshan District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266100
Website: www.zhonghaihuanjing.com
Products: smart molecular film, vertical aerobic fermentation tank, anaerobic fermentation tank
Qinghe Julong Vehicle Fittings Co., Ltd.
Address: Liuzhuang Village, Matun Township, Qinghe County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 054802
Email: xinyao1120@163.com
Website: http://www.qhjl.com.cn
Products: flexible shaft controller, throttle line, flexible cable
Description: Qinghe Julong Vehicle Fittings Co., Ltd. specializes in producing and developing fittings of car, motorcycle, farm vehicle, reaper, micro farming machine, mowing machine, tractor, construction machinery, ship and so on. The main products are control cable, pull-push flexible shaft, gear shift cable, speedometer cable, brake cable, hand brake cable, clutch cable, accelerator cable, hand throttle control shaft cable, gear shift cable assembly, control mechanism assembly, rubber products, water hose, air hose, radiator rubber hose, silicone tube, dust cover, seals and rubber seal series, etc. The products were supplied to many domestic famous manufacturers and sell well in the domestic market as well as in Europe, Asia, the Middle East, Africa, Southeast Asia and other international markets.

Qingzhou Boxin Huasheng Hydraulic Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: North side of National Highway 309, Huanglou Street, Dayin Village, Qingzhou City, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 262500
Email: qzhsyy0536@163.com
Website: www.chinesehydraulic.com
Products: multiple way directional control valve, gear oil pump, multiple way directional control valve
Description: Huasheng Hydraulic Technology Co., Ltd. is located in Qingzhou city, Shandong province, 354km from National Highway 309. Our company is mainly engaged in agricultural machinery, construction machinery hydraulic system, production and sales of gear oil pump and multi-way valve.

Qingzhou Fengyu Machinery Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Zhongruide Yard, Yadong Street, Economic Development Zone, Qingzhou City, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 262500
Website: http://www.qzxwny.com
Products: self-propelled boom spraye; seedling transporter, combined sprayer and fertilizing machine

Qingzhou Jiarui Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Intersection of National Highway 309 and Yangtianshan Road, Qingzhou City, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 262500
Email: 630152035@qq.com
Website: www.qzjiarui.com
Products: spray insecticide machine

Qingzhou Jinhai Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: East of Bali Road, Economic Development Zone, Qingzhou City, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 262500
Email: jhjx889@163.com
Products: the hydraulic oil cylinder, lard cylinder, the hydraulic oil cylinder
Description: Qingzhou Jinhai Machinery Co., Ltd. is a company specializing in the production of hydraulic cylinder. The main products are hydraulic loader, multivalve, honing tube, piston rod, forklift cylinder, hydraulic system for construction machinery, lifting machinery, ships, metallurgy, mining machinery and other machinery. The series of products are in line with the engineering series standard, with the characteristics of simple structure, reliable functions, easy maintenance, wide application range, and so on. The company has a strong "mechanical design, development, manufacture and sales in one" service system, and excellent professional manufacturing capacity. The company also produces all kinds of non-standard cylinder based on user requirements, and manages the external processing of hydraulic station, presses and so on.

Qingzhou Julong Agriculture Equipment Company
Address: Masong Village, Qingzhou City, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 262518
Email: liam@dredgerchina.com
Website: http://www.julonggreenhouse.com/show_101.html
Products: venlow greenhouse, terraced film greenhouse, single vaulted greenhouse

Qingzhou Julong Envirement Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Masong Village, Qingzhou City, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 262518
Email: ouyang@dredgerchina.com
Website: www.dredgerchina.com
Products: water lily harvester, fully automatic sink harvester, cleaning vessel
Description: Julong, located in Qingzhou city, Shandong province, is a high technology enterprise devoted to the investment, consultation, design, manufacture, installation and operation management of environment protection engineering machinery with more than 20 years. Julong has built cooperation with colleges and
scientific research institutes like the Ocean University of China, Jiangsu Ship Design & Research Institute and Shandong University. Julong has numerous research and development platforms including province-level industrial design center, province-level “enterprise and technology” development center, municipal engineering research center and engineering laboratory. Julong has a number of independent intellectual property rights, including 33 national patents, 2 scientific and technological achievements that have reached the international-level technology innovation, outstanding new production, technology progress award, etc. Focusing on manufacture and service of water environmental protection machinery, Julong is mainly engaged in development and manufacture, installation and commission, marketing, as well as sales and service. Now Julong products have been sold to more 60 countries and regions in Asia, South Asia, South America, Oceania, Africa and Eastern Europe. With leading industry technology, professional manufacturing experience, excellent equipment quality and business philosophy of credibility, Julong has won the trust and support from clients both at home and abroad. With the domestic market as the basis and expanding international market, Julong is striving for building up a global brand in the field of water environment protection machinery.

Qingzhou Wangda Automobile Accessories Factory
Address: Shijia Village, Qingzhou City, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 262500
Email: 408050909@qq.com
Products: wheel sidebridge, transport machine bridge vehicle bridge, 130 drive steering bridge
Description: The processing and production of drive axles of loader, excavator, rice transplanter, forklift and other types of vehicles, and the processing and production of various drive steering axles

Qingzhou Shennong Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: The First Branch of Qingzhou Shennong Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd., Weifang City, Shandong Province, 262500
Website: http://www.qzsmny.com/
Products: spring onion and ginger harvester, ginger multifunctional fertilizing machine, ginger harvester

Qingzhou Fengyu Machinery Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Zhongruide Yard, Yadong Street, Economic Development Zone, Qingzhou City, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 262500
Website: http://www.qzxwny.com
Products: self-propelled boom sprayer; seedling transporter, combined sprayer and fertilizing machine

Quanzhou Deyuan Bearing Industrial Co., Ltd.
Address: No. 1, Xipu Industrial Zone, Heshi Town, Luojiang District, Quanzhou City, Fujian Province, 362013
Website: https://www.ldk-bearings.com/
Products: bearings
Description: LDK Deyuan Bearing Factory is located in the developed economic zone of southeast China that enjoys superior geographical position and easy shipment access by sea and air. The products are widely used for the agriculture, textile, mining, food & beverage, pharmaceutical, chemical processing, printing, dyeing, airport, aviation, air-conditioning and various kinds of conveying and rolling devices. A domestic network of distributors, and distribution center exists throughout China, the products are exported worldwide; LDK enjoys good reputation for its good quality. In 2011, the company has brought in fully automatic casting production line, automatic bearing assembly line and developed automatic processing machinery for housing with its own intellectual property rights (patent pending). With bore grinding machinery coming into force, the dimensional accuracy, roundness and roughness of the inner diameter of the bearing housing are improved significantly; therefore lead the product precision grade to the same level of the top brands. Through years’ effort, the company has successfully become a High & New Tech enterprise from a labor-intense enterprise and achieve requirement of “low carbon omission and environment friendly”.

Quanzhou Fengze Xinghua Hardware Co., Ltd.
Address: Beifeng Industrial Zone, Fengze District, Quanzhou City, Fujian Province, 362000
Email: LEJINWEN76@163.com
Website: http://www.fjxh-china.com
Products: steel plate bearing housing, steel plate adjustable bearing housing, steel plate dust cover
Description: Quanzhou Fengze Xinghua Hardware Co., Ltd., founded in 2001, is a private enterprise specializing in the production of steel plate stamping, bearing seat series products and auto parts. After years of development, the company has the whole process operation ability from product development to production and service.

Quanzhou Shuangta Automobile Parts Co., Ltd.
Address: Rongshun Building, Nan’an, Quanzhou City, Fujian Province, 362300
Email: xuzhenpeng@shuangta.com.cn
Website: www.shuangta.com.cn
Products: driving wheel in the roller
Description: Quanzhou Shuangta Automobile Parts Co., Ltd.
of mechanical processing equipment more than 100 sets. A capital of one million yuan, 100 employees, and all kinds of import and export business. The company has a registered technology, technical services, technology transfer, and engaged in technical consultation in the field of power agricultural machinery, and electric bicycle, as well as the manufacture and sales of motorcycle accessories, land area of 18,460 square meters, is mainly engaged in Technology Co., Ltd. founded in June 2013, with a description: Raytech Qingdao Power Science and Technology Co., Ltd. was founded in 1983. The company produces tensile drawing spare parts and welding parts for automobile and motorcycle which is a professional design, R&D, and production agent in China. It mainly engages in producing automobile and motorcycle mating parts for vehicle groups at home and abroad. Since 2003, Shuangta has extended its business in auto sales and maintenance, with Quanzhou Transit Auto Sales and Service Company JMC 4S Shop and Quanzhou Kaishun Auto Sales and Service Company FordTransit 4S Shop established in succession. In 2007, the company invested totally 80 million yuan in expanding our factory section which locates in Bingjiang Mechanical Equipment Base in Nan’an city, Fujian province and which has been put into use since May 2009. The company occupies an area of 45,000 square meters including 55,000 square meters of construction area, and now has 100T, 2100T types of hydraulic press machines, 40T, 630T types of punching machines, compact tools and mould processing equipment and machinery processing equipment, altogether 300 machines. Now the company can independently develop new moulds and form the massive production capability and management system with an annual output valued more than 324 million yuan. We have 600 employees including 45 intermediate and senior engineering technicians. It is an automobile motorcycle main engine factory fixed-point business enterprise. The products consist of automobile engine oil pan, cylinder cover, thermal insulation cover, oil dipstick, cooling pipe assembly, automobile bumper assembly, motorcycle stamping fender, construction vehicles wheel and some other spare parts of automobile, motorcycle and construction vehicles. The enterprise has gained reputation for its stability, quality, reasonable price and good service; it also has a good reputation within the industry.

Qiqihar Chain Transmission Co., Ltd.
Address: 3 Delong Road, Longsha District, Qiqihar City, Heilongjiang Province, 161005
Products: agricultural machinery chain, combine harvester chain, trencher chain

RenQiu Dongwang Machinery Parts Co., Ltd.
Address: Shimenqiao Development Zone, Renqiu County, Cangzhou City, Hebei Province, 062550
Email: lisaliudwsk@126.com
Website: www.dwsprocket.com
Products: chain wheel, gear, chain l coupling
Description: Renqiu Dong Wang Machinery Co., Ltd. is a professional manufacturer of standard sprocket (ANSI, DIN, KANA). The company has established close trade relations with distributors in in many countries and regions such as Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, South Korea, Russia, the United States and so on. The company was founded in 2006, with more than 100 sets of various types of production equipment and equipped with various types of sophisticated detection equipment. After years of operation, the company has formed a unique mode of production and management, and constantly develop new products through fast and stable development.

RenQiu Aojielkai Machinery Parts Co., Ltd.
Address: Nanshi Industrial Zone, Shimenqiao Town, Renqiu City, Cangzhou City, Hebei Province, 62550
Website: www.ajkjjx.com
Products: sprocket, gear
Renqiu Chaoda Spring Factory
Address: Cuijiazhuang Village, Shimenqiao Town, Renqiu City, Cangzhou City, Hebei Province, 52550
Products: bundling machine spring teeth, harvester spring teeth, spring

RenQiu Fuxin Sprocket & Gear Co., Ltd.
Address: Juying Village, Shimenqiao Town, Renqiu County, Cangzhou City, Hebei Province, 062556
Email: 775082599@qq.com
Website: www.ajkjx.com
Products: gear sprocket spline shaft, sprocket bevel gear, gear, sprocket
Description: Renqiu Fuxin Sprocket & Gear Co., Ltd. is located in Juying industrial area, Shimenqiao Town where the scenery is beautiful at old times. It is situated at north of the capital, Beijing, east of the Bohai Sea, close to the Beijing-Guangzhou Railway, and Beijing-Kowloon Railway, where the transportation is convenient. The company specializes in the production of greenhouse frame, which is the company’s own research and development of the new framework, with galvanized flat tube combination replacing the previous tube skeleton, to make it stronger, rust-proof, more durable, easy to install, easy to dismantle and of other advantages. The company also produces greenhouse rolling machine gear, four, and
five large quilts, small quilts, enhanced and other ancillary gear and accessories, pulleys, brakes, brake wheels, and complete bearing models.

**Renqiu Kunxiang Transmission Parts Co., Ltd.**

Address: North Shimen Bridge village, Renqiu City, Cangzhou City, Hebei Province, 062550

Email: kunxiang@kxsk-sprocket.com

Products: chain wheel, gear, spline shaft

Description: Renqiu Kunxiang Transmission Parts Co., Ltd. has been running and has enjoyed a good reputation in the field of power transmission for many years. The company’s products are sprocket, coupling, plate wheel, synchronous belt pulley, spur gear, bevel gear, and rack. All products are made of high quality raw materials, and the production process adopts international standards and advanced quality identification system ISO9002, DIN8187, DIN8188. There are ten thousands of sizes of the products. The products are sold in more than 30 provinces, cities and autonomous regions, and are exported to the United States, Europe, Southeast Asia and other countries and regions.

**Renqiu Longteng Gearbox Co., Ltd.**

Address: Dongxinzhuan Village, Shimenqiao Town, Renqiu City, Cangzhou City, Hebei province, 062550

Email: 1294611440@qq.com

Website: 3161816.mmfj.com

Products: chain wheel, casting machine bunds, gear box of baling machine

**Renqiu Xishen Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: Gexinzhuang Industrial Zone, Renqiu City, Cangzhou City, Hebei Province, 062550

Email: 362962095@qq.com

Products: no-till fertilizing finisher for corn

**Renqiu Yongsheng Agricultural Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.**

Address: Antou Village, Renqiu City, Cangzhou City, Hebei Province, 062552

Email: 406784588@qq.com

Products: ridge plate stamping piece

Description: Production and sales: covering disc, ditching disc, stamping parts, welding parts, planter accessories, agricultural machinery accessories, forging parts.

**Renqiu Sanxiang Machinery Parts Facroty**

Address: Renqiu Sanxiang Machinery Parts Factory, Cangzhou City, Hebei Province, 062556

Email: 13703275941@139.com

Website: www.rqsx.net

Products: orchard track ditching machine, sorghum cut table box, sweet potato seedling killing machine case

Description: Renqiu Sanxiang Machinery Parts Factory, located in the Beijing-Tianjin triangle and is located in the center of the Beijing, Tianjin, Shi three major urban economic development area. Here is the largest base of sprocket, with advantageous geographical location, where transportation is very convenient. The factory engages in the development and production of all kinds of agricultural machinery gearbox factory, integrating design, casting, machining; the main products include orchards crawler ditcher gearbox, walking box cut machine box, sorghum, potato harvester enclosure, corn harvest machine cabinet, ensilage machine box, machine cabinet, micro tillage machine cabinet, such as peanut harvester body mechanical gearbox assembly, various kinds of spur, bevel, umbrella gear, spline shaft, spline sets and all kinds of sprocket. The enterprise has strong technical force, complete equipment, advanced detection methods, with many years of experience on design and development, machining, manufacturing technology. The products sell well all over the country and are well received by the majority of users.

**Renxian Nuoheng Agricultural Machinery Accessories Factory**

Address: Baijiacun Primary School, Ren County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 055150

Email: 2122787895@qq.com

Products: well closing rice transplanter accessories, foreign horse transplanter, juibaotian rice transplanter

**Rizhao Double Drive Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.**

Address: Huangjiayu Village, Hushan Town, Donggang District, Rizhao City, Shandong Province, 276806

Email: rzsqjx@163.com

Website: www.rzsqjx.com

Products: piston

Description: The mainly engage in the production and manufacture of internal combustion engine piston, and aluminum is widely used in cars, motorcycles, air compressor, agricultural machinery, and other fields; products are sold in provinces and cities all over the country.

**Rizhao Jonco Garden Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: Donggang District, Rizhao City, Shandong Province, 276800

Email: info@joncoltd.com
Products: branch grinder, branch cutter

Description: Jonco Limited, which was registered in Hong Kong in 2009, is appointed to carry out brand principle and design development of JONCO products and to handle all overseas sales and market. With our own factory, Jonco Garden Machinery Co., Ltd., located nearby Qingdao port in the mainland of China, we have been in the business of garden machinery for years, as designer and producer, for many brands from Europe.

Rosboch Shanghai Trading Co., Ltd.
Address: No. 3208, Huhang Highway, Fengxian District, Shanghai, 201414
Email: 13524390696@139.com
Website: http: www.rosboch.cn

Products: knot-tying device

Rugao Haoli Springs Factory
Address: Jiali Village 16 groups, Rugao City, Nantong City, Jiangsu province, 226500
Email: 438729753@qq.com
Website: https: //shop1381510454096.1688.com/

Products: spring, spring-tooth, retainer

Description: Rugao Haoli Springs Factory was founded in year 2012. It is located in Rugao county, Nantong city, Jiangsu province, China. The company is OEM, ODM product solution supplier of steel products for agriculture machines, industry and dailly use products. The company has over 5 years’ international service experience for both big and small customers. The company starts from springs, especially agricultural machinery springs, mattress inner springs, sofa springs, extension springs, compression springs, torsion springs, wire springs, etc. Afterwards, The company extends their business range to more agri parts and stamping hardware, like harrow discs, cultivator tines, tiller blader, replacement wheek rake units, rubber spring teeth, stamping hardwares and more.

Ruiout Machinery Technology (Jiaxiang) Co., Ltd.
Address: North side of West National Highway 327, Jiaxiang County, Jining City, Shandong Province, 272408

Products: road sweeper, snow shovel

Sammoon Lighting Co., Ltd.
Address: Building A2, Xinguangyuan Industrial Base, Luocun, Shishan Town, Nanhai District, Foshan City, Guangdong Province, 528226
Email: 2851987277@qq.com
Website: www.sammoon.com.cn

Products: led work light, front lighting combination lamp, led warning light

Description: Sammoon Lighting Co., Ltd is one of the earliest led lighting manufacturers and specializes in automotive, construction machinery, forestry, aquarium, plantation led lighting. Founded in 2008, Sammoon Lighting is located in Guangdong New Lighting Resource Industrial Base. After 5 years of using innovative lighting technology and solutions, Sammoon has provided dozens of countries around the world with safe, high quality and cost-effective lighting products.

In 2013, Sammoon built a brand new 10000 square meter factory with moderlize testing lab, molding facility, and YAMAHA automatic assembly line. As of right now, Sammoon Lighting Co., Ltd and its products have already passed a series of attestations including ISO9001, ISO14000, CCC, CE, EMARK, SAE, ECE, EMI certification.

Sanlux Co., Ltd.
Address: Keyan Street, Yuzhu Village, Shaoxing City, Zhejiang Province, 312000
Email: sanluxkf@sanlux. org
Website: www.v-belt.com

Products: agricultural machinery coupling belt, farm machinery covers the cloth belt, agricultural machinery toothed belt

Description: Sanlux Co., Ltd. is a leading enterprise specializing in manufacturing all kinds of rubber belts, such as classical wrapped V-belts, cogged V-belts and specific transmission V-belts. It was listed in Shenzhen Stock Exchange in March 2008.

Sanmen Suncare Rubber-belt Co., Ltd.
Address: Qianlou Industrial District, Sanmen County, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 317103
Email: Lily@suncarebelt.com
Website: www.suncarebelt.com

Products: grace deep round, press wheel

Description: Sanmen Suncare Rubber-belt Co., Ltd., founded in 1989, is a professional manufacturer of high-quality agri belts, ribbed belts, and seeder wheels. Suncare seeder wheels were born as a concept more than five years ago to address a glaring problem facing OEM agricultural machinery manufacturers on how to get individualized product from knowledgeable suppliers, who will maintain high standards for quality, reliability and service. Suncare provides the following service: • Providing specialized production and delivery of products that is tailored to precisely meet customers’ requirement. • Offering adequate capacity, advance planning, and overtime work as needed to fulfill clients’ orders with the least possible time.

Seastar International Enterprise Limited
Address: Room 602, Jiuzhou Building, 36 Middle Renmin
Shandong Baili Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Dongshibu Community Industrial Park, High-tech Zone, Luozhuang District, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276015
Email: 543028596@qq.com
Website: www.bailijixie.com
Products: fruit tree medicine dispenser

Description: Shandong Baili Machinery Co., Ltd., founded in 2015, is a high-tech enterprise focusing on the R&D, production and service of fruit application machinery. The company is located in the logistics capital Linyi, Shandong, China. Shandong Baili Machinery Co., Ltd. mainly produces self-propelled air sprayer series, ride air sprayer series, suspended air sprayer series, vehicle-mounted air sprayer series, and hand push power sprayer series. The company always adheres to the credibility for development, and the business purposes of quality and survival. In the spirit of pragmatic attitude, professional spirit, strong technology, committed to the research and development of new products.

Shandong Bosheng Power Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: 41 Longhu Road, High-tech Zone, Luo Zhuang District, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276017
Email: 363651777@qq.com
Website: www.sdbosheng.cn
Products: knapsack spray duster

Description: Shandong Bosheng Power Technology Co., Ltd. is located in Hi-Tech Development Zone, Linyi city, Shandong province, China. Bosheng is specializes in researching and producing plant protection machinery such as small gasoline engines, knapsack power mistdusters, brush cutters and other garden machinery and irrigation machinery, 130 series in all. Now products are sold to all parts of the country, and thirty more overseas countries and areas including Europe, Americas, Africa, Asia and so on. Bosheng covers an area of 40,000 square meters and has building area of 30,000 square meters. With 360 employees and 56 technical staff, the company’s overall production ability can reach 500,000 pcs per year. In recent years, Bosheng has built technical centers with complete funtion and new products research centers equipped with 12 modern professional production lines successively and has introduced high-precision processing facilities and test equipments from Japan, Germany and other developed countries. So far, the technological equipment, and product testing and contronling measures Bosheng own has been up to the advanced level. Besides, the company has obtained ten patent certificates. Bosheng owns national industrial production licence, and passed ISO9001, International Quality Certification System in 2008, National Mandatory 3C Certification, CE Certification and EMC Certification. “BOSHENG” power mistduster series are listed as promoted products and purchasing subsidy products of agricultural machinery by Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs of the People’s Republic of China and have been regarded as farmers’ satisfying products of Shandong power mistduster series for two
years. The company is a member of China Agriculture Machinery Dealers Association, and the products have reached standard of China Products Quality Supervision Bureau for five years. Over the years, Bosheng has focused on brand strategy, strengthened accurate management in the process of production, and implemented ISO9001 standard through every step in the production and management.

Shandong Denong Agricultural Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: Yinhe Development Zone, Ningjin County, Dezhou City, Shandong Province, 253400
Email: 3542382251@qq.com
Website: www.dnnyjx.cn

Products: hanging type green forage harvester, deep loosing joint operation machine, traction type air suction type corn no-till planter

Description: Shandong Denong Agricultural Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd. is located in Yinhe Development Zone, the plains of Luxibei, Ningjin county, where the geographical position is advantageous, and the transportation is convenient. It is the integration of agricultural machinery products research and development, manufacture and sales. The company has 20 years of experience in mechanical processing, covers an area of 120 acres, with existing staff of more than 600 people, including 5 senior engineers; professional and technical personnel account for 70% of the total, and various management staff account for 10%. In addition, it has fixed assets of 60 million yuan, eight production assembly lines, and more than 350 sets of equipment, with an annual production capacity of 100,000 sets, and a complete quality management system. The company has always pursued the business philosophy of “quality for development, credibility for survival”, relying on strict quality management, high standards of quality and good after sales service, and has won the majority of customers’ trust and praise. The company has formed many varieties and series production pattern. Our leading products include self-propelled spray boom sprayer, grain drill, corn seeder, micro tillage machine, maize peeling machine, corn thresher, plant protection machinery, grain dryers, combined soil preparation machine, seedbed soil preparation machine, etc. and other various kinds of agricultural machinery.

Shandong Dongqi Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd.

Address: 55 Haihe Road, Laiyang City, Yantai City, Shandong Province, 265200
Email: scb@enfly.cn
Website: www.ytdongqi.cn

Products: roller tractor

Description: Shandong Dongqi Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd. is the sole producer of large and medium-sized tractor in Jiaodong area and the key enterprise of Yantai city. The company is located in the Economic Development Zone of Laiyang city, the famous “pear city”, adjacent to Lancun-Yantai Railway and with Yantai-Qingdao Firstgrade Highway passing by. It has a floor area of 80,000 square meters, a building area of 50,000 square meters, and more than 660 staff including 142 engineering technicians and 22 senior engineers. At present, the company mainly produces “Yingfulai” large and medium-sized tractors of 40 to 260 horsepower and matching products and has an annual productivity of 20,000 sets. Products of the company are sold all around the country and are exported to Australia, India, Nepal, Thailand, Burma, the Philippines, Laos, Iran, United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, etc. By always prioritizing users’ demands, the company absorbs advanced experience from mature domestic machine types and introduces the latest advanced technology from abroad to continuously improve and perfect products in combination with the condition of China so as to better meet different operation requirements of a wide range of users. The company sticks to promoting the enterprise through technology. Besides improving technical content of the products, the company strengthens quality management and perfects various detection measures so that the quality standard of the company is accordance with the international standard.

Shandong Enbao Biotechnology Co., Ltd.

Address: Shandong Enbao Biotechnology Co., Ltd, Laixi City, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266600
Email: 345595461@qq.com
Website: www.sdenbao.com

Products: compound fertilizer

Description: Shandong Enbao Biotechnology Co., Ltd, founded in 2008, has a registered capital of CNY10 million. It is a hi-tech enterprise integrating R&D, production and sales. The company has more than 20 sets of large-scale processing center, mold manufacturing equipment, and international testing equipment.
fertilizer, etc. The company provides comprehensive service of fertilization technology. In the field of alginate technology research and development and new fertilizer research and development, the company has taken the lead in drafting “alginate fertilizer industry standard” and “alginate urea industry standard” and has successively undertaken the national “12th Five-Year Plan” and “13th Five-Year Plan” new fertilizer major scientific and technological projects, and also the construction project of “National Alginate Public Technology Service Platform”. It is a new fertilizer achievement transformation base of the National Academy of Agricultural Sciences and a demonstration base of the “National 863 Science and Technology Plan”.

Shandong Gaotang Xinhang Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: East Renhe Road, Renhe Industrial Park, Gaotang County, Liaocheng City, Shandong Province, 252800

Email: 420224860@qq.com

Website: www.gtxinhang.com

Products: orchard ditching machine, furrow fertilization and soil covering machine, chain trench

Description: Shandong Gaotang Xinhang Machinery Co., Ltd. is a professional manufacturer of ditching machines and fertilizer machines. The products are widely used for laying water pipes or cables with rectangular grooves in farmland, planting yam and fertilizing orchards.

Shandong Green Soil Eco-Agricultural Development Co., Ltd.

Address: 15 East Guangming Road, Gaotang County, Liaocheng City, Shandong Province, 252800

Email: zuomin2005@126.com

Website: www.lvyingjixie.cn

Products: round straw baling baler, straw kneading and dust removal square straw baling machine, square straw baling machine

Description: Shandong Green Soil Eco-Agricultural Development Co., Ltd. was established in 2016. Its main focus is on the important links of the comprehensive utilization of straw pulping and papermaking. On the one hand, it produces strawbundler, corn harvester and straw baler picker; on the other hand, it produces pulping and papermaking equipment, including straw shredder, and straw harvester of pulping and papermaking, vacuum pulp washer, twin roll pulp extruder, toilet paper machine and pressure vessels, etc. In addition, it provides processing and manufacturing services for various unhinged riveting and mechanical processing products. The company has always attached great importance to technological innovation and transformation, and has formed a set of effective production and processing equipment technology development system. The company has passed the ISO 9001 international quality system certification, and the agricultural machinery it produces has won the certificate of Agricultural Machinery Extension appraisal of the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs, and the qualification of ministerial subsidy. It has obtained the design and manufacture license of special equipment pressure vessel of the People’s Republic of China in pulp and paper making equipment, and has many national patents. Among them, there is “a kind of application for preparing raw materials of grass pulp”, and “hammer crusher” won the national utility model patent, with patent No. ZL 2007 2 0195 585.2; “cylinder screen in the screening process of grassland material preparation” won the national utility model patent, with patent No. ZL 2007 2 0195 586.7. The company has comprehensive mechanical processing, riveting, assembly and inspection capabilities. It has complete mechanical equipment, wide processing range, high processing accuracy, as well as accurate, reliable and durable inspection equipment, and high testing efficiency. The main equipment includes various types of lathes, grinders, drills, boring and milling machines, wire cutting, winding machine, shearing machine, bending machine, pipe bending machine, leveling machine, shot blasting machine, dynamic balancing machine, woodworking multi-purpose machine, rational laboratory and non-destructive testing room. It can process all kinds of metal and non-metal materials, undertake the welding of large structural parts and the manufacture of D1/D2 pressure vessels, as well as the manufacture and packaging of export shipping packing boxes. As an emerging enterprise, the company continuously optimizes and implements the strategic plan for enterprise development, improves the modern enterprise system, speeds up the pace of equipment transformation and technology introduction, strengthens cooperation with R&D institutions and advanced manufacturers at home and abroad, actively expands foreign markets and participates in the international competition.

Shandong Hanwo Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd.

Address: Administrative Committee of Weifang Economic Development Zone, Weicheng District, Weifang City,
Shandong Province, 261100
Email: wfbaili@126.com
Website: www.wfbaili.com
Products: tractor
Description: Shandong Hanwo Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd. is an integration of research and development, production, sales of modern agricultural equipment. Founded in 2003, it is located in the beautiful kite capital -- Weifang city. The company covers an area of 68,500 square meters, owns standard workshop of 28,000 square meters, and possesses registered capital of 50 million yuan, fixed assets of 80 million yuan. The company has existing staff of 400 people, 6 senior engineers, 4 engineers, and all kinds of technical personnel of 22 people. Its leading product is the 30230 horsepower tractor, with annual sales value of 110 million yuan. The company always adhere to the management objective of “science and technology development as the goal, honesty and trust as the basis, high quality service when providing the equipment”; the business philosophy of “brand, quality, and moral character”.

Shandong Harvest Garden Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: High-tech Zone Electronic Information Industry Park, Luozhuang District, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276017
Email: 534760558@qq.com
Website: www.harvestgarden.cn
Products: cutting machine
Description: The company was founded in 2016 and is committed to the international and domestic market. The company provides professional and amateur garden horticultural use of the efficient gasoline series tools. The company adheres to the principle of “cost performance”, and is developing convenient tools according to customers' requirement including cutting, irrigation, sawing, blowing, cleaning, plough furrowing, irrigation spraying and other garden and plant protection tools.

Shandong Hengwang Group

Address: Yinan County, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276305
Email: 18653556962@126.com
Products: single cylinder diesel engine
Description: Shandong Hengwang Group Ltd. was established in 2003, with a registered capital of 300 million yuan, is a professional enterprise engaged in single cylinder diesel engine R&D and production. In 2015, the enterprise made efforts to put into operation the electric tricycles and electric four-wheel cars. During the ten years of development, the company has always adhered to the “innovation, quality, service, saving, dedicated, thanksgiving” 6-word concept. The company constantly absorbs new ideas, maintain strict quality control, and a full range of service tracking in order to make high-quality products. We hold on to the five-word spirit of “pursuit, staff, technology, spirit, interests”. Now the company has a group of elite management personnel and a high-quality professional and technical team, comfortable and elegant office environment and has more than 60 acres of new modern standard factory.

Shandong Hengzhe Steel Pipe Co., Ltd.

Address: Baililai Technology Industrial Park, Dongchangfu District, Liaocheng City, Shandong Province, 252000
Email: 1069296963@qq.com
Products: precision shaped tube, deformed steel pipe, precision pipe. farm machinery fittings pipe custom all kinds of specifications of the special steel pipe
Description: Shandong Hengzhe Steel Pipe Co., Ltd. focuses on the production of various specifications of special-shaped steel pipe, precision seamless steel pipe, outer circle inner hexagon pipe, outer circle inner square pipe, outer circle internal spline pipe, inner and outer hexagon pipe, and supports processing and customization according to drawings.

Shandong Heze Huaxing Fuel Injection Equipment Co., Ltd.

Address: The middle section of Guangzhou Road, Heze Development Zone, Mudan District, Heze City, Shandong Province, 274016
Email: huaxing2006@sohu.com
Website: www.hzdiesel.com.cn
Products: spare parts for injection pump, fuel injector, common rail
Description: Shandong Heze Huaxing Fuel Injection Equipment Co., Ltd. is located in the famous hometown of peony – Shandong Heze Development Zone. Beijing-Kowloon Railway, Ri-Dong Highway, Ri-Nan Highway, Ji-Guang Highway, National Highway 220, and National Highway 327 goes through the city, so the transportation is convenient. The company is a manufacturer specializing in the research, production, sales and service of gasoline and diesel engine fuel injection device. Since its establishment, the company is committed to research and production of all kinds of fuel injection system. The company has 1600 employees with 495 professional technical engineers. It covers an area of 123,000 square meters, with building area of 53,000 square meters. Besides, it has total assets of 300 million yuan and is national fixed-point export production base. It also is a large taxpayer, industrial enterprise and machinery industry leading enterprise of Heze city. The company mainly produces gasoline and diesel engine accessory for automobile, agriculture machinery, ships and engineering industry. The main products consist of S series, P series fuel injector assembly and injector nozzle matching parts, Q type, AD type, P type and EUP fuel injection pump assembly and plunger, delivery valve matching parts, high pressure common rail fuel injection
system and thousands of varieties of GDI. The company has passed the certification of “TS16949 Quality Management System” and got independent import and export right. It was rated as high-tech enterprise by Shandong province. The registered brand “HEZHONG” of the company has become the main product brand among “Shandong Famous Brands” and the injector nozzle matching parts and assembly are entitled as “Shandong Famous Products”. The company has been rated as “advanced enterprise of observing contracts and keeping promise” and “excellent strategic cooperation suppliers” for 18 years in a row. More, it is also rated as bank credit rating Grade “AA” enterprise, and Grade A tax enterprise.

Shandong HouFa Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address: No.120, Yalong Trade Square, Weicheng District, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261041
Email: 981163057@qq.com
Products: mist machine, high power branch crusher, weeding machine
Description: Shandong HouFa Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd. is located in the beautiful Kite Capital, Weifang. The company specializes in theagricultural machinery research and development, production and promotion of modern agricultural machinery, and manufacturing production technology and equipment. The company adheres to the “integrity, innovation, service, win-win” business strategy, and the notion of “market as the criterion, new science and technology as the forerunner”, providing mature technology and reliable product quality services to users. We want to contribute to society, and stick to the management idea of solid ground to the road of combining scientific research with production.

Shandong Huageng Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address: 25 Huantai East Road, Wangtai Town, Huangdao District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266500
Products: subsoiler, combined land preparation machinery, hydraulic turnover plow

Shandong Huayun Agricultural Machinery Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address: East District of Economic Development Zone, Pingyuan County, Dezhou City, Shandong Province, 253000
Website: http://www.hynjzb.com/
Products: green fodder harvester, straw crushing and returning machine, rotary cultivator

Shandong Huashang Auto Parts Co., Ltd.
Address: 99 Gongjian Road, Weicheng District, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261011
Email: WFZGXU@26.com
Products: the shaft, tractor drive shaft
Description: The company was founded in 1999 and renamed as Shandong Huashang Auto Parts Co., Ltd. in 2014. The enterprise produces automobile drive shaft industrial coupling, tractor drive shaft, tractor covers 70-300 horsepower, as well as designs and develops various drive shaft coupling.

Shandong Huasheng Pesticide Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 1 Zhongtian Road, High-tech Zone, Luozhuang District, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276017
Email: zhouzj@hszt.cn
Website: www.hszt.cn
Products: self-propelled rod sprayer, knapsack spray duster
Description: Shandong Huasheng Pesticide Machinery Co., Ltd. was founded in 1951, and has 60 years of professional manufacturing experience. The company is located in the High- and New-tech Industrial Development Zone, Linyi city, Shandong, China, covering over 800,000 square meters, possessing CNY 1,500 million. Huasheng Zhongtian is the largest exporting base in China for small-size gasoline engines, garden machinery, plant protection machinery, forest protection machinery and small-size construction machinery. Huasheng Zhongtian ranks first in economy efficiency, dimensions, and products quality.

Shandong Hongyuan Runtong Water-Saving Irrigation Co., Ltd.
Address: 2 Wuhua Road, Fengcheng Indistrial Park, Laiwu District, Jinan City, Shandong Province, 271100
Email: lucyliu@lwhyrt.com
Website: www.lwhyrt.com
Products: plastic pipe fittings, drip irrigation belt, the nozzle
Description: The company is a professional manufacturer of irrigation products with more than 10 years of production experience. The company has ISO9001 certificate and are an assessment member of Alibaba. Their main products include micro sprinklers, drippers, connector fittings, valves, filters, fertilizer injectors, and all kinds of connectors in each part of a full irrigation system.

Shandong JiangHua Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: Economic and Technological Development Zone (South of Nanfan Road, East of Donghuan Road), Shan County, Heze City, Shandong Province, 274300
Email: jhx4670666@163.com
Website: www.sdjianghuajixie.com
Products: corn harvester, square straw baling machine

Shandong Jin’ao Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 6 Gongyeer Road, Industrial Park, Lanshan District, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276015
Email: sdja222@qq.com
Website: www.jinaojixie.com
Products: rod sprayer, knapsack spray duster, cutting machine
Description: Shandong Jin’ao Machinery Co., Ltd. is a comprehensive group engaged in research, manufacture and trade. The company focuses on manufacturing gasoline engine, plant protection machinery, garden machinery and irrigation machinery with 10 main series and more than 200 types.

Shandong Jinye Tire Co., Ltd.
Address: Warehouse 34, Tianjia Logistics Park, Nanding Town, Zhandian District, Zibo City, Shandong Province, 255000
Email: qct_houyukun@163.com
Website: https://shop5693a91a39595.1688.com
Products: tires
Description: Shandong Jinye Tire Co., Ltd. has been in the tire industry for more than 20 years. It is committed to providing valuable tire and tire cost-control solutions for logistics, passenger transportation and industrial enterprises. The company acts as an agent for many well-known brands of large tire factories. It is the distributor and tire service provider of Guizhou Tire, Zhengxin Rubber, Sumitomo Rubber, Sailun Jinyu and other well-known tire enterprises. The company produces tires for commercial vehicles and off-highway vehicles, machinery and equipment, and conventional/unique tires/services in all fields of underground operations. Hundreds of tire dealers and group customers in the province have enjoyed millions of our passenger cars, industrial and mining vehicles/products and services.

Shandong Jinruifeng Agricultural Science and Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Mihe Industrial Park, Qingzhou City, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 262500
Email: jrfnykj@163.com
Website: www.jrfny.com
Products: tractor

Shandong Jiuli Industrial Group Co., Ltd.
Address: Yuli Town, Wulian County, Rizhao City, Shandong Province, 252000
Email: 136439147@qq.com
Website: www.sdjljt.cn
Products: starter batteries
Description: Shandong Jiuli Industrial Group Co., Ltd., established in 2001, is a leading lead-acid battery manufacturer in China. Jiuli is located in Rizhao city, and has expanded its manufacturing area to more than 35,000 square meters in 2012, with annual production capability of 1,000,000 pieces. The batteries are qualified with ISO9001: 2000, ISO/TS16949, SGS, CE, ROHS, SONCAP and so on. Jiuli has developed more than 100 models of grid lead-acid battery for vehicle starters. Jiuli owns an independent R&D center, as well as advanced manufacture and testing equipments.

Shandong Kaida Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Shahe Industrial Park, Laizhao City, Yantai City, Shandong Province, 261423
Email: 250546586@qq.com
Website: sdkdjx.com
Products: four-wheel drive forklift

Shandong Kangqiao Bio-technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Biotechnology Research and Development Center, Shibei District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266000
Email: wangsijun1117@126.com
Products: pesticides
Description: Shandong Kangqiao Bio-technology Co., Ltd. started its business in 2009 as a designated manufacturer of pesticide in China with the function of research, production and sales of environment-friendly pesticides, acting as a strategic partner of major international agrochemical companies. Kangqiao has more than 200 employees, including 30 senior engineers, 45 salesmen and 24 management personnel. The headquarters is located in Boxing county, Binzhou city, which is a provincial-level chemical industrial park. At present, 4 synthesized lines and 2 formulation workshops have been built with the latest technology in an area of 10 hectares. The marketing center as well as the R&D center were founded in Qingdao city. The main products of Kangqiao are Pyraclostrobin, Spirodiclofen, Spiromesifen and Thifluzamide formulations. It is the biggest manufacturer of Pyraclostrobin and Spirodiclofen in China. Its star product “Yingcai Pyraclostrobin 25SC” won the “Plant Protection Product Reward 2016”.

Shandong Liacheng Hairun Motor Factory
Address: Liaocheng Rural Commercial Bank (Zhangluji Branch), Dongchangfu District, Liaocheng City, Shandong Province, 252000
Email: 136439147@qq.com
Products: generator, lighting generator
Description: Shandong Liacheng Hairun Motor Factory is located in Zhang Luji Town Industrial Park in Liaocheng city, Shandong province. The company produces professional car generators, agricultural vehicles generators, family lighting generators, and customizable generators. Since the factory’s establishment in 1995, it has been focusing on the R&D and production of generators. The factory covers an area of 15,000 square meters, with 150 staff, 6 senior technical personnel, and 8 technical personnel. Its ordinary capacity can reach 800,000 units. The company’s products, with advanced technology, excellent performance, and its perfect after-sales service, are welcomed by the majority of users.

Shandong Liangshan Hengtong Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: Liangshan Sub-district Office, Chenggai Village West (North of Yunlong Road), Liangshan County, Jining City, Shandong Province, 276000

Cell: 008613355142918; 00865377317966

Email: spls108@126.com

Fax: 00865377301568

Products: tine, blade guard, harvester blade

Description: Shandong Liangshan Hengtong Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd. was built in 2000, and located at the foot of Mount Liang that is well-known at home and abroad. It is at the east of Beijing-Shanghai Expressway, west of Beijing-Kowloon Express and the National Highway 220, which provides great convenience to communication and transportation. The company holds fixed assets of CNY 36,000,000, possesses 160 sets of various equipment and has 260 employees among whom there are 66 engineers and technicians. It has strong capability in product design and development. Its main products include: varieties of combine harvester mower blade, forged knife guard hay loader tine, forged cylinder, conveyor bar for transmission chains, cutter and cutter bar, as well as wobble box. All of them are supplied to many domestic customers, and they are exported to Europe, Southeast Asia, South America, etc.

Shandong Liming Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Huagou Village, Daotuo Town (north of town government), Yishui County, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276410

Email: 304829702@qq.com

Products: hydraulic oil cylinder, steering cylinder

Description: Shandong Liming Machinery Co., Ltd. is a manufacturing enterprise, which focuses on researching and producing various types of hydraulic cylinder, hydraulic DCV and hydraulic gear pump for agricultural machinery. Founded in 1986, the company covers a total area of 39,300 square meters and a production area of 28,000 square meters, with more than 200 staff. The company has fixed assets of CNY 30 million, with annual output value of more than CNY 80 million. The company produces various types of hydraulic cylinder, hydraulic DCV and hydraulic gear pump, supporting corn machine, combine harvester, tractors and other agricultural machinery. With strong comprehensive matching ability and service capabilities, the company’s hydraulic cylinder has taken up more than 60% of domestic market share. After many years of efforts, the hydraulic DCV and hydraulic gear pump have also gradually levelled with the scale-matching ability in major agricultural machinery manufacturers, and have achieved excellent market performance and good reputation. With excellent product quality, the company has set up good cooperation relationships with LOVOL, Zoomlion, Agco, Claas Jinyee, Sinohar, Yongmeng, Mushen, Fugesen Machinery, and BOYOMAC, and has been rated as "outstanding supplier" for many years. The company has strong technical strength, advanced production equipment, and testing equipment, and has passed the ISO9001: 2000.

Shandong Linyi Lanshan District Zhongan Pipe Industry Co., Ltd.

Address: Gongtie Overpass, Lanshan District, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276000

Email: 15653982288@qq.com

Website: www.LYzhongan.com

Products: plastic coated hose, micro spray zone, pipe joint nozzle

Description: The company produces PVC coated plastic hose, high pressure pipe, PE pipe, fire zone, white dragon belt, micro spray zone, drip irrigation tape and various pipe connections.

Shandong Lun Tao Trading Co., Ltd.

Address: Tanghe Town People’s Government, Hedong District, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276000

Email: 2323135354@qq.com

Website: www.sdxiuangengdao.com

Products: rotary blade, rural knife, t245 rotary tillage blade

Description: Shandong Lun Tao Trading Co., Ltd. was established in 2003. It is located in the Linyi Hedong Industrial Park in Shandong.

Shandong Maria Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Kangqiao Village, Wangpi Town, Jinxiang County, Jining City, Shandong Province, 272203

Email: sdmariasyf@163.com

Website: www.mariamachine.com

Products: rotary tiller precision garlic planter, garlic seed splitting/sorting machine, garlic harvester

Description: Shandong Maria Machinery Co., Ltd., located in Jinxiang county, Jining city, Shandong province, is a professional producer engaged in garlic machinery
Irrigation and other products. Its main products include fertilizer, drip irrigation, spray irrigation, micro-sprinkler integration. The company is an integrated enterprise focusing on research, development, production, design, and production and sales. The company has achieved entire mechanization of the garlic industry. The company produces garlic planter, garlic harvester, garlic seed splitter and sorter, garlic sorter, garlic production line, garlic processing machine, and other products. Since 2012, the company has developed garlic planter and garlic harvester, which have independent R&D and design basis in garlic mining, garlic holding and transportation. There are three garlic harvesters that have been successfully tested, and brought to market in 2014, 2015, and 2016 for three consecutive years. The company has 26 patents, and is expected to declare more than 200 patents. All products of the company have their own intellectual property rights, and the main products have passed Jinan quality testing in the agricultural machinery product quality testing center of the machinery industry. Domestic products are sold mainly in Shandong, Henan, Jiangsu, Gansu, Yunnan and other places, taking up more than 90% market share of garlic sorter, garlic seedsplitter and splitter. The products are exported to Peru, Spain, Japan, United States, India, The Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia, Russia, Australia and other countries, and are highly recognized by domestic and foreign customers. The company’s products were reported by the CCTV “I Love to Invent” column, Shandong province “Village Monsoon” column, and other media platforms. In October 2014, Shandong Maria Machinery Co., Ltd. signed a strategic cooperation agreement with Spain ZOCAPla company that has 60 years of history and that has the world’s leading technology to produce garlic machinery. The company has successfully introduced foreign advanced garlic machinery technology into the domestic market. In November 2016, Shandong Maria Machinery Co., Ltd. and Henan University of Science and Technology signed garlic machinery production and research cooperation agreement. In December 2016, the company and the Shandong Provincial Agricultural Machinery Research Institute signed a scientific research results conversion agreement.

Shandong Nongyuan Water Saving Irrigation Equipment Co., Ltd.

Address: Jinluo Industrial Park, Lanshan District, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276000
Email: 1763178262@qq.com
Website: www.pvcplastichose.com
Products: spray hose, layflat hose, agricultural water belt
Description: Shandong Nongyuan Water Saving Irrigation Equipment Co., Ltd. is located in the famous logistics capital of Linyi, Shandong province. It mainly deals with agricultural watersaving irrigation products and garden irrigation tools. At present, the company’s products mainly include: sprinkler irrigation system, drip irrigation system, highstrength composite hose, garden irrigation tools and accessories. The products are widely used in agricultural watersaving irrigation, horticultural landscape, municipal greenery, greenhouses and cooling and dust removal. The company has strong technical force, high-end R&D talents and professionals, advanced production equipment and production processes, professional engineers, technicians, and a strong after sales service team. The company has invested in modern advanced equipment, assembly line operation, and complete product specifications. Moreover, the products can be designed and produced according to customer requirements. In the field of agricultural water belts, it has great advantages and influences with regard to talents, resources, network, scale and experience. The company has passed ISO9001 quality management system certification, and has established a complete scientific system for product design, R&D and product quality control. At present, the products have been exported to more than 20 countries and regions, and have been recognized and praised by many customers.

Shandong Qiaoyu Precision Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: The Intersection of Gaosheng Road and Shuangqiao Road, Lanshan District, Linyi City, Shandong
Shandong Senrui Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address: Cuimao Village, Ningjin Town, Ningjin County, Dezhou City, Shandong Province, 253400
Email: senruishichangbu@163.com
Website: www.senruinz.com
Products: self-propelled green fodder harvester, suspended green fodder harvester, knapsack green fodder harvester
Description: Shandong Senrui Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd. is located in Dezhou city of Shandong province, where the geographical position is advantageous, and the transportation is convenient. The company, as one of the leading high-tech manufacturers, focuses on animal husbandry equipment manufacture. The consistent pursuit of Senrui is to provide customers with high-quality, safe and reliable technology and products. The company’s main product is silage harvester, which is mainly used for straw silage. Once the machine is in the field, the operations of cutting, conveying, flattening, chopping, throwing and loading of corn plants can be completed. This machine is the forage harvester with the highest efficiency that has been developed by the company. It includes chassis, engine, driving platform, cab, electric system, hydraulic system, cutting platform, projecting barrel, etc.

Shandong Shanzhuang Heavy Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Shahe Town Industrial Park, Laizhou City, Yantai City, Shandong Province, 261423
Email: 13573525201@163.com
Website: http://www.chinashanzhuang.com
Products: shovel and digging machine, self-loading mixer truck, loader
Description: The company is engaged in the production and processing of engineering machinery and plastic machinery.

Shandong Shantuokaitai Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address: Caohe Industrial Park, Yanzhou City, Jining City, Shandong Province, 272113
Email: shantuokaitai@163.com
Products: wheel tractor
Description: Shandong Shantuokaitai Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd. is a modern private enterprise supported by Yanzhou Economic Development Zone. Shandong Shantuokaitai Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd. is a well-equipped tractor producer. It has advanced technology and an excellent quality guarantee system. The factory produces Shantu tractor including 250, 280, 284, 300, 304, 350, 354, 400, 404, 450, 454, 500, 504, 550, 554, 600, 604, 700, 704, 804, 1000, 1004, 1204, 1304, 1404, 1604...
Shandong Shanyan Hydraulic Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: 126, Strength Building, West Jingshi Road, Huaiyin District, Jinan City, Shandong Province, 250022
Email: 896770551@qq.com
Website: www.shanyanhydraulic.com/
Products: one-way balance valve, balance valve, hydraulic lock
Description: Shanyan Hydraulic Co., Ltd. has a dominant business on the ball valve, hydraulic lock, single and double closed balance valve, single and double open balance valve and various functional valve units. The detailed information of each kind is as follows: Ball valve is mainly used in various hydraulic systems to connect and stop the circulation. The joint dimension of the ball valve, in accordance with the products of international companies like HYDAC of Germany and GEMILS of Italy, can be used universally. The ball valve has characteristics of easy-operating torque, pressure-resistant and long service life. Pilot check valve is mainly used in hydro-cylinder of various vehicles of engineering-machinery, like hydraulic aerial cage, crane truck and forklift. The hydraulic lock has a stable feature in terms of opening and closing and has speedy reaction. Overcenter valve is used principally in hydro-cylinder and motor system of various vehicles of engineering-machinery, like land leveler, crane and pump truck. The company currently has 4 series of counter-balance valve, of which there is single open counterbalance valve, single close counterbalance valve, double open counterbalance valve and double close counterbalance valve. Moreover, the company can render various functional valve units into an accordingly small-size manifold block with softwares like AutoCAD, Solidworks, and Ansys, which can efficiently and effectively downsize the space needed.

Shandong Shengtong Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: Tengzhou City, Zaozhuang City, Shandong Province
Email: 429750455@qq.com
Website: http://tzscjtxzz.cn.biz72.com
Products: vertical rice mill

Shandong Sino-Agri United Biotechnology Co., Ltd.

Address: 28 Sangyuan Road, Licheng District, Jinan City, Shandong Province, 250100
Email: jianghongwei@sdsnlh.com
Website: www.sdsnlh.com
Products: insecticide, intermediate, fungicide, acaricide
Description: Shandong Sino-Agri United Biotechnology Co., Ltd. was established in 2006, which is a manufacturer specializing in the research and development, production, and sales of pesticides as one of the modern national enterprise. It is affiliated to All China Federation of Supply and Marketing Cooperatives. The company serves as the vice president unit of China Pesticide Industry Association, president unit of Shandong Enterprises Association, and is entitled as “Top 100 Enterprises of Chinese Pesticide Industry”, “Hundreds of China Famous Agrochemical Enterprises”, and “Shandong Farmers the Most Reliable Brand Enterprise”. Sino-Agri Union is proud to be one of the top 30 largest manufacturers and main exporter of both agro-chemicals and fine-chemicals in China.

Shandong Taian Hongxing Machinery Factory

Address: Xujialou Zhaiizi North, Taishan District, Tai’an City, Shandong Province, 271000
Email: taianfulong@163.com
Products: heat sink, internal combustion engine radiator
Description: professional design, production and sales all kinds of cars, agricultural vehicles, forklift truck engine radiators and accessories; mechanical processing; heat treatment processing

Shandong Tiansheng Machinery Science and Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: High-tech Development Zone, Yucheng City, Dezhou City, Shandong Province, 251200
Email: agro8789@cnplough.com
Website: www.cnplough.com; www.mower.com.cn; www.safenji.com
Products: manure spreader, double vertical screw fertilizer spreader, self-propelled fertilizer spreader
Description: Shandong Tiansheng Machinery Science and Technology Co., Ltd., a private enterprise, specializes in the research and development, manufacture and sales of agricultural machinery. At present, it is the first and the biggest manufacturing factory of organic fertilizer spreader and manure spreader in China. The company is the industry standard drafting unit for “disc harrow”, “disc plough” and “mouldboard plough” of China as an excellent professional agricultural machinery manufacturer, and it owns the self import and export license. In July, 2006, the company passed the ISO9001: 2000 Quality Management System Certification; in 2014, it passed the ISO9001: 2008 Quality Management System Certification; in 2015, the company was identified as the high-tech enterprise of Shandong province. The company and 1804 series, with more than one hundred varieties. The factory has a complete production service system from R&D, manufacture, assembly with perfect after-sales service to timely spare parts supply. The products are popular in China, Latin-America, Africa, Russia, etc. The company is ready to provide high-quality products and excellent service to the customers both at home and abroad.
Shandong Transce Agricultural Machinery Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: 423 East Wenchang Road, Leling City, Dezhou City, Shandong Province, 253600
Email: yang@xs-tc.com
Website: www.xs-tc.com
Products: potato harvester, potato planter, potato cultivating soil and fertilizer applicator

Description: Shandong Transce Agricultural Machinery Technology Co., Ltd. is an agricultural machinery research, development and production enterprise engaged in the research, development, production and sales of potato industry machinery with its registered brand of “Transce”. It is also a new high-tech enterprise in Dezhou city, and has constructed a wide sales network in the whole country, selling its products to Inner Mongolia, Heilongjiang, Liaoning, Ningxia, Gansu, Xinjiang, Hebei, Henan, Guizhou and other provinces. It is honored as the “Chinese Potato Machinery Manufacturing Expert” in the industry. The company has built 6 professional laboratories, such as mechanical, physical and electronic laboratories, with design and R&D department, production department, quality department, financial department, sales center, test center, and after-sales service center. The company is equipped with over 130 sets of advanced and precise production and testing equipment, advanced CAD work stations, scientific research and test facilities, intelligent test systems, three-dimension design software introduced by world-leading machinery manufacturing experts, and electronic design automation EDA with various products. In the meantime, the company has also constructed a domestically leading agricultural machinery production line equipped with functions of scientific research, production and after-sales service, providing strong technical support and reliable quality guarantee for the research, production and service business of the company.

Shandong Uniglory Tire Co., Ltd.

Address: Caifu Building, Laoshan District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266000
Email: olivia.liu@uniglorytire.com
Website: www.uniglorytire.com
Products: agricultural tire, radial tire

Description: The company was founded in 2011, which specializes in the production of agricultural tires, with the aim of becoming more than a supplier for the farmers. Since the very beginning, Uniglory has been focusing on tire product design, research and development, quality control, brand building and tire management. The company is a professional international tire solution provider for agriculture and industry. Customer service is the top priority. The company is committed to the development of radial agricultural tires, and its goal is to make products that can change the world, but not the earth.

Shandong Wanbang Agricultural and Animal Husbandry Equipment Co., Ltd.

Address: Ningjin County, Dezhou City, Shandong Province, 253400
Email: 576086358@qq.com
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Shandong Wanbang Agricultural and Animal Husbandry Equipment Co., Ltd.

Address: Economic Development Zone of Ningjin county, Dezhou city, Shandong province, with favourable location and convenient transportation. It is an enterprise focusing on the research and development, design, production and sales of agricultural machinery products.

Shandong Weisheng Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd.

Address: 1311 Shengquan Street, Liquan Street, Gaomi City, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261500

Email: sdwsnyzb@163.com

Products: wheel tractor

Description: Shandong Weisheng Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd. is an agricultural machinery equipment manufacturing company focusing on the research and development, production, maintenance and after sales service of “Jinweisheng” brand medium- and high-end highpower tractors and supporting agricultural machines and tools. The company continuously provides highly cost-effective products and effective solutions to farmer friends and farm economies. Innovating science and technology, leading the future, continuously upgrading product level, and optimizing the industrial chain, the company aims to build Weisheng Agricultural Equipment into a high-end agricultural equipment manufacturing enterprise that “serves China and goes to the world”.

Shandong Wuzheng Group Co., Ltd.

Address: Wuzheng Auto City, Economic Development Zone, Wulian County, Rizhao City, Shandong Province, 262306

Email: lewei.wang@wuzheng.com.cn

Website: www.wuzheng.com.cn

Products: wuzheng three-wheeler, wheel tractor, all-in-one machine for crushing and wrapping film

Description: The Wuzheng Group Shandong Wuzheng Group Co., Ltd. is an established automotive and agricultural industry leader in China with annual worldwide sales of more than USD $2.3 billion. It is one of China’s largest automotive and agricultural operation enterprises designing, building and selling agricultural equipment, light-to-medium duty trucks and three-wheel farm vehicles in China and exporting them to 43 countries around the world. The Wuzheng Group is made up of three companies: TS Tractors selling tractors, WAW selling light-to-medium duty trucks, and Wuzheng selling agriculture equipment and three-wheel farm vehicles. The export markets include Australia, Brazil, Egypt, Malaysia, Mexico, India, Indonesia, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Russia and Vietnam. The Wuzheng Group was established in 1961 as a state-owned enterprise for ownership and maintenance of agricultural machinery in Wulian – a town located in Shandong province. Today, Wuzheng’s headquarters is in the city of Rizhao in Shandong and it currently employs over 11,000 staff world-wide. It has 11 production facilities and a major R&D centre in Rizhao city and one assembly line in Mauritania, Africa. In 2013, the Wuzheng Group sold over 452,000 units making it one of the top-selling automotive and agricultural manufacturers in China. The company’s name “Wuzheng” means “explorer” in English and is widely known abroad.

Shandong Xiangrui Agriculture and Forestry Technology Co., Ltd.

Addres: Economic Development Zone, 102 Lingong Road, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276017

Email: 1067267933@qq.com

Website: www.sdxinxiangrui.cn

Products: self-propelled boom sprayer

Shandong Xinshengtai Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: 299 West Chunqiu Road, Qufu City, Jining City, Shandong Province, 273100

Email: 646958312@qq.com

Website: www.qfstjx.com

Products: crushing baler, silage baler, straw baler

Description: Shandong Xinshengtai Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd. is located in Qufu city, the hometown of Confucius. The registered capital of the company is CNY 12 million. The company mainly engages in manufacturing collection-feed crushing machinery, baling machines, baling machines, particle machines, blenders, belt conveyor, food machinery, modern agricultural machinery and equipment, large-scale breeding of new livestock and poultry, and production and marketing of forage grass processing machinery. The company also provides modern agricultural equipment information technology services as a comprehensive modern agricultural machinery equipment research and development, production, manufacture, technology innovation enterprise. The company registered trademarks of “Shengtai” and “New Shengtai”, and has more than 30 national patents. The enterprise has passed the international certification of ISO9001: 2015 quality management system. The products have obtained the national industrial production license issued by the General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine of China. The enterprise has the right to import and export independently. The company is in the catalogue of

Shandong Xinnongxing Agricultural Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: Shiji Town Health Center, Ningjin County, Dezhou City, Shandong Province, 253400

E-mail: nj15206946077@163.com

Products: wheat field press

Shandong Xiangrui Agriculture and Forestry Technology Co., Ltd.

Addres: Economic Development Zone, 102 Lingong Road, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276017

Email: 1067267933@qq.com

Website: www.sdxinxiangrui.cn

Products: self-propelled boom sprayer
national agricultural machinery subsidies. It continuously strengthens enterprise management, strengthens the technological transformation, and improves the level of pre-sale, sale, after-sales service. After several years of development, the products are sold all over the country and are exported to Ethiopia, Vietnam, Uzbekistan, Brazil, India and other countries and regions.

Shandong Xinzuobiao Intelligent Equipment Pte. Ltd.

Address: MEMS Research Institute of National High-tech Zone, 158 Zhongrun Avenue, Zhangdian District, Zibo City, Shandong Province, 255000
Email: Caozengmin@sdxinzuobiao.com
Website: www.shandongxinzuobiao.com
Products: intelligent crawler lawn mower, multi-channel intelligent control system for water, fertilizer, and medicine, Ouster digital lidar
Description: Shandong Xinzuobiao Intelligent Equipment Pte., Ltd., with a registered capital of CNY 10 million, was officially founded in February 2019. The company is mainly engaged in the development and production of unmanned driving systems, major equipment, communications and electronic equipment, software and key components, as well as international technical exchanges and cooperation in the fields of electronic information, import and export trade and other information services and other related businesses. The company now has one R&D laboratory, one mechanical laboratory, and two school-enterprise joint laboratories. Currently, there are more than 40 employees, including over 60 professional and technical personnel. The company has applied for more than 15 patents including 2 invention patents. The developed products include unmanned farm 5G intelligent cruise robot, intelligent lawn mowing robot, intelligent variable mist robot, 5G heavy-duty UAV, water fertilizer, "Internet of Things" integrated entropy system, etc. It is also the primary agent of Ouster LiDAR in China.

Shandong XM Bearing Science and Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: Guanzhou Bearing Industrial Park, Guan County, Liaocheng City, Shandong Province, 250000
Email: wayne@vgb-bearing.com
Products: maintenance-free bearings, spherical bearings, agricultural machinery bearings

Shandong Yaoze Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Lanshan Rural Commercial Bank (Baishabu Sub-branch), Lanshan District, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276037
Email: 845533899@qq.com
Products: gasoline engine, 4-inch large fuel tank self-priming water pumps, micro-tillers, generators, lawn mowers, water pumps

Shandong Yellowsea Rubber Products Co., Ltd.

Address: Fangzi District, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261514
Email: 13953698639@163.com
Products: engineering tyres, roller tyres
Description: Shandong Yellowsea Rubber Products Co., Ltd., is a professional tyre manufacturer, established in 1996, covering 20,000 square metres. The registered capital is USD$ 5 million. The company has about 600 employees, with more than 50 having obtained high or middle technical titles. The company also possesses modern productive equipments and experimental laboratory testing instruments. The products consist of OTR tyres, industrial tyres, military tyres, mining tyres, agricultural tyres, etc. There are more than 100 varieties of sizes with an annual output of 1 million sets. The company has been awarded the honorary title of "Key Protection Enterprise", "Advanced Unit of Quality Work", "Advanced Enterprise of the City" and "AAA Credit Enterprise" for years. The company successfully passed the National Product Compulsory Certification CCCS in 2003. The management model is based on the SO9001:2000 international quality management system standard. Through the unremitting efforts in recent years, the company’s products have been sold to many countries and regions around the world, and have won a good reputation.

Shandong Yongjia Power Co., Ltd.

Address: South Section of Kunming Road, Hedong District, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276024
Email: yjxslcg@163.com
Website: www.yongjiapower.com
Products: self-propelled and amphibious boom sprayer

Shandong Yunyu Machinery Group Co., Ltd.

Address: 257 West Kangwang Road, Feicheng City, Taian City, Shandong Province, 271600
Email: 13562859162@126.com
Website: www.yunyujx.com
Products: front steering drive axle of tractor
Description: Shandong Yunyu Machinery Group Co., Ltd. is situated at the west foot of Mount Tai in the Feicheng city, which borders Tai’an to the east, and confronts Jinnan to the north, enjoying convenient transportation facilities. It was originally known as Shandong Feicheng Vehicle Axle Plant back in 1969, and began to manufacture drive axles for engineering machinery in 1980. The company specializes in manufacturing the drive axles for engineering machinery. It was transformed to a private enterprise in July 2001. The group has been manufacturing drive axles for over thirty years, mainly providing accessories for over 60 engineering machinery vehicle plants. The main products are drive axles for ZL0880 loaders, drive
axles for TCM and CB series forklift, drive axles for 80260 horsepower tractors, ZL series clamp disc type brakes, steel rims and castings, etc. Its annual production quantity amounts to over 200,000 drive axles for various kinds of engineering machines, 100,000 tons of casting, 1 million sets of brakes, and 100,000 sets of steel rims. Its leading products, i.e., the drive-axle assemblies have become famous brand products in Shandong. The brand of Yunyu has become famous in Shandong province. Up to now, there are 1300 staff in the group, including over 400 technicians. The group has great capacity in technology research and development and is able to develop and design products meeting customer’s needs. Covering an area of 320,000 square meters, including 200,000 square meters of building area, the Group boasts over 800 varieties of manufacturing and processing equipments, complete technological equipment, integrated second-level physical and chemical testing methods, ensuring the production of stable quality products. The group consists of Shandong Yunyu Machinery Group Co., Ltd., Jingcheng Axle Co., Ltd., Xiandai Brake Co., Ltd., Yunyu casting Co., Ltd., Yunyu Steel Rim Co., Ltd., etc.

Shangdong Jitran International Intelligent Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address: Puhua Heavy Industry Group, Huangdao District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266400
Email: 1748450118@qq.com
Website: www.qdamada.com
Products: ET series plate and tube integrated optical fiber laser cutting system, T series fiber optic laser pipe cutter, D series double switching table optical fiber laser cutting machine
Description: Established in 2006, the company is located at the junction of Feiyu Road in the Haibin Industrial Park of Huangdao district. It covers an area of 57 acres and has more than 190 employees.

Shandong Sandi Heavy Industry Co., Ltd.
Address: 211 Buxi Road, Jimo District, Qingdao City, Shandong Province, 266000
Products: crawler tractor

Shandong Weikaisi Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address: Jiangjia Village, Shahe Town, Laizhou City, Yantai City, Shandong Province, 261423
Products: self-propelled boom sprayer

Shanghai Allynal Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: China Beidou West Hongqiao Base, Gaoguang Road, Qingpu District, Shanghai, 201702
Email: jiangang@allynav.cn
Website: www.allynav.cn
Products: Beidou navigation automatic driving system, Beidou satellite flat system, Beidou intelligent spray variable-control system
Description: Shanghai Allynal Technology Co., Ltd. is a high-tech enterprise integrating R&D, production, sales and service, focusing on providing customers with comprehensive, multi-domain, high-precision navigation and positioning system solutions. Following the development trend of global satellite navigation systems in the world, Allynal has comprehensively deployed high-precision industry application and promotion, and fully meets the needs of different applications in different industries. The products cover multiple high-precision fields such as precision agriculture, intelligent transportation, mechanical control, deformation monitoring, geographic information, surveying and mapping engineering, etc. The company's core personnel have won the national, provincial and ministerial level scientific and technological progress awards, with more than 10 years of satellite navigation industry product development, industry applications, product promotion and technical service experience. The main products and services cover high-precision GNSS boards, high-precision BDS/GNSS receivers, wireless data transmission equipment, integrated navigation products, deformation monitoring systems, autosteering systems, variable control and other products, solutions and related software development applications, etc.

Shandong Yuke Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Area C of the Seventh Industrial Park, Yanzhou District, Jining City, Shandong Province, 272000
Products: direction machine instrument, multimedia instrument, armrest box

Shanghai Jingcheng Bearing Co., Ltd.
Address: 521 North Guangxi Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai, 200001
Email: 365220124@qq.com
Products: pallet gear clutch assembly, three-consecutive gear, gear shaft
Description: The company specializes in designing, manufacturing and selling bearings. Based on more than ten years of production experiences, strong technological force, international advanced equipment, reasonable price, reliable quality, and scientific service, it has stood out in the bearing manufacturing industry. Especially in terms of bearings for the uni-directional clutch, the company has gained equal position with the famous manufacturers
in the world. Parameters such as transmitted torque, setting accuracy, antireversion have reached standard like imported competitive products. The products are widely used in metallurgy, petrochemical industry, printing, package, machine tools, electricity, mining, textile machinery, especially in agriculture combine harvesters.

Shanghai Koerson Machinery Company Limited

Address: 888 Huaxugong Road, Qingpu District, Shanghai, 201702
Email: 825315842@qq.com
Website: http://www.koreson.com/
Products: P.T.O. aluminum gear box, P.T.O. cast iron gear box, gear pump and motor, electromagnetic clutch, hydraulic power unit

Shanghai Star Modern Agriculture Equipment Co., Ltd.

Address: 1300 Huaining Road, Minhang District, Shanghai, 200245
Email: xiaotao818@163.com
Website: http://www.shanghai-star.com/index.html
Products: grass baling machine, disc mowing flattening machine, rice direct seeding machine
Description: Shanghai Star Modern Agriculture Equipment Co., Ltd. was established in 2002 by the investment of Modern Agriculture Equipment Co., Ltd. which is one of the subsidiary companies of Shanghai Electric Group Corp. and IHI STAR Machinery Corporation in Japan. The current products are disk mower, gyro rake, roll baler, hay baler, wrapping machine, manure spreader, fertilizer spreader and rice seed er, etc.

Shanghai Taomu Trading Co., Ltd.

Address: No.3, Lane 1998, Jinbi Road, Fengxian District, Shanghai
Email: 859612385@qq.com
Products: plough blade
Description: Since its establishment, the company has been involved in the industry with a pragmatic, pioneering and innovative spirit, and has been developed into a business entity integrating product development, manufacture, sales and technical consultation.

Shanghai Xingbo Industrial Co., Ltd.

Address: 67 Caoli Road, Fengjing Town, Jinshan District, Shanghai, 201502
Email: andrewzhou@briliantglobe.cn
Products: gasoline engine, water pump, generator
Description: Shanghai Xingbo Industrial Co., Ltd. is the wholly-owned subsidiary of Brilliant Group USA. It is the manufacturing and operating subsidiary of the gasoline engines project. In 2004, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Co., Ltd. (MHI) reached an agreement with a Chinese company on technology licensing and production of Mitsubishi GT series small-size, general-purpose 4-cycle gasoline engines in Shanghai. This was the first time for MHI to produce general-purpose 4-cycle gasoline engines in China. In 2008, Brilliant Group formally acquired the whole project and set up Shanghai Xingbo to continue the partnership with Mitsubishi especially in developing and manufacturing GT series OHV air-cooled 4-cycle gasoline engines. In 2015, Brilliant Group wholly acquired and owned the complete set of technology including the design and techniques of all engines and engine parts of Mitsubishi GT series engines including GT241, GT400, GT600, GT1000 and GT1300. Moreover, the first batch of “BRILLIANT” brand GT engines were manufactured and sold in January 2015.

Shanghai Shinlink Intellectual Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: Building 5, 738 Guangji Road, Hongkou District, Shanghai, 200434
Email: sunhm@stonemeter.cn
Website: www.stonemeter.cn
Products: combination instrument, controller, sensor
Description: Shanghai Shinlink Intellectual Technology Co., Ltd., formerly known as Shanghai Stone Instrument Factory, founded in 1992, specializes in the production of construction machinery, agricultural machinery, automotive instruments and accessories. In the past 20 years, in the course of business and innovation, the factory has now developed a variety of specifications of STZB type combined instrument model and serial STD single table and panel assembly, with novel appearance, excellent quality and complete variety, favored by many construction machinery and agricultural machinery manufacturers at home and abroad.

Shanghai Yimin Electric Machine Co., Ltd.

Address: Chenwan Village Committee, Fengxian District, Shanghai, 201401
Email: 89475974@qq.com
Website: www.shyimin.cn
Products: water wheel aerator, impeller type aerator, floating pump
Description: Shanghai Yimin Electric Machine Co., Ltd. was founded in 1992. It is a large-scale professional automatic aerator and pump manufacturer in China, and is an aerator detection base in Shanghai Agricultural Machinery Promotion Station. It has three wholly-owned subsidiaries and two production bases in Shanghai and Zhejiang. The company has unique utility model patents of YC waterwheel aerator of “Yimin” brand, YL impeller-
The products are also combined with modern aeration technology. The environmental protection performance of the equipment is reliable and is widely praised by customers. The sales volume in the domestic and foreign markets has reached a new peak, and the brand has become an important brand in the international market. “Yimin” brand aerator series products have more than 20 specifications, such as water wheel type aerator, impeller type aerator, surge type aerator, water spray type aerator, etc. The products are mainly used for aeration of various kinds of fish, shrimp and eelfish pond and other special aquaculture. In addition, the company has an annual production capacity of 200,000 sets of aerator and pump products.

Shanghai Zhengyang Bearing Co., Ltd.
Address: Room 6F, 179 West Zhongshan Road, Changning District, Shanghai, 200050
Email: metersong@zyzbearing.com
Website: www.zyzbearing.com

Products: agricultural machinery bearing

Description: ZYZ Bearing was founded in 1994 and is TS16949, ISO9001, ISO 14001 OHSAS18001 certified. It produces various standard ball bearings, roller bearings and nonstandard customizable ones. The company owns an independent modern heat treatment workshop, and a series of automatic precision grinding assembly lines. It has five hundred staff, a highly experienced technical team and a national standard laboratory which enable it to provide durable reliable products and professional services to both domestic and overseas clients.

Shaoxing Hitec Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Sunduan Industrial Zone, Yuecheng District, Shaoxing City, Zhejiang Province, 312000
Email: 446091158@qq.com
Website: www.qrc-hydraulic.com

Products: hydraulic quick joint, agricultural machinery bearing, hydraulic quick couplings

Shaoxing Simute Bearing Co., Ltd.
Address: No. 6, Lane 24, Chengnan Road, Nanming Street, Xinchang County, Shaoxing City, Zhejiang Province, 312500
Website: www.xcmtbearing.com

Products: agricultural machinery bearing

Shenyang Denglin Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Xiheping Village, Yuhong District, Shenyang City, Liaoning Province, 110141
Email: 13165307997@163.com

Products: tying machine of knotting machine, rice tying machine

Description: manufacture, processing and sales of machinery parts and metal structural parts

Shenzhen Dineng Laser Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Baan District, Shenzhen City, Guangdong Province, 518000
Email: dn660313@vip.163.com
Website: https://www.dne-china.com/

Products: laser cutting machine, professional CNC press brake, automatic auxiliary system

Description: Shenzhen Dineng Laser Technology Co., Ltd. was founded in 1964 in Switzerland. In 1980, Baichao developed laser cutting equipment and launched the laser cutting machine, Bylas. The sales volume increased rapidly -- Bystronic Baichao laser became famous. A Baichao Laser branch was established in the United States in 1978. In 1990, it set up branches in Germany, and then in Italy and Sweden in 1991, as well as in Singapore, France, and the United Kingdom in 1996. It has established branches in more than 30 countries in the world and has set up institutions in many other countries. In 1994, Baicolor laser was incorporated into Conzzeta Industrial Group, which was founded in 1912.
is committed to creating a truly meaningful “vehicle network” with applications ranging from logistics, transportation, construction machinery, agricultural machinery, government-owned vehicles, private cars and other fields.

Shenzhen Hobbywing Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Yasen Innovation and Technology Industrial Park, Longgang District, Shenzhen Guangdong Province, 518000
Website: www.hobbywing.com
Products: power systems for agricultural drones

Shenzhen ICEGPS Binghe Navigation Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Room 610, 6F, Building 3, 348 Ainan Road, Longgang District, Shenzhen City, Guangdong Province, 518116
Email: 18910415541@qq.com
Website: https://www.icegps.com/
Products: Beidou navigation agricultural machinery automatic driving system

Shenzhen Xingkong Innovation Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Building 18, Queshan Jiali Industrial Zone, Gaofeng Community, Dalang Street, Longhua District, Shenzhen City, Guangdong Province, 518000
Website: www.starsz.cn
Products: unmanned aerial vehicles

Shenzhou Xinghua Agricultural and Animal Husbandry Machinery Processing Accessories Factory
Address: Wangjiajing Village, Wangjiajing Town, Shenzhou City, Henshui City, Hebei Province, 53873
Email: 449806345@qq.com
Products: vibrating screen assembly, wheat harvester

Shijiazhuang Ouya Huitong Filter Co., Ltd.
Address: 8 Hongda Road, Anjiazhuan Industrial Zone, Jinzhou City, Shijiazhuang City, Hebei Province, 52260
Email: sales@oyhtfilter.com
Website: http://www.oyht.com.cn
Products: air prefilter, oil filter, air filter cartridge
Description: Shijiazhuang Ouya Huitong Filter Co., Ltd. is an integration of scientific research, production, sales and service as one of the modern enterprises. The company has advanced automation manufacturing equipment and a strong technical force team. It specializes in the design and manufacture of all kinds of agricultural machinery, engineering machinery, industrial, trucks, buses and the internal combustion engine, heavy equipment, air, oil, fuel filter and filter assembly, and other products. In order to obtain the local integrity management model, the company joined the anti-counterfeiting industry association and passed the ISO TS16949: 2009 and national ISO9001: 2008 quality management system certification.

Shijiazhuang Zhongxing Machinery Manufacture Co., Ltd.
Address: Xinzhaidian Industrial Park, Zhao County, Shijiazhuang City, Hebei Province, 51530
Email: zxmmxsb@126.com
Website: www.sjzzxmm.com
Products: steel ring, rim, agricultural wheel
Description: Shijiazhuang Zhongxing Machinery Manufacture Co., Ltd. is a specialized manufacturer of steel wheels for agricultural machinery, engaged in R&D, production and sales. The company has developed more than 500 mature products with the quick accumulation of enterprise assets. The strength of the products has won the recognition from middle- and high-end customers including international magnates and domestic market leaders in agricultural machinery manufacturing. The company has been firstly awarded The Leader of Agricultural Machinery Components/Parts Wheel Manufacturers in China. From time to time, it breaks the record of the maximum diameter and width of agricultural machinery wheels in China, and also owns independent intellectual property rights in manufacturing special-purpose equipment for high ground clearance inter-row tractor wheel and some other wheels. The company has 8 flexible rim production lines and 2 cathodic electrophoresis production lines, almost covering major products of agricultural machinery wheels including series W, DW, LB and CB, which may satisfy the individual requirements from different customers. It can also provide appropriate and integrated solutions as required by each agricultural machinery wheel users. The company endeavors to build a win-win product chain with upstream/downstream suppliers and customers, and to start a journey to success through its continuous innovation and improvement.

Shouguang Jin Dier Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Hou Town, Shouguang City, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 262500
Email: sgjde123@163.com
Website: www.cnsparepart.en.alibaba.com
Products: combine harvester blades, mower, crop lifter, earth auger
Description: Shouguang Jin Dier Machinery Co., Ltd. is a private jointstock enterprise engaged in research, design and production. The factory can produce many kinds of
combine harvester spare parts such as harvester blades, knife guards, cutter bar assemblies, augers, etc. These are widely used in famous combine harvester brands in China and abroad. For instance, the New Holland, John Deere, Class, Fugesen, Kubota, Yanmar, and Foton.

Shuyang Desheng Hydraulic Machinery Factory

Address: Wangjian Primary School Kindergarten, Shuyang Cross, Shuyang Country, Suqian City, Jiangsu Province, 223613
Email: 736204028@qq.com
Products: tractor multi-way valve
Description: Jiangsu Shuyang Desheng Hydraulic Machinery Factory is located in Suqian, a beautiful historical city, with elegant environment, pleasant scenery, and Beijing-Shanghai Expressway, National Highway 205, Beijing-Shanghai Grand Canal passing through, where the transportation is very convenient. The factory has very advanced, precise processing and equipment, specializing in the hydraulic industry and related fields of express development, design and manufacture, to provide customers with high-quality products. The main products include each internal hydraulic distributor, manual reversing valve, multi-valve series equipped with retaining plate, straight check valve and other products. They are widely used in engineering, vehicle, construction, plastics, oil, agriculture, fish and other industries. With exquisite technology and reliable quality performance, the products sell well all over the country.

Sichuan Donggong Electric Motors Co., Ltd.

Address: Zhenhua Avenue, Niuhua Town, Wutongqiao District, Leshan City, Sichuan Province, 614800
Email: 1124282129@qq.com
Website: www.scdgdj.com
Products: feed mill, rice mill, fully-automatic pulverizer
Description: Founded in 1996, as one of the most famous brands in China, Sichuan Donggong Electric Motors Co., Ltd. is located in Leshan city, Sichuan province. The company covers over 2,000 square meters. It is a professional manufacturer of agro machines, electric motors and water pumps. The production lines cover products including corn thresher, rice mill, flour mill and feed grinder. The company is certified as the “Advanced Enterprise”, “AAA Honor Enterprise” and the brand has been honored “Sichuan Famous Brand”. In addition, “Donggong” has been awarded the famous trademark of Sichuan province. Nowadays, the products have won a good reputation and trust from global customers.

Sichuan Jiaxin Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: Tianxingba Village, Nanqiang Town, Chuanshan District, Suining City, Sichuan Province, 629000
Email: 1443493114@qq.com
Products: corn husk sheller, rice and wheat thresher
Description: Jiaxin company is a professional producer engaged in agricultural machinery research, development and production in Suining. Tianfu brand series of agricultural machinery has won the user’s praise for long. The company has spent 20 years of continuous efforts on the R&D and production of the rice and wheat thresher, miniature combined harvester, corn thresher, corn peeling machine, grinding potato machine, rice bean curd machine, and noodle machine. The company will stick to the “quality first, user first” faith through the whole process of production, from raw materials into the factory to the production process. Through continuous improvement to ensure the quality of products and services, the company aims to meet the changing needs and expectations of customers, with professional technical team and strong business strength, coupled with integrity and the attitude of cooperation.

Sichuan Heli Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Jianyang City, Chengdu City, Sichuan Province, 610000
Email: 290079693@qq.com
Website: https://schlnj.en.alibaba.com/
Products: grain sorting machine, rice and wheat thresher, corn sheller
Description: Sichuan Heli Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd. is located next to Tianfu International Airport, Chengdu-Yu Expressway, Cheng-Yu High-speed Railway, Airport Expressway and Linjiang Station of Metro Line 18. It enjoys very convenient transportation, and obvious location advantage. The company was founded in 2004, and has become a municipal-scale industrial enterprise after more than 10 years of development. The company has already passed ISO 9001: 2015 certification. The company integrates development, manufacture and sales together. Brand “Heli” is famous for 6 series of products: the multi-function thresher, corn threshing machine, winnower machine, rice-mill machine, grain grinder and chaff cutter, including more than 30 models. The company annually produces and sells more than 300,000 sets of various agricultural machinery and tools. The products not only sell well all over China, but are exported to Thailand, Vietnam, Laos, Myanmar, India, Africa, etc. The small agricultural machines developed by the company follow innovation-driven enterprise development spirit, and it has gained numbers of national patents.

Sichuan Wanma Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: No.36, Yanxi Lane, Yancheng Town, Jingyan County, Leshan City, Sichuan Province, 613100
Email: scwanma@xwanma.com
Website: http://www.scwanma.cn
Products: rice milling machine, feed pulverizer, combined
Description: The company is located in the county of Jingyan in Sichuan province. It has 45 professional and technical personnel, inspection equipment, new product development ability, and an annual production capacity of 40 thousand sets. The production of the “Qianlima” brand of rice milling and crushing combined machine was awarded as “Sichuan famous brand” and “Leshan famous trademark”. The enterprise is identified as “high-tech enterprises” and passed the ISO9001: 2008 quality management system certification. It also has the right to be engaged in import and export business. The products are widely used, with compact structure, easy operation, reliable quality, and loved by the majority of users. They are exported to Southeast Asia and Africa, and are entitled to the agricultural purchase subsidies of many provinces and cities.

Sichuan Xudong Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: 106 Hope Avenue, Xiajiaqiao Street, Yancheng Town, Jingyan County, Leshan City, Sichuan Province, 613100

Email: 845481166@qq.com

Website: www.scxudong.com

Products: ensilage machine

Description: Sichuan Xudong Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd., the former Sichuan Xudong Machinery Factory, was founded in 1993. The company produces agricultural machines, like rice mill, corn shell, powder crusher, feeding machine, hammer mill, disc mill, cereals thresh, multi crops thresh, maize shell, and farm machine. The company is located in Jingyan county, Leshan city, Sichuan province, China, adjacent to National Highway 213, near Giant Buhdha and Mount Emei. The company has been awarded “Quality Credit A in Sichuan”, “Leshan Top 10 Agricultural Machinery”, “Jingyan Advanced Enterprise” and “National Patent Certification”. The company has developed from a small company which had only 10 employees and operated in a shabby workshop covering an area of 100 square meters into a modern comprehensive enterprise with a plant area of 20,000 square meters after years of unremitting efforts. Now the company has more than 200 staff including 20 technicians with intermediate and senior titles. Since its establishment, the company has been devoted to research, development and manufacture of new products such as agricultural machinery, auto motors and general dynamic motors. With its strong technical strength, advanced production equipment, outstanding modern management system, strict quality monitoring system and considerate service, the company is always on the path of development. The company has obtained a national industrial product production license, foreign trade self-run import and export rights, and passed the certification of ISO9001: 2008 Quality Management System in 2006. At present, the company can realize an annual productivity of 100,000 sets of agricultural machinery, auto motors and marine motors, and output value of CNY 100 million. Its leading products include “Xuyang”, “Xudong”, FNM3 series of domestic-use multifunctional rice mills, 6N series rice mill machine, 9FQ and 9FZ series of feed crushers, 5TG series of rice and wheat threshers, 5TY corn sheller and maize thresh, 5TW series of multi crops threshers, all types of flour grinders, drainage and irrigation machinery, bamboo processing machinery, etc. The company has obtained many national patents. Its products have been listed in the provincial catalogues of agricultural machinery purchase allowances in China On account of their reliable quality, flexible operational performance as well as economic and applicative characteristics, the products are well sold in provinces including Sichuan, Yunnan, Guizhou, Guangxi, Hunan, Hubei, Shanxi, Gansu, Hainan, Zhejiang, Guangdong, etc. and neighboring countries, winning approval from customers.

Sichuan Yibai Development Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: 88 Yibin Avenue, Shouan Town, Pujiang County, Chengdu City, Sichuan Province, 611633

Products: electric tea picker, electric single blade hedge trimmer, fruit tree shears

SJ Driveshaft Hangzhou Co., Ltd.

Address: 11 Hongtai Sixth Road, Hongken Farm, Xiaoshan District, Hangzhou City, Zhejiang Province, 311232

Email: zgz@driveshaft.cc

Website: www.chinadriveshaft.com

Products: PTO drive shaft, mechanical drive shaft, farm machinery drive shaft

Description: SJ Driveshaft Hangzhou Co., Ltd. is a professional overseas-owned enterprise engaged in the development and manufacture of various cross block universal joint, cross shaft universal joint shaft and all kinds of agricultural machinery, engineering machinery transmission shaft, drive shaft and automotive shaft. Our products are widely used in machinery, metallurgy, chemical industry, agriculture, automotive and other industries.

Sikaifu Guangzhou Bearing Co., Ltd.

Address: Room 521-02, 5 Xiheng Road, Guangtang Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou City, Guangdong Province, 510000

Email: skfgzh@126.com

Website: www.zhrb.cc

Products: gear, corn harvester

Description: import and export of technology; import and export of goods except franchised and controlled goods; wholesale trade of goods except approved goods; wholesale of instruments and meters; wholesale of construction materials and decorative materials; wholesale of lubricants; wholesale of rubber products; wholesale of
plastic products; wholesale of environmental protection equipment; wholesale of hardware products; wholesale of electrical machinery and equipment; retail of mechanical parts construction engineering machinery and equipment leasing, mechanical engineering design services; installation services of electromechanical equipment; environmental protection technical consultation and exchange services; energy saving technology promotion services; new energy power generation engineering consulting services; computer technology development and technical services; communication facilities installation services; electronic equipment installation services; computer network system engineering services; engineering technology consulting services; commodity retail trade except licensed products; commodity information consulting services

Stabilus Jiangsu Co., Ltd.
Address: Wujin District, Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 213164
Email: wwu@stabilus.com
Website: www.stabilus.com
Products: gas spring, support bar, damper
Description: Stabilus is the world’s leading provider of gas springs, damping solutions and POWERISE® drives.

Sunpu Machinery Manufacturing (Changzhou) Co., Ltd.
Address: 7 Heshan Ring Road, Jintan City, Changzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 213200
Email: zhuangxh@sunpuj.com
Products: orchard platform, truck
Description: Sangpu Agricultural Machinery Changzhou was founded in 2017. It is a professional agricultural machinery manufacturer for forest, fruit and paddy field, which integrates independent research and development, manufacture, sales, export and after services. Currently, as an intelligent remote-control forest and fruit industry agricultural machinery company, which has the most comprehensive models in the domestic market, the company mainly manufactures orchard working platform, mini tiller that can be equipped with rotary tiller, grass chopper, ditcher, sweeper, leeve shaper, wood chopper, etc., and rice transplanter. We also do the agency service for many foreign brand orchard machinery companies from countries like South Korea and Japan, mainly including multifunctional garden plant and pest control machinery, transporter, air blast long range sprayer, fruit sorting machinery, etc. Sangpu Agricultural Machinery is committed to providing the high-cost-performance forest, fruit and paddy field industry machinery for global customers. To satisfy our customers’ needs, we hold on to “advanced technology, superior quality, comprehensive models, favorable prices and excellent services.

Suzhou Aowo Auto Parts Co., Ltd.
Address: Fengyang Road, Shuangfeng Town, Taicang City, Suzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 215400
Email: 1911351310@qq.com; gm@awauto.cn
Website: http://www.awauto.cn/
Products: electric-control silicone oil clutch; cooling system
Description: Suzhou Aowo Auto Parts Co., Ltd., founded in 2006, is located in the emerging port city with beautiful scenery -- Taicang city, Suzhou, Jiangsu province. Located in the north of Shanghai, the land, sea and air transporation around Taicang is very convenient. The company is mainly engaged in mechanical processing and manufacture, and has specialized machine tool equipment. Since 2010, the company has been engaged in the development and manufacture of silicon oil clutch, and has professional production line, testing equipment and laboratory equipment. Moreover, it carries on strict quality control. After years of development, Suzhou Aowo Auto Parts Co., Ltd. has supplied products for Volvo, Steyr, Cummins, Renault, Ivec0, North Benz, Mercedes, BMW, Ford, Mazda, Nissan, Mitsubishi, etc. The products are exported to Europe, the Americas, the Middle East, Russia and other regions. The company has won the trust and favor of customers with high-quality products, professional service, and competitive prices.

Suzhou Bucher Hydraulics Co., Ltd.
Address: 168 Kuxing Road, Fen Lake Economic Development Zone, Wujiang City, Suzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 215200
Email: Sunny.Sun@bucherhydraulics.com
Products: directional control valve, differential locking valve
Description: Bucher Hydraulics is an international leading provider of innovative hydraulic drive and control technologies for mobile and industrial hydraulic applications. Contributing high-level technical expertise, the company supports its clients’ product development activities from the initial stage to the finished machine. It can provide valuable help in manufacturing advanced machinery that features stringent technical demands and exacting quality standards.

Suzhou Fengming Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Room 40-42, Building 9, Windsor Garden, Shaxi Town, Taicang City, Suzhou City, Jiangsu Province
Email: 849319116@qq.com
Products: rotary cultivator
Description: In order to build a complete sales chain, the company has created its own brand and has served the domestic market. It also has an efficient team to share high-quality products with more people who love quality life.
Suzhou Hengji Digital Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Kunshan City, Suzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 215300
Website: www.manjitec.com
Products: handheld blue light 3D scanner, portable measuring arm, three-dimensional mapping

Suzhou Jiufu Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 551 East Jiangxing Road, Wujiang City, Suzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 215000
Email: yuqs@jf698.com
Website: www.jf698.com
Products: manual seeder, riding high-speed rice transplanter
Description: Suzhou Jiufu Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd. is an integration of production, sales and service specializing in the production of high-quality rice transplanter. We have powerful research and development team, make full use of technology advantages of the institutions of higher learning, and scientific research institutes, and absorb domestic and foreign advanced technology and experience. We have a variety of products and a number of technology patents. The development of the company is the result of the efforts of a large number of experienced, skilled, trained employees with strong sense of responsibility, and the independent product research and development ability of engineering and technical personnel and staff team. The company produces the series of transplanter products from design to material selection, processing, manufacture, assembly, debugging, testing and after-sales service, in strict accordance with ISO9001 international quality management system standards.

Taifeng Flour Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 11 Quanxin Road, Economic Development Zone, Sishui County, Jining City, Shandong Province, 273200
Email: tfmfj@163.com
Website: www.tfmfj.com
Products: flour machine, precleaner
Description: Shandong Sishui Taifeng Flour Machinery Co., Ltd., originally known as the Shandong Flour Machinery Factory before restructuring, is engaged in the flour processing of complete sets of equipment development, design, manufacture, sales of grain machinery comprehensive production. The company is located in the Sishui county West Economic Development Zone, in the south of Shandong province, adjacent to historical and cultural city Qufu in the west, with Mount Tai in the north and the Yanshi Railway, National Highway 327 crossing by, where the transportation is very convenient. The leading product flour machine (single and complete sets of equipment) is divided into two major series and more than 30 varieties, including complete sets of equipment using double-entry mill or unilateral grinding and hit powder loose powder, and the combination of Gaofangping sieve, cone sieve, round sieve, clear powder machine, screen inside and outside take powder classification, and the light of the new inquiry fine grind milling process. In recent years, the company has developed special powder, fine powder and special powder out of corn, rice, chili and stone mill powder equipment using a number of national patent technologies, and has won a national new product award and millions of rural consumer trustworthy product awards. The products sell well all over the country, and are sold to eastern Europe Mongolia, North Korea, South Korea, Africa, and dozens of other countries and regions. The company is appraised as a key enterprise in Shandong province.

Taizhou Aodisen Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Building 81, China Feiyue Science and Innovation Park, Jiaojian District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 318000
Email: 154060968@qq.com
Products: gasoline engine, water pump, spray insecticide machine
Description: The company produces gasoline engine, water pump, power sprayer, and high-pressure washer.

Taizhou Bohan Plastic Co., Ltd.
Address: No. 5, Shizhu South Industrial Zone, Sanjia Street, Jiaojian District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 318014
Email: 260219886@qq.com
Website: http://www.bohanhose.com
Products: power sprayer, high-pressure braided hose, high-pressure hose
Description: Taizhou Bohan Plastic Co., Ltd. is a professional manufacturing enterprise focusing on R&D, high-quality production and diversification of sales and has extensive experience in export. It specializes in manufacturing high-pressure spray hose, high-pressure pipe of cleaning machine, air hose, low-pressure water hose, hot resisted hose, etc. Combining the best features of hoses from home and abroad, the company has made products with high quality and decent appearance that are convenient to use. There is an innovative R&D team to meet the growing market demands.

Taizhou Chunyu Machinery & Electronic Co., Ltd.
Address: Lu Nan Street, Changpu New Village, Luqiao District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 318050
Email: guanyanchi@163.com
Products: spray insecticide pump
Taizhou CMR Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Xinxin Middle Road, Chengxi Village, Xinhe Town (Inside Taizhou Great Wall Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.), Wenling City, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 317502

Email: sales@cmr-ch.com

Products: cast iron gear box, rake gear box, wheel case for fertilizer application

Description: Taizhou CMR Machinery Co., Ltd. is a joint venture company founded by CMR Group SPA from Italy and Taizhou Greatwall Machinery Manufactory Company from China. The company was established on June 19th, 2015, and is dedicated to the manufacture of agricultural reducers. The products are sold not only in the Chinese market, but also to overseas markets all over the world.

Taizhou Gyuan Industry & Trade Co., Ltd.

Address: No. 318 Xingxing, Xiachen Street, Jiaojing District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 318010

Email: 870506973@qq.com

Products: micro tillage machine, spray insecticide machine, connect the medicine dispenser directly

Description: Taizhou Common Source Industry and Trade Co., Ltd. is located in the beautiful coastal city of Taizhou, with an advantageous geographical position and convenient transportation. It is an integration of product development, manufacture, marketing and trade. The company specializes in manufacturing various kinds of agricultural, garden machinery and equipment, gasoline engine water pump, generator, spraying machine, micro tillage machine, high pressure cleaning machine and other eight series.

Taizhou Haohui Mechanical and Electrical Co., Ltd.

Address: Sanjia Binhai Industrial Zone, Jiaojing District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 318014

Email: 657976182@qq.com

Website: www.haohuichina.com

Products: 2 inches of water pump, sprayer

Description: The factory is located in the Jiaojiang Economic Development Zone, enjoying the economic prosperity, beautiful scenery, and land, sea and air transportation convenience of the East China Sea. It mainly engages in the research and development, production and sales of washing machine, garden machinery, plant protection machinery, gasoline engine, gasoline engine water pump, generator and other products, which are widely used in automobile, train, tanks, ships and other motor vehicles, engineering machinery and agricultural machinery maintenance and cleaning. There are products available for livestock and poultry farms, zoo, market, business center, swimming pool, gymnasium, environmental protection, as well as garden watering, sanitation and epidemic prevention, etc. The company has passed ISO9001: 2000/CE certification. With superior product quality, scientific management, well-equipped production lines, complete varieties, the products have been sold all over the country.

Taizhou Hengxin Valve Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: 599 Haimao Road, Jiaojing District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 318000

Email: sales@cnruijing.cn

Website: www.hengxinmetals.com

Products: nozzle, universal nozzle

Description: Taizhou HengXin Metal Product Factory, founded in 1997, is a professional factory engaged in the design, manufacture, and sales of various types of copper valves, copper pieces, copper fittings and spray parts. There are more than 150 staff, including nearly 20 professional and technical personnel of valve design and manufacture, under the 6 departments of design, production, quality testing, warehousing, sales and finance. The company has sophisticated valve manufacturing equipment and perfect testing facilities. At present, there are more than 200 sets of multi-function CNC machine, forging machine, milling machine, grinding machine, drilling machine, medium temperature control of heating furnace, shot blasting machine, assembly line, valve ultrasonic cleaning equipment, and more than 10 sets of raw materials analysis spectrometer mechanical performance test bench, image measuring instrument, air tightness test, durability test, pressure test and safety diaphragm bursting test machine and other testing equipment and instruments, producing more than 3 million sets of valves and fittings. The products are exported to many countries and regions, such as Europe, America, Africa and Asia, with an annual sales value of USD $20 million. The company uses technical innovation and quality service to open up the market, pay attention to the configuration, and the company’s human resources, and strengthen the overall management of the factory through the management model of continuous improvement and innovation.

Taizhou Hongrui Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: 55 Xingtang Road, High-tech Zone, Jiangyan City, Taizhou City, Jiansu Province, 225500

Email: 952309821@qq.com

Products: half feed baling machine, harvester blade, harvester cab

Description: Taizhou Hongrui Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd. was founded in 2003, and registered in 2016. After more than 10 years of careful operation and development, the company has now become an enterprise specializing in the production of advanced processing equipment, testing equipment as well as mechanical design, research and development. The company mainly produces harvester cutting machine, water tank automatic dust fan, sheet metal and so on.
Taizhou Jialong Baofeng Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 359 Guangxing West Road, Xiachen Street, Jiaojiang City, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 318055
Website: tzljia.en.alibaba.com
Products: gasoline engine water pump, power sprayer, pump power sprayer

Taizhou Jiaojiang Rain Plastic Co., Ltd.
Address: Dingcheng Commercial Street, Jiaojiang District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 318000
Email: 16861699@qq.com
Products: agricultural water conveyance belt

Taizhou Jiyi Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: No. 884, Industrial Zone, SanJia Street, Jiaojiang District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 318014
Email: 3138053326@qq.com.
Website: http://www.zjjyjx.cn/
Products: sprayer
Description: Taizhou Jiyi Machinery Co., Ltd. is located in a developed economy, convenient transportation, private enterprises build open coastal city – Taizhou. It is a modern enterprise engaged in the research, invention, manufacture, and sales of plant protection equipment. The company was founded in 1999. After many years of exploration, it has accumulated rich experience in production. At present, the company has a group of high-quality scientific research staff and a management team and is dedicated to the research and invention of diaphragm pumps on the basis of absorbing foreign advanced technology and constant innovation. The company has formed many types of brand like Jiyi, Lixing for diaphragm pump series, and their products are sold at home and abroad, deeply trusted by users. For many years, the company has been awarded as national quality supervision inspection qualified enterprise. The company always adheres to the management idea of “striving for the survival by quality and development with prestige”, applies scientific management mode and advanced production and testing equipment, continues to forge ahead, comprehensively constructs marketing network, make great efforts to perfect after-sales service, and actively promotes Jiyi to be the world famous brand in industry.

Taizhou Juyi Plastic Industry Co., Ltd.
Address: No. 2, Building 8, Zhejiang Sino-German (Taizhou) Industrial Cooperation Park, 558 Haihao Road, Luqiao Section, Jiju District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 318000
Email: 1512127343@qq.com
Website: www.xansn.cn
Products: spray tube
Description: Taizhou Juyi Plastic Industry Co., Ltd. was founded in 1992, covering an area of 7,000 square meters. It is a comprehensive production enterprise integrating scientific research, design, production and sales. Since its establishment, the enterprise has been developing with the help of scientific and technological talents. With advanced equipment, strong technical force and strong R&D capability, the company has established brands of high-pressure PVC agricultural hose of “Yinmao”, “Xinong” and “Ougao” and so on.

Taizhou Luqiao Hengchuang Transmission Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: No. 79, Zone 3, Luoliwang Village, Fengjiang Street, Luqiao District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province.
Email: tzhccd@163.com
Website: http://www.zjtzhccd.com/cn/
Products: rotary tiller gearbox, gear box of digging machine, reducer

Taizhou Luqiaozhongben Power Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Jinqing Town, 178 Jingang East Road No. 2, Luqiao District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 318058
Email: 609351058@qq.com
Website: www.cnzhongben.com
Products: Plunger Pumps, Gasoline Engines, Water Pumps, Electric Sprayers
Description: Taizhou Luqiao Zhongben Power Machinery Co., Ltd. is specialized in the manufacturing of utility gasoline engines, plant protection machinery and garden machinery. As a modern enterprise integrating research development, manufacture, marketing and service, the company is endowed with all kinds of advanced production and in spection equipment.

Taizhou Menghua Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 85 Halliang Road, Jiaojiang District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 318000
Email: 342438079@qq.com
Website: www.menghua.cn
Products: sprayer, gasoline sprayer, plunger pump
Description: Taizhou Menghua Machinery Co., Ltd. was founded in 1991. It is a comprehensive mechanical and technological manufacturing enterprise which focuses on research, development, production and marketing. It is located in Taizhou city with convenient transportation. The transport networks spread all over the world. The company specializes in producing power sprayer, high-pressure cleaning machine, rubber products, garden machines, spray gun, brush cutter and so on. Meanwhile,
the series sprayers are most popular in more than 30 countries. The company has a group of professional technical staff, managers and marketing service staff, run by the concept of “pragmatic, precision and honesty”. Menghua expands the investment on science, technology and innovation, and provides global customers with novel design, competitive price and best quality products.

**Taizhou Ouyi Agriculture Machinery and Technology Co., Ltd.**

Address: 238 Hongsan Road, Sanjia Street, Jiaojiang District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 318000
Email: 895825943@qq.com
Website: www.oysprayer.com

Products: garden plant protection machinery, stretcher type motorized sprayer, power sprayer

Description: Taizhou Ouyi Agricultural Machinery Technology Co., Ltd. is a professional high and new technology enterprise engaged in the research, development, manufacture and sales of all kinds of agricultural machinery including high-pressure cleaner, high-pressure pump, and garden sprayer. The company now has a high-quality technology development team and perfect management system. The company has all kinds of advanced production testing equipment, and pays good attention to product quality and after-sales service. The company owns more than 30 national patents, and more than dozens of products are entitled to the national agricultural machinery purchase subsidy.

**Taizhou Qingfeng Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: No.6-1 Chuangye Road, Jiaojiang District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 318000
Email: 1131523019@qq.com
Website: http://www.sprayerchina.com

Products: sprayer, power sprayer, pesticide sprayer

Description: Taizhou Qingfeng Machinery Co., Ltd. is located in the coastal city of Taizhou, which is the hometown of power spray, where the economy is prosperous and the transportation is convenient. The company specializes in various types of power sprayers, water pump, high-pressure washer and so on. The company has been developing products with the advanced production equipment and perfect testing systems. The company has all kinds of advanced production testing equipment, and pays good attention to product quality and after-sales service. The company owns more than 30 national patents, and more than dozens of products are entitled to the national agricultural machinery purchase subsidy.

**Taizhou Shengshi Yuanlin Mechanical and Electrical Technology Co., Ltd.**

Address: 2nd Floor, Factory Building No.1, Xinqiaoju, Xinqiao Town, Luqiao District, Taizhou, Zhejiang Province, 318055
Email: 470250384@qq.com
Website: http://www.ssgardens.com/Ch/

Products: electric pesticide sprayer, hand sprayer, electric sprayer

Description: Taizhou Shengshi Yuanlin Mechanical and Electrical Technology Co., Ltd. is a professional manufacturer focusing on developing, designing and producing diaphragm pumps, micropumps, electric cans, sprayers and so on. Established in 2008, our company is located in Xinqiao Town, Luqiao district, Taizhou city. After years of development and expansion, now the area of our factory is more than 6,660 square meters, and the floor area is nearly 10,000 square meters. Our factory has beautiful scenery, complete supporting facilities, neat and orderly environment, which shows the spirit of the modern enterprise. Now our company has more than 10 sets of different professional production equipment. At the beginning stage of design and development, every product of XLD is determined by repeated demonstration and review according to the ergonomic characteristics and requirements. From material selection, design, to color matching of the products, we naturally integrate warmth and harmony into each product, which is the pride of modern garden products. Quality is the foundation of the enterprise.

**Taizhou Xiefeng Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: 8 Beiyang No.5 Road, Toumen Port Economic Development Zone, Linhai City, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 318025
Email: xiefeng@chinasprayers.com
Website: www.chinasprayers.com

Products: electric sprayer

Description: The company is a professional enterprise specializing in sprayer research, design and production. The company has advanced production equipment, a perfect testing system, international CAD/CAM mould design device and a technical team. Professionals keep on searching development direction of new products. The products have 3C, CE and ISO9001: 2001 certifications. The company has formed a strict management system. The technical performance indicators of leading products rank at an advanced level in this industry. Apart from the domestic market, Xiefeng products are also exported to over 30 countries and regions in Europe, Southeast Asia, the Middle East, Africa and so on.

**Taizhou Xingye Seeder Factory**

Address: Chaiyang Village Industrial Zone, Hongjia Street, Jiaojiang District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 318000
Email: 809024796@qq.com
Website: https://shop7a449464s9092.1688.com/

Products: double tube seeder, single tube seeder, pushing planter
Description: The company’s original intention is to solve the problem of sowing for the majority of farmers. In order to help agricultural users to sow seeds quickly and efficiently, the company has developed a variety of sowing equipment for various terrains and crops, which is convenient for agricultural users to sow seeds with high efficiency, effectiveness and convenience. The company has always held the concept of helping the development of agricultural users.

**Taizhou Sunny Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: Hengjie Town, Industrial Zone, Luqiao District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 318056  
Email: sales@chinasprayers.com  
Website: www.chinasprayers.com  
Products: orchard blowing sprayer, boom-type sprayer, blowing sprayer  
Description: Taizhou Sunny Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd., the core enterprise of Farmate Group, is a professional, leading and modern enterprise integrating development, manufacture and sales of agricultural and horticultural plant protection machinery. The company occupies an area of 40,000 square meters, with a construction area of 35,000 square meters. It has over 600 staff members including over 60 senior engineers and technicians. It possesses over 300 sets of world advanced manufacturing equipment, 12 modernized production lines, and complete inspection and measuring means. Since its foundation in 2002, relying on technological progress and scientific management, the company has successively passed the ISO9001: 2008 international quality management system certification, ISO14001 international environmental management system certification, ISO18000 occupational health and safety system certification, the national measuring and inspection system authentication, and the enterprise standardization good practice grade AAA authentication. The company has undertaken a number of projects of National “863” Scheme and national level scientific research projects supported by the state. Also, the company has drafted a number of national industry standards for spraying machines. The main products of the company include manual sprayers, power sprayers, mistdusters, thermal foggers, large-sized air blast orchard sprayers, field boom sprayers, etc., totally over 10 series and more than 200 models, with the annual capacity of 2,000,000 units of manual sprayers, and 200,000 units of power sprayers. Some products have passed through the GS, CE, ROHS, UL, CCC and other international and national quality and safety certifications. Over 90% of the products are exported overseas and deeply praised by clients from all over the world, covering the markets of more than 100 countries and regions, such as Europe, America, Southeast Asia, Middle East, Africa and so on.

**Telake (Weifang) Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd.**

Address: East of Haifeng Road and South of Cailin Road, Binhai District, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261108  
Website: www.telake.cn  
Products: wheeled tractor  
Description: Established in 1999, Weifang Telake Agriculture Equipment Co., LTD is located in Weifang, Shandong, China. The company is one of the largest manufacturers of wheel tractors, power range from 25HP to 260HP, and related agriculture equipment.

**Tengzhou Xinrui Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: East End of Liulimiao Village, Baogou Town, Tengzhou City, Zaozhuang City, Shandong Province, 277500  
Email: 1358192911@qq.com  
Website: http://xrjx7188.1688.com  
Products: corn harvester cab, cotton picker cab  
Description: Tengzhou Xinrui Machinery Co., Ltd. is a professional company engaged in the production and processing of crane cab, corn harvester driving room, excavator cab, sanitation cab, engineering machinery cab, rotary digging machine driving room, agricultural machinery cab and other products. It owns a complete and scientific quality management system. Tengzhou Xinrui Machinery Co., Ltd., with integrity, strength and quality products, is highly recognized in the industry.

**Thinker Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: 1688 Xingguang Street, Hefu Town, Nanxun District, Huzhou City, Zhejiang Province, 313017  
Email: xgnjscb2014@163.com  
Website: http://www.xg1688.com/  
Products: harvester, self-propelled track baler, cotton picker  
Description: Thinker Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.

---
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is a diversified R&D, manufacture, sales and services enterprise that has specialized in supporting customers to provide the best performance application of high-efficiency agricultural machines since established in the year of 2004. The fundamental principle follows the simple proposition of traditional Chinese agricultural civilization, and the company is dedicated to promoting and adopting advanced agricultural equipment. With the senior engineers who have rich experience of 30 years in agricultural machinery, joined by R&D team, and professional senior technicians together with an excellent and skilled staff team, the company shows tremendous strength in agricultural machinery R&D and manufacture and has achieved and reserved a number of national patents relying on the technical advantages, and now the company has been identified as “national key high-tech enterprise” “national enterprise of grade three on safety and quality standardization” and “leading enterprise of industry in Huzhou city”. The company has been certified with ISO9001 QMS as well as ISO14000 EMS and OHSAS18000. Thinker has introduced advanced manufacturing facilities including high-speed laser cutting machines with full-automatic feeding and unloading, NC laser pipe cutting machines, panel bending production lines and robot welding production lines, etc. The company mainly provides self-propelled combine harvesters, cultivation machines, and plant protection machines, which have been widely adopted in China and in the meantime exported to many countries and regions. Based on the excellent operational performance and reliable after-sale services, the company has built a good reputation among customers from all over the world.

**Tianjin Jinghai Xingsheng Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: Dahaozhuang Industrial Zone, Jinghai District, Tianjin, 301608

Email: tjxsjx@126.com

Products: baler, windrower, pastoral management machine

Description: Jinghai Xingsheng Machinery Co., Ltd. is a professional manufacturing company of agricultural machinery, and has more than 20 years of history and advanced manufacturing experience. The company has advanced stamping, welding, heat treatment, mechanical processing capacity, well-equipped production lines, advanced technology, strong technical force, perfect detection methods, perfect quality assurance system, and thoughtful customer service system. The main products include DN series multifunctional pastoral management machine, 4 gl series rice windrower, series of products and a variety of supporting agricultural machinery. The DN series, pastoral management machine were twice awarded as brand-name products in 1999 by tianjin government, and other types of pastoral management machine were included in the 2015-2017 national supported agricultural machinery product promotion directory.

**Tianjin Jinqiang Xunfa Metal Products Co., Ltd.**

Address: 100 meters east of the village committee of Wanghuzhuang Village, Daquizhuang Town, Jinghai District, Tianjin, 301606

Email: jinqiangxunfa@163.com

Products: Jinqiang rotary tillage knife, Jinqiang C-type knife

**Tianjin Junxiang Industry Trade Co., Ltd.**

Address: 200 meters east of Pangzhuangzi Village Central Primary School, Daquizhuang Town, Jinghai District, Tianjin, 301611

Email: 13820320220@126.com

Products: rotary tillage knife, stubble cutting knife, micro tillage knife

**Tianjin United Tire Rubber International Co., Ltd.**

Address: 347 Hanjiang Road, Lingang Economic Zone, Binhai District, Tianjin, 300452

Email: baijie@tutrictire.com

Website: www.tutrictire.com

Products: tire of ensilage machine, high-floating tires, tractor tires

Description: Tianjin United Tire Rubber International Co., Ltd. is a sino-foreign joint venture established in 1985. It is the only manufacturer in China specializing in a full range of off-the-road tires and specialty tires for applications in mining, building and construction, agriculture, forestry, sand service, port, etc. The products cover from 4.00-16 to 52/80-57 in 221 sizes, 155 tread patterns and 1600 varieties, including earthmover tires, forestry tires, radial agri tires, agricultural bias tires, high flotation tires, port tires, etc. in 12 series. They are in conformity with TRA standard and are exported to over 30 countries and regions, with more than 50% of total sales belonging to oversea market. Moreover, the company has obtained the ISO9001 Certificate.

**Tianjin Wangheng Industrial Co., Ltd.**

Address: Caigongzhuang Town Industrial Park, Jinghai District, Tianjin, 301606

Email: 1687779208@qq.com

Website: www.whsygf.com

Products: rotary tillage knife, stubble cutting knife, 7-font knife

**Tianjin Shengde Musical Instruments Co., Ltd.**

Address: Sidangkou Village, Caigongzhuang Town, Jinghai District, Tianjin, 301646

Email: shengdeyueqi@163.com
Products: rotary tillage knife

Description: Tianjin Huasheng Musical Instrument Manufacturing Co., Ltd. was founded in 1999. The company’s main products are brass instruments and rotary tool products including trumpet, cornet, knife, knife tillers, etc. The products are sold domestically and abroad, loved by majority of customers.

Tianjin Zhouxin Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: 23 Jinhai Road, Jinghai Development Zone, Jinghai, Tianjin, 301600
Website: www.zhouxintj.com

Products: muffler series, spring series, farm machinery series

Topxgun Nangjing Robotics Co., Ltd.
Address: Building No.8, Jiangsu Software Park, Dongji Avenue, Jiangning District, Nanjing City, Jiangsu Province, 211100
Email: gxyin@topxgun.com
Website: http://www.topxgun.com/

Products: topxgun F16 plant protection machine, topxgun F12 plant protection machine, topxgun XC-05 Vertical on and landing fixed-wing machine

Description: TopxGun team was firstly established in 2009 and formally registered in 2015. With more than 10 years of experience in flight control development and manufacture, TopxGun has expanded our technologies to produce UAV and peripherals including sensors, pods, apps, software and cloud service system. TopxGun products are widely used for agricultural purposes, power line inspection, delivery, etc. The R&D team takes up more than 60 of the 200 employees in the company. TopxGun boasts a team of talents graduated from world-known aeronautics universities such as NUAA and Beihang University, who have rich knowledge and experience in designing UAV, military aircraft, and large aircraft. Since its foundation, TopxGun has been making technological breakthroughs, with 300 intellectual properties and 200 patents being filed. TopxGun owns qualifications including High Technology Enterprise Certificate, ISO9001, ISO20000, ISO27001, etc. The UAVs has passed international tests such as CE, FCC, FOHS and KC. Currently focusing on drones for plant protection, TopxGun has been optimizing products according to agricultural professionals’ feedbacks. Now 20,000 sets of TopxGun flight controls have been sold to 400 domestic and 100 overseas clients, which include enterprises in Japan, Korea, Thailand, Australia and other countries in East Asia and North America.

Total Junan Auto Parts Co., Ltd.
Address: No. 166, Tian Village, Wangguanzhuang Town, Qinghe District, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 54800
Email: qhchangcheng@126.com

Products: clutch cable, throttle cable, brake cable

Description: Total Junan Auto Parts Co., Ltd., originally named The Great Wall Motor Vehicle Accessories Factory, specializes in the production of all kinds of auto parts, micro tillage machine accessories, transplanters, machine parts, harvester parts, farm vehicle parts, automotive wire, cable, micro tillage machine thread, micro tillage machine lasso, harvester, harvester arrows, clutch pull lasso, reverse thread, vice variable throttle pull, hand throttle controller assembly, cable assembly, stall rucco, tractor, engineering machinery and other products.

Vodar Tianjin Co., Ltd.
Address: No. 7 Liaoning Road, Ziya Circular Economy Zone, Tianjin, 301600
Email: zhangruixuan@vodar.cn
Website: https://www.vodarengineering.cn

Products: center pivot sprinkler irrigation machine, vodal heavy high-density round baler, reel sprinkler irrigation machine

Description: VODAR was founded in 2010 and is located in Tianjin city, focusing on the research, production, and sales of irrigation system and plastic pipes. With more than 10 years' development in the irrigation industry, VODAR’s factory covers more than 108 acres and has 42,000 square meters of building area. There are 180 employees and most of them have worked here for a long time. In 2017, VODAR was successfully listed and the public stock code is 870768. VODAR's product line has covered most of the irrigation requirements: center pivot irrigation system, lateral irrigation system, hose reel irrigation system, sprinkler irrigation system, drip irrigation products, PVC pipes, and PE pipes. Over the past few years of production, management, and exploration, VODAR has passed the ISO9001 quality certification, CE certification, BV certification, and now owns 28 patents. As a result of our high-quality products and outstanding customer service, the company has gained a global sales network reaching United States, Australia, New Zealand, Russia, Ukraine, the Middle East, Sudan, Zambia, Zimbabwe, and South Africa.

Wafangdian Jinyue Bearing Manufacturing Co., Ltd. Hangzhou Branch
Address: Taoyuan Village, Puyang Town, Xiaoshan District, Hangzhou City, Zhejiang Province, 331200
Email: 763050139@qq.com

Products: bearing

Weifang Fengcheng Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: No.183, Gebu Village, Yuhe Street, Weicheng District, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261011
Email: feng3220779201@icloud.com
Weifang Fengyilai Qili Harvester Fittings Co., Ltd.

Address: West side of the middle section of Yuyuan Road, Binhai Economic and Technological Development Zone, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 262737
Email: fyl_yuanxungang@hotmail.com

Products: straw returning machine, harvester blade, harvester auger, straw chopper

Description: Weifang Fengyilai Qili Harvester Fittings Co., Ltd., is located in the Laizhou Bay, covers more than 6000 square meters and has six workshops consisting of machining, stamping, heat treatment and general assembly, etc. It is a professional factory which produces the cutting and fixed blade that was used in machine cutter with GB1211-86 standard, agriculture machine reaping machine and all kinds of fittings to the full feeding and half feeding harvester both at home and abroad.

Weifang Guwo Agricultural Equipment Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: Houmiao Village, Huanglou Street, Qingzhou City, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 262500
Website: https://www.nongjitong.com/company/weifangguwo/

Products: self-propelled boom sprayer

Weifang Herd King Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Xiyangjiaobu Village, Weicheng District, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261011
Email: 1299804631@qq.com
Website: www.nongjitong.com/company/wfmw/

Products: tractor, baler, cutrake

Description: Weifang Muwang Machinery Co., Ltd. is a professional company engaged in the processing and sales of bundling machine, machine, mower, tiller and other agricultural products. The company has three packages of professional sales and technical teams to provide customers with a full range of after-sales service.

Weifang HongLiu Machinery Development Co., Ltd.

Address: 2088 West Minzhu Street, Economic Development Zone, Hanting District, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261057
Email: 2708816877@qq.com
Website: http://www.fubaotian.cn/

Products: wheel tractor

Description: Weifang Hongliu Machinery Development Co., Ltd. is located in Weifang Economic Development Zone, Shandong province. It is near the beautiful spectacular Weifang “Kite Flying Square” about 11 kilometers in the south, connects the National Highway 309 and Jiqing Highway in the south, and near “Haode Trade Square” about 3 kilometers in the east, which is the largest square in Weifang and contains all kinds of electrical appliances, hardware, chemical building materials, steel and so on. The convenient transportation, procurement convenience and large development area are very beneficial to the company’s development. Now the company covers an area of more than 34,000 square meters, with a building area of more than 16,000 square meters; the layout of the production area, office area and living area are reasonable and orderly. The company boasts strong technical force, perfect production management and quality management system, and complete product inspection and testing equipment. It also has the technology development capability. There are 225 employees in the company. There are 25 professional engineering and technical management personnel of preliminary, intermediate and senior titles, including 9 senior engineers. The leading products of the company consist of “FuBaoTian” brand 30 ~ 80 horsepower basic series, 35 ~ 80 horsepower greenhouse king series, 80220 horsepower series and other series of wheel tractor, as well as buried ditcher MT500 ~ 800. The annual production capacity of tractors can reach more than 20,000 units; the annual production capacity of buried cane ditcher can reach more than 5000 units.

Weifang Hongyan Plastic Products Factory

Address: Changle Chengnan Industrial Park, Changle County, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 262405
Email: 13455675070@139.com
Website: www.wf-hy.cn

Products: PE Micro-spray belt, PE Water delivery belt, PE Water delivery tube

Description: Weifang Hongyan Plastic Products Factory was founded in 1999, which was officially registered in 2002. It is a large professional enterprise which produces plastic flexible water hose, with nearly 20 years of production experience in plastic water pipe. The factory is located in Nanhao Industrial Park of Changle, Weifang, covering an area of 14,000 square meters. It has 8,000 square meters of workshop, with more than 50 customer service staff, and five research staff. It has more than ten advanced production lines for independent development, with annual production capacity of more than 3,000 tons. The factory has featured products such as water delivery belts and PE micro-spraying hose with big spraying width, which are independently developed by our company, with proprietary intellectual property rights. The company has a strong technical force and excellent exploring capacity, and can develop products with special specifications on the basis of the requirements of the customers. The company adopts quality raw materials in production, with advanced equipment, high degree of automation and solid technical strength, all safeguarding stable and reliable product quality.
Weifang Huabo Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd.

Address: Weichang Road North, Yongjun Road East, Weicheng District, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261021
Email: xsgszyc@163.com
Products: wheel tractor, np-till seeder
Description: Weifang Huabo Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd. was established in 2016 and it was invested with 51 million yuan by Weifang Huaxia Tractor Co., Ltd. It is located in Lebushan Industry Park, Weicheng district, Weifang city, close to Jiaoji Railway and Qingyin Expressway, with convenient transportation. Covering an area of about 140,000 square meters, it is a modern private enterprise integrating scientific research, production and marketing. There are more than 2,000 staff, including 10 technical staff, more than 20 salespeople and foreign trade staff. The products are sold all over the world. Weifang Huabao has strong technical force, excellent production equipment, advanced automatic assembly line, and various sets of inspection equipment.

Weifang Huaxia Tractor Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: East of Xihuan Road, North of Qingyuan Street, Weifang Economic Development Zone, Hanting District, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261103
Email: ccb51898@126.com
Website: http://www.hxnyzb.com/
Products: boom sprayer, wheel tractor, maize harvester
Description: Weifang Huaxia Tractor Manufacturing Co., Ltd. is one of the largest tractor manufacturers in China. The company is located in Weifang city, Shandong province, China, and was established in 2006. There are over 300 employees, and the assets amount to over 20 million yuan. The company has an annual productive ability of 150 series of tractors. Huaxia brand tractors are the main products, with 2WD and 4WD, from 12HP to 180HP. The 150 series of tractors have the best quality in China. The company has 7 registered patents, such as small tractor shelves, small tractor gearboxes and small tractor hydraulically driven systems. The technology is advanced at home and abroad. According to the market need, 40 series of tractors are developed and produced. Most of the hard-core products are produced in the factory, such as gearboxes and accelerators, to assure the dependability. Huaxia brand tractors sell well in more than 20 provinces, cities and municipalities of China. Now the tractors have been exported to more than 50 countries and regions, such as the USA, Canada, Chile, Argentina, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Mozambique, Egypt, Algeria, England, Germany, Norway, the Netherlands, Albania, Pakistan, Malaysia, etc. The company enjoys consumer’s trust on account of the high-quality products and perfect services.

Weifang Jialinuo Agricultural Machinery Equipment Co., Ltd.

Address: Shaowengmiao Village, Junbukou Town, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261000
Email: 1074418097@qq.com
Website: www.weifangjialinuo.com
Products: rotary tillage machine, straw returning machine, vine burying machine
Description: Weifang Jialinuo Agricultural Machinery Equipment Co., Ltd. is located in the urban area of the world kite capital, Weifang city. The main products of the company include walking tractors, rotary tillers for four-wheel tractors and stubble cleaners, pint-sized tillage machines, deep loosening machines, shed shutter machines and a complete set of machinery and other products. The company has a strong technical force, advanced process equipment, and constantly develops new products by using new technologies. The company has been certificated by the ISO9001: 2008 quality management system and has created its own corporate brand. In order to serve the users better, the company has strengthened the capabilities of service team for the provision of entire after-sales service.

Weifang Jinruiyuan Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Xixiaohe Village, Weicheng District, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261000
Email: jrynyjx@163.com
Products: obstacle avoidance lawn mower
Description: The company is always on the way of making agricultural work more efficient and giving more hope to farmers.

Weifang Jintan Harvester Blade Factory

Address: South end of Luhai Road, Binhai Development Zone, Hanting District, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 262737
Email: sgjintandp@163.com
Products: slicer, blade, blade guard
Description: Weifang Jintan Harvester Blade Factory lies in the world’s kite capital, Weifang, China. The company specializes in producing harvester blade, helical blade, knife guard, cutter bar assembly, cutter bar, spring tooth, and other accessories for Kubota, Yanma, Tatung, John Deere Maschinery, etc. The company is also the designated production factory of Foton. The products are exported to many countries like Egypt, India, Pakistan, Malaysia, Myanmar, South Korea, Thailand, Vietnam, Morocco and other countries of Southeast Asia as well as the Middle East. The products have passed ISO 9001 International Quality Management System Certification and they are well received by customers.
Weifang Leiteng Power Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Leiteng Power, Qingzhou City, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 262500
Email: 710307794@qq.com
Website: www.leitengdongli.com

Products: diesel generator sets, diesel engine

Description: For 10 years, the company has focused on diesel generator R&D and manufacture. The diesel generator range covers 20kW~3000kW in open type, silent type, mobile type, container type, and fully automatic system. Weifang Leiteng offers customized engine as Cummins, Deutz, Perkins, Weichai, Volvo, MTU, Yuchai, Shanghai, Leiteng power, etc. There are 200 sets production equipment and 9 production lines with dust-free plant which covers an area of 430,000 square feet. The company is ISO9001: 2015 certificated and has an annual output of 20,000 sets. The well-trained engineers and skilled employees ensure excellent product quality and service and the products are widely praised by clients from 40 countries and regions.

Weifang Liwang Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd.

Address: No. 1, Row 1, North, 50 meters east of the intersection of Airport Road and Weijiao Road, Kuwew District, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261000
Email: 13563698836@163.com
Website: https://www.nongjitong.com/company/weifangliwang/

Products: wheel tractor

Description: Weifang Liwang Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd. is a professional manufacturer of wheeled tractors. The company was established in 2010 and has more than 120 employees. It is located at the intersection of Weifang Weilin Road and Airport Road, where the transportation is convenient. The factory covers an area of 30,000 square meters, and has two standard factories. The company, in accordance with the domestic market demand, is committed to the high-end tractors and agricultural equipment research and development. The main products are force ace TY series, TE series, TB series, TD series, TC series, TS series of multi cylinder tractors, covering 30-260 horsepower range, with more varieties compared with similar products, to adapt to paddy fields, greenhouses, orchards, deserts, hills and other environment and terrains. With better comprehensive performance, overall power, diversity, better price, and fresh design concept, the product models are the ideal choice for the majority of farmers. Liwang’s products are in full accordance with national standards from research and development to production assembly, and can be tailored to user needs for product improvement and free selection of a variety of configurations. Liwang has many years of agricultural equipment design and production experience, and strives to be closer to the user to provide reliable and durable products as the constant pursuit. The company’s tractors are sold throughout the country and a number of countries overseas, praised by the majority of users. With the introduction of the ISO9000 system management model in the production and operation process, the use of advanced production and manufacturing technology, the company aims to strengthen in full sense the product quality and stability, enhance market competitiveness, and realize product development potential, launching new products to meet market demands.

Weifang Luke Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: 300 meters East of Zhuhe Bridge, North of the Eastern Outer Ring, Hanting District, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261100
Email: lukejx@163.com
Website: www.wf-qilu.com

Products: garden manage machiner, precise seeding machine for vegetables, mini-tiller

Description: Weifang Luke Machinery Co., Ltd. is located in Weifang city, the famous World Kite Capital. The transportation is very convenient. This company was founded in 1988, and Weifang Luke has now become a big firm with a history of more than 20 years. Our company covers an area of 10,290 square metres and the building area is of 9,556 square metres. The products are ditcherhiller, mini-tiller, garden machiner and steering box for autos and agricultural tricycles. The 6th generation of new products include: ditcherhiller 3WG-6YP02A with lowgear, tiller 1WG-6YJ with high tank, ridger, film layer and potato digger, etc.; our 7th generation of new products include: dif of 3WG-6YP, dif of 1WG-6Y and dif of 1WG-6YJ. The company has earned many honours from the government, and passed the certificate of ISO9001-2000. The products of ditcherhiller, tiller and garden machinery also enable Weifang Luke to get subsidies from many provincial governments. Depending on the advanced technology, rich experience, strict QC and fine after-sale service, the products are sold throughout the country and exported overseas.

WeiFang LuYuan Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: No. 4, Intelligent Equipment Industrial Park, West of Fangtai Road, North of Shuangyang Street, Fenghuang Street, Fangzi District, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261200
Email: 814061035@qq.com
Website: www.wfliuyuan.cn

Products: mountain and hill track tractor gearbox rear axle, chassis assembly for four-drive and ten-gear farm machinery, 120 directly connected gearbox rear axle

Description: Weifang Luyuan Machinery Co., Ltd. is a professional enterprise specializing in production, research and development, and supporting agricultural machinery walking gearbox assembly. Founded in 2004, the company has been in the leading position in the field of tractor gearbox and various agricultural machinery gearboxes. The “Mountain Orchard” and “Greenhouse King Tractor
Gearbox” assembly independently developed by the company have obtained one invention patent and four utility model patents and are in the leading position in China. The company has an independent design and R&D team, providing a complete set of design, R&D, processing, production and assembly, sales services for the majority of agricultural machinery manufacturers. The company currently has three series of more than 60 products selected by the company’s whole machine manufacturers. The company’s products mainly include agricultural machinery gearbox, plain dryland tractors, paddy tractors, harvesters, orchard tractors, walking systems of various deformed agricultural machinery, etc. They can be designed according to customers’ requirements for the working environment and walking mode of the whole machine. The products include tractors, corn harvesters, peanut harvesters, onion planting and walking integration, mountain harvesting. The Dapeng tractor, mountain and hilly orchard tractor with two-drive, four-drive walking systems, were sold to domestic companies and other well-known companies and distributors from Mexico, Argentina, Ukraine in the industry, and have achieved good market reputation and performance.

**Weifang Mikilin Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: Shaowengmiao Village, Weicheng District, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261000

Email: 1500202627@qq.com

Website: http://www.sdmkdr.com/

Products: wheeled tractor

Description: Weifang Mikilin Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd., located in Weifang city, Shandong province, is a large-scale private enterprise specializing in the research and development, production and sales of tractors, agricultural machinery, etc., with 300 employees and 20 senior engineers, covering an area of more than 500 mu. There are 8 workshops with an area of 200,000 square meters, 25 modern production lines, and more than 20 sets of high-end equipment such as those of R&D, experiment and detection. The company has an agricultural equipment business division. At present, its main products are tractors of 25 to 260 horsepower, small four-wheel tractors of 12 to 25 horsepower, walking tractors of 8 to 20 horsepower, micro cultivators and all kinds of agricultural machinery. The products have been sold to more than 20 provinces and cities in China as well as countries all over the world.

**Weifang National Security Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: 4331 Hailong Road, Hanting District, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261100

Email: 2570138568@qq.com

Website: www.wfgage.com

Products: round bale baler

Description: Weifang National Security Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd. was established in 1998, the predecessor of Weifang Anguo Casting Plant. The company specializes in the scientific research, production and sales of harvesting machinery spare parts and agricultural machinery and the products are praised by the majority of users.

**Weifang Sanshan Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: Jiulong Street Office, Fangzi District, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 262514

Email: 1349492974@qq.com

Website: www.wfsanshan.com

Products: garden manage machiner, cropper, broken branches cropper

Description: Weifang Sanshan Machinery Co., Ltd., founded in 2004, covering an area of 20,000 square meters, has complete equipment, strong technical force, and advanced methods of detection. With independent research and development of new products, it is a professional manufacturer focusing on pastoral management and micro-farming machine. 3TG4Q series are the company’s main products of rural management, and 1WG6 series are micro tillage machines.

**Weifang Sanshan Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: Shandong Tobacco Research Institute, Qingzhou City, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 262500

Email: 823276029@qq.com

Website: http://www.wfxbny.com/

Products: ridging and film laying machine, transplanter, ridger machine

Description: Weifang Snow Leopard Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd. is an enterprise mainly aimed at seedlings and saplings of vegetables, oil peony, sugar beet, corn, onion, medicinal materials, stevia, flower and other cash crops mechanismnary, a research and development of modern agricultural equipment, as well as developing sets of mechanized solutions of land management, deep ploughing, fertilization, spraying, harvesting and others for customers. The company is located in Qingzhou Development Zone. With the existing scientific production technology and technical strength, high-quality staff and worker teams, high-quality products, and reasonable prices in the industry, the company has gained high reputation from customers. The products are sold to Xinjiang in the west, Hainan in the south, Heilongjiang in the north, and some products
are exported to Southeast Asia, Africa, South America and so on.

Weifang Taihong Tractor Co., Ltd.

Address: Majia Village, West Baotong Street, Weifang City, Weicheng District, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261053

Email: 948879682@qq.com

Website: http://en.weifangtaihong.com/

Products: wheeled tractor

Description: Weifang Taihong Tractor Co., Ltd. was founded in 1997, covering a land area of 261,053 square meters and has 468 employees. The company mainly manufactures tractors from 30hp to 260hp and castings which are sold in 22 provinces and cities in China, with “garden tractors” especially welcomed by most customers.

Weifang Taishan Tractor Co., Ltd.

Address: Weifang Taishan Tractor Factory, Weicheng District, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261021

Email: wfwtt401@126.com

Website: www.weifangtaishan.com

Products: wheeled tractor, tractor

Description: Founded in 1999, the company is located in the Chinese largest tractor manufacturing zone of Weifang, owning convenient transportation and favorable geographical location. Weifang Taishan is a specialized medium-sized agricultural equipment manufacturer. The company covers an area of 72,000 square meters, with over 400 employees, 26 of whom are engineering and technical personnel above the intermediate level. The company's main products are “Wei-Tai” branded tractor, rice transplanter, harvester and farming implements, which have gained a very high reputation by high quality, good service, and reasonable price. The distribution network covers 20 provinces in China. With independent right of importing and exporting, the products have been exported to more than 20 countries and regions including India, Pakistan, Mongolia, Africa, Thailand, Burma, Vietnam, DPRK and South America.

Weifang Tp Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Mining Machinery Industrial Park, North Section of Dayi Road, Economic Development Zone, Changle County, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 262400

Email: phx@tpmachinery.net

Website: www.tpmachinery.net

Products: muti-function orchard operations platform, muti-function and aerial work operations platform, tree digging machine

Description: Weifang Tp Machinery Co., Ltd. is a sino-foreign joint venture established by Philip Bone. It is a machinery manufacturing company integrating design, research and development, manufacture and sales. The company, through the investigation and analysis of the status of domestic landscape, fruit forestry and other cash crop agricultural, according to the needs of customers, and with the introduction of foreign mature technology and the teamwork of domestic technical team on development and production, has realized domestic and foreign customized service, and helped to create a whole process of mechanization operation of high-end agriculture. Through the introduction of foreign high-end research and development personnel, advanced technology and production management method, starting from the root of agricultural production, according to the actual operation requirements in terms of technology integration, domestic industry and on filling the blank of domestic agricultural production machinery market, as well as meeting the demand of design, research and development production in China horticulture production, the company can increase the production efficiency of agricultural professional machinery. At present, the company has applied for 32 national patents and has authorized 20 patents and has passed market supervision and administration of Shandong province. It was awarded by the agriculture and rural areas in Shandong province hall as “orchard muti-function operations platform where standards unit”, and has won the “2019 weifang international science and technology cooperation award”, “2018 annual top the first kinetic energy conversion between the old and the new science and technology innovation contest excellence award”, and “2019 municipal specialization, new small and mediumsized enterprises”. In 2019, the company established “Weifang Muti-Function Orchard Operations Platform Engineering Laboratory”, “Weifang Horticulture Muti-Function Operations Platform Engineering Technology Research Center”, and other research and development platforms. In cooperation with the Xinjiang Academy of Agricultural Reclamation, the company established the research center of multifunction orchard work platform and agricultural mechanization. Weifang TP has also cooperated with and has the intention to cooperate with Nanjing Research Institute, the National Bureau of Forestry and Grassland, Harbin Institute of Forestry Machinery, Weifang Institute of Electrical, Mechanical and Vehicle Engineering, Hebei Agricultural University, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering college, and many other institutes, colleges and universities. A series of products of the multifunctional operation platform of the forestry industry have passed the inspection report with the mark of “CMA” produced by the product quality inspection center of Shandong Agricultural Machinery Research Institute, which provides the data basis and confidence for the quantitative production, market promotion and application of the multifunctional operation platform of the forestry industry in the next two years.

Weifang Wofu Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Jinke Huafu, Weicheng District, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261021

Email: 691503217@qq.com

Website: http://xiaonongji.nongcundating.com/com/
Weifang Weirun Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: 50 meters northwest of Hetou Industrial Park Road, Yingqiu Town, Weicheng District, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261021

Products: 1gkn-250 rotary tiller, rotary machine, double shaft rotary tiller

Weifang Wolong Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Address: No. 225, Hetou Village, Yingqiu Town, Changle County, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 262500

Email: 308738134@qq.com

Website: http://66697t87z975.cn.gongxuku.com

Products: tractor, four wheels tractor, walking tractor

Description: Weifang Wolong Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd., is a special manufacturer of small agricultural machines, horticulture machines in Weifang city, Shandong province, China. The main products include: 1. Agricultural machines such as walking tractor power tiller, mini tiller, rotary tiller, trailer, harvester and four wheels tractor with implements. 2. Horticulture machines and tools such as small gasoline engine, flail mower, grass cutter, water pump, etc. As a rapidly growing factory, Weifang Wolong supplies good quality products and exported products to more than 70 countries with on-time delivery based on long-term strategic cooperation.

Weifang Xincheng Tire Co., Ltd.

Address: Xiazhuang Industrial Park (Behind Liujiacun Village), Gaomi City, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261500

Email: sd_fzh@163.com

Website: www.wfxclt.com

Products: tire

Description: The company was founded in 1998, and it is located in Xiazhuang Industrial Park, Gaomi city. The main products are exported to Australia, South Africa America, Europe, Southeast Asia and other countries and regions.

Weifang Yi Shan Heavy Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Intersection of Shanshui Road and Zhanbei Street, Zhuliu Industrial Park, Changle County, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 261000

Email: tina@chinamappower.com

Website: https://yishanzhonggong.1688.com/

Products: disc cropper, mechanical shovel

Description: The company specializes in four kinds of products: disc mower, front end loader and backhoe loader for tractor, dumper truck and loader. Weifang Yi Shan Heavy Machinery Co., Ltd. attaches great importance to product quality and has a complete and scientific quality management system. The company has long been engaged in construction machinery production and manufacturing management and has technical strength and processing strength. After 12 years of intensive research, the production of disc mower, tractor with front end loader and backhoe loader, dumper truck is in the domestic leading level. Among them, tractors are equipped with front loaders, which enable the carrying of a variety of auxiliary tools such as ordinary buckets, quick change, wood grabbers, grasping clips, forks, four-in-one buckets and so on.

Weifang Yingruiyuan Industry and Trade Co., Ltd.

Address: Yaotou Village, Liquan Street, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 61500

Website: https://yingruiyuan.1688.com/

Products: sprayer tires, plant protection machinery tires, agricultural tires

Weifang Zhongchi Benye Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd.

Address: 6501 Fangchang Road, Yingqiu Town, Changle County, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 262400

Email: zhongchibenye@126.com

Website: http://www.zhongchibenye.com

Products: wheeled tractor

Description: Weifang Zhongchi Benye Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd. is located at 6501 Fangchang Road, Yingqiu Town, Changle County, adjacent to the expressway in the east and the Changshen Expressway in the west, where the transportation is very convenient nearby. The company strives to use advanced technology to produce various types of high- and medium-horsepower tractor products. The company now mainly produces the model of 45120 tractors for Zhongchi Benye with the model numbers of 454, 504, 504D, 604, 604-A, 604-E, 704, 704-A, 704B, 804-A, 804-B, 904, 904-B, 904-S, 1004, 1204, which meet the different requirements of field management for users from all over the country. In recent years, with the joint efforts of all staff of the company, the company adheres to maintaining and enhancing production quality, doing a
good job in the brand of agricultural machinery industry, further exploring the characteristics of agricultural machinery industry, and constantly improving product quality and after sales service.

**Weifang Zongjian Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: Binhai Development Zone, Hanting District, Weifang City, Shandong Province, 262737

Email: 13863665310@126.com

Website: [http://wangzongjianco.cn.1688.com/](http://wangzongjianco.cn.1688.com/)

Products: earth auger, spring material line, spiral blade

Description: The leading products are the harvester auger screw, screw blades of agriculture machinery spare parts, auger flights for grain machinery, shaftless spirals made from 65Mn high carbon steel, shaftless augers, auger line for the feeding machine, and spring screw blades. The thickness of the newly developed screw blades can reach 8mm, and they are the best choice for construction machinery, food processing machinery, and chemical transportation equipment, etc. The company also produces the earth auger, hole digger machine and its accessories like drill bit, drill point and the drill pipe. For the small grain machine, the company has applied for national patent products, and the lifting capacity it is 18 tons per hour, deeply welcomed by customers. The company is located in the north of the Bohai Laizhou Bay, close to the shining pearl of Bohai sea “economic gold necklace”, in Shandong Weifang Binhai Economic Development Zone, where the geographical position is extremely advantageous, and the transportation of land, sea and the air is very convenient. It covers an area of 8.50 hectares, with modern workshops of 6000 square meters. There are 50 employees, including 10 senior and intermediate level professionals and technical personnel. There are a variety of mechanical processing equipment, with 5 sets of helical blade rolling mill specialized facility, 1 set of slitting machine, 4 sets of lifting equipments, and a number of auxiliary equipment. The company supplies all kinds of high-quality steel strips, the most of which are made from 65Mn steel, amon which the spring steel is purchased from Shanghai Baogang company. The products of are with high quality and competitive price, and the factory is equipped with complete and scientific quality management system. The integrity, strength and product quality of Weifang Zongjian Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd. are recognized in the industry.

**Weinan General Equipment Manufacturing Co., Ltd.**

Address: West Section of Huashan Street, High-tech Development Zone, Linwei District, Weinan City, Shaanxi Province, 714000

Website: [http://www.wntysb.com](http://www.wntysb.com)

Products: corn peeling grits making machine, skin and heart separation mill, double unit for separation of skin and heart

Description: Weinan General Equipment Manufacturing Co., Ltd. is located in Weinan, a new industrial city in the east of Shanxi province, which is the thoroughfare of Shanxi and other eight provinces, where there is very convenient transportation. Weinan General Equipment Manufacturing Co., Ltd. is a key enterprise specializing in producing agricultural power-making machinery in China. With decades of research and development of pulverizing machinery, the company has a powerful technology force, strong research and development ability, and also a team of highly skilled technicians. The enterprise has strict scientific management measures and standardized technical quality assurance system. It has advanced production technology, exquisite technology and equipment to ensure first-class product quality. The company’s main products are flour milling machine, grain cleaning machine, small-scale flour-making machine and dozens of varieties. The product marketing network spreads all over the country, and the products are also exported to more than ten countries and regions worldwide. The company’s leading products, 6FM series flour mill machines, adopt the new technology of skin-core separation and full-automatic pneumatic conveying, which have the advantages of low noise, high output and good powder quality. As a new generation of fine flour processing products, they are the ideal grain processing equipment for users, which are well received by users at home and abroad.

**Wenzhou Dafeite Filter Technology Co., Ltd.**

Address: Fengdu Second Road, Ru’ian City, Wenzhou City, Zhejiang Province, 325300

Website: [http://www.wzdafete.com/](http://www.wzdafete.com/)

Products: filter

**Wenzhou Dingxing Auto Parts Co., Ltd.**

Address: 19 Changxin Road, Xinfang Village, Ru’ian City, Wenzhou City, Zhejiang Province, 325200

Email: 659455868@qq.com

Products: ignition switch, electromagnetic power switch, power switch

**Wendeng Haoyang Motor Co., Ltd.**

Address: East JIAOCHANG Village, Wendengying Town, Wendeng District, Weihai City, Shandong Province, 264400

Products: single motor, electric motor

**Wuhu Qaofeng Hydraulic Equipment Co., Ltd.**

Address: Xinwu Economic Development Zone, Wuhu County, Wuhu. Anhui Province.

Email: 826218538@qq.com

Products: suction filter, air filter, return oil filter
Wuhu Shunyu Hydraulic Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address: Local Maritime Department (Yanhe Road), Wuhu County, Wuhu City, Anhui Province, 241000
Products: hydraulic air filter, aluminum alloy level gauge, hydraulic filter

Wenzhou Tiandi Plastic Industry Co., Ltd.
Address: Fuyuan Road, Tangxia Town, Rui’an, Wenzhou City, Zhejiang Province, 325206
Website: www.cntiandi.com
Products: bale net, pallet net, knitted mesh bag

Wuqiang Dazhong Seal Co., Ltd.
Address: Xifan Village, Wuqiang County, Hengshui City, Hebei Province, 53300
Email: 1754106592@qq.com
Website: dazhongyoufeng88.1688.com
Products: yanmar harvester oil seal, corn harvester oil seal, harvester accessories
Description: Wuqiang Dazhong Seal Factory mainly produces auto oil seal, shock absorbing oil seal, orings, high temperature oil seal oil seal, oil seal, the gear reducer, the crankshaft oil seal, rear axle oil seal, oil seal, combine oil seal, dust, oil seal, iron seal, color oil seal, TC oil seal products. The company is also capable of professional production and processing of slurry seal. The oil seal liner is processed through CNC lathe finish turning, after which the surface is smooth, without burr. The oil seal appearance also passes through the CNC lathe processing, and then the automatic surrounding edge flanging machine. The quality of products is assured which obtains praise from customers. Headquartered in Wuqiang county, Dazhong Seal Factory owns a complete and scientific quality management system. The integrity, strength and product quality of the company have obtained industry acceptance.

Wuxi Barde Power Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: 30 Qibei Road, Yuqi Supporting Area, Huishan Economic Development Zone, Huishan District, Wuxi City, Jiangsu Province, 214183
Email: bd@bardepower.com
Website: www.bardepower.com
Products: petrol engine, general gasoline engine, gasoline generator set
Description: Wuxi Barde Power Technology Co., Ltd. is a professional manufacturer engaged in the R&D, production and sales of gasoline engine, generator set, construction machinery and other products. It is located in Huishan Economic Development Zone, Wuxi, Jiangsu province. The company is equipped with special production line, three-dimensional measuring instruments, engine test bench, generator comprehensive tester, mechanics, environmental test and other production and testing equipment, and has formed a professional production scale of 500,000 gasoline engines and generator sets per year. The company’s products have gained a good reputation in the fields of agricultural machinery, engineering, industry supporting and so on. The export business has reached dozens of countries and regions.

WuXi Dongkai CNC Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Xiyang Road, Nantang Community, Qianqiao Street, Huishan District, Wuxi City, Jiangsu Province, 214153
Email: 569118400@qq.com
Website: www.wxdkova.com
Products: fuel injection pump, fuel injector
Description: Wuxi Dongkai CNC Technology Co., Ltd. is located in Wuxi, a beautiful coast of Taihu Lake with a long history. The roads here are intricate, with National Highway 312, Provincial Highway 342 and Xiyi Highway passing by. Sunan Shufang International Airport provides convenience for elites from all walks of life to come to Xicheng. The company is a manufacturer specializing in injection pumps, injectors and CNC precision processing, relying on the location of Wuxi city, cultural heritage, economic development advantages, and focusing on building up a high-level technical support platform. The company has a total investment of 10 million RMB, strong technical force, advanced equipment and technology, the latest introduction of a complete set of advanced production and testing equipment of oil nozzles and pumps, and a number of processing centers, a flexible production line with adequate quality assurance. At present, the main cooperative enterprises are Wuxi Hailong Machinery Co., Ltd., Wuxi Creative Energy Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Changzhou Science Popular Power Machinery Co., Ltd., Chongqing Kaimir Power Machinery Co., Ltd., and Jiangsu Taipu Machinery Co., Ltd.

Wuxi Hailong Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 130 Yangshan West Road, Yangshan Town, Huishan District, Wuxi City, Jiangsu Province, 214155
Email: tao13921395544@163.com
Website: http://www.h-power.cn
Products: generator, water pump unit, engine
Description: Wuxi Hailong Machinery Co., Ltd. is located in Yangshan town, Wuxi, near the beautiful Taihu Lake, in the middle of Shanghai and Nanjing, with convenient transportation. Relying on the strong manufacturing base of Suzhou, Wuxi and Changzhou, the company has inherited the technical details of Wuxi’s traditional diesel engine manufacture, has absorbed and trained a large number of outstanding talents in diesel engine and electromechanical fields, and has cooperated with Jiangsu University, Hefei University of Technology, Shanghai Institute of Electrical Technology and other scientific research institutes. Since its establishment in
2004, it has been focusing on the research, development, manufacture and sales of small and medium-sized air-cooled diesel engines, domestic diesel generator sets, diesel pumps and a full range of small and medium-sized construction machinery compaction equipment, concrete technical equipment, road cutting equipment, etc. After years of development, the company has become the industry leader in the corresponding fields. In terms of management, the company has become ISO9001:2000 quality management system demonstration in terms of quality, and has the honors of diesel engine production license, 3C demonstration, EU CE demonstration, US Environmental Protection Agency EPA demonstration, Canadian CSA demonstration, German TUV safety demonstration, etc. In terms of production hardware, the company has two manufacturing bases in Wuxi and Anhui, and has advanced processing, manufacturing, inspection and experimental equipment. In the sales market, as for the domestic portion, the company cooperates with a large number of domestic manufacturers of micro-tillers, transplanter harvesters and generator sets, and has also carried out strategic cooperation with domestic well-known e-commerce companies and well-known electromechanical chain enterprises; in terms of the international portion, the products are exported to the United States, Canada, the European Union, South America, the Middle East, Southeast Asia and other regions. Adhering to the tenet of leading technology development and giving priority to service, and facing the new economic situation, the company will continue to increase investment in product research and development, upgrade and intelligentize manufacturing equipment, improve the informationization of internal production control, strengthen the construction of after-sales service system, etc., and to make continuous efforts to provide consumers with more reliable, advanced and cost-effective products.

Wuxi Shijie Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 88 One Xiyi Road, Fangqian Village, Hubin District, Wuxi City, Jiangsu Province, 214000
Email: 462465006@qq.com
Website: http://wxshijie.com
Products: cutter, roller, concave screen

Wuxi Weifu Precision Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: 202 Chengnan Road, Hubin District, Wuxi City, Jiangsu Province, 214028
Email: yaohexing@163.com
Products: walking motor, walking drive pump, extreme speed control unit
Description: Wuxi Weifu Precision Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd. is invested by largescale national enterprises and has excellent performance of A and B shares as a listed company. It is self-financed as an independent legal entity and operates independently.

Wuxi Wulong Mechanical Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address: 36 Jingrui Road, Xishan District, Wuxi City, Jiangsu Province, 214194
Email: wxlxk999@126.com
Products: big distributor, oil pump nozzle assembly, multi-way valve, distributor

Wuxi Yifengxiang Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Xinwu District, Wuxi City, Jiangsu Province, 214100
Email: czy5033@163.com
Products: agricultural machinery and accessories, rubber products

Wuxi Zhonghui Rubber Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Yuqi Industrial Park, Huishan District, Wuxi City, Jiangsu Province, 214183
Email: gongfeng4111@126.com
Website: https://wxszhxjk.cn.biz72.com
Products: triangle belt
Description: Wuxi Zhonghui Rubber Technology Co., Ltd. was founded in 1969, originally known as Wuxi Longshan Rubber Factory. In 1988, it was awarded as No. 9758 plant, categorized as a military enterprise, by the General Logistics Department of People’s Liberation Army of China. The company covers an area of 50,000 square meters, with a construction area of 38,000 square meters; the company has more than 200 employees and the annual output value of one hundred million yuan. The main agricultural products are agricultural belt, rubber track, among which the industrial rubber crawler, agricultural belt occupy 60% in the domestic market share of sales in Luoyang and Futian. We have also reached agreements with the World Group, Jiangsu Leiwo Company, and Zoomlion.

Wuyi Henghui Manufactured Co., Ltd.
Address: 71 North Shaoyang Street, Baihua Mountain, Wuyi County, Jinhua City, Zhejiang Province, 321200
Email: 124842999@qq.com
Website: www.chinahhjx.com
Products: electric chain saw, tea tree pruning machine, mini tiller
Description: Wuyi Henghui Machinery Manufactured Co., Ltd. is located in Baihuashan Industrial Park of Wuyi, Zhejiang, adjacent to Yiwu Commodity Market, and Jinhua-Wenzhou Railway and Jinhua-Lishui-Wenzhou Expressway pass through the county. It boasts an advantageous geographical environment and
transportation, and it is a professional manufacturing company developing and manufacturing agriculture, forestry and horticulture mechanical machines with small gasoline engines and diesel engines. Its main products are double-shaft rotary cultivators driven by diesel or gasoline engine output shafts. It can work reliably, adjust the depth of cultivation freely, form good cultivation effect, consume less fuel, fit for a wide range of soil moisture range, and is suitable for cultivation of various dry fields. The shapes of ridges are regular while ridging; when the ridging devices are removed, the surface of land is flat and level after rotary cultivation. This series of mini-tillers have the advantages of small-volume, lightweight, multi-functioned, and high rotary tillage efficiency. They can be transferred conveniently and rotated flexibly, and can be particularly suitable for mountains, hills, dry lands, orchards, vegetable gardens and greenhouse operations. Rotary tillage, furrowing, ridging and transport are its basic functions. It is an ideal micro agricultural machine and it will be a good helper for your household labor. In recent years, the market share of the company abroad has risen sharply, with a large number of products exported to Southeast Asia, Europe and America and other countries and regions. The products are highly trusted by customers at home and abroad. The company has obtained ISO9001 international system authentication, and many products have passed the CE certification and ROHS certification.

Xi’an Xinei Fittings and Cylinder Liner Co., Ltd.
Address: East Section of Fangyi Road (Yutong Industrial Park), Baqiao District, Xi’an City, Shaanxi Province, 710038
Products: cylinder liner

Xin Nong Feng Agricultural Machinery Accessories Factory
Address: East Wandering Bridge Road, Bazhou County, Langfang City, Hebei Province, 65700
Email: 598403875@qq.com
Website: www.xinnongfeng.com
Products: precision finger clamp seed metering device, scoop wheel seed metering device, matching roller metering device
Description: Hebei Bazhou Xin Nong Feng Seeding Machine Accessories Factory is a professional production metering device enterprise, and has many years of rich technical experience in the production of metering device. “Lao Liang” brand metering device is of good quality and won the wide range of manufacturers’ praise.

Xintai Gangxin Rubber Plastic Products Co., Ltd.
Address: Yumengzhuang Village, Ren County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 55151
Email: xingtaigangxin@163.com
Products: no-tillage planter limited depth wheel, no-tillage planter accessories
Description: The company, founded in 2009 and registered in 2019, is located in Ren county economic development zone, covering an area of 9,000 square meters, and factory building area of 5,000 square meters, with a total investment of 20 million yuan. The main products include: agricultural tires, agricultural machinery parts, rubber seals and other products. The company has all kinds of high quality professional talents and advanced equipment, a perfect quality management system service system, and has passed ISO9001 and ISO14001 system certification.

Xingtai Hongyang Rubber and Plastic Products Co., Ltd.
Address: Dalulei Village, Xindian Town, Ren County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 54000
Email: 398136440@qq.com
Products: nylon parts
Description: Xingtai Hongyang Rubber and Plastic Products Co., Ltd. mainly produces nylon pieces of rubber accessories, agricultural machinery accessories, corn harvester, wheat rice combine harvester, seeder, and machinery accessories.

Xingtai Naishi Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: Nijiazhuang Village, Ren County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 55151
Email: 631062704@qq.com
Products: tracked mini-tiller, small crawler tiller, model 35 crawler mini-tiller

Xingtai Tuoke Seal Factory
Address: Beiding Village, Tiankou Town, Ren County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 55151
Email: JNK1000@126.com
Products: oil seal, rubber seal, rubber seal skeleton oil seal

Xingtai Pengjie Sealing Parts Factory
Address: Beiding Village, Ren County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 55151
Email: 960976781@qq.com
Products: skeleton oil seal, rubber dust cover, o-shaped rubber ring, professional production and sales, rubber
sealing products, rubber ring, rubber pad, oil seal gasket, rubber miscellaneous

Xingtai Pengshun Rubber Products Co., Ltd.
Address: Zhongyi Tuan Village, Jiegu Township, Pingxiang County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 54500
Products: hydraulic cylinder, polyurethane hydraulic unit

Xingtai Yitai Machinery Parts Co., Ltd.
Address: Liulei Village, Xindian Town, Ren County, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 55153
Website: http://ytjx.nongji360.com
Products: plastic parts

Xingtai Xinmi Seal Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: Xingfu Road, Beiding Village, Xingtai City, Hebei Province, 55151
Products: seals

Xiangcheng Nanton Shenshun Machinery Parts Co., Ltd.
Address: Nanton town, Xiangcheng, Zhoukou, Henan Province, 466239
Website: https://shop533640015.taobao.com
Products: clutch assembly of harvester, marine hang up paddle machine, diesel engine belt pulley air compressor clutch

Xinghua Donghua Gear Co., Ltd.
Address: 26 Wuli West Road, Xinghua City, Taizhou City, Jiangsu Province, 225700
Website: www.xhdhcl.com
Products: df300 transmission assembly and gear, sprocket, steering gear

Xuchang Rui teng Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Houhe Industrial Zone, Changge City, Xuchang City, Henan Province, 461500
Email: 2291115472@qq.com
Products: axle sleeve, steering knuckle
Description: The company specializes in the manufacture of customized auto parts, agricultural machinery accessories, engineering, and construction accessories.

Xinjiang Xinyan Moshine Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Fusion (metro station), Saybag District, Urumqi, Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region 830026
Email: 496799739@qq.com
Website: www.xjjxy.com.cn
Products: 4QZ-3000BS self-propelled green yellow feed harvester, 4YZB-4C self-propelled corn harvester, 4YZB-6A self-propelled corn harvester

Xuzhou Delong Irrigation Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address: 88 Dongfeng Road, Huxi Farm, Pei County, Xuzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 221600
Email: 790555405@qq.com
Website: www.xzdelong.com
Products: turbo vortex spray gun, vertical rocker arm spray gun
Description: Xuzhou Delong Irrigation Equipment Co., Ltd. is a modern enterprise integrating scientific research, development, manufacture, production and sales services. The company mainly produces agricultural irrigation spray guns, dust spray guns, dust spray guns, industrial and mining dust, coal yard dust removal, coal field spray dust, coal dust spray guns, and is the birthplace and important production base of China’s new energy-saving reel irrigation machines, agricultural water-saving irrigation. The company has complete production equipment and advanced production technology. It mainly engages in scientific research, development, design, manufacture and engineering of water-saving irrigation, dust removal and dust removal equipment for coal mines, dust removal in coal yards, improvement of environmental protection, port dust removal, coal dust spraying and dust prevention, as well as the full service of construction installation and facility operation. The main products are 50PYC vertical rocker arm sprinkler, 50PYC extended dusting spray gun, 50PYC vertical rocker arm elevation adjustable spray gun, DLS50 vertical rocker arm elevation adjustable lengthen spray gun, 80PYC extended dust removal large spray gun, P-50 turbo vortex spray gun, HY-60 turbo vortex gun, DLW-50 turbo vortex gun, 40PY lance, coal yard dedusting gun, and various accessories. The company has gathered a group of high-quality scientific research and management personnel, possess a strong technical force, sophisticated processing equipment, and testing equipment; it passed the ISO9001:2008 quality management system certification, ISO14001:2004 environmental management system certification, OHSAS18001:2007 occupational health and safety management system certification.

Xuzhou KAT Agricultural Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address: 1 Jingsi Road, Xuzhou Industrial Park, Jiaxiang District, Xuzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 221011
Email: 178977252@qq.com
Website: www.xzkat.com
Products: tractors
Description: Xuzhou KAT Machinery Co., Ltd. is a reformed Sino-foreign joint venture, subordinating
KAT dedicates itself to the research, development and manufacture of agriculture machinery, and multifunction high-performance construction machinery. Under the multimarket strategy guidance of XCMG's Xuzhou Construction Machinery Group which centers around the construction machinery, the national technology R&D Center of the XCMG, production base of the axle and the hydraulic original device and the factory of professional parts offer strong resource support, which lead a way to develop the high horsepower tractors and the effective construction machinery. The wheel tractors of KAT 110280 horsepower series with the intellectual property rights which adopt the integral car frame and the cellular layout in accordance with the design concept for construction machinery. They are equipped with mature components from heavy-duty vehicles, construction machines and agricultural machines which form a framework totally different from the traditional tractors. They are products of optimization, with the function combined with traditional ones while some property of products has an advantage over the traditional ones. The structural style of the products has obtained the patent for utility model patent number: ZL200610096680.7. The products have been rapidly accepted by the market subject to their special structure, wide adaptability, cost-effective and short production period. The sale of the wheel tractors of KAT130180 horsepower has almost achieved 1000 units in the last two years. The big horsepower wheel tractors with the frame have achieved several state patents by taking advantage of the mature technology from other industries, which has made a great promotion to the quality of the wheel tractors. The product is characterized by having advanced design, high safety, convenience, durability, simple maintenance, and cost effectiveness. Whomever the client is, our company always provides the perfect service and training. Besides, the company creates value continuously for the consumers and has become the most powerful partner with the client by doing more than expected. At present, the firm has two departments for agricultural machinery and construction machinery respectively, and the products refer to the high horsepower tractors, loader digger, skid steer loader. Within a few years, the firm has made rapid development.

Yanchen Argristar Equipment Co., Ltd.
Address: 88 Fukang Road, Zhangzhuang Street, Yandu District, Yancheng City, Jiangsu Province, 224000
Email: 15905101368@163.com
Products: rice transplanter
Description: Yanchen Argristar Equipment Co., Ltd. focuses on rice transplanter research and production. The products are welcomed by domestic and foreign customers.

Yancheng DLF Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 101 Jianbao North Road, Jianhu County, Yancheng City, Jiangsu Province, 224700
Email: gwy@dlfjx.com
Website: www.dlfjx.com
Products: gear box, gear, baler drive shaft
Description: Yancheng DLF Machinery Co., Ltd. as a large professional producer of shaft, gear, gear box etc., agricultural machinery fittings and spare parts manufacturer and exporter, is a modernized enterprise, whose products have passed the CE certificate and are exported to over 60 countries.

Yancheng Fuomar Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: West Gaozuo Railway Station, Science and Technology Innovation Park, Jianhu County, Yancheng City, Jiangsu Province, 224752
Website: www.ferma.en.alibaba.com
Products: overturned plow, spring, subsoiling shovel

Yancheng Jindong Hydraulic Machine Co., Ltd.
Address: Xige, Jiangao Road, Jianhu Private Industrial Park, Jianhu County, Yancheng City, Jiangsu Province, 224700
Email: cjdhj@vip.163.com
Website: www.jsjdyj.com
Products: quick joint, check valve, pipe joint
Description: The company is located in the private industrial park of Jianhu County, Jiangsu Province, a beautiful land of fish and rice, with convenient transportation. It is only 20 minutes’ drive from Xinchang Railway and Ningjingyan Expressway. The company mainly produces and sells hydraulic machinery and accessories, including quick joint, ball valve, standard hydraulic parts, imported high-pressure rubber tube assembly, pump station, oil cylinder, hydraulic road marking machine, etc. The products are widely used in metallurgy and mining, forging, coal, petroleum, ship, road construction, machine tool, chemical industry, etc. Since the establishment of the company, with good reputation, stable quality, perfect and enthusiastic presale and aftersale service, the company has won the trust of customers. Its products are distributed in more than ten provinces and are exported.
to India, Thailand and other countries. The company has expanded its scale continuously, with a strong technical team of 61 employees including 12 with medium-level professional titles, and has gradually strengthened product R&D consultation and production safety. It integrates installing, debugging and service in one enterprise, and is equipped with fulltime quality inspectors to strictly check the quality of products.

Yancheng Jinyeyuan Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Cross River Bridge, Jianhu County, Yancheng City, Jiangsu Province, 224700
Email: 2656545778@qq.com

Products: star tube assembly series universal joint, two-row tube series universal joint, square tube drive shaft universal joint

Description: Yancheng Jinyeyuan Machinery Co., Ltd., founded in 2008, located Gaocao Science and Technology Park, Jianhu County, Yancheng City, Jiangsu Province, is a modern manufacturing enterprise integrating product design, production, sales and foreign trade export, with a full set of precision manufacturing equipment such as forging, turning, milling, planing, pulling and CNC machining center. The company has passed the ISO9001 quality management system certification. The company mainly produces from 10 horsepower to 300 horsepower tractor matching universal joint assembly, 10-way couplers and universal fork, and is the supplier of Dongfanghong, Xi’an Ya’ao, Levo and other domestic well-known agricultural machinery host manufacturers.

Yancheng Xin Hai Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: 8 Weiwu Road, High-tech Development Zone (West District), Yandu District, Yancheng City, Jiangsu Province, 224000
Email: yinhaionline@126.com
Website: xinmach.com

Products: crankshaft, eccentric shaft, planet carrier

Description: Yancheng Xin Hai Machinery Co., Ltd. is located in Yancheng, Jiangsu. The company has been engaged in the forging industry for 27 years since it was established in 1988. It is the most competitive factory for manufacturing of scaffolding couplers and forging blank pieces. There are 200 staff and over 8% of them are researchers. The factory owns the best workshop and the most advanced production equipment. Xin Hai possesses great fame in the domestic and international markets, such as Europe, Middle East, Southeast Asia and so on. The company has sent delegations to visit Korea, Taiwan, Germany and Japan for many years. There are over 15 production lines for scaffolding accessories, including scaffolding couplers, clamps, ring lock system, etc. Furthermore, its scope involves production, sales and professional construction. Every piece of the products is subjected to stringent-proof testing as the international standard EN-74, BS1139 and AS1163. The enterprise is able to design and develop all-kinds products according to customers’ demands.

Yancheng Xinmingyue Machinery Manufacture Co., Ltd.

Address: 11 Xinyang Road, Xinyang Industrial Park, Tinghu District, Yancheng City, Jiangsu Province, 225400
Email: 1981898900@qq.com
Website: https://ycxmyjx.en.alibaba.com/

Products: baler, windrower, leek machine

Description: Established in 2006, Yancheng Xinmingyue Machinery Manufacture Co., Ltd. is a professional manufacturer and exporter that is concerned with the design, development and production of reaper. The company is located in Yancheng city, Jiangsu province, China, with convenient transportation access. The company is a professional supplier of self-propelled reaper, reaper with binder, reaper cutting head, power tiller reaper and mini tiller reaper. The company does research and development, manufacture, sales and after sales service. The factory total area is 10,000 m², and owns professional technology and research engineers. The annual output reach 15,000 sets machines. The series of self-propelled reaper and tractor reaper are widely used in harvesting individual crops including rice, wheat, sorghum, corn, soya bean, chickpea, horse gram, alfalfa, forage grass, vetiver, quinoa, oats, barley, sesame, mulberry, jowar, canola, pepper, mint, stevia, reed, bulrush and other similar crops. 85 of the products are exported to overseas markets -- South Asia, Southeast Asia, Central Asia, Eastern Europe, Middle East, Africa, Central America and South America. The products are very popular there and have already got a good reputation in the overseas markets.

Yantai Rota Plastic Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: 21 Weisi Road, High-tech Zone, Laishan District, Yantai City, Shandong Province, 264670
Website: www.chinarota.com

Products: cooler box, agricultural locomotive roof, tank

Yantai Chengfeng Machinery Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: Xishou, Laishan Road, Industrial Park, Laiyang City, Yantai City, Shandong Province, 265200
Email: 1992866955@qq.com
Website: www.yt-cf.com

Products: remote control lawn mower, crawler rotary tiller

Description: Yantai Chengfeng Machinery Technology Co., Ltd. founded in 2000, located in Chinese green fruit and vegetable producing areas of Yantai Laiyang Economic and Technological Development Zone. It is 2 kilometers away from National Highway 204, 5 kilometers away from the Roewe Highspeed, where the transportation is...
Yantai Future Automatic Equipments Co., Ltd.

Address: 4 Chufeng Fourth Street, Zhifu District, Yantai City, Shandong Province, 264000

Email: 1035252690@qq.com

Website: www.yantaifast.com

Products: hydraulic and electric system integration of round baler, hydraulic cylinder

Description: Yantai Future Automatic Equipments Co., Ltd. was founded in 1973. Now the company covers a total area of 45,600 square meters with a building area of 26,316 square meters. There are 400 employees in the company including 12 senior engineers and 35 engineers. The workshop is equipped with over 350 sets of manufacturing units and testing units including various universal machining tools, NC machines, welding equipments, special type machines and inspection tools. There are also production lines for many products. ERP system is used to control the material purchasing, production, stocking, technical information, etc. The whole manufacturing process is visible and controllable, while the quality control is traceable. The company has obtained 9 patents for invention and 50 national patents for utility models. In 1989, the company was awarded as National second-class enterprise. In 2000, it passed the verification of ISO9001, ABS certification in 2002 and Contribution Enterprise of Hydraulic Pneumatic Seals Industrial Standard in 2008. Later on, it was awarded high tech enterprise of Shandong Province in 2010 and “Famous Brand of Shandong Province” in 2011. In 2012, its sanitary vehicle cylinders were awarded as “Famous Product of Shandong Province”. It also won the title of Enterprise Technology Center of Yantai in 2012 and the title of “Researching Center of Hydraulic And Pneumatic Technology In Yantai” in 2013. In 2014, it passed the ISO 16949 International Certificate of Quality, and was rated as “Provincial Technical Center of Shandong” and awarded as “Small and Mediumsized Technology Based Enterprise of Yantai”.

Yancheng Veis Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: 8 Xinwu Road, Tinghu District, Yancheng City, Jiangsu Province, 224003

Email: zw@veis.com.cn

Products: spreader, power harrow, suction planter

Yangzhou Xinrui Seat Co., Ltd.

Address: 162 Chi’an Zhenxing Road, Gongdao Town, Hanjiang District, Yangzhou City, Jiangsu Province, 225119

Products: agricultural vehicle seat

Yishui Jincheng Hydraulic Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Chengbei Industrial Park, Yishui County, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276400

Email: jccylinder@163.com

Website: www.kingwayhydraulic.com

Products: hydraulic cylinder, harvester cylinder

Description: Yishui Jincheng Hydraulic Machinery Co., Ltd., founded in 1997, is a large enterprise specializing in the production of various cylinders. It is located in the famous “China hydraulic cylinder city” – Yishui County, covers an area of 15 acres, employs more than 80 people, including engineering and technical personnel more than 60 people, 8 senior engineers. It has an annual output of various types of hydraulic cylinders up to 20 million units,
and it passed the ISO 9001 quality system certification. The company specializes in the production of TGL, Hg, SG, DG, YD series cylinder of vehicle, wheat, corn, rice and other combine special cylinders, HSG series engineering oil cylinder, YHG series metallurgy hydraulic cylinder, mining machinery, ship oil cylinder and a variety of non-standard hydraulic cylinders. According to customers’ demand for design, production of various kinds of professional oil cylinder, the company currently possesses more varieties than other counterparts in this industry. The products are widely used in engineering, agriculture and other mechanical equipment and transport tools, with characteristics of diverse colors, beautiful appearance, reliable performance, high precision, easy maintenance, as well as being economic and applicable. The company not only boasts new technology, new varieties, but also new ideas and culture. The company actively promotes and strives to practice the concept of modern enterprise management, to be people-oriented, and strive to forge ahead into becoming a first-class modern enterprise with technological progress, scientific management, business prosperity and talent. The company, with strong technical force, advanced detection means, as well as being economic and applicable. The company is favoured by the majority of users.

Yishui Yang Dong Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: 2 kilometers east of the new station (in Tengfei Industrial Park), Yishui County, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276400

Email: 1160082942@qq.com

Website: www.zgzyj.com

Products: hydraulic oil press, screw oil press

Description: Yishui Yangdong Machinery Co., Ltd. is the domestic professional manufacturer dedicated to R&D and manufacture of fully automatic hydraulic press machine. The main product “Wang Quan” brand oil press has won two national patents, and has the advantages of being produced with advanced science and technology, reasonable design, firmness, durability and high efficiency and being energy-saving, etc., which is widely used in all kinds of grain and oil production and processing plant. Products are sold in Shandong, Jiangsu, Hebei, Hunan, Guangxi, Xinjiang, Heilongjiang and Liaoning province. The company has successively cooperated with Qingdao Zhengda Group, Henan Shuanghui Group, Shandong Sheng Lu Peanut Oil Co., Ltd. and other enterprises to establish business partnership. The company produces small screw press and all kinds of oil equipment, clay special press, flat bottomed frying pot girts, highspeed grinding girts machines, presses, hydraulic dewaterer, hydraulic rubber cutting machine, cake machine, centrifugal oil filter, etc., which have won the users’ praise. The company designs and produces a variety of special hydraulic equipment according to the needs of customers. The company was invited by the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology to participate in the revision of the agricultural machinery agricultural hydraulic press industry standards in April 2010. As one of the drafting units who participated in the revision of the JB/T9794201X the agricultural hydraulic press “standard drafting unit”, the company ranked fourth place. Yishui Yangdong drafted the JB/T97942013 “agricultural hydraulic press industry standard” in April 2011, which was approved by the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology on April 25, 2013 and was released as industry standard in September 1, 2013. The company’s advanced design, excellent performance, excellent quality have won the praise of customers, and it has passed the examination and identification of the relevant state ministries and commissions. It has become a national patented producer of agricultural machinery to promote product identification, and the state-supported agricultural products.

Yishui Sanyang Hydraulic Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Qilibuzi Village, Yishui County, Linyi City, Shandong Province, 276400

Products: hydraulic cylinder, lift cylinder

Yiyang City Heshan District Baifeng Machinery Factory

Address: No. 4 Plant, Huasheng Small and Medium Enterprise Pioneer Park, 55 Pingan Road, Heshan District, Yiyang City, Hunan Province, 413000

Website: graincollector.en.alibaba.com

Products: grain conveyor, crusher, paddy seeder

Yiyang Fujia Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: Changchun Industrial Park, Ziyang District, Yiyang City, Hunan Province, 413000

Email: 305257356@qq.com

Website: www.hnfjkj.com

Products: crawler tractor

Description: Yiyang Fujia Technology Co., Ltd. focuses on the development and manufacture of advanced agricultural machinery, and product sets design and development as one of the national leading high-tech enterprises enterprises. The company independently developed the cotton-picking machine, crawler rotary cultivator, crawler tractors, self-walking type spray and rod spraying machine series of agricultural machinery products. The company has more than 210 staff, with 20 college scientific researchers. The company has strong technology strengths, and has won several honors including the “Yiyang City Science and Technology Progress Award”, “Provincial Scientific and Technological Achievements In Agriculture Demonstration Base”, “Provincial Agriculture Science and Technology Demonstration Projects”, “High-Tech Enterprises”, “Brand-Name Products in Hunan Province” and “Provincial Science And Technology New Products” in recent years. Now it has 30 patents. In cooperation with Hunan Agricultural University, the company ranks top among the high-tech enterprises who develops rapidly, devotes to strengthening cooperation, and constantly launches new agricultural products.
Yongkang Aoyu Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: National Highway 330, Lieqiao Village, Xicheng Street, Yongkang City, Jinhua City, Zhejiang Province, 321300
Products: shredder, lawn mower

Yongkang Rong Shu Hardware and Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 1st Floor, Unit 3, No. 1, Shelin Road, Dafenshan Village, Gushan Town, Yongkang City, Jinhua City, Zhejiang Province, 321307
Email: 865178774@qq.com
Website: http://www.ykrswj.com/
Products: sugarcane juicer, stainless steel grain mill, multifunctional crusher

Yongkang Suoxin Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: 365 Certification Center of Yongkang Municipal People’s Government, Yongkang City, Jinhua City, Zhejiang Province, 321300
Email: 306752678@qq.com
Products: jiali cat lithium battery pruning scissors, jiali cat 2.8 multifunctional scissors, jiali cat 4.0 pruning scissors

Yucheng Yijia Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: North Ring East, National High-tech Industrial Development Zone, Yucheng City, Dezhou City, Shandong Province, 251200
Email: 694364660@qq.com
Website: http://www.yijiajixie.cn
Products: disc plough, disc harrow, lawn mower, mower

YTO Zhongcheng Fittings Manufacture Co., Ltd.
Address: 170, Jianshe Road, Jianxi District, Luoyang City, Henan Province, 471000
Email: ytzcscyxb@163.com
Website: www.ytzcpj.com
Products: tractor clutch
Description: YTO Zhongcheng Fittings Manufacture Co., Ltd. is located in Luoyang city in the center of China. The city is famous as an ancient capital and also the starting point of the Silk Road, and now the biggest tractor design and manufacture centre of China. The company occupies a land area of over 70,000 square meters, with a capital asset of CNY 100 million and more than 600 employees. When the company was founded in 1966, it belongs to the YTO Group, the first and biggest tractor manufacturer in China. It restructured into a joint-stock limited liability company on December 28th, 2003. The modern management mechanism brought vitality to this enterprise. In the past 50 years, it kept the leading position in the industry all-along. YTO Zhongcheng has strong R&D capability and manufacturing capacity. Its advanced technical equipments allow a wide range of processing methods. Supported by the highly qualified professional team and advanced testing instruments, its 3 subordinate plants specialize in manufacturing quality parts for an assorted range of cars, tractors, construction machinery and harvesting machinery. The main products include clutch, radiator and spring. The company started to execute the GB/T19001-2000 standard in 1998 and switched to stricter IATF16949: 2016 standard in 2010. Zhongcheng was evaluated as “R&D centre of Luoyang city”, and awarded “Star Enterprise” and “Creditable And Reputable Enterprise In Henan Province”.

Yongkang Aoyu Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: National Highway 330, Lieqiao Village, Xicheng Street, Yongkang City, Jinhua City, Zhejiang Province, 321300
Email: ytzcscyxb@163.com
Website: www.ytzcpj.com
Products: tractor clutch
Description: YTO Zhongcheng Fittings Manufacture Co., Ltd. was founded in 2000. Originally, Zhejiang Gaoxin Industry and Trade Co., Ltd. had been used to register Yongkang Rongshu Hardware Machinery Co., Ltd. for 18 years. The company is committed to the production of sugarcane juicer. The company will improve the performance of machines according to the suggestions provided by customers every year. With excellent product quality, good market reputation and the cost-effectiveness, Rongshu has won vast domestic and foreign sales markets.

Yongkang Suoxin Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: 365 Certification Center of Yongkang Municipal People’s Government, Yongkang City, Jinhua City, Zhejiang Province, 321300
Email: 306752678@qq.com
Products: jiali cat lithium battery pruning scissors, jiali cat 2.8 multifunctional scissors, jiali cat 4.0 pruning scissors
Description: Yongkang Suoxin Technology Co., Ltd. is located in Yongkang, Zhejiang province, which is the capital of hardware. The company has a complete and scientific quality management system and automatic production environment. The company constantly innovates and strives to open up the market. Everything is based on honesty and worry-free after-sales services. The quality is strictly controlled. The products are well received by customers and recognized by the industry.

Yucheng Yijia Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: North Ring East, National High-tech Industrial Development Zone, Yucheng City, Dezhou City, Shandong Province, 251200
Email: 694364660@qq.com
Website: http://www.yijiajixie.cn
Products: disc plough, disc harrow, lawn mower, mower
Description: Yucheng Yijia Machinery Co., Ltd., founded in 1958, underwent its reformation in 2003. The company is a large private joint-stock enterprise, integrating design, manufacture, export, casting and forgings, and the production network technology operation as a whole. The company covers an area of more than forty thousand square meters, and mainly produces agricultural cultivating machinery and accessories such as disc harrow, disc plough, spreader, cultivator, ridger, disc blade, break shovel, harvesting machinery, potato harvester, mower, casting and forgings, etc, matched with four-wheel tractor 12-310 hp. The company has a complete assembly line and more than 300 sets of processing equipments producing 10,000 sets of tractor plough and harrow, and a complete set of production line of punching, heat treatment, and painting for disc to reach annual production capacity of 1 million pcs of plough harrow discs. The products could match domestic tractor China Yt, Foton, Shantuo, Weituo, Tian tuo, Shangtu Yantuo, Changtuo, Qingtuo, etc. In addition, they can also be applied to foreign brand such as John Deere, New Holland, Valme Tour. The products have passed the evaluation of national products quality supervision and inspection office and technical advice station of agricultural machinery, passed the inspection of the State Administration for Entry-Exit Inspection and Quarantine, and are all in conformity with export
commodity inspection requirements. The products also passed CE and ISO9001 certification, which have been exported to 63 countries and some regions with high standards like the EU and North America with large quantities. The average annual export self-supporting amount has reached 10 million dollars.

Yuhuan Aoheng Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 81 Zhongxing Road, L’ao, Kanmen Street, Yuhuan City, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 317602
Email: yhaoh@163.com
Website: www.aohengcn.com
Products: automatic adjustable brake caliper cylinder, hydraulic clutch booster, hydraulic brake and clutch cylinder
Description: Aoheng Company is dedicated to the analysis, consultation, research and development, manufacture, sales and service of agricultural machinery braking system and clutch system. The main products of the company are brake master pump, brake sub-pump, clutch master pump, clutch sub-pump, hydraulic brake dual-chamber booster, hydraulic clutch booster, brake calipers, brake load-sensing proportional valve, distribution valve, multi-way valve, steering machine, steering pipe column, quick joint, electronic fan, electronic control combination valve, and various agricultural machinery, as well as import and export trade of spare parts. The company is located in Yuhuan, the southernmost golden coastal city of Taizhou, Zhejiang province. The company has strong technical force, strong R&D ability, advanced inspection methods, and a group of experienced and skilled professionals. The machine accessories produced by enterprises include large and medium tractors, large and medium corn machines, large and medium wheat machines and other agricultural machinery series. The company is the second-class supplier of John Deere Company in the United States. In terms of tractors, the company is matched with domestic Wuzheng Group, Shandong Guotai, Shandong Yijia, Weifang Huaxia, Shandong Dongqi, Changzhou Dongfeng, Changzhou Fengjiang, Henan Lutong, Zhonglian Heavy Machine and other enterprises; as to harvesters, the company is matched with Shandong Leiming, Shandong Jindafeng, Wuzheng Group, Tianjin Yongyong, Shandong Juming, Hebei Huke, Jiufang Taihe International Heavy Industries and other supporting enterprises. The Department has obtained more than 20 patents for braking system and clutch system of agricultural machinery, including three invention patents. The product performance has reached the international advanced level, and some products’ technical indicators have reached the industry leading level. The enterprise has passed IATF16949: 2016 international quality management system certification.

Yuhuan Chenling Auto Pump Co., Ltd.
Address: Zhancuo, Yuhuan City, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 317206
Email: 276462326@qq.com
Website: www.shqpump.com
Products: clutch master cylinder, clutch master cylinder, brake master cylinder

Yuhuan City Kanmen Donghai Auto Parts Factory
Address: Kanmen, Yuhuan City, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 317602
Email: eddie@dhqtpump.com
Website: www.donghaiqituo.cn
Products: hydraulic pump
Description: The company, founded in 1994, is located in the economically developed, beautiful environment of the southeast coastal city Taizhou. Since its inception, it has been committed to the steam accessories, hydraulic parts production and development. The main products include gear pump and hydraulic pump. It collaborates with Massey Ferguson, Ford New Holland, Fiat, Deutz, Perkins, John Deere, Case Ih, Zetor, Kubota, and Kawasaki. With reliable quality and price concessions, the products are the preferences of the majority of new and old customers. Relying on strong technical force, advanced technology and equipment, perfect testing tools, the company becomes the most trusted partner by customers. The company successfully passed the ISO 9001: 2000 quality system certification, together with first class quality, excellent service, while actively promoting in the market, the products are exported to Europe, America, the Middle East, Africa and southeast Asian countries, trusted by international customers.

Zhejiang Aovite Hydraulic Mechanical Co., Ltd.
Address: Zhangan Street, Guqiao Industrial Zone, Jiaojing District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 318017
Email: ccx@aovite.com
Website: http://www.aovite.com
Products: HST hydraulic transmission, hydraulic pump, speed transmission device
Description: Aovite Hydraulic is an integrated manufacturer involved in research, production and sales. The company introduces high-tech equipments and advanced technology and equipment, perfect testing tools, the company becomes the most trusted partner by customers. The company successfully passed the ISO 9001: 2000 quality system certification, together with first class quality, excellent service, while actively promoting in the market, the products are exported to Europe, America, the Middle East, Africa and southeast Asian countries, trusted by international customers.

Zhejiang Baihua Rubber Belt Co., Ltd.
Address: Hongsan Industrial Park, Tiantai County, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 317207
Zhejiang Changheng Machinery Group Co., Ltd.

Address: Yuhuan Electromechanical Function Park, Yuhuan City, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 317600

Email: sales07@changhengcn.com

Website: www.changhengcn.com

Products: transmission shaft, gearbox, hydraulic cylinder

Description: Founded in 1995, Zhejiang Changheng Machinery Co., Ltd., formerly known as Yuhuan Changheng Machinery Co., Ltd., is located in the beautiful and rich coastal areas, central China’s golden coast, with Keelung Harbor within 180 nautical miles. Zhejiang Changheng Machinery Co., Ltd. is an industrial modern enterprise specializing in development, design, manufacture, sales and service of agricultural machinery drive systems. Over a dozen years of cautious, conscientious and professional development, the company has established a product system of agricultural machinery drive shafts, gearboxes and other accessories of complete types. The company has comprehensive systematic manufacturing processes such as forging, casting, machining and heat treatment, with its products sold to more than 40 countries and regions in the world. Over a dozen years, both the product quality and service quality have been highly praised by the clients. Changheng can customize special products according to customers’ requirements and technical specifications apart from providing customers with a series of standard products designed and manufactured by the company itself. The products of Changheng passed the CE and ISO9001-2008 quantity standard, and can be trusted with safety and credibility. The company is the Vice President Unit of Branch of China Association of Agricultural Machinery Manufacturers, Drafting Committee of Chinese Agricultural Universal Drive Shaft Industry Standards, Member Unit of China Association of Agricultural Machinery Manufacturers, Member Unit of Rotary Cultivator Branch of China Association of Agricultural Machinery Manufacturers, Council Member of Chinese First-batch High-quality Agricultural Machinery Components Supplier Alliance, China’s Leading Enterprise of Agricultural Machinery Components and Parts Drive Shafts Yulong Enterprise in Yuhuan County of China.

Zhejiang Changxu Industry Trade Co., Ltd.

Address: Technology Incubation Park, Jindong District, Jinhua City, Zhejiang Province, 321000

Email: 272483634@qq.com

Website: http://garden-chipper.com/

Products: broken branches, lawn mower, micro-cultivators

Description: Zhejiang Changxu Industry Trade Co., Ltd. is a comprehensive high-tech enterprise integrating R&D, manufacture, domestic sales and import and export business technology enterprises, the site is located at 1 Tongling Road, in China’s hardware capital of Zhejiang Yongkang Economic Development Zone, specializing in the production high-quality micro-cultivators, diesel rotary tillers, lawn mowers, broken branches, sugar cane harvesters, cutting machine, ground digging machine, weeding machine and other series of agricultural and forestry machinery products. Changxu possesses design and manufacturing experience, strong technical force, production and processing equipment. The products are mainly exported to the United States, the European Union, Eastern Europe and Southeast Asia. The products, with their stable and reliable quality, best-quality after-sales service, and high cost performance good value for money have won the favor of global customers!

Zhejiang Chunyu Agricultural Science And Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: Building No.40, Weiguo Village, Sanjia Street, Jiaojian District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 318000

Email: 342509774@Qq.Com

Products: Aolin Agricultural Spray Gun, Pipe Rack, Spring Rain Seedling Watering Device

Zhejiang Dongqiao Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: No.16-1, Cangling Road, Huzhen Town, Jinyun, Lishui, Zhejiang Province.

Email: 2880075007@qq.com

Website: http://www.sujineng.com

Products: electric pruner

Description: Zhejiang Dongqiao Machinery Co., Ltd. is a company based on the idea of “improving efficiency for everyone”. The electric pruning brands like Sujineng, Kamaz, Dongqiao, Frank brand and tapetool series sell well at home and abroad. The electric pruning, saws and scissors are made of special hardened steel from Japan and Germany, which are more durable and sharp. Sujineng represents speed, technology and energy. The Japanese
Sujineng Corporation provides technology development and supervises product quality.

**Zhejiang Dongshi Auto Parts Manufacturing Co., Ltd.**

Address: Renliwang Village, Yangxunqiao Town, Shaoxing County, Shaoxing City, Zhejiang Province, 312028

Website: www.chinauniversaljoint.com

Products: universal joint spider assembly

**Zhejiang Estar Mechanical Engineering Co., Ltd.**

Address: No. 9-2, Changsheng Road, Industrial Park, Weitang Town, Jiashan County, Jiaxing City, Zhejiang Province, 314100

Email: thompsonjbb@estarparts.com

Website: www.cfbearing.com

Products: plain bearing bushing, sliding bearing (bushing)

Description: The company focuses on producing various kinds of sliding bushing, casting bronze bushing, wear strip, sinter oil bushing, ptfe tilting thrust bearing pad, syn rings, assembly parts and other special machining parts.

**Zhejiang Fit Bearing Co., Ltd.**

Address: 3 Yanjiang East Road, Yulin Street, Xinchang County, Shaoxing City, Zhejiang Province, 312500

Email: grace@ccf-bearings.com

Website: http://www.ccf-bearings.com/

Products: cotton ingot assembly, cotton-picking shaft, positioning plate

Description: In the beginning years, the company specialized in producing various types of low noise long life ball bearings. With years of development in the bearing industry, the company has accumulated rich experience in manufacture and management. Fit started to invest great energy to develop agricultural machinery parts and construction machinery parts in 2013. By now, the company has set up a skillful team which is good at technology and management, and is capable of R&D, manufacture, sales and service in the bearing industry and agricultural and construction machinery parts.

**Zhejiang Haitian Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: 22 Millennium Road, Eastern New District, Wenling City, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 317507

Email: 183307437@qq.com

Website: www.ht-gears.com

Products: harvester bridge box, gear, axle

Description: Zhejiang Haitian Machinery Co., Ltd., founded in 2001, covers an area of 33,351 square meters, has a standard workshop of 27,883 square meters, and is one of the private industrial enterprises with gears and gear reduction transmission assembly, development, production and sales. The company will continue to carry out production technical innovation and product research and development activities. The company has an administrative center, technology center, gear manufacturing center, bridge box manufacturing center, marketing center, financial center and so on. The company also has six big functional departments, and constantly improves the management system. There is a perfect administrative and safety team in production, supply, quality, marketing, finance and other management systems. The company also boasts advanced production equipment, and various machining centers producing CNC gear hobbling machine, CNC slitting machine, CNC gear shaving machine, numerical control lathe and numerical control grinding machine. There are more than 300 sets of double row push-rod furnace and other equipment and complete testing equipment such as a magnetic particle inspection machine, digital intelligent microscope, hardness tester, microscope, metallographic specimen grinding machine, and metallographic specimen inlaying machine, CNC bevel gear rolling inspection machine, gear measuring center, the gear tooth beating apparatus, and more than 60 sets of three-coordinate measuring instrument and other equipment. The company passed the ISO 9001: 2008 quality management system certification. The company tailors products according to customers’ requirements and implement applicable laws and regulations to organize production to ensure product quality as well as long-term stability.

**Zhejiang Heda Aluminum Co., Ltd.**

Address: 27 Innovation Avenue, Entrepreneurship Innovation Park, Longshan Town, Yongkang City, Jinhua City, Zhejiang Province, 321300

Email: ykys111@163.com

Products: cylinder head, cylinder head assembly, engine cylinder head,

**Zhejiang Hongyun Industrial Co., Ltd.**

Address: 666 Xiangzhang West Avenue, Xicheng Street, Yongkang City, Jinhua City, Zhejiang Province, 321300

Email: 654853933@qq.com

Website: www.ykhy.cn

Products: copper tube radiator, diesel radiator, condensing single cylinder diesel radiator

Description: Zhejiang Hongyun Industrial Co., Ltd. is located in Yongkang, a city in central Zhejiang province known as “The City of Hardware”. The city boasts highly developed industries, beautiful landscapes and brilliant people. The world renowned “China Hardware Fair” and “China International Door Industry Expo” hosted in Yongkang once every year have attracted merchants from over the world. Hongyun has a factory area of 40,000
square meters, in which the workshop area is 31,000 square meters and the greenery area takes up 32% of the total area. It has more than 380 employees now including 60 engineering and technical personnel. The factory passed the ISO9001/2015 quality system certification in 2000 and the IATF16949 quality system certification in 2008.

Zhejiang HTB Slide Bearing Co., Ltd.
Address: No.5 Workshop of Weitang Village-level Pioneer Park, 198 Nanxing Road, Jiashan County, Jiaxing City, Zhejiang Province, 314100
Email: htb@htb-bearing.com
Products: solid lubricated bearing, bimetallic compound bushing, oil bushing
Description: HTB Company is a professional enterprise specializing in the design, manufacture and sales of oilless sliding bearings. The company has spared no efforts in establishing an excellent brand name to provide the first-class products. It produces top-grade self-lubricated bearings that are well recognized both at home and abroad. The products include HTB1 oilless sliding bearings, HTB2 boundary lubricating bearings, HTB800 bimetal coiled bearings, HTB3 solid lubricating bearings, HTB090 bronze bearings and sliding bearings. The products are widely used in printers, automobiles, metallurgy, mine, ships, petrol, spin and weave, derrick, printing, architecture, logon and so on. In addition, the products are sold far to North America, South America, Southeast Asia and more than twenty other global countries and regions.

Zhejiang Jinsai Precision Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Liuping Road, Jianshan New District, Haining City, Zhejiang Province, 314400
Email: 382878110@qq.com
Website: www.zjjspt.com
Products: universal joint
Description: Zhejiang Jinsai Precision Technology Co., Ltd. is an auto parts manufacturer specializing in R&D and production of automobile hub bearings, hub units and universal joint assembly. The company is located in the national economic and technological development zone of Jianshan New District, Haining, Zhejiang province, covering an area of more than 50 mu, with a building area of more than 40,000 square meters and a planned production capacity of 2 million sets per year. The company carries out the latest IATF16949 production system standard, adopts the domestic and foreign advanced automatic production equipment and testing equipment, and has all kinds of hub units, universal joint assembly mass production capacity and new product research and development capacity, to provide strong support the main plant supporting and after sales maintenance market.

Zhejiang Un Gear Co., Ltd.
Address: South of 24th Street, East of North Jintang Road, Dongbu New Area, Wenling City, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 317502
Email: yeelen116@126.com
Website: www.uncwp.com
Products: drive axle, basin angle tooth, gear
Description: The company mainly manufactures gears, crown wheel and pinion, and shaft for agricultural machinery.

Zhejiang Ousen Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 1459 East Fengnan Road, Jiaojiang District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 318000
Email: 376057473@qq.com
Website: www.ousen.cn
Products: water pump, plant protection machinery-power sprayer, insert patch drip irrigation tape inside
Description: Zhejiang Ousen Machinery Co., Ltd. hereinafter referred to as Ousen Company is located in a beautiful place, Taizhou City enjoying the reputation of “China sprayer town. The company occupies a land of 40,000 square meters, the building area covers more than 40,000 square meters, and the workshop area covers more than 35,000 square meters. With a total investment of over one hundred million yuan, there are more than 500 staff, 60 senior technical staff, several utility model and appearance patents, and an annual output of more than 180 million units of various small agricultural machinery products.
high pressure cleaners and motorized sprayers, and 300 thousand plunger pumps, and can provide satisfactory products to companies all over the world.

**Zhejiang Precise Driveline Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: Science and Technology Industrial Functional Area, Yuhuan City, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 317605

Email: sales7888@precisepto.com

Website: www.precisepto.com

Products: farm machinery drive shaft

Description: Zhejiang Precise Driveline Machinery Co., Ltd. is a modern enterprise specializing in the development, production, sales and services of PTO shaft. The company has a customer centric service system, providing a full range of presale, sale and aftersale service.

**Zhejiang Qihuang Industry and Trade Co., Ltd.**

Address: No. 718 Houwu Village, Jingshan Xia Village, Economic Development Zone, Yongkang City, Jinhua City, Zhejiang Province, 321300

Email: qihuang365@126.com

Products: chip machine, branch grinder, twig straw crusher

Description: Zhejiang Qihuang Industry Trade Co., Ltd. is a private enterprise integrating independent research and development, production and sales. The registered capital is 10 million yuan. In order to meet the market demand, the company independently developed “Kathy Huang”, the latest model of branch crusher in 2019, with five advantages: 1) double discharge port; 2) 360 degree free rotation, for different customer needs; 3) trees, plants and weeds under 15cm can be crushed; 4) all mechanical structures, including parts, are thickened and durable; 5) human design, easy to pull away, displacement; mature in quality which is in strict accordance with the national three guarantees quality inspection service market. The company’s main production covers series of branches crushers.

**Zhejiang Rui’an Jinlong Auto Parts Factory**

Address: 117 Hantian Central Street, Rui’an City, Wenzhou City, Zhejiang Province, 325204

Email: 474771543@qq.com

Products: kubotian combination switch, lifting switch, file lamp switch

Description: The factory specializes in agricultural vehicle electrical appliances.

**Zhejiang Sanxing Rubber Belt Co., Ltd.**

Address: 48 Middle Guangming Road, Haiyou Town, Sanmen County, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 317100

Email: 4766169@qq.com

Website: www.sxbelt.com

Products: agricultural machinery walking belt, harvester threshing belt, threshing belt for farm machinery

Description: Zhejiang Sanxing Rubber Belt Co., Ltd. was established in 1989, it has more than 28 years of experience in producing rubber belt. Sanxing is a professional enterprise of manufacture, processing and sales of transmission belt. It is located in the eastern part of China, the so-called “China rubber belt city” -Sanmen county of Zhejiang province. Sanxing has convenient transportation resources.

**Zhejiang Shenghong Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: Southeast Industrial Point of Songmen Town, Wenling City, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 317511

Email: 139676060@qq.com

Products: t-shaped angle gear box, rotary tiller reduction box, 14 teeth reverse

**Zhejiang Shenlong Chain Transmission Co., Ltd.**

Address: 89 Zhenxing South Road, Ganshan Industrial Zone, Zhongguan Town, Deqing County, Huzhou City, Zhejiang Province, 313220

Email: 224994299@qq.com

Website: www.getechain.com

Products: agricultural machinery chain, conveyor chain, roller chain

Description: Zhejiang Shenlong Chain Transmission Co., Ltd., of which the predecessor is HangZhou Shenlong Chain Factory, is one of biggest professional chain factory in China. It belongs to joint stock enterprises which covers an area of 30,000 square meters. The company was founded in 1998, has wealthy experience in the manufacture of several kinds of chains. There are more than 180 employees, including engineering technical personnel about 30 people. The annual production capacity is USD 13,000,000, and the annual sales amount up to USD 9,800,000. About 40% of the products are exported to overseas markets, like Europe, USA, Japan, Korea and Southeast Asia. Zhejiang Shenlong Chain has its own brand “Gete” with high reputation in the domestic market. The major products are ANSI and ISO series roller chains, bush chains, converyor chains, agricultural chains, leaf chains, double plus chains, hollow pin chains and other special chains, over 2000 varieties. Roller chains and agricultural chains are our strongest projects. The company has met standards of ISO, ANSI, BS, DIN, JIS, which are widely used in the field of mine, oil, chemical, agricultural machinery, electron, engineering machinery, medicine, food, textile, car packing, converyor machinery, tobacco and other areas. The company can also provide
service for the repairment of those imported machine sets. The product performance has reached the requirement of customers from Europe, USA, Japan and other developed countries. Zhejiang Shenlong Chain Transmission Co., Ltd. features complete manufacture and inspection equipment, advanced technology and excellent quality control and testing system. It adopts CAD, CAM to design and manufacture chains, selects excellent alloy steel, and uses advanced heat treatment method. In recent years, Shenlong has invested a great amount in the R&D department and inspection department. In 2004, Zhejiang Shenlong Chain Transmission Co., Ltd. obtained ISO90012000 certificate of Quality Assurance System; in 2011, it also obtained ISO90012008. In 2013, it passed Global Market Team test and got the GMC certificate. In 2014, it obtained the CE certificate. At the same time, it went through several inspections from national quality inspection center.

Zhejiang Shuilong Rubber & Plastic Co., Ltd.
Address: Xiahe Industrial Zone, Sanhe Town, Tiantai, Taizhou, Zhejiang Province, 317200
Products: hose, sprinkler irrigation hose, fire hose

Zhejiang SiFang Group
Address: 57 Yongtuo Road, Yongkang City, Jinhua City, Zhejiang Province, 21315
Email: 750492434@qq.com
Website: http://sifangjie.com/
Products: grain combiner, crawler tractor, walking tractor
Description: Zhejiang SiFang Group, subordinate to Zhejiang Province Yongkang Tractor Factory, founded in 1961, is one of the earliest enterprises specializing in manufacturing walking tractor and diesel engine in China. It is also the first 3A grade credit enterprise in machinery industry. The company’s leading products are related to the whole-process agriculture mechanization, which mainly include tractors, combine harvesters, and single-cylinder diesel engine series. Its products have been sold well in more than 55 countries and regions.

Zhejiang Songqiao Pneumatic Hydraulic Co., Ltd.
Address: 369 Dachang Road, Kandun Industrial Zone B, Cixi City, Ningbo City, Zhejiang Province, 315303
Email: LSQ@songqiao.com
Website: www.songqiao.com
Products: hydraulic quick joint, flat hydraulic quick joint, hydraulic quick joint

Zhejiang Tingnengsheng Machine Co., Ltd.
Address: Huajie Town, Huajie Village, Yongkang City, Jinhua City, Zhejiang Province, 321302
Email: tnsyyt@163.com
Website: http://ykyzw.1688.com/
Products: binder, cultivating boat
Description: Zhejiang Tingnengsheng Machine Co., Ltd. was founded in 1984, which is situated in YongKang Huajie Industry Zone, near National Highways 330 and about 5 kilometers far away from Yongkang city. The company specializes in manufacturing the walking tractor, utility vehicle, reaper machine, binder, tiler, and so on. It has imported the technology and quality control patterns from other countries, with complete quality control system. The company passed ISO9001: 2000, and the products with EEC, CE, EPA certificates have been exported to several countries and regions including Southeast Asia, Europe, America, and Africa. The company has registered capital of CNY 10,000,000, covers an area of 100,000 m2. There are 286 staff, among which senior managing and technical personnel account for 59. The company has strong technology and management abilities.

Zhejiang Xiangpai Chain Drive Co., Ltd.
Address: Zhejiang Hangmu Industrial Co., Ltd. Deqing County, Huzhou City, Zhejiang Province, 313200
Email: 1209167766@qq.com
Website: www.xiangpaichain.com
Products: agricultural machinery chain, conveyor chain
Description: Zhejiang Xiangpai Chain Drive Co., Ltd., formerly known as Hangzhou Huaxiang Chain Drive Co., Ltd., was established in 1988. The factory covers an area of 13,000m2, with 300 employees, of which 8 are technicians. It possesses more than 250 sets of main equipment with registered trademark. The main products are precision roller chain, sleeve chain, conveyor chain, bending chain, plate chain and all kinds of special shaped chains that have passed ISO, Anst and BS standards. The factory has strong CAD ability, which enables the factory to design and manufacture special orders for users quickly. The factory began to export chain products in 1995, and its foreign trade has increased year by year. Its products have entered Europe, the United States, Japan and other countries, and are well received by customers. At present, 70% of the factory’s products are exported. The manufacturing facilities such as mesh belt carburizing furnace, high speed punch, Nissan microscope are imported to guarantee the product quality.
Zhejiang Xinchai Co., Ltd.

Address: 888 West Xinchang Avenue, Xinchang County, Shaoxing City, Zhejiang Province, 312500
Email: 417228130@qq.com
Website: www.xinchaipower.com
Products: diesel engine

Description: Zhejiang Xinchai Co., Ltd. is a famous company in China for manufacturing multicylinder diesel engine, and is also a state-level high-tech enterprise. It plays a leading role in the market of small and medium tonnage forklift, medium power tractor, combine harvester, etc. Xinchai has manufactured engines for more than 50 years. There are now more than 1100 staff in the company. The total asset is more than CNY 1 billion. The company covers an area of about 200,000 square meters and it is capable of producing 300,000 sets of engines annually. Xinchai now has five diesel engine platforms as N, D, K, T, and E. The displacement ranges from 2L to 4.8L, and the power from 25 HP to 160 HP. The products are mainly used in forklifts, construction machinery, agricultural machinery and generating sets. The products are well-known all over the country and exported to many overseas regions such as Southeast Asia, as well as American and European countries. The company is supported by a provincial enterprise research institute, and a state-level postdoctoral research center with 21 research labs and a group of experienced researchers. Xinchai has been cooperating with world-class engine consulting companies and famous universities for years, which is the reason why it keeps leading the offroad engine market. In recent years, Xinchai constantly enhances the process control ability according to TS16949 system requirements, which makes the quality better than similar domestic products. Xinchai pays serious attention to service, as there are more than 500 service stations and multilevel systems of parts supply. Also, more than 200 professional technicians can provide door to door service to customers all over the country. Furthermore, the company undertakes social responsibility actively and was awarded as “China’s Model Integrity Enterprise”, “National Advanced Worker Enterprise”, “China IC Engine Achievement Award” and so on, enjoying a good market reputation and public credibility.

Zhejiang Yabailan Electric Appliance Co., Ltd.

Address: Zhejiang Yabailan Electric Appliance Co., Ltd., Rui’an City, Wenzhou City, Zhejiang Province, 325204
Email: sissyli@yabailan.cn
Website: www.yabailan.cn
Products: ignition switch, combination switch, horn

Description: Zhejiang Yabailan Electric Appliance Co., Ltd., founded in 1986, is a company integrating the R&D, manufacture, sales, and service of automotive electrical/electronic switches, horns, sub-instrument panel, touch switches and other products, and one of the private joint-stock enterprises. The company’s main agricultural machinery customers are Japan Yammar, Japan Kubota, Yituo, World and other well-known brands at home and abroad. The company’s main automobile clients are: Beijing Auto, BYD, Chang’an, Dongfeng, Chery, Volvo, and other well-known brands at home and abroad. The company has nearly 300 employees, including 72 technical personnel. The company passed the IATF16949 quality system certification, and it has obtained 76 patents and more than 30 honors, such as “National High-tech Enterprise”, “Zhejiang Provincial Technology Center Enterprise”, “Excellent Supplier of Hanteng”.

Zhejiang Yucheng Electromechanical Co., Ltd.

Address: Baiyun Sub-district Office, Jiaojiang District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 318000
Products: sprayer

Zhejiang Yunzhou Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: Haifeng South Road, Linhai City, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 317000
Email: 43281342@qq.com
Products: gearboxes and rubber tracks of self-propelled combine harvesters

Description: Zhejiang Yunzhou Technology Co., Ltd., established in 1992, is a privately operated enterprise mainly engaged in the production of farm machinery including entire harvester gearbox and rubber tracks. The company has fixed assets of more than CNY 50 million, with factory district area covering 68,000 square meters, and the floor space occupying 39,000 square meters. It also has the modernized, standardized and garden-like factory district workshop. The company has existing staff of 380 people, including 10 senior engineers, 35 specialized technical personnel, as well as excellent machine equipment and abundant technical force. The enterprise integrates scientific research and development, as well as manufacture, sales and service, and has established an entire set of strict scientific quality control procedures. In 2003, it passed the IS9001: 2000 quality control system authentication. The main product is the harvester special purpose gear box that absorbed the characteristics of domestic and foreign gear boxes accompanied by independent research and development. Besides, the company has obtained “Zhejiang Province New Product Development Prize”.

Zhejiang Zeye Machinery Co., Ltd.

Address: Zhongchuang Science and Technology Park, Luqiao District, Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province, 317100
Email: 840559063@qq.com
Products: spray insecticide pump, spray pipe

Zhejiang Zhengdong Motorcycle Parts Co., Ltd.

Address: Rui’an City, Wenzhou City, Zhejiang Province,
Zhejiang Zhenhang Filter Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: Qibaixiang Village, Liandu District, Lishui City, Zhejiang Province, 323000
Email: 36650336@qq.com
Website: www.cngreenfilter.cn
Products: air filter, oil filter, fuel filter
Description: Zhejiang Zhenhang Filter Technology Co., Ltd., formerly known as Wenzhou Zhenhang Auto Parts Co., Ltd., was founded in 2010. The new factory is located in the beautiful forest city of Lishui, Zhejiang province. The factory covers an area of 100 mu, and has a number of modern production lines, with an annual output of more than 3 million sets of filters. The products cover construction machinery, agricultural machinery, heavy vehicles, ships, generator sets, compressors and other fields. The company has established long-term cooperative relations with many famous enterprises at home and abroad. Its products are exported to more than 300 countries and regions around the world.

Zhengzhou Duogong Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: Nidian Village, Xingyang City, Zhengzhou City, Henan Province, 450100
Email: 47186482@qq.com
Products: 5-ton guillotine kneading machine, 3-ton guillotine kneading machine, 2.8-ton guillotine kneading machine
Description: Zhengzhou Duogong Manufacturing Co., Ltd., originally known as Xingyang Chaowei Machinery Factory, was established in 2009, focusing on agricultural machinery products for more than 10 years. The company has become a professional agricultural machinery enterprise integrating R&D, production and sales. It is the only manufacturer holding the appearance and interior patent certificate issued by the State Intellectual Property Office.

Zhengzhou Longfeng Agricultural Machinery Equipment Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: North of Xuchang Road, West of Danxia Road, Shangjie District, Zhengzhou City, Henan Province, 450000
Email: 278748012@qq.com
Website: www.zzlfny.com
Products: hydraulic turnover plough series, subsoiler
Description: Zhengzhou Longfeng Agricultural Machinery Equipment Manufacturing Co., Ltd., founded in 2000, covers an area of more than 7,000 square meters, with staff of 46 people. The company possesses manufacturing experience, strong technical force, and focuses on the production of 15-160 horsepower tractors and supporting the operation of a series of machinery including hydraulic turnover plough. All departments, including production department, technical department, QC department, sales department and after-sales department, strict management system to ensure the quality of products and after-sales service. The main production equipment include lathe, drilling machine, sawing machine, carbon dioxide protection welding machine, numerical control cutting machine and so on. The after-sales department has 8 professional service personnel, mainly responsible for the technical guidance of users, and timely solving users’ problems.

Zhengzhou Rongchang Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Gaochun Township, Xingyang City, Zhengzhou City, Henan Province.
Website: https://rongchangjx.1688.com/
Products: feed mixer, feed grinder, grass cutting and silk kneading machine
Description: Zhengzhou Rongchang Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd., founded in 2010, covers an area of more than 100 mu, and has a number of modern production lines, with an annual output of more than 3 million sets of filters. The products cover construction machinery, agricultural machinery, heavy vehicles, ships, generator sets, compressors and other fields. The company has established long-term cooperative relations with many famous enterprises at home and abroad. Its products are exported to more than 300 countries and regions around the world.
Email: 378825056@qq.com
Website: http://www.songhajx.com/
Products: hay cutter, ensilage machine
Description: The company is located in Zhengzhou and specializes in manufacturing livestock breeding machinery. It has exported its products to many countries and regions all over the world, especially to Africa, Australia and South America. The products enjoy a good reputation among customers.

Zhengzhou Weiwei Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: Gaocun Township, Xingyang City, Zhengzhou City, Henan Province, 450101
Email: 314657325@qq.com
Products: hay cutter, kneading silk crusher, wood mill, ensilage machine
Description: The company specializes in manufacturing chaffcutter, corn thresher, grass cutting disintegrator. The annual turnover is CNY 7 million to CNY 10 million. The amount of export is less than CNY 100,000. The registered capital of the company is CNY 5,200,000.

Zhengzhou Yike Heavy Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: Gaocun Township, Gao Village, Xingyang City, Zhengzhou City, Henan Province, 450101
Email: 2830307813@qq.com
Website: www.zzyike.com
Products: straw baler, TMR whole grain mixer, ensilage machine
Description: Zhengzhou YIKE Heavy Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd. is located in the high village industrial zone, in Xingyang of Zhengzhou City. It focuses on the international trade business. The company was founded in 1996, as a professional manufacturer of agricultural machine. The main products are chaff cutter, silage chaff cutter, straw kneading machine, feed pellet machine, round silage balers, hydraulic square silage balers, hay balers, shredders, double-shaft shredder, fertilizer equipment, etc. During 20 years of development, YIKE company now has more than 200 workers, 28 professional and technical engineers, 10 technical quality inspectors, 12 domestic salers, and 30 international salers staff. The company occupies over 20,000m2, and construction area of 10,000 m2; the annual production capacity has reached 10 million units.

Zhenjiang Hydraulics Co., Ltd.
Address: 300 Nanxu Avenue, Runzhou District, Zhenjiang City, Jiangsu Province, 212021
Email: wxt@zjyyj.com
Website: www.zjyyj.com
Products: hydraulic steering gear, hydraulic motor, torque amplifier
Description: Zhenjiang Hydraulic Co., Ltd. was established in the year of 1976, specializing in design, manufacture and sales of hydraulic orbital components which include hydraulic steering unit, hydraulic orbital motor. It is located in the China’s most active economic region Yangzi River Delta, with over 40 years’ experience on product research and development. Zhenjiang Hydraulics has become the leading manufacturer of China’s orbital hydraulic components industry, as well as a well-known enterprise in the world.

Zhuji Meilinkai Hydraulic Fittings Factory
Address: 70 Yian Road, Fengqiao Town, Zhuji City, Zhejiang Province, 311800
Email: 1049923304@qq.com
Products: hydraulic quick joint
Description: Meilinkai Hydraulic Parts Factory was founded in the late 1990s as a manufacturer of agricultural machinery parts.

Zhuji Qiangyu Pipeline Technology Co., Ltd.
Address: No. 888, Shenghou Natural Village, Tingliang Shushu, Diankou Town, Zhuji City, Shaoxing City, Zhejiang Province, 311835
Email: qyjx-jcw@163.com
Website: https://zjsqyjx.1688.com
Products: dosing machine, controlled pressure valve, stainless steel tube of the dispenser, copper applicator nozzle
Description: Zhuji Qiangyu Pipeline Technology Co., Ltd. is located in Diankou Town Industrial Park, Zhuji City, at the junction of Hangzhou, Xiaoshan and Shaoxing. It
is adjacent to Hangzhou-Jinhua-Quzhou Expressway, No. 03 Provincial Highway, Zhechi Line Dianchi Station and Xiaoshan International Airport, where transportation is very convenient. The company’s mainly produces are tin bronze, aluminum bronze, brass copper joints, copper worm gear, copper sleeves, copper bearings, copper gaskets. The models are 663.555.101.102.103.1010.443, SF2, SF1 and other grades of copper fittings. Other main and auxiliary products include gear levers, bimetal bushings, compound bushings and so on. The company has more than 230 employees, 9 technicians, 250 sets of equipment, 5000 square meters of plant area, and a total area of 8,800 square meters. The company adheres to the principle of people-oriented and vigorously advocates the human resources strategy. It strictly implements the ISO9002: 2009 quality system standard. In 2013, the company also passed the ISO/TS16949: 2009 quality system certification and established a market-oriented service system to create a corporate brand image. The company continues to introduce advanced technology, adhere to the supremacy of quality, provide comprehensive services for the relevant manufacturing industry, and strive to achieve excellence.

**Zoomlion Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.**

Address: 16 Exi Road, Sanshan District, Wuhu City, Anhui Province, 241080

Website: https://www.zoomlion.com

Products: round baler, grain dryer, wheel tractor

Description: Founded in 1992, Zoomlion Heavy Industry Science & Technology Co., Ltd. is mainly engaged in developing and manufacturing major high-tech equipment in the areas of engineering industry and agricultural industry. With more than 20 years of innovation and development, the company is now a global enterprise possessing 10 major categories and 56 product lines, as well as nearly 600 leading products. Zoomlion is China’s first construction machinery company to be listed on both Shenzhen and Hong Kong stock exchanges, with registered capital amounting to RMB 7.664 billion. At present, the company is actively promoting strategic transformation, aiming to build a high-end equipment manufacturing enterprise integrating engineering machinery, agricultural machinery and financial services.
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A J Precision & Automation Pvt. Ltd
Address: C-40, Sector-81, Noida, Distt-G.B. Nagar-201305 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 0120-4558773
Fax: 0120-4557971; 9818991973; 9210900192
Email: ajprecision@gmail.com
Products: laser land leveller

A P State Agro Industries Development Corporation
Address: 504, Hemitage Office Complex, Hill Fort Road, Hyderabad-500004 (Telangana)
Tel: 040-23391331; 23314246
Products: multicrop thresher, paddy thresher, rotavator, self-propelled reaper, puddler, paddy row seeder, jatropha thresher, caster thresher, sunflower thresher and other agricultural implements

A S Agricultural Works
Address: Ludhiana Road, Malerkotla-148023(Punjab)
Tel: 01675-257049; 98156-54129
Products: straw combine, combine harvesters, etc.

A.C. Agro Technology
Address: Plot No. 1,2 Shubhanagar, Maliya Highway, Halavad (Gujarat)
Tel: 02758-291912; 9687747474
Email: acagrohalvad@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

A.J. Machineries
Address: Basant Pur, Kalna Road P.O. Kasiara, Dist. Burdwan-713407 (West Bengal)
Tel: 0342-2665053; 9233353968
Email: mtz@apanjohn.com; abbas@apanjohn.com
Products: rotavator, potato planter, potato digger, chaff cutter, leaf plate making machine, maize thresher, groundnut decorticator, drum seeder, weeder

A.N.A. Industries
Address: N.H. 1, Village Uchani, Behind Chauhan Traders (Petrol Pump), Karnal-132001(Haryana)
Tel: 9896188337; 9992027553; 9812087553
Email: anaindustrieskarnal@gmail.com
Products: rotary tiller blades, cultivator shovels & sweeps, replacement parts

A.S. Engineering and fabrications
Address: Plot No. 6 B-C, Sector-H, Road No. 14A, Industrial Area, Govindpura, Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0755-2600167; 2752986
Products: cultivators, seed drill, leveler, threshing, trolley, vegetable transplanter

Abu Agriculture Works
Address: 20 Vanasthali Marg, Jaipur (Rajasthan)
Tel: 0141-2361581; 2367441; 9928077781
Products: agricultural machinery

Abudul Kuyum Makkad Iron and Welding Works
Address: Post Paroli Kotadi, Bhilwara (Rajasthan)
Tel: 01488-233024
Products: mb plough, bund former, seed-cum-fertilizer drill, 2- and 3-row weeder, bakhar

ACN Industries
Address: 231 Sanganoor Road (Opp. to Roots), Ganapathy Coimbatore-641006 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9360355333
Products: all types of farm equipment & tools spares, coconut tree climbers, palm climber, insect traps, irrigation system spares, etc.

Adarsh Engineers Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Shrirampur-413709, Opp. State Bank of India, Dist. Ahmednagar (Maharashtra)
Tel: 02422-223526
Products: tractor trailers

Adarsh Plant Protect Limited
Address: 604, GIDC Estate, Vitthal Udyognagar-388121, Dist. Anand (Gujarat)
Tel: 9825011981; 9925011055
Email: adarshplant@hotmail.com
Products: all types of sprayers

Aggarwal Agriculture Works
Address: Jind Road, Assandh, Karnal (Haryana)
Tel: 9896134487; 01749-278560; 278726
Products: rotavator, zero-till drill, straw combine
Aggarwal Industries
Address: Ania Road, Opp. HDFC Bank, Amloh-147 203 (Punjab)
Tel: 01765-230286; 9814130286
Email: dharmvirgoyal@yahoo.com; Ai.nikhilgoyal@yahoo.com
Products: tiller shovel, seed drill, plough blade, rotavator blade, tiller fastener

Agrawal Agro Traders
Address: B-15, Industrial Area, Rudrapur (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 05944-242067; 241075
Products: thresher, cultivator, seed drill, harrow

Agri Impex
Address: Opp PNB (regional office); Karnal-132001 (Haryana)
Tel: 0091-184-4043883; 09992222822
Fax: 0091-184-4041883
Email: agriimpexho@gmail.com; virenderarya06@gmail.com; virender_arya_2006@yahoo.com
Products: meera ghati chowk, cultivator, disc harrow, mb plow, disc plow, laser land leveler, ridger, horticultural tools

Agrico Industries Naka Satrikh
Address: Hydergarh Road, Barabanki-225001 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 7007429870
Email: tenmilliondollar@hotmail.com
Products: thresher, disc harrow, cultivator, levellor, bund former, reaper, rotavator, tractor trolley

Agricultural Implements Manufacturing Consortium
Address: SAICO (P) Ltd, Industrial Estate, Shoranur-679122 (Kerala)
Tel: 9447924299
Email: sreedharannalakath@gmail.com; saicoshoranur@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Agritech Corporation
Address: Jalandhar Road, Industrial Estate, Hoshiarpur (Punjab)
Tel: 01882-509036
Fax: 01882-250236
Email: agritechexport@rediffmail.com
Products: agricultural implements, light engineering goods & tractor parts etc.

Agro Commercial
Address: 8 A, Camac Court, 25 B, Camac Street, Kolkata-700016 (West Bengal)
Tel: 033-22874206; 9339872177
Fax: 033-22874139
Email: agro.equipments@gmail.com
Website: agrocom.in
Products: power tiller operated seed-cum-fertilizer drill, bar harrow, shrub master, rotary plough, sprayers, post-hole diggers, grass cutter, rotavator, fodder cutter-cum-loader, etc.

Agro Commercial Consortium Machines Pvt. Ltd
Address: 8 A, Camac Court, 25 B, Camac Street, Kolkata-700016 (West Bengal)
Tel: 033-22874206; 9339872177
Fax: 033-22874139
Email: agro.equipments@gmail.com
Website: agrocom.in
Products: sub soiler, multi purpose harrow-cum-leveller, post hole digger (1, 2, 4), power weeder, sprayer, bio shredder, brush cutter

Agro Equipments
Address: 24 B/1B, Dr. Suresh Sarkar Road, Kolkata-700014 (West Bengal)
Tel: 033-22450894; 22444689; 9433090577
Products: power tiller operated seed-cum-fertilizer drill, bar harrow, shrub master, rotary plough, sprayers, post-hole diggers, grass cutter, rotavator, fodder cutter-cum-loader, etc.

Agro links Manufacturers & Dealers
Address: 91, (Old No.286) Chinnaswamy Naidu Road, New Siddhapudur, Coimbatore-641044 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 0422-2526871; 2526673;2533570; 9363104775
Fax: 0422-2520728
Email: agrolinks@yahoo.com
Products: power tillers, spares, agricultural implements
Agro Star Industries
Address: 4148, Ande Wada, Asarachi Ves, Near Modakeshwar Ganapati Temple, Nasik-422001 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9422249787
Products: agricultural nozzles

Agrotop Farm Equipment Private Limited
Address: No. 12/214, Hospital Road Thammam Patty-Post, Gangavalli Taluk, Salem District, Pin code-636113 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 04282-226638; 9789414158; 9176784155
Email: agrotop.india@gamil.com
Products: multicrop thresher, baler and other agriculture machinery

AIC MACHINERIES & CO., LTD.
Address: No. 39, Hosur Road Post, Electronic City, Banglor-E560058 (Karnataka)
Tel: 080-28520368; 26580579
Products: hi-tech agricultural machineries, walk behind transplanters, multipurpose cultivators

AIMS Farm Equipment Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Vidya Nagar Hubli-560021 (Karnataka)
Tel: 0836-2310430
Products: tractor trailers -- two wheels and four wheels

Ajaco Engineering Products Private Limited
Address: G.T. Road, Goraya, Dist. Jalandhar-144409 (Punjab)
Tel: 01826-262271; 262571
Fax: 01826-262271
Email: ajaco@jla.vsnl.net.in
Website: www.ajacoengg.com
Products: combine harvester (self-propelled and tractor-operated), straw combine, etc.

Ajay Iron & Steel Works
Address: D-10, Industrial Estate, GT Road, Chandpur Varanasi-221106 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 0542-2207619; 2370077; 9838500500
Email: aisvvns@gmail.com
Products: chaff cutter

Ajay Kumar & Co.
Address: C-149, Moti Nagar, New Delhi-110015
Tel: 011-25100776; 25935404; 25441949
Fax: 011-25441950
Email: glasil@vsnl.net
Products: green houses, poly houses, glass houses, nylon nets & shading nets, agricultural equipment, seed testing materials, etc.

Ajaya Engg Works Shankar Vihra Badavane
Address: Behind mallikarjun, PB Road, Davangere-577006 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9844355460
Email: anjadam9@gmail.com
Products: diesel engines

Ajit Engineering Works Vill
Address: Jhalera, P.O.-Rainsarg, Una (HP)
Tel: 01975-224147
Products: cultivator, leveler, disc harrow, trailer

Akash Agro Industries
Address: 628/10/1, Chandru Complex, Siddalingaswamy Compound, Nittuvalli Road, K.B. Extn., Davangere-577002 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448178269
Email: akashagroofd2018@gmail.com
Products: tractor trailer, multicrop thresher, water tanker, power tiller equipment, tractor drawn implements

Akhatari Agriculture Works Shop No 18, 19, 20
Address: New Anaj Mandi, Moradabad Road, Kashipur-244713 (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 05947-279764; 9897030308, 9568193962
Email: akhatriagricultureworks@yahoo.com
Products: rotavator, cultivator, harrow, thresher

Akhtri Agriculture Works
Address: Muradabad Road, Kashipur (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 05947-278977; 279764
Products: rice thresher, harrow, cultivator, ridger etc.
AKRITI
Tel: 06642-229095; 229336
Products: tractor and power tiller operated axial flow

At/P.O. Bamra
Address: Dist. Sambalpur-768221 (Odisha)
Tel: 9437051336
Email: contact@lathakriti.com
Website: www.lathakriti.com
Products: thresher, tractor trailer, 9 tyne/11 tyne cultivator, td leveler, td ridger tractor cage wheel, power tiller trailer, td mb & disc plough, zero-till drill, rotadrill, rotavator, chaff cutter

Akshar Agro Engineering
Address: Survey No. 191, Plot 7/A, Shantidham Society Main Road, B/H Orchev Pharma, Veraval (Shapar), Dist. Rajkot-360024 (Gujarat)
Tel: 9879011208
Email: info@aksharagro.in
Products: groundnut digger, mechanical /hydraulic reversible plough

Almighty Agrotech Pvt.Ltd
Address: G/1934-35 Lodhika-G.I.D.C. Almighty Gate, Kalawad Road, Metoda-360021, Dist. Rajkot (Gujarat)
Tel: 02827-287307; 9825612142
Fax: 02827-287508
Email: aap@almightyagro.com
Website: www.almightyagro.com
Products: all types of sprayers

ALT Systems 29 Block IV
Address: Ganga Shopping Complex, Sector 29, NOIDA-201301 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 9711841690, 8368047456
Email: ashish@altsystems.in
Products: laser guided leveler

Amar Agricultural Implements Works
Address: Amar Street, Janta Nagar, Gill Road, Ludhiana-141003 (Punjab)
Tel: 0161-2491780; 2493128; 3299540; 98720-18040
Fax: 0161-5019886; 2814036
Email: amaragri@gmail.com
Products: multicrop thresher, sunflower thresher, maize dehusker-cum-sheller, self-propelled sprayer, power weeder, rotary tiller, chaff cutter

Amar Agro Industries
Address: Shop No. 20-21, Auto Market Bhunna Road, Fatehabad-125050 (Harayana)
Tel: 9416127042; 868400065
Email: jaspalbabra@yahoo.in babrajaspal@gmail.com
Products: cotton drill, ridger, seed drill, mud loader, cultivator, disc harrow, spray pump

Amar Head & Gear Manufacturing
Address: Meerut-250103 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 0121-2514056; 9412782074
Email: amarheads@gmail.com
Products: power weeder, rotary blades, cultivator tinesco. 181, purana bagpat adda tiraha football chowk, near badi masjid delhi

Amar Malwa Hydraulics
Address: Shop No. 20-21, Auto Market Bhunna Road, Fatehabad-125050 (Harayana)
Tel: 9416127042; 868400065
Email: tmalwa@yahoo.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Amar Singh & Sons
Address: Near Railway crossing Ahmedgarh-148021, Dist. Sangrur (Punjab)
Tel: 01675-240479
Products: harambha thresher, seed-cum-fertilizer drill, zero-till drill, etc.

Amar Singh and Sons (Regd.)
Address: 10975, Street No. 9, Pratap Nagar Industrial Area B, Ludhiana-141 003 (Punjab)
Tel: 0161-5019761; 9876322477; 988865847
Email: amr1967@rediffmail.com
Products: agricultural machine spares

Amberkar Steel Constructions
Address: 88/3-4 Shivaprakash Agro Trailer Compound, Davanger-E577003 (Karnataka)
Tel: 99642; 79558
Email: amberkarsteelconstructions@yahoo.com
Products: water heating system and agricultural implements

Ambica Engineering Works
Address: Sr. No. 132, Opp. Navagam Udhyog Nagar, N.H. No. 8, Navagam-394185, Surat (Gujarat)
Tel: 02621-253110; 9825116373
Fax: 02621-252110
Email: vai_ambica@rediffmail.com; ambicaengineeringworks@indiamart.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Ambika Iron Works
Address: National Highway-8 (Navagam), Opp. Agro Petrol Pump, Kamrej Char Rasta, Kamrej-394185 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02621-252110; 9825114028
Email: vai_ambica@rediff.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Amman Engineering Service
Address: 334, Vigneswara Nagar, Vadugapalayampudur, Gobichettipalayam, Erode-638452 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9865677753
Email: ammanengs11@yahoo.com
Products: rotavators and cultivators

Amrit Industries
Address: G.T. Road, Goraya-144409, Jalandhar District (Punjab)
Tel: 01826-62390
Products: chaff cutter and other agricultural machinery

Anand Agritech Nehru Gunj
Address: Gulbarga-585104 (Karnataka)
Tel: 08472-268128; 9448457521
Fax: 08472-277249
Email: smsrai@rediffmail.com
Products: dal mill, oil expeller, power tiller, cotton ginning machine, flour & grinding machine, groundnut thresher, groundnut decorticator, chilly powder machine, chaff cutter, whole sugarcane planter, rice mill, multicrop thresher, oil engines, paddy thresher, self-feed thresher

Anand Auto Garage & Trailer
Address: Bhau Stop, Manmad Chufully, Chandnapuri Shivar, Malegaon (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9823498454
Email: anandtrailer@gmail.com
Products: trailers and tankers

Ananda Associates
Address: No. 1 Jaya Shankara Complex, LLR Road, Near IDBI Bank, At. Shimogga-577201 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9886500835
Products: agricultural and processing equipment

Andrew Farm Implements
Address: No.11-A, Munusamy Street 1st Cross, Vanagaram Road Athipet, Chennai-600058 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 044-26532607
Email: magdalenethomas@yahoo.co.in
Products: agricultural machinery

Angira Industries
Address: E157, VKI Area, Jaipur (Rajasthan)
Tel: 0141-2365716; 9351411835
Email: rsangira@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Anjani Engineering Works
Address: Nagpur (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9822457946
Email: anjani.engg@yahoo.co.in
Products: agricultural machinery

Annapurna Agro-Industries
Address: Gandhi Road, Murar, Gwalior (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0751-5030937
Products: cultivators, disc harrow, leveler, seed drill, thresher, trolley

Annapurna Machine Fabrik (p) LTD.
Address: f-10/2 MIDC Shirol, Kholhapuer, pin-426122 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9923147700; 9764999860
Email: sales@annapurna-india.com; rajeshmehata@deccanequipment.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Annpurna Thrasher
Anuroop Enterprises
Address: L-12 Laxmi complex, Neeligin Road, Hubli-580029 (Karnataka)
Tel: 8362353567; 9902547592
Email: anuroopenterprises@rediffmail.com
Website: www.anuroopenterprises.com
Products: agricultural machinery

A-One Agriculture Industries
Address: Sakainia Road, Gadapurur-263152, Udham Singh Nagar (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 05949-272344; 9837667925; 9837824384
Email: jas.aunusham@gmail.com
Products: power weeders

Arasan Company Firm
Address: 271/A1, Madurai Road, Thachanallur, Tirunelveli-627358 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 0462-2333217/2334684, 9842123803 9842904989
Email: n.santhan@arasans.in; n.santhan@yahoo.com
Products: trailer, sugarcane harvester trailer, lathe, shearing machine

Arun Industries
Address: 118-B, Industries Estate, Kattedan, Hyderabad-500077 (Telangana)
Tel: 040-24362338; 24360486
Email: arjunindustrybhopal@gmail.com
Products: seed-cum-fertilizer drill, reversible hydraulic plow, water tanker, trailer, thresher

Ashok Engineering Works
Address: Old Bus Stand, Sehore (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 07562-253374
Email: ashrifiengineeringworks@gmail.com
Products: bullock drawn seed-cum-fertilizer drill (three rows, two rows, one row), bullock drawn ridger plough,
bullock drawn blade harrow (30,18, 9°), bullock drawn bund former, hand hoe

**Aspee Agro Equipment Pvt. Ltd.**

Address: Aspee House, Aspee Enclave, Opp. Indian Overseas Bank, Marve Road, Malad West, Mumbai-400064 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9821473574
Email: aspee@aspee.net

Products: all types of knapsack sprayers, battery operated sprayers, farm mechanized Products components and parts thereof

**ASS Foundry and Agricultural Works**

Address: G.T. Road, Jandiala Guru-143115, Amritsar (Punjab)
Tel: 0183-2432545; 2432367
Fax: 0183-2432545
Email: assagril@yahoo.com

Products: all equipments except combine harvesters

**Atlantis Agritech Pvt. Ltd.**

Address: Plot No.26, Galaxyindustrial Estate, Rajkot-Gondal Highway-27, Shapar, Rajkot-360024 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02812225290; 9687510530
Email: info@atlantisagritech.com

Products: rotary tiller

**Aum Sai Engineering Gut**

Address: No. 10 Arangaon, Meherabad Ahmednagar (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0241-2548778; 2450981

Products: chaff cutter

**Auto Print Machinery Manufacturing Pvt. Ltd.**

Address: Kaanchan No.9, North Huzur Road, Coimbatore-641018 (Tamil Nadu)

Products: soil preparation machine, coconut related machine, other agri-automation equipment
Tel: 9944808888
Email: balasubramanian.p.s@autoprint.co.in

**Avtar Kalsi Agro Works**

Address: Moga Link Road, Talwai Bhai-142050, Dist. Ferozpur (Punjab)
Tel: 01632-231055; 9814692997
Email: avtarkalsitwb@yahoo.com

Products: laser leveller, zero till drill, seed drill, straw reaper, slasher reaper, happy seed drill, rotary tiller, roto seeder, bund maker, paddy thrasher, wheat thrasher, plough, pudler

**Avtar Singh & Sons**

Address: Near Railway Crossing Ahmedgarh-148021, Sangrur (Punjab)
Tel: 01675-240479(0); 240278 (R); 98142-46278

Products: straw combine, seed drills, disc harrow, groundnut digger, potato planter, zero-till drill, high-capacity thrasher, chaff cutter, harambha thrasher, seed-cum-fertilizer drill, maize sheller, stub cutter, bund former etc.

**Azad Engineering Works**

Address: Jhansa Road, Thanesar, Kurukshetra (Haryana)
Tel: 01744-235432; 9416035432

Products: rotavator, zero-till drill, harrow, cultivator, trolley

**Azad Hind Engineering Works**

Address: T.B Circle, At. Honnalli, Dist. Davangere-577217 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9986558506

Products: cultivator, disc harrow, disc plow, blade harrow, multicrop thrasher, leveler blade, cage wheel, mb plow, duck foot cultivator

**B Kay Machine Works**

Address: Opp. Kovai Medical Centre Hospital, 187 Avanashi Road, Civil Aerodrome Post, Coimbatore-641014 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 0422-2574239

Products: chaff cutters

**B M Works**

Address: 69/1, Serpentine Lane, Kolkata-700014 (West Bengal)
Tel: 033-22271533; 96747586219830127156; 9836285748
Fax: 033-22267617
Email: bmwkolkata@gmail.com

Products: rotary cutter, rotary slasher, disc harrow, disc plough, pit digger, tractor mounted winch, brush cutter, lawn mower, wheeled string trimmer, combine harvester
B R Reddy Engineering Works
Address: Villa, Arapet Metpalli (M), Dist. Jagtial-505325 (Telangana)
Tel: 9030722226; 9949749084
Email: brreddyenterprises@gmail.com
Products: turmeric polisher, tractor drawn implements, boilers

B.L. Industries Corporation
Address: G-1, 45 Malupara, Tonk (Rajasthan)
Tel: 01437-225335
Products: two and three row seed drill, bullock drawn mb plough, bund former, bullock drawn seed-cum-fertilizer drill

B.L. Agriculture
Address: F-829, 3rd phase Sitapura Industrial Area, Jaipur-302022 (Rajasthan)
Tel: 9414018891; 9462573334
Email: blagriculture@gmail.com
Products: all agricultural implements

Baba Agri Industries
Address: Mama Bhanja Ka Talab, Rewa Road, Allahabad (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 0532-2695450; 2698141
Products: winnowing fan, chaff cutter, thrasher

Baba Trolley & Krishi Yantra Repair Works
Address: Near Pahalwan Hotel, Kalpi Road, Kanpur Dehat (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 05113-281099; 280521
Products: trolley, thresher, cultivator, land leveler, winnowing fan

Babbar Agro Industries
Address: 314, Sector 3, HSIIDC, Karnal-132001 (Haryana)
Tel: 9896022292; 9896301292
Email: babbaragroind@gmail.com; sandip.makwana1233@gmail.com
Products: mb plough, reversible plough, cultivator, chiesel plough

Bajaj Engineering
Address: Highway Road, Maktupur Side, Opp. Shiv Timber, Unjha-384170 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02767-254470; 254470
Products: multicrop threshers

Bajrang Iron Works
Address: Shed No-6, Navagam Udyog Nagar, Kamrej Char Rasta, Ta: Kamraj, Dist. Surat-394185 (Gujarat)
Tel: 937777711; 9825130851
Email: jaysolanki911@gmail.com
Products: rotavator, tractor trailer, disc plough, cultivator

Balagi Agri Industries
Address: Mama Bhanja Ka Talab, Rewa Road, Allahabad (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 9838201474
Products: mulcro threshers, chaff cutter, winnowing fan, cultivator, disc harrow

Balaji Agricultural Ind. (P) Ltd
Address: Mama Bhanja kar Talab, Reeva Road, Allahabad (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 9838201474
Products: mulcro threshers, chaff cutter, winnowing fan, cultivator, disc harrow

Balaji Agro Agencies
Address: Main Road, Kalluru (M) Khammam, Dist.-507209 (Telangana)
Tel: 9949174477
Email: balajiagroagencies2010@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Balaji Agro Industries
Address: Gangavathi Road, Sindhanoor-584128, Dist. Raichur (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448141832
Products: agricultural machinery

Balaji Agro Industries
Address: No. 114, Orikude Compound Opp. Vallalkar Petrol Pump, P.B. Road, Davanagere-577006 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448566987
Products: tractor drawn implements, cage wheel
Balaji Agro Industries  
Address: Gat No. 648, Pune Nagar Road, Wagholi, Tal. Haveli, Dist. Pune (Maharashtra)  
Tel: 020-27051010; 988191401  
Products: agricultural machinery

Balaji Engineering  
Address: B/h. Sales Tax Office, Patan Road, Unjha-384170 (Gujarat)  
Tel: 02767329530; 9825245781  
Email: balajithresher@gmail.com  
Products: multicrop thresher

Balapal Engineering Works  
Address: Near Petrol Pump, Jaipur Road, Mahwa, Daussa (Rajasthan)  
Tel: 0141-2376836; 9829852211  
Email: vinod.jangid60@gmail.com  
Products: agricultural machinery

Balwan Agro Industries Pvt. Ltd  
Address: Near Gopi Hotel, Rajkot-Ahmedabad Highway, Tal. Sayla, Dist. Surendranagar, Sayla-363430 (Gujarat)  
Tel: 9924799995  
Email: info@balwanrotavator.com; sonagararasik7@gmail.com  
Products: rotary tiller, shredder

Banaras Agro Industries  
Address: 217/2 Industrial Estate, Varanasi (Uttar Pradesh)  
Tel: 2370058; 2451744  
Products: cultivator, trolley, leveler, cage wheel

Banaras Tractor House  
Address: D-3, Big Industrial Estate, Chandpur, Varanasi-221001 (Uttar Pradesh)  
Tel: 0542-2372565; 9450012450; 9415343760  
Email: smtiwari1234@gmail.com; bthfarmerking@rediffmail.com  
Products: cultivator, harrow, trailer

Bandari Shankar Industries  
Address: NH-7 Road, Mamidipally ‘X’ Road, Armoor-503224, Dist. Nizamabad (Telangana)  
Tel: 08463-228775; 9704049775  
Email: bandarishankarindustries@gmail.com  
Products: maize sheller, turmeric polisher, tractor drawn implements

BCS India Pvt. Ltd.  
Address: Vill. Maangarh, P.O. Kohara Koharamachhiwara Road, P O Kohara, Dist. Ludhiana-141112 (Punjab)  
Tel: 0161-2848597; 9872874743  
Fax: 0161-2848598  
Website: www.bcs-ferrari.in  
Email: skbansal@bcs-ferrari.in  
Products: reaper binder, power weeder, discmower, power sprayer, self-propelled vertical conveyer reaper, tractor mounted reaper binder, self-propelled fodder/ forage harvester, tractor rear mounted discmower and conditioner, engine driven welder, generator set

BELL Agromoachina Ltd.  
Address: Bellad Chambers, Vidyanagar, Hubli-500031 (Karnataka)  
Tel: 0836-2372625; 2372451/2372247  
Fax: 0836-2361665  
Products: rotary tiller, mini diggi, mini rotary implement, mini spike power harrow

Benares Engg  
Address: C-30/35 D-2 Maldahiya, Varanasi (Uttar Pradesh)  
Tel: 9335411449  
Products: chaff cutter, pulley and parts

Bengal Metal Works  
Address: 69A, Serpentine Lane, Kolkata-700014 (West Bengal)  
Tel: 033-22271533; 22650574  
Fax: 033-22276514  
Email: bmw@ysatyam.net.in  
Products: horticultural tools, post hole digger, subsoiler, trailer, blade terracer, disc harrow, disc plough, spring cultivator, mb plough

Bengal Tools Ltd.  
Address: (Agro Division), No.105, Mota Chambers, Cunningham Road, Bangalor-E560020 (Karnataka)  
Tel: 080-22260621; 22281651
Products: harvesters, garden tools, weeder, sickles, khurpi, etc.

Bengal Tools Ltd.
Address: (Agro Divn.) Todi Mansion, P-15, India Exchange Place, Extension, Kolkata-700073
Tel: 033-22362878; 22375415; 22219157
Fax: 033-2258901
Email: btlmo@vsnl.net
Products: power tillers, self-propelled reaper (harvester)

Benson Agro Engineering
Address: C-8/2, NICE Area, ‘A’ Road, MIDC, Satpur, Nasik-422007 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0253-2354653; 2574932; 9822398240
Email: bensonindia@yahoo.com
Products: power weeder with attachment like rotary tiler, cultivator, shredder for agricultural waste, sprayer, ridger, wild grass cutter, lawn mower (electric and diesel operated), cycle hoe, coconut dehusker, serrated sickles

Beri Udyog Pvt. Ltd.
Address: 235-240, HSIIDC, KARNAL-132001 (Haryana)
Tel: 0184-2221571-72,73,74; 2262659; 2270415
Fax: 0184-2221574
Email: ravi.beri@fieldking.com
Website: www.fieldking.com
Products: trailers, mb plow, rotavator, reversible plow, laser land leveler, hydraulic harrow, ridger, rotary slasher

Best Engineering Works
Address: Opp. New Police Station, Ilol-383220 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02772227245; 9925734155
Products: agricultural machinery

Bhagavathi Farm Equipments
Address: Opp. Guruvammal Rice Mill Palani Madurai Bye Pass, Dindugul-624002 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9786677249; 9095305588
Email: gogreenbhagavathi@gmail.com
Products: mfrs. of tractor trailers, water tankers, cultivators, cage wheel and all kinds of agricultural implements

Bhagirathmal Mahaveer Prasad
Address: Vanasthali Marg, Station Road, Jaipur (Rajasthan)
Tel: 0141-2368101; 9414072572
Email: bmmpjpr@yahoo.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Bhagvati Krishi Udhyog
Address: A/6, First Floor, Satyamev-I, Opp. New High Court, S.G. Highway Sola, Ahmedabad-380 060 (Gujarat)
Tel: 079-27665468; 9825050051; 9377177203; 9979106007
Fax: 079-27665216
Email:bhagwati@krisrikul@yahoo.co.in; mitul_892007@yahoo.co.in
Products: mb plough, reversible plough, cultivator, seed drills, winnowing fans, chaff cutter, storage bins, sprayers

Bhagya Organic Manures and Implements
Address: No.4, Kishi Complex, Savadatti Road, Dharwad-580005 (Karnataka)
Tel: 0836-2390949
Products: bullock operated seed-cum-fertilizer drill, iron plough

Bhagyolakshmi Engineering Works
Address: V.M. Banjor (V), Penuballi (Mandal), Dist. Khammam-507302 (Telangana)
Tel: 9963257192; 9490032655
Email: slwkhammam@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Bhansali Agro Imp. Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Kopargaon, Dist-Ahmadnagar (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9822439621; 02423-223394
Email: bhansaliudyog@rediffmail.com
Products: trailers, mb plow, rotavator

Bhansali Trailors Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Dhantara, Gurudwara Road, Tal. Kopargaon, Dist. Ahmednagar (Mahrashtra)
Tel: 02423-223391, 92, 93; 9822439621; 9372719494
Fax: 02423-23394
Email: bhansaliudyog@rediffmail.com
Website: www.bhansalitrailors.com
Products: heavy duty adjustable tiller, medium duty tiller, spring loaded tiller, trailed offset disc harrow, mounted offset disc harrow, two furrow reversible plough, disc
plough, mould board plough, seed drill, reversible land leveller, heavy duty land leveller, rotavator, two furrow ridger, trailers of different sizes (8, 10, 12, 14 ft) export quality, bund former

**Bhanumathe Agencies**
Address: 68, Nehru Street, Ram Nagar, Coimbatore-641009 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 0422-4996653; 98433094587
Products: all types of sprayers

**Bharat Agriculture Enterprise**
Address: Naroda-Dahegam Road, Enaasan-382330 (Gujarat)
Tel: 9426709325; 9426709325
Products: agricultural machinery

**Bharat Agriculture Works**
Address: GT Bhadrabad Road, Roorkee (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 01334-248529
Products: harrow, tiller, trolley, thresher

**Bharat Agro Agencies**
Address: APMC Road, Nehru Gunj, Gulbarga-585104 (Karnataka)
Tel: 08472-257447
Products: agricultural machinery

**Bharat Agro Engg Works**
Address: Gadag Hubli Road, At. Annigere, Tq. Navalagund, Dist. Dharwad-582201 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9008935787
Products: tractor drawn implements

**Bharat Agro Products**
Address: 1/145-C, Maduraimandapam Road, Opp. Union Office, Paramakudi-623707 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 04564-229320; 223244; 9345810555; 9443232185
Email: anupreethi@india.com; bharathagro@india.com
Products: straw combine

**Bharat Eng. Works**
Address: 28, G.I.D.C. Girangar, Jasdan-360050 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02821-220154; 9898502550
Email: new.jasdan@yahoo.com

**Bharat Engineering Co.**
Address: Sham Nagar, Namaste Chowk, Karnal-132001 (Haryana)
Tel: 9416034091
Email: bharatenggco@yahoo.co.in
Products: agricultural machinery

**Bharat Industrial Corporation**
Address: Akalsar Road, Moga-142001 (Punjab)
Tel: 01636-224075; 222075; 98140-69075
Email: baldev_moga@satyam net.in; bharatagril@gmail.com
Products: harambha thresher, tractor mounted reaper, self propelled reaper, paddy thresher, sunflower thresher, potato planter, straw reaper, fodder harvester, fodder, chopper-cum-trolley loader, potato digger, etc.

**Bharat Industries**
Address: 316, Sector 3, HSIIDC Karnal-132001 (Haryana)
Tel: 2220262; 2221555; 2200804; 2201918; 9416482999; 9416085862
Email: bharatindustries@gmail.com
Products: zero-till drill, straw combine, power thresher, harrow, cultivator, potato planter, ploughs

**Bharat Industries**
Address: C.K. 65/468, Piari Kala, Kabir Road, Varanasi-221001 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 9935413241; 9936521139
Products: chaff cutters, winnowing fan, cultivator, disc harrow, threshers, cane crusher

**Bharat Krishi Yantra Udyog**
Address: 8, Audyogic Sansthan, Pital Mill, Vidisha (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 07592-408055/408031; 9826294216; 9425483416
Website: www.jaikishankrishiyantra.com
Products: cultivator, seed drill, sprayers, front mounted vertical conveyor reaper, rear mounted reaper, threshers, ploughs, trolleys, pumpsets, etc.

**Bharatesh Krishi Seva Kendra**
Address: Ghataprabha, Tq. Gokak, Dist. Bagalkot-587101 (Karnataka)
Bharath Emery Works
Address: S. No 1122/1, P.B. Road, Near Railway Over Bridge, New Gandhi Nagar, Dist. Belagam (Karnataka)
Tel: 9845594867; 9844309879
Email: bharatemeryworks@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machines

Bharath Farm Implements
Address: PO Box No.11, 126, Tirupur Road, Udumalpet-642126 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 0422-5521222; 9842265180; 9894023892
Email: bharathudt@yahoo.com
Products: heavy duty spring loaded tillers, rigid plough, bund former, disc harrow, disc plough, leveler, ridger, cage wheel

Bharath Foundry & Engineering Works
Address: No. 2, KSSIDC Industrial Estate, T.B. Dam Road, Hospet-583203 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9731930333; 9449446969
Email: info@bharathfoundry.com
Products: mb plow, rotavator, cultivator

Bharathi Industries
Address: 1/33A-1 Seelakkam patti, Pollachi, Coimbatore-E642205 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9047043093; 9443043093
Email: bharathitrailer@gmail.com
Products: all types of trailer (tipping & non tipping), water tankers, 5 tyne duck weel cultivator, 9 tyne cultivator, half disc, full disc

Bharmal Industries
Address: 5, Gurunanak Colony, Berasia Road, Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0755-2732427; 2534513
Products: cultivators, leveler, seed drill, thresher, trolley, water tanker

Bharti Krishi Udyog
Address: 24, Industrial Estate, Bina-470113 (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 07580-22038
Products: mb plough, cultivator, seed drill, self-propelled reaper, trolley

Bhomi Enterprises
Address: Kakde Chowk, Opp. Taj Nagar Humnabad, Aland Ging Road, Gulbarga-585104 (Karnataka)
Tel: 8970242222
Email: bhoomi1963@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Bhoomi Agro Industries
Address: Plot No. G-1077, No. A-1 Road, Kishan Gate, Lodhika GIDC, Metoda-360021, Rajkot (Gujarat)
Tel: +91-9879171677
Email: kiran@bhoomiagro.in
Products: automatic seed-cum-fertilizer drill

Bhoraste Agro Implements
Address: B-187, Shri Samartha Sahkari Audyogik Vasahat Ltd., Pimpalgaon Bk. Mukhed Road, Tal. Niphad, Dist. Nashik (Maharashtra)
Tel: 02550-251222
Products: power tiller sprayer and trailer

Bhumi Agriculture
Address: Behind Vaishali Cinema, Opp. Bij Nigam Office, Motipur Himmatnagar-383210 (Gujarat)
Tel: 9428134540; 9426541440
Email: dhartiagroindustries@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Bhuvana Enterprises
Address: 533, Near Kavitha Theater, 1st Floor, Kasthuri Bhavan Hotel, Ram Nagar, Coimbatore-641 009 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 0422-2231956; 2233632
Fax: 0422-537726
Email: bhuvanaenterprises@yahoo.com
Products: power and hand sprayers spare parts

Bihar Ma Durga Agro Industries Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Plot No. 61-62 P, Industrial Estate Biada, Pandual, Dist. Madhubani (Bihar)
Tel: 9431860000; 9431870000
Bijapur Engg, Works
Address: Dattatreya Road, Near Dr. S. B. Sheetar New Hospital, Gadag (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448136047
Products: cultivator, mb plow, disc harrow, trailer, multicrop thresher, reversible mb plow, rotavator, seed drills

Bijapur Engineering Works
Address: Dattatreya Road, Gadag-582101 (Karnataka)
Tel: 08372-237466; 9448136047
Products: mb. plow, cultivator, disc harrow, multipurpose machine, multicrop thresher, seed-cum-fertilizer drill

Bilal Engineering Works
Address: Bilal Compound, PB Road, Davangere-577003 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9844377866
Products: disc harrow, duckfoot cultivator, sprayers, brush cutter, multicrop threshers, maize thresher, power weeder, shreaders

Bindu Agro Industries
Address: B/h. Patel Complex, Opp. Sorathiya Wadi, Mavdi Byepass Road, Rajkot-360004 (Gujarat)
Email: binduagroind@gmail.com
Tel: 9825383835
Products: agricultural machinery

Binod Engineering
Address: Raja Bazar Bihiya, Dist. Bhojpur-802152 (Bihar)
Tel: 9334325251; 9798413124
Email: binodeng.5251@gmail.com
Products: maize thresher, disc harrow, seed drill, cono weeder, potato planter

Biotronic Bharat Company
Address: R-51 Inderpuri, New Delhi-110012
Tel: 9873888828
Fax: 011-25072500
Email: negi_biotronic@hotmail.com
Products: all types of agricultural equipment

Bir Singh & Sons Chandigarh Road
Address: Samarala-141114 (Punjab)
Tel: 01628-262316; 9814126316
Products: zero-till drill, harambha thresher, straw reaper, sunflower thresher, multi-crop seed-cum-fertilizer

Birar Equipments
Address: B-21, Road A, Street No. 4 NICE M.I.D.C., Satpur, Nashik-422007 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9822258471; 9028318954; 0253-2350148
Email: anilnavyg@gmail.com
Website: www.navyugagrotech.com
Products: sprayers

Bismilla Agro Implements
Address: Gadag Road, Near Bapuji School, At. Annigere, Tq. Navalagud-582208, Dist. Dharwad (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448868162
Products: seed ferti drill

Bismillah Engg. Works
Address: Ambigeri Cross, Annigeri, Dist. Dharwad-582201 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448868162; 9739231911
Email: kgulgundi@yahoo.in
Products: cultivator, mb plow, disc harrow, leveler, seed drills

Bismillah Engineering Works
Address: Ambigeri Crass Annigeri, Tal. Navalguod, Dist. Dharwad (Karnataka)
Tel: 08380-222337; 9448868162; 9880868755; 9964401204
Products: tillers, cage wheel, seed-cum-fertilizer drill

Blue Chemp Agro Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Kakdihi, Mecheda (Bustand) P.O. Mecheda, PS Kolaghat-721137, Dist. East Midnapur (West Bengal)
Tel: 03228-231079; 9475498861; 8942888806
Email: bluechemp@gmail.com
Products: combine harvester, rice transplanter, reaper binder, power tiller

Boraste Agro Industries Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Behind Kotak Mahindra Bank, Mumbai-Agra Road, Pimpagaon Baswant Taluka-Niphad, District-Nashik-422209 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9823316457; 7776055757
Email: vilasbogle@gmail.com; rtboraste@gmail.com
Products: blowers, sprayers, cultivators, MB ploughs, trolley, etc.

Brahmpuri Agro Industries
Address: 146, Mangla Mata Marg, Brahmpuri, Jaipur (Rajasthan)
Tel: 0141-2671637; 2670957; 9828248005
Email: brahmpuri.agro@gmail.com
Products: cultivator, disc plow, leveler, seed drill

Bul Bul Traders
Address: Shivpuri, Saharsa (Bihar)
Tel: 9471691946
Email: bulbultradersshivpuri@gmail.com
Products: maize thresher, multicrop thresher, chaff cutter, weeder, cono weeder

Bull Agro Implements
Address: SF No. 200-1B6, Kannampalayam Post, Ravathur Pirivu, Coimbatore-641402 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9842272522; 0422-2910080
Email: chandramohan@bullagro.com
Products: rotavator, rotavator blades

Bull Machines Pvt. Ltd.
Address: SF No: 5/1A, L&T Bypass Jm., Trichy Road, Chinthamanipudur, Coimbatore-641103 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9842906634; 0422-2270859
Products: front end loaders, dozers

Captain Tractors Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Padavala Road, Near Vasant Temple, Veraval (Shapar)-360024, Kotda Sangani, Rajkot (Gujarat)
Tel: +91-02827-252547; 253916; 91-9825077470
Fax: +91-02827-252547; 253916
Email: info@captaintractors.com
Website: www.captaintractors.com
Products: captain di 2600 (11.8 hp) mini tractors with attachments such as cultivator, mb plough, reversible plough, leveler, automatic seed-cum-fertilizer drill, reaper, trailer, loader, sprayer pump, rotary tiller, generator, thresher, horticultural sprayer, centrifugal pump, blower, etc.

Cartman
Address: 870, Koramangala, Bangalore-560034 (Karnataka)
Tel: 080-22563121
Products: bullock-drawn carts

Central India Fabrications
Address: A-31, Industrial Area, Govindpura, Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0755-2586715; 2588270
Products: cultivators, trolley, tractor drawn water tanker

Chakra Equipments Pvt. Ltd.
Address: 10, Royal Garden, Kolliamudai Check Post, Thiruvaanaiikovil, Trichy-620005 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 0431-2232324; 9965544744; 9487922324; 9942984085
Fax: 0431-2232329
Email: chakra.equipment@gmail.com
Website: www.chakraequipments.com
Products: rotavator, water pump, flail mower, log splitter

Chandru Engineering Industries
Address: No: 956/1, R.M.C., Under Bridge Road, Davangere-577003 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9964348155; 9663777677
Email: Mahesh.ctd71@gmail.com
Products: cultivator, mb plow, disc harrow, blade harrow, multicrop thresher

Charan Agriculture Works
Address: G.T. Road, Fatehbad-125050 (Haryana)
Tel: 9813220396; 01667-220396
Products: cotton drill, cultivator, spray pump, disc harrow, zero till drill, mb plow

Charbhuj Agro Industries
Address: Praksh Nager, Fay Sagar Road, Ajmer (Rajasthan)
Tel: 0145-2600274
Products: bund farmer, mb plough, bullock bund former
Charbhujra Welding Works
Address: Salavatiya Bijoliya, Bilawara (Rajasthan)
Tel: 01489-236400
Products: mb plough, bund former, seed-cum-fertilizer drill, 2- and 3-row weeder, bakhar

Chatterjee & Co. 68
Address: Serpentine Lane, Kolkata-700014
Tel: 033-22271533; 22650574
Fax: 033-22276514
Email: chatterjee_y2k@yahoo.co.in
Products: rotavator

Chaturbhuja Agro Farm
Address: Balupar, Malariya, P.O. Garhbanailee Via-Kasba, Dist. Purnea-854325 (Bihar)
Tel: 9431666613; 9939402912
Email: vijaysaraswat22@yahoo.com
Products: paddy thresher, chaffcutter, sprayer, manual paddy transplanter

Chawhan Agri. Implements Industry
Address: Kabbakhedi, Near Sandeela Bus Stop, Unnao (Himachal Pradesh)
Tel: 0515-828738; 891704
Products: cultivator, disc harrow, land leveler, cage wheel, trolley

Chetan Agro Industries
Address: 108, Atul Complex, Gondal Road, Opp: Bombay Hotel, Rajkot-360002 (Gujarat)
Tel: 0281-2461791; 9825216014
Email: chetanagro@gmail.com
Products: groundnut decorticator, maize sheller, sugar cane crusher, chaff cutter, mini oil mill, mini oil expeller, rotary oil mill, manual oil press, rice huller, seed/grain cleaning machinery, other agriculture equipment

Chudekar Agro Engg. Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Plot. No. 77, Sector 1-S, Road No.2, New Panvel-41206, Dist. Rajgad (Maharashtra)
Tel: 022-64234707
Email: uchudekar@live.com
Products: power weeder, banana plant shredder, coconut dehusker, mini combine harvester

CLAAS Agricultural Machinery Pvt. Ltd.
Address: 15/3 Mathura Road, Faridabad-121003 (Haryana)
Tel: 0129-42970000; 9779977884
Email: marketing.india@claas.com himanshu.saini@claas.com
Products: combine harvesters, paddy transplanter, balers, forage harvesters, green line equipment, crop tiger 60-wheel, crop tiger 30-wheel, crop tiger 30-track

Comer Industries India Pvt. Ltd.
Address: 347, Aravali Apartments, Alaknanda, New Delhi-110019 (Delhi)
Tel: 011-40512743; 9810110047
Email: devashish_majumdar@comerindustries.com
Products: PTO shaft, gear box

Crop Protection Equipment India Pvt. Ltd.
Address: FF-18, Gurgaon Omaxe Gurgaon Mall, Block-C, Sohna Road, Gurgaon-122001 (Haryana)
Tel: 0124-4221575
Fax: 0124-4221576
Email: pcpe@jetstream.in
Website: www.jetstream.com.au
Products: spraying equipment

Crown Metallurgicals
Address: F-124 MIDC, Satpur, Nashik (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9822847533; 0253-6602655
Products: agricultural machinery

Darshan Singh & Co.
Address: P.O. Box 30, G.T. Road, Goraya-144409, Jalandhar District (Punjab)
Tel: 01826-62692; 62322
Fax: 01826-62449
Email: msinghg@vsnl.com
Products: chaff cutter and other agricultural machinery

Dasanur Agro Industries
Address: Bairidevara Koppa, PB Road, Hubli (Karnataka)
Tel: 0836-2371980
Products: tillers, mb plough, trailer, cage wheel, seed-cum-fertilizer drill
Dashmesh Agri. Works
Address: Raikot Road, Malerkotla, Dist. Sangrur-148023 (Punjab)
Tel: 01675-251726; 9817053726
Products: all kinds of agricultural implements

Dashmesh Agril. Works
Vill. Tekhanwala, Malout, Dist. Muktsar (Punjab)
Tel: 01637-242551; 9815204099
Products: seed-cum-fertilizer drill, cotton seed drill

Dashmesh Gold Mechanical Works
Address: At. Gulwara Madhuban PS, Madhuban-845420, East Champaran (Bihar)
Tel: 9934697224
Email: dashmeshgold224@gmail.com
Products: paddy thresher, wheat thresher, maize sheller, disc harrow, cultivator, trolley, rotavator, seed treatment drum

Dashmesh Mechanical Works
Address: Village Langrain, Near Amargarh, Dist. Sangrur-148022 (Punjab)
Tel: 98151-74313
Email: sarbjeet@landforce.in
Products: rotavator, roto seeder, zero till drill, happy seeder, straw reaper, raised bed planter

Dashmesh Agro. Works
Address: Moonak Patiala Road, Moonak-148033, Dist. Sangrur (Punjab)
Tel: +9178200-00076
Email: lalli.sokhi@gmail.com
Website: http://lallimoonak.com/
Products: seed drill, rotavator, happy seeder, straw combine, laser land leveller

Datta Sena Welding Works
Address: A/P-Mangale, Tal-Shiroli, Dist-Sangali (Maharashtra)
Tel: 98520177; 02345-20146680; 9850146680
Products: agricultural machinery

Dayananda Engineering Works
Address: No. 768 Old MC Road (Holalu Circle), Mandya-571401 (Karnataka)
Tel: 0823-2224158; 2224248
Products: sugarcane crusher, drum seeder, cono weeder, plough, cultivator (3, 5, 7 tines), puddler

DDev Enterprises
Address: F 53, MIDC, Satpur, Nashik (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0253-2350850; 922513036
Email: salesmmx@gmail.com
Products: mb plow, rotavator, reversible plow, cultivator

Deccan Farm Equipment Pvt. Ltd.
Address: C-35, M.I.D.C. Shirol, Kolhapur-416122 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9764999857
Email: accounts@deccanequipments.com; bharat@deccanequipments.com
Products: rotavator, mb plow, reversible mb plow, ratoon manager rotary slasher

Deccan Farm Equipment Pvt. Ltd.
Address: 1086, Anantshayan Lane, Belgaum (Karnataka)
Email: info@pushpak-lemken.com
Website: http://www.deccanequipments.com/
Website: www.pushpak-lemken.com
Products: reversible mould board plow, rotavator

Deep Pradeep Engg Works
Address: 534/2, Near Akashwani Kendra, Sangli-416416 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0233-2331324
Products: rotavator, leaf shredder machine

Deep Pradeep Engineering Works
Address: 534/2, Near Akashwani Kendra, Kolhapur Road, Sangali (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9371251008
Products: agricultural machinery

**Deepthi Engg & Welding Works**
Address: I.E. Phase II, Plot No. 27 & 28 Jangaon, Dist. Warangal-506167 (Telangana)
Tel: 9849446656
Email: dew.deepthi@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

**Dharti Agro Industries**
Address: Shamlaji H'way, Opp. College, Motipura, Himmatnagar-383210 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02772291100; 9426541425
Email: dhartiagroin@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

**Dheva Jumar Enterprises**
Address: 5/30-A, Tiruchengodu Road, Andagalore Gate-637401, Raspuram Tk., Dist. Namakkal (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 04287-231960; 9443231960; 9487531960
Email: killivalavan2018@gmail.com
Products: rotavator, cultivator, cage wheel, sub soiler

**Dhinjal Agricultural Industries**
Address: Gurudwara Road, Dabra, Gwalior (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 07524-222223; 223376
Products: mould board plough, cultivators, disc harrow, leveler, seed drill, thresher, trolley

**Dhirsons Engineering Works**
Address: Survey No. 35, Plot No.6, Near Saurashtra Paper Board Mill, Shapar (Veraval), Dist. Rajkot (Gujarat)
Tel: 02827-252220; 9428154355
Fax: 02827-252258
Email: info@dhartiagro.net
Products: all types of seed drills/planters, reversible plow

**Dhigambareshwara Agricultural Equipments**
Address: At. Talikote-586214, Dist. Bijapur (Karnataka)
Tel: 9900833352
Products: reversible plow

**Dharanee Agrovatoar**
Address: 5/123, Kandhampalayam Pirivu, N H 47 Bhavani Main Road, Perundurai, Erode-638052 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9443020490; 04294-225490; 220490; 221490
Email: dharaneeagrovatoar@rediffmail.com
Products: rotavator, cultivator, trailer

**Dharti Agro Engineering**
Address: Opp.-Utsav Palace, Main Road Padampur, Dist. Sriganganagar (Rajasthan)
Tel: 01505-223570; 222570; 9414631570; 9414873737
Products: Threshers and other agricultural machinery
Diwane Industries
Address: 718, Guruwar Peth, Khadak Mal Ali, Pune-411042 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 020-2432694
Products: plant protection equipment

DMW CNC Solutions India Pvt. Ltd.
Address: 89, Erode Main Road, Pitchandampalayam Post Perundurai-638052, Dist. Erode (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 04294-220696; 9442233976
Email: esu@dmwindia.com; krish@dmwindia.com
Products: rotavator

Doabaa Agri. Industries
Address: Bypass Road, Sitarganj (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 05948-254718; 254719
Products: thresher, cultivator, seed drill, plow, harrow

Droli Agriculture Works
Address: Majestic Road, Moga-142001 (Punjab)
Phone: 01636-223101; 226031
Products: wheat thresher, potato planter, potato digger, fertilizer spreader, disc harrow, sub-soiler, fodder reaper, cum loader, stainless steel conveyor

Droli Industries (Regd) (BASANT)
Address: Near Dhaliwal Hospital, Majestic Road, Moga-142001 (Punjab)
Tel: 01636-223557; +91-9814029811
Email: basantharmail@gmail.com; basant_droliind@yahoo.co.in
Products: potato planters and potato diggers, rotavator, spray pump, fertilizer broadcaster, fodder harvester

Droli Mechanical Works
Address: Near Majestic Cinema, Majestic Road, Moga-142001 (Punjab)
Tel: 98413-60027; 01636-223487
Email: droli_dmw_moga@yahoo.co.in; drolidmw@gmail.com
Products: potato planters and potato diggers

Durga Engineering Workshop
Address: Main Road, Noorsarai-803113, Dist. Nalanda (Bihar)
Tel: 06112-242669; 9308017767; 993465219
Email: durgaengineering4@gmail.com
Products: rotavator, cultivator, multicrop thresher, trailer, zero till seed drill, potato planter, cono weeder, maize sheller

Eastern Enterprisers
Address: 349, Saheed Nagar, Bhubneswar-751007 (Odisha)
Tel: 0674-2545166; 9937050040; 9437029366
Email: shibu_poddar@rediffmail.com Eastern349@sify.com
Products: power tiller and reaper

Eicher Tractor
Address: Plot No. 1, Sector D Industrial Area, Mandi Deep-462046 (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 07480-407680/1/2/3/4
Fax: 07480-403697
Products: eicher 241 (24 hp), 242 (24 hp), 312 (30 hp), 380 (35 hp), 368 (35 hp), 480 (44 hp), 485 (44 hp), 5660 (55 hp), 6100 (61 hp)

Elcome Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
Address: A-06, Infocity, Sector-34 Gurgaon-122002 (Haryana)
Tel: 0124-4122222
Fax: 0124-4122200
Email: agriculture@elcometech.com
Website: www.elcometech.com
Products: laser guided land leveler

Elmo Lawn Movers
Address: No.5, 1st Floor, BDA Commercial Complex, Koramangala Layout, Bangalore-E560034
Tel: 080-25532401; 25530168
Fax: 080-25531553
Products: lawn movers

Emerging Farm Equipments (India) Pvt. Ltd.
Address: No. 4, Sai ram Street, Jothi Nagar, Kolathur, Chennai-600099 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9791012806
Email: edward@farmequipmentsindia.com
Products: rotary tiller, post hole digger, shredder & spares for agricultural machines
**Engineering Sales Corporation**  
Address: 55/3, HSIDC, Karnal (Haryana)  
Tel: 22272922; 2221355; 2387536  
Products: straw combine

**EPC Industries Ltd.**  
Address: H-109, MIDC, Ambad, Nasik-422010 (Maharashtra)  
Tel: 0253-2381081/82/83; 0253-2383241/42  
Fax: 0253-2382975  
Email: info@epcind.com  
Products: drip irrigation systems, sprinkler irrigation systems, HDPE pipes & coils

**Escort Ltd., Escorts Agri Machinery Division**  
Address: 18/4 Mathura Road, Faridabad-121007 (Haryana)  
Tel: 0129-2284911; 9821172228; 8800377977  
Fax: 0129-2264939  
Website: www.escortsagri.com  
Email: prateek.mittal@escorts.co.in; Nijagun.hiremath@escorts.co.in  
Products: combine harvester, rice transplanter, laser land leveler, power weeder, rotopuddler,

**Escort Ltd., Tractor Division**  
Address: 18/4 Mathura Road, Faridabad-121007 (Haryana)  
Tel: 0129-2293904; 2293922; 2293483; 9968291722; 9868842198  
Fax: 0129-2293488  
Email: vrb_rao@escorts.co.in  
Website: www.escortsagri.com  
Products: escorts 325 josh (25 hp), jawan mpt (25 hp), 335 josh (35 hp), powertrak 430 (30 hp), 435 (35 hp), 440 (40 hp), 445 (45 hp), 455 (50 hp), farmrac 30 hero (30 hp), 35 champion (39 hp), 45 (42 hp), 50 (47 hp), 60 (50 hp), 70 (60 hp) and 80 (75 hp)

**Essey Engineering Co.**  
Address: MIDC, Satpur, Nashik (Maharashtra)  
Tel: 9422256754  
Email: info@esseyloaders.com  
Products: front end loader attachments for tractors

**Falcon Industries**  
Address: 2524, Janta Nagar, St. No. 5, Gill Road, Ludhiana-141003 (Punjab)  
Tel: 0161-2490877; 2494840; 09872620996  
Fax: 0161-2503156  
Email: falcongardentools@rediffmail.com; falcontools@rediffmail.com  
Products: power weeder, lawn mower, garden tools, wheel hand hoe

**Farm Implements (India) Pvt. Ltd.**  
Address: 13, Kumarappa Street, Nungambakkam, Chennai-600034 (Tamil Nadu)  
Tel: 044-28261676; 28273493; 42137084  
Fax: 044-28265345  
Email: rotavato@vsnl.com; balachandra.babu@gmail.com  
Products: power harrow, sugarcane planter, post hole digger, bund former, rotavator, fertilizer spreader, rotaslasher, ratoon manager, baler, ridger

**Farmer Tractor, Metoda G.I.D.C.**  
Address: Plot No. G-2779, Road No. 1-2/1-3, Kranti Gate, Dist. Rajkot (Gujarat)  
Tel: 02827-293433; 09427214048  
Email: farmertractor@gmail.com

**Farmers Agro Sells**  
Address: Block Road, Jaspur (Uttarakhand)  
Tel: 05947-220422  
Products: agriculture implements, harrow, etc.

**Field Marshal**  
Address: P.M. Diesel Pvt. Ltd. Post Box No.1003 Bhavnagar Road, Rajkot-360003 (Gujarat)  
Email: fieldmarshal@sify.com

**Fieldman Engineers Pvt. Ltd.**  
Address: Aji Ind. Area, Plot No. 171 GIDC, Phase II, Main Road, Rajkot-360003 (Gujarat)  
Tel: 0281-2387074; 9825211001  
Fax: 0281-2389646  
Email: info@doctorpumps.in; pratik@doctorpumps.in  
Products: agricultural machinery

**Fine Engg. Works**  
Address: Majestic Road, Moga (Punjab)  
Tel: 01636-223060
Products: all kinds of agricultural implements

**Fine Fabrication Works**
Address: 104/A, Sector I, Industrial Area, Govindpura, Bhopal-462023
Tel: 0755-2589119
Products: grain cleaner cum grader, soybean dehuller, dhall mill, soybean flaking machine grain flour separator

**Foggers Farm Solutions**
Address: 321, 3rd Floor, Grohitam Premises, Sector 19, Vashi, Navi Mumbai-400705 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9322596073; 8080895017; 022-40774457
Email: sunil.shah@foggersindia.com
Products: hand sprayers, knapsack sprayer, power sprayers, portable sprayers, foggers, weed cutters, chain saw, harvester, paddy puddler, ridger, cage wheel, brush cutter, blowers, dusters, nozzles

**Force Motors Limited**
Address: A Firodia Enterprise (formerly known as Bajaj Tempo Ltd.), Bombay-Pune Road, Akurdi, Pune-411035 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 98220-02808; 020-27476381
Fax: 912027475984
Email: venkataramanan@forcemotors.com
Products: tempo 25 OX (25 hp), Balwan 300 (30 hp), 400 (40 hp), 450 (45 hp), and 500 (50 hp)

**Fortune Agro Impex**
Address: Fortune House No. 343, 9th Block, Sir MVVisvesvaraya Layout, Kengunte First Main Road (Mallathahalli Lake Road), Bangalore-560056 (Karnataka)
Tel: 080-23183659; 9945694850
Email: info@fortuneagroimpex.com; shetterdev@gmail.com
Website: www.fortuneagroimpex.com
Products: power tiller, sprayers

**Gajanand Agro Industries**
Address: 16, Parvati Complex, Opp. Hero Show Room, Keralu Road, Visnagar, Dist. Mehsana-384315 (Gujarat)
Tel: 9898105516; 9998464444
Email: info@gajanandagro.com
Products: thresher, plough, cultivator, tanker, trailer

**Ganesh Agro Equipsments**
Address: At& Po: Vadhupa, Opp. Navajivan Hotel, Ta: Kadi, Dist. Mehsana-382706 (Gujarat)
Tel: 09925031817
Email: sanjay@ganeshraj.com
Products: agricultural machinery

**Ganesh Agro Industries**
Address: 65, G.I.D.C., At & Po: Saij, Ta: Kalol, Dist. Gandhinagar-382721 (Gujarat)
Tel: 09825017039; 9825012189
Products: agricultural machinery

**Ganesh Agro Machinery Enterprises**
Address: Tadepallygudem, West Godavari District (Andhra Pradesh)
Tel: 08818-227203
Products: tractor drawn plough, tractor drawn disc harrow, tractor drawn seed drill, power operated groundnut thresher, power operated multicrop thresher, wheel hoe, manual winnower, manual sickles, manually operated maize sheller, manually operated chaff cutter, manually operated groundnut decorticator and other horticultural tools, ANGRAU self-propelled boom sprayer.

**Ganesh Raj Industries**
Address: Kalolmehsana Highway, At. Vadpura, Ta. Kadi, Dist. Mehsana, Vadpura-382705 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02764-273442
Email: info@ganeshraj.com sanjay@ganeshraj.com
Tel: 9825012224; 9925031817
Products: rotavator, poatao planter, potato digger

**Ganga Industries**
Address: Near Krishi Upaj Mandi Maksi Road, Dist. Dawas (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 9425048585
Email: manojrjh@yahoo.com
Products: seed-cum-fertilizer drill, reversible hydraulic plow, water tanker, trailer, thresher

**Ganga Motors**
Address: 23 Ganesh Chandra Avenue, Kolkata-700013
Tel: 033-22110604; 22116109
Fax: 033-22158432
Email: gangamtr@airtelmail.in
Website: www.gangamotors.in
Products: farm equipment division, power tiller with sprayer, trailer, pumping and rotary attachment

**Ganga Motors (Farm Equipment Division)**
Address: 23, Ganesh Chandra Avenue, Kolkata-700013
Tel: 033-22116109; 22110640; 9433013078; 9433013079
Fax: 033-22158432
Email: gangamtr@airtelmail.in
Website: www.gangamotors.com
Products: ganga sifang GN-121-15 power tiller

**Ganga Singh Agro Industries**
Address: GT Road, Bhogpur (Punjab)
Tel: 0181-5050070
Products: harambha thresher, straw reaper, tiller, harrow disc & trolley seed drill etc.

**Garib Nawaj Engineering Company**
Address: Gandhi Nagar, Chittor Gadh (Rajasthan)
Tel: 9314112457
Products: bullock drawn seed-cum-fertilizer drill (three row, two row, one row), bullock drawn ridger plough, bullock drawn blade harrow (30,18, 9”), bullock drawn bund former, hand hoe

**Gayathri Agro Tech Industries**
Address: 24-D-5, Perumanallur Road, Kummathur Perundurai, Taluk-638103 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9842757945; 9842757948
Email: gsshanmugams@gmail.com; gsrotavators@gmail.com
Products: rotavators, cultivators, incorprators

**Gayatri Engineering Works**
Address: Near Hospital Chowk, Bangarpet Road, Kolar-563101 (Karnataka)
Tel: 0815-2225045; 2358209
Products: steel leveler, bund farmer, green gram seed drill, paddy paddlers, bullock drawn leveler, multirow plough, deep plough, coconut dehusker

**George Maijo Industries (P) Ltd**
Address: 2B, Apex Plaza 5, Nungambakkam High Road, Chennai-600034 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 044-28264218; 9444022364; 9830020277
Email: maijo@vsnl.com; maijo@georgemaijo.com
Products: power tiller, combine harvester, paddy weeder, dryland weeder, diesel pumps, electric pumps, power sprayer, brush cutters, reapers, reaper binder, rice mills

**Gill Agro Industries (Regd.)**
Address: G T Road, Village Danewal, Malout-152107 (Punjab)
Tel: 01637-263352; 263353; 263351; 9417066252; 9317100008
Email: gillindustries@gmail.com
Products: combine harvester, multicrop thresher, hydraulic disc harrow, trolley, kinoo grader, gober mixing machine, etc.

**Gobind Alloys Ltd.**
Address: Dashahrabagh Haidergarh Road, Barabanki-225001 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 7705900926
Email: regionalhead@gobindindustries.co.in
Products: multicrop thresher, paddy thresher, rotavator, cultivator, harrow, mb plough, zero-till drill, potato planter, potato digger, shrub master, ground roller

**Gobind Industries Pvt. Ltd.**
Address: Lucknow Road, Near Railway, Crossing, Barabanki-225001 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 05248-223056; 227285; 9415048612
Email: skumaragro@yahoo.com
Products: trailers, mb plow, rotavator, reversible plow, water tanker, cultivator, disc harree, multicrop thresher, seed drills, chaff cutter, cane crusher

**Gogi Engineering Works**
Address: Opp. Bajaj Show Room, P.B. Road, Shahapur, Dist. Yadagiri-585223 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9972783776; 9980258793
Email: zakirhussianm@rediffmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

**Gold Star Agro Industries**
Address: Vill. Chak Amritsaria, Patran Road, Samana-147101, Dist. Patiala (Punjab)
Tel: 01764-223172; 9878332201
Email: goldstaragroindustries@yahoo.in
Products: straw reaper, rotavator, parts of agricultural machinery
Gomadh Engg. Services
Address: D. No. 214, Athiyur Valasu Kunnathur, Erode-638103 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 04294-263445; 264133
Fax: 04294-264512
Products: rotary tiller, post-hole digger and other agricultural implements

Gomadhi Engineering Service
Address: D. No. 214, Athiyur Road, Chinnegoundanvalasu, Kunnathur, Tiruppur-638103 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: +91-9842717187
Email: kamal@gomadhi.com
Website: gomadhi.com
Products: rotavator, baler, tractor operated multi row weeder, shredder

Govind Iron Foundry
Address: Industrial Estate, Jaunpur (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 9473622608
Products: chaff cutter

Govind Iron & Foundry Works
Address: Idgah, Sultanpur (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 9415046448
Products: chaff cutter, winnowing fan

Greaves Cotton Ltd.
Address: 16/3, All Asker Road, Bangalore-560052
Tel: 080-22262062; 22262501/5
Fax: 080-22253472
Website: greavescotton.com
Products: power tiller 14.3 hp, power operated reaper, rotary tiller, power saw, plough

Green Field Agro Equipments
Address: 41/6 Vikrant, Ground Floor of Manisha Nagar, Kalwa Thane-400605 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9324297960/62/63; 9892828388
Fax: 022-25426459
Email: akasdies@bom5.vsnl.net.in
Website: hararamaplastic.com
Products: power tiller operated weeder, sowing, spraying, pumping, harvesting and towing equipment, power sprayers & pump, diesel engines

Green Field Material Handling Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Plot No. N-49/1, MIDC Addl. Ambernath Industrial Area, Annand Nagar, Ambernath East-421506, Thane District (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0251-2621681-84; 9321370504; 9321370509
Email: purchase@hararamagroup.com
Products: diesel/electric/solar pumpsets, sprayers (battery/engine/manual/solar operated), seed rollers for sowing seeds, chain saw, brush cutter, mini tiller

Greenfield Equipments India Pvt. Ltd.
Address: 237-A4, AVG Layout, SIDCO Industrial Estate. Coimbatore-641021 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 0422-2676767; 9367676767
Email: viswa@greenfield.in
Products: rotavator, turmeric/potato digger, seed drill, dozer/loader attachment, road sweeper, cultivator, disc harrow, ridger, sugarcane bud planter, groundnut digger, cassava digger, tall tree sparyer, bed former, post hole digger, millet mill, cono weeder, maize mill, aleovera skin peeler

Gujarat Engineering
Address: Shivalay Estate, Near Hotel Armaan, Highway Road, Unjha-384170 (Gujarat)
Tel: 9825383560; 9825393560
Products: multicrop threshers

Gujarat Krushi Machinery Ltd.
Address: 48, K/3, G.I.D.C. Hanuman Para. Amreli-365601 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02792-240138-240052; 9825235086
Fax: 02792-240613
Email: gkmlphm@yahoo.com
Products: threshers, rotavator
Gupta Industries
Address: At. Lalganj PO & PS: Sasaram-821115 (Bihar)
Tel: 8797440597
Email: guptaindustriesbihar@gmail.com
Products: cultivator, seed drill, rotavator, chaff cutter

Gupta Tractors and Implements Sampurna
Address: Nagar Road Palia Kalan, Kheri-262902 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 05871234216; 9450093521
Email: gupta.tractors@yahoo.in
Products: laser land leveller

Gurbaz Agriculture Works
Address: Village Dhatounda, Block Sirhind, Dist. Fatehgarh (Punjab)
Tel: 01763-260400; 9465733000
Email: jagtarsingh830@hmail.com
Products: straw reaper, paddy chopper, rotavator

Gurdev Mech. Works
Address: Near Bus Stand Zira-Faridkot Road, Talwandi Bhai, Dist. Ferozepur (Punjab)
Tel: 01632-230130; 230257
Products: straw reaper and other agricultural implements

Gurdip Singh Avtar Singh
Address: V& PO Gehri Mandi, Rly. Station, Jandiala, Amritsar-143119 (Punjab)
Fax: 0181-2442188
Tel: 98158-91218
Products: wheat thresher, seed drills, etc.

Gursukh Agro Works
Address: Vill. Jhakroudi, P.O. Samrala Ludhiana-141114 (Punjab)
Tel: 01628-262422; 9417100150
Email: ppsguron@rediffmail.com
Website: www.gursukhagro.com
Products: orchard sprayer, aeroblast sprayer

Guru Hindustan Agro Industries
Address: Near Green Velly Vill. Sekhu, Malout-152107 (Punjab)
Tel: +911637500466;919815920466
Email: admin@haimalout.com
Website: www.haimalout.com
Products: paddy thresher, maize thresher, paddy cum multicrop thresher, multicrop thresher, cutter thresher, basket feed auger type thresher, power tiller driven thresher, engine driven thresher, chaff cutters (2 hp, 3 hp, 5 hp, 15 hp), straw reaper/straw chopper

Guru Nanak Agricultural Implement Mfts.
Address: G.T. Road, Bypass, Near Focal Point, Jalandhar-144 004 (Punjab)
Tel: 0181-2602670; 5007046; 9855894015
FAX: 0181-2602670
Email: gurunanakagri@vsnl.net
Products: all types of agricultural machinery

Guru Nanak Agril. Engg. Works
Address: Opp. Power House, Bhatinda Road, Handiaya-148107, Dist. Barnala (Punjab)
Tel: 01679-284250; 284166
Fax: 01679-233887
Email: balkarcombines@yahoo.co.in
Products: balkar combines (tractor operated and self-propelled), straw reaper, maize combine, etc.

Guru Nanak Agro-Industries
Address: Gandhi Road, Murar, Gwalior (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0751-5030119
Products: cultivators, disc harrow, seed drill, thresher, tractor drawn trolley

Guru Nanak Engg. Works
Address: GT Road, Talwandi Bhai, Dist. Ferozepur (Punjab)
Tel: 01632-230357; 94179-29357
Products: reaper, all type of seed drills, maize thresher, multicrop thresher, straw reaper, harrow disc, etc.

Guru Nanak Engineering Works
Address: 464, Categorized Market, New Kabadkhana, Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0755-2737650
Products: cultivators, seed drill, trolley

Guru Nanak Gramin Krishi Udhyog Jwalapur
Guru Nanak Iron Industries
Address: N H 26, Lalitpur Road, Babina Cantt (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0510-2740649; 9415412037
Fax: 0510-2740649
Email: gurunanakironindustries@yahoo.co.in
Website: www.gnagro.com
Products: multi crop thresher, paddy thresher, groundnut thresher, cultivator, disc harrow, seed-cum-fertilizer drill, maize planter, caster planter, leveller, rotavator, trailer

Guru Nanak Krishi Udyog
Address: Kaithal Road, Main Chowk, Pehowa (Haryana)
Tel: 01741-220247; 220710
Products: rotavator, zero-till drill, straw combine, tractor operated potato planter, potato digger elevator

Gurudatta Agro Agencies & Services
Address: 36, Krishi Udyog Bhavan Market Yard, Pune-37 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 020-24263350; 9822111294
Products: power tiller, brush cutter, pit digger, battery operated sprayer

Gurunanak Engg. Works
Address: Main Road Talwandi, Bhai-142050, Dist. Ferozepur (Punjab)
Tel: 01632-230357; 9417929357; 9417366462
Products: laser land leveler, cultivator, seed drill, disc harrow, leveler, slasher

Gurunanak Industries
Address: Bypass Road, Sitarganj (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 05948-254400
Products: thresher, cultivator, seed drill, plow, harrow

Gurunanak Industries Sales Corp.
Address: Near Tinkoni, Opp. BDO Office, Mansa-151505 (Punjab)
Tel: 01652-232998; 9316660082
Fax: 01652-500998
Email: gurureaper@gmail.com; gurureaper@rediffmail.com
Products: reaper, forage harvester, straw chopper, all kinds of agricultural implements and gardening tools

Gurupal Agri. Works
Address: Industrial State, Rudrapur (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 05944-244594; 250969
Products: thresher, cultivator, seed drill, plow, harrow, ridger

H. B. Industries
Address: Barielly Road, Kichha (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 05944-264113
Products: thresher, cultivator, harrow, etc.

Hans Agro Industries
Address: Salarpur Road, Kurukshetra (Haryana)
Tel: 01744-293200; 9466218096; 9416840499
Products: straw combine

Hans Engineering Works
Address: 72/A, Hans Chauraha Suraj Kund Road, Meerut-250103 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 7895600000; 0121-4023735
Email: hansenggworks@gmail.com; info@hansenggworks.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Hanuman Agro Enterprises
Address: H. No. 8-6-237/1/D Rajeev Autonagar Kareemnagar-505001 (Telangana)
Tel: 9949647470
Email: santhosh.bheemreddy56@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Hanuman Krishi Udhyog
Address: Near Central Bank of India, Karnal Road, Assandh-132039 (Haryana)
Tel: 01749-278952; 9896178930
Products: zero-till drill, harrows, cultivator
Hari Om Trailor
Address: 10, Himmat Shoping Centre, Nr. Manisha Hotel, Kamrej Char Rasta, Navagam-394185 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02621-254044
Email: hariom.trai@yahoo.com
Tel: 9825825151
Products: agricultural machinery

Hari Singh Agro-Industries
Address: Gwalior Road, Dabra, Gwalior (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 07524-222524; 226758
Products: cultivators, disc harrow, leveler, seed drill, thresher, tractor drawn hydraulic trolley

Hari Singh Sharma Industries
Address: Baradari Crossing, Murar, Gwalior (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0751-368907
Products: cultivators, disc harrow, seed drill, thresher, trolley

Harihar Agro Industries
Address: Survey No. 216, Plot No. 4/A/1, N.H. 8-B, Opp. Tata Perfect Show Room, Gondal Road, Kotharia, Rajkot-360005 (Gujarat)
Tel: 0281-6593714; 9972940202
Email: info@hariharagro.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Harjinder Agricultural Industries
Address: Jhansi Road, Dabra, Gwalior (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 07524-222347
Products: mould board plough, cultivators, disc harrow, leveler, seed drill, thresher, trolley

Harmilap Agri. Store
Address: Barielly Road, Near Sonari Maszid, Kichha (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 05944-264208; 264494
Products: thresher, cultivator, seed drill, plow, harrow, trolley, etc.

Harpal Industries
Address: B-21, Industrial State, Rudrapur (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 05944-241487; 241260
Products: thresher, cultivator, seed drill, harrow, trolley, etc.

Hi Tech Industries
Address: 11/2, Perumanallur Road, Kunnathur Post, Tiruppur District, 638103 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: +91-9865690999; 9965990999
Email: hitechind2011@gmail.com
Products: mfrs of tractor front end loader, dozer and customized attachments

Hind Agro Industries
Address: Outside Alohran Gate, Nabha-147201, Dist. Patiala (Punjab)
Tel: 01765-226571; 9814699997; 9814002910
Fax: 01765-504499
Email: hind_agro@yahoo.com
Website: hindcombines.com
Products: self-propelled combine harvester, tractor mounted combine, straw reaper, rotavator, roto-till drill

Hind Engineering Works
Address: Near Rly Crossing, Talwandi Bhai, Dist. Ferozepur (Punjab)
Tel: 01632-230110; 556650; 556653; 9417424978
Products: all kinds of agricultural implements

Hindustan Agro Industries
Address: Idar Road, Savagadh, Dhandha, Himmatnagar-383001 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02772222419; 9824402800
Products: multicrop thresher

Hindustan Agro Industries
Address: Opp. Jaswant Theatre, G T Road, Malout-152107 (Punjab)
Tel: 01637-500466; 5024669; 216750466; 9257250466; 9815920466
Fax: 01637-502466
Email: hai.agriimpliments@yahoo.co.in; admin@haimalout.com
Website:
Products: animal driven seed-cum-fertilizer drill, post-hole digger, multi crop seed drill, rear mounted reaper, trail type disc harrow, mounted type disc harrow, maize
sheller, paddy thresher, multi crop thresher, hopper thresher, harabha thresher, chaff cutter

Hiralal Engineering
Address: At. Lalganj, PO: Sasaram Near New Canal Sasaram (Rohtas) (Bihar)
Tel: 9852380419
Email: satyendrasingh98523@gmail.com
Products: hydrolic trolley, cultivator, seed drill, rotavator

Hiren Engineering Works
Address: Plot No. 2, Survey No. 328 Navagam (Kamrej), Rajkot Highway, Opp. Acrysil, Bhavnagar-364002 (Gujarat)
Tel: 0278-2540142; 9725118199
Email: hiren.agrofarm@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Hi-Tech Engg. Co.
Address: Sivagiri-638109, Erode (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 04204-240478, 240578
Website: valasumani.com
Products: multicrop thresher, high-capacity maize thresher and other agricultural implements

Hi-tech Engineering Co. 
Address: Karnala Mansion, Ground Floor, 143, Infantry Road, Bangalor-E560001
Fax: 080-22863122
Tel: 98451-95168
Products: sprayers

HrushiKesh Agro Machinery Co.
Address: CIDCO, Aurangabad (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9890145241; 0240-2486610
Email: rushikeshagro@yahoo.com
Products: agricultural machinery

HrushiKesh Agro Machinery Co.
Address: N-7, A-4/1, Garware Company CIDCO, Aurangabad-43003 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0240-2486610; 9373454241; 9890145241
Email: rushikeshagro@yahoo.com
Products: power weeder, self-propelled reaper, power tillers of different horse power, ridger, trolley, sprayers,

Husqvarna (India) Products Pvt. Ltd.
Address: 1st Floor, Swees House No. 5, Sir P S Sivaram Salai, Mylapore Chennai-600004 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 044-49489222; 7338848690; 7338848682
Email: viswa.sanjiv@husqvarnagroup.com; support.in@husqvarnagroup.com
Products: chainsaw, brush cutter, trimmer, hedge trimmer, blower, sprayer, tiller, mist blower, lawn mower, auto mower, rider, tractor

Hymatic Agro Equipment Pvt. Ltd.
Address: A-64, Sector 2 NOIDA-201301 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 0120-2522051; 2520552; 9810822051; 9871421705
Email: mail@hymatic.in
Website: www.hymatic.in
Products: sprayers and blowers

Incon Engineers Limited
Address: B-6/3, IDA Uppal, Hyderabad-500039 (Telangana)
Tel: 040-27204034; 27201271
Website: https://www.incon.in/
Products: multicrop thresher, paddy thresher, rotavator, self-propelled reaper, puddler, paddy row seeder

India International
Address: P.No. J173-174, Road No 18, Akera Dungar, VKI Area, Jaipur (Rajasthan)
Tel: 0141-2460913; 9799668746
Email: indiainternat@yahoo.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Indo American Hybrid Seeds India Private Limited
Address: PB No.7099, 17th Cross, 2nd A Main, KR Road, Banashankari II Stage, Bangalor-E560070
Tel: 080-6760111
Fax: 080-6761479
Products: plastic pots, garden implements

Indo Farm Implements
Address: Plot No. 341, Sector 3A HSIIDC, Karnal-132001 (Haryana)
Tel: 9254111001; 9416031150
Email: vk.sharma1973@yahoo.com; indofarmimplements@gmail.com

Products: cultivator, rotavator, disc harrow, mb plough, disc plough, ridger, subsoiler, power sprayer, land leveler

Indo farm Tractors & Motors Ltd.
Address: EPIP, Phase II Baddi-173205, Dist. Solan (HP)
Tel: 01795-274241 to 248
Fax: 01795-274308-309
Email: mail@indofarm.in
Website: www.indofarm.in

Products: indo farm 2030 di (33 hp), 2035 di (35 hp), 2040 di (40 hp) and 2050 di (50 hp), 3065 di (65 hp)

Integrated Welding Automation and Controls Pvt. Ltd.
Address: 395, NH-7, Chandapura, Bangalore-560 081 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448064234

Products: rotavator, tiller, harrow

International Tractors Ltd.
Address: Chak Gujran, P.O. Piplanwala-146022, Jalandhar Road, Hoshiarpur (Punjab)
Tel: 01882-302221; 302223
Fax: 01882-302222
Email: sonalika@sonalika.com
Website: www.sonalika.com

Products: sonalika international di 30 baagwan (30hp), 730 ii (30 hp), 730 iii (30 hp), 734 (35 hp), 35 (35 hp), 35 II (35 hp), 740 (40 hp), 740 III (40 hp), 745 III (45 hp), 750 II (50 hp), 750 III (50 hp), 60 (60 hp), 60 III (60 hp), 75 (75 hp) and 90 (90 hp)

J P Agro Industries
Address: Plot No. C-26, Focal Point, Moga-142001 (Punjab)
Tel: 01636-221865; 9814513865
Email: jpskhanna@gmail.com

Products: rotavator, thresher

Jai Guru Industries
Address: Industrial State, Rudrapur (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 05944-243508; 241203; 245571; 983704003

Products: thresher, cultivator, seed drill, plow, harrow, ridger

Jai Gurudev Industries
Address: C 19/20, Industrial Estate Kichha Bypass Road Rudrapur, Udham Singh Nagar-263153 (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 05944-243508; 9412034731; 9927064150
Email: jaigurudev86@yahoo.com

Products: rotavator, cultivator, harrow, thresher

Jai Khodiyar Engineering Works
Address: Nesadi Road, Khodiyamagar, Savarkundla-364515 (Gujarat)
Tel: 9824991644; 9427744811
Email: jaykhodiyarengg@gmail.com

Products: tractor trailor, plough, cultivator, hyd. rev. plough mech. rev. plough

Jai Kisan Equipment Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Plot No. 14(I), Kolar Industrial Area, Bidar-585403 (Karnataka)
Tel: 08482-232040; 232255; 227979
Email: jksprayer@vsnl.com

Products: manual & power operated sprayers, knapsack sprayers, air assisted sprayer

Jai Sakthi Engineering
Address: 73 Sathya Garden, Thekkupalayam Post, Mettupalayam Road, Coimbatore-641020 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9443817399; 9994623535

Products: agricultural implements, all fabrication works, shield metal works & machine job works (hydraulic power press)

Jai Shree Krishna Steel Industries
Address: Kharaudi Road Cheeka, Kaithal (Haryana)
Tel: 01743-221544; 9416039544
Fax: 01743-221311

Products: zero-till drill, harrows, cultivator

Jain Agriculture Implements
Address: Ramnagar Road, Kashipur (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 05947-274046; 274720; 274296; 275449

Products: rice thresher, harrow, cultivator, ridger, seed drill, etc.
Jaiswal Iron Foundry
Address: Jagdishpatti (Shade No. 9), Jaunpur-222002 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 05452-261475; 9415234552
Products: industrial estate, chaff cutter

Jamna Agro Implements
Address: Jai Spring Road, Yamuna Nagar-135001 or 1004, Hemkunt Tower 98 Nehru Place, New Delhi-110019
Tel: 011-26419788; 26416294
Fax: 011-26464273
Products: all types of agricultural implements

Janani Agro Tech
Address: Behind Onion Market, Near Railway under Bridge, RMC Link Road Maheshwarappa, Simoga-577201 (Karnataka)
Tel: 966777677
Email: mahesh.ctd71@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Janata Agricultural Implements
Address: New Karnal Road, Near Govt. School. No. 4, Kaithal (Haryana)
Tel: 01746-229541; 9416292187; 9416228934; 9466836551
Products: zero-till drill, straw combine

Jandu Agriculture Industries
Address: Majestic Road, Moga-142001 (Punjab)
Tel: 01636-223204; 9855089806; 9855400100
Email: jandu.agri@yahoo.com
Products: potato planter, potato digger, disc harrow, fodder cutter, chopper cutter-cum-loader, harambha thresher, stub cutter seed drill, scraper

Jandu Agro Industries
Address: B-36, Focal Point, Moga-142001 (Punjab)
Tel: 01636-221955; 9815665202; 9417196161
Email: janducharan@gmail.com; sharanjandus@gmail.com
Products: harambha thresher, wheat thresher, straw reaper, automatic potato planter, disc harrow, stub cutter, potato digger, cultivator, bund maker, etc.

Janta Engineering Works
Address: Opp. Meghani Tower, Station Road, Surat-395003 (Gujarat)
Tel: 0261-2432826; 2434820; 9825383835
Email: jantaeng71@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Jashoda Agro Works
Address: Khara kuva, Nr. Railway Station Road, At. Sojitra, Dist. Anand (Gujarat)
Tel: 02697-234993; 9426394460
Email: jashodaagroworks@gmail.com
Products: paddy thresher, nursery seedling machine, rice transplanter, baler half feeding combine harvester

Jandu Agro Industries
Address: B-36, Focal Point, Moga-142001 (Punjab)
Tel: 01636-221955; 9815665202; 9417196161
Email: janducharan@gmail.com; sharanjandus@gmail.com
Products: harambha thresher, wheat thresher, straw reaper, automatic potato planter, disc harrow, stub cutter, potato digger, cultivator, bund maker, etc.

Janta Engineering Works
Address: Opp. Meghani Tower, Station Road, Surat-395003 (Gujarat)
Tel: 0261-2432826; 2434820; 9825383835
Email: jantaeng71@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Jashoda Agro Works
Address: Khara kuva, Nr. Railway Station Road, At. Sojitra, Dist. Anand (Gujarat)
Tel: 02697-234993; 9426394460
Email: jashodaagroworks@gmail.com
Products: paddy thresher, nursery seedling machine, rice transplanter, baler half feeding combine harvester

Jassa Singh & Co.
Address: Gehri mandi, Rly. Station Jandiala, Dist. Amritsar-143115 (Punjab)
Tel: 0183-2325129; 9872688564; 9781119751
Email: janducharan@gmail.com; sharanjandus@gmail.com
Products: harambha thresher, wheat thresher, straw reaper, automatic potato planter, disc harrow, stub cutter, potato digger, cultivator, bund maker, etc.

Jaswant Agricultural Works
Address: Sangrur Road, Sunam-148028, Dist. Sangrur (Punjab)
Jay Ambe Agriculture
Address: Deesa (Bhoyan) Palanpur Road, Dist. Banaskantha-385535 (Gujarat)
Tel: 9824267537
Email: jayambeagricl@gmail.com
Products: potato planter, potato digger, auto. seed-cum-fertilizer drill

Jay Bajrang Industries
Address: Shed No.3, Navagam Udhyog Nagar, N.H. 8-B, Kamrej Char Rasta, Navagam-394185 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02621-251133; 93777 71133; 98251 30851
Email: jaybajrangind@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Jay Balaji Tractor Garage & Engg.
Address: Mohodi Road, Opp. BPL TOWAR, Dhule (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9422289730
Products: agricultural machinery

Jay Sar dar Agro
Address: Bagsara Road, Near Railway Crossing, Mandavad-Visavadar, Dist. Junagadh-362130 (Gujarat)
Tel: 9427571626
Email: jaysardar555@gmail.com
Products: seed drill, mini tractor implements, tractor trailer, levellers

Jay Shakti Engineering Works
Address: Nesdi Road, Savarkunda-364515, Dist. Amreli (Gujarat)
Tel: 02845-243394; 242394; 9426459998
Email: jayshaktieng@gmail.com
Products: trolley, mb plough, reversible plough, cultivator, chiesel plough, leveller

Jaya Traders
Address: 1st Cross, Vinayaka Nagar J.C. Road, Tumakuru-572101 (Karnataka)
Jindal Engg. Works
Address: Jind Road Bypass, NH-65 Kaithal (Haryana)
Tel: 9416292035
Email: suniljindaal35@gmail.com; suniljindaal@rediffmail.com
Products: rotavator, seed drill, straw reaper

Joginder Singh Narang Singh
Address: Opposite Bus Stand, Ahmedgarh-148021 (Punjab)
Tel: 01675-242778; 9815910972; 9876434872
Fax: 01675-244378
Email: hardevagro@gmail.com; jagdevhunjan@gmail.com
Products: harambha thresher, straw reaper, zero-till drill, rotavator, seed-cum-fertiliser drill, paddy thresher, multi crop thresher, maize thresher, groundnut digger, multi crop seed drill, disc harrow, cultivator, maize planter

John Deere India Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Cybercity, Magar Patta City, Hadapsar, Pune-411018 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 020-66481775; 9158892273
Email: patilikrishant@johndeere.com; jainsachin2@johndeere.com
Products: combine harvester, baler, cultivator, rotavator, sugarcane harvester, rake, tractors

Jyothi Industries
Address: Plot No. 6-J Karur Industries Area, Davangere (Karnataka)
Tel: 9844453975; 9342983457
Email: meet.manjukm@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Jyotirling Agro Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Pulachi Shirol, Tal. Hatkanangale, Dist. Kolhapur-416122 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0230-2469642; 2468937; 9423040338
Email: jyotirlingnewsham@gmail.com
Products: sub-soiler, reversible plow, disc harrow, furrower, adjustable tiller, leveler, trailer, sugarcane intercultural implements, etc.

K M Tractors
Address: Door No. VP111/47A Calicut Road, Valanchery PO-676552, Malappuram Dist. (Kerala)
Tel: 9846827371; 0494-2643292
Email: kmtractors@yahoo.co.in
Products: agricultural implements, spares, rice transplanter, harvesters, tractors

K S Agricultural Industries (Regd.)
Address: Raikot Road, Malerkotla, Dist. Sangrur-148023 (Punjab)
Tel: 01675-254555; 259055; 9872500655
Fax: 01675-259955
Email: info@ksagrotech.com
Website: www.ksagrotech.com
Products: combine harvester (tractor operated & self-propelled), straw reaper, rotavator, etc.

K.M.C Engg. Works
Address: 78/1 Bilal Compound, PB Road, Davangere-577003 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9880884064
Products: disc harrow, cultivator, rotavator, mb plow, seed drills, multicrop threshers, duck foot cultivator, maize sheller, blade harrow

K.B. Engineering
Address: No. 7, Thiruvalluvar Nagar, Pattanam Main Road Ondipudur, Coimbatore-641016 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9944957983; 9944689435
Email: contact@kbengineering.net
Website: www.kbengineering.net
Products: chaff cutter, paddy thresher, multicrop thresher, maize dehusker sheller, screw conveyor

K.B. Industries
Address: 3/255-D, Golden Nagar Pattanam Main Road, Pattanam Pudur Coimbatore-641016 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9944947983; 9363227983
Email: Shankar@kbindustries.in
Products: multicrop thresher, maize dehusker, dust cleaner

K.G. Industries
Address: Iyer Hospital Bus Stop, 25/30, Rajaji Nagar, Trichy Road, Singanallur (P.O.), Coimbatore-641005 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 0422-2321900; 9842230070
Products: all types of thresher
K.G.I. Industries
Address: No. 7, Mukkandar Street Muruthur, Ramanathapuram Coimbatore-641045 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 0422-2321900; 9842930070; 9677388822
Email: kgiindustries@yahoo.com
Products: multicrop thresher, maize thresher, paddy thresher

K.G.N. Fabricators
Address: P.B. Road, Davanagere-577006 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9845940529; 963225959; 9448423658
Email: naseerahmedkgn@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Kabadi Agro Industries
Address: Plot No 150/A&B, KIADB Industrial Area, Narasapur, Gadag-582102 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448027331
Email: Kvkabadi365@gmail.com
Products: floor mills, rawa/dhaliya machine, dehusking/polishing machine, pulverizer machine, chilly pounding machine, roti/papad making machine, sugarcane juice machine, rotavators, multicrop thresers, groundnut thresher, mb plow, disc plow, diesel engines, pump sets

Kabul Shah Khuban Agriculture Implements Vill
Address: Kabul Shah Khuban P.O. Box-Khui Khera-152121, Tehsil-Fazilka, Dist. Fazilka (Punjab)
Tel: 01638-236022; 9878736722; 9815853622
Email: kskagriculture@gmail.com
Products: cultivator, chisel plow, bund former, mb plow, leveller, disc harrow, sugarcane rinder, sprayer, hydraulic reversible mb plow, hydraulic reversible disc plow, subsoiler, laser land leveler

Kailash Krishi Yantra Udyog
Address: NH-8, Ajmer Road, Bagru, Jaipur-303007 (Rajasthan)
Tel: 0141-2865189; 9829433761; 9829114604
Email: info@kkyujpr.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Kaka Trading Company
Address: Gaitond Complex, Old Bus Stand Road, Bidar-585401 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9886676116
Fax: 08482-225414
Email: p_s_gadgi@yahoo.com
Products: sprayers, multi-crop threshers, cultivators, m.b. plough, zero-till drill, rotavator, disc plough

Kaleem Engg. Works
Address: Regulated Market Gate, Taluk Society Compound, R.M.C. Likn Road, Davangere-577002 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448656012; 9448656098
Products: multicrop thresher, cultivator, disc harrow, duck foot cultivator, mb plow

Kaleem Engineering Works
Address: Regulated Main Gate, Taluk Society Compound, R.M.C. Link Road, Davangere-577003 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448656102; 9448656098
Products: multicrop thresher, cultivator, m.b. plow, disc harrow, blade harrow-cum-leveller and other agricultural implements

Kalika Devi Agro Industries
Address: At. Jakkali (Near Jumma Majid), Gadag (Karnataka)
Tel: 9986640538; 9739676352
Email: sajanandkammarz@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Kamboj Mech. Works
Address: Ramdas, Amritsar-143603 (Punjab)
Tel: 9876320842; 9915445406
Email: kambojrs@yahoo.com
Website: www.kambojrs.com
Products: happy seeder, straw reaper, maize planter, zero till drill, paddy seeder, multicrop planter

Kamla Engineering Works
Address: Ismailabad-136129 (Haryana)
Tel: 9416039104
Email: kew_ibad@live.com
Products: agricultural machinery
Kanhaiyalal Ramratan Krishi Yantra Lghu Udyog
Address: Bus Stand, Rampura Dabadi, Sikar Road, Jaipur (Rajasthan)
Tel: 9829195072
Products: seed cum fertilizer drill, cultivator, bund farmer

Karnal Agricultural Industries Ltd.
Address: Indri Road, Karnal-132001 (Haryana)
Tel: 9991144411; 0184-2267260
Fax: 0184-2267428
Email: rohit@kailindia.com
Website: www.kailindia.com
Products: all agricultural implements

Karnal Agricultural Industries
Address: Jhansi Road, Dabra, Gwalior (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 07524-223391
Products: cultivators, disc harrow, leveler, seed drill, thresher, trolley

Karnataka Village Agro Industries
Address: 371/4, Averagere, P.B. Road-577003, Davangere (Karnataka)
Tel: 9880829156
Products: leveller blade, disc harrow, duckfoot cultivator, sprayers, brush cutter, chaff cutter, multicrop thresher

Karnataka Agricultural Implements and Allied Industrial Cooperative Society Ltd.
Address: VRL Godown, Opposite Byridevarkoppa, Hubli-500025 (Karnataka)
Tel: 0836-2373972
Products: tractor drawn seed cum fertilizer drills, thresher, chaff cutter, shredder, etc.

Karshak & Sons
Address: Shop No. 42, All Karim Trade Centre, M G Road, Secundrabad-500003 (Telangana)
Tel: 040-27542315
Products: multicrop thresher, paddy thresher, rotavator, self-propelled reaper, puddler, paddy row seeder, jatropha thresher, caster thresher, sunflower thresher, etc.

Karshak Industries

Kartar Agro Industries Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Amlohar Road, Bhadson-147202, Patiala District (Punjab)
Tel: 01765-260136; 9217100236
Fax: 01765-260486
Email: kartarcombine@kartarindia.com; kartar1234@rediffmail.com
Products: tractor operated combine, self-propelled combine, straw combine, knotter (baler)

Kartar Engineering Works
Address: G T Road, By Pass Near Pathankot Chowk, Jalandhar (Punjab)
Tel: 9814533526
Products: potato digger, potato planter

Kartik Krishi Kendra
Address: A.P.M.C. Road, Near Bhoomaraddi Circle, Gadag-582101 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9964625699; 903691430
Email: kartikkrishikendra@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Karumalaian Agro Industries
Address: Perundurai Road, Pavalathampalayam Pirivu, Vallipurathampalayam Post, Erode-638112 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9443239449
Email: karumalaianvelu@yahoo.com
Products: tractor, two-wheel ripping trailor, water tank trailor, spring loaded cultivator, duck cultivator, land leveller, cauge wheel, bund farmer, ridger cum bund farmer, harrow, turmeric boiler

Kashipur Agriculture Implements
Address: New Anaj Mandi, Muradabad Road, Kashipur (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 05947-278977
Products: thresher, cultivator, ridger, harrow
Kavi Agro Agency
Address: 60/8, St. Anne’s Complex, Melapudur, Trichy-620001 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 0431-2415320; 2401370
Fax: 0431-2416769
Email: kaviagro2001@yahoo.com
Products: kavi power tiller models df 12l, df 15l, df 18l, & df 21l

Kavungal Agro Tech (P) Ltd.
Address: Kavungal Arcade, N.H. 47 Main Road, P.O. Mannuthy-680651, Thrissur, Dist. (Kerala)
Tel: 04876055222; 9388888500; 9995823336
Email: info@kavungal.in
Products: power weeder, sprayer, seeding tray, drip irrigation set, seeds, fertilizers, pesticides

Kerala Agro Machinery Corpn. Ltd.
Address: Marketing Division, Athani-683585, Dist. Ernakulam (Kerala)
Tel: 0484-2474638; 0484-2474301 (5 lines)
Email: kacmco@satyam.net.in marketing@kamcoindia.com
Website: www.kamcoindia.com
Products: power tiller 9 hp, 12 hp (di), self-propelled reaper kamco power tiller kmb 200 kamco super di power tiller kamco power reaper kr 120m

Khaja Engg Works
Address: 3-9-122 Near S R Petrol Pump, Autonagal, Hyderabad-500006 (Telangana)
Tel: 9440886324
Email: khaja.enggwork@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Khalsa Engg. Works
Address: Tohana, Hisar (Haryana)
Tel: 94162-93019
Products: tractor operated inclined plate planter for sowing bt. / hybrid cotton, zero-till drill, thrasher, sprayers

Khalsa-Punjab Engineers (Khalsa)
Address: Dashmesh Nagar, Bagpat Road, Meerut (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 9837340086
Email: khalsa_agri@yahoo.co.uk

Products: power weeder, trash shredder, stuble shaver, trench ridger, all machines related to sugarcane, sub soiler, potato digger, raised bed planter

Khandewala Krishi Udyog
Address: Behind Truck Union, Tosham Road, Hansi, Dist. Hisar-125033 (Haryana)
Tel: 9812400017; 9812005715
Email: parvindlohan@yahoo.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Khedut Agro Engineering Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Plot No. 6, Survey No. 191, Shantidham, Society Road, Nr. Orchev Pharma, Veraval, Shapar-360024, Dist. Rajkot (Gujarat)
Tel: +91 94262-06420; 02827-253312/13
Email: dinesh_patel63@yahoo.com; info@khedutagro.com
Website: www.khedutagro.com
Products: disc harrow, disc plough, rotator, cultivator, chisel plough, ridger, mb plough, reversible mb plough, dibbler, seed drill, planter, manual seed drill, animal drawn seed drill, raised and furrow seed drill, cono weeder, power weeder, sprayer pump, fertilizer spreader, reaper, reaper binder, thrasher, ground nut digger, potato planter & digger, spiral seed grader

Khodiyar Argo Industries
Address: 3B, Rajendra Industrial Estate, Kheralu Road, Visanagar-384315 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02765232672; 9426385830
Products: agricultural machinery

Khoj Engineering Company
Address: F-196, Road 9-F, VKI Area, Jaipur (Rajasthan)
Tel: 0141-2331285; 2331881; 9829061285
Email: info@khojcom.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Khwaja Gharib Nawaz Engineering Works
Address: 10/14 Dumpulakunta Main Road, Yenigandla Village-502381, Kulcharam (M) (Telangana)
Tel: 9502730780
Email: kgnew235@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements
Kisan Agro
Address: NH 31, Devi Sarai, Bihar Sarif-803101, Dist. Nalanda (Bihar)
Tel: 9430934365; 9973632868
Email: kishanagrobihar@gmail.com

Kisan Agro Industries
Address: Korli Road, Near Warehouse, Pandharpur-413304 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 02186-224748; 9422553334
Products: check row planter, sugarcane intercultural and fertilizer application equipment

Kisan Blower Udyog Kikwari (K)
Address: Taluka Satara, Dist. Nasik (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9422250906; 942274242
Products: tractor operated air carrier sprayer

Kisan Engineering Works
Address: Bela Industrial Estate, P.O: R.K. Ashram (MIC Bela), Muzaffarpur-842005 (Bihar)
Tel: 09431238670; 09931436950
Email: kisan.mahesh1972@gmail.com
Products: seed drill, furrow former, cultivator, wheel hoe, weeder, paddy winnower, chisel plow, ridge maker, reaper, disc plow, mb plow, reaper binder

Kisan Engineering Works
Address: C-57, MIDC, Awadhan, Dhule-424006 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9422289812; 02562-246612
Email: kisanengg23812@yahoo.co.in
Products: trailers, mb plow, rotavator, reversible plow, water tanker, cultivator

Kisan King Agro Gohana Road
Address: Near Peer Baba, Meham-124112 (Haryana)
Tel: 9992151121
Email: kkagro13@gmail.com ksgoyat@hotmail.com
Products: lesar land leveler, rotavator, tractor operated sprayer, seed-cum-fertilizer drill

KisanKraft Limited
Address: Sri Huchhanna Tower, 4, 1st Main, 7-A Cross, Maruthi Layout Dasarahalli, Hebbal, HAF Post, Bangalore-560024 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9343566653; 9449865251; +91.80.2217.8200 (100 lines)
Email: agrawal.ravindra@kisankraft.com
Products: all types of sprayers, power weeder, rice transplanter, horticultural tools, blowers, lawn mowers, engines (petrol, diesel, kerosene), waterpumps, intercultivators

Kishan Agro Industries
Address: Near Overbridge, Near Bus Stand, Himmatnagar-383001 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02772-249697; 9427494175
Products: agricultural machinery

Kishan Dust Machine Manufacturing Unit
Address: KPTCL Road, Sahabad, Tal. Chitapur, Dist. Gulbarga (Karnataka)
Tel: 08474-364058; 365887
Products: hand duster

KK Associates
Address: 323/7, Sellar, Binny Company Road, Davanager-E577001 (Karnataka)
Tel: 08192-257087; 233039
Products: arecanut dehusker

Kohali Agriculture Equipment Civil Lines
Address: Rudrapur (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 05944-242256
Products: thresher, cultivator, seed drill, plow, harrow, trolley, etc.

Kovai Agro Machines
Address: 30, R.K.V. Nagar, Balaji Nagar Extension, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9344938456; 8754199996
Email: perfectmachineworks@gmail.com
Products: bore water type multicrop thresher, form-based shredder, chaff cutters, maize thresher, high-capacity axle flow thresher, multicrop thresher

Kovai Classic Industries
Address: No. 1, Iyer Hospital Road, Singanallur Post, Coimbatore-641005 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9345837456; 9344337456; 0422-2317456
Email: kovaiclassicindustries@gmail.com
Kovai Engineering Works (Pvt.) Ltd.
Address: 88-A, Iyer Hospital Road, Near Kannapiran Mills, Sowripalayam P.O., Coimbatore-641028 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9344836456; 0422-2316456
Email: kovaienggworks@yahoo.co.in
Website: www.kovaiengineeringworks.in
Products: multicrop thresher, paddy thresher, maize dehusker sheller, bio shreader, chaff cutter, paddy winnower, groundnut decorticator, groundnut thresher, groundnut stripper, coconut dehusker, coconut deshelling machine, rotavator, seed-cum-fertilizer drill and planter

Kranti Agro Engineering Co.
Address: Shed No. C1/B-237/1, G.I.D.C., Aji Vashahat, Rajkot Rajkot-360003 (Gujarat)
Tel: 0281-2384274; 98252 60310; 99620 97847
Email: krantiagro@yahoo.in
Products: rotavator, automatic seed drills, seed treating drum

Kumaresth Agencies
Address: 518, Near Kavitha Theater, Nehru Street, Ram Nagar, Coimbatore-641009 (Tamil Nadu)
Savarkundla-364515 (Gujarat)
Tel: 9909472299; 9427557778
Products: reversible m.b. plough, cultivator, hyd. rev. m.b. plough

Krishna Agro-Industries
Address: Near Sugar Mill Crossing, Sehore (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 07562-225110
Products: animal drawn weeder, seed drill, duck-foot type cultivators, tractor drawn hydraulic trolley

KSNM Marketing SF
Address: No.29/1B, Onapalayam, Vadavalli to Thondamuthur Road, Coimbatore-641109 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: +91 93632 61175; 91 4229 72129
Email: md@ksnm.in
Products: paddy seeder, cono weeder, low-cost drip irrigation system

Kuldeep Engineers
Address:NearKothariWay, BrizN.H.8, Keshariyaji-313802, Udaipur (Rajasthan)
Tel: 02907-230630; 230342; 9414162342
Email: kuldeep engineering@yahoo.co.in
Products: rotavator and other agricultural implements

Kumar Agro Industries
Address: Vavdi, Survey No. 20, Plot No. 21, Gondal Road, N.H. 8-B, Rajkot (Gujarat)
Tel: 9879454910
Email: kumaragroindustries@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Kumar Industries
Address: 86, Karur Main Road, Naduppalayam Vellottamparuppu Post, Erode-639154 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: +91-9442238833
Email: info@kumarindustriesagro.com
Products: multicrop thresher, groundnut decorticator, rotavator, turmeric polish machine

Kumaresh Agencies
Address: 518, Near Kavitha Theater, Nehru Street, Ram Nagar, Coimbatore-641009 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 0422-233632
Email: kumareshagencies@usa.net
Products: all types of sprayers

**Kushwaha Agriculture Pvt. Ltd.**
Address: Raja Bazar, Bihiya (Bhojpur), Dist. Ara-802152 (Bihar)
Tel: 06181-241282; 9905874770
Email: kaplbihiya@gmail.com
Products: seed-cum-fertilizer drills, mini rice mills

**Lakshmi Agro Industries**
Address: Survey No. 819/EE, Opp. Saibaba Temple Kolipak (V), Jakranpally (M), Dist. Nizamabad-503175 (Telangana)
Tel: 9849377757; 9490006733
Email: lakshmiagro99@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements, trolley, cagewheels

**Lalwani Industries**
Address: Lalwani Compound, Hamidia Road, Bhopal-462001 (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0755-2533901; 2523932; 2586596
Products: mould board plough, cultivators, disc harrow, seed drill, thrasher, trolley

**Land & Tractor Equipment**
Address: G-1/86, Badarana Vishwakarma Industrial Area, Jaipur (Rajasthan)
Tel: 0141-2460187; 9829793916
Email: vikasagro16@yahoo.in
Products: agricultural machinery

**Laxmi Agro Industries (Thresher)**
Address: Post. Nandasan, Opp. Petrol Pump, Highway No. 8, Nandasan Chowkdi 13, Rajdhani Tenament, Borisana Road, Kalol382705, Nandasan-382706 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02764-273639; 9909575241
Products: agricultural machinery

**Laxmi Engineering Works**
Address: National Highway-6 Bhanudas Nagar, Near Panchpande Petrol Pump, Kund BK, Malkapur-443101, Dist. Buldhana (Maharashtra)
Tel: 7774055149; 9637932919
Email: laxmiengmalkapur@gmail.com ; dprlokhande@gmail.com
Products: multicrop thresher, chaffcutter, mechanical/hydraulic plough

**Laxmi Enterprises**
Address: Karimnagar Road, Jagtial-505327 (Telangana)
Tel: 9948079877
Email: laxmienterprisejagtial@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

**Laxmi Steel Fabs**
Address: Nishatpura, Berasia Road, Bhopal-462008 (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0755-4251793; 2743375; 9893698525; 9425007929; 9993187595
Fax: 0755-4259468
Products: self-propelled reaper, tractor front mounted
reaper, thresher, pump, leveller, seed-ferti drill, etc.

**Laxmi Steel Fabs**
Address: Near Pachama Industrial Area & Satya Sai College, Dist. Sehore-466002 (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 9425017929; 9425607880
Email: dhanlaxmibhopal@yahoo.in
Products: seed-cum-fertilizer drill, reversible hydraulic plow, water tanker, trailer, thresher, reaper, zero till drill, raised bed planter

**Laxmiji Engineering Works**
Address: Hariom Nagar, Near Sia Darshan Society, Bagodara Road, Dholka, Dist. Ahmedabad-382225 (Gujarat)
Tel: 9375511395; 9904151779
Email: laxmijiengineeringworks@gmail.com
Products: disc harrow, cultivator

**LCT Feeders’ (Pvt.) Ltd.**
Address: 6-158, SLNS Colony, Balapur ‘X’ Road, Meerpet, Ranga Reddy, Dist. 500079 (Telangana)
Tel: 0841-5240427; 5240424,9989743397; 9959052838
Fax: 0841-5240428
Email: lcthyd@yahoo.com
Products: multi crop thresher, cultivator, disc harrow, rotavator, reversible double mould board plough, etc.

**LCT Tractors & Tiller**
Address: 1985/86, Trichy Road, Singanallur, Coimbatore-641005 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 0422-2312047; 9843035525; 9443060595
Fax: 0422-2312047
Products: thresher and combined harvester, sugarcane harvester, tractor-operated implements, horticultural tools

**Leena Engg. & Fab. Works**
Address: Sangamner (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9890532111
Email: shivasonu@rediffmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

**Lemken India Agro Equipment Pvt. Ltd.**
Address: D-59, MIDC Butibori, Nagpur-441108 (Maharashtra)
Tel: +91-7104-305406; +91 9545086676
Fax: +91-7104-305444
Email: v.rawal@lemken.com
Website: www.lemken.in
Products: tractor operated hydraulic reversible ploughs, power harrow, cultivator with pulverizing roller attachment

**Lencer Laser Tech Ltd.**
Address: Survey No: 1434 P/2, Chhatralmehsana Highway, Opp. The Sandek Lamination, Rajpur-382775 (Gujarat).
Tel: 02764-278801; 278802,278803; 9825065253
Fax: 02764-278807
Email: sales@lanceragrico.com
Products: rotavator

**Liftwell Hydraulics Pvt. Ltd.**
Address: Gondal Road, N.H. No. 8-B, Near Old Octroi Station, Rajkot-360004 (Gujarat)
Tel: 0281-2930877; 9824214175
Email: info@liftwellhydraulics.com
Products: hydraulic cylinder for reversible plow, trailer, loader, dozer

**Lokesh Agro Tech**
Address: Devapur Cross, Tq. Shorapur, Dist. Yadgiri (Karnataka)
Tel: 9902934929; 9035513459
Email: mandapatianil@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

**Loriya Agro Equipments**
Address: N.H. 8, Vavadi-360005, Dist. Rajkot (Gujarat)
Tel: 9825516895
Email: uewgg@gmail.com
Products: rani industrial area b/h radhe enterprise, opp. jay ganesh auto

**Lorven Industries**
Address: Survey No. 20, Plot No. 13, Bh. Tata Moters, Gondal Road, Vadli, Rajkot (Gujarat)
Tel: 9825444046; 9925044046
Email: info@lorvenhydraulic.com
Products: hydraulic assemblies/components
M M Engineering Works
Address: M.I.A., Plot No. G1-469 B, Near UCCI Office, Road No. 12, Udaipur-313003 (Rajasthan)
Tel: 9414232602
Products: agricultural implements

M P Iron Industries
Address: Kaji Camp, Behind Zdi Hotel, Berasia Road, Bhopal-462038 (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0755-2556706
Products: wheel hoe, groundnut decorticator, potato piller, seed drill, seed-cum-fertilizer drill

M R Reddy Engineering Works
Address: Warangal Road Narrampet, Warangal Rural (Telangana)
Tel: 9949816557
Email: nagalaxmieng@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

M. K. Associatees
Address: NO,47/1-c, 11 Building, Patel, Venkatappa Complex, Sunkadakatte, Bangalore-560091 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9945512285; 9342183551
Email: Tea-coffee@mkassociatees.net; sales@mkassociatees.net
Products: agricultural machinery

M.N. Agro Industries
Address: Velanja-Purdi Road, Velanja-394150 (Gujarat)
Tel: 9904858885
Email: mahanagro@yahoo.in
Products: power weeder

Ma Durga Agrotech Pvt. Ltd.
Address: N.H.-57, Mabbi, Darbhanga-846004 (Bihar)
Tel: 919204655800; 9431870000
Email: rajan.kumar1971@gmail.com

Ma Shyama Agro Industries
Address: Sunderpur Bira, 0 mile stone N.H. 57, Darbhanga-846005 (Bihar)
Tel: 9204655801; 9431860000
Email: mashyama2009@gmail.com
Products: cono-weeder, dry land weeder (wheel hoe) and paddy drum seeder

Maa Tara Iron and Steel Work
Address: G T Road, Jagatpur Varanasi (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 0542-2634215; 9838000040
Fax: 0542-2634233
Email: stisw_bharat@hotmail.com
Products: chaff cutter

Madhavi Engineering and Mechanical Works
Address: Beside SBI Bank, NH-65, Suryapet-508213 (Telangana)
Tel: 9700058369; 9490626908
Email: madhavi.engworks@gmail.com; Rajendarreddy6@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Madho Agro Industries
Address: B-3, Industrial Focal Point, Moga-142001 (Punjab)
Tel: 9815623106
Email: madhoagro@aim.com; 1mai@indiatimes.com
Website: www.madhoagro.com
Products: rotavator, multicrop thresher, straw reaper, fodder cutter-cum-loader

Madho Engg. Works
Address: B-1, Focal Point, Industrial Area, G T Road, Moga-142001 (Punjab)
Tel: 01636-222709; 227045; 9814320045
Products: wheat cutter thresher, paddy thresher, sunflower thresher, harabha thresher straw reaper, multipurpose cutter, sunflower thresher, etc.

Madho Mechanical Works
Address: B-49, Focal Point, G T Road, Moga-142001 (Punjab)
Tel: 01636-220135; 227044; 9872971247; 9876071244
Fax: 01636-227021
Products: harambha thresher, paddy thresher, sunflower thresher, straw reaper, etc.

Maghar Singh Matharu & Sons
Address: Industrial Area-A, 893/5, Link Road, Transport Nagar, Ludhiana-141003 (Punjab)
Tel: 0161-5025889, 2667889
Products: shrub master, trolley, disc harrow, cultivators, etc.

**Magnificent Engineers**
Address: TS-36 SIDCO Industrial Estate Kurichi, Coimbatore-641021 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 09843033808
Email: magengg2001@yahoo.co.in
Products: cono weeder, power weeder, rice transplanter, zero till drill, carrot washer, thresher, coconut breaker, potting machine for nursery, dryland weeder, naveen dibbler, groundnut decorticator, banana tree shredder

**Maghabir Export & Import Co., Ltd.**
Address: 9/6, G.T. Road, Arthala, Mohan Nagar, Ghaziabad-201007 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 9811174000; 9311990347
Email: aclpumps@yahoo.co.in
Products: centrifugal mono block pumps, submersible pumps, electric motors

**Mahaboob Khan Engg. Works**
Address: Near LNT Show Room, Opp. New LIC Office, Raichur Road, Manvi-584123 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9880064850
Email: mkewmanvi786@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

**Mahaboob Tractor Engineering Works**
Address: Opp. Bharat Gas, I. B. Road, Manvi-584123, Dist. Raichur (Karnataka)
Tel: 9901901129; 9901901127
Products: tractor drawn implements

**Mahakali Soing Machines and Iron Works**
Address: Station Road, Near Jakat Naka, Dahegam, Dist. Gandhinagar-382305 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02716-232480; 9898245056; 9898271909
Products: agricultural machinery

**Mahalaxmi Enterprises**
Address: Kalgatagi Road, Dharwad (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448145720; 9448355721
Products: groundnut decorticator, chilly powder machine, multicrop thresher, oil engines, paddy thresher, self-feed thresher, rotavator

**Mahalinga Engineering Industries**
Address: 4/5-2EA, D.D. Main Road, R.S.Mangalam-623525, Dist. Ramnad (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9443273051
Email: mahalinga.pmk@gmail.com
Products: trailor, water tanks, cage wheel, cultivator

**Mahantesh Enterprises**
Address: Rajatagiri Kalaghatagi Road, Dharwad-580004 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9538200633
Email: vigneshpolymers690@gmail.com
Products: diesel pump set, rotavator, mct and other agricultural equipment

**Maharaja Engineering Works**
Address: Sangamner Road, Dattanagar Shrirampur-413709, Dist. Ahmednagar (Maharashtra)
Tel: 02422-210968; 9822091168
Products: plough, harrow, cultivator, ridger, etc.

**Maheshwara Welding Works**
Address: GMC Road beside Manjunatha Temple, Davangere-577001 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9845346882
Email: harishkumarcvr10@rediffmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

**Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd.**
Address: Farm Division, Mahindra Towers, Akurli Road, Kandivali (East), Mumbai-400101(Maharashtra)
Tel: +91 9892000469; +91 8980655111
Email: saha.shubhbrata@mahindra.com; Tyagi.s@mahindra.com
Products: agricultural & horticultural tractors, engines and farm equipment

**Mahindra Applitrac, Mahindra & Mahindra**
Address: Swaraj Division, Plant-2 Post-Landran, SAS Nagar (Mohali)-140307 (Punjab)
Tel: 0160-2250705; 8527862228; 9971365769
Fax: 0160-2250708
Email: mishra.alok3@mahindra.com
Products: combine harvesters

**Mahindra Gujarat Tractor Ltd.**
Address: Near Vishwamitri Rly Over Bridge, Vishwamitri, Baroda-390011 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02653246432
Fax: 2338156; 2338015
Email: kulkarnijayant@mahindragujarat.com
Products: g 312 (30 hp), mg 405 (40 hp), 453 (45 hp), 50 (50 hp) and 804 (80 hp)

**Mahmood Engineering Works**
Address: NH 7 Road, Opp. Hiralal Petrol Bunk, Tirpelly Adilabad-504001 (Telangana)
Tel: 8978948269; 9440350096
Email: mahmoodengg@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn and animal drawn implements

**Makwel Industries Siddhpur Highway**
Address: Bhrahmanwada-384215, Unja, Mahesana (Gujarat)
Tel: 9879566780
Email: makwelindustries@yahoo.co.in
Website: www.makwelindustries.com
Products: multicrop threshers, groundnut digger, potato digger

**Malaiya Agro Engg.**
Address: Pvt. Ltd 14/a D21 Sawer Road, Industrial Area, Indore (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 9893124686
Email: akmalaiya@yahoo.co.in
Products: seed-cum-fertilizer drill, cultivator, etc.

**Malaiya Agro Engineering Pvt. Ltd.**
Address: 14/A, Sector D-1 Sanwer Road, Industrial Area, Indore-452015 (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0731-224686; 721005
Products: mb plough, cultivator, seed drill, trolley

**Malkiat Engineering Works**
Address: Railway Road, Talwandi Bhai-142050 (Punjab)
Tel: 01632-30422
Products: agricultural machinery

**Malkit Agro Industries**
Address: Cantt Road, Near Preeti Gas, Nabha-147201 (Punjab)
Tel: 01765-523412; 529077; 223412; 504414
Fax: 01765-229077
Products: self-propelled combine

**Malkit Agro Tech. Pvt. Ltd.**
Address: Cantt Road, Nabha-147201 (Punjab)
Tel: 01765-223412; 229077; 9814782000; 987600941
Email: malkitcombine@yahoo.com
Products: agricultural machinery

**Malkit Engg. Works**
Address: Railway Crossing, Talwandi Bhai, Dist. Ferozpur (Punjab)
Tel: 01632-230422; 9814558724
Products: harmbha thresher, wheat thresher, zero-till drill, etc.

**Malwa Agro Industries**
Address: Opp. BDO Office, Link Road, Mansa-151505 (Punjab)
Tel: 01652-228698; 9876126998
Fax: 01652-500998
Email: malwaagro@gmail.com
Products: all types of agricultural implements

**Manak Agriculture Implement**
Address: Dadial Road, In front of Maria School Khokhratal, Kashipur-244713, Udham Singh Nagar (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 9917094888; 9927656018
Products: agricultural machinery

**Mane Engineering Enterprises**
Address: P.O. Kundal-416309, Tal. Palus, Dist. Sangli (Maharashtra)
Tel: 02346-221325
Products: trailer, spraying equipment

**Maniyar Agro Industries**
Address: Plot No. E 47, Shiroli, MIDC, Kolhapur (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0230-2468077; 9422412820
Products: agricultural machinery

**Manjara Agri Tech Pvt. Ltd**
Address: #9-6-263/9-6-294, 1st Floor Chanda Complex, Gandhi Gunj Bidar-585403 (Karnataka)
Tel: 08482-224334; 9448126134
Email: manjarapvt@yahoo.co.in
Products: tiller, trailer, cage wheel, seed-cum-fertilizer drill

**Marshal Threasar**
Address: Brahamanvada High Way Road, Brahamanvada-384170, Unja, Mahesana (Gujarat)
Tel: 02767-282828
Fax: 02767-282862
Email: marshal.unjha@yahoo.co.in
Products: threshers, groundnut diggers

**Martian Engineering Co.**
Address: Opp. Gujcomasol, Unjha-Unava Highway, Unjha (Gujarat)
Tel: 9825751065
Fax: 02767-253429; 255894; 02767-253288
Email: mecjobwork@yahoo.com
Products: multicrop threshers

**Maruthi Engineering Works**
Address: Old Market Road, Near Laxmi Talkies Road, Channagiri-577213, Dist. Davangere (Karnataka)
Tel: 08189-227067; 9844573633; 9902907789
Email: maruthiengineeringcng@gmail.com
Products: power weeder, sprayer, post harvest processing equipment

**Maruthi Krishi Udyog**
Address: Patal channppa Extension, B.H. Road, Near Kere Kodi, Nelamangala-562213 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9880154463
Products: multipurpose power inter-cultivator

**Maruti Agro Engineering Industries**
Address: 658/1-1b, Rajendra Industrial Estate, Kheralu Road, Visanagar, Visanagar-384315 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02765 225075; 9898068546
Products: agricultural machinery

**Maschio Gaspardo India Pvt. Ltd.**
Address: Plot No. F-27, MIDC Ranjangaon, Village Karegaon, Tal Shirur-Pune-412210 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 02138612500; +91 8554981417
Email: info@maschio.in; mgi@maschio.in; ariulini@maschio.cn; ytawari@maschio.in; rTela@maschio.in
Products: sub-soilers, reversible ploughs, rotary tillers, power harrows, fertilizer spreaders, precision planters, seed-drills, mist blowers, hay rakes, square balers, round balers, shredders, mulchers

**Master Malwa Product**
Address: C-48, Focal Point, Moga-142001 (Punjab)
Tel: 01636-221529; 238912; 9814090620
Products: agricultural and combine parts gear box, thresher guide drum, drum pulley set, all pulleys for combine and reaper

**Matharu Agricultural Implements**
Address: Zira Road, Ferozepur City (Punjab)
Tel: 01632-246977; 272028 (R)
Products: shrub master, trolley, disc harrow, cultivators, etc.

**Matharu Engg. Works**
Address: VPO Bhari Panechan, Near Chehal-147 202, Dist. Patiala (Punjab)
Tel: 01765-282218; 282018; 9815383285; 9872868691
Products: self-propelled combine harvester, thresher, straw reaper, trolley, etc.
Matharu Engineering Works
Address: Zira Road, Satiyawala Chowk Ferozepur-152001 (Punjab)
Tel: 01632-244375; 246500; 9855080088
Email: iqbal.matharu@yahoo.com
Products: combine harvesters

Matharu Industries Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Ferozepur Road, Outside Octori Post, Faridkot-151203 (Punjab)
Tel: 01639-250377; 256177; 9357750577
Email: sales@matharugroup.com
Products: laser land leveler, rotavator, roto seed drill, pulversizing roller puddler

Mausam Agro Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Survey No. 192, Nr. Shantidham Gate, Rajkot-Gondal N.H. 8-B, Veraval (Shapar), Dist. Rajkot (Gujarat)
Tel: 9879576965; 02827-253654
Fax: 02827-253454
Email: info@mausamagro.com
Products: all types of automatic seed drills

Maxtote Petrochemicals
Address: 1A, Merlin Besara, 13B, Ramesh Mitra Road, Kolkata-700025
Tel: 033-24546419/4006-4071; 9831080998
Fax: 033-24546421/4006-4071
Products: power tillers, power weeder

MB Agro Industries
Address: C-15, Industrial Focal Point, Moga-142001 (Punjab)
Tel: 01636-225438; 98142-25438
Products: PTO driven gear box for agricultural purpose (rotavator gear box, stub master & straw reaper, gear box)

Mecfa Enterprises
Address: C.F.C. Buildings, Big Industrial Estate, Chandpur, Varanasi-221106 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 9839056569; 9838656569
Email: nerajparikh@yahoo.com; namitparikh@yahoo.com
Products: chaff cutters, winnowing fan, plough, disc harrow, cultivator, cane crusher

Meenakshi Agricultural & Commercial Enterprises
Address: A. G. Road, Amalapuram-533201, East Godavari District (Andhra Pradesh)
Tel: 08856-21277
Email: ramumeenakshi@hotmail.com
Products: power tiller with attachments, rice transplanter

Megh Raj Goyal & Co.
Address: Near HDFC Bank, College Road, Barnala-148101 (Punjab)
Tel: 9814334031; 9888906131
Email: sanjaychhabra2@rediffmail.com; megocoindia@gmail.com
Products: multicrop mini combine harvester, track harvester, maize combine, sugarcane leaf harvester, round baler, square baler, rake, super seeder, seed drill, laser land leveler, etc.

Mehaboob Auto Engg. Works
Address: Raichur Road, Manvi-584123 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9880247234
Products: tractor drawn implements

Mekins Agro Products Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Plot No. 5, IDA, Gandhinagar Balanagar, Hyderabad-500037 (Telangana)
Tel: 040-23085959
Products: multicrop thresher, paddy thresher, rotavator, self-propelled reaper

Metaplast Industries
Address: Kalyaninagar, Cuttack-753010, Dist. Cuttack (Odisha)
Tel: 0671-2344040
Fax: 0671-2345035
Products: hand winnower, pedal thresher, power hold on thresher, animal drawn mb plough, heavy soil, (h.s.) plough, i.c. plough, groundnut decorticator, storage bin

Metro Engg. Works
Address: Bilal Compound No. #78/1-N P.B. Road, Davanagere-577002 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9845411578
Products: mc thresher
Metro Engineering Works
Address: Bilal Compound, P.B. Road, Davangere-577002 (Karnataka)
Tel: 08192-250195; 9845411578; 9844327864
Products: m.b. plow, cultivator, disc harrow, multipurpose machine, multicrop thresher

Moba Cell Automation
Address: B-210, 211 GIDC, Sector 25, Gandhinagar-382024 (Gujarat)
Tel: 079-23287409; 9898556608
Products: agricultural machinery

Mobitech Wireless Solutions
Address: , Vearamedu Erode Road, Perundurai-638052, Dist. Erode (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 04294-226300
Email: sales@mobitechwireless.in
Products: irrigation automation product manufacture and marketing

Modern Agro-Engineering Works
Address: Near Namestay Chowk, G T Road, Karnal-132001 (Haryana)
Tel: 0184-271844; 274144; 205144; 9812019627
Email: modernagric@gmail.com
Products: zero-till drill, harrows, cultivator

Modern Engineering, Nagpur (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9890384159
Products: agricultural machinery

Modern Industries
Address: 52 Industrial Estate, Jalandhar Road, Hoshiarpur-146001 (Punjab)
Tel: 01882-251636; 251942
Fax: 01882-250236; 2202059
Email: moderninds@rediffmail.com
Website: www.moderninds.com
Products: tillage machinery

Modern Iron Works
Address: Ratan Cinema Road, Kashipur-244713, Udham Singh Nagar (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 05947-274114; 277114
Products: agricultural machinery

Modi Industries
Address: Bhusa Mandi Road, Khurai, Sagar (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 07581-240540, 240840
Products: mould board plough, seed drill, cultivators, tractor drawn trolley

Morden Agriculture Implements Industries
Address: Plot No. 1,2 Industrial Area, Runiza The. Bedngear, Dist. Ujjain (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 9425915350
Email: sarafraju76@gmail.com
Products: seed-cum-fertilizer drill, reversible hydraulic plow, water tanker, trailer, thrasher

Motors and General Sales Ltd.
Address: A-2/2, UPSIDC Industrial Area, Dewa Road, Chinhat Lucknow-226019 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 0522-2818434; 9839011856; 9839184341; 98385 13167
Fax: 0522-2818434
Email: kmathur@motorgeneralsales.com; info@motorgeneralsales.com; motorfab@hotmail.com; ashutoshsingh@hotmail.com
Products: tractor trailers, multicrop seed drills, rotavator, post hole digger

Mruthyunjaya Enterprises
Address: 185, Neeliging Road, Shinde Complex, Hubli-580021 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448396261
Email: varsha@gmail.com
Products: rotavator, seed drills, disc harrow, duckfoot cultivator, sprayers, brush cutter, chaff cutter, multicrop threshers, maize thrasher, power weeder, shredders

MTD Products India Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Montreal Business Centre Office, No. 602, Near Pallod Farm, Tower No. II, 6th Floor, Baner, Pune-411045 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 020-65201141; 8007665333; 9657710688; +91 96659 04757
Email: s.mednikar@mtdProducts.com; Pratyush.pandey@mtdProducts.com
Products: rotary tiller, weeder, string trimmer, brush
cutter, lawn mower, chain saw, hedge trimmer, blower vac, garden tools

**Mubarak General Engineering Works**  
Address: Adoni Road, Near MRR Tyre Retrading Siraguppa-583121, Dist.-Bellary (Karnataka)  
Tel: 9972434113; 9008789555  
Email: bellarymubarak@gmail.com  
Products: agricultural machinery

**Nahush Krushi Yantriki Seva**  
Address: 986/C, Shukrawar Peth, In front of Saras Garden, Near Mahalaxmi Temple, Kurumkar Building, 2nd Floor Pune-411002 (Maharashtra)  
Tel: 020-256271769  
Products: battery operated knapsack sprayer

**Mukesh Agro Industries**  
Address: Near Galla Mandi Nemach Road, Dist. Mandsoor (Madhya Pradesh)  
Tel: 9406671508  
Email: mukeshagro3@gmail.com  
Products: seed-cum-fertilizer drill, reversible hydraulic plow, water tanker, trailer, threshing

**Mukesh Trade Link**  
Address: 217, Emerald Tower, Ashwini Bazar, Udaipur-313001 (Rajasthan)  
Tel: 9414156384; 9414343678; 0294-2561384; 2420088  
Email: scmukesh@rediffmail.com  
Products: all types of farm equipment such as rotavator, reaper, trailer, threshing, motor, pumps & motors, irrigation systems, grading machines, cleaning machines, etc.

**Munjunatha Electrical Stores**  
Address: Mali Complex Suvarna Theatre Road, Jamkhandi-587301, Dist. Bagalkot (Karnataka)  
Tel: 08353-224390; 97408 80467; 99161 46521  
Products: motors, flour mill

**Muththamizh Industries**  
Address: 7/31 Near Jawagar Nagar, New Dharampuram Road, Palani-624601, Dist. Disdugul (Tamil Nadu)  
Tel: 04545-241175; 9842009606  
Email: indmuththamiz@yahoo.in  
Products: trailer, shredder, duckfoot cultivator, multicrop threshing, cultivator, seed drill

**Mysore Engineering Company**  
Address: Plot No.470/D, 12 Cross, 4th Phase, Peenya Industrial Area, Bangalore.  
Tel: 080-28394929  
Fax: 080-23316400  
Products: multicrop thresher, tractor drawn precision plot drill, drum seeder, cono weeder

**Namdhari Industries**  
Address: New Kartarpur, Gadarpur-263152, Udham Singh Nagar (Uttarakhand)  
Tel: 9837107278; 9927555856  
Products: agricultural machinery

**Nandi Trailers Vidyanagar**  
Address: Hubli-560021 (Karnataka)  
Tel: 0836-332511  
Products: trailers (two and four wheels)

**Nandiniratna Nursery**  
Address: Nandiniratna Nursery, Shihari Nagar, at Post Hiwre Narayangaon, Junnar, Pune (Maharashtra)  
Tel: 9766392161; 9730655511  
Email: kanitkar@nandiniratna pomegranate.com

**Narayan Agricultural Industries**  
Address: Village: Atesua, District: Varanasi (Uttar Pradesh)  
Tel: 0542-2413392  
Email: rohanvaranasi@gmail.com  
Products: chaff cutter

**Narayan Krishi Udyog (Pvt.) Ltd.**  
Address: Village: Atesua, District: Varanasi (Uttar Pradesh)  
Tel: 9455334050  
Email: sumitagwl@rediffmail.com  
Products: chaff cutter

**Narender Fabricator**  
Address: Industrial Area, Pithampur Road Rau, Dist. Indore (Madhya Pradesh)  
Tel: 9826075114; 9826305152
Email: narendrafabricator@gmail.com
Products: seed-cum-fertilizer drill, reversible hydraulic plow, water tanker, trailer, thresher

Narmada Agro Industries
Address: Dagala Road, Near Marketing Yard, Visanagar-384315 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02765 230062; 94260 05235
Products: agricultural machinery

Nataraj Engg.
Address: A-1431, Industrial Estate, Cuttack-10 (Odisha)
Tel: 9437045567
Products: cultivator, ridger, tractor trailer

National Agro Industries
Address: Link Road, Industrial Area A, Ludhiana-141003 (Punjab)
Tel: 0161-2222041; 5087853; 9815043000; 9815064000
Fax: 0161-2220299
Email: sales@nationalagro.com
Products: all types of seed drills/planter, vegetable transplanter, vegetable seed, extractor, happy seeder, raised bed planter, maize sheller

National Engineering Co. Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Kakani Towers, 15, Khedar Nawaz, Khan Road, Post Baox No. 4534, Chennai-600006 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 044-28279024; 28278529; 28279018
Fax: 044-28279296
Email: necmpltd@satyam.net.in
Products: power tillers

National Engineering Company
Address: 1, Rajendra Industrial Estate, Kheralu-Umata Crossing Road, Behind Maatel Hotel, Visanagar-384315 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02765220397; 9099020397
Email: national_thrasher@yahoo.com
Products: agricultural machinery

National Iron Works
Address: Shri Dukhishyam Bapa Circle, Talaja Road, Bhavnagar-364002 (Gujarat)
Tel: 0278-2563054; 9825542580
Email: niw303@gmail.com
Products: trailers, cultivator, onion planter, reversible plows, land leveler, trailer sant

Natraj Agro Industries
Address: B/2, Sardar Industrial Estate, Opp. Jay Ambe Jin, Umata Road, Visanagar-384315 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02765 292333; 98251 61481
Products: agricultural machinery

Nav Bharat Industries
Address: B-25, Foundry Nagar, Agra-250106 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 0562-4042153; 9897591803
Email: thresher@rediffmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Navyug Agrotech
Address: B-21, Street No. 4, Road-A, NICE Area, MIDC Satpur, Nashik-422007 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9096373867; 0253-2350148
Email: anilnayug@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery and equipment

Need Services
Address: 10, Baalamurugan Koayil First Street, Porur, Chennai-600116.
Tel: 044-4826304; 98411-19453; 98431-27477
Products: post hole digger

Neptune Packaging Pvt. Ltd.
Address: 78, Janki Nagar Main, Near Jain Mandir Indore-452001 (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0731-4278662; 6458999; 9229297666; 920000910
Email: spraypump@gmail.com
Products: tillers, planters, seeder, reaper, thresher, paddy transplanter, harvester, sprayers, garden tools, forging machines

New Hanspal Agriculture Instruments Industries
Address: Barielly Road, Kichha (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 05944-264158; 265158; 265492
Products: thresher, cultivator, harrow
New Holland Fiat (India) Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Plot No.3, Udyog Kendra Greater NOIDA-201306, Dist. Gautam, Budh Nagar (U.P.)
Tel: 8447739240; 9654081111; 0120-2350401/02/03
Fax: 0120-2350424-25
Email: barjinder.singh@cnhind.com, Vikas.kikan@cnhind.com
Products: power harrow, rotavator, reversible mb plow, disc mower, pneumatic planter, tractors, cotton picker, rake, forage harvester, baler, sugarcane harvester, mowers, tractor

New Kalsi Agriculture Works
Address: G.T. Road, Dabwali-125104 (Punjab)
Tel: 01668-227140; 09815596536
Products: tractor operated rotary weeder, rotavator, zero-till drill

New Malwa Agri. Works
Address: Near Bus Stand, Talwandi Bhai, Dist. Ferozepur (Punjab)
Tel: 01632-230468
Products: straw reaper, zero-till drill & other agricultural implements

New Malwa Agro Works
Address: D-41, Focal Point, Moga (Punjab)
Tel: 01636-226292; 98156-29937
Products: thresher guide drum, pulley set, combine, reaper parts, sheller parts

New Narwal Agro Implements
Address: G.T. Road, Rama Market, Shahabad-136135, Kurukshetra (Haryana)
Tel: 9896552120
Products: zero-till drill, harrows, cultivator

New Punjab Mech. Works
Address: Main Road, Talwandi Bhai, Dist. Ferozepur (Punjab)
Tel: 01632-230124; 304124; 9814767842
Products: straw reaper, thresher, seed drill, and all kind of agril. implements

New Swan Enterprises (Agro Division)
Address: 622, Industrial Area-B, Ludhiana-141003 (Punjab)
Tel: 0161-434000-10; 9815800622; 9815544622
Fax: 0161-253622
Email: usahuja@swanindia.com, barunpsingh@swanindia.com
Products: rotavator, potato planter, potato digger, potato harvester, seed drill, seed-cum-fertilizer drill, roto seeder, straw reaper, maize chopper, fertilizer spreader, baler, post hole digger

New Swan Multitech Ltd.
Address: Vill. Raian Kohara Machiwarda Road, PO Heeran, Ludhiana-141112 (Punjab)
Tel: 161-4346000; 9814821364
Fax: 161-2532622
Email: new-swan@usa.net
Products: rotavator, till seed drill, automatic potato planter, potato harvester, straw reaper, combine harvester, disc harrow, disc plough

New Trailors & Implements Corp.
Address: Bhiwani Road, Railway Crossing, Rohtak-124001 (Haryana)
Tel: 98960-84842
Products: agricultural machinery

New Umiya Agricultural Works
Address: Chiloda Char Rasta, Siholi Sim, Block No. 664/2&3, Gandhinagar-382355 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02763-23273312; 94260 72402
Email: info@gautamthrashe.com
Products: agricultural machinery

New Umiya Agro Industries
Address: National Highway No. 8, Chiloda Mota, Gandhinagar-382355 (Gujarat)
Tel: 079 23273315; 9426006778
Email: gautamrakeshpatel@yahoo.com
Products: multicrop threshers

New Vishavkarma Agriculture Works
Address: G.T. Road, Fathebad (Haryana)
Tel: 94161-06524; 01667-230066
Products: tractor operated inclined plate planter for sowing bt. / hybrid cotton, zero-till drill, power sprayers, bund maker, cultivator

New Vivek Industries
Address: Plot No. B-72, MIDC, Shirol Kolhapur (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9423800100
Products: agricultural machinery

Niharth Agrotech
Address: G-8, Angarak Building, Near Almeida High School, Pona-Panaji Road, Ponda (Goa)
Tel: 9822120967; 0832-2315139
Email: nihar1024@yahoo.com
Products: horticultural & forestry tools

Nilkanth Agro Agency
Address: Shop No. LG 22, Dadabhagwan Complex, Kamrej Char Rasta, Kamrej-394185, Surat (Gujarat)
Tel: 02621-253503; 98796 64168
Email: nilkanthagro1@gmail.com
Website: www.nilkanthagro.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Nipha Group of Industries
Address: 48 Ganga Jamuna 28/1, Shakespeare Sarani, Kolkata-700017 (West Bengal)
Tel: 033-40214300; 22872511
Fax: 033-22875104
Website: www.nophaindia.com
Email: nipha@niphaindia.com; aakash@niphaindia.com
Products: rotavator, rotavator blades, droundnut thresher

Nitesh Engg. Works
Address: 5, Industrial Estate, Jagdishpatti, Jaunpur (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 9415657241
Email: nitesh@nitesh.co.in
Products: chaff cutter

North India Group of Industries
Address: Sangrur Road, Dirba-148035, Dist. Sangrur (Punjab)
Tel: 01676-242167; 242767
Fax: 01676-242667
Email: naidrb@yahoo.co.in
Products: rotavator, laser land leveller, straw reaper, sprayers

NRB Industrial Bearings Ltd.
Address: Dhamur, 15, 2nd Floor, Sir, P.M. Road Fort, Mumbai-400001 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 022-61207500; 9619434949; 9004094572
Email: marketing@nibl.in
Products: roller bearings, ball bearings, needle roller bearings, inner rings, cam followers, needle bushes, housed units, etc.

Om Bapu Agro Industries
Address: Kichha By Pass Road, Industrial Area,
Om Engineering Works (India) Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Ancillary Industrial Area, P.O. Hatia, Ranchi-834003 (Jharkhand)
Tel: 0651-22301373 & 2290224
Fax: 0651-2200438
Products: birsa ridger plough, 10 cm m.b. plough, birsa potato digget, dutch hoe and grubber

OM Ganesh Agro Industries
Address: A.P.M.C Road, Davangere-577001 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9611889233; 9880666862
Products: multicrop thresher, water tanker, mb plow, disc harrow, dusck foot cultivator

Om Industries
Address: 318, Categorized Market, New Kabadkhana, Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0755-2745524; 5255524
Products: cultivators, seed drill, thresher, tractor drawn trolley

Omkar Industries
Address: W-57, M.I.D.C. GokulShirgaon, Kolhapur-416234 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0231-2672557; 9890262757; 9373445557
Email: nitin57@gmail.com; Omkar_agriculture@yahoo.com
Products: chaff cutters

Onkar Engineering Works
Address: Near Power House Talwandi, Bhai-142050, Dist. Ferozpur (Punjab)
Tel: 9815331218; 8437101002; 01632-230318
Email: onkaragroindustries@gmail.com
Products: cultivator, rotavator, paddy thresher, harambha thresher, puddler, disc harrow, seed drill

Oriental Engineering Company
Address: Aranyeshwar Corner, Satara Road, Pune-411009 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9822025169
Fax: 020-24227064, 24227012
Products: agricultural implements, reversible plough, roto tiller

Osaw Agro Industries Pvt. Ltd.
Address: PO Bag 5, Agrosaw Complex, Jagadhri Road, Ambala Cantt-133 001 (Haryana)
Tel: 9416027043; 0171-2699354; 2699547
Fax: 0171-2699018
Email: agrosaw@agrosaw.com; agrosaw@rediffmail.com
Website: www.agrosaw.com
Products: seed grading plant, seed processing plants, elevators, seed cleaning plants, etc.

Osaw Udyog Villagemanglai
Address: P.O.-Khudda Kalan, Dist. Ambala-134004 (Haryana)
Tel: 9896549286
Email: sharma.osawudyog@gmail.com
Products: rotary tiller, laser land leveler, reversible plow, disc plow, seed broadcaster, mulcher, power harroe

Oswal Metal Industries
Address: A-23, MIDC, Shirol Kolhapur-416122 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0231-2468271; 9422048418
Products: agricultural machinery

Pacific Machines and Equipments
Address: R-51, Inderpuri, New Delhi-110012
Tel: 011-25831827; 9213850190; 9873888828
Email: pacific.54@gmail.com
Products: all types of agricultural implements

Padgilwar Agro Industries
Address: 192, Vardhaman Nagar, Central Avenue, Nagpur (Maharashtra)
Email: padagro@sancharnet.in
Products: sprayers

Padgilwar Company
Address: Mangaldas Market, Akola-444001 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0724-2433660; 6518616; 9371009913
Fax: 0724-2433660
Email: jayant@padsons.com

Products: maize thresher, paddy thresher, multicrop thresher, groundnut thresher, sprayers, animal-drawn sprayers

Padsons Industries (Pvt.) Ltd.
Address: H-28/2 Phase-III, MIDC, Akola-444104 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0724-2258099; 6518634; 9371009904
Fax: 0724-2259356
Email: padgilwar@padsons.com; padsons@gmail.com

Products: threshers, animal-drawn sprayers, power sprayers, gas delinting plant, complete range of processing machinery for seeds and grain

Pal Agro Industries
Address: Opp. OBC Bank, Chandigarh Road, Tohana-125120 (Haryana)
Tel: 9416242391; 9896423191
Email: palagroindustries8@gmail.com; palagroindustries@rediffmail.com

Products: rotavator, zero till drill, furroer, cultivator, leveler, straw reaper multicrop thresher, cotton drill

Panesar Agriculture Industries
Address: Bathinda Road, Opposite Power House, Near Handiaya Chowk, Barnala-148101 (Punjab)
Tel: 01679-284084; 284484; 9814024484
Email: info@panesar.co

Products: combine harvester, track harvester, straw reaper, laser land leveler, seed-cum-fertilizer drill, tractor operated sprayer, rotavator, paddy thresher, paddy seed drill, trolley, harrow, cultivator, etc.

Panesar Agril. Industries
Address: Opp. Power House, Bathinda Road, Handiaya, Dist. Sangrur-148101 (Punjab)
Tel: 01679-284084; 284484
Fax: 01679-284984
Email: panesarcombine@sify.com; panesarcombine@yahoo.com

Products: straw reaper, combines, rotavator, zero-till drill, potato digger, potato planter, thresher, maize sheller, traolley

Panesar Agro Tech
Address: Bathinda Road, Near Handiaya Chowk, Barnala-148101 (Punjab)
Tel: 8198009900
Email: panesaragrotech84@gmail.com

Products: paddy straw chopper, mulcher, combine harvesters, straw reaper, laser land leveler, seed-ferti drills, sprayers, rotavator, paddy thresher, direct rice seeder, disc harrow, cultivator, etc.

Paragati Agro Engineering
Address: Cotton Market Road, Near Veerashavar Library, Gadag-582101 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448337975

Products: l. b. plow, cultivator, disc harrow, multipurpose machine, multicrop thresher, seed-cum-fertilizer drill

Parambeer Engineers & Manufacturers
Address: C-71 & 72, Focal Point Moga-142 001 (Punjab)
Tel: 01636-224075; 222075, 229075; 98140-69075
Email: baldev_moga@satyam.net.in

Products: harambha thresher, tractor mounted reaper, self propelled reaper, paddy thresher, sunflower thresher, potato planter, straw reaper, fodder harvester, fodder chopper-cum-trolley loader, potato digger etc.

Parameswara Mechanical Works
Address: NH-65 Road, Suryapet-508217 (Telengana)
Tel: 9440246592
Products: tractor drawn implements

Paramshakti Agro Equipments
Address: Nr. Somanath Petroleum, Jafarabad Road, Khambha, Dist. Amareli-365650 (Gujarat)
Tel: 9879679059

Products: agricultural machinery

Paras Industries
Address: 1739/22/5, Trikamlal & Dahyabhai Estate, Jugaldas Chali, Rupam Petrol Pump, Idaga-380009, Ahemdabad (Gujarat)
Tel: 079-22138428; 9429029888

Products: mb plough, reversible plough, cultivator, chiesel plough

Parshuram Agro Industries
Address: Harpur Alloth, Plot No. 71 Industrial Area, Mohanpur Road, Samastipur (Bihar)
Partap Iron Works
Address: Near Namastey Chowk 277-284, Sector 3 HSIIDC, Karnal-132001 (Haryana)
Tel: 0184-2220446; 9215514446
Fax: 0184-22256446
Email: partapironwork@gmail.com
Products: cultivator, harrow, ploughs, rotavator, laser land leveller, seed drill, soil soiler

Pasha Agro Industries
Address: Warangal Road, Narsampet, Dist. Warangal-506132 (Telangana)
Tel: 9966772824
Email: pashaagroindustries@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Patel Agro Industries
Address: Kotecha Industrial Area, Survey No. 223, Plot No. 11/12, Opp. Shreji PVC Panchasar Road, Wankaner-363621 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02828-293769; 9925337969; 9825137969
Email: patelagroindustries@gmail.com
Products: mb plough (hydraulic/mechanical), cultivator

Patel Trunk Factory
Address: Near Amin Auto Agency, Besides Jalaram Pulse Mill, Anand Sojitra Road, Anand-388001 (Gujarat)
Tel: 9825607574
Email: pateltrunk@gmail.com
Products: electric & manual chaff cutters

Patil Agro Implements
Address: Harugiri, Tq. Raibag-591317, Dist. Belagam (Karnataka)
Tel: 94491 18518; 87225 03969
Products: rotavator

Patil Traders
Address: S.V. Patil Building, Indi Road, Bijapur-586211 (Karnataka)
Tel: 06274-226804; 9973059525
Fax: 06274-226804
Email: mukund.kumar2011@rediffmail.cm
Products: cultivator, harrow, ploughs, rotavator

Pavan Agro
Address: Sete No. 2, B B Road, At. Yalahanka, Bangaluru-560064 (Karnataka)
Tel: 94481802847
Products: power tiller

Pavan Engineering Works
Address: Belladapet, Bus Stand Road, Hubli-572216 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448001772
Email: pavaneng.2@gmail.com
Products: arecanut dehusker, rotavator, chaff cutter, pulverizer

Pavan General Engineering Works
Address: Akkannapet Road, Hsuabad, Dist. Siddepet (Telangana)
Tel: 08721-256472; 9391913256; 9505522472
Email: raveendra028@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn and animal drawn implements

Perfect-Tech Enterprises
Address: M-1, D2B PreStar Mansion, Sector 18, NOIDA-201301 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 0120-4348920; 9310077626
Email: perfectpubert@yahoo.co.in
Products: all types of agricultural equipment

Perfect Agriculture Implements
Address: Nr. Parin Furniture, Bh. Radhe Enterprises, NH-8B, Vavdi, Rajkot (Gujarat)
Tel: 9377573000; 9426171537
Email: perfect_argriculture@yahoo.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Perfect Agro Industries
Address: Plot No. 11, Kali Pared Industrial Area, J P Nagar, Dist. Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 9425375078
Email: pkperfectagro9@gmail.com
Products: seed-cum-fertilizer drill, agricultural parts

**Perfura Technologies (India) Pvt. Ltd.**
Address: No. 7, Maruthamali Gounder Layout, Ramakrishnapuram Ganapathy, Coimbatore-641006 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 0422-4534009; 8984800099; 9789770717
Email:.udhay.gopal@perfuratech.com
Products: dhal processing machine, hoar processing machine, millet processing machine, groudnut processing machine

**Piara Singh & Sons**
Address: Vijay Nagar, Near Namestey Chowk (back side of Shiv Petrol Pump), G.T. Road, Karnal (Haryana)
Tel: 94161-70011; 0184-2258268
Products: zero-till drill, harrows, cultivator

**Pioneer Industries**
Address: MIDC, Akola (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9922448225, 0724-2258931
Email: metalcraftpt1@rediffmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

**Popular Agricultural Implements**
Address: F.26/1, Near Parmar Steel, M.I.D.C. Shiroli, Kolhapur-416122 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9011807007; 9822550909
Email: E.populer-dlx@yahoo.com
Products: mb plow, reversible plow, rotavator

**Popular Agril Implements**
Address: F-26/1, Near Parmar Steel, MIDC Shroli, Kolhapur-416122 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0230-2469699
Products: reversible plough, cultivator, ridger, seed drill

**Popular Agro Equipment**
Address: Al-Amin Complex, Balgaon Road, Amravati (Maharashtra)
Tel: 2573407; 2578790
Products: trolley, cultivator, disc harrow, seed drill, and other agricultural machinery

**Popular Steel Works and Agricultural Implements Pvt. Ltd.**
Address: 1325/KH 6E, Shivaji Udyam Nagar, Kolhapur (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0231-2657376; 2657424; 9922417606
Email: popularpsw@bsnl.in popularpsw@gmail.com
Products: mb plow, rotavator, reversible plow, cultivator, sugarcane planter, seed drills, disc harrow, disc plow, mole plow

**Prabhat Krishi Yan Udyog**
Address: Indore Nacka, Dist. Sehore (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 9826043567
Email: mistrib.l@yahoo.com
Products: seed-cum-fertilizer drill, reversible hydraulic plow, water tanker, trailer, thresher

**Prabhu Agro Industries**
Address: Malkapur Road, Bodwod, Jalgaon (Maharashtra)
Tel: 02582-275545; 9422284535
Products: agricultural machinery

**Prabhu Trailor**
Address: Malkapur Road, Bodwod, Jalgaon (Maharashtra)
Tel: 02582-276135; 9823340340
Products: agricultural machinery

**Prachi Works Pvt. Ltd.**
Tel: 0674-2580286; 2584026; 2432404; 9437078522
Email: prachiworks@satyam.net.in
Products: tractor operated axial flow thresher, power tiller operated axial flow thresher, power thresher cum winnower, k.b. pump and other manual and animal drawn implements

**Pragathi Agri Machinery Co.**
Address: CB Bhoomareddy Compound, Opp. Viswa Hotel, P.B. Road, Gadag-582101 (Karanataka)
Tel: 9741648675; 8372220275
Products: tractor drawn implements

**Pragathi Agro Industries**
Address: No,61, Industrial Estate, Hubli Road, Gadag
Pragati Engineering
Address: 11/2, Industrial Estate, Madhupatna, Cuttack-753010 (Odisha)
Tel: 0671-2345066; 2347435
Products: tractor and power tiller operated axial flow thresher, tractor trailer, 9 tyne/11 tyne cultivator, td leveler, td ridger tractor cage wheel, power tiller trailer, td mb & disc plough

Prakas Engineering & Company
Address: Mary Matha Building Besides Nataraj Talkes, Bellary (Karnataka)
Tel: 08392-272183; 273882
Products: threshers

Prakash Agro Industries
Address: J P Nagar Industrial Area, Chola Road, Dist. Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 9827053683
Email: pchouksey@gmail.com
Products: seed-cum-fertilizer drill, reversible hydraulic plow, thresher, trailer

Prakash Engg, & Co.
Address: 1st Cross Garden Area, Shimoga (Karnataka)
Tel: 9886772048
Products: agricultural and processing equipment

Prakash Krishi Yantra Udyog
Address: 4, Kali Parade Industrial Area, Union Carbide Road, Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0755-2731524
Products: cultivators, seed drill, trolley

Prakash Metal Craft Industries
Address: 45, F/F, G.D. Complex, Near Krishna Talkies, Jabalpur (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0761-5016029; 2610918; 5016029
Email: pmci@rediffmail.com
Products: mould board plough, cultivators, disc harrow, seed drill, seed-cum-fertilizer drill, thresher, trolley, tractor drawn water tanker

Pramod Engineering Works
Address: AT: Lalganj PO & PS: Sasaram-821115 (Bihar)
Tel: 9473192800; 9931530291
Email: pramodsasaram@rediffmail.com
Products: cono weeder, dryland weeder, seed treatment drum, land marker, paddy thresher, chaff cutter, cultivator, hydraulic trolley

Prasad Industries Maduadih
Address: Varanasi (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 9415819006
Products: hand pump and parts

Prashanth Traders & Kaka Trading Company
Address: Shop No. 2 & 3 Ragavendra Swamy Complex, Near KEB Office, Bidar-585401 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9886676116
Email: prashagri@gmail.com; ktcagri@gmail.com
Products: agricultural and processing equipment

Prashanth Welding Works
Address: Opp. LIC Office, Behind BSNL Office, Shankar Vihar Layout, P.B. Road, Davangere-577001 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9900797811; 9964146090
Email: harishkumarcr10@rediffmail.com
Products: multicrop thresher, cultivator, disc harrow, duck foot cultivator, mb plow, cage wheel

Pratiman Engineering
Address: Nr. Choice Laboratory, Higway Road, Unjha-384170 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02767 258510; 9825072112
Email: vishwasthresher_1970@rediffmail.com
Products: multicrop thresher, vishwas thresher

Praveen Agricultural Implements
Address: R.M.C Link Road, Koddajji Basappa Complex, Davanger-E577002 (Karnataka)
Tel: 08192-258376; 9448667391
Products: cultivator, mb plow, disc harrow, trailer, multicrop thresher
Precision Cultivation Aids Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Shed No. 10, Science & Technology Entrepreneur’s Park, Near G.N.E. College, Gill Road, Ludhiana-141003 (Punjab)
Tel: 9463460346; 9463460347; 9779662211; 9915555568
Products: laser land leveller

Preet Agro industries Pvt. Ltd.
Address: PO Box No. 29, Patiala Roa, Nabha-147201 (Punjab)
Tel: 01765-220400; 222609
Fax: 01765-221619
Website: www.preetagro.com
Products: combines (tractor operated and self-propelled), maize combine

Preet Tractors Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Post Box, No. 28 Patiala Road, Nabha-147201 (Punjab)
Tel: 01765-220400; 222609; 329549
Fax: 01765-505949
Email: preetagro@sancharnet.in
Website: www.preetagro.com
Products: preet 3549 (35 hp), 4049 (40 hp), 5049 (50 hp) and 6049 (60 hp)

Premier Industrial Corporation
Address: 72/22, ANBU Nagar, Chennimalai Road, Perundurai-638052 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9842721495
Email: Premierselvaraj52@gmail.com
Products: two-wheeler tripping trailer, cultivator, rotovator, water tanker, seed drum machine, cage wheel

Premier Magnetos
Address: P.O.: Hijli Cooperative, Prembazar, Kharagpur-721306 (West Bengal)
Tel: 03222-279171; 9434205116
Fax: 03222-279171
Email: premag84@yahoo.co.in; Premag72@rediffmail.com
Products: paddy thresher, groundnut decorticator, twin spinning, plate moulding

Prime Agro Industries
Address: 11, Kali Pared Industrial Area, J P Nagar, Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0755-2732344; 2535818; 5256659
Products: cultivator, seed drill, leveller

Pro B Products
Address: No.20/3B, 2nd Phase, KIADB Main Road, Peenya Industrial Area, Opp. BWSSB Office, Peenya 1st Stage, Bangalore-560058 (Karnataka)
Tel: 080-43729942; 9036017129; 9242205504
Email: probproducts@gmail.com; marketingprobproducts@gmail.com
Products: coconut machinery such as dehusking, deshelling, grating, pulverizing, milk extractor, chip slicing, chip dryer, oil cookeretc, chaff cutter, rice mill, rice threshers, maize threshers, neem seed huller, planter, cleaners, etc.

Proton Electrical Appliances
Tel: 9325212773; 0240-2487725
Email-protonliliput@gmail.com
Products: lawn mower, mono block, aurangabad (maharashtra)

Pruthvi Agro Industries
Address: At. Borvai, Ta Dhansura, Dist. Arvalli-383307 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02774-277236; 9558444146
Email: pruthviagro236@gmail.com
Products: potato digger, potato grader, potato planter, spray pump

Punjab Agricultural Implements (P) Ltd.
Address: Railway Road, Saharanpur-247001 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 0132-3294939; 9336677669
Email: Punjab.agri9@gmail.com
Products: multicrop thresher, axial flow thresher, maize thresher & dehusker, cultivator, tillage machinery, crop cutting machines

Punjab Agricultural Works
Address: Near Hijli Ghar, Ding Road, Sirsa (Haryana)
Tel: 01666-273595; 9416595695; 9896783595
Products: harrow, trolley, cultivator, seed drills, spray pumps

Punjab Agriculture Industries
R K Agro Industries
Address: GIDC-1, Plot No. C/2-89, Near Maruti Show Room, Junagadh (Gujarat)
Tel: 9825210411; 9879506420; 0285-2661493
Email: info@rkagro.com
Products: bullock-drawn seed planter, 9-row seed planter, 19-row seed planter, rotavator, tractor seed drill 5 tyres to 21 tyres

R R Enterprises
Address: 16-3-835/5/3/A/ BEkashilanagal, Warangal-506002 (Telangana)
Tel: 8179780891
Email: rajaagroagencies@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

R. K. Agro Industries
Address: Ankit Industrial Area, Plot No. 12, Opp. Hotel Krishna Park, Kotharia Survey No. 210, N. H. 8-B, Rajkot-360004 (Gujarat)
Tel: 9924014448; 9925361062
Email: nasit_ajay@yahoo.com
Products: agricultural machinery

R.K. Agro-Industries
Address: Mureya Road, Chhindwara (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 07162-247833
Products: cultivators, seed drill, tractor drawn trolley

R.N. Singh & Co. Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Ancillary Industrial Area, Hatia, Ranchi-834003 (Jharkhand)
Tel: 0651-2290350
Products: indigenous tools

Rajasthan Agriculture Depot
Address: Champalal Dharmshala Outside Surajpole, Udaipur-313001 (Rajasthan)
Tel: 0294-2417822; 3206585; 2411185; 9414166585
Email: rajagro@hotmail.com
Products: agriculture and garden equipment

Rajasthan Mechanical Works Ltd.
Address: A-188(B), Road No. 6D, VKI Area, Jaipur-302013 (Rajasthan)
Tel: 9829015490; 4024423
Email: surendra1960@hotmail.com; brahmpuri@gmail.com
Products: cultivator, chaff cutter, seed drill, disc plow, disc harrow, mb plow, reverse plow, leveller

Rajdhani Engineering Works
Address: 10, Ashiana Colony, Berasia Road, Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0755-2734968
Products: cultivators, seed drill, tractor drawn trolley

Rajesh Agro Agency
Address: Mary Matha Building, Beside Nataraj Talkies, Bellary-583101 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9449982647
Products: agricultural machinery

Rajesh Engg. Works
Address: Jogapur, Allahabad-Faizabad Road, Pratapgarh (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 05342-221384
Products: cultivator, disc harrow, land leveler, thresher

Rajiv Farm Machinery
Address: 158, Auto Cell Market, Hisar (Haryana)
Tel: 01662-245008; 9416136198
Products: tractor mounted ridger planter, zero-till drill, disc harrow, cultivator, leveller, bund maker, tota plough, paddy thresher, tractor trolley, small plot thresher, densified feed block machine, dryer, wheel hand hoe, 2-3 row ridge seeder, power weeder

Rakesh Agriculture Industries
Address: Bus Stand, Pisangana, Ajmer (Rajasthan)
Tel: 0145-2775331

Products: tractor operated combine harvester, self-propelled combine harvester, straw reaper, rotavator, fodder cutter, raised bed planter, cultivator, diesel tank, water tank, etc.
Products: tractor drawn seed-cum-fertilizer drill, bund farmer, m.b. plough, bullock drawn seed drill

**Ram Agritech**

Address: Gondal Road, Nr. Krishna Park, Opp. Tulip Party Plot, Kotharia, Rajkot-360005 (Gujarat)
Tel: 0281-2926176; 9825109004
Products: agricultural machinery

**Ram Chand & Sons**

Address: Patiala Road, Nabha-147201 (Punjab)
Tel: 01765-509077; 507077; 92170-77070
Fax: 01765-520777
Products: self-propelled combine and tractor operated combine

**Rama Machineries**

Address: Below Saraswat Bank Agrasen Chowk, Gandhi Bag, Nagpur-440002 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9822738939
Products: power operated h.t.p. sprayers

**Ramana Engineering Works**

Address: Parkal Bupalapally ‘X’ Road Parkal, Warangal Rural (Telangana)
Tel: 9866089143: 9866369143
Email: tota.ramanakumar@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

**Ramdev Agro Engineering**

Address: Survey No. 275, Plot No. 28, N.H. 8-B, Shapar Main Road, Ankur Ind. Estate, B/h. Mahindra Sar Auto, Opp. Instol Cast Pvt. Ltd., Shapar (Veraval), Rajkot-360024 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02827-294482; 98246 46759
Email: ramdevagro.seeddrill@yahoo.in
Website: www.ramdevagro.com
Products: animal, power tiller and tractor operated seed drills

**Ramji Alloy Steel**

Address: Amlohar Road, Mandi Gobindgarh, Fatehgarh Sahib (Punjab)
Tel: 01765-2551412; 2651816; 98140-16609
Products: weeder

**Ranganatha Industries**

Address: J.C. Road, Behind TGMC Bank, Tumkur (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448057086; 9448866543
Email: SRGD86@yahoo.com
Products: rotavator, seed drills, disc harrow, duckfoot cultivator, sprayers, brush cutter, chaff cutter, multicrop threshers, maize thrasher, power weeder, shredders, cage wheels

**Rathagiri Impex Pvt. Ltd.**

Address: Annapoorna House, #1/1G, 7th Cross, New Guddada Hally, Mysore Road, Bangalore-560 026 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448396888; 9448396886; 080-26985100/01/02
Fax: 080-26751658
Email: info@ratnagiriimpex.com; gopi@ratnagiriimpex.com
Website: www.ratnagiriimpex.com
Products: all types of sprayers, power weeder, rice transplanter, horticultural tools, blowers, lawn mowers

**Ratnam Engineers**

Address: 4-6-11, Opp. R.J.Y. Railway Station, Rajahmundry-533101 (Telangana)
Email: ratnamengineers@yahoo.com; ratnamengineers@rediffmail.com
Products: power tiller

**Rattan Agro Industries**

Address: C-68-70, Focal Point, GT Road, Moga-142001 (Punjab)
Tel: 01636-228511; 231208; 9814832511; 9814833511
Email: rattanc69@yahoo.co.in
Website: www.jhandeana.com
Products: agricultural machinery

**Rattan Iron Foundary**

Address: G.T. Road, Goraya-144409, Jalandhar District (Punjab)
Tel: 01826-62421; 62758
Products: chaff cutter and other agricultural machinery

**Ravindra Agri.**

Address: Industries Industrial State, Rudrapur (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 05944-244699; 244064
Reddy Agro Engg
Address: Gangavathi Road, Sindunur Raichur (Karnataka)
Tel: 9900258201; 9902015226; 9739136444; 9448405674
Products: agricultural machinery

Reddy Agro Engineering Works
Address: 14-45/1, Main Road, Jogi Pet Andole (M) Sangareddy, Dist. (Telangana)
Tel: 9866270918; 7731810918
Email: reddyagrojpt@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Reddy Udyog Works
Address: Gangavathi Road, Sindhanur-584128 (Karnataka)
Tel: 08535-222292; 9448366292
Products: agricultural machinery

Redlands Ashlyn Motors
Address: 2/575, Madukkai Road, Mulamachampatty, Coimbatore-641021 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9387103530; 0487-2427392
Email: sales@redlandsmotors.com
Products: combine harvester, round straw baler, rice transplanter, reaper binder, mini harvester, mini thresher, brush cutter, mini tiller, rice nursery sowing machine

Regal Agencies
Address: 17 CMC Complex, Ambedkar Circle, Bidar-585401 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9449140416; 0848-2227580
Email: regalagencies@yahoo.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Relief Pump Industries
Address: Somnath Ind. Area, Plot No. 15, Survey No. 224, Shiv Chowk, Opp. Krishna Park, Near Kothariya Roadway Crossing, Rajkot-360004 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02816450818; 9426719561
Email: relief.pump@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Renaissance Power Products Pvt. Ltd.
Address: sf No. 92-a/2, Door No. 1/138, Karadivivipudur, Karadivavi (Po), Palladam Taluk, Coimbatore-641658 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9944241360
Email: renaissancpepp@yahoo.in rajkumar@renppl.com
sales@renppl.com
Website: www.renppl.com
Products: power weeders, mist blower, paddy weeder, brushcutter, sprayer, farm cart, rotavator, reversible plow, accessories, small engines

Renuka Industries
Address: Rajarajeshwari Nagar, Near District Court, Alagapuri, Post Lakshmipuram, Periyakulam, Theni-625523 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9486317409
Email: renukaindustries.theni@gmail.com
Products: high capacity multi crop thresher, multi crop thresher with conveyor, multi crop thresher without conveyor, rotavator machine, trash shredder

Revanasiddeshwara Agencies
Address: Navalli Complex, Veerashaiva Library Road, Gadag-582101 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448779665
Products: agricultural and processing equipment

Reyana Engineering Works
Address: Near Maruthi Gas Co., Gundamma Compound, Gangavathi-583227, Dist. Koppal (Karnataka)
Tel: 9740419567
Products: agricultural machinery

Riteset Industries
Address: Gudivada, Krishna District (Andhra Pradesh)
Tel: 0864-2439976
Products: tractor drawn plough, tractor drawn disc harrow,
tractor drawn seed drill, power operated groundnut thresher, power operated multicrop thresher, wheel hoe, manual winnower, manual sickles, manually operated maize sheller, manually operated chaff cutter, manually operated groundnut decorticator and other horticultural tools, angrau self-propelled boom sprayer

RJ Sekar Industries
Address: Kuppayeevalasu Road, Porulur Post, Oddanchatram, Dindigul-624616 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9787242452; 04553260749
Products: multicrop thresher, bund former, cultivator, trailer

Rooprai Agro Industries (Regd.)
Address: Near Octroi Post, Patiala Road, Nabha-147201 (Punjab)
Tel: 01765-223225; 9814715571
Email: rooprai4946@yahoo.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Roshan Agro Engineering Work
Address: Katerivala, Tijara, Alwar (Rajasthan)
Tel: 9414317825
Products: thresher, cultivator

Royal Industries
Address: 20-A By Pass Road, Fathima Nagar, Madurai (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9344121327
Products: trailer, tanks, cage wheel, cultivator, land leveler, disc harrow

Royal Machinery Store
Address: Near Railway Phatak, G T Road, Malout-152107 (Punjab)
Tel: 01637-262008; 260966;9417380756
Products: wheat thresher, trailer, disc harrow, etc.

RSR Retail Pvt. Ltd.
Address: E27, Sector-6 NOIDA-201301 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 0120-4372051; 9810822051; 9811113223
Email: mail@hynext.in

S K Enterprises
Address: No. 406/d, 1st Main Road, Jaga Jyothi, Layout Mariyappana Palya, Bangaluru-560064 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9343736407
Email: pkramu@yahoo.co.in
Products: agricultural machines

S R Agriculture Equipment Co., Pvt. Ltd.
Address: 215, HSIIDC Industrial Estate, Barhi, Tahsil-Ganour, Dist. Sonepat-131101 (Haryana)
Tel: 9868267807; 011-23915999; 470554813
Email: ttehan7@gmail.com
Products: tractor trailer, cultivator, harrow, cage wheel, rotavator, disc plough, shrub master, sub soiler

S R Agro Tech
Address: 1st Main Road, Vinayaka Nagar, Tumkur-572101 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448866543
Products: tractor drawn implements

S S Industries
Address: L.K. Plot No. 60/A, 1st Cellase, Tarihal Industrial Area, Tarihal, Hubli-580026 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9945524493; 9945059444; 0836-2310650; 2310398; 0836-2310348
Website: www.saiagro.com
Email: enquiry@saiagro.com
Products: k.b. plow, cultivator, blade harrow, blade harrow-cum-leveler, disc harrow, ridger, seed-cum-fertilizer drill

S. B. Agriculture Works
Address: Bhunna Cellre, Fatehabad-125050 (Haryana)
Tel: 9416262653; 9729416016
Email: shingarasingh56@gmail.com
Products: disc harrow, spray pump, seed drill, cotton drill, mud loader, mb plow

S. K. Industries
Address: Plot No. B-34, MIDC, Satara (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9422606029; 02162-244529; 244305
Email: gajanaautosatara@yahoo.co.in
Products: agricultural machinery

S. R. Agriculture Works
Address: Bhuna Cellodh Gali, T V Tower, G T Road,
Fatehabad-125050 (Haryana)
Tel: 9416583828
Products: mb plow, zero till drill, furroer, cultivator, leveler, spray pump, disc harrow, cotton drill, trailer

S. Raj Engineering Works
Address: Prakhand Road, Beldour, Dist. Khagaria-8520161 (Bihar)
Tel: 9973421700; 9430994385
Email: srajenggworks@gmail.com
Products: mb plow, zero till drill, furroer, cultivator, leveler, spray pump, disc harrow, cotton drill, trailer

S.K. Industries
Address: Village Simbalwala, Tehsil Tohana-125120 (Haryana)
Tel: 93666-60699; 60799; 60899
Products: zero-till drill, harrows, cultivator

S.P.L. Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
Address: LG-1, 77-80, Shiv Vihar (West), Vikash Nagar, New Delhi-110059
Tel: 9810400406; 9999940403
Email: ms@spltech.in; indo@spltech.in
Products: laser land leveller, sensors for soil cellisture and temperature, soil sampler, crop imaging yield cellnitoring system, soil nitrogen estimation system

S3 Technics
Address: 296, Sector 5, NOIDA-201301, Gautam Budh Nagar (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 9868070349; 9868110745; 9210900192; 0120-4253320
Email: s3technics@gmail.com
Products: laser guided land leveler

Sabar Enterprises
Address: 603, 605, 6th Floor, B Block, Atma House Near Times of India, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad-380009 (Gujarat)
Tel: 8017475198; 07966631131
Email: samiranCellndal4@gmail.com
Products: centrifugal pumps, cellobock pumps, self-priming centrifugal pumps, submersible pumps, electric celltors

Sachin Vishwanath Jamadade
Address: Vishwajeet Engineering Works, Gate No. 43, Jampaon Road, In front of Ashwini Hotel, Dist. Barshi-413401 (Maharashtra)
Fax: 02184-227201
Tel: 9822911201; 02184-227201
Email: sachingjamadade@rocketmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Sadhu Agro Industries
Address: Near Old Bus Stand, G T Road, Fatehabad-125050 (Haryana)
Tel: 9896179002; 9467431002
Email: sadhuagroftb@gmail.com
Products: mb plow, zero till drill, furroer, cultivator, leveler, spray pump, disc harrow, cotton drill, trailer

Sadhu Singh & Sons
Address: P.O. Box 20, G. T Road, Goraya-144409, Dist. Jalandhar (Punjab)
Fax: 01826-62917
Tel: 98143-00021; 98142-00017; 01826-62717; 62417
Products: chaff cutter and other agricultural machinery

Saeco Strips Pvt. Ltd.
Address: (Unit No. II Agro Division) Rampur Road, Village Doraha, Ludhiana District-141421 (Punjab)
Fax: 0161-2510985
Tel: 9815510025; 01628-284188
Email: saecoagrotech@gmail.com
Products: rotavator, roto seeder, cultivator, laser land leveler, potato planter, potato digger, paddy threshers, multicrop threshers, harambha thresher, maize thresher, maize dehusker, straw reaper, mini combine

Sagaana Engineering Works
Address: 4A/5, Sangiliyandapuram Inungur, Main Road, Pettavaithalai Post, Tirchy, Dist.-639112 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9443646306; 9443187750
Products: trailer, water tanker, cultivator

Sagar International Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Plot No. A-28 & A-32 MIDC Area, Wardha-442001 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9422140287; 07152-260462
Email: sagarltd@rediffmail.com
Products: cultivator, duck foot cultivator, bed maker, seed drill, multi crop thresher, mb plow

Sahas Agro Industries
Address: Plot 15, Survey No. 45, 150 Feet Ring Road, Opp. Water Tank Vavadi, Rajkot-360004 (Gujarat)
Tel: 9909717917; 9913332700
Email: info@sahasagro.com
Products: automatic seed drill

Sahed Genaral Engg works
Address: Door No. 535, Ward No. 21, Ya Ali Compound-1, Adoni Road, Siruguppa-583121 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9480280253; 7899151253
Email: mdalihkgn2053@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Sahoo Engineering
Address: A-37, Industrial Estate, Cuttack-753010 (Odisha)
Tel: 9238635876; 0671-2340842
Products: tractor trailer, 9 tyne/11 tyne cultivator, td leveler, tractor cage wheel

Sahu Iron Foundry
Address: D-65/245 Lahartara, Varanasi (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 9415336402
Products: chaff cutter, pulley and parts

Sai Industries
Address: E.3/7, Ad. Old MIDC, Satara-415004 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9422400827; 02162-244050,
Email: vplCellre@yahoo.com.
Products: agricultural machinery

Sai Baba Celltor Agencies
Address: Gunj Road, Adilabad-504001 (Telangana)
Tel: 9133459988; 08732-232288
Email: saibabaCelltor2016@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Sai Peera Trailor Works
Address: Beside Naresh Complex, Gangavathi Road, Sindhanur, Raichur (Karnataka)
Tel: 9845927478; 9480046209; 9845438027
Products: agricultural machinery

Sai Sonalika Tractors
Address: Near Padmavati Petrol Pump, Nagaramnmad Road, Savedi Ahmednagar-414003 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 942220438
Products: chaff cutter, serrated sickles, power weeders and tractor drawn implements

Sai Steel Work
Address: Ploy No. P.A.P.-4, Behind Gajendra Hotel, MIDC, Shirol, Kolhapur (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0230-2468636; 9422606465
Products: agricultural machinery

Sainath Trading Company
Address: Kolhapur (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9422581962
Products: agricultural machinery

Sakthi Vinayaga Engineering Works
Address: 1A Erode Road, Bvengamedu Near Petrol Pump, Perundurai-638052, Dist. Erode (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9842774799; 9443225797; 04294-224884
Email: svrotary@gmail.com
Products: trailer, leveler, turmeric polish machine, rotavator, cultivator, water tanker

Samarth Agro Inputs
Address: 829 Shrirampur, MIDC, Dist. Ahmadnagar (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9822655006
Products: seed drils, ridgers, trailers

Samatha Sprayers
Address: 117 Ravivar Peth, In front of Shivramdada Talim, Pune-411002 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9860204511
Products: sprayers

Same Deutz-fahr India (Pvt.) Ltd.
Address: 72 M, SIPCOT Industrial Complex, Ranipet-632403 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 04172-247156-163
Fax: 04172-244981; 246330
Email: samedeutz-fahr.com; r.p.vasudevan@sdfgroup.com; reception@sdfindia.com
Products: same 393 (39 hp), 453 (45 hp), 503 (50 hp) and 603 (60 hp)

Sanchi Agro Industries
Address: 1 Industrial Area, Vidisha (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 07592-250602; 236062
Products: cultivator, trolley, plough

Santhosh Agri Machinery
Address: 282 Kartar Complex, Salem-Cuddalore Main Road, Narasingapuram, Attu (Taluk), Dist. Salem-636108 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 7373032407
Email: santhosh.machinery@gmail.com
Products: baler, harvester, rotavator, silage harvester, wood chiper, tree cutter, baler, cotton stalk field collector

Sandhu Agriculture
Address: Jasipur, Kashipur-244713, Udham Singh Nagar (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 9927074404
Products: agricultural machinery

Santkrupa Machine Tools
Address: Plote No.4, Bank Colony Corner, Opp. G.I.D.C., Chitra-364004, Dist. Bhavnagar (Gujarat)
Tel: 9426221456; 0278-2447772
Email: santkrupamachinetools@gmail.com
Products: mb plough, reversible plough, cultivator, chiesel plough

Sandip Trade Wings
Address: A/p Wadala Mahadev, Near Ashoknagar Cellata, Taluka Shrirampur, Dist. Ahmednagar (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9423161618; 02422-246844
Products: power tiller, trolley and other agricultural implements

Sanjay Industries Works
Address: Khimlsa Road, The. Khuri, Dist. Sagar (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 9425439759; 07582-240859
Products: seed-cum-fertilizer drill, reversible hydraulic plow, water tanker, trailer, thresher

Sansar Agro Industries
Address: H-1/0549 Raikot Road, Opp. Raja Filling Station, Malerkotla-148023 (Punjab)
Cell: 9814365910
Website: www.sansargears.com
Email: sansargears1313@yahoo.com
Products: straw reaper, TO combines, gears, rotavator, agro parts

Santhosh Engg. Works
Address: Near Bhalkeshwar Temple, Humanabad Road, Bidar, Dist. Bhalki-585328 (Karnataka)
Tel: +91-9965558220
Email: santhosh.machinery@gmail.com
Products: multicrop thresher, seed drills, rotavator, chisel plow

Saptagiri Enterprises
Address: 3/1, PVSB Charities Building, College Road, Hospet-583201 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448102704
Email: sapthagiri.enterprises@rediffmail.com
Products: htp sprayers, back pack sprayer, rotavator, reversible plows, cultivator, power weeder, multicrop thresher, processing equipment

Sara Agro International
Address: #1035-36, MIG, Sector 4, Karnal-132001 (Haryana)
Tel: 9215522931
Email: San_72amb@yahoo.com
Products: cultivator spring, harrow, other agricultural machines

Sarachi Agricultural Equipment Ltd.
Address: Aparna Business Centre, 5, Clive House, Strand Road, Kolkata-700001
Tel: 9433012453; 9331869553933; 033-2210 2783; 2231650
Products: power tiller

Saraf Electrical Industries
Address: 104, Categorized Market, New Kabadkhana, Bhopal-462001 (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0755-2735667  
Products: cultivators, seed drill, leveler, thresher

Saron Mechanical Works  
Address: Mansa Road, Cheema Mandi, Tehsil-Sunam, Sangrur District-148029 (Punjab)  
Tel: 8532000054; 7341100749; 9217020000  
Email: info@jagatjitgroup.com; businesshead@jagatjitgroup.com  
Products: straw reaper, straw chopper, straw mulcher, happy seeder, super seeder, roto seeder, zero seed drill, rotavator, laser land leveler, tube well boring machine, reversible plough, super straw management system

Sarswati Krishi Udyog  
Address: Assandh-132039, Karnal District (Haryana)  
Tel: 9896430511; 9896290511; 01749-278501  
Products: tractor operated rotavator, cultivator, zero-till drill, straw combine

Satnam Agro Industry  
Address: Main Road, Talwandi Bhai, Dist. Ferozepur (Punjab)  
Tel: 94173-1927401632-23774; 230274  
Products: reaper, multi seed drills, maize thresher, straw reaper, harrow disc, etc.

Sawdesi Tractor Company  
Address: Kathima Road, Sitarganj (Uttarakhand)  
Tel: 05948-254987; 254057; 254230  
Products: thresher, cultivator, seed drill, harrow, trolley, etc.

SES-RJMT Engineering Pvt. Ltd.  
Address: E23, SGM Nagar, K.C. Badkhal Road, NIT Faridabad-121001 (Haryana)  
Tel: 0129-4050769; 4054918 310712214  
Fax: 0129-4050769  
Website: www.secrjmt.com  
Email: secrjmt1@rediffmail.com  
Products: loader-backhoe, dozer-backhoe, front end loader, dozer, shunter, fork lift & grader, etc.

Seetal Agro Inputs Pvt. Ltd.  
Address: Plot No-1187, At Purohitpur, Taradapada, Jagatsinghpur-754294 (Odisha)  
Tel: 9439196787  
Email: directorsaipl@gmail.com  
Products: rotavator, oil press machine, paddy transplanter

Sehmbi Agro Industries  
Address: Nakodar Road Malsian, Jalandhar (Punjab)  
Tel: 01821-271158  
Products: potato planter, potato grader, potato planter, sunflower thresher, wheat thresher, seed drills, reaper, cultivator, etc.

Sehra Celltors & Tractor Engg. Works  
Address: Nehru Garden Road, Jalandhar-144001 (Punjab)  
Tel: 0181-2257691; 2253512  
Products: potato digger, potato planter, rodger & cultivator

Sh. Shiva Tractors and Trailers  
Address: Siddeshwaranagar P.B. Road, Ranebennur-581115 (Karnataka)  
Tel: 9448109754  
Email: shreeshivarnr@rediffmail.com  
Products: tractor drawn implements

Shah Machinery Stores  
Address: Nehru Gunj, Gulbarga-585104 (Karnataka)  
Tel: 08472-268128; 9448457521  
Fax: 08472-277249  
Email: smsrai@rediffmail.com  
Products: oil expeller, power tiller, cotton ginning machine, flour & grinding machine, groundnut thresher, groundnut decorticator, chilly powder machine, chaff cutter, whole sugarcane planter, rice mill, multicrop thresher, oil engines, paddy thresher, self-feed thresher

Shaik Ali Engineering Works  
Address: Kembhavi, Tq. Surapura, Dist. Yadagiri-585223 (Karnataka)  
Tel: 9972287628  
Email: saheraagro28@gmail.com  
Products: tractor drawn implements

Shakti Agricultural Works  
Address: Near B.K. Cinema, Kheralu Road, Visanagar-384315 (Gujarat)  
Tel: 02765-230516; 98256; 31056
Products: agricultural machinery

**Shakti Agro Industries**
Address: 204/2 0, Bilal Compound, P.B. Road, Davangere-577002 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9343883122
Products: multicrop thresher, cultivator, disc harrow, duck foot cultivator

**Shakti Engineering Works**
Address: National Highway-8, Umbhel-394325 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02622-272015; 98241; 95902
Products: reversible plow, rotavator, cultivator, disc harrow, trailer, disc plow, front dozer, ridger, sub soiler

**Shakti Industries**
Address: Behind Roadways Bus Stand, Khatauli-251201, Dist. Muzaffernagar (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 9720696463
Email: shakti_industrees@yahoo.com
Products: post hole digger, rotavator, harrow, tiller, shrub cutter

**Shakti Iron Works**
Address: Plot No.2 Desainagar, Bhavnagar-364003 (Gujarat)
Tel: 0278-2446328; 9879536328
Products: mb plough, reversible plough, cultivator, chiesel plough

**Shaktiman Agricultural Industries**
Address: Opp. Hotel Maatel, Paldi Char Rasta, Kheralu Road, Visanagar-384315 (Gujarat)
Tel: 98251; 87306 02765; 292310
Products: multicrop thresher

**Shakto Agro Technology**
Address: Nesadi Road, Opp. Neeraj Steel, Savarkundla-364515 (Gujarat)
Tel: 9824847394; 9033333727

**Shaligram Sevaram Laghu Udyog**
Tel: 0734-2581052
Products: bullock cart, cultivator, seed drill

**Sham Fabricators**
Address: Shivaji Udyam Nagar, Kolhapur (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9423040319; 0231-2655411
Products: agricultural machinery

**Shankar Industries**
Address: 40 Hamidia Road, Bhopal-462001 (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0755-2536801; 2556901
Products: cultivators, seed drill, thresher, tractor drawn water tanker

**Shankara Farm Equipments**
Address: No. 617, Shankar Complex, Near Shubhodaya-Kalyana Mantupa, Sharif Colony, Hassan-573201 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9620159006; 9742918101; 08172-267692
Email: shankarafarmequipments@gmail.com
Products: multicrop thresher, maize thresher, paddy thresher, grain dEstoner, prEcleaner, huller, husker, floor mill, cultivators, ridger, disc harrow

**Sharma Agro-Iron Industries**
Address: Gwalior Road, Dabra, Gwalior (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 07524-223235
Products: cultivators, disc harrow, leveler, seed drill, tractor drawn trolley

**Sharp Garuda Farm Equipments Pvt. Ltd.**
Address: 801/1A, SITRA Road, Sharp Nagar, Kalapatti, 37/1c Palladam Road, Pappampatti, Coimbatore-641016 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9894159000
Email: rajan@Sharpgaruda.com
Products: mini weeder, power triller, rice transplanter, brush cutter, pump sets, paddy weeder

**ShiCellga Technologies Pvt. Ltd.**
Address: 211/20, 10th Cross, 11th Main, Wilson Garden, Bangalore-560030
Tel: 080-22273550; 22235343
Fax: 080-22271093
Products: tillers, liners and agricultural implements

**Shiva Agro-Industries**
Address: Near Agarwal Dharamshala, Chhola Road, Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0755-2736988; 5256968
Products: cultivators, seed drill, tractor drawn trolley

**Shiva Engineering Works**
Address: R.M.C Link Road, Shekarappa Nagar, Davangere-577001 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9448232872
Products: cultivator, disc harrow, cage wheel, duck foot cultivator

**Shiva Industries**
Address: Mandiper, Tumkur-572101 (Karnataka)
Tel: 0816-2278436; 2273450
Website: www.turnkurads.com
Products: tractor drawn multipurpose deep trencher

**Shiva Sai Agencies**
Address: 6-8-56/3, Gandinagar, Tandur-501141 (Telangana)
Tel: 9959607080; 9010772377
Email: agrinandu9@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

**Shivalingeshwar Enterprises**
Address: Opp. Doddi Hospital, Maigur Road, Jamkhandi-587301, Dist. Bagalkot (Karnataka).
Tel: 9448443916; 9945573916; 9538000722; 9448472386
Email: shivalingeshwarent@yahoo.com
Products: agricultural machinery

**Shivraj S Khandagale**
Address: A/p Belapur Bk., Tal. Shrirampur, Dist. Ahmednagar (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9326611242; 9890998961; 0242-243609
Products: power tiller drawn planter, cultivator

**Shiv-shakti Agriculture and Electric Works**
Address: At. Jivanpur-383250, Po. Bolundra, Ta. Celldasa, Dist. Arvali (Gujarat)
Tel: 9904466180
Email: shivshaktiagri@yahoo.com
Products: cultivator, potato planter, potato digger, tractor trailer

**Shiv-Shakti Iron Works**
Address: Adarsh Complex, Opp. Shiv Shakti Hotel, N. H. No: 8 Kim Cross Road, Ta. Mangarod, Dist. Surat-394111(Gujarat)
Tel: 9099031008; 9879022026
Email: shivshaktioarianworks@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

**Shree Bindhya Vasini Engineering & Rolling Mills**
Address: Industrial Estate, Chandpur, Varanasi-221106 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 0542-2370188; 9415525586
Products: chaff cutter

**Shree Dattakrupa Engineering Works**
Address: Yogiraj Trailors, E7, MIDC, Baramati, Pune (Maharashtra)
Tel: 02112-243630; 9822297072; 9822476140
Products: agricultural machinery

**Shree Ganesh Engg. Industries**
Address: Near Shivaji Circle, Mudhol-587313, Dist. Bagalkot (Karnataka)
Tel: 9764999869
Products: agricultural machinery

**Shree Ganesh Engg. Works**
Address: Yeola Road, Kopargaon-423601, Dist. Ahmednagar (Maharashtra)
Tel: 02423-222742; 222257; 9422283857
Products: seed drill, disc harrow, cultivator, ridger, etc.

**Shree Ganesh Engineering Works**
Address: Kopargaon (Maharashtra)
Tel: 942228357; 02423-222257
Email: shreeganesh57@rediffmail.com; Heman_pat2003@yahoo.co.in
Products: agricultural machinery

**Shree Guru Nanak Mechanical Works**
Address: Bhusa Mandi, Khurai, Sagar (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 07581-240714; 240715
Products: celluld board plough, cultivators, leveler, seed drill, threshers, tractor drawn trolley
Shree Lakhmi Agricultural Industries
Address: Unit II, Maheshpur Industrial Estate, Varanasi-221106 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 0542-2370211; 9450015821
Products: chaff cutter

Shree Parasnath Industries
Address: B-2, Udyog Puram, Partapur Delhi Road, Meerut-250103 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 9412705167; 0121-2440934
Email: info@shreeparasnathindustries.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Shree Parmeshwar Machine Tools
Address: Survey No. 18, Plot No. 1-2, Rameshwar Industrial Area NH 27, Behind Parin Furniture Vavdi-Rajkot (Gujarat)
Tel: 0281-2925717
Email: info@pmtsiraypump.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Shri Sai Agro Equipments Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Plot No. 61, 1st Cellase, Tarihal Industrial Area, Tarihal, Hubli-580026 (Karnataka)
Tel: 0836-2310650; 2310398; 9945524493; 9945059444
Fax: 0836-2310348
Website: www.saiagro.com
Email: enquiry@saiagro.com
Products: mb. plow, cultivator, blade harrow, blade harrow-cum-leveller, disc harrow, ridger, seed-cum-ferti drill, cultivator, leveller

Shree Sai Industries
Address: Opp. Vijayalaxmi TVS Show Room, Near Shiva Steel, Gokul Road, Hubli-580030 (Karnataka)
Tel: 0836-2333085; 4152175; 9945702547; 9448493085; 9448567649
Products: mb. plow, cultivator, blade harrow, blade harrow-cum-leveller, disc harrow

Shree Savitri Agriculture Works
Address: Lathi Baza, Opp. Municipal Store, Nava Deesa, Dist. Banaskantha-385535 (Gujarat)
Tel: 25436161
Email: panchalrk6161@gmail.com
Products: potato planter, potato digger, auto. seed cum ferti drill, cultivator, leveller

Shree Thakurji Engg. Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Kachwa, Mirjpur (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 993538982
Products: chaff cutter

Shree Thakurji Iron and Steel Works Ltd.
Address: G T Road, Jagatpur, Varanasi (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 0542-2634216; 9838000030
Fax: 0542-2634233
Email: stisw_bharat@hotmail.com
Products: chaff cutter

Shreeji Agro Industries
Address: Panchasar Road, Nr. Shreeji PVC Pipes, Wankaner, Dist. Cellrbi-363621 (Gujarat)
Tel: 5213377; 9879963377
Email: shreejiagro3377@gmail.com
Products: mb. plough, hyd. reversible plough

Shreeji Darshan Agriculture
Address: At-Lunsar (Wankaner), Dist. Cellrbi-363621 (Gujarat)
Tel: 9974422276; 9924184595; 9624995449
Email: shreejidarshan4079@gmail.com
Products: hydraulic reversible plough, seed drill, cultivator mech. rev. plough
Shri Agencies
Address: Plot No.180, KSSIDC Industrial Area, MSK Mill Road, Gulbarga-585103 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9948571414
Products: agricultural machinery

Shri Annapoorna Agro Industries
Address: 29, Thiru Nagar, Near Centra Studio, Singanallur, Coimbatore-641005 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 0422-2316667
Email: guruvenkatvenkat@yahoo.com
Products: high-capacity axial flow multi crop thresher, maize thresher, sunflower thresher, post hole digger, groundnut thresher, etc.

Shri Datta Engg & Fabricator
Address: 757, Malgagalli, Bhangar Ahmednagar (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0241-2440115
Products: cycle hoe

Shri Ganesh Engineering Works
Address: Plot No. -F-9/C-1, MIDC, Ambad, Nashik-422010 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0253-2381929
Email: shriganesh2005@gmail.com
Products: incorporators coulters cultivators, harvesters, disk harrows, seeders, rollers cellvers, manure spreaders, fertilizer distributors, two side discharge mulcher, two manual reversible ploughs, three ferrow manual reversible ploughs, one side shift sensor rotavator, one side shift without sensor rotavator, all types of rotavator, tractor cellunited loader, etc.

Shri Gourishankar Industries
Address: TP No. 21A, Ward No. 10, Near Veterinary Hospital, College Road, Bagalkot-587101 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448036090
Email: sgibgk@gmail.com
Products: trailer, water tanker, rotavator, mb plow, reversible mb. plow, duck foot cultivator, blade harrow, seed-cum-ferti drill, sprayer, chaff cutter, etc.

Shri Hari Agro Industries
Address: Plot No. 60, Yogeshwar Nagar, Bhavnagar Road, Outside Railway Crossing, Botad-364710
Bhavnagar (Gujarat)
Tel: 02849-254139; 98240 99516
Email: shrihariagro12@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Shri Krupa Enterprises
Address: A-139, I, MIDC, Kagal Five Star Industrial Estate, Kolhapur-416216 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9822193957; 0231-2305039
Website: www.shrikrupaenterprises.com
Email: skrupa_e@yahoo.com
Products: chaff-cutters

Shri Lakshmi Industries
Address: I.T.I., Chungi Naka, Patan Road, Jabalpur (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0761-2394682
Products: cultivators, disc harrow, seed drill, thresher, tractor drawn trolley

Shri Manak Industries
Address: 70B, Sec. H, Industrial Area Govindpura, Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0755-2581683
Products: cleaner/grader, dal mill, grain mill, thresher

Shri Celluneshwar General Engineering Works
Address: Main Road, Hunasagi, Dist. Gulabarga (Karnataka)
Tel: 9449661970; 9448439951
Products: m.b. plow, cultivator, blade harrow, blade harrow-cum-levelleer, disc harrow, ridger, seed-cum-fertilizer drill

Shri Nawab Krishi Yantra Industries
Address: RTO Office, Jabalpur (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0761-2394682
Products: cultivator, seed drill, thresher, mb plough, trolley

Shri Ram Associates
Address: J-27, Cellase 3, MIDC, Akola, M21 VHB Collony, Gorakshan Road, Akola (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9823090002; 0724-2258325
Products: agricultural machinery
Shri Sai Agro Equipments Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Plot No. 59C, 1st Cellase, Tarihal Industrial Area, Tarihal, Hubli-580026 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9945059444
Email: mnn@saiagro.com; saiagroequipments@gmail.com; Niranjan@yahoo.co.in
Products: reversible plows, disc harrow, cultivator, rotavator, mb plow, seed drills

Shri Sai Industries
Address: N.23 Kondasamy Street Peelamedupudur, Peelamedu, Coimbatore-641004 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 0422-2563966; 9842206545
Email: shrisaiindustries2001@gmail.com
Products: palm climber machine, paddy thresher, winnowing fan, maize thresher, chaff cutter, groundnut thresher, multicrop thrasher

Shri Sainath Engineering Works
Address: Traffic Island, Neeligin Road, Hubli-580029 (Karnataka)
Tel: 0836-2355070; 4255774
Fax: 0836-2333287
Email: sai_implement@yahoo.co.in
Products: all types of agricultural implements

Shri Samarath Agro Inputs
Address: Belapur Khurd Taluka Shrirampur, Dist. Ahmednagar (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9822655006; 9763001006
Products: power tiller, drawn multi-crop planter, orchard sprayer, trailer

Shri Shivanand Enterprises
Address: Stall #4, Laxmi Complex, Neeligin Road, Hubli-580029 (Karnataka)
Tel: 0836-2353878; 4257878; 9448236508; 9448564535
Products: rotavator, multi-crop thrasher, cultivator, power tiller, ridger, drip, sprinkler irrigation system, etc.

Shri Shivashakthi Agro Service
Address: 117/1, Murugan Garden, Railway Station Street, Ayothiapattanam, Salem-636103 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9443286279
Email: gnanahari@yahoo.com; info@xylemtiller.com
Products: mini inter cultivator

Shri Venkateshwara Industries
Address: At Rohalkal (Chakan), Near Bhima River Bridge, Pune-Nasik Road, Tal. Khed, Dist. Pune (Maharashtra)
Tel: 982265414031
Products: paddy thresher and other agricultural implements

Shri Vinayaka Agro Tech
Address: B-38 NGEF Ancillary Industrial Estate, Mahadevepora Post, Bangalore-560048
Tel: 080-28524455
Products: self-propelled reaper and other agricultural implements

Shri Vishwakarma AutoCells
Address: MIDC, Akola (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9822699224
Products: agricultural machinery

Shrikrupa Industries Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Plot No. D-148/1, Five Star M.I.D.C Area, Kagal, Kolhapur-416236 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0231-2305039; 09923628210
Website: www.shrikrupaenterprises.com
Email: skashid110@gmail.com skrupa.pvltd@gmail.com
Products: power chaff cutter, automatic seed drill, power weeder, brush cutter, power sprayers, power tillers, hydraulic mb plough, rice transplanter, paddy weeder

Shriram Agricultural Implements
Address: Narayangaon-410504, Dist. Pune, Tal-Junnar (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9890290930 l; 02132-242180
Products: agricultural machinery

Shriram Trailer & Engg
Address: Works Station Road, Vaijapur, Dist. Aurangabad-423701 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 02436-222828; 9422205031; 9422203234
Fax No. 02436-222828
Email: somasepatil@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Shubham Industries
Address: 441/L-IV/08 Purana Topkhana Bari Road,
Balaganj, Lucknow-226003 (U.P.)
Tel: 0522-2407777; 9956637777
Email: info@siipl.com
Products: mb plow, rotavator, reversible plow, cultivator, disc harrow, rbs sugarcane planter, laser land leveler, back hoe, loader

Shukla Industries
Address: Near Hotel Rohit International, Baldeo Nagar, Old GT Road, Sasaram-821115 (Bihar)
Tel: 8521098416
Email: vat9470223095@gmail.com
Products: cultivator, seed drill, chaff cutter, hydraulic trolley

Siddivinayaka Agro Shop
Address: No. 11, 12 & 13 Pastapur ‘X’ Road, NH 65, Zaheerabad-502220, Dist. Sangareddy (Telangana)
Tel: 9550085673; 9550031805
Email: siddivinayakagro@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements, plant protection equipment, intercultivators

Sietz Technologies India Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Plot No. 38, Sector 6, Faridabad-121006 (Haryana)
Tel: 0129-41888600
Email: tushargupta@sietz-india.com
Products: rotavator

Siri Agro Agencies
Address: Warangal Main Road, Narasampet Warangal, Dist. 506532 (Telangana)
Tel: 9948057748
Email: siriagro2012@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Siridi Sai Krushi Kendra
Address: Gangavati Road, Sindanur Raichur (Karnataka)
Tel: 98686524599; 9611514599
Email: sskksnd@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Sirigeri Mahammed Ghouse Engineernings
Address: Auto Nagar, Anantapur Road, Bellary-583101 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9980072920; 8880856659
Email: vmghouse@gmail.com
Products: seed fertilizer drill

Sitam Industries
Address: Nr. Sahkari Kharid-Vechan Sangh, Sayan-394130 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02621-243245
Email: sitaramind@yahoo.co.in
Products: trailers, cultivator, onion planter, reversible plows, land leveler, trailer

Smita Industries
Address: 191/C, Chinchwad 33, Near Hindustan Lever Co., Near Chinchwad Station, Pune (Maharashtra)
Tel: 020-27455372
Products: serrated sickle, tubular maize sheller, groundnut decorticator, bhendi plucker

SMS Engineering Works
Address: No. 617, Shankar Complex, Near Shubhadaya Kalyan Mantapa, Shariff Colony, Hassan-573201 (Karnataka)
Tel: 08172 267692; 9742918101; 9108460772
Email: info.smsengineering@gmail.com
Products: multi crop thresher, maize threshe, paddy thresher, cultivators, ridger, disc harrow, husker, precleaner, grain destoner

Sohan Engineering Works
Address: E36 Industrial Area Road, No. 2, Kota (Rajasthan)
Tel: 9414177977
Products: disk plough, cultivator, bakhar, thresher, trolley, potato planter and garlic planter

Soharr India Agro Division (Regd.)
Address: No. 17/B, Kallur Mandi Industrial Estate, Shiva Cellgga-577 292 (Karnataka)
Fax: 08182-272954
Tel: 984565312708182-272954; 324954
Products: power tiller

Solanki Loha Laghu Udhyog
Address: Rangwsa Road, Rau, Dist. Indore (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 9926009090
Email: solanki1974ps@gmail.com
Products: seed-cum-fertilizer drill, reversible hydraulic plow, water tanker, trailer, thresher

**Solanki Loha Udyog**

Address: Kendra Station Road, Rau, Indore (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0731-2856097
Products: bullock drawn deshi plough, blade harrow (bakher), seed drill, twin blade hoe, cultivator, seed drill, trolley

**Sombansi Agro Implements Works Pvt. Ltd.**

Address: Katra Road, Sarvodaya Nagar, Pratapgarh (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 05342-223654
Products: trolley, cultivator, land leveler

**Someshwar Steel Industries**

Address: Plot No. 3, Industrial Area, Parli V, Dist. Beed-431515 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 02446-222442
Products: agricultural machinery

**Sonalika Agro Industries**

Address: Corporation, 6, Industrial Estate, Jalandhar Road, Opp. ITI, Hoshiarpur-146001 (Punjab)
Tel: 01882-252625; 250376; 205794
Fax: 01882-252756
Website: www.sonalika.com
Email: sonalikaagro@sonalika.com
Products: multicrop thresher, paddy thresher, maize sheller/dehusker thresher, trailer, rotavator, seed drill, planter, shrub master, leveller, diesel engine

**Sonalika Industries**

Address: Vill. Chak Gujran, Jalandhar Road, Hoshiarpur-146022 (Punjab)
Tel: 01882-260065; 66 9814663466; 977149544
Email: mktg.saic@sonalika.com
Products: rotavator, self-propelled combine harvester, straw reaper, ploughs, harrow, cultivator, threshers, planters, trailers, tractor

**South East Farm Equipments Pvt. Ltd.**

Address: Trichy Main Road, Thammampatti, Salem District-636113 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 0428-226638
Products: all types of threshers

**Southern Agro Engine Pvt. Ltd.**

Address: 24 A, III Cellase, Industrial Estate, Guindy, Dist. Chennai-600032 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9677095515
Email: vijay@southernagro.com
Products: brush cutter, power weeder, light weight diesel engine, multipurpose diesel engine, heavy duty power tiler, grass trimmer, heavy duty gen sets, engine, power tiller

**Spectra Precision Lasers Pvt. Ltd.**

Address: E4, Second Floor, Bali Nagar, New Delhi-110015
Tel: 011-65905835; 25108991
Fax: 011-25420595
Website: www.spectraprecision.in
Email: info@spectraprecisin.in
Products: laser guided land leveller

**Sree Amman Mills Spares**

Address: No.56/1-3 CPM Complex, Salem Main Road, Narasingapuram Post, Attur-636102, Salem (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 99655 58220; 94432 58220
Email: sreemammanmillsstr@gmail.com
Products: baler, turmeric harvester, rotovator, sugar trasheder

**Sree Annapoorna Agro Industries**

Address: No.29, Thiru Nagar, Dhanalakshmipuram, Singanallur, Coimbatore-641005 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9443331670
Email: guruvenkat.venkat@yahoo.com
Products: multicrop threshers, maize/sunflower thresher

**Sree Annapoorna Farm Equipments**

Address: 9-A, Iyer Hospital Road, Singanallur, Coimbatore-E641005 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 94430; 31664
Products: paddy thresher axial flow type, maize, sunflower and groundnut thresher, multi-crop walker type thresher
Sree Balaji Agro Industries
Address: #114, Urekunte Compound, Opp. Walwalkar (HP), Petrol Pump, P.B. Road, Davangere-577002 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448566987; 9844441009
Products: multicrop thresher, cultivator, m.b. plow, disc harrow, blade harrow-cum-leveler and other agricultural implements

Sree Jayamurugan Agro Links
Address: 30/199, Palni Road, Near Rajaur Cross S.V. Mill P.O., Tk. Udumalpet, Dist. Tirupur-642201 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9791627194; 9791627195
Email: jayamuruganagro@gmail.com
Products: rotavator, shredder, chaff cutter, slasher, post hole digger, reaper

Sree Meenakshi Agencies
Address: G.K.M. Plaza, Opp. NTR Market Yard Anakapalli, Visakhapatnam District-531001 (Andhra Pradesh)
Tel: 9948165555
Products: power tiller with attachments, rice transplanter

Sree Nirmala Industries
Address: Trunk Road, Khammam-507003 (Telangana)
Tel: 8742223891
Email: sreenirmalaindustries@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Sree Vinayaga Industries
Address: 24, Periyar Nagar, Masakalipalayam, Uppilipalayam P.O., Coimbatore-641015 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9443761621
Email: sreevinayagaindustries@gmail.com
Products: multicrop thresher, chaff cutter and shredder

Sri Andal Agro Based Implements Manufacturers
Address: 5/58 Periyakumarapalayam (P.O.), Gudimangalam (V), Dharampuram (Tk.), Dist. Tiruppur-642201 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9790551344; 7373538123
Email: pkraj261267@gmail.com Pkraj261267@yahoo.com
Products: coconut shredder, trailer

Sri Balaji Agro Industries
Address: NH-7(44) Mamilipally X’ Road, ArCellor-503224, Dist. Nizamabad (Telangana)
Tel: 9849836363; 9502836363
Email: sribalajiaagroindustriesarCellor9@gmail.com
Products: turmeric polisher, tractor drawn implements, boilers

Sri Balaji Enterprises
Address: #SR Complex, Opp. New Collectorate Complex, PR Pally, Sangareddy-502295 (Telangana)
Tel: 9989693782
Email: sribalaji.enterprises523@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements, plant protection equipment, intercultivators

Sri Balaji Industries
Address: (V) Mamilipally, (M) ArCellor, Dist. Nizamabad (Telangana)
Tel: 9848274328
Email: sribalajiindustriearmr@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Sri Balaji Industries
Address: 622-1, Elgi Industrial Estate, Trichy Road, Senganallur, Coimbatore-641005 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9943023249; 9443023392
Email: sbicbe5@gmail.com
Products: multicrop thresher, maize thresher, groundnut digger, coconut deusker, arecanut dehusker

Sri Basaveshvara Agro Industries
Address: No. 51 C.B. Gaddige Road, Shahapur-585223, Dist. Yadagiri (Karnataka)
Tel: 9880614267; 9448396268
Email: sbagroindustries@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Sri Beeralingeshwara Engineering Works
Address: Gangavathi Road, Siramnagar-583282 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448426179; 9845977349
Email: yuvarajjeeral@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements
Sri Cheran Trailers
Address: 228 Udumalai Road, Teachers Colony, Pollachi-642001 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9443933711; 04259-229311; 232606
Email: srcherantrailer@rediffmail.com
Products: wheel tipping & non tipping power tiller trailer, cultivator, duck foot cultivator, bund farmer, cage wheel, land leveller, rotavator, offset harrow, disc plough, posthole digger, subsoiler, ridger

Sri Dayanand Engineering Works
Address: 768 Old MC Road, (Holalu Circle), Mandya-571401 (Karnataka)
Tel: 0823-224158
Fax: 0823-224248
Products: sugarcane crusher, drum seeder, km plough, plough, cultivator, cono weeder, rotary weeder, iron cooper plough, puddler, storage bin, leveler

Sri Dhanalakshmi Lathe Works
Address: Kodumudi Road, Sivagiri, Erode-638109 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 94436-74428; 94435-63436; 04204-240782
Email: sridhanalakshmilatheworks@gmail.com
nandhasdlw@gmail.com
Products: turmeric polish machine, trailer, cage wheel, water tanker, cultivator

Sri Digambara Swamy Engieering Works
Address: At Post Yalavara, Tal. Basavana, Bagewadi, Dist. Bijapur (Karnataka)
Tel: 08358-234855
Products: bullock-drawn seed-cum-ferti drill, bicycle wheel type weeder

Sri Durga Engineering Works
Address: Vinobha Road Near Bus Stand, Koppa-577126, Dist. Chickmagalur (Karnataka)
Tel: 08265-221184; 221984; 9448530454
Products: arecanut dehusker, portable agro dier, hand pump

Sri Engineering Industries
Address: 23-A, Kathiravan garden, Dhanalakshmpuram, Singanallur, Coimbatore-641005 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9487587305
Email: sriseicbe@gmail.com
Products: shutter machine, 2 to 35 hp pto joiner, chaff cutter

Sri Ganga Rolling Mills
Address: Udyog Nagar, Naini, Allahabad (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 0532-2697279
Products: cultivator, leveler, cage wheel, mb plough, disc plough, disc harrow, thresher, winnowing fan

Sri Gayatri Vishwa Karma Industries
Address: NH 04, 13 Cross Sindagi Road, Near Muneshwara Associates, Bijapur-586101 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9449143061; 9880735074
Products: seed and fertilizer drill

Sri Hanuman Mechanical Works
Address: Bypass Road, Ranganayakula Gutta, Dist. Khammam-507003 (Telangana)
Tel: 9849815638
Email: shmw66859@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Sri Harshini Associates
Address: 99 Pothireddypally 'X' Roads, Beside Jonapriya Hotel, Sangareddy (Telangana)
Tel: 9573411266
Email: sriharshiniassociates@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements, cultivator, plough

Sri Jaikisan Agro Agencies
Address: #1-8-26, Balasamudram, Hanamkonda, Warangal-506001 (Telangana)
Tel: 9866560928; 9866912394
Email: jkagencieswgl@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Sri Kalleshwara Industries
Address: #1728/B34, P B Road, Opp. Ravi Oil Mill, Davanagere-577003 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9449819354
Email: cnnarappa.888@gmail.com; Skidvg.2013@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements
Sri Kiruthigai Engineering
Address: 27, Dr. Radha Krishnan Street, S.N. Palayam, Coimbatore-641 007 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 97914 44868; 99946 23535
Email: skecoimbatore@yahoo.com; inskecoimbatore@gmail.com
Products: all implements for paddy and groundnut cultivation, all types of hand weeders and agrl. implements

Sri Korishiddeshwara Agro Industries
Address: B.B Road, Shahapur-585223, Dist. Yadgiri (Karnataka)
Tel: 08479 240099; 98806 95877
Email: amruta877@gmail.com
Products: mb plow, reversible plow, sprayer, cultivator, disc harrow, bund former, leveler blade, rotavator, cage wheel, seed drill, mb plow, paddy thresher, ridger

Sri Lakshmi Engineering Industry
Address: 84-Kangeyam Road, Muthur-638105 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9443353502
Email: Srilakshmi.muthur@gmail.com
Products: tractor, trailer, cultivator, water tanker, cage wheel

Sri Lakshmi Venkateshwara Industries
Address: Kotehal-577 551, Tq. Channagiri, Dist. Davangere (Karnataka)
Tel: 08180-272484; 9448439537
Products: trailer, disc harrow, cultivator

Sri Laxmi Engineering Works
Address: Nalgonda, Gollaguda Peddabanda Road, Nalgonda (Telangana)
Tel: 9848189095
Email: srilaxmiengineeringworks@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Sri Laxmi Fabrication Works.
Address: Opp. Govt. Warehouse, BNG Road, At. Challakere, Dist. Chitradurga-577522 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9845982314
Products: duck foot cultivator, cultivator, disc harrow, blade harrow, mb plow

Sri Laxmi Venkateshwara Industries
Address: KOTEHAL, Tq. Channagiri, Dist. Davangere-577230 (Karnataka)
Tel: 09448439537; 08277411212
Products: disc harrow, blade harrow, cultivator, cage wheel

Sri Malikarjuna Engineering Works
Address: Cellthukur (V &M), Dist. Yadduri (Telangana)
Tel: 9885351123; 99676861123
Email: smewCellthkur@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Sri Mallikarjuna Agro
Address: Plot No.61,1st Main Road, Auto Complex, Shicellga-577204 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448857054; 9448857055
Products: agricultural machinery

Sri Mallikarjuna Enterprises
Address: Near Valmiki Circle, Sindhanur, Maski-584124 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448538439
Products: tractor drawn implements

Sri Manju Industries
Address: 203/2B, ByBass Road, Padamudipalayam Velore, Namakkal-638182 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9443221856
Email: srimanjuindustries@gmail.com
Products: trailers, cultivator, duck foot cultivator, water tanker

Sri Marulasiddeshwara
Address: No. 176/55, Valmiki Extn., Channarigi Main Road, Near Davanagere Sugar Company, Kukkavada, Davanagere-577006 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9844506838; 9945972141
Products: tractor drawn implements

Sri Maruthi Industries
Address: 1/2-12, Anna Nagar, Neelambur, Coimbatore-641062 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9364549871
Email: srimaruthiindustries@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery spare parts

Sri Celluneshwara Engineering Works
Address: Bagalakote Road, Mudagal-584125 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9449818823; 9980615743
Email: neelu.mk33@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Sri Celluneshwara General Engineering Works
Address: Main Road, Hunasagi, Dist. Yadagiri-585223 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448439951
Email: sriCelluneshwara@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Sri Murali Krishna Engineering Works
Address: Vikarabad Road, Sadasivpet-502291 (Telangana)
Tel: 9550931041
Email: muralikrishnaenggworks@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Sri Nandi Trailer Works
Address: Near Maruthi Gass Company, Gundamma Camp, Gangavathi-583227, Dist. Koppal (Karnataka)
Tel: 9986209573
Products: agricultural machinery

Sri Padma Srinivasa Engineering Works
Address: Parigi Road, Near HP Petrol Pump, Shadnagar, Rangareddy-509216 (Telangana)
Tel: 9849953482
Email: padmasrinivasa2016@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Sri Ragavendra Welding Works
Address: At. Chiradoni, Tq. Channagiri, Dist. Davanagere-577002 (Karnataka)
Tel: 8970944515
Products: power tiller

Sri Raghavendra Engg., Works
Address: Opp. Agricultural College, Lingasugura Road, Raichur (Karnataka)
dehusker, cultivator, power tiller trailer

**Sri Renuka Udyog**  
Address: M I G 1/20, Near K E C Gandhi Nagar, Gokul Road, Hubli-580030 (Karnataka)  
Tel: 0836-2335228; 5562134; 9448103583; 9243288564  
Products: sprayers

**Sri Sai Agencies**  
Address: 8-6-167/1Kothi Rampoor, Hyderabad Road, Karimnagar-505001 (Telangana)  
Tel: 0878-2276426; 9177776426  
Email: srisaiagencies1@gmail.com  
Products: rotavator, power tiller, all agricultural implements

**Sri Sai Engineering Works**  
Address: Metpally, Dist. Jagtial (Telangana)  
Tel: 9440380112  
Email: venusrisai@gmail.com  
Products: tractor drawn implements

**Sri Sai Impliments Industries**  
Address: Sai Chambers, Gokul Road, Hubli-580030 (Karnataka)  
Tel: 9448131228  
Products: cultivator, mb plow

**Sri Sai Kiran Agri Industry**  
Address: Main Road, Kusumanchi, Dist. Khammam-507159 (Telangana)  
Tel: 8886644288; 8886644299  
Email: srisaikiranworks@gmail.com  
Products: tractor drawn implements

**Sri Sai Tirumala General Engineering WYRA**  
Address: Dist. Khammam-507165 (Telangana)  
Tel: 9550838099; 9440004005  
Email: saitirumala2000@gmail.com  
Products: tractor drawn implements

**Sri Sainatha Enterprises**  
Address: Near HP Petrol Pump, Uttargate, Jamkandi Road, Mudhol-587313, Dist. Bagalkot (Karnataka)  
Tel: 9845281151; 9449142203  
Email: shrisai.mudhol@gmail.com  
Products: rotavator, mc thresher

**Sri Shiva Tractors and Trailors**  
Address: Siddeshwara Nagar, P.B. Road, Ranebennur-581115 (Karnataka)  
Tel: 9448109754  
Email: Shreeshivarnr@gmail.com  
Products: blade harrow, cultivator, disc harrow, duck foot cultivator, cage wheel

**Sri Sivasakthi Vinayaga Trailers**  
Address: 175/2, Anna Salai near Fire Station, Thavittu Palayam, Anthiyur-638501, Dist. Erode (Tamil Nadu)  
Tel: 98427 66112; 94421 61112; 98420 86540; 04256-261112  
Products: all types of agricultural machineries

**Sri Thangaman Engineering**  
Address: 552/1-A Avanashi Road, Neelampur, Coimbatore-641014 (Tamil Nadu)  
Tel: 9842208637  
Email: thangammantractors@gmail.com  
Products: water tanks, spring loaded cultivator, disc plough, disc harrow, land leveller

**Sri Veerabhadeshwar Industries**  
Address: Flat No. 11-13-1181/3/502, Vaishnavi TNR Apartment, Vasavi Colony, Road No. 12, Kothapet-500035, Hyderabad (Telangana)  
Tel: 9871352828  
Products: agricultural machinery

**Sri Venkata Naga Industries**  
Address: Metpally, Dist. Jagtial (Telangana)  
Tel: 9963099858  
Email: svri.metpally@gmail.com  
Products: tractor drawn implements, multicrop thresher, paddy thresher, maize dehusker, maize sheller

**Sri Venkata Ramana Engineering Works**  
Address: Metpally, Dist. Jagtial (Telangana)  
Tel: 9963099858  
Email: svri.metpally@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

**Sri Venkatanarasimha Eng. Works**
Address: Kurnool Road, Chelimilla Vill., Mdl. Pebbair, Dist. Wanaparthy-509104 (Telangana)
Tel: 9963055741
Email: svnew.pbr@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

**Sri Venkateshwara Agro Industries**
Address: Near KSRTC Bus Stand, API and CCS Compound, Back side Nisarga Lodge, RMC Road, Davangere (Karnataka)-577003
Tel: 90087 35473; 9448415418; 08192-230678
Email: svaidhp@yahoo.com
Products: reversible plows, disc harrow, cultivator, rotavator, mb plow, multicrop thresers, duck foot cultivator, maize sheller, blade harrow

**Sri Venkateshwara Engineering Works**
Address: At. Gollarahalli, Tq. Honnalli, Dist. Davangere-577217 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9986691279; 9611495424
Email: srivenkateshwaraeng77@gmail.com
Products: mb plow, disc harrow, cultivator, duck foot cultivator, cage wheel, trailer, disc plow

**Sri Venkateshwara Engineering Works**
Address: Karimnagar Road, Vill. Rajaram, (M) Mallial, Dist. Jagtial (Telangana)
Tel: 08724-223441; 9440586241
Email: 786.sajeed@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

**Sri Venkateswara Workshop**
Address: Kolhapur Road, Penthavally (Vi), (Cell), Dist. Nagarkarnool-509105 (Telangana)
Tel: 9908389413
Products: tractor drawn implements

**Sri Venugopala Engineering Works**
Address: Main Road, Kallur, Dist. Khammam (Telangana)
Tel: 9849621895
Products: tractor drawn implements

**Sri Vinayaka Engg. and Agro Equipments**
Address: multicrop thresers, maize thresher, power weeder, shreaders, cage wheels, G.B.N. Road, Madhugiri-572132, Tumkur, Dist. (Karnataka)
Tel: 9880609255; 9964354925
Email: vinayakaagro1@rediffmail.com
Products: rotavator, seed drills, disc harrow, duckfoot cultivator, sprayers, brush cutter, chaff cutter

**Srinivas General Engineering Works**
Address: Arekurhatti, Tq. Navalagunda, Dharwad District (Karnataka)
Tel: 08380-244253
Products: tractor operated seed cum fertilizer drill and tractor operated jowar, wheat, sunflower, red gram soybean thresing machine

**Sriram Iron Industries**
Address: Nagda Road, Khachraud, Ujjain (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 07366-230541
Products: celluld board plough, cultivators, seed drill, trolley, tractor drawn water tank

**Srivalasumani Hitech Engineering Company**
Address: Sivagiri-638109, Erode District (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 240478; 240578; 9443140478
Products: trailers, cultivator, rotavator, ridger, turmeric polisher and shredder

**SRV Agri Implements**
Address: Plot No. 9B, 34 & 35 KIADB Industrial Area, Rayapur, Dharwad-580009 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9845166875
Email: sales@srvautomations.com
Products: auto seed-cum-fertilizer drill, rotavator, bullock operated boom sprayer

**Standard Agriculture Works (Regd.)**
Address: Standard Chowk, Handiya-148101, Barnala, Dist. Sangrur (Punjab)
Tel: 01679-232530; 3175-104030
Fax: 01679-239061
Products: combine harvester, straw combine, self propelled high clearance sprayer, sugarcane trash spreader, etc.
**Standard Combines Pvt. Ltd.**  
Address: Standard Chowk, Barnala-148101 (Punjab)  
Tel: 01679-237981; 241533; 231433  
Fax: 01679-242933; 231433  
Website: www.standardtractor.com  
Email: marketing@standardtractors.com; scombine@sify.com  
Products: combine harvesters, tractors, straw combine, cranes, etc.

**Star Agro Industries**  
Address: 261, Sector 3, HSIIDC, Karnal-132001(Haryana)  
Tel: 9254123400; 0184-2256239  
Email: staragroind@gmail.com  
Website: www.staragro.in  
Products: reversible cultivator shovel, seed drill, dusck foot sweep, mb plow blades

**Star Associated Industries**  
Address: C-44, Rani Channamma Nagar, Industrial Area, Belgaum-590008  
Tel: 9448140684  
Email: dilipasopa@reddiffmail.com  
Products: rice mill, oil mill, flour mills, shevaya machine, arecanut dehusking machines, etc.

**Star Enterprises**  
Address: Seasonal House, Plot No. 6 Atharva Park, Aher Nagar Chinchwad, Pune-411033 (Maharashtra)  
Tel: 9822446911  
Fax: 020-27658741  
Products: sugarcane harvesting knives, serrated sickles, garden tools, cycle hoe, agricultural implements

**Star Mechanical Works**  
Address: In front of Halali Colony, Sagar Road, Vidisha (Madhya Pradesh)  
Tel: 07592-250045; 9827260038  
Products: cultivator, trolley, thresher, reaper

**Starley Machine & Tools Company**  
Address: Near Unison Engg. Industries, Pathankot Road, Jalandhar (Punjab)  
Tel: 0181-2610873; 5093000  
Email: coneymarwaha@hotmail.com  
Products: cellwers and garden tools

**Subash Iron and Agricultural Industries**  
Address: Industrial Estate, IDCO, Plot No. 8, P.O. Kesinga, Dist. Kalahandi-766 012 (Odisha)  
Tel: 06670-222115(O); 223472; (R)9437070643; 9437576643  
Email: subashiron@yahoo.com  
Products: winnower, manual weeder, mb plough, storage bin, cultivator, ridger

**Sucha Singh & Bros**  
Address: Chandigarh Road, Samarala-141114, Dist. Ludhiana (Punjab)  
Tel: 01628-262361  
Email: rsingh@rediffmail.com  
Products: straw reaper, harambha thresher, multicrop cutter thresher, multicrop thresher, multicrop seed-cum-fertilizer drill, zero-till drill, potato planter, potato digger, tiller, ridger, stubble shaver, lawn Cellver, chaff cutter, fertilizer spreader, carat washer

**Sudarsan Farm Equipments**  
Address: 15-1-60 Kambam Main Road, Palani Chetti Patti, Theni-625531 (Tamil Nadu)  
Tel: 9842148764  
Email: sudharsanfarm@gmail.com  
Products: two wheels tipping trailer, offset disc harrow, disc plough-tractor Cellunted, spring loading tiller, rigid heavy type tiller, duck foot cultivator, bed plough, chennel framer, ridges & bed plough, ridges & furrow plough, leveling blade, bund former, cage wheel, mini tractor-5 tyne spring loaded cultivator

**Sudha Agro Industries**  
Address: Near Govt. Degree College, Sindhanur Road, Manvi-584123, Dist. Raichur (Karnataka)  
Tel: 08538-220205; 94481 90348  
Email: sudhaagro@yahoo.in  
Products: mb plow, blade harrow, high clearance sprayer, water tanker, cultivator, disc harrow, bund former, leveler blade, rotavator, cage wheel, slasher, seed drill, trailer, mb plow, paddy thresher, ridger

**Sudharshan Welding Engineering Works**  
Address: Kolhapur Road, Pentavally (Vij) (Cell), Dist. Nagarkarnool-509105 (Telangana)  
Tel: 9440752601
Sujatha Agro Engineers and Traders Pvt. Ltd.
Address: 162 Venkatasamy Road, East R.S Puram, Coimbatore-641002 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 0422-553925; 555793
Products: tractor drawn implements

Sujit Agro-Industries
Address: C.P. Colony, Murar, Gwalior (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0751-2365275
Products: cultivators, disc harrow, leveler, seed drill, tractor drawn trolley

Sundar Engineering
Address: Khimlasha Road, Khurai, Sagar (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 07581-241062; 241362
Products: seed drill, cultivators, thresher, tractor drawn trolley

Sunfield Agro Industries
Address: GT Road, Bye Pass, Jalandhar (Punjab)
Tel: 98149-73573; 0181-6451670
Products: potato digger, potato planter, rodger & cultivator

Sunlight Foundary
Tel: 05248-22986; 22919
Fax: 05248-22312
Products: sugarcane planter, chaff cutter, cultivator, cane crusher, disc harrow, multicrop thresher, reaper lucknow road, barabanki (uttar pradesh)

SunCellon Sleeves Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Parasons House, Venkatesh Nagar, Jalna Road, Aurangabad-431001(Maharashtra)
Tel: 0240-2339234; 2339235
Fax: 0240-2332944
Email: parason@bom4.vsnl.net.in
Products: power tillers

Suntec Agri Equipments India Pvt. Ltd.
Address: #50A, Main Road, New Timber Yard Layout, Mysore Road, Bangalore-560026 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9449/061552; 9482426887; 9448396887
Email: info@suntecagri.com
Products: power sprayer, manual sprayer, weed cutter, brush cutter, power weeder, pruner, chain saw, rotary tiller, earth auger, shredder, chaff cutter

Sunveer Udoga Corporation Bank
Address: Near Old Bus Stand, Hubli-580029 (Karnataka)
Tel: 0836-2351513; 2368934; 2303595
Products: tractor drawn plough, single mb plough, heavy duty, mb plough, cage wheel, trolley, tillers

Super Agricultural Industries
Address: Near Delhi Bye Pass, Namestey Chowk, G.T. Road, Karnal-132001 (Haryana)
Tel: 0184-2271290; 2205882; 13290004
Products: zero-till drill, harrows, cultivator

Super New Punjab Engg. Works
Address: Main Road, Talwandi, Bhai-142050 (Punjab)
Tel: 9814900324; 9417951334
Email: charanjeet_24@hotmail.com
Products: paddy thresher, harambha thresher, wheat thresher, rotavator, zero till drill

Super Tech Agro Industries
Address: Naroda-Dahegam Road, Enaasan-383220 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02718; 240240; 94260; 08329
Email: suresh@supertechagro.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Surbhi Associates
Address: A-36, Adishwarnagar, Opp. Parag High School, Naroda, Ahmedabad (Gujarat)
Tel: 079-22801681; 9825015270
Products: agricultural machinery

Surinder Agriculture Works
Address: Near Khalsa School (Boys), Chhapar Road, Mandi Ahmedgarh (Punjab)
Tel: 9814318713
Products: groundnut digger
Surjeet Agriculture Industries
Address: Kumhari, Ahiwara Road, Village: Murra, Block: Dhamdha, Dist. Durg-490042 (Chhattisgarh)
Tel: 9425261634; 9425501767
Email: surjeetagriculture@gmail.com
Products: paddy thresher, multi crop thresher, maize sheller/thresher, rotator, self-propelled reaper, tractor operated reaper, seed-cum fertilizer drill, cultivator, Celluld bpard plow, terrace blade, puddler

Surya Agro Mech Pvt. Ltd.
Address: S. No. 77/2/1/1, Pune Solappur Road, Manjari Bk, Post-Manjari Farm, Tal. Haveli, Dist. Pune-412307 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9922024522; 9850957290; 020-26990099
Email: suryaagromech@yahoo.com; in suryatractor@hotmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Suryakant Engineering Works
Address: Near Industrial Estate, Ogalewadi, Tal-Karad, Dist. Satara-415105 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9423864996; 94220384961; 02164-273196
Products: agricultural machinery

Sushil Agro Services
Address: 21, Vanasthali Marg, Jaipur-302001 (Rajasthan)
Tel: 0141-2374687; 013250; 9351159368
Email: Cellhitchhabra80@yahoo.co.in
Products: chaff cutter of different sizes and types

Suyog Agro Fabrication Engineering Works
Address: At. Hanmantgaon, Post Pathare Bk., Tal. Rahata, Dist. Ahmednagar (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9822548163
Products: bullock-drawn sugarcane intercultural implements

SV Rangaswamy & Co. Pvt. Ltd.
Address: No.2, III Cross, Kalasipalyam, New Extension, POB 6539, Bangalore-2
Tel: 080-22222301
Fax: 080-22224497
Products: sprayers, dusters, spray nozzles

Swamy Agro Industries
Address: N-7, A-4/1, CIDCO Aurangabad (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0240-2480135; 9873545241
Products: power tiller, plough, trailer, raised bed maker, sprayer, thresher

Swastik Agro Industries
Address: D-156, Street No.10, MIDC, Dhule-424006 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9422250714; 02562-239780
Products: agricultural machinery

Swastik Rotors & Agro Implements
Address: 30, Y.P. Powar Nagar, Tal-Karveer, Dist. Kolhapur-416008 (maharastra)
Tel: 9823374777
Email: swastikrotors@gmail.com
Products: cultivator, sub soiler, roto weeder, 7in1 implement mb plough (hydraulic & mechanical), rotavators, seed drill, ridger, sugarcane stubber, chaff cutter, cultivator, r/f rotavator, balaram

Swastik Trailer
Address: Borkar Vasti Loni-Kolbhar Pune-Solapur Road, Malimala, Dist. Pune (Maharashtra)
Tel: 020-26913485
Products: agricultural trailers

Taha Engineering Works
Address: Shyampur Road, Sehore (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 07562-222433; 504509
Products: celluld board plough, seed drill, duck-foot type cultivators, leveler, tractor drawn hydraulic trolley

Tamil Nadu Industries
Address: 81, Sulthanpet, Cellhanur Road, P. Velur-638182, Dist.Namakkal (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9443264786
Email: shagulameed1827@gmail.com
Products: 8-wheel tipping, 2-wheel tipping, trailers, cultivators, cage wheel
Tangi Somashekarappa
Address: Near Ashvini Celloto Studio, Kurugudu-583116, Dist. Bellary (Karnataka)
Tel: 08393-223611
Products: hand weeders

Tarai Agriculture Form
Address: 8 Cell del Colony, Kashipur Road, Rudrapur (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 05944-244775; 244072
Products: thresher, cultivator, seed drill, plow, harrow, trolley, etc.

Techno Consultancy Services
Address: Kalletumkara, Irinjalakuda, Dist. Thrissur-680683 (Kerala)
Tel: 9349165968; 9387512440
Email: technoconsultancieservices@yahoo.com; inarahstechno@gmail.com
Products: hand tools, graden tools

Thakre Agro-Industries Workshop
Address: Chhindwara (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 07162-240595
Products: cultivators, tractor drawn trolley

The Bombay Seeds Supply Co.
Address: 321, 3rd Floor, Grohitam Premises, Plot No. 14B, Sector 19, Vashi, Navi Mumbai-400705 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9322596073; 8080895017; 022-40774457
Email: sunil.shah@foggersindia.com
Products: hand sprayers, knapsack sprayer, power sprayers, portable sprayers, foggers

The Oriental Science Apparatus Workshops (OSAW)
Address: Jawaharlal Nehru Marg, Opp. Civil Hospital, Ambala, Cantt-133001 (Haryana)
Tel: 0171-2633834; 2641485
Fax: 0171-2643180
Email: osawfarm@rediffmail.com
Website: www.osawfarmachines.com
Products: rotavator, strip till drill

The Trichy Agro Industries
Address: Dindugul Main Road, Pratthyur, Trichy-620009 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9150700800
Email: trichyagro@gmail.com
Products: mfrs of tractor trailers, water tankers, cultivators, cage wheel and all kinds of agricultural implements

Thind Mechanical Works
Address: V.P.O. Wadala Johal, Dist. Amritsar-143113 (Punjab)
Tel: 0183-2325440; 946313340
Email: thindmechanical@gmail.com
Products: potato planter, digger, bed maker, happy seeder, rice transplanter, potato planter, trolley

Tirth Agro Technology Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Near Hotel Krishna Park, NH-8B, Gondal Road, Vivdi, Rajkot-360004 (Gujarat)
Tel: 0281-2386047; 2377204; 9825072637
Fax: 0281-2380852
Website: www.shaktimanagro.com
Email: info@shaktimanagro.com
Products: rotary tiller, post hole digger, rotary multure, compost spreader, cell shreader, rotary slasher, fertilizer broadcaster, power harrow, hay rake, roto seed drill, round baler

Tirupati Udyog
Address: 32, 33, 35, Sec. 3, HSIIDC, Karnal-132001 (Haryana)
Tel: 9050515222
Email: championagro.tirupati@gmail.com
Products: disc plow, mb plow, harrow, cultivator, subsoiler

Topland Engines Pvt. Ltd.
Address: 2, Umakant Pandit Udhyog Nagar, Mavadi Plot Rajkot-360004 (Gujarat)
Tel: 9428889427; 9824213723
Email: info@topland-india.com
Products: diesel engines

Tractor & Farm Equipment Ltd. (TAFE)
Address: Hazur Gardens, Sembian Chennai-600011
Tel: 044-28279073
Fax: 044-28228902
Tel: 9841096923
Email: trkesavan@tafe.com; Cellhan@tafe.com; gauravsood@tafe.com
Products: disc plow, terrace blade, combine harvester, trailer, disc harrow, cultivator, tractor

**Trans Mech. Systems**
Address: C13/14, MIDC, Baramati (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9822414078
Email: jpm.trans@gmail.com; Trans.mech@yahoo.co.in
Products: agricultural machinery

**Trident Farm Implements (Pvt.) Ltd.**
Address: 39, SIDCO Industrial Estate, Ambattur, Chennai-600098
Tel: 044-26244743; 26244968; 9444126839
Fax: 044-26244968
Products: rotavator

**Trident Farm Implements Pvt. Ltd.**
Address: 12/4a, Venkata Subba Reddy Street, Athipet, Ambattur, Chennai-600058 (tamil nadu)
Tel: 044-26244743; 26244968
Email: tridentfarmers@yahoo.com
Products: rotavator, cultivator, post hole digger, self-propelled reaper, power weeder, bed maker

**Trimurti Agro Industries**
Address: B-31/32, MIDC Ahmednagar-414111 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0241-2277757
Products: reversible plough, hydraulic plough, cultivator, trailer, disc harrow, seed drill

**Trimurti Agto Industries**
Address: D-63, MIDC, Awdhan, Dhule (Maharashtra)
Tel: 02562-239741; 932621790
Email: indofarmagro@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

**Tringo.com Ltd.**
Address: Mahindra Towers, Pandurang Budhkar Marg, Nr. Doordarshan Kendra Worli, Mumbai-400018 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 022-66483714; 9764803475; 7718891475
Email: kumar.arvind2@mahindra.com; arvesc_arora@yahoo.co.in
Products: tractor, farm implements and custom hiring services

**Tundalwar Agro Industries**
Address: 906 Central Avenue, Old Mangalwari Chandrareshkhar, Azad Chowk, Nagpur (Maharashtra)
Tel: 276759; 2781917
Products: trolley, cultivator, disc harrow, seed drill and other agricultural machinery

**S.P.S. ENTERPRISES**
Address: 171/2, Opp. Srimama Temple, Near Janata Hotel, P.B. Road, Davangere-577002 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9844028570
Email: spsenterprises2003@gmail.com
Products: pumps and celltors

**S. Sucha Singh & Sons**
Address: Kotwali Ke Samne Delhi Road, Hapur-245101 (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 9897308184; 9837420078
Email: singh-field@indiatimes.com
Products: agricultural machinery

**Umashankar Industries**
Address: Plot No. e46, Midc, Shiroli Kolhapur-416122 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 02312468015; 9923033972
Products: agricultural machinery

**Umiya Agriculture Industries**
Address: 52-53, G.I.D.C. Estate B/h D. Patel Petrol Pump, Kheralu Road, Visnagar-384315 (Gujarat)
Tel: 9825055707; 9825231875
Fax: 02765-231593; 220324
Email: uai_25@yahoo.co.in
Products: threshers, mb plough, reversible plough, chiesel plough, garden tools, trolley, disc plow

**Umiya Vijay Agro Industries**
Address: 9E, Rajendra Industrial Estate, Behind Essar Petrol Pump, Kheralu Road, Visanagar-384315 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02765-233433; 09825684166
Products: rotavator, disc plow, reversible mb plow, disc harrow, trailer, garden tools, multicrop thresher

Unifarm Engineering Pvt. Ltd.
Address: Near Bhagwanpur Chowk, Muzaffarpur-842001 (Bihar)
Tel: 9771414322; 9334113832
Email: unifarmengineering@gmail.com; Abhishek.kumar@unifarm.in
Products: cultivator, rotavator, bund former, slasher

United Traders
Address: Civil Lines, Rudrapur (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 05944-243585; 253185
Products: hresher, cultivator, seed drill, harrow

Universal Industries
Address: Hospital Road, Sivagiri, Erode (DT)-638109 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 04204-240383
Email: universalindustries@yahoo.com
Products: rotavator, turmeric polish machine, coconut leaves cutter, fibre crushing machine, wood cutter

Universal Sales Corporation
Address: D-5 A Vandana Apartments, Meera Marg, Banipark, Jaipur (Rajasthan)
Tel: 9828014218
Products: seed-cum-fertilizer drill, kutti machine

Uttaranchal Agro Industries
Address: Kichha, Udham Singh Nagar-263148 (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 9837052785; 9837318251; 05944-264536
Email: Uttaranchal_agro@rediffmail.com
Products: rotavator, cultivator, harrow, thresher

V-TECH AGRI ENGG
Address: Kuntuvalli, Melige-577514, Tq. Thithahalli, Dist. ShiCellga (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448105006
Products: agricultural machinery

V.M. Engeineering Works
Address: 170, Madras Road, Krishnagiri (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9443251561; 98946 25091
Email: vmenggkrish@gmail.com
Products: tractor trailers, water tanker and all kinds of agricultural implements

V.S.T. Tillers Tractors Ltd.
Address: P.B. No. 4801, Mahadevapura P.O., Whitefield Road, Bangalore-560048
Tel: 080-28510805/06/07; 28510275; 28510318
Fax: 080-28510221
Website: www.vsttillers.com
Email: vstgen@vttlhq.com
Products: mitsubishi shakti mt180d tractor

V.S.T. Tillers Tractors Ltd.
Address: P.B. No. 4801, Mahadevapura P.O., Whitefield Road, Bangalore-560048 (Karnataka)
Tel: 080-28510805/06/07; 28510275; 28510318
Fax: 080-28510221
Website: www.vsttillers.com
Email: chandraCelluli@vsttillers.com; jsvirk@vsttillers.com
Products: power tiller, mini tractor, rice transplanter, power reaper

Vaibhav Steel Works
Address: A-24, MIDC, Shirol, Kolhapur (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0230-6513741; 9225803041
Products: agricultural machinery

Valampuri Industries
Address: 2, Thiyagi Kumaran Street, Behind Simpson Company, P. N. Pudur, Coimbatore-641041 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9994941243; 9363260034
Email: avalampuri@yahoo.com
Products: seed drill, cono weeder, chaff cutter, sub soiler, furrow former, cultivator, wheel hoe, weeder, paddy winnower, chisel plow

Valasumani Farm Machines Pvt. Ltd.
Address: No. 42, Muthur Road, Sivagiri-638109, Dist. Erode (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9865888178
Email: valasumani@gmail.com
Products: cultivators, tractor trailers, turmeric polishers,
multicrop threshers

**Vani Celltors**

Address: #868/1-46 Shankar Vihar Extension, Behind Jain Bajaj Showroom, Pune, Bangalore Road, Davangere-577006 (Karnataka)

Tel: 9449615656; 9448727266
Email: vaniCelltors123@gmail.com

Products: rotavator, seed drills, disc harrow, duckfoot cultivator, sprayers, brush cutter, chaff cutter, multicrop threshers, maize thresher, power weeder, shredders, cage wheels

**Vani Agro Industries**

Address: Shankar Vihar Extension, Behind Gokul Restaurant, P.B. Road, Davangere-577006 (Karnataka)

Tel: 9448727266; 9448178269; 08192-234377

Products: tractor trailer, power tiller trailer, multi-crop thresher, cultivator, m.b. plow, puddler, cage wheel, power tiller cultivator, disc harrow, land leveller

**Varsha Agencies**

Address: Near Vasavi Mahal, Chitradurga-577501 (Karnataka)

Tel: 08194-222721

Products: bullockdrawn disc harrow, chaff cutters, thresher, seed drill

**Varsha Associates**

Address: Mruthyunjaya Compound, V.P. Extension, Main Road, Chitradurga-577501 (Karnataka)

Tel: 9448396260
Email: varshaassociates@gmail.com; rajusv@abc4d.in

Products: rotavator, seed drills, disc harrow, duckfoot cultivator, sprayers, brush cutter, chaff cutter, multicrop threshers, maize thresher, power weeder, shredders

**Varshaa Agro Mach Engg Pvt. Ltd.**

Address: No.1976-1, Opp. Iyyer Hospital, Trichy Main Road, Singanallur Post, Coimbatore-641005 (Tamil Nadu)

Tel: 95855 39279; 93458 37456
Web: www.varshaagro.com
Email: marketing@varshaagromach.com

Products: importers of all kinds of agricultural sprayers machinery & its implements

**Varushapriya Agrotech Pvt. Ltd.**

Address: Agro Machinery, Division 195, 7th Cross, 1st Stage, Indiranagar, Bangalore-560038

Tel: 080-25250397
Fax: 080-25252780
Email: prithvibio98@hotmail.com

Products: self-propelled combine harvester (track type), self-propelled paddy transplanter, mechanized seedling raising machine, paddy weeder

**Vasundhara Krishi Yantra Udyog**

Address: Nishatpura East, Berasia Road, Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh)

Tel: 0755-2733334

Products: cultivators, seed drill, leveler, thresher, tractor drawn trolley

**Ved Agro Industries**

Address: Near Old Bus Stand, G T Road, Fatehabad-125050 (Haryana)

Tel: 9416800015; 9416239400

Products: mb plow, zero till drill, furroer, cultivator, leveler, spray pump, disc harrow, cotton drill, trailer

**Veehech Automation**

Address: 43/4, Avvaiyar Street, Teachers Colony, Dist. Erode-638011 (Tamil Nadu)

Tel: 9715173731
Email: veehechautomation@gmail.com; harish@veehech.com

Products: manufacturing of agricultural process automation system, spms

**Veeresh Agencies**

Address: Laxmi Complex, Neeligin Road, Hubli-580021 (Karnataka)

Tel: 9448564535

Products: rotavator, seed drills, disc harrow, duckfoot cultivator, sprayers, brush cutter, chaff cutter, multicrop threshers, maize thresher

**Veni Cottage Industries**

Address: 22-A, Raju Naidu 4th Street, Sathy Road, Ganapathy, Coimbatore-641006 (Tamil Nadu)

Tel: 0422-2330844

Products: manually operated tools and implements
Venkata Sai Engineering Company
Address: Surpur Main Road, At. Hunsagi (Karnataka)
Tel: 9482148070
Email: venkatasaitsadtraders.11@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Venkatesh Agro Engineering Works
Address: C-30, Additional MIDC Jalna-431203 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 9423251759; 02482-220049
Email: vyankateshagroeng@gmail.com
Products: dal mill

Venkateshvara Engg. Works
Address: Santhepet B.M. Road, Hassan (Karnataka)
Tel: 9448257159
Products: agricultural machinery

Verona Agro Industries
Address: Nehrunagar Main Road, Atika (South), B/h. Dharti Way Bridge, Rajkot (Gujarat)
Tel: 0281-2928121; 9879655500; 9909898999
Email: mecmjobwork@yahoo.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Vignesh Agri Tech Pvt. Ltd.
Address: 83/84, Raitha Sangha Compound, Poona Bangalore Road, Davangere-577002 (Karnataka)
Tel: 08192-250555; 9845940529; 9845940530
Products: rotavator

Vignesh Agri Tech Pvt. Ltd.
Address: C H Basaganni Complex, Hangal Road, Opp. KSRTC Bus Stand, Haveri-581110 (Karnataka)
Tel: 08375-235886; 9845940526
Products: rotavator

Vigneshwar Enterprises
Address: Belur Industrial Area, Belur Dharwad-580011 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9538200633
Email: vigneshpolymers690@gmail.com
Products: sprayer, rotavator, mct, thrashcutter, other agricultural equipments

Vigneshwar Polymers
Address: Plot No. 585B & 586, KIADB Industrial Area, Belur, Dharwad-580011 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9538200633
Email: vigneshpolymers690@gmail.com
Products: sprinkler, drip & other agricultural equipment

Vigneswara Altek Engineers
Address: Vigneshwara Building 4/16, Rathinagiri Road, Vetri Murugan Nagar, Vilankuruchi, Coimbatore-641035 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 0422-3205090; 2666953; 9363375756
Products: power tiller operated seed-cum-fertilizer drill, trencher, boom sprayer, till planter for cotton, heavy duty auger digger, turmeric harvester, cup feed seed planter, axial flow pump, groundnut thresher, self-propelled reaper, self-propelled fodder harvester, groundnut digger elevator

Vijay Engg. & Machinery Co.
Address: 1420-C Ward, Laxmi Puri Kohlapur-416002 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0231-2641877; 2642515
Fax: 0231-2640420
Email: vemc@sancharnet.in
Products: power tiller with attachments, pumps and celltors, valves, etc.

Vijay Engineering and Machinery Co.
Address: 1420 C Ward Laxmipuri, Kolhapur-416002 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0231-2641876/77/2515
Fax: 0231 2640420; 09923207988
Email: satyen.shah@vemc.in
Products: self-propelled reaper, power weeder, power tiller, brush cutter

Vijay Foundry and Engineering Works
Address: Station Road, Khurai, Sagar (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 07581-240759; 240859
Products: celluld board plough, cultivators, seed drill, thrasher, tractor drawn trolley

Vijay Laxmi Agricultural Works
Address: Chiloda Char Rasta, Himmatnagar Road, Gandhinagar-382355 (Gujarat)
Vijaya Agro Industries
Address: Plot No. 180/A Sri Chakripuram, Nagarjuna Nagar Colony, Kushaiguda, Hyderabad-500062 (Telangana)
Tel: 9848564323
Email: ashokdesu@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Vijaya Engineering Works
Address: Plot No. 20, Cellase-II IDA, Cherlapally-500051, Hyderabad (Telangana)
Tel: 9848211238
Email: vijayaengineeringworks187@gmail.com
Products: tractor drawn implements

Vijaya Laxmi Industries
Address: Mamidipally ‘X’ Road, ArCellor-503224, Dist. Nizamabad (Telangana)
Tel: 08463-228883; 9848014677
Email: vlindustries@yahoo.in
Products: maize sheller, turmeric polisher, tractor drawn implements

Vijaya Shree Agencies and Pragathi Enterprises
Address: 40, IV Main Road, NT Per, Bangalore-E560002
Tel: 080-26700063
Fax: 080-26702923
Products: sprayers, tillers, trailers, ploughs, seed drills

Vikas Agricultural Industries
Address: Pattan Road, Shihi-384170 (Gujarat)
Tel: 02767 253512; 9426176004
Products: multicrop threshers

Vikram Trailors & Steel Furnictures
Address: S. M. P. Industrial Area, Plot No. 28, Indapur Road Aklj (Maharashtra)
Tel: 02185-225558; 9850519945
Products: agricultural machinery

Vinay Engineering Work
Address: Bhagat Singh Road, Khurai, Sagar (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 07581-240966; 240567
Products: celluloid board plough, cultivators, seed drill, thresher, tractor drawn trolley

Vinod Agriculture Industries
Address: Khari Cellatak, Mandi Gate Vidisha (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 07592-235021; 5064221
Products: cultivator, plough, thresher, trolley, gading machine, reaper, leveller

Vinod Kumar Virendra
Address: Kumar Street-Ganj Bazar Mandi, Dhanaura-244231, Dist. Amroha (Uttar Pradesh)
Tel: 9837788376; 9837788375
Email: vkvkagri@yahoo.com; sachinindane@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Virdi Tubewell Boring Co.
Address: Sangrur Road, Patran, Dist. Patiala (Punjab)
Tel: 9041202217; 9417044217; 01764-245217; 245317
Email: virdiagrotech@gmail.com; viritubewellboring@gmail.com
Products: seed drill, rotavator, happy seeder, straw combine, laser land leveller

Vishal Agro-Industries
Address: 311, Categorized Market, New Kabadkhana, Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 0755-2737003; 2733672
Products: bullock drawn seed drill, cultivators, seed drill, thresher, trolley, tractor drawn water tanker

Vishal Industries Orakunoh Compound-OPP
Address: Opp. Walwalkar Perrol Bunk, P B Road, Davangere-57700 (Karnataka)
Tel: 9954713192
Products: reversible plows, disc harrow, cultivator, rotavator, mb plow, seed drills, multicrop threshers, duck foot cultivator, maize sheller, blade harrow

Vishal Udyog
Address: Near Honda Car Showroom, Madhuban, G T
Vishavkarma Engg. Works
Address: College Road, Tohana Fatehabad-125120 (Haryana)
Tel: 9354433600; 9541666777
Email: punnideep@gmail.com
Website: www.punnitohana.com
Products: threshers, straw reaper, zero till drill, multicrop thresher, direct paddy seeder

Vishwakarma Industries
Address: Near Bus Stand, Chola Road, Dist. Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 9826052501
Email: agroindustriesbhl@gmail.com
Products: feed-cum-fertilizer drill, reversible hydraulic plow, water tanker, trailer, thresher

Vishawash Trailer’s
Address: 1243/85-86 Shivaji Udyamnagar, Kolhapur-416008 (Maharashtra)
Tel: 0231-2658662; 9890033456
Products: agricultural machinery

Vishvkarma Engineering Works
Address: Govt. College Road, Tohana, Dist. Fatehabad (Haryana)
Tel: 01692-220767; 93541-33600
Fax: 01692-220113
Products: zero-till drill, high-capacity power thresher, hadamba thresher, straw combine

Vishwa Karma Agro. Engg. Works
Address: Malviya Chouk, G.T. Road, Roorkee (Uttarakhand)
Tel: 01332-274744; 9837146154
Products: harrow, cultivator, tiller, trolley, thresher, etc.

Vishwakarma Agricultural Works
Address: Ambika Nagar Soc., Mansa, Dist. Gandhinagar (Gujarat)
Tel: 02763-270501; 9825234054
Fax: 02763-270888
Website: www.vishwakarma.com
Email: info@vishwakarma.co.in
Products: mb plow, rotavator, reversible plow, disc harrow, leveller

Vishwakarma Agriculture Engg. Works
Address: J J Road, The. Bareli, Dist. Raisen (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 9926483452; 9009425365
Email: vishwakarma.agri.bareli@gmail.com
Products: seed-cum-fertilizer drill, reversible hydraulic plow, water tanker, trailer, thresher

Vishwakarma Agro Industries
Address: J J Road, The. Bareli, Dist. Raisen (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 9425681117
Email: deepakvishwakarma30@yahoo.in
Products: seed-cum-fertilizer drill, reversible hydraulic plow, water tanker, trailer, thresher

Vishwakarma Engineering Works
Address: Bhuna Road, Uklana Mandi-125113, Dist. Hisar (Haryana)
Tel: 01693-233367; 9416271967
Email: vew.prince1970@gmail.com
Products: agricultural machinery

Vishwakarma Welding Works
Address: Vidisha (Madhya Pradesh)
Tel: 07592-250316; 9425437671
Products: cultivator, trolley, seed drill

Vishwakarma Agri. Engg Works
Address: Hoshiarpur Road, VPO-Jandusingha, Dist. Jalandhar (Punjab)
Tel: 0181-2700326; 98156-1867
Products: all kinds of agricultural implements
Vishwkarma Agri. Works  
Address: Near Dhillwal Bhaba, Barnala to Sehna Bhador Road, Pakho Kanchian, Dist. Barnala (Punjab)  
Tel: 01679-288607; 288667  
Products: power duster, seed cleaner, straw reaper, harambha thresher

Vishwkarma Agro Industries  
Address: Kariyal Road, Dirbamandi-148035, Dist. Sangrur (Punjab)  
Tel: 01676-242722; 242122  
Products: straw reaper, rotavator, zeri-till drill, combines

Viswakarma Engineering Company  
Address: Plot No. 138, Road No. 26, Industries Estate, Kattedan, Hyderabad-500077 (Telangana)  
Tel: 040-24361719  
Products: multicrop thresher, paddy thresher, rotavator, self-propelled reaper, puddler, paddy row seeder, jitterCella thresher, caster thresher, sunflower thresher etc.

Vivega Engineering Works  
Address: 117, Sathy Road, R.K. Puram, Ganapathy, Coimbatore-641006 (Tamil Nadu)  
Tel: 0422-2531523; 94437 21341  
Products: dhall mill, shredder and all processing equipment

Vivega Engineering  
Address: Nava India Road, Peelamedu, Coimbatore-641004 (Tamil Nadu)  
Tel: 98422 56899  
Products: agricultural shredder

Vivek Engineering Works  
Address: Plot No. A14, MIDC, Shirol, Kolhapur (Maharashtra)  
Tel: 9422044555; 9422048446; 0230-2468646  
Email: vivekekengineeringworks@yahoo.com  
Products: agricultural machinery

White Wagon Pvt. Ltd.  
Address: Rajkot-Ahmedabad Highway, Nr. Greenland Circle, Rajkot (Gujarat)  
Tel: 0281-2707474; 9537444044  
Fax: 0281-2708273  
Email: whitewagon@gmail.com  
Products: 12 hp range tractors

Yanmar Coromandel Agrisolutions Private Limited  
Address: Spic Annexure Building, 2nd Floor, No.86, Cellunt Road, Guindy, Chennai-600032 (Tamil Nadu)  
Tel: 950095976; 9500002528  
Email: ycas@yanmar-coromandel.com; antonyraj@yanmar-coromandel.com  
Products: transplanter, tractor, combine harvester

Yash Agro Industries  
Address: Plot No. 351, Road No. 7, Kathwada, GIDC Odhav, Ahmadabad-382430 (Gujarat)  
Tel: 98259; 86414; 98259; 86414  
Email: yashagroindia@mail.com  
Products: agricultural machinery

Yashoda Engineering  
Address: No.14, New Rajiv Nagar, Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh)  
Tel: 0755-2589119; 5275848  
Products: grain cleaner cum grader, soybean dehuller, dhallmill, soybean laking machine, grain flour separator

Yugavatar Mehar Baba Agri Machinery’s Office & Works  
Address: W 37A & W 38A, Cellase III, MIDC, Akola-444104 (Maharashtra)  
Tel: 0724-2258183; 2459261  
Fax: 0724-2259303  
Products: bullock drawn precision intercrop seed drill-cum-planter, self-propelled tool bar with attachments such as crop residue disintegrater, tiller, slasher, reaper, inter row cultivator and sprayer

Yusuf khan Engineering Works  
Address: I.B Road, Manvi, Dist. Raichur-584123 (Karnataka)  
Tel: 9886289266; 9036697291  
Email: Cellhdsaleemmnv06@yahoo.com  
Products: agricultural machinery
Yuva Agro Systems
Address: 1/195/10 A, Near Data Field Mudhalipalayam Road, Arasur Post, Coimbatore-641407 (Tamil Nadu)
Tel: 9486254573
Email: info@yuva.in
Products: agricultural implements spares parts

Zandu Steel Works
Address: Hisar Road, Manav Chowk, Zandu Wali Street, Ambala City-134003 (Haryana)
Tel: 9466387043; 9416155843; 0171-2530143
Email: zandusteel1964@yahoo.com
Products: zero till drill, chaff cutter, harrow, cultivator, thresher, shrub master, potato planter, land leveler
Association of Indonesian Agricultural Machinery

Address: LSPMI Wisma Pede Lantai 5 Ruang B 502 Jln MT Haryono Kav 17, Jakarta 18210, Indonesia

Tel: +62 8281353

Email: org.gamma@yahoo.com
Adi Setia Utama Jaya, Cv.
Address: Jl. Kalimas Timur 146 Surabaya
Tel: (031) 3521650
Fax: (031) 3540701
Email: jing_jing79@yahoo.com
Products: dryer mps-5, reaper mr100, pemipil jagung cs2,
mesin bongggol jagung, mesin perontok padi tu75, mesin
ayakan jagung, silo jagung sl-30

Agrindo Maju Lestari, Pt. (Tasco Group)
Address: Purati Kencana Industry Estate, Kav. IX Jl. Raya
Serang KM. 18, 8 Cikupa Tangerang, 15710
Tel: 62-21-5960777
Fax: 62-21-5961988
Email: aml@centrin.net.id
Website: www.aml.co.id; www.tactasco.co.id
Products: tasco, solo, bengawan solo hand sprayer (150,000
/ year) sanchin power sprayer (20,000 / year), tasco brush
cutter (18,000 / year), tasco mist blower (5000 / year) tasco
knapsack power sprayer (8000/year), yodo water pump
(5000/year), kyodo jet cleaner (3000/ year)

Agrindo, Pt.
Address: Jl. Raya Bambe KM. 19,3 Driyorejo, Gresik, 61177
Tel: (031) 7507097; (021) 83785335-6
Fax: (031) 7507368; (021) 83707122-3
Email: agrindo@sby.mega.net.id
Products: paddy thresher 500/year, soy bean thresher 500/
year, paddy dryer 300/year, paddy husker 1,200/year,
rice polisher 600/year, one pass peeler 1,200/year, paddy
cleaner 150/year, paddy separator 150/year, sprayer
100,000/year, rubber roll 800,000/year, hand tractor
1,500/year, mini tractor 1,500/year, rice milling plant 750/
year, multi stage turbine pump 2,000/year, testing facility
for water pumps, tractors, RMP, metallurgical laboratory

Agro Indosteel, Pt.
Address: Jl. Industri Pancatama IV Kav. 72, desa
Luwilemus, Kc. Cikande, Kb. Serang, 42186
Tel: 62-0254-401220; 401224
Fax: 62-0254-401231
Email: agroindosteel@yahoo.com

Agro Tunas Teknik, Pt.
Address: Jl. Gambrit Raya, No. 78 Jatiwaringin, Pondok
Gede Bekasi, 17411
Tel: 62-021-8486976; 8499 4265; 98266323
Fax: 62-021-84994216; 8486976
Email: agrotunas_att@yahoo.com
Website: www.agrotunasteknik.com
Products: mesin chopper model cs 1000 att: 100 units, mesin
appo model mk bc mini att: 200 units, mesin hammermill
model h 500 att: 20 units, mesin pengayak model pm att:
30 units, mesin pencuci ubi kayu, kopan dan empon-empon
model bw 100 att: 15 units

Agrobintang Dharma Nusantara, Pt.
Address: Graha BintangJl. Daan Mogot KM. 13 No. 32
Jakarta
Tel: 62-021-5451920
Fax: 62-021-5450909
Email: dha19@pacific.net.id
Products: trading, hand tractor, power thresher, pump

Bahagia Jaya Sejahtera, Pt.
Address: Jl. Gambrit Raya Sukabumi No. 58 Ciawi, Bogor
Tel: 62-0251-824 0875
Fax: 62-0251-824 9369
Email: beje_ciawi@yahoo.com
Website: http://www.mesinbahagiajaya.com
Products: (5000 units/tahun) mesin penepung, mesin
pembuat pakan mini, mesin pengolahan coklat mesin
pengolahan kelapa, mesin penggembul tanah, mesin
giling padi

Bina Pertiwi, Pt.
Address: Jl. Raya Bekasi KM. 22 Jakarta, 13910
Tel: 62-021-46824886; 4605952; 4600344
Fax: 62-021-460903; 46824913
Email: info@binapertiwi.com
Products: kubota tractor, harvester, transplanter

Budi Mukti, Cv.
Address: Komplek Pengembangan Industri Kecil Jl. Raya
Kartasura KM. 8, Pabelan Surakarta
Tel: 62-0271-724813;732123
Fax: 62-0271-732123
Email: budimuki@yahoo.com
Products: mesin pengolah buah, jagung, padi, melinjo,
pupuk organik dan pakan ternak
Cans Agrinusa, Cv.
Address: Jl. Mayor Oking KM. 3,5 Kawasan Pabrik Cikeas Sejati Citerep-Bogor
Tel: 62-021-87914467; 081 2903 2357
Fax: 62-021-8791 0259
Email: cans_agrinusa@yahoo.co.id: jamal_agrinusa@yahoo.com
Website: cans-agrinusa.com
Products: mesin penanam mesin jagung, power thresher, cetak pelat jagung, parutan kelapa besar, mesin pengolahan kopi, mesin sanggrai kopi

Kemajuan Industrindo, Pt.
Address: Head Office & Workshop Jl. Irian Jaya 17, Malang, 65118
Tel: (0341) 362896
Fax: (0341) 361869
Email: kemajuan@indosat.net.id
Products: processing machinery, pumps and consulting, mesin pengerak kakao

Ebara Indonesia, Pt.
Address: Jl. Raya Jakarta-Bogor KM. 32 Curug, Cimanggis, Bogor
Tel: (021) 87408523
Fax: (021) 8740033
Email: marketing@ebaraindonesia.com
Products: self priming centrifugal 8,000 units/year, end suction volute centrifugal pump 10,000 units/year multi stage centrifugal 100 units/year, submersible pump 3,000 units/year, chemical process pump 30 units/year, axial mixed flow pump 200 units/year

Honda Power Products Indonesia
Address: Jl. Rawa Gelam IV No. 14, Jakarta
Tel: 62-021-22461160
Fax: 62-021-22461145
Email: hendiherjanto@hppi.co.id
Website: www.hondapowerproducts.co.id
Products: cultivator, pumps (up to 50,000 units/year), brush cutter, multipurpose engine

Karya Hidup Sentosa, Cv.
Address: Head Office Jl. Magelang 144 Yogyakarta, Jl. Gajah Mada 154 Jakarta, 11130
Tel: (0274) 565498;563217; (021) 6292044;6490020
Fax: (0274) 563523; (021) 6490013
Email: khsjkt@jkt.wasantara.net.id
Products: hand tractor, pump, huller, polisher corn grinder, rice milling unit, paddy thresher, gen set silent, casting, etc.
Description: agricultural machinery 27,000 units/year, casting 200 tons/month; certification: JIS, ISO; torque test, endurance test, pump test, laboratorium for casting; sales reference/ reputable project: 2nd Kennedy Round, components for pumping units of PT; Bukaka Teknik Utama; automotive parts, components for trains

Kubota Indonesia, Pt.
Address: Head Office & Factory Taman Industri Bukit Semarang Baru (BSB) Blok D.1 Kav. 8 Kel. Jatibarang-Kec. Mijen Kota Semarang
Tel: (024) 7472849;7473257
Fax: (024) 7474266;7472865
Email: info@pt.kubota.co.id.
Products: horizontal diesel engine, component diesel engine 35,000 unit/year; standardization: jis, blow gas meter, compression, noise meter vibration meter, luc meter, data longer, CMM, photo micro, gear tester, roughness tester, hardness tester, hig master, gear rolling tester, spring tester, profile projector

Karya Hidup Sentosa, Cv.
Address: Head Office Jl. Magelang 144 Yogyakarta, Jl. Gajah Mada 154 Jakarta, 11130
Tel: (0274) 565498;563217; (021) 6292044;6490020
Fax: (0274) 563523; (021) 6490013
Email: khsjkt@jkt.wasantara.net.id
Products: hand tractor, pump, huller, polisher corn grinder, rice milling unit, paddy thresher, gen set silent, casting, etc.
Description: agricultural machinery 27,000 units/year, casting 200 tons/month; certification: JIS, ISO; torque test, endurance test, pump test, laboratorium for casting; sales reference/ reputable project: 2nd Kennedy Round, components for pumping units of PT; Bukaka Teknik Utama; automotive parts, components for trains

Mitra Sarana Pertanian, Pt.
Address: Jl. Raya Pemuda Taman Sari Bukit Damai Blok A-8 No. 21-23, Pedurenan, Gunung Sindur, Bogor
Tel: 62-0251-8617027
Fax: 62-0251-8617027

Ebara Indonesia, Pt.
Address: Jl. Raya Jakarta-Bogor KM. 32 Curug, Cimanggis, Bogor
Tel: (021) 87408523
Fax: (021) 8740033
Email: marketing@ebaraindonesia.com
Products: self priming centrifugal 8,000 units/year, end suction volute centrifugal pump 10,000 units/year multi stage centrifugal 100 units/year, submersible pump 3,000 units/year, chemical process pump 30 units/year, axial mixed flow pump 200 units/year

Karya Hidup Sentosa, Cv.
Address: Head Office Jl. Magelang 144 Yogyakarta, Jl. Gajah Mada 154 Jakarta, 11130
Tel: (0274) 565498;563217; (021) 6292044;6490020
Fax: (0274) 563523; (021) 6490013
Email: khsjkt@jkt.wasantara.net.id
Products: hand tractor, pump, huller, polisher corn grinder, rice milling unit, paddy thresher, gen set silent, casting, etc.
Description: agricultural machinery 27,000 units/year, casting 200 tons/month; certification: JIS, ISO; torque test, endurance test, pump test, laboratorium for casting; sales reference/ reputable project: 2nd Kennedy Round, components for pumping units of PT; Bukaka Teknik Utama; automotive parts, components for trains

Kemajuan Industrindo, Pt.
Address: Head Office & Workshop Jl. Irian Jaya 17, Malang, 65118
Tel: (0341) 362896
Fax: (0341) 361869
Email: kemajuan@indosat.net.id
Products: processing machinery, pumps and consulting, mesin pengerak kakao

Honda Power Products Indonesia
Address: Jl. Rawa Gelam IV No. 14, Jakarta
Tel: 62-021-22461160
Fax: 62-021-22461145
Email: hendiherjanto@hppi.co.id
Website: www.hondapowerproducts.co.id
Products: cultivator, pumps (up to 50,000 units/year), brush cutter, multipurpose engine

Mitra Bina Usaha Mandiri, Pt.
Address: Perumahan Bukit Modern Jl. Bikit Selatan 7 D 3/14 Pondok Cabe Pamulang, 15418 Tangerang
Tel: 021-7422285; 7440236
Fax: 021-74706636
Email: info@pt.kubota.co.id.
Products: horizontal diesel engine, component diesel engine 35,000 unit/year; standardization: jis, blow gas meter, compression, noise meter vibration meter, luc meter, data longer, CMM, photo micro, gear tester, roughness tester, hardness tester, hig master, gear rolling tester, spring tester, profile projector

Mitra Sarana Pertanian, Pt.
Address: Jl. Raya Pemuda Taman Sari Bukit Damai Blok A-8 No. 21-23, Pedurenan, Gunung Sindur, Bogor
Tel: 62-0251-8617027
Fax: 62-0251-8617027

Karya Hidup Sentosa, Cv.
Address: Head Office Jl. Magelang 144 Yogyakarta, Jl. Gajah Mada 154 Jakarta, 11130
Tel: (0274) 565498;563217; (021) 6292044;6490020
Fax: (0274) 563523; (021) 6490013
Email: khsjkt@jkt.wasantara.net.id
Products: hand tractor, pump, huller, polisher corn grinder, rice milling unit, paddy thresher, gen set silent, casting, etc.
Description: agricultural machinery 27,000 units/year, casting 200 tons/month; certification: JIS, ISO; torque test, endurance test, pump test, laboratorium for casting; sales reference/ reputable project: 2nd Kennedy Round, components for pumping units of PT; Bukaka Teknik Utama; automotive parts, components for trains
Email: valentino.adriyoko@gmail.com
Products: fabricators bekerja sama dengan yanmar, transplanter, pengupas kulit gabah, traktor tangan rotary, power thresher, rice milling unit (RMU)

Mitra Teladan Jayakarsa, Pt.
Address: Jl. Kesehatan Jakarta Pusat
Tel: 62-021-3805689
Fax: 62-021-3805718
Products: hand tractor, thresher, pump

Nusantara Multi Agro, Pt.
Address: Jl. Perak Timur No. 228 Surabaya
Tel: 031-3285180
Fax: 031-3281858
Email: ptnma228@yahoo.com
Products: mesin potong padi T4G-25, traktor tangan DF101J/DF81J

Pabrik Mesin “Guntur”, Cv.
Address: Jl. Ikan Dorang 7, Surabaya 60177, Jl. Kol. Sugiono 14, Malang, 65148
Tel: (031) 3550191; (0341) 364555
Fax: (031) 3536977; (0341) 324951
Email: pmguntur@indo.net.id
Products: irrigation & industrial pump 12,000 units/year; rice huller & rice polisher 1,300 units/year; gasoline engine 10,000 units/year, generator 2,250 units/year; welding generator 3,000 units/year; marine switch board 5,000 units/year
Description: standardization: SNI; certification: SPPT SNI No. 0277/PUSPAN/SNI-CS/X/2001; R&D Facility: pumps performance test, blower test, computer aided design program, pattern making, gen set test, power pact test; sales reference/ reputable project: export to Holland, Ethiopia; commercial domestic market, government project

Teha, Pt.
Address: Head Office & Factory Jl. Arjuna 29, Bandung
Tel: 62-022-6030148
Fax: 62-022-6030683
Email: teha@bdg.centrin.net.id
Products: tea machinery, black tea machinery (orthodox & ctc process), green tea machinery -steam boiler, hot water boiler, pressure tank

Pola Penawar Bangun Semesta, Pt.
Address: Gedung Lisako Lt. 2, Jl. Jati Baru No. 28 Jakarta Pusat
Tel: 62-021-3805689
Fax: 62-021-3805718
Products: hand tractor, thresher, pump, dryer

Pura Group, Pt.
Address: Jl Raya Kudus-Pati KM. 12 Terban, Kudus, 59382
Tel: 62-0291-431121;431606;431312
Fax: 62-291-433755
Email: bambang@kudus.purgroup.com
Products: dryer

Rutan, Pt.
Address: Gedung Lisako Lt. 2 Jl. Jati Baru No. 28 Jakarta Pusat
Tel: 62-021-3805689
Fax: 62-021-3805718
Products: hand tractor, thresher, pump

Sinar Tehnik, Cv.
Address: Jl. Neglasari No. 28 Tangerang
Tel: 021-70444850; 5581590
Fax: 021-5581590
Products: hand tractor, thresher, pump

Trimitra Sukses Bersama, Pt.
Address: Jl. Nirwana 27 Blok D No. 20 Nirwana Sunter Asri III Jakarta
Tel: 62-021-6507755
Fax: 62-021-6507733
Website: http://trimitrasb.com
Products: dryer, grain dryer, corn powder machine, hopper bottom silo, huller

Viva Tehnik Mandiri, Pt.
Address: Head Office: Indo Karya IV blok D No. 6 Sunter Jakarta Utara, Jl. KH.Ez. Mtuqien No. 89 RT04/02 Tangerang, Banten
Tel: 021-6516501; 021-5900372
Fax: 021-6506030; 021-5900348
Email: viva@uninet.net.id
Website: http://www.kenmaster.co.id
Products: sekop pasir, gunting rumput

Yamindo, Pt. (Yanmar Agricultural Machinery Manufacturing Indonesia)

Address: Head Office: PIONEER Bldg. 4rd Floor Jl. Ir.H. Juanda 42 Jakarta 10010, Factory: Pandaan, Kab. Pasuruan, East Java
Tel: 62-021-385 8066; 62-0343; 631 361-62; 632 435-7
Fax: 62-021-381 3814; 62-0343. 631 363
Email: ymdjkt@indosat.net.id

Products: mini tractor 200 unit/year, hand tractor 10,000 unit/year, rice huller 2,000 unit/year, rice polisher/rmu 200 unit/year, paddy thresher 2000 unit/year
Agricultural Machinery Manufacturers and Distributors Association, Inc (Philippines).

Address: ESU Building, Ground Floor, 937 EDSA Philam, Quezon City, Philippines
Email: ammdainc1983@gmail.com; maryjanetalamisan99@gmail.com
Tel: 0975-309-3100/0303-835-2222
Abomar Equipment Sales Corporation
Address: Sandoval Avenue, Pinagbuhatan, Pasig City

Act Machineries & Metalcraft Corporation
Address: Turayong, Cauayan Isabela

All Certified Equipment Corporation
Address: 905 Philam Homes Edsa, Quezon City

Ada Manufacturing Corporation
Address: Ropali Plaza, Josemaria Escriva Drive, Ortigas Center, Pasig City

Agri Component Corporation
Address: Cabaruan, Cauayan City, Isabela

Agri. Machinery Construction Corporation
Address: Cabaruan, Cauayan City, Isabela

Als Marine Center Corp.
Address: Unit 5, Southway Condominium, Corner Yakal and Mayapis Street, San Antonio Village, Makati City

All Certified Equipment Corporation
Address: 905 Philam Homes Edsa, Quezon City

Alpha Machinery & Engineering Corporation
Address: CLF Building, 1167 Chino Roces Avenue, Makati City

Asian Gulf Distributor
Address: 496 Edsa, Caloocan City

Equity Machineries, Inc.
Address: National Hi-way, Cauayan, Isabela

Filholland Corporation
Address: LCG Bldg., Osmeña Street, Cagayan de Oro City

Ford Tractor Philippines, Inc.
Address: 1384 Jose Abad Santos Street, Tondo Manila

Gendiesel Phils. Inc.
Address: 103 Commerce Road, Phase 2, Laguna Techno Park, Biñan Laguna

Hexagon Distributing Corporation
Address: SGS Foundation Building, 1335 G. Araneta Avenue, Quezon City

Kato International Inc.
Address: 208 P. Santiago St., Paso de Blas, Valenzuela City

Kubota Phils., Inc.
Address: 232 Quirino Highway, Baesa Quezon City

Lakas Agritech Marketing
Address: Rizal St., Dagupan City, Pangasinan

Lsy Agro-Industrial Corporation
Address: 22 T. Santiago St., Canumay, Valenzuela City

Marinas Technologies, Inc.
Address: 260 JP Rizal, Pila Laguna

Mw Distributing Company, Inc.
Address: No. 14 Panay Avenue, Quezon City

Northern Asia Sales Corporation
Address: #73 Diversion Rd., San Gabriel, Tuguegarao, Cagayan

Magco, Inc.
Address: No. 46 East Lawin Street corner EDSA, Philam Homes, Quezon City

Mayon Consolidated Inc.
Address: 91-95 Panay Ave., Diliman, Quezon City

P.I. Farm Products, Inc.
Address: 109 Villanueva Street, Sumilang Subdivision, Dalandanan, Valenzuela City

Ropali Trading Corporation
Address: Cantiller Street corner Rizal Avenue, Cauayan City, Isabela

Ru Foundry and Machine Corporation
Address: No. 6 Spring Drive, Congressional Village 1,
Sea Commercial Co., Inc.  
Address: 721 Aurora Blvd., New Manila, Quezon City

Super Trade Enterprises  
Address: 937 Philam EDSA, Quezon City

Suki Trading Corporation  
Address: Ibabao, Agus, Lapu-Lapu City

Tramat Mercantile, Inc.  
Address: 747-749 Gandara Street, Sta. Cruz Manila

Yanmar Philippine Corporation  
Address: 40 Tandang Manang Street, Parada, Valenzuela City
Russian Association of Specialized Machinery and Equipment Manufacturers

Address: 23 Osenniy Boulevard, Moscow, 121609, Russia

Tel: +7 [495] 781-37-56

Fax: +7 [495] 781-37-08

Email: inforarosspetsmash.ru
Agromehanika
Address: The Penza Region, Kamenka
Website: www.agromehanika.ru
Products: stubble cultivators, universal cultivators, presowing cultivators, deep tillers, disc harrows

Agro
Address: Kemerovo
Website: www.agrokem.ru
Products: sowing complexes, tine harrows, spring-loaded, disc cultivators “kuzbass” rakes

Agrocenter
Address: Barnaul
Website: www.agro-centr.ru
Products: sowing complexes, cultivators, mounted and trailed tooth harrows, universal tractor loaders, tedder rakes

Agro Komplekt
Address: The Penza Region, Kamenka
Website: www.posevnaya.ru
Products: seeders in various modifications, as well as spare parts and components for them

Agromaster
Address: Republic of Tatarstan, Village Muslyumovo
Website: www.pk-agromaster.ru
Products: sowing complexes, disc harrows, disc cultivators, cultivators, disc chisels, and trailers

Agropromtekhnika
Address: Kirov
Website: www.agropromtekhnika.ru
Products: grain complex, grain dryers, storage systems, elevator equipment

Agrosiblizing Leasing Company
Address: Novosibirsk
Website: www.asliz.ru
Products: machines for harvesting fodder, sunflower, and corn

Aksajkardandetal
Address: Rostov Oblast, Aksai
Website: www.new.kardandetal.ru
Products: cardan shafts, cardan shaft joints and safety couplings for cardan gears used in agriculture

ANITIM
Address: Barnaul
Website: www.anitim-oao.ru
Products: disc harrows, cultivator-deep tillers, medium and heavy spring-tooth harrows, working tools for agricultural machines

AST-Region
Address: Novgorod Oblast, settlement Vyezdnoye
Website: www.ast-region.ru
Products: feed milling plants and granulation lines

BashAgroMash
Address: Republic of Bashkortostan, Village Zagoodniy
Website: bashagromash.ru
Products: mowing machines, harrows, loaders, plows, silo rollers, balers transporters of rolls, semi-trailers

BDM-Agro
Address: Krasnodar
Website: bdm-agro.ru
Products: disc harrow, cultivators, chisel plows, cutters and other types of machines

Belagromash-Servis named after V.M. Ryazanov
Address: Belgorod
Website: www.belagromash.ru
Products: harrows, disc machines, grain drills, cutting discs, plows, seedbed preparation and row cultivation cultivators, roll pick-up attachments, wood chippers, spare parts

Belgorod RITM Plant
Address: Belgorod
Website: www.zavodritm.ru
Products: pneumatic drills for precision sowing of sugar beets, sunflower and corn, semitrailer machines for harvesting sugar
Belinsksselmark
Address: Penza Oblast, Kamenka
Website: www.bsm.sura.ru/en
Products: sowing machines, drills, cultivators, harrows, components for them

Bezhetsksselmark Plant
Address: Tver
Website: www.bezeckselmsell.ru
Products: roll balers, rotary tedder rakes, swath makers, attached rotary mower, ring-spiral roller, semi-trailer disc ripper, tipper semi-trailer

Bolshaya Zemlya
Address: Perm
Website: www.bzemlya.ru
Products: front loaders and working tools for them, tractor dump trailers and municipal equipment

Cherepovets Casting and Mechanical Plant
Address: Vologda Oblast, Cherepovets
Website: www.chlmz.ru
Products: tractors and purpose-built machines, metal products, non-standard equipment

Cormmash
Address: Rostov region, settlement Orlovsky
Website: www.kormmash.ru
Products: cultivators, hoeing ploughs, mowers, forklifters, spreaders, foraging attachments, couplers and devices for sunflower harvesting

Dias
Address: Krasnodar
Website: www.dias-agro.ru
Products: disc harrows and chisel plows, spring-tooth harrows, cultivators

Dormash
Address: Republic of Mordovia, B. Elhovka
Website: www.dorozhnik.org
Products: disk harrows

Eurotechnika
Address: Samara
Website: www.eurotechnika.ru
Products: tillage machines, sowing equipment for grain and row crops, sugar beet, for application of mineral fertilizers, and sprayers

Gryazinsky Vultivator Plant
Address: Lipetsk Oblast, Gryazi
Website: www.kultivator.ru
Products: cultivators, harrow, disc harrows, drills, deep tillers, plows, hitches, plant protection equipment, spares

Hydroprivid
Address: Lipetsk Oblas, Elets
Website: gidroel.ru
Products: hydraulic directional valves for grain combine harvesters, power steering pumps, plate pumps and hydraulic stations

IE Nikitin V.B.
Address: Moscow Oblast, Egorievsk
Website: www.maral-invest.ru
Products: meschera Е-403 self-propelled mowers and attachment for them, spare parts

Intensive Technologies
Address: Smolensk
Website: www.zapagro.ru
Products: feed distributors, stationary feed mixers, straw blowers, dump trailers, and manure spreaders

Kanmash Agro
Address: Republic, Kanash
Website: www.kanmash-agro.ru
Description: development and manufacture of disc harrows, cultivators, plows

Kazanselmash
Address: Republic of Tatarstan, settlement Inesh
Website: www.kazansom.ru
Products: agricultural machinery for plant protection and application

Klever
Address: Rostov-on-Don
Website: www.kleverLtd.com
Products: grain-harvesting, grain-processing, utilities, fodder, soil tillage machines and trailed sprayers, trailed and mounted attachments

Kolnag
Address: Moscow Oblast, Kolomna
Website: www.kolnag.ru
Products: machinery in the field of cultivation of potatoes and vegetables; machinery for the preparation and distribution of balanced feed mixtures to cattle

KOMZ-Export
Address: Rostov Oblast, Kamensk-Shakhtinsky
Website: www.tigarbo.ru
Products: disk units and accessories

Krasnokamsk Machinery and Repair Plant
Address: Perm Oblast, Krasnokamsk
Website: www.krmz.info
Products: high-speed roll wrappers, roll cutters, front mounted lifters, complexes for processing of vegetables

Kuzembetevskiy Repair and Engineering Works
Address: Republic of Tatarstan, Kuzembetevo
Website: www.k-rmz.ru
Products: separators, pneumatic sorting machines, universal grain cleaning machines, combined grain-cleaning machines, rotary dryers

Liliani
Address: Rostov-on-Don
Website: www.liliani.ru
Products: grain hopper-reloaders, equipment for grain storage in plastic bags, vehicle based reloaders, special equipment for hopper-car loading

Millerovoselmash
Address: Rostov Oblast, Millerovo
Website: www.millerovoselmash.ru
Products: grain drills and hoed, row and sowing machines, harrows, cultivators, balers, and rakes

NewAgro-Engineering Reform
Address: Rostov Oblast, Aksay
Website: www.nair.su
Products: agricultural machinery for resource saving technologies, attachments for cultivation of vegetables

Navigator-NM
Address: Perm
Website: www.nm-agro.ru
Products: windrow inverters, rakes, balers, pick-up roll transporters, individual and line wrappers

Noginsky Fuel Equipment Plant
Address: Moscow Oblast, Noginsk
Website: www.nzta.ru
Products: fuel equipment of diesel engines for tractor and automobile modifications, high pressure fuel pumps, spare parts

Novoje Sodruzhestvo
Address: Moscow
Website: www.novoEsodrugestvo.ru
Description: The Industrial Union was established in 1992, of which strategic industries include agricultural engineering and manufacture of paint, varnish and lacquer

Omsk Experimental Plant
Address: Omsk
Website: www.oэз55.рф
Products: equipment for breeding, crop variety testing and primary seed breeding, straw chopper attachments for grain combine harvesters, combined tillage machines for prese

Pegas-Agro
Address: Samara Oblast, settlement Stroykeramika
Website: www.pegas-agro.ru
Products: TUMAN self-propelled sprayer-spreaders

Penzmash
Address: Penza
Website: penzmash.ru
Products: equipment for cleaning, processing agricultural products and for the food industry

Peterburgsky Traktorny Zavod
Address: Saint Petersburg
Website: www.kirovets-ptz.com
Products: high-power kirovets wheeled tractors -- the
series of 8 models of k-744r tractors from 300 to 430 hp; one model of the k-4 series with 240 hp.

**Medvedev-Mechanical Engineering**  
Address: Orel  
Website: www.farmlan.ru  
Products: tillage machines, resource saving of agricultural technologies

**Pnevmostroimashina**  
Address: Ekaterinburg  
Website: www.psm-hydraulics.ru  
Products: axial-piston hydraulic machines and hydraulic valve equipment

**Prom AgroTehnologii**  
Address: Krasnodar Territory, settlement Krasnoselskiy  
Website: www.patagro.ru  
Products: modernized disc harrows, mulchers, cultivators, universal bogies for header transport

**Promzapchast**  
Address: Belgorod region, Shebekino  
Website: www.promagro.com  
Description: The company manufactures agricultural machines under the brand “promagro”

**Radiozavod**  
Address: Penza  
Website: www.penza-radiozavod.ru  
Products: “bystritsa” sowing machine-multipurpose pneumatic drills

**Remmash**  
Address: Republic of Udmurtia, Glazov  
Website: www.glazovmash.ru  
Products: manure conveyors, drill-cultivators, modular sowing machines, bogies, suspended transport system for milking equipment transfer, gray cast iron mouldings

**Rostselmash**  
Address: Rostov-on-Don  
Website: www.rostselmash.com  
Description: Rostselmash is a group of 13 companies located at 10 production sites in 4 countries manufacturing equipment under brands Rostselmash and Versatile

**RTP Petrovskoye**  
Address: Stavropol Territory, Svetlograd  
Website: www.rtp.stavropol.ru  
Products: heavy disc harrows, disc-tine harrows, cultivators, sowing machines, and rollers

**Rublovsk Spare Parts Plan**  
Address: Altay, Rubtsovsk  
Website: www.almaztld.ru  
Products: ploughs, disc harrows, cultivators and drills; spare parts of these equipment

**SARMAT**  
Address: Rostov-on-Don  
Website: www.sarmat-komp.ru  
Products: cultivators, rotary hoes and harrowing machine, components and parts

**Saturn-agro**  
Address: Omsk Oblast, statements Omskiy  
Website: www.saturn-agro.ru  
Description: The company develops and manufactures equipment for cleaning rain crops

**Selkhoztekhinka**  
Address: Sverdlovsk Oblast, Irbit  
Website: www.selhozneitrbit.ru  
Products: mowers, rakes, spring products for machines used for fodder conservation and tillage

**Selmash**  
Address: Samara Region, Syzran  
Website: www.selmash.su  
Products: drills, coupling hitches, cultivators, pick-up semi-trailers, harrows, sowing machines, spare parts

**Sevzapspetsmash -Pritsepy**  
Address: St. Petersburg  
Website: www.sp-prizep.ru  
Products: heavy trailers and semi-trailers both road vehicles and tractors

**Sibagroteknopark**  
Address: Novosibirsk Oblast, Statements Krasnoobsk
Products: harrows, tillage machines, tillage and sowing machines, cultivators, grain dryer, grain cleaning and drying systems, MTU small-sized compact furnaces

**Sibzavod Agro**
Address: Omsk
Website: www.sibzavod-agro.ru
Products: erosion-preventive, sowing, tillage and forage conservation equipment, equipment for application of chemical plant protection agents

**Svetlogradagromash**
Address: Stavropol
Website: www.svetagromash.ru
Products: ploughs of various modifications for all classes of 75 to 530 hp tractors, reversible plows, cultivators, spare parts

**Spets-Auto-Vostok**
Address: Chelyabinsk
Website: www.sav-ural.ru
Products: agricultural trailers and grain trucks

**Taospektr**
Address: Belgorod Oblast, statements Tavrovo
Website: www.taospektr.ru
Products: dung removers, metal containers for paint and varnish materials, components and spare parts

**Technica-Agro**
Address: the Republic of Tatarstan, Naberezhnye Chelny
Website: www.kammz.ru
Products: harrows, deep loosers, soil cultivation, agricultural machinery under the brand “KAMA”

**Technograd**
Address: Perm Region, Lobanovo
Website: www.agrometall.ru
Products: machinery and equipment for agriculture and forestry

**Titan**
Address: Rostov Oblast, Gukovo
Website: www.titan-trailer.ru
Products: manufacture of bodies for motor vehicles, trailers, semi-trailers under “Titan” brand

**Tonar**
Address: Moscow Oblast, Village Gubino
Website: www.tonar.info
Products: trunk trailers, agricultural machines, vehicles and spare parts, special vehicles for transport of bulk materials

**Tractor**
Address: Chelyabinsk Oblast, Emanzhelinsk
Website: www.uralец.рф
Products: small tractors, manufacture of its own attached and trailed machines

**Veles**
Address: Altai krai, Pavlovsk
Website: www.veles22.ru
Products: harrows, medium-sized ring-crowfoot rollers, chisel-disc implements, cultivators

**Volgaagromash**
Address: Samara Oblast, Kinel
Website: www.volgaagromash.ru
Products: plows for the entire line of 80 hp-400 hp tractors

**Volgograd Electromechanical Plant**
Address: Volgograd
Website: www.prom-dt75.ru
Products: agricultural machinery, bulldozer equipment, mounted drilling and crane equipment

**Am Scale**
Address: Saint-Petersburg
Website: www.amatascl.com
Products: combination weighers, conveying weighers (check weighers) and conveyor metal detectors

**Aurora Pakengineering**
Address: Saratov
Website: aurora-pack.ru
Description: The company is a manufacturer of filling and capping equipment for the food, pharmaceutical, veterinary and cosmetic industries

**Chuvashторгтехника**
Address: Chuvash Republic, Cheboksary
Website: www.abat.ru
Products: a full range of thermal equipment for catering

**Class-Engineering**
Address: St. Petersburg
Website: www.classeng.com
Products: rewinding and slitting machinery for the processing of stretch film, food cling film, aluminium foil and other roll materials

**Csort**
Address: Barnaul
Website: www.csort.ru
Products: color sorting machine, bucket conveyors and conveyors

**Edinstvo**
Address: Yaroslavskaya Oblast, Tutayev City
Website: www.unitym.ru
Products: meat processing equipment, thermal processing, cooling and freezing equipment, automated warehouse systems and weighing equipment, hygienic equipment, auxiliary equipment

**Golitsyn Experimental Factory of Automation Tools**
Address: Moscow region, Golitsyno
Website: gozsa.ru
Products: sets of poultry equipment for the industrial maintenance of the herd

**Integral Plus**
Address: Kazan
Website: www.integralrus.com
Products: vertical packaging stations, cellophane wrapping machines, group and individual wrapping equipment, horizontal flow-pack packaging machines

**Ivanteevskiy Elevatormelmash**
Address: Moscow Oblast, Ivanteevka
Website: www.elevatormash.net
Products: belt, chain, screw conveyors, elevators, car unloaders, unloaders of railway wagons, pneumatic reloaders and samplers, gravity-flowing equipment, spare parts

**Konord Plant**
Address: Rostov-on-Don
Website: www.konord.com
Products: household heating boilers and boilers with cooker

**Krasnokamsk Machinery and Repair Plant**
Address: Perm Oblast, Krasnokamsk
Website: www.krmz.info
Products: complexes for processing of vegetables

**Kropotkin Plant Missp**
Address: Krasnodar Krai, Kropotkin
Website: www.missp.pro
Products: automatic and semi-automatic machines for production of PET containers, bottling lines for liquid products, labeling equipment, group shrink wrapping machines and carton packers

**Melinvest**
Address: Nizhny Novgorod
Website: www.melinvest.ru
Products: grain cleaning lines of different capacity, grain dryers, silos made of galvanized steel, feed, transport and milling equipment, groats mills

**Milk Technology**
Address: Moscow
Website: www.milktechno.com
Products: milk coolers of different types and models, calf rearing aggregates "milk taxi", cheese factories, vat pasteurizers

**Npo Dvak**
Address: Voronezh
Website: www.dvak.ru
Products: mincing machines for mixing cottage cheese, minced meat, confectionary masses, tops for grinding pepper, cheese, meat, leather and rubber
Ntk Kontur
Address: Saint-Petersburg
Website: www.ntk-kontur.ru
Products: dosing equipment, equipment for storage of liquid and bulk materials, control systems, internal logistics, equipment for bottling liquids

Penzmash
Address: Penza
Website: penzmash.ru
Products: the equipment for cleaning and processing of agricultural products; the equipment for the food industry and wide range of consumer goods

Poli Prom
Address: Nizhny Novgorod region
Website: www.poli-prom.ru
Products: meat processing equipment, various production complexes and processing lines

Prommash
Address: Belgorodskaya oblast, s. Neznamovo
Website: www.delo7.ru
Products: grain mills, food mixers, pyrolysis continuous burning boilers and food processing equipment such as oil presses, cheese factories, syrup pans, flour mills

Promtekhnika-Privolzhye
Address: Nizhegorodskaya oblast, Vyksa
Website: www.prom-technika.ru
Products: milking robots, milking plants, milk precooling and storage systems

Romax
Address: Voronezh
Website: www.zavodromax.ru
Products: storage silos, grain-cleaning, transport and related equipment, steel structures and components for grain processing machines, equipment for seed lines, feed and butter making factories

Russkaya Trapeza
Address: Saint-Petersburg
Website: www.r-t.ru
Products: filling and packaging equipment, bulk storage and transportation equipment for bulk products, processing equipment for food processing industry, flexographic film printing

Shebekinskiy Machine Building Plant
Address: Belgorodskaya oblast, Shebekino
Website: www.shemz.ru
Products: baking and pastry ovens, dough mixers, finished product coolers, dryers for fruits and vegetables, boilers and boiler rooms, mini baking equipment

Taurus-Fenix
Address: Saint-Petersburg
Website: www.taurasfenix.com
Products: packaging and food equipment; more than 150 types of machines

Technoindustry
Address: Krasnodar Territory
Website: www.tehnoindustry.ru
Products: equipment for blowing plastic bottles, for bottling liquids and other equipment

Tekhlen
Address: St. Petersburg
Website: www.tehlen.ru
Products: oven carts, baking trays and baking dishes with optional anti-stick coating (teflon analogy)

Torgmash Plant
Address: Perm
Website: www.torgmash.perm.ru
Products: multifunction kitchen machines, mincing machines, mincemeat mixers, vegetable cutters, pulpifiers, potato-peeling machines, fish scalers, dough mixers, beating machines

Vologodskiy Mashyny
Address: Vologda
Website: www.vologdamash.ru
Products: tank trucks, tank trailers and semitrailers for liquid foodstuff transportation and temporary storage (milk, water, alcohol, vegetable oils, syrup), stationary tanks

Voronezhsmash
Address: Voronezh
Website: www.vselmash.ru
Products: equipment for post-harvest processing-cleaning, drying, storage of grain

**Zavod IM. V.A. Degtyaryova**
Address: Vladimirskaya Oblast, Kovrov
Website: www.zid.ru
Products: filling and packing machines, butter homogenizers

**Zavod Molochnych**
Address: Vologda
Website: www.emkostvologda.ru
Products: milk storage tanks, equipment for fermented dairy food manufacture, for cottage cheese and cheese production, starter plants, confectionery equipment

**Zavod Voronezh Agromash**
Address: Voronezh Region
Website: www.agrosplus.ru
Products: manufacturing equipment for cleaning, transport and dryers of grain
Agricultural Machinery Manufactures and Suppliers Association of Sri Lanka

Address: Esna Allied Enterprises (Pvt) Ltd. No:60/7, Horton Place, Sri Lanka
Sumithrayo Head office building, Colombo 7

Website: www.agmma.lk
Email: agmma.sl@gmail.com
Ag. Masters (Pvt) Ltd.
Tel: 0711-283533
Email: lasantha.wick@gmail.com

Agfour Engineering
Tel: 0714-729480
Email: melvin@slt.net.lk

Agro Technica Ltd.
Tel: 0772-620974
Email: amjad.rajap@agro.hayleys.com

Ansen Agriculture (Pvt) Ltd.
Tel: 0773-187388
Email: angelo@ansenagriculture.lk

Associated Motorways (Pvt) Ltd.
Tel: 0770-841742
Email: chaminda.perera@amwltd.com

Brown & Company PLC
Tel: 0773-457986
Email: sanjaya.n@brownsgroup.com

Douglas & Sons (Pvt) Ltd.
Tel: 0703-060126; 0703-120995
Email: Vajirak@douglas.lk, amilad@douglas.lk

Diesel & Motor Engineering PLC
Tel: 0777-272917
Email: Pradeepa.Jayasinghe@dimolanka.com

Edna Engineering
Tel: 0777-418821
Email: mayura@edna.lk

Esna (Pvt) Ltd.
Tel: 0773-082780
Email: arjunay@gmail.com

Gamini Engineering Works (Pvt) Ltd.
Tel: 0777-688655
Email: info@gaminiengineering.com

Hayleys Agriculture Holdings
Tel: 0777-308836
Email: Sumith.herath@agro.hayleys.com

Helix Engineering (Pvt) Ltd.
Tel: 0777-698839
Email: helix@slt.net.lk

Jinasena Agriculture Machinery Pvt. Ltd.
Tel: 0112-688966; 07180-757000
Email: gajaba.d@jinasena.com.lk

Nawaloka Trading Co. (Pvt) Ltd.
Tel: 0765-761447
Email: dissa@nawalokatrading.com

Nawaloka Trading Co. (Pvt) Ltd.
Tel: 0765-761447
Email: dissa@nawalokatrading.com

Unipower (Pvt) Ltd.
Tel: 0712-727731; 0719-630756
Email: gaya@unipowers;com

PPP Jinadasa (Pvt) Ltd.
Tel: 0777-318899

Singer PLC
Tel: 0714-555272
Email: nandanaw@singersl.com
Thai Agricultural Machinery Manufactures Industry Club

Address: The Federation of Thai Industries (Headquarters)

2 Nang Linchi Rd., Thung Maha Mek, Sathon Bangkok, 10120

Tel: 02-345-1176

Fax: 02-345-1176

Email: prapunsakt@off.fti.or.th
A. A. A. Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Address: 8/1 Moo 3 Nhongjok Banpakong Chachoengsao, 24130
Tel: 038-578471-4
Fax: 038-578466
Products: press part, cutting, welding

CLP Intertrade Co., Ltd.
Address: 101/62/12 Mhutee 20 Paholyotin Rd., Klong Nueng, Klong Luang, Pathumthani, 12120
Tel: (662) 5290691-5
Fax: (662) 9091264
Email: santi@agi.co.th
Website: www.clpe.co.th
Products: rice miller, wood chipper machine, long tail shafts direct type & reduction gear

Agrinnovate Co., Ltd.
Address: 1469/1 Moo 6, T. Taparak Muang Samut Prakan, Samut Prakan, 10270
Tel: 662-7544161-3
Fax: 662-7559019
Email: info@jrlsiam.com
Website: www.jrlsiam.com
Products: heater blower jrl-225b, JRL weighting scale, dos timer

Anglo-Thai Co., Ltd.
Address: 2 Phahon Yothin Road, Prachachonburi, Pathumthani, 12130
Tel: 02-7939500
Fax: 02-5338096
Email: anuratn@anglo-thai.com
Website: www.anglo-thai.com
Products: tractor massey ferguson, tractor kioti, ferri flail mowers

Asia Co., Ltd.
Address: 9/12 Moo 8, Phaholyothin Rd, Chiang rak no, Bang pa-in, Prana korn Sri Ayudhya, 13180
Tel: 6635219500
Fax: 6635259546
Email: info@asiaequip.com
Website: www.asiaequip.com
Products: farm tractor: claas, son alika, combine harvester: claas, arm mower: bomford, spare parts and agricultural implements

Asia Pacific Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 9/9 Moo 1 Bangna-Trad Rd, Rachataeva, Bangplee, Samut Prakan, 10540
Tel: 02-730-7488
Fax: 02-730-7487
Email: info@apam.co.th
Website: www.apam.co.th
Products: new holland tractor (sole distributor), case ih sugar cane harvester (sole distributor), maschio hedge cutters, apam implements, cnhi genuine parts, after sales service, apam lube, ambra lubricants

At A Boon International Motor Co., Ltd.
Address: 667/15 Ataboon Building 6th Floor, Charansanitwong Road, Bangkoksri, Bangkok, 10700
Tel: (+662) 882-5599
Fax: (+662) 882-5724
Email: tidarat@ataboon.co.th
Website: www.at a boon.co.th
Products: disc brake pads brand aimco, brake shoes brand aimco rotex, disc rotor brand almco rotex, clutch disc brand aimco, brake linings brand-astar

B.T. Auto Part Co., Ltd.
Address: 59 M2 T. Napa, Muang Chonburi, 20000
Tel: +66(38)265-999
Fax: +66(38)265-990
Email: del-bta@btco.co.th
Website: www.btautopart.com
Products: sugarcane planter, cassava digger, fertilizer sower, bio-organic fertilize, cassava planter, trailer dump, rice row crop planter, fertilizer drop

Bangkok Sheet Metal Public Co., Ltd.
Address: 149 Moo 6 Suksawad rd, Bangjak. Prapadang, Samut Prakan, 10130
Tel: 02-817-5555-7
Fax: 02-817-5432, 02-817-5443
Email: Tirawat@bsm1995.com
Website: www.bsm1995.com
Products: booms prayer (25bar), combine (dc-105x), combine (dc-70)
Belt and Bearings Co., Ltd.
Address: 69/27 Vipavade-Rangsid rd, Samsanai, Phyathai, Bangkok, 10400
Tel: 02-6449001-3
Fax: 02-6449004
Email: sales@beltandbearings.com
Website: http://www.beltandbearings.com
Products: laboratory moisture meters and grain color sorters, weighing scale and vacuum packing machines, transmission belts and bucket elevators

Bu Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.
Tel: 02-9021150-1
Fax: 02-9021152
Email: marketing@buchemical.co.th
Website: www.buchemical.co.th
Products: paint for agriculture’s parts such as kubota, yanmar, banking paint for automotive parts, waterborne primer paint

C.C. Auto Part Co., Ltd.
Address: 29 Moo 8 Saladaeng 11 Rd. T. Saladaeng A.Bangnnameow Chachoengsao, 24000
Tel: 02-988-2334-6
Fax: 02-9882337
Email: boonlert@ccautopart.co.th
Website: www.ccautopart.co.th
Products: band saw machine, press machine, plasma machine

Cholburi Muang Thong Co., Ltd.
Address: 202 Moo 4, Sukhumvit Road, Bansuan, Muang, Chonburi, 20000
Tel: 66-38-273250-7
Fax: 66-38-273258-9
Email: cmth@cmt-chonburi.com
Website: cmt-chonburi.com
Products: disc plough for 25hp-120hp tractors, disc harrow for 25-120hp tractors, offset disc harrow for 50hp-120hp tractors

Chokchai Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 229/3 M.4 Petchkasem 99 Om Noi, Krathum Bean, Samut Sakhon, 74130
Tel: 02-4205378-84
Fax: 02-4205376
Email: info@chokchai.co.th
Website: www.chokchai.co.th
Products: power tiller, rotary tiller, front blade, and other tractor implements

Chusin Kankaset Ltd., Part.
Address: 139/8 Moo 1 T. Chainarai, A.Chaibadan, Lopburi, 15130
Tel: 036-461-332; 036-791-259
Fax: 036-632-215; 036-791-258
Email: gusjunk_moo@hotmail.com
Website: www.chusin-chatchaikankaset.com
Products: disc plough, disc harrow, sprayer, slasher

Combine Part Co., Ltd.
Address: 39/9 Moo 1 Khukhot, Lamlukka, Pathumthani, 12130
Tel: +66(0) 2592 4036
Fax: +66(0) 2592 4189
Email: sales@combinepart.com
Website: www.combinepart.com
Products: sub soiler 3 legs, 5 legs, combination rotary, cassava planter, front loader

Dhana Sirm Co., Ltd.
Address: 137 Siripong Road, Pranakorn, Bangkok, 10200
Tel: 0-2225-6357-60
Fax: 0-2225-9165
Email: montchai@dhanasirm.co.th
Products: bearings

Doungkaeworganic Co., Ltd.
Address: 400/12-13 Moo 4 Maha Phot subdistrict, Kao Loe District, Nakhon Sawan, 60230
Tel: 091-6242366
Email: doungkaew.organic@gmail.com
Website: www.facebook.com/DuангKaewOrganic

EDI Global Machinery (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
Address: 104/9 Moo 1 Tambon Nongyao, Aumphur Muang, Saraburi Province, 18000
Tel: 089-900-777-9
Fax: 036-901-187
Email: marketing@edi.co.th  
Website: www.edi.co.th  
Products: gasoline air cooled, air cooled diesel engine, one displacement, stroke radiator system

**Five Star Track Co., Ltd.**  
Address: 5/7 Soi Aree 5, Samseannai, Phayathai, Bangkok, 10400  
Tel: 02-2700291  
Fax: 02-2700290  
Email: info@fivestartrax.com  
Website: www.fivestartrack.com  
Products: rubber track or crawler for use in agriculture and construction

**Fukui Kasei (Thailand) Co., Ltd.**  
Address: 700/433 Moo 7 Amata Nakorn Industrial Estate, Tambol Don Hua Roh, Amphur Muang Chonburi, 20000  
Tel: +66(038) 454657-60  
Fax: +66(038) 454661-2  
Email: Malin@fkt.co.th  
Website: fkt.co.th  
Products: assembling of drain hose for air-conditioning and manufacture of plastic hose and plastic hose assembly (blow hose) for air-conditioning, construction work, etc, manufacture of vibration proof rubber for air-conditioning and electrical appliances, blow injection plastic products

**Hiting Karn Chang**  
Address: 1/3 moo 4 Nong Phrao Ngai, Bang phi Sainoi, Nontaburi, 11150  
Tel: 02-927-6573; 087-9876989  
Fax: 02-927-6573  
Email: ht_karn_chang@hotmail.com  
Website: www.h-t-k-c-industry.com  
Products: water pipe pump & agricultural equipment

**ISEKI & Co., Ltd.**  
Address: 408/1 Charan Insurance Bulding 72nd Floor, Ratchadapisek Rd., Sam senn ok, Huay kwang, Bangkok, 10310  
Tel: 0-2693-0595-6; 055-771-888  
Fax: 0-2693-0597; 055-771-788  
Email: takahisa.murakami@iseki.co.p  
Website: http://iseki.co.th  
Products: tractor nt 540, tractor nt 554, implements

**John Deere (Thailand) Co., Ltd.**  
Address: Cyber World Tower A: 32nd Floor, A 3202,90 Ratchadapisek Road, Huai K hwang, Huai K hwang, Bangkok, 10310  
Tel: +6626769777  
Fax: +6626769730  
Website: www.deere.co.th  
Products: agricultural and construction machinery and equipment, oil lubricant and parts for agricultural and construction machinery and equipment

**Jor. Charoen Chai (NAJA O) Co., Ltd.**  
Address: 59/7 Moo5 Tumbon. Pailing Ayutthaya, 13000  
Tel: +6635-241-852; +6635-241-942  
Fax: +6635-243-008  
Email: jct_th@yahoo.com  
Products: walking tractor, rotary cultivator, agriculture machine

**K.K. Kasetkollakarn Banpong Co., Ltd.**  
Address: 171 Moo 3 Berkprai, Ban pong, Ratchaburi, 70110  
Tel: 032-330088; 032-330120  
Fax: 032-330119  
Email: sales@kkkasetbanpong.com  
Website: www.kkbanpong.com  
Products: sugarcane planter, sugarcane grabber, disc plough

**K.W. Metal Work Co., Ltd.**  
Address: 300/142 Moo 1 Tambon Tarsit, Amphoe Plu ak-daeng Rayong, 21140  
Tel: 038-954-232  
Fax: 038-954-233  
Email: info@kw-metalwork.com  
Website: http://www.kw-metalwork.com  
Products: disc plough, harrow, screw, dozer blade

**Ka Mol Industry Co., Ltd.**  
Address: 63 Soi Srimuang Anusorn, Suth iar nRd. Din daeng, Bangkok, 10400  
Tel: 0-2277-2750; 0-2277-3598; 0-2277-7052-4  
Fax: 0-2276-1183
Maxtex Engineering Co., Ltd.
Address: 130/150 Soi Ramintra 40, Nu an chan Rd., Nu an chan, Bu eng kum, Bangkok, 10230
Tel: (662) 9488281
Fax: (662) 9488231
Email: info@maxtex.net
Website: www.maxtex.net
Products: optical color sorter, rice miling machineries, spare part for rice miling machineries, after sales service

Min Sen Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 777 Mahachai Road, Wangburapapirom, Pranakorn, Bangkok, 10200
Tel: (662) 621-1000-29
Fax: (662) 621-1044
Email: am@minsen.co.th
Website: www.minsen.co.th
Products: rice mil, vacuum packaging, power tiller, brush cutter, organic-chemical ferlizer

Muang Khayai Machinery Ltd., Part.
Address: 14/9 Moo 2 Khayai Bangpahan Ayutthaya, 13220
Tel: 035-779100-1
Fax: 035-779102
Email: natnattz@gmail.com
Website: www.facebook.com/mkj859
Products: power tillers, multi propose tractors

Muileng Co., Ltd.
Address: 18/1 Moo 3 Bangna-Trat Rd, Bangsaothong, Samutprakarn, 10540
Tel: +662312-8234-6
Fax: +662312-8247
Email: mui_leng@hotmail.com
Website: www.muieng.com
Products: walk-behind tractor, equipments, accessories and parts

Nathi-Puean Kaset Thai Co., Ltd.
Address: 85/1 Moo 7 Tambon DanMakhamTia, Amphur Dan Mak ham Tia, Kanchanaburi
Tel: +6681-0191864; +6686-7617043
Fax: +6632-409044
Email: nathi_nimmuan@hotmail.co.th
Oopadiyhitech
Address: 94/4 Moo 1 Watlamud, Nakhon Chai Si, Nakhon Pathom, 73120
Tel: 034-389437
Fax: 034-239796
Email: oopadithitech@hotmaicom
Website: www.oopadithitech.in.th
Products: rice spring cutter knife shoulder, walking tractor, water pump, design and product development, agricultural machinery

Otani Tire Co., Ltd.
Address: 55 Moo 7 Petchkasem Rd. K.M. 37 Samp ran, Nakhon pathom, 73110
Tel: 034-223333; 034-222744-6
Fax: 034-321598; 034-324245
Email: ekachai@otanitire.com
Website: www.otanitire.com
Products: tractor tires, truck tires, agricultural tires

P. R. Agricultural Manufacturing Ltd., Part.
Address: 149/2 Moo 1 Soi Thairung United, Set tak it Kaerai Road, Kaerai District, Kr tumb an, Sam utsa korn, 74110
Tel: 02-8112405-6; 02-429-3990-1
Fax: 02-814-8822
Email: aek_safe@hotmail.com
Products: parts tillers, peripheral tractors, water pump, mowers, elbow electric, contractors turning

Pattanakit Banpong Co, Ltd.
Address: 11 Moo 4 Pak Raet, Ban Pong, Ratchaburi, 70110
Tel: + 6632222366
Fax: + 6632302158
Email: contact@pat-thailand.com
Website: www.pat-thailand.com
Products: sugarcane harvester

Polawat Engine Co., Ltd.
Address: 46/88 Moo 23 Bangpleeyai Bangplee, Samutprakarn, 10540
Tel: +6621364247-9
Fax: + 6621364246
Email: polawatengine@gmail.com
Website: www.polawatengine.co.th
Products: diesel engine, gasoline engine, generator, water pump, powers prayer, brush cutter, welding

Pornsawankranchang
Address: 212/3 Moo 18 Bothum, Kanuworaraksaburi Kamphaengphet, 62140
Tel: 081-0459686
Fax: 055747158
Email: swee-rt@hotmail.com
Products: equipment groove cassava, d riling equipment cassava, equipment for sowing rice tilers

Progress Electronic Ltd., Part.
Address: 158 Soi Ramintra 5, Arnutsaowaree, Bangkean, Bangkok
Tel: 0-2970-8937-8
Fax: 0-552-4563
Email: info@progresselec.com
Website: www.progresselec.com
Products: drying oven/ hot air oven, high temperature oven/melting furnace, drying conveyor system

PT Pray ot Tractor Co., Ltd.
Address: 46 Moo 2 T. Nongpaikeaw, A.Banbuang, Chonburi, 20220
Tel: 038-292627; 081-4366561
Fax: 038-056315
Email: info@pttractor.com
Website: www.pttractor.com
Products: peripheral type tractor plows

Quality Coat Co., Ltd.
Address: 281 Moo 4 Ladkrabang Industrial Estate, Lamplatue, Ladkrabang, Bangkok, 10520
Tel: 02-739-6334-40
Fax: 02-739-6339
Email: qcc1988@yahoo.com
Website: www.qcc.co.th
Products: painting process, electro depositon paint (edp) process, non chromate process
Ratana Agriculture Industry Co., Ltd.
Address: 49 Moo 11 Banmai, Bangyai, Nonthaburi, 11140
Tel: 024497590
Fax: 024497592
Email: info@ratanagroup.com; rai2548@hotmail.com
Website: http://www.ratanagroup.com
Products: walking tractor/ walk-behind tractor/ power tier, equipment parts of walking tractor, service & make to order

S. Gasket Ltd., Part.
Address: 270-272 Worachak Rd. Ban Baht, PomPrap, BKK, 10100
Tel: +66(2) 225-9145-7
Fax: +66(2) 225-9147
Email: sgasket@hotmail.com
Website: www.sgasket.com
Products: custom-made gaskets (by rubber, asbestos, non-asbestos, etc.), gasket sheets (by rubber, asbestos, non-asbestos, etc.), pipe flange gaskets

S.Y.S. Metal Products Co., Ltd.
Address: 8/2 Moo 11 Theparak Road. Bangpla, Bangplee, Samutprakarn, 10540
Tel: 02-3122152-4; 02-7506691-2
Fax: 02-3122155; 02-3122948
Email: info@sysmetal.co.th
Website: www.sysmetal.co.th
Products: stamping, assembly for automobile

Samakkee Agricultural Co., Ltd.
Address: 82/3 Moo 8 Soi Suksawad 72, Suksawad Rd. Bangkr, Phrapradaeng, Samutprakarn, 10130
Tel: 02-4635602
Fax: 02-4637472
Email: narongs0865282355@gaini.com
Products: walk-behind tractor

Samakee Engineering Co., Ltd.
Address: 71/70 Moo 1 Soi Jomthong 13, Jomthong Road, Bangkok, 10150
Tel: 0-2878-0738; 0-2468-0407
Fax: 0-2878-1860
Email: theerachai_p@yahoo.com
Website: www.samakee.co.th
Products: truck, tractor and agricultural parts, wheel for power triller and accessories, make to order for pressing welding and assembling

Samart Kaset-Yon Ltd., Part.
Address: 184 Moo 11 Hankha District, Chainart, 17130
Tel: (66)56452222; (66) 56422316
Fax: (66) 56452221; (66) 56422315
Email: srinauls@hotmail.com
Website: www.samartkasetyon.com
Products: sugar cane harvester, sugar cane loader (grabber)

Chok Chai Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 298 Moo 4 Petchkasem 99 Om Noi Krathum Bean, Samut Sakhon, 74130
Tel: 02-8116294
Fax: 02-8116295
Products: power tiller, rotary tiler, front blade, and other tractor implements

Siam At Industry Co., Ltd.
Address: 700/463 Moo 7 Amata Nakorn Industrial Estate, Donhuaroh, Amphur Muang, Chonburi, 20000
Tel: 038-454-266
Fax: 038-454-259
Website: www.attg.co.th
Products: disc brake, brake drum, carrier differential, case differential

Siam GS Battery Co., Ltd.
Address: 78 Moo 3 Sukhumvit Road, T. Bangpoomai A. Muang, Samutprakarn, 10280
Tel: 02-303-9030; ext.7113
Email: hataichanok.n@gsbattery.co.th
Website: www.gsbattery.co.th
Products: conventional battery, maintenance free battery, hybrid battery, bv battery

Siam Implement Co., Ltd.
Address: 49 Moo 3 Bangkratham district, Phitsanulok Province, 65110
Tel: (66) 55391298-9
Fax: (66) 55391297
Email: sip.sales1@gmai.com,sales@siamimplemen.co.th
Website: www.siamimplement.co.th
Products: rotary tiler, rotary paddler, manure spreader, fertilizer ripper, weeding machine, two-rows power harrows, combine, fertilizer spreader

Siam Kubota Corporation Co., Ltd.
Address: 101/19-24 Moo 20 Navanakorn Industrial Estate Khlong nu eng, Khlongluang Pathumthani, 12120
Tel: 02-909-0300
Fax: 02-529-0752
Email: siamkubotaclub
Website: www.siamkubota.co.th
Products: agricultural machinery, construction machinery (mini excavator), implements, kubota (agri) solution

Somboon Advance Technology Public Co., Ltd.
Address: 129 Moo 2 KM.15th Bangna-Trad Road, Tambon Bang chalong, Amphur Bang p lee, Samutprakarn, 10540
Tel: 0-2728-8500
Fax: 0-2728-8517
Email: dichet.k@somboon.co.th
Website: http://www.sapclco.th
Products: agricultural machinery & tractor implement: cassava planting machine, parts for tractor & combine harvester: rotary blade case, holder, axles haf, differential assy, autoparts for, passenger, pick-upandtruck: leaf spring, coil spring, stab liz erbar, brake disk, brake drum, rear axle shaft

Summit Auto Body Industry Co., Ltd.
Address:32-33 Moo 17 Bangna-Trad Rd. K.m.11.5, Bangpleeyai, Bangplee, Samutprakarn, 10540
Tel: (662) 3386000
Fax: (662) 316-2450; 316-8798
Email: mk.sab@summitautogroup.com
Website: www.summitautogroup.com
Products: “die&g making, body parts&press parts, exhaust” systems, catalytic converters, parking brakes, roll forming, doors ash, functional parts, engine parts fuel filler pipes, transmission parts, edp part

SYK Factory and Product Co., Ltd.
Address: 188 Moo 9 Bangnang, Pantong, Chonbur
Tel: 038-156652-4
Fax: 038-156616
Email: syksale@syk.co.th
Website: www.syk factory.co.th
Products: mold&die, metal stamping, spot and welding parts

T.M. Autocast Co., Ltd.
Address: 27/8 Moo 5 Paholyothin Road, Klong No.1, Klong Luang, Patumtani, 12120
Tel: (02) 5161800-4
Fax: (02) 5168397
Email: tmfac@thaimalleable.co.th
Products: bronze pipe fittings, duct /grey iron machine/ engine parts, bronze machine/engine parts

T. Saha Kit Industry Co., Ltd.
Address: 11 Soi Tientale 18, Bang kunti en-Chai tale Rd, Sama edam, Bang kunti en, Bangkok, 10150
Tel: 02-8946681
Fax: 02-8946685
Email: info@tskindustry.com
Website: www.tskindustry.com
Products: bruch cutter blade/harvest blade, spare parts for agricultural machine, agricultural equipments

Talay Thong Co., Ltd.
Address: 38/1-2 Jaruworn Rd., Panatnikhom, Chonburi, 20140
Tel: +6638462868-71
Fax: + 6638462037
Email: chanidank@hotmail.com
Website: www.talaythong.co.th
Products: power tiller, thresher, combine harvester, small rice mil, agricultural loader

Tarn Tip Engineering Co., Ltd.
Address: 182 Moo 1 Soi. Watsuansom, Puchao-samingprai Rd., Bangprong, Mueng, Samutprakarn, 10270
Tel: (66) 0-23830930; 0-2383-0418
Fax: (66) 0-2756-6567
Email: tarntip2000@yahoo.com
Website: http://tarntipengineerng.yellowpages.co.th/
Products: drainage pump, water pump for agriculture and aquaculture

Thai Agency Engineering Co., Ltd.
Address: 9 Vorasin Bldg., 2nd-3rd Floor, Vipavadirangsit
Rd., Chomphon, Jatujak, Bangkok, 10900
Tel: 02-691-5900
Fax: 02-691-5749
Email: chutchanun@thai-a.co.th; sales@thai-a.co.th
Website: www.thai-a.com
Products: hydraulic, pneumatic and hydraulic hose, solar cell, agriculture machinery, cane loader, log loader, cane harvester

Tate Vehicle Co., Ltd.
Address: 703 Petchkasem Rd. Bangwah Phasicharoen, Bangkok, 10160
Tel: 66-2-804-7981-2
Fax: 66-2-804-7984
Email: tatecompany@yahoo.com
Website: tate-vehicle.co.th
Products: water pump, diesel for rice combine harvester, rice combine harvester, agricultural disc, blade, plough blade, trailer, eco truck

Thai Auto mach Co., Ltd.
Address: 65 Moo 3 Bungbon, Nongsua, Pathumthani, 12170
Tel: (662) 905-4680-2
Fax: (662) 905-5075
Email: supha.i@thaiautomach.co.th
Website: www.thaiautomach.co.th
Products: agricultural machinery parts products, automotive part products

Thai Chanathorn Industry Co., Ltd.
Address: 61 Moo 11 Soi Vilalai Bang Na-Trad Rd. Bangchalong Bangplee, Sumutprakarn, 10540
Tel: 0-2337-2305-9
Fax: 0-2337-2312
Email: mkt.tct@thaisummit.co.th
Website: www.thaisummit.co.th/tct
Products: motorcycle parts, automotive parts, agricultural engine parts and other parts

Thai Charoen Radiator Co., Ltd.
Address: 593/1 Soi Ramkhamheang 39 (The p leela 1) Pracha Utid Rd, Wang tong lang, Bangkok, 10310
Tel: +662-539-2361; +662-539-3757
Fax: +662-934-4157
Email: tcr.radiator@gmail.com
Website: www.tcradiator.com
Products: radiator for cars, tractors, combine harvesters, radiator for agriculture, radiator for generators

Thai Heng Foundry and Machining (1959) Co., Ltd.
Address: 364 Chakapaddipong Road, Ban battr, Pom prab, Bangkok, 10100
Tel: 02-621-1357-60
Fax: 02-621-1188; 02-621-1818
Email: foundry@thaiheng.com
Website: http://www.thaiheng.com
Products: pulleys, iron spare parts casting and machining, aluminum spare parts casting and machining

Thai Metro Industry (1973) Co., Ltd.
Address: 47 Moo 4 Poochaosamingprai Rd, Bangprong, Meung, Samutprakarn, 10270
Tel: 02-3830376
Fax: 02-3830380
Email: tmichain@loxinfo.co.th
Website: www.tmi chain.com
Products: standard chain (80-240 single double triple strands), agricultural chain, customized chain

Thai Summit Gold Press Co., Ltd.
Address: 24 Moo 7 Rangsit-Nakhonnayok Rd, Tambo on Klong-yai, Amphur Ongkarak, Nakhonnayok Province, 26120
Tel: 037-307-999
Fax: 037-307-901-2
Products: motorcycle parts, agricultural/tractor parts, electrical appliances product, painting product

The Chiling Ton Tool (Thai and) Co., Ltd.
Address: 826, 826-1-2, 826/6 Soi 13 Moo 4 Bang pao Industrial Estate, Prae kesa, Muang, Samutprakarn, 10280
Tel: 02-7093422-4
Fax: 02-7094960
Email: wpchth@loxinfo.co.th
Website: www.chilington.co.uk
Products: “crocodile” brand hoes, “crocodile” brand matchets, “crocodile” brand agricultural handtools
The Naw Aloha Industry Co., Ltd.
Address: 19 Moo 3 Suwannasorn Rd., Tambol Bualoy, Ampur Nongkhae, Saraburi, 18230
Tel: 036-726226; Ext.300
Fax: 036-726229
Website: www.attg.co.th
Products: case clutch housing, case transmission, clutch housing, case front

TSP Metal Works Co., Ltd.
Address: 72 Moo 1 KingKaew Rd., Rachat ewa, Bang p lee, Samutprakarn, 10540
Tel: +(66) 2-750-0847
Fax: +(66) 2-750-1574
Email: marketing@tspmetal.com
Website: www.tspmetal.com
Products: cx cassava planter 70 hp, walking tractor trang ao, sugar cane grabber 70 hp, tsp con tech light concrete

Tylers Industry Co., Ltd.
Address: 60 Soi Rongmuang 5, Rama1 Rd., Patumwan, Bangkok, 10330
Tel: + 6622162382
Fax: + 6622151299
Email: info@ltygroup.com
Website: www.tylers.co.th
Products: drip tape and irrigation products, water pump and engine, design and installation services

Unimachine Co., Ltd.
Address: 149/258 Moo 13 Soi Phetkasem 95 Phetkasem Rd., Omnoi rathumban, Samutsakorn, 74130
Tel: 0-2840-5757-9
Fax: 0-2840-5566
Email: pennapa@thailandfoundry.com; sales@thailandmachining.com
Website: www.thailandmachining.com
Products: machinery parts, agriculture parts and equipment, pulley, pattern and mold maker

Union Apply Co., Ltd.
Address: 19/18 Moo 5 Klongsam, Klong lung, Pathumthani, 12120
Tel: 02-901-1034-5
Fax: 02-901-1205
Email: hrd@unionapply.com
Website: www.unionapply.com
Products: drip tape and irrigation products, water pump and engine, design and installation services

V.B. Engine Impex Co., Ltd.
Address: 15/21 Moo 16 Bhudtamonton 1 Rd. Bang ramad, Thlingchan, Bangkok, 10170
Tel: 0-2448-6806-7; 0-2887-9664-5
Fax: 0-2887-5780, 0-2887-5781
Email: natthawut@vbengine.com

V.C.S. Co. Ltd.
Address: 656 Wongsawang Road, Bangsue, Bangkok, 10800
Tel: 029130500-3
Fax: 025878979
Email: vcs@vcs.com
Website: www.vcs.com
Products: stamping parts, welding assemble parts, spot parts

V.M.T. Engineering Co., Ltd.
Address: 9/2 Moo 2 Soi Pookmit, Rangrotfaikao Rd., Prahpradang, Samutprakarn, 10130
Tel: (02) 183-3581-2
Fax: (02) 754-3406
Email: vmtengineering@gmail.com; vmt.engineering@yahoo.com
Website: http://www.vmtengineering.co.th
Products: passenger car parts, motorcycle parts, agricultural automotive parts, truck parts

Vichien Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
Address: 1/4-7 Moo 6 Petkasem Rd., Om no i, Krathumban, Samutsakorn, 74130
Tel: 0-2420-0976; 0-2420-0986
Fax: 0-2431-2517
Email: accounting@vichien.com
Website: www.vichien.com
Products: vichien rotary tler, vichien disc plough, vichien poly plough, vichien blade

Wichien Dynamic Industry Co., Ltd.
Address: 34/1 Moo 10 Phathumthian-Banglane Rd,
Koobangluang, Lardlumkaew, Phathumthani, 12140
Tel: (662) 598-1342
Fax: (662) 598-1344
Email: exportsales@wdico.th
Website: www.wdi.co.th
Products: lighting for passenger vehicles, trucks, agricultural equipment, led lighting for industrial sports stadiums, buildings, car accessories such as fog lamps, spot lamps

**Wongwaiwit Indusial Co., Ltd.**
Address: 98/1-2 Moo 4 Taeparak Road, Bangpleeyai Samutprakarn, 10540
Tel: 02-385-5632-3
Fax: 02-7554465
Email: Cs@wongwaiwit-industrial.com
Website: www.wongwaiwit-industrial.com
Products: hydraulic hose, hydraulic pipe tubing, hydraulic crimping machine

**Yanmar S.P. Co., Ltd**
Address: Ladkrabang Industrial Estate 115, soi Chalongkrung 31, Lamp la tiew, Lad kra bang, Bangkok, 10520
Tel: 02-326-0700-7
Fax: 02-739-6477
Email: Kittisak_Asawasukhee@yanmar.com
Website: www.yanmar.com/th
Products: tractor, implement, horizontal diesel engine (hde), power tiller, combine harvester, rice transplanter, spare part, mini excavator
The Turkish Association of Agricultural Machinery and Equipment Manufacturers

Address: Meşrutiyet Cad. No: 31/606420 Kızılay, Ankara, TURKEY
Tel: 00.90.312.4193794 (3 lines)
Fax: 00.90.312.4193753
Email: tarmakbir@ttmail.com; tarmakbir@tarmakbir.org
Website: http://www.tarmakbir.org
AB-AD ZİRAAT ALETLERİ-İDRİS AVCI
Address: Sanayi Sitesi No: 5 Saruhanlı / MANİSA
Tel: (0090) 236.3571085
Fax: (0090) 236.3573162
Email: info@abadziraat.com
Website: http://www.abadziraat.com
Products: flail mulcher pneumatic, spacing drill mechanical, spacing drill hoeing machine, inter-row cultivator, deep placement fertilizer machine, fanning type grape cleaner, duster

AGCO TARIM MAKİNALARI LTD.ŞTİ.
Address: Gebze Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Gençlik Caddesi, Tembelova Alanı No: 3001/1 Gebze/KOCAELİ
Tel: (0090) 262.6737200
Fax: (0090) 262.6737298
Email: mete.has@agcocorp.com
Website: http://www.agcocorp.com
Products: tractor, pick-up baler, combine harvester, mower, rotary rake, tractor front loader

AGRİONAL DIŞ TİCARET LTD.ŞTİ.
Address: Konya Org. San. Böл. Evrenköy Cad. 3 No'lu Sok. No: 4 Seçüklu / KONYA
Tel: (0090) 332.2512690
Fax: (0090) 332.2517959
Email: agrional@agrional.com
Website: http://www.agrional.com
Description: agricultural machinery

AGROLAND MAKİNA İMALAT SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Barbaros Mah. Serik Cad. No: 201 Aksu / Antalya
Tel: (0090) 242.3225995
Fax: (0090) 242.3222108
Email: info@agroland.com.tr
Website: http://www.agroland.com.tr
Description: dealer

AGROMAK MAKİNE İMALAT SANAYİ VE TİC. A.Ş.
Address: Mimar Sinan Merkez Mah. Sultan Murat Cad. Aka Sok. No: 2 Büyükçekmece / İSTANBUL
Tel: (0090) 212.8612121
Fax: (0090) 212.8612388
Email: info@agromak.com.tr
Website: http://www.agromak.com.tr
Products: horticultural and viticultural equipment, lawn mower, rotary brush, cutter, chain saw, pruning shears, irrigation equipment, other viticultural equipment, etc.

AGROTEK İLAÇLAMA MAK. VE TARIM TEKNOLOJİLERİ İTH. İHR. ZİRAİ ÜRN. SAN.TİC. A.Ş.
Address: 7 Eylül Mah. İstiklal Cad. Hacı Rahmanlı Kasabası Saruhanlı / MANİSA
Tel: (0090) 236.3641870
Fax: (0090) 236.3641873
Email: info@agrotek.com.tr
Website: http://www.agrotek.com.tr
Products: field sprayer, orchard sprayer, duster

AKSAN KARDAN SANAYİ VE DIŞ TİCARET LTD.ŞTİ.
Address: Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Kırmihanlığı Cad. No: 4 06935 Sincan / ANKARA
Tel: (0090) 312.2671818
Fax: (0090) 312.2670214
Email: info@aksanshaft.com
Website: http://www.aksanshaft.com
Products: PTO drive shaft and safety clutch

AKSOYLU TRAYLER-RÖMORK SANAYİ VE TİCARET A.Ş
Address: Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Mümtcet Zeytinyolu Bulvarı 6. Cadde ESKİŞEHİR
Tel: (0090) 222.2360451 (3H)
Fax: (0090) 222.2361439
Email: aksoyulu@aksoyulu.com.tr
Website: http://www.aksoyulu.com.tr
Products: tractor trailer

AKTAŞLAR TARIM MAK. VE TARIM ALETLERİ İMAL VE TİCARETİ RAMAZAN AKTAŞ
Address: Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 1. Cadde 8. Sok. No: 16 AFYONKARAHİSAR
Tel: (0090) 272.2211457
Fax: (0090) 272.2211458
Email: info@aktaslarmakina.com
Website: http://www.aktaslarmakina.com
Products: mouldboard plough, chisel plough, strip till, cultivator, furrow opener plough, mouldboard ridger

AKSU İLAÇLAMA MAKİNALARI ÜRETİMİ - COŞKUN AKSU
Address: Barbaros Mah. Serik Cad. No: 185 Aksu / ANTALYA
Tel: (0090) 242.4263365
Fax: (0090) 242.4262362
Email: info@aksuilaclama.com.tr
Website: http://www.aksuilaclama.com.tr
Products: ULV sprayer

ALKAN RÖMORK SANAYİ VE TİCARET LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Yunus Emre Mah. İstasyon Cad. No: 3 Beylikova / ESKİŞEHİR
Tel: (0090) 222.5313026
Fax: (0090) 222.5312843
Email: alkan@alkanromork.com
Website: http://www.alkanromork.com
Products: tractor trailer

ALPARSLAN TARIM MADİNALARI SANAYİ VE TİCARET A.Ş.
Tel: (0090) 4443942
Fax: (0090) 332.2482428
Email: alparslan@alparslantarim.com.tr
Website: http://www.alparslantarim.com.tr
Products: seed drill, pneumatic spacing drill, thresher, bale picking and loading machine, tractor mounted front loader, tractor mounted backhoe loader

ALPLER ZİRAAT ALETLERİ SANAYİ VE TİCARET A.Ş.
Address: Aydın Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Umurlu / AYDIN
Tel: (0090) 256.2591055 (pbx)
Fax: (0090) 256.2591066
Email: alpler@alpler.com.tr
Website: http://www.alpler.com.tr
Products: subsoiler, mouldboard plough, chisel plough, disc plough, disc harrow, cultivator, land roller, seedbed preparation equipment, mineral fertilizer spreader, pipe laying machine for drip irrigation, inter-row limb cleaner, mulch laying machine, ditcher, furrow opener plough, mouldboard ridger, land leveller blade with laser control, tractor mounted rear bucket

ALTAYOĞLU TARIM MAK. GIDA TARIM HAYVANCILIK TİC. VE SAN. LTD.ŞTİ.
Address: Hayrabolu Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Aydın Sokak No: 1 Hayrabolu / TEKİRDAĞ
Tel: (0090) 282.3151409
Fax: (0090) 282.3151264
Email: bilgi.altayoglu@gmail.com
Website: http://www.altayogluturam.com
Products: flail mulcher, harrow with spring teeth, seed drill, universal drill, hoeing machine, inter-row cultivator

ALTINAY TARIM MAKİNALARI TARIM ÜRÜNLERİ SAN.VE TİC.LTD.ŞTİ.
Address: Hisar Mah. Küçük Sanayi Sit. 5.Blok No: 8 Hayrabolu / TEKİRDAĞ
Tel: (0090) 282.3153050
Fax: (0090) 282.3155201
Email: info@altinaytarim.com.tr
Website: http://www.altinaytarim.com.tr
Products: flail mulcher, chisel plough, cultivator, toothed harrow, seed drill, pneumatic spacing drill, hoeing machine, inter-row cultivator

ALTINÖRS TARIM MAKİNALARI İMALAT SANAYİ TİCARET LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Ankara-Eskişehir Karayolu 55. Km. Polatlı / ANKARA
Tel: (0090) 312.6465090 (3H)
Fax: (0090) 312.6465093
Email: altinors@altinors.com.tr
Website: http://www.altinors.com.tr
Products: complete sugar beet harvester

ALTINÖZ TARIM MAK. İM.İH.OTO.TUR. TEKS.TAR.VE PET. ÜR. SAN.TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Yeni Cami Mah. Akeller Cad. No: 114 Söke / AYDIN
Tel: (0090) 256.5181491
Fax: (0090) 256.5182158
ANADOLU LANDİNİ TRAKTÖR ÜRETİM VE PAZARLAMA A.Ş.
Address: Şekerpınar Mah. Albayrak Sokak No: 4 41420 Çayırova / KOCAELİ
Tel: (0090) 262.9992300
Fax: (0090) 262.6582345
Email: landini@anadolulandini.com
Website: http://www.anadolulandini.com
Products: tractor

ANADOLU MOTOR ÜRETİM VE PAZARLAMA A.Ş.
Address: Sekerpınar Mah. Albayrak Sok No: 4 Çayırova 41420 KOCAELİ
Tel: (0090) 262.6582300
Fax: (0090) 262.6582345
Email: hakan.kozanoglu@anadolumotor.com Motorlu
Website: http://www.anadolumotor.com
Products: motorhoe, rotary brush cutter, olive harvester

ANIL YATAĞANLI TARIM MAKİNALARI A.Ş.
Tel: (0090) 332.2391678
Fax: (0090) 332.2391679
Email: info@aniltarim.com
Website: http://www.aniltarim.com
Products: chisel plough, mineral fertilizer spreader, field sprayer, rotary rake, mobil auger grain conveyor, tractor mounted rear loader, land leveller blade, mounted hole digger

APH GROUP TARIM MAK. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Acığöl Yolu Üzeri 10. Km No: 9 Nar / NEVŞEHİR
Tel: (0090)384.2143274
Fax: (0090)384.2143275
Email: info@aphtarim.com
Website: http://www.aphtarim.com
Products: subsoiler, cultivator, rotary cultivator, pneumatic seed drill, mineral fertilizer spreader, hoeing machine, inter-row rotary cultivator, root crops, rhizomes, bulbs and corms harvesting machines, irrigation equipment, elevator, ridger

ARGETAR MAK. SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Fatih Sultan Mehmet Mah. Sanayi Sitesi 2 Blok No: 5 Ceyhan / ADANA
Tel: (0090) 322.6120612
Fax: (0090) 322.6124612
Email: info@argetar.com
Website: http://www.argetar.com
Products: tillage machine

ARGÜNSAN OTOMOTİV MOBİLYA KOLTUK METAL SANAYİ TURİZM İŞLETMECİLİĞİ NAKLIYECİLİK TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 1. Cad. Sonu İnegöl / BURSA
Tel: (0090) 224.7149090
Fax: (0090) 224.7148532
Email: info@argünsan.com.tr
Website: http://www.argünsan.com
Products: stone crusher, flail mulcher, forestry mulcher, hoeing machine for orchards, self propelled picking platform, tractor mounted rear forklift

ARTUR ZİRAAT ALETLERİ SANAYİ VE TİCARET LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Sanayi Sitesi 3. Ada No: 1-20 10400 Ayvalık / BALIKESİR
Tel: (0090) 266.3313388
Fax: (0090) 266.3310575
Email: satis@arturziraat.com.tr
Website: http://www.arturziraat.com.tr
Products: fingerbar mower

ASKO İŞ VE TARIM MAK. SAN. TİC. A.Ş.
Address: Yakacık Hürriyet Mah. E 5 Yan Yol Üzeri No: 57 Kartal / İSTANBUL
ATEŞPAR MOTORLU ARAÇLAR SAN. DIŞ. TIC. LTD. ŞTİ.

Address: Büyükkayacık OSB Mah.Evrenköy Cad. No: 32 42050 Selçuklu / KONYA
Tel: (0090) 332.2356423 (2H)
Fax: (0090) 332.2337581
Email: info@atespar.com.tr
Website: http://www.atespar.com.tr
Products: foreign trade of agricultural machinery

AZİM ZİRAAT ALETLERİ SANAYİ VE TİCARET A.Ş.

Address: Ortaklar Mah. Alparslan Türkeş Naipi Bulvarı No: 50 09330 Germencik / AYDIN
Tel: (0090) 256.5771037
Fax: (0090) 256.5771205
Email: bilgi@azimziraat.com.tr
Website: http://www.azimziraat.com.tr
Products: mouldboard plough, chisel plough, cultivator, disc harrow, rotary cultivator, land roller, mineral fertilizer spreader, pneumatic spacing drill, hoeing machine, inter-row rotary cultivator, tractor trailer

AZİM ZİRAAT ALETLERİ SANAYİ VE TİCARET LTD. ŞTİ.

Address: Büyükayacak OSB Mah.Evrenköy Cad. No: 32 42050 Selçuklu / KONYA
Tel: (0090) 332.2356423 (2H)
Fax: (0090) 332.2337581
Email: info@atespar.com.tr
Website: http://www.atespar.com.tr
Products: foreign trade of agricultural machinery

AZİM ZİRAAT ALETLERİ SANAYİ VE TİCARET LTD. ŞTİ.

Address: Büyükayacak OSB Mah.Evrenköy Cad. No: 32 42050 Selçuklu / KONYA
Tel: (0090) 332.2356423 (2H)
Fax: (0090) 332.2337581
Email: info@atespar.com.tr
Website: http://www.atespar.com.tr
Products: foreign trade of agricultural machinery

AZİM ZİRAAT ALETLERİ SANAYİ VE TİCARET LTD. ŞTİ.

Address: Büyükayacak OSB Mah.Evrenköy Cad. No: 32 42050 Selçuklu / KONYA
Tel: (0090) 332.2356423 (2H)
Fax: (0090) 332.2337581
Email: info@atespar.com.tr
Website: http://www.atespar.com.tr
Products: foreign trade of agricultural machinery

BAŞAK PÜLVERİZATÖR SANAYİ VE TİCARET LTD. ŞTİ.

Address: Küçük Sanayi Sitesi 1816.Blok No: 17 45410 Turgutlu / MANİSA
Tel: (0090) 236.3132967
Fax: (0090) 236.3138064
Email: info@basakpulveriztor.com
Website: http://www.basakpulverizator.com
Products: orchard sprayer

BAŞAK TRAKTÖR TARIM ZİRAAT VE İŞ MAKİNALARI SAN. TİC.A.Ş.

Address: Hanlı Sakarya Mah. Satso Sokak. No: 33 Arifiye / SAKARYA
Tel: (0090) 264.2958300
Fax: (0090) 264.2751700
Email: info@basaktraktor.com.tr
Website: http://www.basaktraktor.com
Products: tractor, mouldboard plough, rotary cultivator, land roller, seed drill, pneumatic precision drill, field sprayer, orchard sprayer, mixer feeder, telescopic loader

BEĞENAL ZİRAİ ALETLERİ SANAYİ TİCARET A.Ş.

Address: Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Milli Egemenlik Cad. No: 14 Burdur
Tel: (0090) 248.2529355
Fax: (0090) 248.2528004
Email: info@bandirmalazer.com.tr
Website: http://www.bandirmalazer.com.tr
Products: pick-up baler, mixer feeder, stable equipment

BANDIRMA LAZER MAK.SAN.VE TİC.LTD. ŞTİ.

Address: 600 Evler Mah. Örnek Sanayi Sitesi 1352 Sokak No: 10 Bandırma / BALIKESİR
Tel: (0090) 266.7212232
Fax: (0090) 266.7212242
Email: info@bandirmalazer.com.tr
Website: http://www.bandirmalazer.com.tr
Products: pick-up baler, mixer feeder, stable equipment

BAŞAK ZİRAAT ALETLERİ GIDA MAKİNALARI SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.

Address: Sanayi Çarşısı Doğan Sok. No: 20 Sargöl / MANİSA
Tel: (0090) 236.8672757
Fax: (0090) 236.8673485
Email: iletisim@bagsan.com
Website: http://www.bagsan.com.tr
Products: mouldboard plough, chisel plough, disc harrow, hoeing machine, inter-row rotary cultivator, tractor trailer

BAŞAK TRAKTÖR TARIM ZİRAAT VE İŞ MAKİNALARI SAN. TİC.A.Ş.

Address: Hanlı Sakarya Mah. Satso Sokak. No: 33 Arifiye / SAKARYA
Tel: (0090) 264.2958300
Fax: (0090) 264.2751700
Email: info@basaktraktor.com.tr
Website: http://www.basaktraktor.com
Products: tractor, mouldboard plough, rotary cultivator, land roller, seed drill, pneumatic precision drill, field sprayer, orchard sprayer, mixer feeder, telescopic loader

BEĞENAL ZİRAİ ALETLERİ SANAYİ TİCARET A.Ş.

Address: Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 6. Cad. No: 16 Çorum
Tel: (0090) 364.2549660
Fax: (0090)364.2549399
Email: begunaltarim@gmail.com
Website: http://www.begenalziraat.com
Products: chisel plough, cultivator, disc harrow, toothed harrow, land roller, combination cultivation machines, land leveller blade, tractor mounted rear loader

BEREKET MOT. ARAÇ. SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Yeni Mahalle İstasyon Caddesi No: 39 Tavşanlı / KÜTAHYA
Tel: (0090) 274.6151108
Fax: (0090) 274.615109
Email: berekettavsanli@hotmail.com
Website: http://www.berekettarim.com
Products: milking machine

BİRLEŞİM TARIM MAK.SAN.VE TİC.LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Konya Organize San. 5. Sok. No: 7 KONYA
Tel: (0090) 332.2391606
Fax: (0090) 332.2391610
Email: birlesim@birlesimtarim.com
Website: http://www.birlesimtarim.com
Products: cultivator, land roller, combination cultivation machine, hoeing machine, inter-row cultivator, land leveller blade, disc ridger, loading bar

BKS TARIM MAKİNALARI OTOMOTİV SAN. VE TİC. LTD.ŞTİ.
Address: 10006 SOK NO: 8/B A.O.S.B ÇİĞLİ / İZMİR
Tel: (0090) 232.4796796
Fax: (0090) 232.4796797
Email: info@bkstarim.com
Website: http://www.bkstarim.com.tr
Products: subsoiler, chisel plough, cultivator, toothed harrow, disc harrow, hoeing machine, inter-row cultivator

BOA MAKİNE ÜRETİM İTHALAT İHRACAT İNŞAAT TİCARET VE SANAYİ LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Orta Mah. Akdeniz Bulvarı 46. Sok. No: 5/1 Sahilikent Finike / ANTALYA
Tel: (0090) 242.8555861
Fax: (0090) 242.8551670
Email: info@boamak.com
Website: http://www.boamak.com
Products: orchard sprayer

BOZDOĞAN TARIM MAKİNALARI LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: 25 Aralık Mah. Tüfekçi Yusuf Bulvari No: 6 Şahinbey / GAZIANTEP
Tel: (0090) 342.2253200
Fax: (0090) 342.2251925
Email: bozdogan@bozdogantarim.com
Website: http://www.bozdogantarim.com
Description: dealer

BOZKURT TARIM MAKİNALARI İMALAT SANAYİ VE TİCARET LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Organize Sanayi Böl. 201. Cad. No: 1 Polatlı / ANKARA
Tel: (0090) 312.6265056
Fax: (0090) 312.6265059
Email: info@bozkurtmibzer.com
Website: http://www.bozkurtmibzer.com
Products: seed drill

BOZOK TRAKTÖR ÜRETİM PAZ. SAN. VE DIŞ TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Hüdavendigar Cad. No: 12/1 Karacabay & Bozok İş Merkezi Sirkeci / İSTANBUL
Tel: (0090) 0212.5123235
Fax: (0090) 0212.5115193
Email: info@bozoktraktor.com.tr
Website: http://www.karacabay.com.tr
Products: tractor

BUFER MAKİNE OTOMOTİV HIRDAVAT İÇ VE DIŞ TİC. LTD.ŞTİ.
Address: Büyükkayacık Mak. OSB 405 Nolu Sok. No: 28 Selçuklu / KONYA
Tel: (0090) 444 08 12
Email: burakonal@ontar.com.tr
Website: http://www.buferagri.com.tr
Products: foreign trade of agricultural machinery

BULANÇAK TARIMSAL MEKANİZASYON SULAMA İTH. İHR. SAN. TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Yenidoğan Mah. Demirciler Sit. 2109 Sok. No: 8
Yüreğir / ADANA
Tel: (0090) 322.3468183
Fax: (0090) 322.3468185
Email: info@bulancak.com.tr
Website: http://www.bulancak.com.tr
Products: cultivator, rotary cultivator, irrigation equipment, pumps, pipes drip irrigation pipes, filters, automation systems, Centre-Pivot and linear moving irrigation systems, sprinkler, pruning machine

CANSA TARIM MAKİNALARI İMALAT PAZARLAMA VE TİC. SAN. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Sanayi Sitesi 1. Blok No: 11Ceyhan / ADANA
Tel: (0090) 322.6126191
Fax: (0090) 322.6131791
Email: cansa@cansatarim.com.tr
Website: http://www.cansatarim.com.tr
Products: subsoiler, disc harrow, mineral fertilizer spreader, stubble drill, pneumatic spacing drill, seed drill, mechanical spacing drill, hoeing machine, inter-row cultivator

ÇAĞLAYAN TARIM MAKİNALARI - SEYFULLAH DEMİRKAYA
Address: Kızılcasöğüt Mah. Denizli Cad. No: 69 Çivril / DENİZLİ
Tel: (0090) 258.7137519
Fax: (0090) 258.7137539
Email: seyfullahdemirkaya71@hotmail.com Çizel (Chisel Plough)
Website: www.yuzyilcaglayantarim.com.tr
Products: disc harrow, cultivator, land roller, scrubber, mineral fertilizer spreader, tractor trailer, land leveller blade

ÇAYIROVA OTOMOTİV GIDA TAŞIMACILIK SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Yeni Sanayi Sitesi 48. Sk. No: 8Karesi / BALIKESİR
Tel: (0090) 266.2462800
Fax: (0090) 266.2462802
Email: info@cayirova.com
Website: http://www.cayirova.com
Products: cultivator, rotary drum mower, rotary rake, corn forage harvester, hay forage harvester, row independent forage harvester, silage packing machine, bale conveyor, mixer feeder

ÇEİKİÇKESEN TARIM ALET VE MAKİNALARI SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Cumhuriyet Mah. Olgu Sok. No: 3Söke / AYDIN
Tel: (0090) 256.5132365
Fax: (0090) 256.5185506
Email: info@cekickesen.com.tr
Website: http://www.cekickesen.com.tr
Products: chisel plough, disc harrow, land roller, mineral fertilizer spreader, hoeing machine, inter-row cultivator, land leveller blade

ÇELİK-EL TARIM MAK SAN.VE TİC.LTD. ŞTİ.
Tel: (0090) 4444942
Fax: (0090) 332.3451504
Email: info@celikeltarim.com
Website: http://www.celikeltarim.com
Products: farmyard manure spreading trailer, liquid manure spreader, mineral fertilizer spreader, corn forage harvester, hay forage harvester, row independent forage harvester, silage packing machine, bale conveyor, mixer feeder

ÇELMAK TARIM MAK. PLASTİK DEMİR DOĞ. HAY. TİC. VE SAN. LTD. ŞTİ.
Tel: (0090) 266.2462800
Fax: (0090) 266.2462802
Email: info@celmak.com
Website: http://www.celmak.com
Products: cultivator, rotary drum mower, rotary rake, corn forage harvester, hay forage harvester, row independent forage harvester, mixer feeder, tractor trailer

ÇELSAN ZİRAAT ALETLERİ SANAYİ VE TİCARET LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Muradiye Mah. Sanatkarlar Cad. No: 38 Yunusemre/MANİSA
Tel: (0090) 236.2140087
Fax: (0090) 236.2362338
Email: celsan@celsan.com
Website: http://www.celsan.com
Products: parts and components manufacture for agricultural machinery; axle, leaf springs, brake units, tyres, etc.
agricultural machinery, discs, cultivator tines, etc.

**ÇETİNEL TARIM MAKİNALARI VE ÇELİK DÖKÜM SAN.VE TİC. A.Ş.**

Address: Girne Bulvarı No: 138/A Yüreğir / ADANA
Tel: (0090) 322.3213451 (4 H)
Fax: (0090) 322.3215246
Email: cetinel@cetinel.com
Website: http://www.cetinel.com
Products: thresher, mobile thresher, straw pick-up machine, vibrating tine subsoiler

**ÇETÎNKAYALAR TARIM MAKİNALARI GIDA VE İNŞ. SAN. TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.**

Tel: (0090) 332.2489238
Fax: (0090) 332.2514585
Email: info@cetinkayalartarim.com
Website: http://www.cetinkayalartarim.com
Products: cultivator, mouldboard plough, mineral fertilizer spreader, field sprayer, thresher, mobile thresher, straw pick-up machine, rotary drum mower, milking machine, tractor trailer

**ÇOKCANLAR MAKİNA SANAYİ VE TİCARET LTD. ŞTİ.**

Address: Yeni Sanayi Sitesi 12. Sok. No: 1BURDUR
Tel: (0090) 248.2528510 (4 H)
Fax: (0090) 248.2528511
Email: cokcanlar@cokcanlar.com.tr
Website: http://www.cokcanlar.com.tr
Products: mineral fertilizer spreader, corn forage harvester, pick-up baler, straw pick-up machine, mixer feeder

**DAĞCILAR KABİN VE MAKİNA SANAYİ TİCARET A.Ş.**

Address: Hacibayram Mah. İstiklal Cad. No: 271 Suluova / AMASYA
Tel: (0090) 358.4171627
Fax: (0090) 358.4175979
Email: iletisim@dagcilar.com.tr
Website: http://www.dagcilar.com.tr
Products: safety cab, subsoiler, chisel plough, plough, cultivator, tractor mounted rear loader, tractor mounted front loader, beet lifting fork, tractor trailer, liquid tank trailer

**DATSU İNŞ. VE DIŞ TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.**

Address: Dilovası Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 4. Kısım D-4011 Sokak No: 18 Dilovası/KOCAELİ
Tel: (0090) 262.5021140
Fax: (0090) 262.5021132
Email: info@datsu.com.tr
Website: http://www.datsu.com.tr
Products: horticultural and viticultural equipment, motorhoe, rotary brush cutter, chain saw, motor hole digger, water engine, knapsack sprayer, etc.

**DEĞİRMENCİOĞULLARI GIDA TAR. VE MAK. PET. OTO. SER. TİC. SAN. LTD. ŞTİ.**

Address: Fatih Mah. Nasrettin Hoca Bul. 94/APolatlı / ANKARA
Tel: (0090) 312.6239180
Fax: (0090) 312.6228289
Email: bilgi@degirmencioğullari.com.tr
Website: http://www.degirmencioğullari.com.tr
Products: cultivator, disc harrow, onion loading machine, onion and garlic harvester, feed crusher, auger

**DEKSAN HİDROLİK MAK. SANAYİ VE TİC. A.Ş.**

Address: Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Kırım Cad. Ulukavak Sok. No: 3 Selçuklu/KONYA
Tel: (0090) 4442042
Fax: (0090) 332.2392518
Email: info@deksan.com.tr
Website: http://www.deksan.com.tr
Products: parts and components manufacture for agricultural trailers, axles, cylinders, jacks, etc.

**DEMSAN DEMİRDÖĞEN TARIM MAKİNALARI SAN. VE TİC. TD. ŞTİ.**

Address: Sanayi Sitesi 22. Sokak No: 20 PK 35750 Ödemiş / İZMİR
Tel: (0090) 232.5445065
Fax: (0090) 232.5447444
Email: demsandd@demsandd.com
Website: http://www.demsandd.com
Products: soil preparation machine, potato planter, pneumatic seed drill, hoeing machine, inter-row cultivator,
onion lifter, carrot lifter, potato lifter

**DESAN RÖMORK SANAYİ**
Address: Sanayi Sitesi 18. Sok. No: 39Ödemiş / İZMİR
Tel: (0090) 232.5442675
Fax: (0090) 232.5448696
Email: desanromork@hotmail.com
Website: http://www.desanromork.com
Products: tractor trailer, liquid tank trailer

**DİLSİZLER TARIM MAKİNALARI SANAYİ VE TİCARET LTD.ŞTİ.**
Address: Gülveren Mah. Kutluhan Cad. No: 1Polatlı / ANKARA
Tel: (0090) 312.6237499
Fax: (0090) 312.6234587
Email: info@dilsizlermakina.com
Website: http://www.dilsizlermakina.com
Products: mobile auger grain conveyor, belt type conveyor

**DİZMAK TARIM ALETLERİ-ERDAL DOĞAN**
Address: Çekrice Köyü No: 11Mudanya/BURSA
Tel: (0090) 224.5698154
Fax: (0090) 224.5698155
Email: iletisim@dizmaktarim.com
Website: http://www.dizmaktarim.com
Products: orchard sprayer, olive grader

**DOĞAN ÇELİK MAKİNA SANAYİ VE TİCARET A.Ş.**
Address: Atatürk Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 10021 Sok. No: 23 Çiğli / İZMİR
Tel: (0090) 232.3767981 (2 H)
Fax: (0090) 232.3281954
Email: info@dogsantarim.com
Website: http://www.dogsantarim.com
Products: subsoiler, chisel plough, cultivator, combination cultivation machines

**DOĞANLAR ZİRAAT VE TARIM MAKİNELERİ A.Ş.**
Address: Orhaniye Mah. Orhaniye Kümeevleri No: 257 Kahramankazan/ ANKARA
Tel: (0090) 312.8155757
Fax: (0090) 312.8155748
Email: info@doganlaragro.com
Website: http://www.doganlaragro.com
Products: subsoiler, mouldboard plough, cultivator, disc harrow, rotary cultivator

**DÖNDER TARIM MAKİNALARI SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.**
Address: Bodrum Karayolu Üzeri Yenidoğan BeldesiSöke / AYDIN
Tel: (0090) 256.5210224
Fax: (0090) 256.5210109
Email: info@dondertarim.com.tr
Website: http://www.dondertarim.com.tr
Products: mineral fertilizer spreader, deep placement fertilizer distributor, tractor mounted lifter

**DÖŞEMENLER ZİRAAT MAKİNALARI A.Ş.**
Address: Çavuş Mah. Eski Balıkesir Yolu Kümeevler No: 10 Bigadiç / BALIKESİR
Tel: (0090) 266.6261050
Fax: (0090) 266.6261054
Email: info@dosemen.com
Website: http://www.dosemen.com
Products: disc tiller, cultivator, rotary harrow, combination cultivation machines, hoeing machine, inter-row cultivator

**DTM DUMANLI TARIM MAKİNALARI GIDA İNŞAAT HAYVANCILIK OTOMOTİV SAN. TİC. LTD. ŞTİ**
Address: Emniyotlu Mah. Sanayi Sitesi Endüstri Cad. No: 26 Ödemiş/IZMİR
Tel: (0090) 232.5457214
Fax: (0090) 232.5457224
Email: dumanlitarim@hotmail.com
Website: http://www.dumanlitarim.com
Products: mobile milking machine, milking parlour, milk cooling tank, stable equipment, mixer feeder, mineral fertilizer spreader, farmyard manure spreading trailer, manure management systems, manure handling, separator etc.

**EGE ŞAFT SANAYİ VE TİCARET LTD. ŞTİ.**
Address: Aydıncad. 29 Ekim Mah. No: 33 Torbalı / İZMİR
Tel: (0090) 232.8538454
Fax: (0090) 232.8539179
Email: info@egeshaft.com
Website: http://www.egeshaft.com
Products: PTO drive shaft and safety clutch

EKEN-MAK TARIM MAKİNALARI SANAYİ VE TİCARET LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Yeni Sanayi Sitesi 1309 Sok. No: 20 Bandırma / BALIKESİR
Tel: (0090) 266.7214663
Fax: (0090) 266.7214663
Email: info@ekenmak.com
Website: http://www.ekenmak.com
Products: flail mulcher, forestry mulcher, seed drill, scraper, harrow with spring teeth, combination cultivation machines, hoeing machine, inter-row cultivator

EKER-MAK ZİRAİ ALETLER İMALAT VE TİCARET LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Haymanayolu Cad. İstiklal Mah. No: 15 06900 Polatlı / ANKARA
Tel: (0090) 312.6255290
Fax: (0090) 312.6255294
Email: eker-mak@eker-mak.com.tr
Website: http://www.eker-mak.com.tr
Products: subsoiler, chisel plough, toothed harrow, land roller, cultivator, mineral fertilizer spreader, seed drill

EKO DENGE ENERJİ YATIRIMLARI VE TARIM TEKN. SAN. A.Ş.
Address: İkitelli O.S.B. Süleyman Demirel Bulvarı Heskop-İş Modern Sanayi Sitesi F9 Blok İkitell/ İSTANBUL
Tel: (0090) 212.3257771
Fax: (0090) 212.2791202
Email: info@eko-denge.com
Website: http://www.eko-denge.com
Products: manure management systems, manure handling, separators etc. liquid manure spreader, biogas equipment

EKREM KÖKSAL TARIM MAKİNALARI İMALAT VE TİCARET ANONİM ŞİRKETİ
Address: Merkez Mah. Seyfettin Selim Cad. No: 44/1 Kaynarca/ SAKARYA
Tel: (0090) 264.8713224
Fax: (0090) 264.8714352
Email: bilgi@koksaltarim.com
Website: http://www.koksaltarim.com
Products: tractor trailer, bale trailer, hazelnut trailer, mixer feeder, farmyard manure spreading trailer, liquid tank trailer

ELİBOLLAR TARIM MAKİNALARI SANAYİ TİCARET LTD.ŞTİ.
Address: Yunus Emre Mah. Göktürk Sk. No: 1Sandıklı / AFYON
Tel: (0090) 272.5153055
Fax: (0090) 272.5151268
Email: elibollar@elibollar.com.tr
Website: http://www.elibollar.com.tr
Products: stone crusher, stone picker, pick-up baler, sunflower header, corn header, straw pick-up machine, farmyard manure spreading trailer, liquid manure spreader, mixer feeder, trailed lifting platform

ELİÇELİK TARIM MAKİNALARI SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Bağarası Cad. No: 51 Koçarlı / AYDIN
Tel: (0090) 256.7614242
Fax: (0090) 256.7614038
Email: bilgi@elicelik.com.tr
Website: http://www.elicelik.com.tr
Products: liquid tank trailer, tractor trailer, cotton trailer, tractor mounted rear loader, tractor transport box

EMİR SANAYİ ÜRÜNLERİ İTH. İHR. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Güzelburç Mah. M. Akif Cad. No: 25 Antakya/ HATAY
Tel: (0090) 326.2216030
Fax: (0090) 326.2213787
Email: emirsan@emirsan.com.tr
Website: http://www.emirsan.com.tr
Products: single axle tractor, motor mower, rotary brush cutter, water engines, mobile milking machine, milking parlour

EMİNİYET SANAYİ ZİRAİ ALETLER LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Kızılırmak Cad. 4.Sok. No: 2 KIRIKKALE
ENDÜSTRİ SİSTEMLERİ VE TARIM MAKİNALARI SAN. TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Minareli Çavuş Mah. Dökümcüler San. Sıt. 103. Sok. No: 22 Nilüfer / BURSA
Tel: (0090) 224.4110948
Fax: (0090) 224.4110957
Email: info@enderunmakine.com
Website: http://www.enderunmakine.com
Products: mobile milking machine, milking parlour equipment, equipment for livestock production, complementary farm equipment, mixer feeder

ENDERUN SAĞIM SİSTEMLERİ VE TARIM MAKİNALARI SAN. TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Minareli Çavuş Mah. Dökümcüler San. Sıt. 103. Sok. No: 22 Nilüfer / BURSA
Tel: (0090) 318.3213191
Fax: (0090) 318.3213199
Email: info@emniyetsanayi.com.tr
Website: http://www.emniyetsanayi.com.tr
Products: OEM parts and components manufacture

ENKA TARIM HAYVANCILIK VE İNŞAAT SAN. TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: ITOB Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 10017 Sok. No: 3-5 Menderes / İZMİR
Tel: (0090) 232.4593766
Fax: (0090) 232.4594255
Email: info@enkatarim.com
Website: http://www.enkatatarim.com
Products: mobile milking machine, milking parlour, milking parlour equipment, equipment for livestock production, complementary farm equipment

ERDİRENLER PETROL TARIM MAK. OTO. DIŞLİ SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Tel: (0090) 332.2390512
Fax: (0090) 332.2390514
Email: info@erdirenler.com
Website: http://www.erdirenler.com.tr
Products: transmission and differential gears for agricultural machinery and industrial machinery

ERHAS BORU VE MAKİNE EKİPMANLARI ENDÜSTRİSİ A.Ş.
Tel: (0090) 332.2391296
Fax: (0090) 332.2391298
Email: info@erhas.com
Website: http://www.erhas.com
Products: sprinkler equipment, drip irrigation equipment

ERKUNT TRAKTÖR SANAYİ A.Ş.
Tel: (0090) 312.2674488
Fax: (0090) 312.2674491
Email: info@erkuntraktor.com.tr
Website: http://www.erkuntraktor.com.tr
Products: tractor, combine harvester

ERTANLAR KALIP YEDEK PARÇA TİC. VE SAN. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Canbazlar Köyü Giriş No: 3Gürsu / BURSA
Tel: (0090) 224.3714523
Fax: (0090) 224.3712474
Email: info@ertanlarmakina.com
Website: http://www.ertanlarmakina.com
Products: orchard sprayer

ERYILDİRİM TARIM MAKİNESİ SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Büyük Sanayi 1. Cad. No: 64İskitler / ANKARA
Tel: (0090) 312.3415280 / 3415484
Fax: (0090) 312.3415424
Email: eryildirim@eryildirim.com
Website: http://www.eryildirim.com
Description: dealer

ES MAKİNA SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: 100. Yıl Mah. San. Sitesi Kaportacılar Sok. No: 25 TEKİRDAĞ
Tel: (0090) 282.2625400
Email: atestarim@gmail.com
Products: tractor trailer

ESMAK ZİRAAT ALETLERİ-ERDOĞAN SÜZEĞ
Address: Sanayi Sitesi 2. Blok No: 9 59400 Hayrabolu/
EYS METAL SAN. TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Tepecik Mah. Ş.P.Er Mehmet Ali Tosun Blv. No: 234/1 Efeler / AYDIN
Tel: (0090) 256.2311138
Fax: (0090) 256.2311101
Email: info@e-y-s.com
Website: http://www.e-y-s.com
Products: farmyard manure spreading trailer, liquid manure spreader, manure management systems, manure handling, devatering, composting, etc.

FARKLI TARIM ALET VE MAKİNALARI
Address: Cumhuriyet Mah. Yeşil Sk. 8/F No: 1 Söke / AYDIN
Tel: (0090) 256.5120536
Fax: (0090) 256.5189014
Email: info@farkli.com.tr
Website: http://www.farkli.com.tr
Products: subsoiler, disc tiller, disc harrow,ultivator, neumatic seed drill

FİMAKS MAKİNA GIDA VE TARIM ÜRÜNLERİ SAN.TİC. A.Ş.
Address: Bursa Yolu 2.Km. (DSİ karşısı) 16700Karacabey / BURSA
Tel: (0090) 224.6623743
Fax: (0090) 224.6623747
Email: info@fimaks.com
Website: http://www.fimaks.com
Products: corn forage harvester, ay forage harvester, row independent forage harvester, disc mower, rotary rake, mixer feeder, farmyard manure spreader trailer, liquid manure spreader, self propelled loader

GENÇSAN KARDAN MİLLERİ TARIM MAK.OTMV.SAN.TİC.LTD.ŞTİ.
Address: Egemenlik Mah. 6106/4 Sk. No: 42/B Işıkkent/İZMİR
Tel: (0090) 232.4370268
Fax: (0090) 232.4370274
Email: info@gencsankardan.com
Website: http://www.gencsankardan.com
Products: PTO shaft and safety devices

HARMAC ZİRAAT MAK. SAN. TİC. LTD.ŞTİ.
Tel: (0090) 332.239089
Fax: (0090) 332.2390531
Email: info@harmak.com.tr
Website: http://www.harmak.com.tr
Products: rotary cultivator, rotary drum mower, rotary rake, baler machine, straw pick-up machines, complete sugar beet harvester, tractor trailer, bale collection trailer

HAS RÖMORKLARI SANAYİ VE TİCARET LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Şevkiye Mah. Adana Cad. No: 605 Kozan / ADANA
Tel: (0090) 322.5157544  
Fax: (0090) 322.5157163  
Email: hasromorksanayi@hotmail.com  
Website: http://www.hasromork.net  
Products: tractor, trailer

**HATTAT TRAKTÖR SAN. VE TİC. A.Ş.**
Address: Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 4. Cad. No: 6 Çerkezköy / TEKİRDAĞ  
Tel: (0090) 282.7583380 (Pbx)  
Fax: (0090) 282.758381  
Email: duysenerdogan@hattat.com.tr  
Website: http://www.hattattraktor.com  
Products: tractor

**HMS TARIM MAKİNALARI A.Ş.**
Address: Büyükkayacık Mahallesi 4.OSB 101. Cadde No: 5 Seçkulu/KONYA  
Tel: (0090) 4448467  
Fax: (0090) 332.2390244  
Email: satis@hmsagro.com  
Website: http://www.hmsagro.com  
Products: mineral fertilizer spreader, seed drill, pneumatic spacing drill, tractor mounted lifter

**HELSAN HELEZON SANAYİ VE TİCARET LTD. ŞTİ.**
Tel: (0090) 266.2462150 (2 H)  
Fax: (0090) 266.2463607  
Email: helsan@helsan.net  
Website: http://www.helsan.net  
Products: mounted hole digger, belt type conveyor, auger, elevator, mixer feeder, feed carrying tanker

**HERMAS DAMPERLİ RÖMORK SANAYİ-ABDULLAH MEŞHUR**
Address: Akdeniz Sanayi Sitesi 5006.Sok. No: 60 ANTALYA  
Tel: (0090) 242.2213622  
Fax: (0090) 242.2213624  
Email: hermaskaroser@hotmail.com  
Website: http://www.hermaskaroser.com  
Products: tractor trailer, liquid tank trailer

**HİSARLAR MAKİNA SAN. VE TİC. A.Ş.**
Address: Hisar Mah. 1047 Sok. No: 2 Tepebaşı/ESKİEHİR (0090)  
Tel: 222.4112430  
Fax: (0090) 222.4112247  
Email: hisarlar@hisarlar.com.tr  
Website: http://www.hisarlar.com.tr  
Products: flail mulcher, forestry mulcher, chisel plough, rotary cultivator, rotary tiller, disc harrow, seed drill, hoeing machine, inter-row cultivator, field sprayer, rotary rake, pick-up baler, silage packing machine, mixer feeder, tractor trailer, tractor safety cab

**HOLSAN TARIM ALET VE MAKİNALARI SAN.A.Ş.**
Address: İnönü Mah. Gebze Güzeller Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Alp Tegin Sk. No: 7 Gebze /KOCAELİ  
Tel: (0090) 262.7444592  
Fax: (0090) 262.7441897  
Email: posta@holsan.com  
Website: http://www.holsan.com  
Products: field sprayer, orchard sprayer

**İKİZ TARIM MAKİNALARI SANAYİ VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.**
Address: E-5 Karayolu Üzeri No: 26 YeşilköyDörtyol / HATAY  
Tel: (0090) 326.7341777  
Fax: (0090) 326.7341779  
Email: info@ikiztarim.com  
Website: http://www.ikiztarim.com  
Description: dealer

**İLGİ TARIM MAKİNALARI SANAYİ VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.**
Address: Sazlı Mah. 17. Sok.No.4 /Z 1Söke / AYDIN  
Tel: (0090) 256.5546700  
Fax: (0090) 256.5546007  
Email: info@ilgitarim.com  
Website: http://www.ilgitarim.com  
Products: subsoiler, land roller, disc harrow, disc tiller, cultivator, rotary cultivator, rotary rake, disc ridger, mouldboard ridger, clod crusher, earth scoop, standart, hassas ve lazerli, standard, precision and laser control,
tractor trailer

İRDAY TARIM İNŞ. OTOMOTİV MAK. SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.

Address: Karataş Yolu Üzeri Traktörler Sıt. No: 34 Yüreğir/ ADANA
Tel: (0090) 322.3113346
Fax: (0090) 322.3113498
Email: info@irdaytarim.com.tr
Website: http://www.irdaytarim.com.tr
Description: dealer

İRTEM TARIM MAKİNALARI SANAYİ VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.

Address: Organize San. Böl. Çelik Sok. No: 3/5 Hayrabolu/ TEKİRDAĞ
Tel: (0090) 282.3156900 (pbx)
Fax: (0090) 282.3153366
Email: irtem@irtem.com.tr
Website: http://www.irtem.com.tr
Products: stubble drill, pneumatic spacing drill, universal seed drill, mineral fertilizer spreader, automatic irrigation machine, hose reel system, hoeing machine, inter-row cultivator

İŞBAY MAKİNA İMALAT SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.

Address: Küçük Sanayi Sitesi 1302 Sok. No: 22 Bandırma/ BALIKESİR
Tel: (0090) 266.7338799
Fax: (0090) 282.3153366
Email: isbay@isbay.com.tr
Website: http://www.isbay.com.tr
Products: equipment of milking plants and milking machines, milk cooling tank, milk transport tank, food processing equipment

İZELMAK DALĠÇ POMPZÂ SAN. ZİRAAT MAKİNALARI İNŞ. İHR. SAN. TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.

Tel: (0090) 256.2311578
Fax: (0090) 256.2311579
Email: info@izelmak.com.tr
Website: http://www.izelmak.com.tr

JOHN DEERE MAKİNALARI LTD. ŞTİ.

Address: Centrum İş Merkezi Aydın Cal. No: 3 Kat: 4 Küçükçay / İSTANBUL
Tel: (0090) 216.5872200
Fax: (0090) 216.4173716
Email: info@deere.com.tr
Website: http://www.deere.com.tr
Products: tractor, combine harvester, self-propelled cotton-picking machine, self propelled forage harvester, pick-up baler, tractor mounted front loader

KADIOĞLU MAKİNA YEDEK PARÇA MOTOR İML. İNH. SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.

Address: Ankara Yolu Oto San. Sıt. 9 Blok No: 134-136 138 Yıldırım/BURSA
Tel: (0090) 224.3424033
Email: info@kadmcem.com
Fax: (0090) 224.3423946
Website: http://www.kadmcem.com
Products: horticultural husbandry equipment, horticultural and viticultural equipment, motorhoe, forestry mulcher, tree pruning sweeper, trimmer, tractor, mounted rear forklift, olive harvester, etc.

KARAOĞLU ZİRAAT ALETLERİ SAN. VE TİC. A.Ş.

Tel: (0090) 256.5181241
Fax: (0090) 256.5187740
Email: info@karaoglutarim.com
Website: http://www.karaoglutarim.com
Products: flail mulcher, field sprayer, orchard sprayer

KARA OVA TARIM MAKİNA SANAYİ-VELİ KARALAR

Tel: (0090) 332.2391885
Fax: (0090) 332.2391887
Email: info@karaova.com
Website: http://www.karaova.com
Products: chisel plough, cultivator, disc harrow, disc plough, merdane, land rollers, combination cultivation machines, mineral fertilizer spreader, orchard sprayer, field sprayer

KARAŞ TARIM MAKİNALARI YAPI MALZEMELERİ İNŞAAT SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Büsan Özel Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Çelik Caddesi No: 85-85/A Karatay / KONYA 
Tel: (0090) 332.3454500
Fax: (0090) 332.3454535
Email: bilgi@karastarim.com.tr
Website: http://www.karastarim.com.tr

Products: subsoiler, chisel plough, cultivator, disc harrow, land roller, land leveller blade, disc ridger, tractor mounted back loader, tractor mounted lifter

KARATAŞ TARIMCILIK SAN. VE TİC. A.Ş.
Address: Akse Mah. Rahmi Dibek Cad. No: 317 Çayırova/ KOCABEL
Tel: (0090) 262.7214001
Fax: (0090) 262.7214101
Email: karatas@karatastarimcilik.com.tr
Website: http://www.karatastarimcilik.com.tr

Products: tillage equipment, baler, combine harvester, equipment for livestock production, self propelled handlers and loaders

KARDEŞ KARADAYILAR ZİRAAT ALET. SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Asaş Kocayatak Köyü Yol Kapşağı Yukarı Kocayatak Beldesi Serik/ ANTALYA 
Tel: (0090) 242.7297114
Fax: (0090) 242.7297252
Email: info@karadayilar.com Dal 
Website: http://www.karadayilar.com

Products: forestry mulcher, chisel plough, disc harrow, rotary cultivator, scrubber, land leveller blade, blade ridger, mineral fertilizer spreader, tractor transport box

KAYHAN ERTUĞRUL MAKİNA SANAYI VE TİC. A.Ş.
Address: Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 15040BURDUR
Tel: (0090) 248.2529705
Fax: (0090) 248.2529710
Email: export@kayhanertugrul.com.tr
Website: http://www.kayhanertugrul.com.tr

Products: mower, pick-up baler, corn header, forage harvester, bale wrapper, feeder grinder and mixer, parts and components manufacture for agricultural machinery, knives for combine harvester, mower and flail mulcher

KEMAL AKSEZGİN PULLUK SANAYİ
Address: Sanayi Sıt. 16. Blok No: 9-13Akhisar/MANİSA 
Tel: (0090) 236.4141522
Email: info@kemalaksezgin.com.tr 
Website: http://www.kemalaksezgin.com.tr

Products: mouldboard plough, chisel plough, disc harrow

KESSAN RÖMORK-MEHMET KESKİN
Address: Cumhuriyet Mah. Karsiyaka Cad. No: 11Ödemiş / IZMİR 
Tel: (0090) 232.5444473
Fax: (0090) 232.5442707
Email: info@kessanromork.com.tr
Website: http://www.kessanromork.com.tr

Products: chisel plough, disc harrow, disc plough, cultivator, scrubber, hoeing machine, inter-row cultivator, land leveller blade, liquid tank trailer, tractor trailer, mixer feeder

KOCAMAZ MAKİNA SANAYİ A.Ş.
Tel: (0090) 232.8537400
Fax: (0090) 232.8537401
Email: kocamaz@kocamaz.com.tr
Website: http://www.kocamaz.com.tr

Products: feed grinder, feeder grinder and mixer, feed crusher, feed plant, olive oil machine, boutique product and continue systems, olive harvester, mobil auger grain conveyer

KOMEL MAKİNA TARIM ÜRÜN. GIDA İNŞ. İTH. SAN. TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Tömek Mah. Ankara Yolu Üzeri 23 Km. No: 380/AKONYA 
Tel: (0090) 332.3426888
Email: info@komeltarim.com
Website: http://www.komeltarim.com

Products: tractor trailer, bale trailer, silage packing machine, farmyard manure spreading trailer, box trailer
KOŞTAŞ TARIM MAKİNALARI İMALAT SANAYİ TİCARET LTD. ŞTİ.

Address: Karyağdı Mah. Sanayi Sitesi Cad. 1.Blok No: 44
Elmalı / ANTALYA
Tel: (0090) 242.6181202
Fax: (0090) 242.6184721
Email: kostastoros@gmail.com
Website: http://market.kostas.com.tr
Products: orchard sprayer, ULV sprayer

KÖYLÜ TARIM MAKİNALARI SAN.VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.

Address: 2. Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Yaylacık Cad. No: 6
KONYA
Tel: (0090) 332.2390748 (2H)
Fax: (0090) 332.2390750
Email: koylu@koylu.com
Website: http://www.koylu.com
Products: cultivator, rotary cultivator, land roller, combination cultivation machines, hoeing machine, inter-row rotary cultivator

KÖYMAK TARIM MAKİNALARI SAN. VE DIŞ TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.

Address: Edincik Mah. Alibey Mezarlığı Kümte evleri No: 94 Bandırma / BALIKESİR
Tel: (0090) 266.7271250
Fax: (0090) 2667272272
Email: info@koymaktarim.com
Website: http://www.koymaktarim.com
Products: pneumatic spacing drill, pneumatic seed drill, seed drill, mobil auger grain conveyor

KUBOTA TURKEY MAKİNE TİC.LTD. ŞTİ.

Address: Cumhuriyet Mah. Yahya Kaptan Cad. No: 3 Çayırova/KOCAELİ
Tel: (0090) 262.6589045
Fax: (0090) 262.6589048
Email: info@kubota-ktt.com
Website: http://www.kubota-ktt.com
Products: tractor

KUHN CENTER TURKEY TARIM MAKİNALARI A.Ş.

Address: Acıgöl yolu üzeri 10.km No: 9 NEŞEHİR
Tel: (0090) 384.2143274
Fax: (0090) 384.2143275
Email: info@kuhncenter.com.tr
Website: http://www.kuhncenter.com.tr
Products: flail mulcher, mouldboard plough, rotary tiller, rotary cultivator, disk harrow, pneumatic seed drill, pneumatic spacing drill, mechanical seed drill, mineral fertilizer spreader, horticultural husbandry equipment, field sprayer, corn forage harvester, mowers, rotary rake, rotary tedder, tedder-rake combination, pick-up balers, bale wrapper, mixer feeder, self propeled mixer feeder

KURT MÜHENDİSLİK MAKİNA SANAYİ VE DAHİLİ TİC.LTD. ŞTİ.

Address: Hayrabolu Organize Sanayii Bölgesi Zafer Sk. No: 2 59400 Hayrabolu/TEKİRDAĞ
Tel: (0090) 282.3156666
Fax: (0090) 282.3156677
Email: info@kurttarim.com
Website: http://www.kurttarim.com
Products: cultivator, universal seed drill, pneumatic seed drill, hoeing machine, inter-row cultivator

KURTSAN TARIM ENDÜSTRİ MAKİNALARI SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.

Address: Selahattin Eyyübi Mah. 1596 Sok. No: 26 2. Evren San. Sit. Yarı Esenyurt/ İSTANBUL Tel: (0090) 212.6050909
Fax: (0090) 212.6050333
Email: satis@kurtsantarim.com
Website: http://www.kurtsantarim.com
Products: equipment for animal rearing, equipment for fencing and stock control, equipment for animal feed processing, equipment for feed distribution, mixer feeder, dairy equipment, milking machines, milking facilities, milking intelligence, milk cooling equipment etc, equipment for animal management, herd management, other equipment for livestock production, manure management

KUTLUCAN BİÇERDOVER VE TRAKTÖR SANAYİ TİCARET LTD. ŞTİ.

Address: İstanbul Caddesi İstanbul Çarşı No: 48/19-20
İskitler/ANKARA
Tel: (0090) 312.3423123
Fax: (0090) 312.3423127
Email: info@kutlucan.com.tr
Website: http://www.kutlucan.com.tr
Products: tractor, tractor mounted front loader, plough, cultivator, combination cultivation machine, land roller, mineral fertilizer spreader, seed drill, rotary tedder, wheel type hay rake, forage harvester, combine harvester, pick-up baler, field sprayer, orchard sprayer

LAYNE BOWLER POMPA SAN.Å.Ş.
Address: Batı Sitesi Mah. Fatih Sultan Mehmet Bul. No: 546 Yenimahalle/ANKARA
Tel: (0090) 312.2559651
Fax: (0090) 312.2559650
Email: layne@laynebowler.com.tr
Website: http://www.laynebowler.com.tr
Products: irrigation pumps

MASCHIO - GASPARDO TURKEY TARIM MAKİNALARI SAN. VE TİC.LTD.ŞTİ.
Address: İzmir Aydın Asfaltı No: 39 Yazköy Torbalı/İZMİR
Tel: (0090) 232.8537050
Email: info@maschio.com.tr
Fax: (0090) 232.853785
Website: www.maschio.com
Products: flail mulcher, subsoiler, mouldboard plough, cultivator, disc harrow, rotary cultivator, seed drill, pneumatic spacing drill, combined seed drill, stubble drill, mineral fertilizer spreader, field sprayer, orchard sprayer, hoeing machine, inter-row cultivator, mower, rotary tedder, wheel type hay rake, pick up baler, bale wrapper, tractor mounted front loader

MATRİS TARIM MAK. ZİRAİ ÜRÜNLER VE METAL KALIP SAN. TİC. LTD.ŞTİ.
Address: İnönü Mah. Sanayi Bölgesi 28. Sok. No: 15 Muradiye / MANİSA
Tel: (0090) 236.2140360
Fax: (0090) 236.2140362
Email: info@matristarim.com.tr
Website: http://www.matristarim.com.tr
Products: mouldboard plough, chisel plough, disc harrow, cultivator, stone crusher

METKARSAN TARIM MAKİNELERİ - METİN KARAKOYUN
Tel: (0090) 332.3454150
Fax: (0090) 332.3454149
Email: info@metkarsan.com
Website: http://www.metkarsan.com
Products: mower, mixer feeder

MULUMULU DEMİR DOĞRAMA SAN. TİC. PAZ.LTD.ŞTİ.
Address: Yukarıkocayatak Mah. Poyrazlı Kümesi Kümesevleri No: 25/1 Yerliköy / ANTALYA
Tel: (0090) 242.7297577
Fax: (0090) 242.7297581
Email: info@mulumulu.com.tr Damla Sulama
Website: http://www.mulumulu.com.tr
Products: drip irrigation equipment, manure tank

MUZAFFER KAĞITÇİOĞLU TARIM MAK. SAN. VE DIŞ TİC.LTD.ŞTİ.
Address: 10013 Sok. No: 4 Atatürk Org. San. Bölgesi Çiğli / İZMİR
Tel: (0090) 232.3281015
Fax: (0090) 232.3281609
Email: info@muzafferkagitcioglu.com
Website: http://www.muzafferkagitcioglu.com
Products: grain/seed cleaners, graders and dressers, bean cleaning machine

NARAS MAKİNA ANONİM ŞİRKETİ
Address: Kazım Dirik Mah. 296/2 Sok. No: 33 Bornova / İZMİR
Tel: (0090) 232.7002294
Email: info@narasmakina.com
Website: http://www.narasmakina.com
Products: foreign trade of agricultural machinery

OĞUZLAR GÜBRE TİCARET – EROL OĞUZLAR
Address: İstiklal Mahallesi Barbaros Cad. No: 107 Ticaret Borsası Yani Polatlı/ANKARA
Tel: (0090) 312.6255475
Fax: (0090) 312.6255427
Email: erologuzlar@hotmail.com
Description: dealer
ORUÇ KAROSER İNŞ. MALZ. TAR. ÜR. TİC. SAN. LTD. ŞTİ.

Address: Organize Sanayi Sitesi İpekçi Mah. 3. Sokak No: 3/A 42400 Karapınar / KONYA
Tel: (0090) 332.7552203
Fax: (0090) 332.7552202
Email: info@oruckaroser.com
Website: http://www.oruckaroser.com
Products: tractor trailer, bale trailer, box trailer, special trailer, farmyard manure spreading trailer

ÖNALLAR OTOMOTİV SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.

Address: Mimar Sinan Mah. Yedpa Ticaret Merkezi C-Caddesi No: 141-142 Ataşehir/İSTANBUL
Tel: (0090) 216.4711236-37
Fax: (0090) 216.4710285
Email: onallar@onallar.net
Website: http://www.onallar.net
Description: dealer

ÖNALLAR TARIM ALETLERİ GIDA NAKLİYE TİC. VE SAN. LTD. ŞTİ.

Address: Konya Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Evrenköy Cad. 3 Nolu Sok. No: 4 Selçuklu / KONYA
Tel: (0090) 332.2489563
Email: onallar@onallar.com.tr
Fax: (0090) 332.2496112
Website: http://www.onallar.com.tr
Products: field sprayer, orchard sprayer, mineral fertilizer spreader

ÖZDÖKEN TARIM MAKİNALARI SAN. VE TİC. A.Ş.

Address: 1. Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Bayrampaşa Cad. Güvençli Sok. No: 5 KONYA
Tel: (0090) 332.2516720 (2H)
Fax: (0090) 332.2490986
Email: ozdoken@ozdoken.com.tr
Website: http://www.ozdoken.com.tr
Products: subsoiler, chisel plough, disc harrow, disc plough, cultivator, land roller, combination cultivation machine, stubble drill, seed drill, pneumatic precision drill, hoeing machine, inter-row cultivator, hoeing machine, inter-row rotary cultivator

ÖZDUMAN TARIM MAKİNALARI SANAYİ VE TİC. A.Ş.

Address: 1. Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Bayrampaşa Cad. Güvençli Sok. No: 7 KONYA
Tel: (0090) 332.2482357 (2 H)
Fax: (0090) 332.2516392
Email: info@ozduman.com
Website: https://www.ozduman.com
Products: subsoiler, chisel plough, disc harrow, cultivator, disc plough, land roller, rotary cultivator, combination cultivation machine, seed drill, pneumatic precision drill, hoeing machine, interrow cultivator, hoeing machine, inter-row rotary cultivator, tractor safety cab

ÖZEN-İŞ TARIM ZİRAAT MAK. OTOM. DIŞ TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.

Address: Konya Organize San. Yaylacık Cad. No: 4 KONYA
Tel: (0090) 332.2390090
Fax: (0090) 332.2390237
Email: info@ozenistarimmak.com
Website: http://ozenistarimmak.com
Products: stone picker, complete sugar beet harvester,
strow pick-up machine, tractor drawn cotton harvester

ÖZGÜR TARIM ALET. ÜRÜN. HAYV. NAK. İNŞ. VE AKAR. TİC. VE SAN. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Yozgat Cad. No: 8 Keskin / KIRIKKALE
Tel: (0090) 318.5153561
Fax: (0090) 318.5153561
Email: info@ozgur-tarim.com.tr
Website: http://www.ozgur-tarim.com.tr
Products: chisel plough, mouldboard plough, disc harrow, tractor trailer, liquid tank trailer, tractor mounted rear loader, land leveller blade

ÖZKAN OTOMOTİV TARIM MAKİNALARI İNŞAAT TAAHHÜT NAK. GIDA TAR. ÜRN. İMLİTH. IHR. SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Kayseri Karayolu Sindelköy Kastaba Giriş No: 1 Develi / KAYSERİ
Tel: (0090) 352.6255723
Fax: (0090) 352.6255722
Email: bilgi@ozkantarmak.com
Website: http://www.ozkantarimmakina.com.tr
Products: mouldboard plough, chisel, disc plough, cultivator, mineral fertilizer spreader, farmyard manure spreading trailer, pumpkin seed drill, hoeing machine, inter-row cultivator, field sprayer, tractor trailer, mixer feeder, liquid tank trailer, çekirdek ayırma, equipment for seed separation for harvested cucurbitaceae, çekirdek ayırma, equipment for seed separation for harvested cucurbitaceae with pick-up, mobil auger grain conveyor, pneumatic straw conveyor

ÖZKURT TARIM MAKİNA SANAYİ
Address: Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 11. Cadde No: 6 KARAMAN
Tel: (0090) 338.2124161
Fax: (0090) 338.2241626
Email: info@ozkurttarim.com.tr
Website: http://www.ozkurttarim.com.tr
Products: rotary cultivator, rotary tiller, hoeing machine, inter-row cultivator

ÖZTARIM RÖMORK VE TARIM MAKİNALARI SANAYİ
Address: 75. Yıl Mah. Kenan Evren Sanayi Sitesi 5301 Sok. 16 A Yunusemre/MANİSA
Tel: (0090) 236.2331605
Fax: (0090) 236.2330957
Email: oztarimromork@hotmail.com
Website: https://oztarim-romork.business.site
Products: tractor trailer, liquid tank trailer

ÖZYEŞILYURT TARIM MAKİNALARI DEĞIRMÇİLIK İÇ DIŞ TİC. SAN. LTD. ŞTİ.
Tel: (0090) 332.3420310
Fax: (0090) 332.3420068
Email: info@ozyesilyurt.com
Website: http://www.ozyesilyurt.com
Products: corn forage harvester, silage packing machine, manure management systems, compost mixer, farmyard manure spreading trailer, liquid manure spreader, mixer feeder, tractor mounted rear load, self propelled picking platform, tractor trailer, cotton trailer

PAKSAN MAKİNA SANAYİ VE TİC. A.Ş.
Address: Bandırma-Bursa Karayolu 10.Km. Bandırma / BALIKESİR
Tel: (0090) 266.7339090
Fax: (0090) 266.7339099
Email: paksan@paksanmakina.com.tr
Website: http://www.paksanmakina.com.tr
Products: rotary cultivator, pick-up baler, maize forage harvester, hay forage harvester, row independent forage harvester, self propelled forage harvester, bale wrapper, mixer feeder

PALAZOĞLU TARIM ALETLERİ SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Yeni Kandıra Yolu 11. Kmlzmit / KOCAELİ
Tel: (0090) 262.3616082
Fax: (0090) 262.3616296
Email: info@palazoglu.com
Website: http://www.palazoglu.com
Products: toothed harrow, land leveller blade, tractor trailer, bale trailer, box trailer, special trailer, farmyard manure spreading trailer, tractor transport box, liquid tank trailer

PARLAYAN TARIM MAKİNALARI VE TARIMSAL ÜRÜNLER SAN.TİC.LTD.ŞTİ.
Address: Muradiye Sanayi Bölgesi Muradiye Mah. 10.
Sokak, No: 42 Yunusemre / MANİSA
Tel: (0090) 236.2469464
Fax: (0090) 236.2469425
Email: info@parlayan.com.tr
Website: http://www.parlayan.com.tr
Products: field sprayer, orchard sprayer, duster

RATÜRSAN ZİRAİ ALETLERİ İMALATI-RAMAZAN TÜRKMENTEPE
Address: A. Çobanisa Mh. Sanayi Sk. No: 7-9 Şehzadeler/ MANİSA
Tel: (0090) 236.2565197
Fax: (0090) 236.2565786
Email: bilgi@ratursantarimmakinalari.com
Website: http://www.ratursantarimmakinalari.com
Products: subsoiler, chisel plough, disc harrow, toothed harrow, combination cultivation machines, disc ridger, deep placement fertilizer board, hoeing machine, inter-row cultivator, tractor mounted rear loader

SAĞLAMEL TARIM MAKİNALARI SAN. TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: 2. Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Vezirköy Cad. Kocadere Sok. No: 5 KONYA
Tel: (0090) 332.2390660
Fax: (0090) 332.2391180
Email: saglamel@saglamel.com
Website: http://www.saglamel.com
Products: parts and components manufacture for agricultural machinery, discs, shares, blades, etc.

SAME DEUTZ FAHR TRAKTÖR SAN. TİC. A.Ş.
Address: Gold Plaza Altay Çeşme Mah. Öz Sok. No: 19 D: 23-24 Maltepe / İSTANBUL
Tel: (0090) 216.5000500
Fax: (0090) 216.5000555
Email: info@sdfgroup.com
Website: http://www.sdfgroup.com
Products: tractor, combine harvester

SEMAK MAKİNA Ticaret Ve Sanayi A.Ş.
Address: Gebze Güzeller Organize Sanayi Bölgesi İnönü Mahallesi Aşık Veysel Sokak No: 241400 Gebze/KOCAELİ
Tel: (0090) 262.7232900
Fax: (0090) 262.7232929
Email: info@semak.com.tr
Website: http://www.semak.com.tr
Products: horticultural and viticultural equipment, motorhoe, motor mower, chainsaws, rotary brush cutter, lawn mower, wood chipper, knapsack sprayer, hedge cutter, motor hole digger, olive harvester, irrigation equipment, water engine, etc.

SEVAL ZİRAAT ALETLERİ SANAYİ VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Mimar Sinan Mah. Ankara Yolu Bulvari No: 17 ÇORUM
Tel: (0090) 364.2350351 / 2254131
Fax: (0090) 364.2131367
Products: chisel plough, cultivator, beet lifting fork

SEVİNDİ TARIM MAKİNALARI OTOMOTİV MADENCİLİK SAN. VE TİC. LTD.ŞTİ.
Address: Çankırı-Ankara Karayolu 5.Km. ÇANKIRI
Tel: (0090) 376.2133720
Fax: (0090) 376.2133119
Email: iletisim@sevinditarim.com
Website: http://www.sevinditarim.com
Products: tractor trailer, liquid tank trailer

SEVSAN TARIM MAKİNALARI-VEYSEL SEVERCAN
Address: Aşağıçobanisa Mah. Kasaba Cad. No: 42 Şehzadeler/MANİSA
Tel: (0090) 236.2565358
Fax: (0090) 236.2565357
Email: bilgi@sevsantarim.com.tr
Website: http://www.sevsantarim.com.tr
Products: subsoiler, chisel plough, disc harrow, hoeing machine, inter-row cultivator, tractor mounted hoeing machine for vineyards, disc ridger

SEZER TARIM VE SAĞIM TEKNOLOJİLERİ SAN. TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Srabademler Mah. Karacabey-Bursa Karayolu Kümeevler No: 14Karacabey / BURSA
Tel: (0090) 224.6718004
Fax: (0090) 224.6718105
Email: sezer@sezermac.com
Website: http://www.sezermac.com

Products: equipment for animal rearing, equipment for fencing and stock control, equipment for animal feed processing and distributing; mixer feeder, dairy equipment, milking machines, milking facilities, milking intelligence, milk cooling equipment, equipment for animal management, herd management, other equipment for livestock production, manure management, irrigation equipment, irrigation machine-hose reel system, water pump

SIF İŞ MAKİNALARI PAZARLAMA SAN. VE TİC. A.Ş.
Address: Fatih Mah. Katip Çelebi Cad. No: 49/1 Orhanlı Tuzla/ISTANBUL
Tel: (0090) 216.3520000
Fax: (0090) 216.3521004
Email: sif@sif.com.tr
Website: http://www.sif-jcb.com.tr

Products: tractor, telescopic handler, backhoe-loader, kid steer loader, self propelled loader, excavator, mini excavator

SÜRMAK TARIM MAKİNALARI- RAMAZAN ERCAN
Tel: (0090) 332.2392420
Fax: (0090) 332.3292423
Email: info@surmak.com.tr
Website: http://www.surmak.com.tr

Products: rotary drum mower, disc mower, rotary rake

SULAMA DüNYASI TARIM SULAMA SİSTEMLERİ LTD.ŞTİ.
Address: Fevzi Çakmak Mah. 10484 Sok. No: 5-7-9 Karatay/KONYA
Tel: (0090) 332.3427076
Fax: (0090) 332.3292423
Email: info@sulamadunyasi.com.tr
Website: http://www.sulamadunyasi.com.tr

Products: irrigation equipment

ŞAKALAK TARIM MAKİNALARI SANAYİ VE TİC. A.Ş
Address: 3. Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Büyükayakayıcı Mah. Evrenköy Cad. 1 No.Ilu Sok. No: 4 Selçuklu/KONYA
Tel: (0090) 332.2390270 (5 H)
Fax: (0090) 332.2390276
Email: info@sakalak.com
Website: http://www.sakalak.com

Products: disc plough, mouldboard plough, rotary cultivator, stubble drill, seed drill, pneumatic seed drill, pneumatic spacing drill, universal seed drill

TAFE INTERNATIONAL TRAKTÖR VE TARIM EKİPMANI SAN. VE TİC. LTD.ŞTİ.
Address: MOSB IV. Kısım Ahmet Nazif Zorlu Bulварı No: 24 Yunusemre/MANİSA
Tel: (0090) 236.2131114
Fax: (0090) 236.2131120
Email: corporate@tafe.com
Website: http://www.tafe.com

Products: tractor

TARIM İŞ MAKİNE SANAYİ-ÖMER ŞAKALAK
Address: 1. Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Aslım Sok. No: 3 P.K.16 KONYA
Tel: (0090) 332.2486596 (2 H)
Fax: (0090) 332.2487749
Email: bilgi@tarimis.com
Website: http://www.tarimis.com

Products: disc plough, seed drill, thresher

TARIMAK TARIM MAKİNALARI SAN. VE TİC. A.Ş.
Address: Yeni Yalova Yolu 3. Km No: 372 Osmangazi/BURSA
Tel: (0090) 224.2153980
Fax: (0090) 224.2153976
Email: bereket@tarimak.com
Website: http://www.tarimak.com

Products: equipment for animal rearing, equipment for fencing and stock control, equipment for water distribution, drinking bowl, dairy equipment, milking machines, milking facilities, milking intelligence, milk cooling equipment, equipment for animal management, herd management, sprinkler

TARIMÖZ TARIM MAKİNALARI SANAYİ VE TİC. A.Ş.
Address: Konya Organize Sanayi Bölgesi İhsan Dede
Cad.12 No’lu Sokak No: 18 Selçuklu/KONYA
Tel: (0090) 332.2390071 (3 H)
Fax: (0090) 332.2390074
Email: bilgi@tarimoz.com.tr
Website: http://www.tarimoz.com.tr
Products: subsoiler, disc harrow, cultivator, land roller, seed drill

TARIMTAŞ TARIM ARAÇLARI SANAYİ VE TİC. A.Ş.
Tel: (0090) 216.3940688
Fax: (0090) 216.3940120
Email: info@tarimtas.com
Website: http://www.tarimtas.com
Products: equipment for animal rearing, equipment for animal feed processing, feed grinder, equipment for water distribution, drinking bowl, dairy equipment, milking machines, milking facilities, beet lifting fork, wheel type hay rake

TAŞKIRAN ZİRAAT ALETLERİ SANAYİ VE TİCARET
Address: Küçük Sanayi Sitesi Karabağlar Mah. 134. Sok. No: 9 MUĞLA
Tel: (0090) 252.2142096
Fax: (0090) 252.2125459
Products: tractor trailer, liquid tank trailer

TEK-İŞ TRAKTÖR METAL KAPORTA SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Tel: (0090) 352.3214744
Fax: (0090) 352.3211545
Email: info@tekistractor.com
Website: http://www.tekistractor.com
Description: tractor spare parts

TE-TA TEKNİK TARIM MAK. VE ÜRÜNLERİ İTHALAT İHR. SAN. VE TİC. LTD.ŞTİ.
Address: 10038 Sokak No: 3/B Atatürk Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Çiğli /İZMİR
Tel: (0090) 232.3280055
Fax: (0090) 232.3280575
Email: info@te-ta.com.tr
Website: http://www.te-ta.com.tr
Products: equipment for animal rearing, equipment for fencing and stock control, equipment for animal feed processing and distributing; mixer feeder, dairy equipment, milking machines, milking facilities, milking intelligence, milk cooling equipment etc, equipment for animal management, herd management, other equipment for livestock production, manure management

TİMSAN TARIM İNŞAAT MAKİNA SAN.VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Tel: (0090) 216.4997190
Fax: (0090) 216.4997189
Email: timsan@timsantarim.com.tr
Website: http://www.timsantarim.com
Products: OEM spare parts supplier; industrial pumps, power transmissions, sprayer parts and components, etc

TINAZ TARIM VE SANAYİ MAKİNALARI TİC. VE SAN. A.Ş.
Address: Gümüş Çeşme Mah.Kepsut Cad. No: 338/A Altreyül/BALIKESİR
Tel: (0090) 266.2412139
Fax: (0090) 266.2495868
Email: info@tinaztarim.com
Website: http://www.tinaztarim.com
Products: mower, forage harvester, hay forage harvester, row independent forage harvester, rotary rake, mixer feeder, farmyard manure spreading trailer, liquid manure spreader, tractor trailer

TOYMAN PLASTİK PET. VE PET.ÜRN. TANITIM VE MAK.SAN. VE TİC.LTD.ŞTİ.
Address: İ.T.O.B. Organize San. Boul. 10019 Sok. No: 10 Menderes/IZMİR
Tel: (0090) 232.7990274
Fax: (0090) 232.7990275
Email: bilgi@toyman.com.tr
Website: http://www.toyman.com.tr
Products: OEM spare parts manufacture, sprayer parts and components-pumps, control units, gearboxes, etc.
TUDEKS MAKİNE PLASTİK TARIM GIDA KALIP SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Eğitim Mah. Ahmet Yesevi Cad. No: 20 Ovaakça/
BURSA
Tel: (0090) 224.2672360
Fax: (0090) 224.2670842
Email: tudeks@tudeks.com.tr
Website: http://www.tudeks.com.tr
Products: OEM spare parts manufacture, plastic tanks for agricultural machinery

TURAN TARIM MAKİNALARI SANAYİ VE TİC. A.Ş.
Address: Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 2. Cadde No: 7
ESKİŞEHİR
Tel: (0090) 222.2360160 (2 H)
Fax: (0090) 222.2360491
Email: turantarim@turantarim.com.tr
http://www.turantarim.com.tr
Products: subsoiler, mouldboard plough, chisel plough

TURAN TARIM MAKİNALARI SANAYİ VE TİC. A.Ş.
Address: Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 2. Cadde No: 7
ESKİŞEHİR
Tel: (0090) 222.2360160 (2 H)
Fax: (0090) 222.2360491
Email: turantarim@turantarim.com.tr
Website: http://www.turantarim.com.tr
Products: subsoiler, mouldboard plough, chisel plough

TUTKUN KARDEŞLER TAR. MAK. ÜRN. OTOMOTİV SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
KONYA
Tel: (0090) 332.8131713
Fax: (0090) 332.8128384
Email: info@tutkunkardesler.com
Website: http://www.tutkunkardesler.com
Products: stone picker, tractor mounted trencher, farmyard manure spreading trailer, mixer feeder

TÜMOSAN MOTOR VE TRAKTÖR SAN. A.Ş.
Address: Maltepe Mahallesi Londes Asfalti Caddesi No: 28/1 Topkapi 34010 Zeytinburnu/İSTANBUL
Tel: (0090) 212.4681900/ 212.4652892
Fax: (0090)212.4652891/212.4652583
Email: info@tumosan.com.tr
Website: http://www.tumosan.com.tr
Products: tractor, diesel engine, flail mulcher, subsoiler, chisel plough, rotary cultivator, cultivator, mineral fertilizer spreader, pneumatic seed drill, hoeing machine, inter-row cultivator, tractor front loader, corn forage harvester, pick-up baler, rotary rake, rotary tedder, mower, mixer feeder

TÜRKAY TARIM MAKİNALARI SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Fatih Mah. 1191.Sok. No: 17/A Gaziemir/İZMİR
Tel: (0090) 232.2816330 (2 H)
Fax: (0090) 232.2815710
Email: info@turkay.com.tr
Website: http://www.turkaytarim.com.tr
Products: flail mulcher, forestry mulcher, hole digger, subsoiler, disc tiller, chisel plough, cultivator, rotary cultivator, rotary tiller, mineral fertilizer spreader, pneumatic seed drill, hoeing machine, interrow cultivator, binder-reaper, pick-up baler, corn forage harvester, disc mower, rotary drum mower, rotary rake, rotary tedder, mixer feeder, skid steer loader

TÜRELİ ZİRAİ ALETLER LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Mehmet Akif Ersoy Mah. Ankara Cad. No: 84/ A Merzifon/AMASYA
Tel: (0090) 358.5132647
Fax: (0090) 358.5133567
Email: turelitarim@gmail.com
Website: http://www.tureliziraat.com
Description: dealer; irrigation equipment

UĞURLU TARIM MAK. HAY. VE TARIM ÜRÜN.SAN.TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Develi-Kayseri Yolu Üzeri 5.Km. P.K. 45 Develi/
KAYSERİ
Tel: (0090) 352.6216688
Fax: (0090) 352.6212071
Email: info@ugurlutarimmakina.com
Website: http://www.ugurlu-tarim.com
Products: plough, chisel plough, cultivator, disc harrow, land roller, mineral fertilizer spreader, field sprayer, land
leveller blade, tractor trailer, farmyard manure spreading trailer, liquid tank trailer

**UĞUR TARIM ALET VE MAKİNALARI SAN.TİC.LTD.ŞTİ.**

Tel: (0090) 224.3418131
Fax: (0090) 224.3418680
Email: ugurtar@ugurtartarim.com
Website: http://www.ugurtar.com.tr
Products: chisel plough, disc harrow, disc ridger

**UMANÇ TARIM MAKİNALARI SAN. VE TİC. -RAMAZAN ÜMÄNÇ**

Address: Sanayi Sitesi 19. Blok No: 2Keşan / EDİRNE
Tel: (0090) 284.7140509
Fax: (0090) 284.7141439
Email: utt@umanc.com
Website: http://www.umanc.com
Products: chisel plough, cultivator, disc harrow, rotary tiller

**UMANÇ TARIM MAKİNALARI SAN. VE TİC. -RAMAZAN ÜMÄNÇ**

Address: Sanayi Sitesi 19. Blok No: 2Keşan / EDİRNE
Tel: (0090) 284.7140509
Fax: (0090) 284.7141439
Email: utt@umanc.com
Website: http://www.umanc.com
Products: chisel plough, cultivator, disc harrow, rotary tiller

**UYSAN ZİRAİ İLAÇLAMA MAKİNALARI İMALAT SANAYİ**

Address: Beydeğirmeni Mah. Adana Bul. No: 30 Tarsus / MERSİN
Tel: (0090) 324.6163222
Fax: (0090) 324.6161754
Email: info@uysanmakina.com.tr
Website: http://www.uysanmakina.com
Products: field sprayer, forestry mulcher

**ÜNLÜ ZİRAAT ALETLERİ ZİRAİ ÜRÜNLERİ SAN. VE TİC. A.Ş.**

Address: Muradiye Mah. Demiryolu Cad. No: 28 45140 Yunusemre/MANİSA
Tel: (0090) 4443008
Fax: (0090) 236.2140039 (3Hat)
Email: info@unluziraat.com.tr
Website: http://www.unluziraat.com.tr
Products: mouldboard plough

**ÜRMÅKSAN MAKİNA İNŞ. TAAH. SAN. VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.**

Address: Yeşiltepe Mah. Uluyol Cad. No: 21 PK: 54200 Erenler/SAKARYA
Tel: (0090) 264.2751451
Fax: (0090) 264.2751157
Email: urmaksan@urmaksan.com
Website: http://www.urmaksan.com
Products: pick-up baler

**ÜNTAR İLAÇLAMA BİLİŞİM TARIM ALETLERİ SANAYİ VE TİCARET LTD. ŞTİ.**

Address: Konya 4. Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 102. Cadde No: 12 Selçuklu/KONYA
Tel: (0090) 332.3599292
Fax: (0090) 332.3598787
Email: bilgi@untartarim.com.tr
Website: http://www.untartarim.com.tr
Products: field sprayer, orchard sprayer, mineral fertilizer spreader

**VANSAN MAKİNA SAN. TİC. A.Ş**

Address: 10035 Sok. No: 10 A.O.S.B. Çiğli/İZMİR
Tel: (0090) 232.3767650
Fax: (0090) 232.3280168
Email: vansan@vansan.com.tr
Website: http://www.vansan.com.tr
Products: submersible pump, propeller pump, vertical turbine pump, geothermal pump, check valve

**VERİM KABİN VE TARIM MAKİNALARI SANAYİ - İBRAHİM TOPLAR**

Address: Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 7. Cad. No: 7 Alteylül / BALIKESİR
Tel: (0090) 266.2462432
Fax: (0090) 266.2462433
Email: info@verimkabin.com.tr
Website: http://www.verimkabin.com.tr
Products: tractor safety cab

YÄĞMUR TARIM MAKİNALARI SAN. VE TİC. A.Ş.
Address: Beylikdüzü Mermerciler Sanayi Sitesi 2. Cad. No: 17 Büyükçekmece / İSTANBUL
Tel: (0090) 212.8750865 (pbx)
Fax: (0090) 212.8750864
Email: info@yagmur.com
Website: http://www.yagmur.com
Products: single axle tractor and accessories, motorhoe, motor mower

YANMAR TURKEY MAKİNA A.Ş.
Address: Ozan Abay Cad. Çınarlı Mah. No: 10 Ege Perla B Kule No: 10 K: 6 D: 63 Konak /İZMİR
Tel: (0090) 232.5023050
Fax: (0090) 232.5023070
Email: info@yanmar-turkiye.com
Website: http://www.yanmar.com
Products: single axle tractor and accessories, motorhoe, transplanter

YARIŞ KABİN SANAYİ VE TİCARET A.Ş.
Address: OSB 4. Cadde No: 26 BALIKESİR
Tel: (0090) 266.2830130 (4 H)
Fax: (0090) 266.2811315
Email: info@yariskabin.com.tr
Website: http://www.yariskabin.com.tr
Products: tractor safety cab

YAVAŞ TARIM MAKİNALARI SANAYİ VE TİCARET-İLHAN YAVAŞ
Address: Cami Cedit Mah. Kibris Cad. No: 149 Bayramiç / ÇANAKKALE
Tel: (0090) 286.7731732
Fax: (0090) 286.7731733
Email: info@yavastarim.com.tr
Website: http://www.yavastarim.com
Products: land leveller blade, tractor trailer, liquid tank trailer, tractor mounted rear loader

YILDIZ SAC KIVIRMA TARIM MAKİNALARI VE RÖMORK İMALATI
Address: Moralı Mah. Taşıt Kümeleri Evleri No: 16 Germencik /AYDIN
Tel: (0090) 256.5189656
Products: tractor trailer

YURDUSAR TARIM MAKİNALARI TURİZM SAN. VE TİC. A.Ş.
Address: İTOB Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 10021 Sokak No: 1 Tekel /İZMİR
Tel: (0090) 232.7811575 (4 H)
Fax: (0090) 232.7811580
Email: info@yurdusartarim.com.tr
Website: http://www.yurdusar.com.tr
Products: post hole digger, flail mulcher, rotary cultivator, rotary tiller, hoeing machine, inter-row rotary cultivator

YÜKSAN TARIM MAKİNALARI SANAYİ-ERDOĞAN YÜKSEL
Address: Yeni Sanayi Bölgesi Kapalı Spor Salonu Arkası No: 1 İznik / BURSA
Tel: (0090) 224.7571167
Fax: (0090) 224.7573043
Email: info@yuksan.com
Website: http://www.yuksan.com
Products: flail mulcher, forestry mulcher, subsoiler, chisel plough, rotary cultivator, rotary tiller, deep placement fertilizer distributor, hoeing machine, inter-row cultivator

YÜKSEL TARIM MAK. NAKLİYAT SAN. VE TİC. A.Ş.
Address: Büyük Kayacık Mah. 4. Organise San.Böl. 405 Nolu Sok. No: 14 KONYA
Tel: (0090) 332.3450012
Fax: (0090) 332.3450013
Email: info@yuksettarim.com
Website: http://www.yuksettarim.com
Products: stone picker, mineral fertilizer spreader, rotary drum mower, mixer feeder

YÜZÜAK MAKİNA İTHALAT İHRACAT SAN. VE TİC. A.Ş.
Address: Kırklareli Organize Sanayi Bölgesi, Kızılçıldere mevkii, 5. Cad No: 23 KIRKLARELI
Tel: (0090) 288.2141743
Fax: (0090) 288.2127121
Email: sales@yuzuak.com
Website: http://www.yuzuak.com
Products: sprinkler, irrigation machine, hose reel system

YÜKAY TARIM MAKİNALARI PAZ.VE TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Address: Londra Asfaltı Üzeri Yeni Sanayi Sitesi Karşısı
No: 102D Malkara / TEKİRDAĞ
Tel: (0090) 282.4275015
Fax: (0090) 282.4275020
Email: gungoragri@gungoragri.com
Website: http://www.gungoragri.com
Products: universal seed drill, hoeing machine, inter-row cultivator

ZİMAŞ ZİRAAT MAKİNALARI SAN. VE TİC. A.Ş.
Address: 1202/1, No: 101G 35110 Yenişehir/İZMİR
Tel: (0090) 232.4580586
Fax: (0090) 232.4572697
Email: info@zimasziraat.com
Website: http://www.zimasziraat.com.tr
Products: single axle tractor and accessories, horticultural and viticultural equipment, lawn mower, lawn tractor, aerator, rotary brush cutter, motorhoe, wood chipper, chain saw, leaf blower, olive harvester, mower, motor mower, reaper-binder, irrigation equipment, water pump, sprinkler, etc.